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SUM M ARY

This thesis is a study on the use of works of art in Greek novels, based on the idea that the novelists 
understood it as one of the main features of their job. I recognise a coherent pattern whereby works 
of art are closely connected to protagonists and plot, which started already with first-century novels 
and continued throughout. Chapter One explores rhetorical theory of ekphrasis in order to provide 
technical information on it as well as to reassess the notion that descriptions of paintings in novels 
were entirely dependent on rhetoric. Chapter Two starts the analysis of the feature of works of art in 
the genre by examining Chariton and Xenophon of Ephesus, and by making some considerations on 
the Ninus romance as well. It shows that works of had a relevant role before the introduction of 
ekphrasis of paintings, and also that novelists showed a tendency to employ, and innovate on, the 
ideas of their predecessors. Through close textual analysis of the relevant passages, Chapter Three 
details how Achilles Tatius composed the ekphraseis of paintings from literary as well as figurative 
models, and shows how he explored their potential by experimenting on the connection between 
description and narration. In an appendix, it also examines a possible connection between Achilles 
Tatius and Lucian. I see Achilles Tatius’ descriptions as a prelude to the reflection on the nature of 
ekphrasis of paintings that can be found in Longus, mostly in the prologue of his novel. Chapter 
Four is dedicated to this, and connects it to the development of ekphrasis of paintings as an 
autonomous genre in the third century. Finally, Chapter Five considers Heliodorus as the recipient 
of this tradition, by looking closely at how he used the story of the birth of his heroine, who is bom 
from a painting, to talk about the birth of his novel. The novelists became progressively aware that 
art was the expedient through which they could talk about the nature of their work.
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INTRODUCTION

Artistic incipits

If a first-time reader of the novels could take a synoptic view of the way in which they begin, one of 

the elements that they would notice as common to all novels, besides, say, the introduction of the 

setting of the story, is the presence, at some point and in different forms, of a work of art.1 Referring 

to Callirhoe, Chariton says that ‘she was a wonderful maiden, and the glory (agalma) of the whole 

of Sicily. Her beauty was not human but divine, and not that of a sea or a mountain-nymph, but that 

of Aphrodite Parthenos’ (1,1,1), where the ambivalence created by the use of agalma, which means 

both ‘glory’ and ‘statue in honour of a god’, paves the way for the comparison with Aphrodite. 

Chaereas is more explicitly connected to art, as he is ‘such as sculptors and painters represent 

Achilles, Nireus, Hippolytus and Alcibiades’ (1,1,3), and shortly after almost looks like a real 

statue, when the redness from the exercise in the gymnasium shines on his skin like gold on silver

(1.1.5). Not much has actually been said about the appearance of the protagonists, their age or their 

personality, but already after a few lines since the beginning of the novel the readers have absorbed 

the notion that the two Syracusans have little in common with their fellow citizens, and instead 

belong with gods and heroes, and the vehicle that made this hyperbolic connotation possible is the 

comparison with works of art. One can almost see the beginning of a pattern when very similar 

elements are used in the introduction of Habrocomes and Anthia in the incipit of Xenophon of 

Ephesus’ Ephesiaka. Habrocomes is compared to a god, to the point of being the object of 

proskynesis (1,1,1), the practice of adoration reserved for the statue of a divinity, and it is precisely 

to the statue of a god (again, agalma) that he thinks himself to be superior in beauty and strength

(1.1.6). Eventually, it is this hybris that leads to the start of his misfortunes. The heroine Anthia is 

given, to a lesser extent, the same treatment, as the narrator says that ‘the Ephesians knelt down 

before her (prosekynesari) as in front of Artemis’ (1,2). Again, the work of art acts as a medium in 

the elevation of the protagonists to a quasi-divine stature, although, compared with Chariton, there 

seems to be a reversal of roles, for it is now the male protagonist, and not the female one, whose 

beauty is being exalted.

Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon starts with a reference to a work of art as well, 

though in a radically different way, since, a few lines after the beginning of the novel, the readers

1 All the following instances are here only summarised, but bear important consequences both for the characterisation 
o f the protagonists and for the narration, and some o f them present textual complications that make their reading 
problematic. All o f this will receive closer examination in the next chapters. The order followed in these opening 
paragraphs reflects the order in which the novels will be examined in the thesis.
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are confronted with the description of a painting of the rape of Europa which is imposing both in 

length, as it occupies the rest of the chapter (from 1,1,1 to 1,1,13), and detail. This happens before 

the introduction of Clitophon, the male protagonist of the novel, and thus the work of art does not 

seem to show the comparative function observed in Chariton and Xenophon. However, when it is 

Leucippe’s turn to be introduced, which takes place in Clitophon’s narration, the young man says 

that she looked like a picture of Selene he once saw (1,4,3), which establishes the comparison with 

a mythical heroine, as well as activating the connection with a painting. Little needs to be said 

about Longus here, so famous is the case of the picture found by the narrator in a grove in Lesbos in 

the prologue of Daphnis and Chloe, which triggers the subsequent narration of the events depicted 

in it. Finally, Heliodorus too introduces the protagonists as works of art at the beginning of the 

novel. A group of brigands has been observing the desolation of a beach right after a battle has 

taken place on it, when their attention is caught by the even more impressive sight of a girl (kore) 

sitting on a rock, a bow held in her hand, and a young man (ephebon), wounded, lying at her feet. 

The two figures are carefully described, but in a way that never specifies whether what the brigands 

are seeing are people or statues. They are introduced in very generic terms {kore and ephebon) 

which might as well refer to sculptures, and, as they are motionless, the ambiguity is carried 

through for as long as possible, until they are seen breathing (the words used are pneousa for the 

girl and pneuma for the young men).2 As subtle a reference to works of art as this is, the opinion of 

a second set of bandits that the girl looks like the statue of a goddess {agalma) stolen from a temple 

is reported a bit later (1,7), and it falls into the pattern set by Chariton and Xenophon. Moreover, 

towards the middle of the novel the readers discover that the protagonist takes her physical 

appearance from a painting of Andromeda that her mother happened to observe while conceiving 

her, and that it is because of this that her misfortune, as well as the subject matter for the narration, 

started (4,8).

Apart from these instances, objects of art are disseminated throughout the world where the 

novels are set. When in the course of their journeys the characters find themselves in a city, they 

observe its temples, the statues and the votive offerings, and they show knowledge of iconography 

that enables them to use works of art as terms of comparison, as, for example, when Callirhoe is 

regarded as similar to the Sleeping Ariadne (1,6,2) or the Aphrodite Anadyomene (8,6,11), or when 

Clitophon is compared to a painting of Achilles (6,1). This can be explained by saying that the 

novelists themselves lived in a world permeated by art which was seeing an increasing production 

of specific literature on the topic (for instance Pausanias’ Periegesis, and part of Lucian’s Imagines 

is nothing but two interlocutors discussing sightseeing). On the one hand, someone who wanted to

2
In addition to this, her pose recalls well-known statues o f Artemis. See Whitmarsh 2002, 116.
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read tales of love, adventures, and travels, would also have liked to catch a glimpse of the marvels 

the world had to offer. On the other hand, as emerges from a quick survey of the way in which the 

novels start, art seems to occupy already from the first lines a position that is not purely ornamental 

and marginal, and to play a role closely connected either to the protagonists or the narrative. This 

thesis is a study on works of art in the Greek novels, and on the increasing relevance that they seem 

to have in the development of the genre. In very simple terms, it explores the process that started 

with a girl being compared to a statue of a goddess and ended with a girl being bom from a 

painting.

Works of art in Greek novels have not been given a systematic treatment inclusive of all extant 

novels.3 Most of the attention has been paid by scholars to descriptions of paintings, as this is the 

form in which works of art manifest themselves more prominently in the novels, especially in the 

later ones and namely in Achilles Tatius and in the prologue of Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe. A  

certain level of unity has been recognised in the use of this feature by the two novelists,4 but the 

evident differences that are also operating makes it so that in the majority of studies they are 

considered in isolation.5 As we will see, descriptions of paintings have an enormous importance for 

the later novels, and, starting shortly and further in the thesis, all due consideration will be given to 

them, but as much as focusing on them is crucial to the understanding of the respective novels, it 

leaves out both instances when artistic objects which are not paintings are being described, and 

instances where artistic objects are present but not described. To the first category belong for 

example the descriptions of an embroidered canopy in Xenephon of Ephesus (1,8), a crystal cup and 

a jewel in Achilles Tatius (2,3 and 2,11), and a belt and an engraved amethyst in Heliodorus (3,4 

and 5,14). To the second category belong a number of occurrences of portraits of the protagonists in 

Chariton (represented through different forms of art: a ring, and statues), and, in Heliodorus, the 

painting of Andromeda from which Chariclea draws her appearance, of which everything we are

3
Famoux 2001 is an archaeological approach to all artistic presences in the novels (including works o f  art like 

paintings and statues, jewellery like rings, necklaces, and precious stones, and artifacts like cups or tapestries), which 
concludes, rightly, that these objects are more important from a narrative point o f  view than a historical one.4

Schissel von Fleschenberg 1913 is a study on the use o f  descriptions o f paintings as opening devices which associates 
Achilles Tatius with Longus, as well as with Petronius, Ps.-Cebes, and Lucian. Billault 1979 looks at ekphrasis as a 
unifying factor between Achiles Tatius and Longus, and Billault 1990 adds Heliodorus.

To name a few differences: Longus’ description is nowhere near as long, nor as detailed, as Achilles’; Achilles uses 
the same feature again at the beginning o f  Books Three and Five; the way in which Achilles connects the painting 
described and the main story differs in many ways from Longus. Further analysis o f the connection between the 
beginning o f the novels by Achilles Tatius and Longus at Chapter 4.1. Specific studies o f works o f art in Achilles’ 
novel are Harlan 1965, Garson 1978, and Bartsch 1989, and see further bibliography at Chapter 3.3. The painting in 
Longus’ prologue is so evidently and closely attached to the narrative that hardly a study on Daphnis and Chloe can be 
found that does not cover it at some point. See Mittelstadt 1967 for an artistic, rather than narrative, point o f view, and 
the beginning o f Chapter Four for further bibliography on the prologue o f the novel. Dubel 1990 provides an overview 
o f descriptions o f objects o f art in Heliodorus’ Aithiopika, opting for the interpretation that they are ornamental.
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told is that it showed Andromeda naked as Perseus helps her down the cliff (4,8).

In broad terms, the approach of this thesis is to read the novels and stop to comment when 

coming across a work of art. The choice of following the chronological order most scholars agree 

upon is not dictated by convenience alone, but also by the fact that, just like the novels developed in 

time, so did the use of works of art in them, and the understanding of the choices of one author 

becomes clearer after the scrutiny of the works of the predecessors.6 The close textual analysis of all 

the relevant passages constitutes a significant part of the thesis, and the space dedicated to it will 

increase according to how the novelists’ use of art, and the reflection on it, became more 

sophisticated. In fact, there seems to be a hiatus between the first-century novels by Chariton and 

Xenophon and the other three, due to the introduction of detailed descriptions of paintings. 

Although this divide is less pronounced if one considers the fact that Chariton’s use of the portraits 

of the protagonists is anything but simple, and that a detailed description of an artistic object can be 

found in the embroidered canopy in Xenophon 1,8, later novelists paid a different level of attention, 

and certainly devoted a much longer space of the narrative, to the presence of works of art, 

paintings in particular. As a result, the analysis of descriptions of paintings will have considerably 

more weight, in order to explain their composition and function and to interpret the numerous 

intertextual connections, which will bring to light the affinity between Achilles Tatius, Longus, and 

Heliodorus, in the use of paintings. The fact that later novelists seem to have put special emphasis 

not just on works of art in general but on paintings in particular will also be reflected in the 

subordinate role which will be given to the descriptions of other artistic objects: they (e.g. the jewel 

in Achilles Tatius 2,11 and the belt in Heliodorus 3,4) will be used in the discussion of specific 

issues, but will not themselves be the object of discussion.

Finally, the broader space occupied by the analysis of descriptions of painting is also the 

result of the fact that studying them requires the examination of ancient rhetorical texts which 

inform us on the theory of description. A survey of these texts is necessary not only to provide 

technical information useful to the understanding of how descriptions (of any subject and not works 

of art alone) were composed, but also to address the question of whether the rhetorical material 

should lead us into thinking that novelists who described paintings were simply repeating 

something they had learnt from rhetoric. This question needs to be answered both in order to 

recognise whence the novelists derived the feature and therefore better understand what they were 

doing with it, and because it was the starting point of the reflection of modem scholarship of Greek

6 The chronology o f the novels that has been followed in this thesis does not depart from the ‘canonical’ one: middle of  
the first century AD for Chariton (Bowie 2002, 57), last quarter o f the first century for Xenophon of Ephesus {ibid.), 
pre-160 AD for Achilles Tatius {ibid., 60-1), second half o f the second century or first half o f the third century for 
Longus (Morgan 2004, 2). It is agreed that Heliodorus is the last o f the list, and although his dating is still debated, a 
fourth-century dating seems more plausible than a third-century one (see, most recently, Ross 2015).
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novels concerning the presence of works of art.

Although references to rhetoric will accompany the analysis of the novels throughout the 

thesis, and although Chapter Three begins with an investigation, functional to the analysis of 

Achilles Tatius, on the relation between narration and description in ancient rhetorical theory, most 

of rhetorical theory on description will be dealt with in Chapter One. This will allow us, starting 

from Chapter Two, to examine the Greek novels systematically in order to evaluate the role played 

by works of art in the genre. As will be clear, there is more to art in the novels than just descriptions 

of paintings, and, in addition to this, even descriptions of paintings need to be assessed with a new 

approach which explains their presence as well as their evolution. In doing this, this thesis will 

achieve two main aims. The first one is to provide a close reading of all relevant passages, including 

comparison with ample external material which will facilitate their contextualisation and 

interpretation. The second one is to build a unitary vision of the novelists’ use of works of art in the 

novels, considering it as a feature of the genre which belonged to it since its beginning and evolved 

following a coherent pattern whereby novelists innovated on the work of their predecessors.
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Ekphrasis o f  works o f  art and Progymnasmata

With regard to the theme of works of art in the novels, scholars, as already mentioned, have mostly 

been interested in the descriptions of paintings, and to a lesser extent of other artifacts, found in the 

later novels. This is certainly due to the fact that those are the most imposing displays of works of 

art in the genre, but also to the fact that they seemed to provide very patent, and convenient, links 

between novels and rhetoric, which were central to how the novels were understood by early 

scholarship, as we will shortly see. Another thing to notice is that the descriptions of paintings were 

considered on a par with the other detailed descriptions which occur often in later novels. To name 

a few: Achilles Tatius describes a garden, a storm, the city of Alexandria, the river Nile, and 

animals; Longus is particularly fond of naturalistic descriptions of landscapes but also of seasons, 

and Heliodorus does not spare words when it comes to describing pretty much anything 

encountered by the characters of his novel, from landscapes to battles, villages, caves, festivals, and 

animals. These descriptive digressions have a length that often appears to be disproportionate to the 

surrounding text, to the point that the passages constitute a pause in the sequence of events, and an 

obstacle to the reader’s clear following of the story.1 The appreciation of these descriptions is also 

complicated by the fact that it is sometimes difficult to understand prima facie their relevance. 

Moreover, they display a structure and a language that makes all of them rather similar, giving the 

impression of a standard formula used over and over only with different subjects, and at times even 

with the same ones. This view is strengthened by the fact that, as it is agreed, the novelists 

underwent rhetorical training, which included learning how to write a description {ekphrasis): both 

the technique and the subjects suggested by ancient rhetoricians match the examples found in the 

novels. It is easy to see how the consequent apparent lack of originality, coupled with the 

problematic abundance of narrative pauses, which frustrates the readers, resulted, in the eyes of 

early scholarship, in a loss of literary value.

Starting from this premise, this chapter begins with a review of how scholarship has treated 

ekphrasis of works of art in the novels, pointing out how its connection to rhetorical theory needs to 

be reassessed. It will then move on to a closer analysis of the theory of ekphrasis, and then of 

ekphrasis of works of art, in the Progymnasmata, in order first of all to leam its rules, and secondly 

to suggest that it was likely the practice of ekphrasis of paintings, exemplified by Achilles Tatius, 

Lucian, and later rhetoricians, that influenced rhetorical theory, and not the other way round.

1 See Chapter 3.1 for more considerations on the relationship between description and narration. On speed o f  narrative, 
that is, the relationship between the duration of the story and the length of the text, and narrative pause see Genette 
1972, 123 ff.



LI. Greek novels and ekphrasis of works of art in the eyes of scholarship

German scholars of the nineteenth century recognised the influence of rhetoric in the novels and 

had no doubts in classifying them as products of the Second Sophistic, capitalising on descriptions 

as one of their most evident proofs.2 Erwin Rohde drew a parallel between the activity of the 

sophist, eager to impress the audience with a superficial show of form to which no depth of content 

corresponded,3 and that of the novelist, and poured his negative judgement from the former onto the 

latter. He had in mind the sophists’ declamations, especially those that contained ekphrasis of 

works of art,4 and, when analysing, for example, Achilles Tatius’ descriptions, did not hesitate to 

ascribe them to the same kind of rhetorical ostentation,5 to the point that his view of Leucippe and 

Clitophon is that the story is just an excuse to display digressions.

From this point of view things did not change drastically even after the discovery of the 

fragments of the Ninus romance, which demonstrated that the Greek novel already existed before 

the period of the Second Sophistic, and thus to the identification of two distinct phases in its 

development, a pre-sophistic one, already containing all the constituent elements of the genre, and a 

sophistic one, which shows the introduction to the novels of a considerable mass of rhetorical 

material.6 Even in the eyes of Rohde’s detractors, digressions were still a bulky remnant of the 

schools of rhetoric: ‘Certain others [innovations], consisting mainly of digressions superimposed on 

the story, seem not to have any value for the development of the novel as such but to be carried over 

into it from the curricula of academic prose writing, the orientation of which in that age was 

scientific by pretension, or rhetorically epideictic.’7 Despite the major change in perspective, 

scholars of the novels maintained a firm view on the digressive inserts: Rohde may have got his 

chronology completely wrong, but there was no questioning his reconstruction of the rhetorical

2
Even before Rohde’s famous reconstruction, already in Nicolai 1867, 51: ‘Sie waren Rhetoren und Sophisten. Zu 

demselben Schlusse ftihrt die Betrachtung jenes gelehrten Beiwerks, das sich in den Romanen findet, und auf das schon 
oben hingedeutet wurde. Malerei, Gartenkunst, Grammatik, Kriegskunst, Philosophic, Geographie, Geschichte, 
Mythologie, Jurisprudenz, Naturgeschichte, Theologie, - fast alle Zweige des damaligen Wissens haben zu der 
gelehrten Ausstaffierung dieser Romane beitragen miissen’. Notice that the first two points (Malerei and Gartenkunst) 
are, in the novels, instances o f descriptions. See also Norden 1898, 434 ff.
^ 3

Rohde 1876 , 348: ‘Freilich war diese Art empfindungsloser Schonrednerei die notwendige Frucht einer bis zur 
hochsten Stufe der technischen Entwickelung getriebenen Redekunst, welche, von jedem substantiellen Hintergrund 
losgelost, nun fur sich allein souverSn sein wollte. Die Redekunst als solche hat es -trotz aller Versicherungen der 
Rhetoren, daB nur der beste Mensch der beste Redner sein kdnne- mit Wahrheit des Inhalts, Aufrichtigkeit der 
Gesinnung, Echtheit der Empfindung durchaus nicht zu tun’.
4 Ibid., 360.
5 Ibid., 512: ‘von sonstigen rhetorischen Prachtstiicken, die mit der Erzahlung selbst noch weniger zu tun haben: 
Beschreibungen von Bildem, Schilderungen aus der Naturgeschichte und dem Menschenleben, Erzahlungen alter 
Mythen und asopischer Fabeln usw’. Notice that the first element o f the list o f rhetorical borrowings is, as in Nicolai, 
the description o f paintings.
6 Perry 1967, 108 ff. On the failure o f Rohde’s reconstruction see also Reardon 1991, 9 ff.
7 Perry 1967, 118.
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frame of the later novels, and, subordinately, his opinion about it.8 Scholars of digressive inserts, 

and especially of ekphrasis, however, came to different conclusions.

In 1912 Paul Friedlander published the poems of the sixth-century poets John of Gaza and 

Paul the Silentiary, consisting of the ekphrasis of, respectively, a painting of the universe and the 

cathedral of Hagia Sophia. The introduction to this is a survey of the description of works of art in 

the main genres of ancient literature, which still constitutes an indispensable study on the subject.9 

Already the order of Friedlander’s chapters paints a different picture regarding descriptions of 

works of art in the novels: the novel is analysed after epic, drama, and historiography, and before 

epigram, letters, philosophical allegories, and rhetoric. Concerning the novels, Friedlander’s idea is 

that rhetoric cannot be accounted as the sole (and not even as the major) factor responsible for the 

presence of ekphrasis of works of art.10 This must be considered the continuation of a feature that 

had been part of literature since Homer’s description of the shield of Achilles and passed down 

through different genres,11 and that in the novels shows the influence of epic, Alexandrian poetry, 

and periegesis in particular. Concerning function, Friedlander also noticed that the paintings 

described in Achilles Tatius act as anticipations of the events to come in the story, thus underlining 

their close connection with the text against the previously held opinion that they were marginal and 

purely ornamental. He ascribes to Hellenistic poetry this habit of producing descriptions of works 

of art that were important for the work as a whole. As for the schools of rhetoric, their contribution 

was merely stylistic: they provided refined linguistic tools for the descriptions, but not the 

substance.

The coordinates of the origin of the novels’ use of ekphrasis of paintings are open to debate. 

Harlan agrees with Friedlander except on two points.12 First of all, she takes the schools of rhetoric, 

whose influence Friedlander had greatly decreased, completely out of the equation, and 

distinguishes between rhetorical ekphrasis on the one hand (always digressional, and itself divided 

into two traditions, one coming from historiography, the other from literary descriptions of loci 

amoeni), and description of painting, which is always symbolic and never defined as ekphrasis 

(until the fourth century). Secondly, she sees the origin of descriptions of paintings in allegorical 

descriptions told by sophists for moralising purposes, a possibility which Friedlander had ruled

g
Bartsch has collected some o f these opinions, showing that they persisted through the greater part o f  the last century. 

See Bartsch 1989, 4-5. To these one could add Garson’s comment on the paintings in Achilles Tatius: ‘Thematically 
these pictures are irrelevant to the plot and structurally they contribute nothing’ (Garson 1978, 85).g

‘Einleitung tiber die Beschreibung von Kunstwerken in der aniiken Literatur\ in Friedlander 1912, 1-103. A similar 
task was later undertaken by Palm 1965-66.
10 Friedlander 1912, 47-55.
11 A tradition Rohde was obviously not unaware o f  (see Rohde 18763, 360, n. 3), but whose influence he subordinated 
to that o f the schools o f rhetoric.
12 For this see Chapters One and Two o f Harlan 1965.
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out.13 Palm is more cautious in tracing clear-cut origins, though the order in which he discusses 

literary genres is telling, especially if compared with Friedlander’s: epic, drama, Hellenistic poetry, 

epigrams, philosophical allegories, rhetoric, periegesis, and then novels, followed only by Nonnus 

and Quintus Smymaeus. Concerning Achilles Tatius, he stresses the tourist-motif that introduces 

the descriptions of paintings and the activity of interpretation related to them, and connects them to 

Lucian and Philostratus.14

In spite of their differences, the studies by Harlan and Palm confirm something that 

Friedlander’s work had underlined in contrast with previous scholars, that is, that different attention 

should be paid to ekphrasis of works of art and ekphrasis of any other subject. The former has a 

distinguished tradition and a particular connotation (which we will analyse later on) that isolate it 

from the latter, and give a more prominent position to it.15 This principle, which Friedlander and 

Palm used to outline the history of ekphrasis, is reflected in the novels. Achilles Tatius has many 

descriptions, but the descriptions of paintings are predominant in terms of position, length, and 

influence in the story. In a similar way, Longus abounds with descriptions of nature, but everything 

he describes in the novel is contained in the description of the painting found in the prologue. To a 

certain extent, we find this distinction also in the handbooks used in the educational programmes of 

the schools of rhetoric that formed the class of men of letters the novelists came from. The 

handbooks trained students in the description of places (like gardens, landscapes and cities), or of 

events (like a storm or a battle), or of people and animals, but they did not prescribe, at least until 

the handbook written by Nicolaus in the late fifth century (thus well after the last of the novelists), 

the description of works of art.16 As a consequence, there is no doubting the influence of rhetoric on 

the majority of instances of ekphrasis in the novels, but its influence on ekphrasis of works of art 

needs to be re-evaluated.17

To be more precise about the schools of rhetoric and the chronology of rhetorical ekphrasis, 

the handbooks referred to above are the Progymnasmata, the first extant example of which was 

written by Aelius Theon in the first century AD. Schools of rhetoric had obviously been around for 

much longer, as had the exercises employed in them, on which we possess little information and no 

organised handbook.18 An increasing number of references to a structured set of exercises can be

13 Harlan 1965, 17; Friedlander 1912, 77.
14 Palm 1965-66, 183 ff.
15 Cf. also Palm 1965-66, 117.
16 Friedlander 1912, 85, Harlan 1965, 9 ff., Webb 2009, 82.
17This will be treated more extensively in the next chapter.
18 On this see Kennedy 1959.
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found in Latin rhetorical treatises of the first century BC, but there is no mention of ekphrasis,19 

The earliest occurrence of the word is uncertain.20 Dionysius of Halicarnassus (first century BC) 

uses it in On imitation 3,8 when criticising the historian Philistos’ descriptions, but since what we 

have of the treatise comes from a later epitome, the dating cannot be sure.21 Something similar can 

be said for the spurious treatise Ars rhetorica, which is attributed to Dionysius of Halicarnassus but 

likely dates from the late second or third century. It is interesting that both, regardless of their 

attribution, are instances of criticism. In Ars rhetorica 10,17 the author is complaining about the 

excesses of the declamations (meletai), and in particular about the extreme use of ekphrasis, which 

is just an empty show of words, completely out of place in a trial.22 He understands the origin of 

such practice to be the works of historians and poets whom students want to emulate, although he 

admits ignorance as to the reason why ekphraseis are in those works in the first place.

The reason can be that descriptions are in some degree present in every narrative, and they 

were certainly abundant in the texts of the Archaic and Classical periods (Homer, Thucydides, the 

orators, etc.) which were studied and learnt by heart in school. It is therefore important to 

distinguish the instances of description found in ancient literature and used as models (and defined 

as ekphrasis by teachers of rhetoric), from the rhetorical ekphrasis proper, which originated as an 

exercise in schools and found its way into declamations and into literary works of the Imperial age. 

The rhetors catalogued the former and inferred rules from it in order to teach it, which resulted in 

the latter being standardised and usable at will, with a corresponding loss of originality and 

significance. It is in this form that ekphrasis became very popular among rhetoricians (possibly, 

with Dionysius, as early as the first century BC, or, with Theon, in the first century AD) and, in the 

second and third century, especially among the exponents of the so-called Second Sophistic. 

Ekphrasis of works of art, as has already been said, had a different history. By studying ancient 

authors, students of rhetoric certainly came across the famous instances of descriptions of works of 

art, but there is no evidence that this kind of description underwent the same categorisation as the 

others, at least not until the fifth century.23

19 Friedlander 1912, 84, Kennedy 2003, x-xii. Quintilian, living at roughly the same time as Theon, also mentions
several exercises in Institutio oratorio, but description is not one of them.
20 For the ancient use o f the word '‘ekphrasis’ see Harlan 1965, 45-51, and especially Webb 1999.
21 See Webb 2009, 39.
22 Similarly, Lucian criticises the historians o f his times who make excessive and irrelevant use o f ekphrasis in
Quomodo historia conscribenda sit 19 ff.
23 Descriptions like the shield o f Achilles in Homer, the shield of Heracles in Hesiod, the pictures in the temple in 
Euripides’ Ion, Jason’s cloak in Apollonius, to name a few. To be sure, the shield of Achilles was a case study, but was 
always considered as a weapon and not a work o f art. A more detailed analysis of the treatment o f the shield in the 
Progymnasmata will follow in the next chapter.
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The first rhetorical ekphrasis of a work of art cannot be dated with precision.24 The Suda 

mentions that the rhetor Nicostratus wrote, among other equally lost works, Eikones. He is said to 

be a contemporary of Aelius Aristides and Dio Chrysostom (who were not, strictly speaking, 

contemporaries), which points to the second century, and he might well be the same Nicostratus 

mentioned by Philostratus in the Lives o f  the Sophists 2,31 (his Eikones, however, are not 

mentioned by Philostratus), which would strengthen the hypothesis of a second-century dating. 

Given the time in which it was written and its subject matter, Nicostratus’ Eikones probably dealt 

with ekphrasis, but it is impossible to say whether the form it took was closer to Lucian’s Eikones, 

Philostratus’ Eikones, or something altogether different.25 Friedlander indicates Lucian’s De domo 

as the oldest extant rhetorical ekphrasis of a work of art, seeing in it almost the manifesto of what in 

the following century was to become an autonomous literary genre. To name the most famous 

examples, after the ekphraseis of paintings in Lucian, often used as introduction to speeches 

(prolaliai), we have the third-century Imagines by The Elder and the Younger Philostratus, the 

fourth-century Statuarum descriptiones by Callistratus, the ekphraseis in Himerius’ speeches, and 

those in Libanius’ exercises.27 Rohde read all of Achilles Tatius’ ekphraseis as sophistic products, 

and since he dated him to the fifth century, he linked, reasonably enough, his ekphraseis of works 

o f art to the kind written by the authors just mentioned. As is now widely believed, however, 

Achilles Tatius wrote in the second century, thus at the same time as Lucian, not only at a time 

when theory of rhetorical ekphrasis of works of art had not developed, but also when actual 

ekphraseis o f works of art were only just starting to appear in declamations. If we add the fact that 

the dating of Lucian’s dialogues is uncertain, and that there could be evidence that Lucian was 

aware of Achilles Tatius’ descriptions of paintings, then it becomes difficult to find a rhetorical 

ekphrasis o f a work of art that antedates the novelist’s.28 At the very least, Achilles Tatius wrote

24 See Harlan 1965, 66.
25 Suda also mentions a Pamphilus who wrote Eikones kata stoikheion (Images in alphabetical order) and Peri 
graphikes kai zdgraphon endoxon (On painting and famous painters). Uncertainty about his origin (Amphipolis, 
Sicyon, or Nicopolis), as well as other slightly incoherent information (he is said to be a philosopher, and the other 
works by him that are mentioned are a Tekhne grammatike and three books o f  Gedrgika), suggest that perhaps different 
figures merged into this entry in Suda. Therefore, it is possible that the author o f Eikones kata stoikheion and Peri 
graphikes kai zdgraphon endoxon was the fourth-century BC painter Pamphilus o f  Amphipolis, teacher o f Apelles and 
founder o f the school o f Sicyon (cf. Plin. NH  35,44). Judging by the early dating and the title, Eikones kata stoikheion is 
more likely to have been a list o f  famous paintings than a collection o f ekphraseis in the Philostratean manner. Both 
Pamphilus and Nicostratus are reported by Matz as the forerunners o f rhetorical ekphrasis o f works o f  art. See Matz 
1867,8.
26 Friedlander 1912, 87.
27 See Bartsch 1989, 15-31 for a survey.
28 The stress is on rhetorical ekphrasis. There is no doubt that we find the description o f a painting in Pseudo-Cebes’ 
Tabula. Even though its dating is uncertain, and estimates range from the fourth century BC to the second AD (Lucian 
mentions him twice in connection with the Tabula, in De mere. cond. 42, and Rhet. praec. 6), the use o f  paintings for 
philosophical purposes is reported by Cicero as well (De finibus 2,69). Matz (op. cit., 5 ff.) and Rohde (op. cit., 360, n.
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before ekphrasis of works of art became a feature so popular that it had its own genre, and long 

before it became the ordinary, prearranged, ever-repeated practice that attracted Rohde’s scorn, 

which should encourage us to look for creativity rather than cliche when reading his descriptions of 

paintings.

The appreciation of works of literature of the Imperial age, especially the novels, has 

changed radically since Rohde’s times, as has the way in which products of the Sophistic are 

regarded, the complexity of which, as well as its exponents’ cultivation, is beyond question. For 

instance, the opinion that Achilles Tatius’ digressions are incoherently attached to the story and 

hinder its reading has been replaced by the opinion that very little in his novel is the product of 

borrowing due to lack of ideas or for ornamental purposes, and that the author was instead very 

careful in selecting his material and clever in modifying and arranging it in order to serve the 

narration. Most famously, the function of the descriptions of paintings has been reassessed by 

Bartsch, who researched the links between them and the story and highlighted the intricacy of the 

author’s narrative strategy.29 At the same time, the genre of ekphrasis of works of art has received 

wide attention,30 as has, more recently, the study of ekphrasis from the point of view of rhetorical 

theory.31 What has not, however, is the relationship between the presence of ekphrasis of art in the 

novels and the tradition of rhetorical ekphrasis of art. Considering Achilles Tatius as one of the 

forerunners of this feature changes considerably the way in which we look at its whole 

development, and draws attention to the novels as possible important contributors to the general 

interest in art literature of the Imperial age.

Furthering this investigation, we will now take a closer look at the Progymnasmata, which 

have so far only been mentioned. The rest of the chapter will scrutinise their instructions on 

ekphrasis and on ekphrasis of works of art, setting a theoretical foundation for the rest of the thesis. 

This analysis will also point out, again and in greater detail, that there is no evidence that ekphrasis 

of paintings was an exercise at the time of the first ekphrasis of a painting in the genre novel.

3) agree that that isolated kind o f allegorical description o f a painting needs to be considered separately from rhetorical 
ekphrasis, on account o f its lack o f stylistic artifice, but see, contra, Harlan 1965, 52 ff., 67.
29 Bartsch 1989.
30 See for instance the works o f Jas Eisner (Eisner 2002, and Bartsch and Eisner 2007).
31 Especially Webb 1999 and 2009.
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1.2. Nature and purpose of the Progymnasmata

What we know of rhetorical exercises comes from the Progymnasmata, the handbooks containing 

instructions on the parts of speech and how to strengthen one’s skills in each of them.32 The 

surviving Progymnasmata are the works attributed to Aelius Theon (first century AD), Ps.- 

Hermogenes (third century), Aphthonius (second half of fourth century), and Nicolaus (second half 

of fifth century).33 The Progymnasmata are divided into chapters, each dedicated to one exercise 

meant to improve single features of speech. The order of the exercises, which, apart from a few 

variations, is similar in all the handbooks, reflects an increase in the difficulty of the exercises, in 

order for the students to start with something easy and very approachable, and then move on to 

more serious compositions once the basics are acquired. So, for instance, the first exercise is usually 

(with the exception of Theon) a fable, a fictitious story in the style of Aesop containing a meaning, 

something simple to compose and with which the students would have been acquainted since 

childhood, while the last one is, without exception, the introduction of a law, an exercise with a 

very practical and more demanding purpose. This is the usual order of the exercises: mythos (fable), 

diegema (narrative, the exposition of something that has happened or as if it happened), khreia 

(recollection of a saying or an action referred to a person, with a meaning), gnome (discussion of a 

maxim), kataskeue and anaskeue (confirmation or refutation of a matter), koinos topos (speech 

which amplifies an evil or a good deed), enkdmion (exposition of good qualities) and its opposite, 

psogos (invective), synkrisis (comparison of similar or dissimilar things), ethopoiia (delineation of 

a character), ekphrasis (descriptive language), thesis (discussion of a general question), and nomou 

eisphora (introduction of a law).

Some exercises, for example enkdmion, could end up constituting a speech on their own, 

while most of them were intended to be parts the combination of which constituted the speech (a 

defensive plea in court for example would have used, among others, diegema and ethopoiia). 

Moreover, and the rhetors are aware of this, there is often an overlap between different exercises, 

because of the impossibility of separating them entirely (the praise of something, for instance, will 

likely contain its description). Each exercise served one or more of the three genres into which 

rhetoric had, as a result of a long tradition, been divided: deliberative, judicial, and epideictic 

(Aristotle, Ars rhetorica 1358b). It is clear that an exercise such as nomou eisphora would have 

contributed on its own to a deliberative speech, whereas one such as enkdmion would have

32
The most detailed studies on the Progymnasmata are those by Ruth Webb, who pays special attention to the role o f

ekphrasis. See Webb 1999, Webb 2001, Webb 2009. For a translation see Kennedy 2003.
33

The are problems surrounding the dating and attribution o f early Progymnasmata. See Patillon 1997, vii-xvi, for 
Aelius Theon, and Patillon 2008, 165-70, for Ps.-Hermogenes. See also Patillon 2008, 49-52, for the dating o f  
Aphthonius.
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constituted an autonomous demonstrative speech. Others would have applied to all kinds of 

rhetoric, but with different purposes in each case. Symcrisis, for example, ‘is useful in judicial 

speeches when we compare either wrongs to wrongs or good deeds to good deeds, and similarly in 

encomia when we contrast good deeds; its advantage for deliberative speeches is also very clear, for 

speeches of advisers are concerned with which policy is preferred’ (Theon 60,31-61,6, trans. 

Kennedy).

In order to exemplify the ideas involved in the exercises, the rhetors often recur to 

specimens taken from authors of the past (Homer is among the most preferred sources, together 

with historians and orators). The approach that the rhetors have to ancient texts is a very practical 

one: the examples are decontextualised in order to be analysed as cases of study, and literary value 

is rarely attached to the references. Apart from glimpses of stylistic appreciation of a Thucydides or 

a Demosthenes, ancient authors are used as a database of samples, and more often than not the same 

examples are used by different rhetors. The lack of appreciation is justified by the practical purpose 

and by no means undermines the fact that the rhetors viewed the works of the past as the peaks of 

literature of all times, and that the standards set by them were still the perfect models to be 

emulated.

As the final point of this brief survey, it is important to reflect on the function of the 

Progymnasmata. Since they are rhetorical exercises, they will be concerned with the same thing 

that rhetoric is concerned with, and that is persuasion, as stated very clearly by Aristotle {Ars 

Rhetorica 1355b).34 The aim of a speech is to persuade the audience and bring it to your side, 

whether in the deliberative, where the purpose is to advise in favour or against a proposition, in the 

judicial, where the purpose is to defend or accuse in a trial, or in the epideictic, where the purpose is 

to praise or blame. Rhetoric provided the tools to be good at it, and the Progymnasmata provided 

exercises in order to practise and perfect those tools. The first reason why students would undergo 

such education (and the reason why their fathers would pay for it), was not to become good writers 

or to appreciate the glories of literature, but to become good lawyers, politicians, or men of public 

affairs, and make money out of it.35 This background is fundamental in order to understand the 

reason why descriptions, otherwise usually related to literature, became a studied rhetorical 

technique with its own rules, the acquisition of which was vital to the rhetors.

34 See also 1356a: 6ia 5s tou Aoyou Tnaxsuouaiv, oxav aAr|0ss r] ^aivopsvov Ssi^copsv ek tcov irep't sxaaxa
T n 0 a v c o v .
35 On education in this period see Morgan 1998.
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1.3. Nature and purpose of ekphrasis

Ekphrasis was but one of these exercises, though one of the more complicated. It is defined almost 

invariably as ‘Xoyos TTEpiTiyTipaTiKOs svapycos u tt’ ovjnv aycov t o  SriXoupEvov’, a descriptive 

speech that brings what is shown clearly before the eyes. Why would this be important for an 

orator? The authors of the Progymnasmata, at least the early ones, are not very keen on providing a 

reason for this. The closest thing to an indication of purpose to be found in Theon is in his 

introduction:

o  5 e  K a A o u p E v o s  t o t t o s  k c u  f) £ K c J> p aa is  T r p o ^ a v ? )  t t ] v  c o ^ e X e ic x v  e 'x o u cm , 

T r a v T a x o u  t c o v  ttccX o cico v  t c o v  p s v  i a x o p i K c o v  t t c c v t c o v  e t t i  t t X e k j t o v  t t \  E K ^ p a a E i ,

TCOV 5 e pFjTOplKCOV TCO TOTTCO KEXPTIMEVCOV.

What is called topos and ekphrasis have very clear benefit, since the ancients have 
used these everywhere, all historical writers using ekphrasis very frequently and 
orators using topos?1 
(60,19-22)

Ekphrasis is useful because all the ancient historical writers use it everywhere. Nothing more 

specific will be said in the section dedicated to ekphrasis. Ps.-Hermogenes, a far more concise 

author than Theon and the others, says nothing about the purposes of ekphrasis, nor does 

Aphthonius. The first of the authors of the Progymnasmata to state why a rhetor should be well 

versed in descriptions is Nicolaus, but this means that in the handbooks we have no indication of 

this until the fifth century AD. This should not indicate that the teachers of rhetoric did not know 

what they were teaching and why, but, more likely, that it was already understood by all and did not 

need to be stated.

For us to understand it, it is necessary to refer to Quintilian in the Institutio oratoria, a work 

that has a higher aim than the Progymnasmata, but that at the same time shares and deepens some 

of their technical aspects. In 4,2,64 Quintilian explains the virtues of vividness {evidentia), called 

enargeia in Greek. As we will see, enargeia is the main engine of ekphrasis:

Evidentia in narratione, quantum ego intellego, est quidem magna virtus, cum quid

36 Such is Theon’s definition (118,7). The one given by other authors changes only in the order o f  the words. The only 
significant change can be found in Nicolaus (68 Felten), who defines it as Xoyos d^TiyTUJcmKos-. The implications o f
this will be considered shortly.
37

The Greek text used for Theon is that established by Patillon 1997; as for the other authors o f Progymnasmata, 
Patillon 2008 was used for Ps.-Hermogenes and Aphthonius, Felten 1913 for Nicolaus, and Rabe 1926 for John o f  
Sardis. Unless otherwise specified, all translations o f passages from the Progymnasmata are taken from Kennedy 2003 
and sometimes adapted.
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veri non dicendum sed quodammodo etiam ostendendum est, sed subici perspicuitati 
potest.

As to vividness, it is, to my understanding, undoubtedly an important virtue of 
Narrative, when a truth requires not only to be told but in a sense to be presented to the 
sight.
(trans. Russell)

As specified further on in 6,2, a description powered by enargeia can turn the audience into 

spectators, which leads to them feeling part of the scene that is being described. The benefits, say in 

a trial for murder, of having the audience see the crime scene with the eyes of the defendant, are 

obviously many. Moreover, it can direct the audience and the judge’s emotions, which is oratory’s 

most important contribution:

ubi vero animis iudicum vis adferenda est et ab ipsa veri contemplatione abducenda 
mens, ibi proprium oratoris opus est.

But where force has to be brought to bear on the judge’s feelings and their minds 
distracted from the truth, there the orator’s true work begins.
(6,2,5, trans. Russell)

When at the beginning of On the Murder o f  Eratosthenes Lysias makes Euphiletos say to the judges 

that he will show them everything (eycb xoivuv apxps upiv anavTa etti5e(£co xa spauxou 

TTpaypaxa, 1,5), and when shortly after that he starts describing the house where the adultery and 

the murder took place (TTpcaxov psv ouv, co avSpEs, 5eT yap  Ka'i xau0’ u|iiv SiqyfjaaaSai 

oikiSiov eoxi poi SittAouv, 1,9), the aim is precisely that. When given the full perception of the 

event, the audience can almost become witnesses of it, and this is the very practical reason why 

students of oratory should master ekphrasis,38

Compared with the Progymnasmata written by the others, those written by Nicolaus show, 

beside the practical information, a more theoretical approach to the subject. In the introduction he 

returns to the Aristotelian categories and points out the persuasive purpose clearly. In commenting 

on the definition of rhetoric written by a certain Diodorus,39 Nicolaus says:

TTpoaKEixai 5e “xcov evSexomsvcov TTi0avcov ev TTavx'i Aoycp” 5ia xo xeAos t?]s 
pqxopiKqs, ETTEiSr) xouxo auxrjs xeAos xo tteioxikcos eitteTv Kaxa xo

Webb 2009, 88-90.
39 2 Felten: prjTopiKr] eoti Suvapi? supernal Kai Eppr|VEUTiKf| petcx Koapou tcov ev6exo|jevcov mSavcov ev ttovti 
Aoyco, ‘rhetoric is a dynamis o f invention and expression, with ornament, o f the available means of persuasion in every 
discourse’. This Diodorus, or Theodorus, is not identified. His definition follows closely the one given by Aristotle in 
Ars rhetorica 1355b.
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evSsxomevov.

The phrase “the available means of persuasion in every discourse” is added because of 
the end of rhetoric, since its end is to speak persuasively in accord with what is 
available.
(2 Felten)

The main aim of rhetoric is to be persuasive. He then moves on to the classical division of rhetoric 

into three genres (Sikcxvikov, ou|j(3ouAeutik6v, TTavrjyupiKOv),40 and specifies the purpose of 

each.41 The aim of judicial speech is the just (to Sixaiov), that of the deliberative is the 

advantageous (to oup<t>Epov), and that of panegyric is the excellent (to xaAov). Towards the end of 

the introduction, after dividing speech into its five parts, Nicolaus links once again the 

Progymnasmata with the aims of rhetoric:

Autt) Se f] SicupEOis ppiv ysyovs Sia to 5r]Aco0r]vai to ex tcov TTpoyupvaapaTcov 
o<J>eAo s . tcx mev yap  bnas TTpos to Sixavixov yupva^Ei, Ta 6s Trpos to 
oumPouAeutikov, Ta Se xat Trpos to TpiTov, to Travrjyupixov.

We have made this division of the subject to clarify the advantage coming from 
progymnasmata. Some of them practice us for judicial speech, some for deliberative, 
and some for the third, the panegyrical.
(5 Felten)

After this foreword it is no wonder that when it comes to the individual exercises Nicolaus will 

always go back to the main purposes and establish the relationship to them. When discussing 

ekphrasis he says that descriptions are useful for all three species of rhetoric, and explains why.42 

According to Nicolaus, ekphrasis is useful for all three kinds of rhetoric. In deliberative rhetoric, 

best exemplified by the proposal of a new law, or of measures in war, and the like, ekphrasis will be

40 The only difference from Aristotle (Ars rhetorica 1358b: oup(3ouXeutik6v, Sikovikov, ettiSeiktikov) is in the term 
used by the latter to define demonstrative rhetoric.

4 Felten: Kai eoti tou  ijev Sikovikou j'Siov ttov t o  ev KaTTiyopia Kai airoXoyia, teXos Se auTou t o  SiKaiov 
tou  Se ou|j(3ouXeutikou TrpoTpouf| Kai auoTpoTTr), teXos 6e auTou t o  aup^Epov tou  Se TTavriyupiKou t o  
EyKcopiaaTiKov Kai 4»ektikov, to  Kai ettiSeiktikov, teXo? Se outou to  KaXov, ‘everything in accusation and defense 
is specific to judicial rhetoric, and its end is the just; exhortation and dissuasion belong to deliberative, and its end is the 
advantageous; o f  panegyric, also (called) epideictic, the forms are the encomiastic and invective, and its objective is the 
excellent. Cf.Ars rhetorica 1358b, where Aristotle adds for each positive aim its negative counterpart.

70 Felten: Tpicov Se ovtcov eiScov, tou te S ikovikou XEyco koi rravriyupiKou Kai ou(j(3ouXeutikou, ev ttocoiv f] 
Xpeia tou npoyupvaapaTos toutou EupEOriaETac Kai yap  oum(3ouXeuovtes ttoXXcckis avayKTiv e'xomev 
EK(}>paaai touto, TTEpi ou TroioupE0a tous Xoyous, 'iva paXXov tteiocoijev, Kai KatTiyopouvTEs f] ctTroXoyoupEvoi 
SEO|JE0a T?|S EK TOU EK(})pâ ElV aÛ fjOECOS, Kai PEVTOI Kai EV TTOVTiyUplKaTs UTToOe'oEOIV IKaVOV TO Trjs EK̂ paOECOS 
f)5ovf)v EpTTOiTjaai toTs ev 0EaTpois Ka0r)|JEVOis, ‘There being three kinds o f  rhetoric, I mean judicial and 
panegyrical and deliberative, this progymnasma will be found useful for all; for in deliberative speaking we often 
encounter a necessity to describe the thing about which we are making the speech, in order to be more persuasive, and 
in prosecuting or defending we need the amplification that comes from making an ecphrasis, and, o f course, in 
panegyrical subjects the element o f ecphrasis is capable o f producing pleasure in theatre-audiences’.
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needed in order to describe to the audience what the situation would be like in case the proposal is 

voted or not, thus contributing to convincing them. In judicial rhetoric one will need to amplify 

( t ?|s  ek t o u  EK<t>pa£Eiv au^C TE cos) the accusational or defensive speeches in order to win the trial. 

And finally, in panegyrical rhetoric, the ekphrasis of the object described will enhance the praise 

and produce pleasure (Tps EK^paoEcos pSovrjv). A commentary to Aphthonius’ Progymnasmata 

attributed to John of Sardis (ninth century AD) provides similar information.43

Now that the purposes of ekphrasis as they are expressed in the Progymnasmata have been 

outlined, let us examine the constituent elements of ekphrasis, starting from its subjects.44 All the 

authors of Progymnasmata include among the subjects of ekphrasis: prosopa (people), pragmata 

(actions, events), topoi (places), and khronoi (periods of time). Individual authors add tropoi (ways 

in which objects are made, in Theon ), kairoi (occasions, in Ps.-Hermogenes) or panegureis 

(festivals, in Nicolaus), or even aloga zda and phyta (dumb animals and plants, in Aphthonius), but 

the four main recognised categories already speak for an almost all-inclusive range of possible 

subjects for ekphrasis.

As to the order in which things should be described, students are advised to proceed part by 

part, according to the nature of the subject described. In case of pragmata, an ekphrasis should 

describe what happened before them, what was included in them, and what resulted from them 

(Theon, Ps.-Hermogenes, and Aphthonius all agree on this). In case of topoi, khronoi, and prosopa 

(to which Theon adds tropoi), Theon and Ps.-Hermogenes say that ekphrasis should extract 

material from the narration ( S ip y r j a is )  of what needs to be described and start from what is 

excellent (ek t o u  kcxAou), useful (ek t o u  XPO°IMOU), and pleasant (ek t o u  p S s'os , but Ps.- 

Hermogenes substitutes this with TTapa5 o £ o u , ‘what is strange’) about it. Aphthonius says that the 

subjects of these ekphraseis should be described from first thing to last, from head to feet in case of 

prosopa, from surroundings (ek tc o v  t te p ie x o v tc o v )  and contents (ev  cxutoTs UTTapxovTeov) in 

case of kairoi and topoi. The only discordant note comes from Nicolaus, who takes into 

consideration entirely different subjects and adds interesting perspectives to the first-thing-to-last 

formula:

43 215 Rabe: XpriaipcoTaTai 6s ai EK<f>pdaEis eiaiv els Ta Tpia ei'Sti t%  priTopiKfj?’ EK^pdaeis yap  ev 
EyKcopiois- utt’ avSpcov 5r|pioupyr)0EVTas tottous, XipEvas, otocxs Kai Ta xoiauTa- ev S ikois opofcos tottous, 
TTEpi ous n S ikt] Kai TTEpi cov SeT̂ oi ti KaTETTEiyEi toTs SiKaaTals' cdaauTcos Kai ev aup(3oXa7s‘ Kai y ap  
ou|j(3ouA£uovtes ttoAAcxkis avayKTiv e'xopev EK<t>pdaai touto, TTEpi ou TroioupE0a tous Xoyous, 'iva paXXov 
TTEiacopEV, ‘Ecphrases are most useful for all three species o f rhetoric; for in encomia you will describe the places, 
harbours, stoas, and such things built by men; in judicial speeches, similarly, the places with which the trial is 
concerned and which you are impelled to make known to the judges. Much the same in deliberations; for in deliberative 
speeches we often must describe what we are talking about in order to be more persuasive’.
44

On this see Webb 2009, 61 f f ,  and the useful chart at 213-14.
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A eT 5 e, qv iK a a v  EK<j>pa£co|JEV Kai p a X ia T a  a y a X p a T a  tux ov  q  E iK ovas q si t i 
a'XXo t o io u t o v , TTEipaaSat X o y ia p o u s  T rpocm 0£vai tou  t o io u Se q  t o io u Se TTapa 
tou  ypa<J>Ecos q ttXcxotou ax q p aT O S -

We must, particularly when we describe statues for example, or paintings or things of 
this sort, try to add reasons (logismoi) why the painter or sculptor depicted things in 
certain ways.
(69 Felten, trans. Webb 2009, 203)

The other subjects of ekphrasis are summarised quite briefly by Nicolaus, whose list {topoi, 

khronoi, prosopa, panegureis, pragmata) follows the canonical one and only adds festivals 

(panegureis). Unlike the other authors, Nicolaus does not explain how to compose the ekphrasis of 

a battle or a person, but instead considers a category omitted in previous Progymnasmata, that is, 

works of art.

1.4. Ekphrasis of works of a rt

1.4.1. The shield of Achilles in the Progymnasmata

The very notion of ekphrasis is usually associated by modem scholars with works of art, which is 

corroborated by the fact that what is considered to be the first ekphrasis of Greek literature, and 

therefore the mother of all ekphraseis, is the description of a work of art, the shield of Achilles in 

the Iliad. That the fact that we understand ekphrasis to be the description of a work of art reflects 

the modem view much more than the ancient one has been well shown by Ruth Webb.45 As a proof 

of this, the Progymnasmata do not pay much attention to works of art in general, nor to the shield 

of Achilles in particular.46 Theon mentions it as a possible object of the description of tropoi47 

Theon means tropos as the way in which an object is made, and an ekphrasis of such a thing will 

inevitably include the description of the object itself, and it is according to this principle that Theon

45 See especially Webb 1999, 11.
46 Harlan 1965, 22.
47 One might notice the absence o f the shield in the preliminary part o f the work, where Theon lists a series o f  examples 
for each exercise (65 ff.). The brief list o f examples o f ekphraseis (ttoAAoc 6e Kai EKTTE<}>paaTai..., 68,7ff.) starts with 
the plague in Athens described by Thucydides and ends with Philistius’ description o f the preparations o f Dionysius o f  
Syracuse against the Carthaginians, including the making o f  weapons (tcov ottAcov... Tr|V ttoitioiv, 68,20). Belonging 
to the same category, the shield o f Achilles would undoubtedly have made a good example, but here Theon is 
considering only the Attic historians and philosophers o f the fifth and fourth centuries BC, as stated at the beginning o f  
the short survey: TTpcoTov pev cxTrdvTcov XPO tov  5i5aaKaAov ekcxotou yu p vaap aT os eu EyovTa TrapaSEiypaTa 
ek tcov rraAaicov auyypappaT cov avaAEyopEVOV ttpootcxtteiv toTs veois EKpavSavEiv, ‘first o f all, the teacher 
should collect good examples o f each exercise from ancient prose works and assign them to the young to be learned by 
heart’ (65,30-66,2).
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mentions the making of the shield of Achilles (mxpcx (Jev 'Opfjpco n OrrAoTTOia).48 The interest 

here is definitely more on the military than on the artistic siide of the Homeric passage, as shown by 

the premise (o iT o Ia i tcov okeucov Kai tcov ottAcov Kai Ticdv (jrixavripaTcov) and also by the fact 

that the following examples are all taken from historians, Hike the preparation of a siege engine in 

Thucydides.

A little below, when, as seen, Theon explains the order in which to describe topoi, khronoi, 

or prosopa, he says that one should start from what is beautiful, useful, and pleasant. Here he 

mentions again the shield of Achilles, because Homer started that description by stating that the 

hero’s weapons were beautiful and strong and astounding to see to his allies, but frightening to his 

enemies.49 Theon might be thinking about the lines that precede the description proper,50 but what 

is sure is that he does not seem to be taking into consideration what we would refer to as the artistic 

core of Homer’s description, that is the contents engraved on the shield and the way in which they 

are arranged by the author. Strange as it may seem, this perspective is confirmed by the fact that in 

the majority of Progymnasmata the hoplopoiia, which we consider the proto-ekphrasis, is 

mentioned more often as an example of narrative than of description.51

In the Progymnasmata, diegema (narrative) is one of the first exercises, always after mythos. 

Theon gives a definition that is kept almost identical in the other Progymnasmata: Aipyppa ecjti 

Aoyos ekBe tik o s  T T payp axcov  y E y o v o x c o v  rj co s y sy o v o x c o v , ‘Narrative is speech descriptive of 

things that have happened or as though they had happened’ (78,16*7). Diegema (narrative) and 

diegesis (narration) seem to be used interchangeably by Theon, but the later authors opted for a 

distinction, specifying that ‘a narrative {diegema) differs from a narration {diegesis) as a piece of

48 < \ \ / 7 i 7 / r ^  ^ \ ^ t f \ ~ / «
118,22-6: cu 5e Kai TpoTrcov sia iv  EKtJipaaEis, oTToTai tcov okeucov Kai tcov ottAcov Kai tcov prixavrIMO(TGOv, ov  

Tpouov ek o o to v  TTapEOKEuda0r|, cos TTapa ijev 'Opfjpcp p 'OirAoTToua, TTapa 0ouKu5(6q 5e o  TTEpiTEixiapos 
tcov TTAaTaiEcov Kai p tcov pTixocvripaTcov KaTaaKEuf], ‘there are also ecphrases o f objects, such as implements and 
weapons and siege engines, describing how each was made, as the making o f  the arms (o f Achilles) in Homer, and in 
Thucydides the circumvallation o f  the Plateans and the preparation o f  the siege engines’. It is interesting to observe how  
old is the notion, later to become a debated milestone in the studies on description, that what Homer does is not to 
describe the shield, but to narrate its making.
49  7 \ \ /  7 1 /  7 1 /  7 1 /  7 /  \ ~  % 7 /

119,24-30: eov 5e to tto u s  0 x P °v °u s  n TpoTrous T) ttpoocotto EK<})pa£copEV, pETa t t |s  TTEpi auTcov SiTiyrjaEcos 
d<j>oppas s^opEV Aoycov Kai ek to u  koAou Kai ek to u  xPOaipou Kai e k  tou  t]Seos, oiov "OpTipos etti tcov  
AxiAAecos ottAcov ettoitioev, eittcov o t i  Kai KaAa fjv Kai ioxupa Kai I5eTv toTs au p p axois ekttAtiktikcc, toTs 

5e ttoAepiois 4>o(3Epa, ‘if, on the other hand, w e are describing places or times or objects or persons, drawing on the 
narrative account around them w e shall have starting points for what to say from the excellent and the useful and the 
pleasant, as Homer did on the subject o f  the arms o f  Achilles, saying that they were excellent and strong and remarkable 
to his fellow  fighters to look at and objects o f  fear to the enem y’.
50  I I .  18,466-467: cos oi te u x e c x  K a A a  TTapEooETai, oict t i s  c x u te | av0pcoTTcov t t o A e c o v  S a u p a o o E T a i ,  o s  k e v  

i S r j T a i ,  ‘as he w ill have a beautiful armor, such as anyone in the world will marvel at, whoever sees it’.
51 Some doubts on the clear distinction between narration and description are already raised by Theon’s observation 
that ekphrasis o f  topoi, khronoi, and prosopa, should start from the narrative account o f the objects (metcx t t |s  TTEpi 
auTcov 5ir]yf)OEcos), paralleled by Ps.-Hermogenes: Eav 5s to ttou s EK^pa^copEV r] xpovous f] TrpoacoTra, sjjopev 
Tiva Kai ek t f ]s  6iTiyf)OEcos Kai ek to u  koAou f] xpTloipou t] TrapaSo^ou Aoyov, ‘But if  we are describing places or 
seasons or persons w e shall take material from narration and from the excellent or useful or unexpected’ (10,5 Patillon).
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poetry {poiema) differs from a poetical work {poiesis). A poiema and a diegema are concerned with
52one thing, a poiesis and a diegesis with many’ (Ps.-Hermogenes 2,1 Patillon). It is here that the 

shield of Achilles comes into play, for it provides an example of such a distinction. ‘For example’, 

continues Ps.-Hermogenes, ‘the Iliad is a poiesis and the Odyssey is a poiesis, while the “Making of 

the Shield” and “Descent into the Underworld” and “Killing the Suitors” are poiemata. Again, the 

History of Herodotus is a diegesis, as is that of Thucydides, but the story of Arion or of Alcmeon is 

a diegema’ (Ps.-Hermogenes 2,2 Patillon).53 A double meaning lies in Ps.-Hermogenes’ treatment 

of the making of the shield of Achilles. On the one hand the shield is obviously a poiema in itself, 

because it is the product of Hephaestus’ poiesis. On the other hand, the narration of its making is a 

poiema because, from the rhetorical point of view, it is part of a bigger poiesis (the Iliad) and it is 

concerned with only one of the many things that constitute the whole. What is more important, 

however, is that according to this distinction the shield of Achilles is the poetical equivalent of 

narrative {diegema), and is therefore not exclusively linked to ekphrasis. Ps.-Hermogenes, 

Aphthonius (2,1 Patillon), and Nicolaus (12 Felten) use the same example, and none of them 

mentions the shield in their treatments of ekphrasis. In the sections dedicated to ekphrasis by these 

three authors, the only references to Homer are to the description of Thersites (Ps.-Hermogenes and 

Nicolaus) and Eurybates (Aphthonius). Even Nicolaus, who specifically discusses descriptions of 

works of art, does not mention the shield under the heading ‘ekphrasis ’.

Two factors contribute to the misconception that descriptions of works of art had been taken 

into consideration by the authors of Progymnasmata since the beginning: the fact that we consider 

the hoplopoiia in the Iliad to be the ekphrasis of a work of art, and the fact that it features in all 

Progymnasmata. However, in fact, most authors mention the making of the shield of Achilles under 

the heading ‘diegema’, and Theon, the only one who puts it among the examples of ekphrasis, 

seems not to regard it as art (in the figurative sense) but only as a piece of weaponry. For the 

authors of Progymnasmata not only was the proto-ekphrasis of a work of art not the mother of all 

ekphraseis, but it did not even describe a work of art. As a result, it appears that in the 

Progymnasmata works of art were not taken effectively into consideration as objects of description 

until the fifth-century work by Nicolaus.54

52 /  \ /  t r t / / \ \ \  /
A ia ^ e p e i 6 e Siriyriijcc 5 ir |yp aE cos, co s Ttoiripa TroipoEcos' TTOiripa ijev y a p  Kai Sirjyrm a TTEpi T rpaypa ev,

noi'pais 5e Kai Sifiyrjois TTEpi TtXEi'ova. Aphthonius and Nicolaus maintain the same distinction.
53 ~ < > \ \ / f y f  r \ y / / /

o io v  TToirjais r) IXias Kai t to it io is  rj O S u a a E ia , TroiTjpaTa 5e aoTTiSoTroua, vsK uopavTEia, pvr|aTTipo<j>ovia. 
Kai ttoX iv S ir iy o a is  psv p io T o p ia  'H p oSoT ou , f| auyypa(j)Ti 0 o u k u 6 i5 o u , SifiyTipa 5e t o  k o t o  ’A p io v a , t o  k o t o

AXKpaicova.
54 To be more precise, the original text from Nicolaus’ Progymnasmata ends after the exercise o f enkomion and psogos. 
For the remaining exercises (including ekphrasis) editors have used citations from Byzantine commentaries (Kennedy 
2003, 129-30). This makes the attribution to Nicolaus o f the passage on ekphrasis less certain, but does not change the
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1.4.2. Ekphrasis of works of art in Nicolaus

When Nicolaus explains how an ekphrasis should proceed, he breaks with tradition, introduces a 

new subject, and defines new rules. To begin with, although except for the addition of panegureis 

he includes the canonical list of subjects,55 he disregards all of them and instead considers only 

works of art:

A e7 5 s , p viK a a v  EK<|>pd£co|JEV Kai paX icrra  a y d X p a T a  t uxo v  rj eikovcxs t) eT ti 
aX X o t o io u t o v , TTEipaoSai X o y ia p o u s  TTpocm0Evai tou  t o io uSe r] to io uS e TTapa 
tou  y p a ^ c o s  t) TTXaaTOU a x p p a T o s ,  o lo v  tuxo v  rj o ti o p y i^ o p sv o v  sy p a ^ E  5 ia  
tt]u5 e tt)v a m a v  t) t|5 6 |jevov , r) aXX o t i ttcxQo s  Epoupsv aup(3a7vov Trj TTEpi tou  
£K(j)pa£o|j£VOU io T o p ia *  Kai etti tcov aXXcov 5 e o p o ic o s  TrXsloTa o i X o y ia p o j  

ouvteXo uo iv  e is  E v a p y s ia v .

We must, particularly when we describe statues for example, or paintings or things of 
this sort, try to add reasons (logismoi) why the painter or sculptor depicted things in 
certain shapes, such as, for example, that he depicted the character as angry from such 
and such a cause (aitia) or happy, or we will mention some other emotion resulting 
from the story about the person being described. Reasons contribute greatly to 
enargeia in other types of ekphrasis too.
(69 Felten, trans. Webb 2009, 203)

Another important change takes place in Nicolaus’ treatment of ekphrasis together with the 

appearance and immediate predominance of works of art among its subjects. The position of a 

temporal (in case of pragmata) or spatial (in the other cases) order of arguments is preceded by 

another principle, that is, that in an ekphrasis the rhetor should try to give an explanation for what 

the artist has shaped: why the figure painted or moulded is angry and why, or why it is pleased, and 

say which emotion (ttccSos) is being experienced in the story described. Such an angle had never 

before been given to ekphrasis. First of all, the usual examples are put aside. Thucydides, whose 

name features in the section about ekphrasis of all other Progymnasmata, is, if not neglected, 

alluded to only indirectly and from a very general point of view.56 Secondly, the fact that art is now 

at stake gives ekphrasis greater depth. The other treatments of ekphrasis instruct in giving a detailed

fact that early Progymnasmata did not contemplate descriptions of works of art, adding instead the possibility that 
instructions on how to describe works of art might have appeared for the first time even later than the fifth century.
55 68 Felten: sK^pa^opev 5e t o t t o u s , xpovous, Trpoacorra, Travriyupeis, TTpaypaTa.
56 Theon mentions the plague, a siege, naval battles and cavalry battles (68,8-11), and again a siege, a siege engine, and 
a night battle (118,25-6; 119,4); the night battle is also in Ps.-Hermogenes (10,3 Patillon); battles, a harbour, and the 
night battle are mentioned by Aphthonius (12,1 Patillon). Nicolaus does not mention his name or any passage, but only 
says: olov Sipyijaecos pev ecm to e’itteTv  ETroAEprioav ’AOpvaToi Kai rTsAoTTovvpcnor EK(})pdaEcos 5e, oti tokSSe 
Ka i toioSe EKaTEpoi TrapaaKEurj EXPnoavTo Kai tco5e tco tpottco tt)s ottAioecos, ‘for example, it belongs to a 
narration to say “The Athenians and Peloponnesians fought a war,” and to ecphrasis to say that each side made this and 
that preparation and used this manner o f arms’ (68 Felten).
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account of the subject, describing everything which is seen in order to reproduce the scene, but 

nothing more than that. Thus Theon says that ‘in ecphrasis there is only a plain description of the 

subject’ (e v  5 e Trj EK<j)paaEi vjnAft t c o v  T T paypaTcov e o t i v  ft a T r a y y sA ta , 119,14-5), and the other 

rhetors do not add much to deepen this plainness of ekphrasis.57 In Nicolaus, however, we read the 

attempt to add reasons (Aoyiopous TT pocm 0E vai) in order to explain what is not seen, that is, the 

intentions of the artist (TTapa t o u  ypa< j>E cos ft t tA c c c jto u )  behind the expressions of the figures 

considering the emotions involved in the story.

This attention to interpretation as a rule comes even before the instructions for an exact and 

detailed ekphrasis, which will be expressed shortly after and follow the spatial order seen in other 

Progymnasmata:

’A p£o |JE 0a 5 e otto tcov ttpcotcov, Kaj outcos  etti T a  T sA suT a^a ft^opEV* o lo v  ei 
av0pcoTTOv x a ^ KO'Jv ft ypa<t>a1s ft ottcooouv e'xomev ev tt) EK<|>pdaEi 
UTTOKEljJEVOV, OTTO KE<t>aAftS TftV CCpXftV TT01ftad|JEV0l (}a5lOU|JEV ETTI TO KOTCX 
p ep o s*  outco y a p  TTavTaxo0EV epv|a jx o s  o  A o y o s  y iv E T a i.

We shall begin with the first things and thus come to the last; for example, if the 
subject of ekphrasis is a man represented in bronze or in a picture or some such way, 
after beginning with a description of his head we shall move on to the rest, part by 
part. In this way the speech becomes alive throughout.
(69 Felten)

The order to be followed is from first thing to last, so from head to feet in case of a figure of a man, 

with focus on every part ( e t t i  t o  k o tc x  p E p o s).58 Whereas this represents the application of the 

usual method to the new subject of works of art, what is said before changes some parameters of 

ekphrasis. Against Theon’s statement that ‘in ekphrasis there is only the plain description of the 

subject’ (e v  5 e fr) EK<}>pdaEi v|nAft t c o v  T T paypaTcov e o t i v  ft aT T ayysA i'a) Nicolaus replies with 

the exact opposite, stating that ekphrasis does more than a mere description ( ttAt)v d o o v  o u  vpiAr)V 

d(j)ftyfto iv  TTOioupEVft, 70 Felten), and the lifeless subjects of ekphrasis mentioned by previous 

authors (like Theon in 119,10-1: ft 5 e EK<J>paais T a  TroAAa TTEpj t c o v  avj/uYcov Kaj aTTpoaipETcov  

y iv E T a i, ‘ecphrasis is, for the most part, about lifeless things and those without choice’) are, in 

Nicolaus’ words, resuscitated and become part of a living speech ( o u t c o  y a p  TTavTaxoOsv  

e'mvJa jx o s  o  A o y o s  y iv E T a i, 69 Felten). In all likelihood, three centuries separated Theon, the 

earliest author of Progymnasmata, and Nicolaus. It seems that during this period the exercise of

57 ' /
Compare to this Lucian’s words in De domo 21, when speaking against the ekphrasis o f works o f art: vpiAii y a p  r \ s  

f| ypa(}>f| tc o v  Aoycov, ‘word-painting is a plain thing’.
58 » / \ ^ / \ i \ ^ ,  / » \ \

Similarly Aphthonius 12,1 Patillon about people: EK(J)pa^£iv 5 e 5 e?  r r p o a c o T r a  ( j e v  c c t to  t c o v  TTpcoTcov e t t i  t o

TsAEUTaTa, t o u t e o t i v  cxtto KE^aAfjs ett'i TroSas, ‘One should make the ecphrasis o f a person from first things to last,
that is, from head to feet’.
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ekphrasis changed its shape. It went from having little or no mention of works of art to having 

works of art as its main example, and from being treated as a bare description to becoming a 

powerful means of recreating life through speech, Nicolaus’ change in the treatment of ekphrasis is 

an uncommon phenomenon in the Progymnasmata, for the handbooks usually show a tendency to 

conservatism. All their authors often seem to be explaining and expanding what others said before, 

quoting previous rhetors, proposing the same definitions, and providing the same examples. 

Nicolaus himself does not escape this tendency in respect of other exercises, but there is no 

antecedent, in rhetorical theory, for his peculiar instructions on how to describe paintings and 

statues. Such a transformation can be explained only as the result of the process that, starting from 

the second century, saw the emergence of rhetorical descriptions of paintings first in works of 

literature and then as an autonomous genre.

It is important here to make a distinction between the theory of ekphrasis of works of art and 

the practice of it. By theory of ekphrasis of works of art we mean instances of rhetorical theory of 

ekphrasis where works of art are considered as the subjects of description. Practice refers instead to 

examples of rhetorical ekphrasis applied to works of art, regardless of the context (be it a work of 

literature or a rhetorical one). The latter, as we have said, began to flourish in the second century. In 

the course of the second century Achilles Tatius included in his novel three long descriptions of 

paintings;59 in the second half of the same century Lucian wrote several descriptions of paintings as 

introductory parts of his speeches; between the late second and early third century Longus used the 

description of a painting as a feature of Daphnis and Chloe,60 and Philostratus the Elder composed a 

book that consisted uniquely of descriptions of paintings. His example was followed by his 

grandson Philostratus the Younger later in the third century, and later again by Callistratus, who 

described statues; finally, in the fourth century, we find descriptions of works of art in the 

declamations of rhetors like Himerius and Libanius.61

It is generally assumed that theory of ekphrasis of works of art was commonly taught in the 

schools of rhetoric, taking the form of exercises that were repeatedly practised by the students, and 

that the occurrence of similar passages in works of literature (like those written by the authors just 

mentioned) was nothing but the reproduction of stock material, which would account for the lack of 

originality of such works. This might be true for other subjects of ekphrasis, but when it comes to 

works of art, it seems that practice came long before theory. It is true that in the fourth century 

(therefore roughly one century before Nicolaus) Libanius wrote Progymnasmata which contained

59 Possibly before AD 160, see Bowie 2002, 60-1.
60 See Morgan 2004, 1-2 on the dating o f the novel.
61 This is a cursory, and by no means exhaustive, list o f the main names associated with ekphrasis o f works o f art. The 
different stages o f its development will be analysed in due course, with emphasis on the contribution that novelists 
made both from a practical and a theoretical point o f  view.
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ekphraseis of works of art, but this work is quite different from the Progymnasmata considered so 

far, as it consists not of instructions on what to write and how to write it, but of a collection of 

model exercises, possibly to be used by his students as examples. Seventeen of the thirty 

ekphraseis contained there have works of art (paintings and, mostly, statues) as their subject, but no 

discussion of ekphrasis itself can be found in Libanius, who, to our knowledge, never wrote a 

handbook.63 It should also be noted that, together with other exercises in Libanius’ Progymnasmata, 

many of the ekphraseis under his name are believed to be spurious, and to have entered his corpus 

as the result of a later act of collection.64 Moreover, several of the spurious descriptions containing 

works of art have been attributed to Nicolaus as well, strengthening the idea that Nicolaus had an 

uncommon interest both in the theory and in the practice of ekphrasis of works of art.65 The 

scholastic, repetitive nature of the descriptions in Libanius’ Progymnasmata places them in the 

period when ekphrasis of works of art became standard material for rhetors in training (even later, if 

they were written by Nicolaus), but this was a late stage in the development of rhetorical ekphrasis 

of works of art, and certainly one that came after the above-mentioned authors of the second and 

third century.

The small number of Progymnasmata, their time span lasting over five centuries, and the 

uncertainties in dating and attribution do not help in understanding how the development of 

ekphrasis took place. The earliest author of Progymnasmata, Theon, who lived in the first century 

AD, wrote before the ekphrasis of works of art became a recurrent feature of literary works. Ps.- 

Hermogenes, who wrote after Achilles Tatius and Lucian and perhaps in the same century as 

Longus and the Philostrati, still makes no mention of it. Aphthonius’ handbook dates from the 

second half of the fourth century, therefore at the same time or after Heliodorus, Callistratus, and 

Libanius, all of whom made use of the feature. It seems that it was only with Nicolaus in the fifth 

century, after ekphrasis of works of art had become common practice (e.g. with Libanius), that the 

need was felt to include it in rhetorical theory.

The handbooks that survived were surely the most popular ones, but others might have been 

circulating. Considering the gap of one century which separates Ps.-Hermogenes and Aphthonius, 

and of another one between the latter and Nicolaus, it is not entirely improbable that Nicolaus was 

drawing inspiration from someone who at some point, in a lost Progymnasma, had made the same,

Gibson 2008, xix.
63

Even Aphthonius, who, as a pupil o f  Libanius, followed the master’s example and was the first to include a practical 
demonstration next to the definition o f  each exercise, never considered works o f art in the treatment o f ekphrasis in his
Progymnasmata.
64

See Gibson 2008, xxiii-xxv and 427-9.
Descriptions 8-30 are thought to be spurious; eleven o f these (18-28) were attributed to Nicolaus by Walz; eight o f  

these (18-20, 22-3, 26-8) are descriptions o f  works o f art.
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or, at least, some, considerations about ekphrasis of works of art. At the same time, it is not 

improbable that, by the fifth century, other lost examples of ekphrasis of works of art influenced its 

treatment in rhetorical theory. However, it is overwhelmingly likely that Nicolaus’ inspiration came 

from what we have rather than what we do not have, that is, from the examples provided by the 

authors mentioned above, especially because direct influence of these examples can be found in 

Nicolaus, if we recall the beginning of his treatment of ekphrasis of works of art, which focused on 

the painters’ intentions and the emotions of the characters in connection to their stories.66 We will 

analyse second- and third-century authors of ekphrasis in greater detail, but suffice it to say, for 

now, that one of the features of the ekphraseis by Achilles Tatius and Lucian is the identification of 

the emotions conveyed in the subjects portrayed, and that in the prologue of the Imagines 

Philostratus the Elder sets out to do nothing but exegesis of paintings, which he accomplishes by 

describing the paintings as well as by examining the stories behind the images depicted. One can 

easily see how these principles are recalled in Nicolaus, and even his reference to the speech 

becoming alive (e jj^X 0^ °  ^ o y o s  y ( v e t c h ,  69 Felten) can be compared with any of the numerous 

instances when Philostratus the Elder underlines the effects of the paintings coming to life in the 

gallery in Naples. Finally, Nicolaus’ statement that ‘for the most part, this exercise is one of those 

which are used as parts [of a speech], but nothing would prevent it from sometimes being made 

sufficient in itself for a complete subject’,67 seems to reflect the fact that ekphrasis of works of art 

(unlike any other kind of ekphrasis) had by Nicolaus’ time become an autonomous genre and was 

therefore not necessarily studied, as it had been in previous authors of Progymnasmata, only as part 

of a bigger speech.

1.4.3. Ekphrasis of works of art in John of Sardis

Nicolaus’ treatment of ekphrasis of works of art is a rarity among the authors of Progymnasmata. It 

would be an entirely isolated case, were it not for the fact that some four centuries later, in a 

commentary on Aphthonius’ Progymnasmata attributed to John of Sardis (ninth century), we read:

' Io t e o v  5 e , o t i  a p ia T T )  tc£>v  E x c j jp a a s c o v  p E x a x E i p i a i s  t o  e t t iv o e w  a m a s  ekccotco  

p E p E i t o u  kccAc o s  t o u t o v  e'x e i v  TOV TpOTTOV T] OUTCOS EXE1V TT)V 0EO IV ' E U p p a E lS  5 e

66 ‘We must, particularly when we describe statues for example, or paintings or things o f this sort, try to add reasons 
(logismoi) why the painter or sculptor depicted things in certain shapes, such as, for example, that he depicted the 
character as angry from such and such a cause (aitia) or happy, or we will mention some other emotion resulting from 
the story about the person being described. Reasons contribute greatly to enargeia in other types o f ekphrasis too.’ ( 6 9  

Felten, trans. Webb 2 0 0 9 ,  2 0 3 ) .
67 v \ f t r 7 \ \ v  »\

’'E o t i  5 e c o s  etti t o  ttoXu  t o u t o  t o  T T p o y u p v a a i j a  tcov  cos  MEpcov T r a p a X a p ( 3 a v o |J 6 v c o v  o u S ev 5 s i 'a c o s  a v  

kcoAu o i  K a i c o s  a p K O u a a v  ttote a u i T |v  T T pos oX r]v  uttoOe o iv  s p y a a a a O a i  ( 7 0  Felten, trans. Webb 2 0 0 9 ,  2 0 4 ) .
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xds a m a s  ek tcov TTapaKoAou0ouvxcov to7s  EK^pa^opevois. ’Evxuyxdvcov 5s 
xaTs tcov euSoKipcov ao<|)iaTc2>v EK^paaeaiv coc|>EXri0Tiar]' TroAAai 5 e eioiv  

’Eirayd0ou Kaj KaAAiviKou Kai TTpoaipsaiou Kai tou  TToAupaOEaTcxTou tcov 
ao^cov'IpEpiou Kai a'AAcov eiar Kai ai QiAocrrpaTou 5 e E ikoves o uS ev a'AAo r\ 
EK^paoiv e'x o u o iv .

You should know that the best treatment of ecphrases includes reflecting in each part 
of the description on the reasons why the thing is described in that manner or has a 
particular placement. You will draw these reasons from the attributes of the things 
described. You will be helped by getting to know the ecphrases of famous sophists.
There are many by Epagathus and Callinicus and Prohaeresius and Himerius, the most 
learned of the wise, and others. And the Eikones of Philostratus contain nothing other 
than ecphrasis.
(215 Rabe)

Works of art in John of Sardis are not given the same prominent attention they were given in 

Nicolaus, as they are listed, and not even explicitly, as one among many types of ekphrasis. 

However, when John explains the general descriptive procedure, he seems to have especially in 

mind the indications given by Nicolaus on the description of works of art, rather than those given 

by the other authors of Progymnasmata, particularly when he talks about proceeding part by part 

( e k c x o t c o  pEpEi) and paying attention to the causes ( a m a s ) .

That the careful description of something should start from the division of the subject into 

parts and then move on to the consideration of all the single parts seems to be a fairly obvious 

method. It is the procedure that comes more immediately to mind when composing a well-ordered 

speech, and in one way or another all authors of Progymnasmata have something similar in mind, 

regardless of the subject.68 When, for instance, they mention pragmata as an example, they 

recommend describing what came before them, what happened in them, and what happened after 

them.69 Nicolaus insists on the same principle ( o t t o  t c o v  t t p c o t c o v ,  Kai o u t c o s  e t t i  t c x  

TsAsuTaTa), but is the only one who then more precisely states that one should describe things part 

by part ( e t t i  t o  Kara (J E p o s ) , 70 and he has descriptions of paintings and statues in mind when he

68 > i '  f  \  y \  r\  / y \ \ /■% /
Cf. Aphthonius 12,1 Patillon:’E k<}>p c (£ e iv  Se SeT TtpoocoTTa pev o t t o  t c o v  ttpcotcov  etti tcx t e Ae u t o To , t o u t e o t i v  

o t to  KE^aArjs etti TroSas, ‘One should make the ecphrasis o f a person from first things to last, that is, from head to 
feet’..
69 y t v \ \ / » / v  / '  -  *

Cf. Theon 119,16-8: ETTiXEiprpopEV S e t o  pev TTpaypaTa EK<t>pa£ovTEs ek t e  t c o v  TrpoyEyovoTcov, Kai t c o v  ev  

auTois yiyvopevcov, Kai ek  t c o v  aup(3aivovTcov t o u t o i s ,  ‘when composing an ecphrasis we shall treat events both 
from the point o f view o f what has gone before, what was included within them, and what results from them’; the same 
principle is repeated in Aphthonius 12,1 Patillon (TTpaypaTa S e o t t o  t c o v  TTpo auTcov t e  Kai e v  o u t o T s  Kai oaa ek 

t o u t c o v  EK(3aivEiv (JiiAeT) and almost verbatim in Ps.-Hermogenes 10,4 Patillon (’EmxEipriaopEV S e tc x  p e v  

TTpaypaTa e k 4 > p o c £ o v te s  o t t o  t c o v  TrpoyEyovoTcov Kai e v  o u t o T s  yivoplvcov Kai ETriaupfSaivovTcov).
Ap£opE0a Se c x tto  t c o v  t t p c o t c o v ,  Kai o u t c o s  e tt'i tcx  t e A e u t o T o  p^opEV oiov e ’i avSpcoTTov x o A k o w  H w  

ypa<|>aTs t) o t t c o o o u v  e 'x o p e v  ev  t t i  £K<j)paaEi u t t o k e i p e v o v ,  o t t o  KE^aAfjs Tpv apxnv TTOipaapEvoi (baSioupEv e t t i  

t o  k o t o  pEpos, ‘We shall begin with the first things and thus come to the last; for example, if  the subject o f  ekphrasis 
is a man represented in bronze or in a picture or some such way, after beginning with a description o f  his head we shall
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does that.

The same goes for the causes. When mentioning war as an example, the early authors of 

Progymnasmata recommend describing the preparations, the development, and the consequences of 

it (based on the first-thing-to-last principle), and, although no one uses the word a m a ,  the causes 

of the war must have been included in the section ‘what comes before the war’. Again, Nicolaus 

resumes the usual example of the treatment of war,71 but is the only one who, a little below, 

explicitly recommends looking for the causes (5ia xqv5e tf|V a m a v ) of the emotions of painted 

figures.72 So when John of Sardis says that ‘the best treatment of ecphrases includes considering in 

each part (exdoTco pepei) of the description the reason (a m a s )  why the thing described takes the 

form it does or has a particular placement’, he seems to have Nicolaus in mind, and the fact that a 

few lines below he finishes the list of useful examples of ekphraseis from the past by mentioning 

Philostratus’ Imagines seems to confirm this.73

Both Nicolaus and John of Sardis show interest in ekphrasis not as plain description but as 

interpretation of what is being described, and both do it in a manner that is indebted to the works of 

the second, third, and fourth centuries that are dedicated to art. Nicolaus does not mention names, 

but by talking about the fact that ekphrasis should render the emotions conveyed by the artist in the 

stone or the painting he follows the line traced by Lucian, Achilles Tatius, Philostratus, and the 

others. In John of Sardis art is never mentioned as a distinct category of ekphrasis, and he never 

explains how to write the ekphrasis of a work of art in Nicolaus’ manner, As a matter of fact, he 

considers art as a sub-category that can be related to the major ones, meaning that the ekphraseis of 

prosopa, pragmata, topoi, and khronoi, are equivalent to the ekphraseis of paintings and statues that 

reproduce the same things.74 However, in the general explanation on how to write ekphrasis, John 

of Sardis employs a principle very similar to the one used by Nicolaus about works of art, and then 

mentions Philostratus’ Imagines as an example of it (thus providing us with the second, and, at least

move on to the rest, part by part’ (69 Felten). Cf. also the difference between diegesis and ekphrasis according to 
Nicolaus: Sta^epei Se Kai k o t ’ ekeT vo  Trjs SiriyijaEcos, o t i  rj p e v  Ta KaBoAou, rj Se Ta KaTa pEpos e £ e tc c £ e i ,  ‘It 
differs from narration in that the latter examines things as a whole, the former part by part’ (68 Felten).
71 ? / / t t /■% \  *  t r ~ \ ^  ^

69 Felten: EK^paoECos S e , o t i  t o i o S e  Kai t o i c i S e  e k o t e p o i  TrapaaKEur] EXpijaavTO Kai tc o S e  t c o  t p o t t c o  t t i s  

o t t A i o e c o s ,  ‘(it belongs) to ecphrasis to say that each side made this or that preparation and used this manner o f arms’.
72 ~ \ i / v \ / \ ? r n < /

6 9  Felten: o i o v  t u x o v  i) o t i  o p y i ^ o p E v o v  E yp av p E  S i a  ttiv S e ttjv  a i T i a v  r] f |S o p E V o v , ‘f o r  example, that he painted
the figure as angry for this reason, or as pleased’. See also Webb 2009, 82-83.
73 Rabe indicates Nicolaus 69 Felten in the loci paralleli of this section.
74 219 Rabe: ava<}>EpovTai S e e i s  t o  TrpoocoTTa ou povov auTa Ta £coa aAAa Kai ai t o u t c o v  e i k o v e s ,  olov  
EK(})paois avSpiavTOs rj t o u  SoupEiou irTrrou rj t i v o s  aAAou E^coypa^ripEVou, ‘not only animals, but images o f  
animals can be considered as prosopa  as well, like the ekphrasis o f the statue o f a man, or of the wooden horse, or of 
any other depicted figure’ (my translation); the same is extended, a few lines below, to other categories o f ekphrasis: t o  
auTO Kai TTEpi t c o v  TTpaypotTcov AEyopEV Kai t o t t c o v  Kai xpovcov Kai yap  ai t o u t c o v  yp a^ai e ’i s  e k o o t o v  

auTcov c k v t’ auTcov ava<)>EpovTai, ‘the same goes for pragmata, topoi, and khronoi; for paintings o f these things are 
brought into account in each category in the place o f  the objects themselves’ (219 Rabe, my translation).
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in late antiquity, last definition of Philostratus’ work as a collection of ekphraseis);75 this would 

indicate that, despite the fact that he did not focus exclusively on art as Nicolaus did, he was 

informed about works containing ekphraseis of paintings, and, possibly, that he recognised their 

influence on his predecessor’s treatise.

1.4.4. Ekphrasis of works of art in epideictic speech

Although these passages in Nicolaus and John of Sardis display pretty much all the extant technical
7 f\information on how to write an ekphrasis of a work of art, more indications on the use of this 

feature, and the occasions suitable for it, can be found outside the Progymnasmata. The 

Progymnasmata were but a step, and one of the earliest, in the rhetorical training of late antiquity. 

Further programmes involved studies on more difficult subjects (e.g. stasis theory, invention, ideas, 

method), and manuals on these subjects were written, sometimes by the same authors who wrote 

Progymnasmata, or by rhetors who commented on them.77 Ekphrasis, the discussion of which was 

not the purpose of these treatises, is mentioned rarely and as an ability taken for granted, assuming 

that the students who had made it to this stage would by then have refined skills in the art of 

description and need no further information. Among passages that briefly refer to the training in 

ekphrasis as functional to speech alongside that in diegesis, probably the most interesting 

contribution to our study is to be found in the two treatises written by Menander of Laodicea (late 

third/early fourth century).78

These treatises dwell on one of the three genres into which rhetoric was divided, the 

epideictic. According to Aristotle, epideictic is concerned with praise and blame ( t o  jjev e t tc x iv o s  

t o  5 e  vjyoyos), with the situation at hand (o T rap cov), and its aims are either the excellent or the 

reproachful (rj xaAov rj a i a x p o v ) . 79 Not being concerned with political or judicial matters, and 

therefore not exercising immediate influence on the life of the city, the epideictic, though including 

renowned examples such as Pericles’ funeral oration in Thucydides, is by far the most neglected of 

the three genres. The authors of Progymnasmata who pay attention to the division of rhetoric 

include the epideictic among the genres that will be benefitted by the exercises, but seem to have

75 The first being the one provided by Philostratus the Younger in the prologue o f his Imagines, about his grandfather’s 
work: EaTrouSacrrai' t i s  ypa<t>iKr|S spycov EK(J)paois tcojjco  opcovupcp t e  Kai pr|TpoTraTopi Aiav arriKcos t ?)S 

yXcoTTTis s'xouaa £uv copa t e  TTporjypEvri Kai t o v c o , .‘a certain description (ekphrasis) o f  works in the field o f  
painting was written with much learning by one whose name I bear, my mother’s father, in very pure Attic Greek and 
with extreme beauty and force’ (trans. Fairbanks).

In other parts o f his commentary, however, John o f Sardis provides useful information concerning art theory, to
which we will turn in due course.
77 For a general survey see Kennedy 1983, 73 ff.
78 Diairesis ton epideiktikon and Peri epideiktikdn. See Russell-Wilson 1981.
79 Ars rhetorica  1358b.
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difficulty in justifying such an aim to their students. It is one thing to prepare oneself for the useful 

( to  aupc|)epov, the aim of the political speech) and the just ( to  Sikcuov, the aim of the forensic 

speech), another to practice for the excellent (to  kccAov). The importance of the epideictic speech in 

imperial times is best shown by its two extreme examples. On the one hand Aelius Aristides’ letter 

on the ruins of Smyrna moved the emperor to tears and helped in obtaining aid for the 

reconstruction of the city after the earthquake. On the other hand Lucian, revealing the mechanisms 

of rhetoric and showing that they can apply to any subject, composed Muscae encomium, a praise of 

the fly. Epideictic oratory could therefore still have political relevance and directly affect the life of 

the city, or be entirely useless, mostly harmless, and solely dedicated to the entertainment of an 

audience. The first kind is the one Menander most wishes for, the second is what he calls laliai, 

informal talks.

Menander divides epideictic speeches according to the circumstances that call for them. We 

will have, for example, the basilikos logos (the imperial oration, an encomium of the emperor), the 

epibaterios (arrival speech, by a rhetor just arrived in a city), the epithalamios (wedding speech), 

the epitaphios (funeral speech), the kletikos (speech of invitation, to invite a governor to a city, a 

festival, and the like), and so on. Since they often concerned praise (of the city, or the governor, or 

the married couple, etc.), epideictic speeches were constituted for the most part by enkdmia, one of 

the exercises included in the Progymnasmata, to the point that terminology is at times overlapping. 

For instance, Nicolaus lists epibaterios, epithalamios, epitaphios, and the rest, as typologies of 

enkdmia (47 Felten), considering that an enkdmion can be part of a speech (e.g. when praising what 

needs to be done in a deliberative speech), or a whole speech in itself (when praise is the object of 

the entire speech). Unlike most exercises (mythos, koinos topos, etc.), meant to contribute to a 

broader speech (whichever the genre, deliberative, judicial, or epideictic), enkdmion ‘contains a 

complete and full hypothesis’,80 and it is for the most part a prerogative of only one genre, the 

epideictic.81

It appears almost anything could become the subject of an enkdmion, and Lucian’s Muscae

80 \ \ » / > ^  \ /  \ t  /  v
John o f Sardis, 116 Rabe: t o  5 e  EyKcopiov auTOTEAr) Kai TrArjprj Tijv u t t o 0 e o i v  e x e i .

81 . '  -v / j ^  i /  \ r ^ v < i r ^  ^ ^
Cf. Nicolaus, 47 Felten: Kai TipcoTov yE e k e iv o  Ê rjTTiTai, 5ia t i  Tpicov o v t c o v ,  cos ev ysvEi e itte T v , t c o v  t?)S 

pr]TopiK?)S (jspcov p e ’iS c o v  r] o t t c o s  t i s  £ 0eA oi ko A eT v , t o u  t e  o u | j ( 3 o u A e u t ik o u  k o 'i S ik o v i k o u  Kai TTavpyupiKou, t o  

TpiTOV UEpos, AEyco 5rj Trpoyupvdapacn t e t o k t o i .  ei yap  e k o o t o v  t c o v  aAAcov TTpoyupvaapdTcov EupTiTai 5ia  
t o  e\s ev t i  t c o v  te A e ic o v  u t to 0 e o e c o v  npas yupva^Eiv, o t o u  X®Plv t o u t o  t e A e io v  o v  ev  toT? pspEOl 
TrapEi'ATiTTTai; <J>a|JEV ouv TTpos t o u t o ,  o t i  rj5r| TrpoTspov sipr)Ka|JEV, o t i  t c o v  TTpoyuMvaapdTcov tc x  (jev  e o t i  

piepr), tcx  5e  p E p r | Kai oAa, ‘Since, generically speaking, there are three parts or species, or whatever one wants to call 
them, o f rhetoric -deliberative and judicial and panegyrical-, the first thing that has been considered (by teachers) is 
why the third -I  mean this panegyrical part, to which encomion belongs- has been put among the progymnasmata. For 
if  each of the other progymnasmata was invented in order to exercise us for one o f the complete hypotheses, why bring 
in this part, which is complete? We say in reply what we have said earlier, that some progymnasmata are parts, some 
parts and wholes’. In the same way, the exercise o f nomou eisphora, the introduction o f a law, was solely, and for 
obvious reasons, aimed at deliberative speeches.
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encomium shows an extreme case. In the early Progymnasmata the main subject of enkdmia are 

people, but the all-round praise of a man cannot disregard the telling of his origins and his deeds, 

and so the enkdmion of the man becomes the enkdmion of his city (/topos), his actions {pragmata), 

and so on. Already Ps.-Hermogenes lists, among the subjects of enkdmia, justice, dumb animals,
07

plants, mountains, and rivers. Very similarly, Aphthonius includes ‘persons and things, both 

occasions and places, dumb animals and plants as well’.83 It is easy to see that in the handbooks 

enkdmion and ekphrasis share exactly the same subjects.84 After all, the praise of, say, a city, will 

necessarily have to mention at some point the features that make the city worth praising, and even 

the details of Lucian’s fly are told, and to describe these things is the realm of ekphrasis. It is with 

this perspective in mind that the mention of ekphrasis in Menander’s treatise is to be read.

In speeches of invitation of a governor, one should add ekphraseis of the city and the 

festival that creates the occasion for the visit (426 Spengel). The same goes for speeches of arrival 

(379 Spengel) or leave-taking (433 Spengel), where Menander recommends adorning the speech 

with ekphraseis of the country the rhetor has approached or left. In an imperial oration one should 

describe the emperor’s deeds, his battles, his armour (373 Spengel). It is in one of these occasions, 

when talking about the speech in praise of Apollo, that we find Menander’s only reference to the 

practice of ekphrasis of works of art:85

etti t o u t o is - EK<|>paaEis t o  ayaXpa tou  0 eou TTapa|3aXXcov tco ’O X umtti'co Ail,
Kai ’A0T]va i f )  ev cckpottoXei tcov ’A O rjvaicov. eI t o  ettcĉ e i s , ttoios O s i S i a s ,  t \ s  
A a iS a X o s  t o o o u t o v  E5ripioupyr]aE £ o a v o v ;  T a y a  ttou e£  o u p a v o u  t o  a y a X p a
TOUT EppUT]. K a j OTI EOTE^OVCOTai S a ^ V a i S ,  (j)UTGO TTpOaf]KOVTl TCp 0ECO KOTOC

AeX<J)ous. Kaj to  aXaos EK<j>paaEis Kai TTOTapous tous eyyus Kaj Tas Tnrjyas.

In addition to these (aspects of the temple), you will describe the statue of the god, 
comparing it with the statue of the Olympic Zeus and that of Athena in the acropolis in 
Athens. Then you will add which Phidias, which Daedalus created such an image, and 
perhaps how this statue fell from the skies, and that it is crowned with laurel, the plant 
that befits the god in Delphi. You will describe the sacred grove, the rivers close by, 
and the founts.
(445 Spengel, my translation)

8 2  ’ /  \  \  /  ~  /  \  V rs ~  Xt V \  \  \
7.1 Patillon: EyKcopia^opEv 5e Kai Trpaypaxa oiov SiKaioauvpv Kai aXoya £cpa oiov i t t t t o v ,  r)5r| 5 e  Kai ( J h j to  

Kai opr| Kai T T O T ap ou s, ‘We also praise things; for example, justice, and dumb animals, for example, a horse; and there 
have been encomia o f plants and mountains and rivers’.
83 t  f  \  r / v / v ~ \ \ / /

7.2 Patillon: TTpoocoTTa t e  Kai irpaypaTa, Kaipous t e  Kai t o t t o u s ,  aXoya Ccoa, Kai npos t o u t o i s  4>U T a -
84

Noticeably, Aphthonius receives from Ps.-Hermogenes the addition o f animals and plants and includes them with the 
same formula in the treatments o f both enkdmion (see previous footnote) and ekphrasis ( ’ E k ^ p o o t e o v  5 e  TTpoocoTTa t e  

Kai TTpaypaTa, Kaipous t e  Kai t o t t o u s ,  aX oya £coa Kai n p o s  t o u t o i s  (j)UTa, ‘One should describe both persons
and things, occasions and places, dumb animals and, in addition, growing things’ (12,1 Patillon)).
85

There are references to the presence o f works o f art in cities as a means o f glorifying the emperor or a governor (e.g. 
377), but not to their description.
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According to the author, one should include in the praise of the god the description of the country 

blessed by him, his festival, his temples and statue, his grove, rivers, and springs. However, no 

advice is given on how to conduct the ekphrasis. It is not Menander’s purpose, which is instead to 

show how to direct the ekphrasis towards the praise, which he does through a series of hyperbolical 

statements (ttoTos’ OeiSicxs, t i s  AaiSaAos...). When he says that ‘in addition to these, you will 

describe (EK<j)paoEis) the statue of the god’, he expects his addressees to know how to compose the 

ekphrasis of a statue.

Menander was writing in the late third or early fourth century, therefore, like Nicolaus, after 

authors like Philostratus the Elder, whose Imagines he mentions (390 Spengel). Menander’s 

passage confirms something already noticed, namely that theoretical treatments of ekphrasis of 

works of art were preceded and not followed by practical applications, and sheds a light on 

something new, that is that the rhetorical genre most apt to include ekphraseis of works of art was 

the epideictic. As a matter of fact, it is in epideictic speeches that oratory had by then seen some of 

the famous examples of artistic ekphrasis at work, in Lucian’s laliai and prolaliai.86 Menander only 

mentions this when talking about the praise of Apollo, but it is likely that something similar was 

intended to fit in other speeches. For instance, a kletikos logos that aimed at enticing a governor into 

visiting a city might easily have included descriptions of the statues or paintings the city was proud 

of.

We find an application of Menander’s indications in some of the orations composed by 

Himerius, a sophist who taught in Athens in the fourth century.87 Himerius’ work can be dated to 

the middle of the fourth century, therefore a little after Menander’s, but not enough to be sure that 

he read the work on epideictic. Be that as it may, Himerius follows very closely the theory behind 

Menander, if not his precise work. For instance, the Epithalamium in Severum (or. 9) includes, 

among other inevitable passages such as the diegemata of famous mythical marriages, or the 

enkdmia of both families, the ekphrasis of the bride.88 Concerning ekphrasis of works of art, 

Himerius provides us with a few interesting cases. The first is the description of the statue of Kairos 

by Lysippus, at the beginning of a protreptic oration (or. 13) meant to prompt the students to make
QQ

the best of their time in school. Oration 4, a melete (a full declamation for the sake of practice) on 

the accusation of a rich man by a poor one, presents an unusual case of ekphrasis of a work of art, 

since it is part of a judicial speech and since it describes an imaginary painting representing the

86It is precisely when talking about the style required in laliai that Menander mentions Philostratus’ Imagines.
87 On Himerius see the translation and commentary by Penella 2007.
88 Menander’s instructions on how to compose an epithalamium can be found in Peri epideiktikon 399 ff. Spengel. In
particular, he prescribes exactly the parts that constitute Himerius’ epithalamium: diegemata of mythical marriages (401
Spengel), enkdmia o f families (402 Spengel), ekphrasis o f the bride (404 Spengel).
89 The theme o f the oration is unknown, but such is Penella’s reconstruction. See Penella 2007, 73.
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story of the case at trial, including the crime scene.90 However, the best example of ekphrasis of a 

work of art is found in oration 12, a propemptikos logos addressed to a certain Flavianus, an officer 

appointed proconsul in Asia Minor. In the first part of the oration, in order to find a comparison for 

the journey of the proconsul to the eastern provinces, the sophist describes a painting of Alexander 

crossing the Hellespont for the conquest of Asia. Unlike the imaginary painting in oration 4, the 

painting described here is verisimilar. Most of all, it shows that the use of ekphrasis of works of art 

in practical oratory is best applied to epideictic speeches.

Final remarks

This is about as far as ancient rhetorical theory takes us regarding the subject of descriptions of 

works of art. What we can gather from almost one millennium of rhetorical works, from Theon to 

the Byzantine rhetors, is one indication of practical application (as part of an epideictic speech, in 

Menander), and one technical indication of composition (in Nicolaus, later resumed by John of 

Sardis). The least one can deduce is that ekphrasis of works of art was not one of the main priorities 

of rhetorical training. Moreover, the fact that these texts postdate the age when ekphrasis of works 

of art flourished seems to indicate that the authors who developed it acted on their own initiative 

and not because they had been told to do so in schools. To our knowledge, until the fifth century no 

Progymnasmata suggested that one should describe works of art in the first place. Of course, even 

in earlier centuries the training undergone had provided the students with tools that enabled them to 

write an ekphrasis of virtually anything, including works of art. However, it was not until this 

feature had grown to the point of becoming a genre in its own right that the need was felt to add it 

to the rhetorical curriculum, but it appears, from a theorical viewpoint, that even after that it 

remained a minor topic.

Having excluded rhetorical theory as the source of second-century ekphrasis of works of art, 

and having instead shown that it was second-century literary practice of ekphrasis of paintings (and 

its third-century continuation) that influenced it, what is left is to assess the authors who first wrote 

rhetorical ekphrasis of works of art. The two most relevant names here are Lucian and Achilles 

Tatius, who should not be seen as followers of an established feature, but as its forerunners. The 

chapter on Achilles Tatius will analyse more closely the relationship between these two authors 

with regard to descriptions of art, but for the moment it is safe enough to consider them as

90 A literal development o f  the idea, seen in Quintilian, that ekphrasis in judicial speeches needs to make the jury 
witness the scene.
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contemporaries.91 Harlan, as has been noted, distinguishes between rhetorical ekphrasis and
99pictorial description, but there seems to be no need for such a distinction. It would mean that, for 

example, from the point of view of prose composition, Achilles Tatius and Lucian used one 

technique when describing paintings and another one when describing gardens or anything else. 

Instead, the fact that Achilles Tatius describes paintings, a garden, a storm and a crocodile (et alia) 

with exactly the same style (and Lucian paintings, processions, landscapes, buildings, a fly, a 

peacock, et alia), points in another direction. It seems more likely that they had learnt one technique 

of ekphrasis in the schools of rhetoric and from the Progymnasmata, and then decided to apply it to 

a subject previously not considered, paintings.

Neither Achilles Tatius nor Lucian invented the description of works of art. It seems correct 

to side with Friedlander in crediting rhetoric with providing style alone, and to look for the motifs 

in examples from previous literature. Rhetorical theory had not recognised it as part of what needed 

to be learnt, but a tradition of descriptions of objects of art, in the broadest sense, had belonged to 

literature since Homer, passing through Hesiod, Euripides, Apollonius Rodius, Theocritus, 

Moschus, Vergil, and other poets and historians. It is towards this tradition that Achilles Tatius and 

Lucian were looking, continuing it and elaborating on it with the relatively newly-crafted tools 

acquired in the schools of rhetoric. As the paintings are found in the course of travels in foreign 

countries (both in Achilles Tatius and Lucian), it is probable that historiography and periegesis 

played a role. Descriptions of paintings are generally less frequent than those of statues or other 

objects of art, at least until Hellenistic poetry, which was particularly interested in paintings and in 

the processes triggered by the combination of reading and seeing.93 The first of Achilles Tatius’ 

descriptions is of a painting of Europa which includes a garden, which certainly looks back at 

Moschus’ Europa (where, however, the work of art in question was a basket), and, just like 

Moschus, the novelist gives to the work of art an important function for the story to come. The 

influence of texts where paintings are used as philosophical allegories is, as seen, debated. 

However, Lucian mentions Cebes’ Tabula, and a few of his descriptions of paintings are meant for 

a similar allegorical meaning, so Cebes might be behind some of Lucian’s descriptions, and an 

allegorical function can be found behind the painting’s in Achilles Tatius as well.94 None of these

91 Friedlander 1912, 87, defines Lucian’s De domo as the first ever example o f rhetorical ekphrasis o f a painting, but 
one should be cautious in pointing to a protos euretes. Lucian’s dating, and the dating of his works, is approximate at
best and for the most part coincides with Achilles Tatius’.
92 Harlan 1965, 17. She does that, among other reasons, on the basis that, unlike other subjects o f description, it was not 
defined ekphrasis by the ancients.
93

On this see Goldhill 1994.
94 Mention o f Cebes in De mere. cond. 42, and Rhet. praec. 6; the paintings described in Hercules, Zeuxis, and 
Calumniae non temere credendum are allegorical, the last one especially following Cebes’ manner. For Achilles Tatius 
see Whitmarsh 2011, 80, n. 48.
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models, however, was the rhetorical ekphrasis of a painting. Conversely, the descriptions of works 

of art that followed Achilles Tatius and Lucian always took the form of rhetorical ekphrasis.

It is difficult to trace the origin of literary features with absolute certainty, for it hardly 

follows one single path. Especially when it comes to Greek novels, there is rarely one definitive 

answer, but rather a plurality of influences, a ‘polifonia’, as Fusillo put it.95 Thus, in the coming 

chapters which deal with the use of ekphrasis of paintings in the novels (especially Chapters Three 

and Four), attention will be paid to the models which were certainly in the hands of the novelists. 

As already mentioned, the fact that Moschus in his Europa included the description of a basket 

representing the story of Io will be taken into consideration, together with other sources, when 

discussing Achilles Tatius’ description of a painting of Europa.96 In a similar way, Theocritus’ Idyll 

1, which contains the description of a cup with a pastoral subject engraved on it, which prompts a 

shepherd to sing a pastoral song, will be considered in relation to Longus’ prologue, where the 

vision of a painting with pastoral contents stimulates the narration of the events there depicted.97 

However, a less frequented road will also be travelled, that is, to consider the influence that these 

novelists received from within the genre novel. As Chapter Two will make clear, works of art had a 

well-defined role already in the early phases of the Greek novel, before the detailed descriptions of 

paintings became a prominent feature, which will allow us to suggest that later novelists were 

inspired not only by the long tradition of celebrated descriptions of works of art, but also by the 

artistic seeds planted by the novelists that came before them.

Fusillo 1989.
96 See infra p. 118 ff.
97

See infra p. 194-5.
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2

The use o f  w orks o f  art in the early novels

2.1. Images in the Ninus romance

Works of art entered the ancient Greek novels at an early stage, and never left them. They feature in 

Chariton, the author of the novel that is considered the oldest among the extant ones, and there is a 

chance that they constituted an element in the oldest Greek novel that we currently know of, the 

romance of Ninus. The fragments of the Ninus romance that we possess make no mention of works 

of art (nor do the fragments of other novels), but the famous mosaic from Antioch-on-the-Orontes 

may testify to the fact that a work of art played a role in the story.1 On the left hand side of the 

mosaic we see a man lying on a bed, contemplating the portrait of a woman held in his right hand. 

Without him noticing, a woman is approaching from the right hand side of the mosaic. In another 

mosaic found in Alexandretta, a similar man holding a similar picture has the name ‘Ninus’

inscribed over his head (though the clothes are different and he is not lying on the bed), which
• * 2facilitated the identification of the man in the Antioch mosaic as Ninus. As Doro Levi correctly

suggested, there is a number of reasons to believe that this Ninus is the protagonist of the lost novel. 

To begin with, Levi rejects the hypothesis, formulated, according to him, by Seyrig, that the 

mosaic shows Ninus mourning over the death of Semiramis, the reason for the rejection being that 

both the Semiramis that we know of from legends (wife of Ninus, founder of Nineveh) and 

historiography (wife of a ninth-century Assyrian king) are known for having survived their
3 • • •husbands. Excluding, consequently, the death of Semiramis as the cause for Ninus’ condition, Levi 

ascribes his grief to a current separation of the lovers, with Ninus longing for the beloved while 

holding her portrait, an image that obviously leads us to think of a novelistic situation. At any rate, 

one does not need to exclude the death of Semiramis as a possibility. Notwithstanding the axiom 

that the protagonists of the novels do not die, their fake deaths, or the belief of one of the 

protagonists that the partner is dead, are everyday matters. The most conclusive evidence that the 

iconography is derived from the novel comes, however, from the fact that the mosaic from the 

adjoining room in the same house of Antioch shows two characters with their names, Parthenope 

and Metiochus, clearly inscribed over their figures, and these are famously the names of the

1 On this mosaic see Campbell 1938, Levi 1944, and Quet 1992. For the fragments see Stephens and Winkler 1995.
2

Campbell 1938, 213 gives credit to Seyrig for noticing the similarities between the two mosaics.
3

Levi 1944, 423. To be fair, Seyrig, and Campbell with him, merely determined the connection between the mosaic 
from Antioch and the one from Alexandretta and noticed, as it quite clearly appears in the image, that Ninus is grieving 
over the portrait, without really advancing suggestions towards the possible cause for grief or the literary sources for the 
image.
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protagonists of another lost novel, now existing in three fragments.4 The house in Antioch must 

have belonged to a lover of literature, and of Greek novels in particular, who manifested his passion 

for these texts by commissioning a series of mosaics representing scenes taken from the stories.5

An alternative interpretation sees in the object held by Ninus a mirror in which his own 

image is reflected. It was proposed by Glanville Downey in a paper that aimed at establishing 

parallels between the recently found mosaics in Antioch and philosophical currents of the same 

times. Our mosaic is mentioned very briefly and interpreted a priori as a representation of the 

Plotinian doctrine on souls and mirrors.6 Since the the mosaic’s tesserae do not allow a perfect 

recognition of the bust shown in the square object held by Ninus, an identification with Ninus’ own 

image is not implausible, thus making the object a mirror.7 Against this view one might say that the 

orientation and inclination of the mirror does not match Ninus’ face perfectly, but perhaps perfect 

proportions cannot be expected, especially in an artist whose sense of space-rendering seems to be 

lacking.8 But Downey, who gives no reason for his statement that the object is a mirror, does not 

reckon with the fact that the scene is taken from a novel and provides no answers to the questions 

that this poses. How are we to explain the existence of such a scene in the course of the novel? And 

how could the significance of a scene with Ninus looking at himself in a mirror be so relevant to the 

novel to be the only image to be extrapolated from the text to a work of art?9 There is plenty of 

room for possible suggestions, but fortunately Levi’s good arguments clear the way from the 

proliferation of speculations that are bound to arise from fragmentary mosaics of a fragmentary 

novel. He notices that the frames of mirrors, despite presenting at times a squared shape, never 

show crossed comers, which are on the other hand evident in both mosaics and consistent with the 

wooden frame of a pinax.10

As for the contextualisation of the scene within the novel, it is prudent not to venture beyond 

the observation that it represents a moment of separation and consequent contemplation of the

4
Levi 1944, 424. For the fragments o f Metiochus see Hagg and Utas 2003.

5 An often quoted passage from Lucian (Pseudolog. 25) testifies to the connected fame o f Ninus and Metiochus. 
Weitzmann 1959, 102 suggests that this lover o f literature provided the mosaicist with model-images contained in 
illustrated papyri.

Downey 1941, 374. Downey’s suggestion has recently been considered and elaborated by Helen Morales in her 
interpretation o f the mosaic. See Morales 2004, 13 ff.
7 The possibility o f Ninus looking at a portrait o f himself and not a reflection is highly unlikely.
g

See Levi 1944, 422. It should be noticed that the same hypotheses and consequent problems can be referred to the 
Alexandretta mosaic as well, in which the mirror is parallel to Ninus’ head, but on a lower level, directly facing the area 
of his chest and not his face. As far as we can tell from the orientation o f the mirror in the Antioch mosaic, it might well 
be reflecting not Ninus, but the woman approaching from the right hand side o f the mosaic.
9

Judging by the mosaic o f  Metiochos and Parthenope in the adjacent room, the tastes o f the owner o f  the house in 
Antioch in relation to Greek novels seem to incline more towards representations o f the protagonists as a couple, than 
towards the narcissistic self-reflection o f one character.

Levi 1944, 426, n. 18; p. 426-427 for evidence o f images o f  pinakes. Quet too, in her detailed analysis, dismisses the 
hypothesis o f a mirror. See Quet 1992, 131 and related note.
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beloved’s image, possibly with the addition of another element, that is, the temptation constituted 

by another woman.11 Generally speaking, the occurrence of moments of separation in the novels is 

so frequent that the scene represented in our image might have fitted at almost any point of the 

original story. The scene could have taken place during the military campaign recounted in 

fragment B of the novel, also considering that in fragment A Ninus points out to Derkeia, 

Semiramis’ mother, the fact that he remained faithful to Semiramis despite the chances offered by 

the war of taking advantage of his status and satisfying his desires. The contents of fragment C, 

with Ninus surviving a shipwreck and lamenting the change in his fortune, point in another 

direction, that is, that the scene took place during a separation that followed the narration of the 

war.12

The ease of imagining potential settings for the scene,13 and the acceptability of the 

suggestions, derives first and foremost from our knowledge of the extant complete novels, that 

provides us with a stock of equally plausible situations that we instinctively apply to the mosaics as 

well as the fragments of the Ninus romance. Although perfect matches are not to be expected 

(variations on the same theme are common among different novels), it appears that among the five 

extant novels Chaereas and Callirhoe offers the best comparison for what might be happening in 

the mosaic and therefore in the novel. Chariton’s novel (together with Xenophon’s Ephesiaca) is 

the one where the separation of the protagonists is prolonged for the longest time, and the one 

where this separation is given a particularly interesting treatment. The reason for this is that 

throughout the entire novel the protagonists, constantly divided between the hope of finding each 

other and the fear that the beloved is dead, often come across each other’s image and are able to 

find comfort in it.14 A similar pattern could have taken place in the Ninus romance, at least in one 

scene, and the chronological vicinity of the two novels might even suggest that this could have been 

a feature of early Greek novels. The use of portraits in Chariton will be given a separate and more 

detailed analysis, but before moving on to that let us highlight a few conclusions that the mosaic 

allows us to draw with regard to the lost novel of Ninus.

We know of only two works of art derived from the Ninus romance, the mosaic in Antioch 

and the one in Alexandretta, both showing Ninus contemplating a portrait of Semiramis. They are 

not identical (Ninus lies on a bed in Antioch, whereas in Alexandretta he is sitting on a chair; the 

woman is absent in Alexandretta, but her image could have been in the missing part of the mosaic),

11 One o f the two possibilities suggested by Levi 1944, 424. The other one is that the mosaic shows a farewell scene 
where Semiramis gives to Ninus her portrait as a token o f her faith.
12 Perry 1967, 358-359, n. 18. It should be noted that Levi wrote before the publication of fragment C.
13

Quet 1992, 132 offers a survey o f the hypotheses proposed by scholars.
14 For example in 1,14 and 2,11.
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but the differences can be easily explained either by saying that one of the two artists developed a 

variation on the standard iconography, or that the mosaics represent two slightly different scenes 

from the novel, thus indicating that the contemplation of the portrait was a recurrent activity of 

Ninus in the course of the story, or perhaps that it took place in an extended scene where some 

action occurred. At the risk of sounding obvious, let us point out the very simple fact that the parts 

of a story that art represents are unlikely to be marginal ones but instead those deemed to be more 

important. Thus, from a statistical point of view, the most represented image of a story is bound to 

derive from a very popular, if not the most famous, scene of the story. Narcissus is mostly portrayed 

while glancing on the water,15 Andromeda while hanging from the cliff.16 A more complex myth, 

say Heracles’ labours, will offer more choices, but still some scenes (e.g. the Nemean lion) will be 

represented more often than others (e.g. the Augean stables).17 Now, the Ninus romance was not as 

popular, nor as represented, as Heracles’ labours, but the fact that the totality of the images that we 

have of it shows only one iconography probably indicates that that scene was well known, and 

possibly important. The scarcity of the specimens in our possession can redimension the scale of 

this statement, but this does not change the importance of the scene for the novel. Out of the range 

of varied scenes necessarily presented by the novel, the only one that made it to works of art cannot 

possibly have been a marginal one. If Daphne is the one who runs and is turned into laurel, if 

Marsyas is the one playing the flute and then hanging from the tree by his arms, then the novelistic 

Ninus is the one staring at the portrait of Semiramis.

2.2. The use of works of art in Chariton’s Chaereas and Callirhoe

Chariton’s is the only extant novel featuring portraits of the protagonists, which already speaks for a 

certain attention that the author must have had towards the way in which the characters are 

represented.18 This attention, it is worth specifying, is more narrative than artistic. The portraits, as 

well as other works of art, are never described, their making never praised, their makers never

15 LIMC s.v. Narkossos shows that apart from a few examples with Narcissus in hunting attire, the vast majority o f his 
representations show him near the spring, in different poses and with or without other characters.
16 LIMC s.v. Andromeda counts some sixty representations o f  Andromeda hanging from the cliff against less than half
showing her liberation, and fewer still showing other scenes.
17 LIMC s.v. Herakles counts more than seven hundred examples o f the first one, and only in Attic vase-painting, 
against some twenty representations o f  the stables, unless they appear in compositions together with the rest o f  the
labours.
18

For the present purpose it suffices to date Chariton to the first century AD, which is now more or less unanimously 
agreed upon. On the dating o f Chariton’s novel see Perry 1967, 96 ff. The question o f Chariton’s dating has been 
resumed recently by Tilg, who summarises the evidence and its discussion, and places Chariton not only before any 
other extant novel, but also before the fragments, recognising him as the inventor o f the love novel (see Tilg 2010, 36 
ff.). One need not be so categorical. From our perspective, so long as both Chaereas and Callirhoe and the romance o f  
Ninus allow us to identify a trend o f the early novels, it matters little which one was written first.
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mentioned. They are important because of whom they represent, and it is only with regard to this 

that they are functional to the story. In order to understand their role, the portraits of the 

protagonists (as well as another statue and a few references to works of art) will be observed 

starting from their first appearance. Their presence and the effects it produces fill the novel from the 

first paragraph to the last, which alone indicates that Chariton had devised for them a special part to 

play.19 Much of this section is a reading of Chaereas and Callirhoe that follows the trail of the 

works of art that are found in it.

A scene where one of the protagonists contemplates the portrait of the beloved, similarly to 

the mosaic of Ninus, takes place towards the end of Book One. The scene is in Miletus, where the 

ship of Theron the bandit has landed with a precious cargo: Callirhoe. It is worth recalling a few 

facts that precede the events taking place in Miletus. The happiness of the newly-wed couple of 

young Syracusans, who, at least apparently, seem to fulfil their destiny right at the beginning of the 

novel, is indeed bound to last for a very short time, since the unrequited suitors, out of jealousy, 

manage to carry out a scheme that leads to Callirhoe’s (apparent) death at the hands of Chaereas. 

The buried-alive Callirhoe comes back to her senses when her tomb is being plundered by the band 

of brigands led by Theron, and she is consequently taken to be sold overseas. Meanwhile, far from 

being recovered from grief and death wishes, Chaereas sets sails with his ever-loyal friend 

Polycharmus, in order to recover at least the remains of his beloved wife. Little does he know that 

Callirhoe is alive, thus making their separation, from his point of view, all the more intense: 

between him and Callirhoe lie not only the geographical distances of the Mediterranean sea, but 

also the insurmountable ones that separate this and the after world. Theron, understanding that it 

will not be long before someone from Syracuse comes to reclaim the booty (both Callirhoe and the 

rich offerings buried with her), aims at selling the girl as a slave as soon as possible, and, once he 

has arrived in Miletus, seals the deal with Leonas, who happens to be the right-hand man of the 

newly-widowed Dionysius, the first among the Ionians. About to be sold, Callirhoe is asked which 

offerings she would like to take with her, to which she replies:

XpqoaoSai 5 e  xois ev xcxcJm ois- Suaoicoviaxov uuoXa(j|5dvco. TTavxa poi
< j> u A d £ a x e  kccAc o s ' s p o 'i  5 e a p K eT  5 a x x u A ( 5 i o v  p i x p o v ,  o  s l x o v  x a i  V E X pa.

19 Images have been recognised as an important part o f Callirhoe’s story (Auger 1983, Dubel 1999, Zeitlin 2002, 
Schmeling 2005; DeTemmerman 2007 and 2014 on characterisation), both from the point o f view o f how they define 
her character and how they establish love triangles, whereas less attention has been paid to the fact that Chaereas’ story, 
too, is closely followed by the story o f his images.
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I think it would bring bad luck if I made use of the funeral offerings. Take good care 
of everything for me. I am content with a little ring I wore even as a corpse.
(1,13,11)

The reason why the small ring is so special to her is explained shortly after, when she is left to 

herself and her thoughts and is finally able to mourn over the series of dramatic events that have 

changed her life in such a short time.

K o i T T O u a a  5 s  T r j  xe 1 P l T °  c n f j 0o s  eTSev ev tco S a x x u A i c o  x p v  E i x o v a  t t ) v  X a i p s o u  
K a 'i  x a x a c j n A o u a a ,  “  ’ A X r j0c o s  a i r o A c o A a  a o i ,  X a i p E a ”  ( j ) r ) a i , “ T o a o u x c p  
5 i a £ E u x 0 E K j a  ttcc0ei. K a i  a u  p s v  ttevOeTs x a ' i  p E x a v o s T s  x a i  x a< t> cp  xevco 
T T a p a x a 0 r | a a i ,  p E x a  0 a v a x o v  p o i  T r jv  a c o < t > p o a u v r ) v  p a p x u p c o v ,  E y c p  Se r |  

' E p p o x p a x o u s  0u y d x r ) p ,  r |  a r j  y u v r j ,  Seottoxti a p p E p o v  S T T p a 0r ) v . ”  T o i a u x a  
o S u p o p E v r ]  p o A i s  uttvos E T rrjX 0E v a u x f j .

As she beat her breast with her hand, she saw Chaereas’ portrait on her ring. She 
kissed it and said: “Truly I am lost to you, Chaereas, separated from you by so great a 
misfortune! You are mourning for me and repenting and sitting by an empty tomb, 
proclaiming my chastity now that I am dead; and I, Hermocrates’s daughter, your 
wife, have been sold this day to a master! As she uttered this lament, sleep finally 
came to her.”
(1,14,9-10)

The ring, we now learn, carries the image of Chaereas, and it is on this object that we shall focus a

little, before following Callirhoe’s scene in Miletus.

2.2.1. Images of Chaereas

Chariton does not say much regarding the origin of the ring with the image of Chaereas, for 

Callirhoe’s words are less than explanatory. ‘X ppaaa0ai 5e xoTs Evxacjnois Suaoicoviaxov 

uTToXapPcivco. TTavxa poi (JnjAa^axE xaAcos' epo'i 5e a p m  SaxxuAiSiov pixpov, o slxov xa'i 

vsxpa’ can mean either that she had had the ring when she was alive in Syracuse (which is not 

specified) as well as when she was presumed dead (xa'i vsxpa), or that she has had it throughout the 

journey on the bandits’ ship as well as when she was presumed dead (xa'i VEXpa). The first option 

would indicate that the ring was a gift, either given on the occasion of the engagement or the 

wedding, which Chaereas saw fit to leave with his wife in her tomb as a funeral offering (following 

the practice of adorning the dead for the final journey with objects that were dear to them in life),

20
The Greek text for Chariton is taken from the 2004 Teubner edition by B. P. Reardon. Unless specified, translations 

o f Chariton are taken from Reardon 1989.
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the second, that the ring was first given to Callirhoe as a funeral offering.21 Either way, it was meant 

as an offering from husband to wife, a token of Chaereas’ love that would accompany Callirhoe, 

lest she be alone in whatever awaited her in the afterlife.

The presence of the ring among the funerary offerings is not secondary. Normally, a similar 

object would have led to a situation that is common to many a story (possibly including the scene in 

the Ninus romance), that is, the presence of the portrait of the beloved when a couple suffers 

separation.22 Intuitively, such a basic triangle (lover-loved-image) originates from the will to make 

the absent present by creating a substitute of the original in order to fill in the void caused by the 

separation. As we will see, the ring with the image of Chaereas performs this precise function, but 

the fact that it follows Callirhoe in the tomb gives it a significantly different connotation, because, 

whatever the original intention behind it (an engagement or wedding ring, or a funerary offering), it 

is meant to accompany the lover not through a temporary separation in this world (although it will, 

given the fact that Callirhoe is alive), but through a permanent one in the other. This is unusual, 

because it is the image of the dead that should stay with the living and not vice versa. Vemant has 

described the ancient Greek practice of erecting kolossoi, immobile pillar-statues that constitute a 

physical representation of the departed’s double, the equivalent in stone of his psyche,23 The 

beneficiaries of this practice are always the living, who find consolation for the loss in the symbolic 

substitute for the dead. Hence we would expect Chaereas to mourn Callirhoe’s death over her 

funerary statue, but there is no such thing in Syracuse. Instead, Chaereas gives Callirhoe his own 

image, for her to carry in the netherworld, thus reversing the ritual: not the memory of a deceased 

surviving among the living through its double, but the image of a living person entering the gates of 

Hades. Whether it is a conscious choice of Chaereas, who is not particularly keen on living anyway, 

as shown by his vote for his own death sentence at the trial and by the many attempts at suicide to 

follow, or not, this dreadful perspective will not be without consequences for the young Syracusan.

21 There is, however, no reference to the fact that a ring was given either at the engagement or at the wedding, and one
should also take into consideration that a ring carrying the image o f the beloved acquires more significance when both
lovers have one, and Chaereas does not have a ring with the image of Callirhoe. Engagement rings did exist in the
ancient world, especially in Rome, but they were usually simple rings made o f iron (Pliny NH 33,4); Pliny says that
rings engraved with effigies were a recent luxury o f his times, and that they mostly represented gods or, later, emperors
{Ibid. 33,12). See also Pulinas 1958. This is to say that making the dead Callirhoe wear a ring with the image o f
Chaereas on it does not exactly correspond to any attested practice in use either at the time o f the story (nor was the use
o f engagement rings) or during Chariton’s times. At the same time, none o f it is implausible: the readers would have
perceived it as an unusual detail worthy o f consideration. As a matter o f fact, as we will see, it is not an ornament added
for its own sake, but an expedient o f  the novelist meant to perform precise functions in the story.
22 A treatment o f this topic can be found in Bettini 1992. The author considers the story o f Chaereas and Callirhoe at 
j3j>. 228-229.

J. P. Vemant 1983, 305-320. In Rome the funerary mask portraying the face of the deceased (described by Polybius, 
6,53) had a similar function. That statues preserve the spirit of those they represent is shown by a few anecdotes. 
Aristotle {Poetica 1452a) and Plutarch {De sera numinis vindicta 553d) tell the story o f the statue o f Mitys, which falls 
and kills Mitys’ killer. Lucian, in a dialogue meant to ridicule superstitious beliefs, tells the story o f the statue of 
Pelichus, which walks, sings, takes baths, and punishes thieves (Philopseudes 18-20).
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A small textual problem occurring when Callirhoe is holding the ring, that is precisely after 

the fact that the ring carries the image of Chaereas has been revealed, allows us to observe some 

early possible effects of these facts. The words in question are part of Callirhoe’s speech (1,14,9- 

10). Modem editors read ‘aTToXcoXa aoi, Xaipea ... toooutco 5ia^£ux0^aa ttccOei’ ‘I am lost to 

you, Chaereas, separated by so great a pain’. However, the reading of the only extant manuscript of 

Chariton’s text (codex Florentinus Laurentianus Conventi Soppressi 627) is ‘aTToXcoXas, co 

Xaipsa ... toooutco Sia^euxQe'is ttcxSei’ ‘You are dead, Chaereas, separated by so great a pain’. 

The correction first occurred to Hirschig, who emended ‘aTToXcoXas’ with ‘aTToXcoXa’, and 

consequently ‘5ia^EUX0£is’ with ‘Sia^suxQeTaa’.24 Zimmermann defended Hirschig’s correction 

and added a further one: ‘aTToXcoXa ao t’ for ‘cxttoXcoXcxs, co’. According to him, the transmitted 

reading ‘aTToXcoXas’ is untenable, since Callirhoe has no reason to belive that Chaereas is dead, 

whereas the opposite is certainly true.25 Both the Loeb and Teubner editions (by Goold and 

Reardon, respectively) retain this final correction, whereas Molinie in the Bude proclaims the 

corrections inconclusive.26 As legitimate as the reason for the correction seems to be, the original 

words of the manuscript offer an interesting nuance that is particularly appropriate to the object at 

stake. In fact, if the erection of images in the funerary ritual has been reversed, and if instead of an 

image that connects the dead Callirhoe to the world of the living we have an image that connects 

the living Chaereas to the world of the dead, it would not be unreasonable that the first thing that is 

said after the first appearance of Chaereas’ portrait is: ‘You are lost, Chaereas’. It is true that 

Callirhoe has no reason to believe that Chaereas is physically dead, but she might at the same time 

have realised that what she is holding could be (and indeed will become) his funerary image. Be 

that as it may, from now on Chaereas’ belonging to the world of the living will be often questioned.

In Book Three, after Callirhoe has married Dionysius in order to save the child she 

conceived in Syracuse, Chaereas, who, after the fortuitous capture of Theron, has leamt that 

Callirhoe is alive, lands in Ionia with Polycharmus and the other members of the recovery 

expedition. In the temple of Aphrodite he sees the golden image of Callirhoe (‘EiKova KaXXippoqs 

X p u a f j v ’ 3,6,3) a votive offering from Dionysius as a sign of gratitude to the goddess for having 

been able to marry Callirhoe. So far Chaereas has acquired two not equally positive pieces of

Hirschig 1856.
25 i f /  

Zimmermann 1925. He compares this passage to one in 2,4,7 where Dionysius, talking to Leonas, says: anoXcoAa
aoi, co Aecova.
26

Leaving to Callirhoe the freedom to address Chaereas in whichever way is to her liking at any given time, a brief 
survey shows that the Vocative X aipea is preceded by co a minority o f times. O f fourteen overall occurrences o f the 
Vocative X aipea, co is used only twice, both times in 1,4 and coming from the mouth o f  the man who is acting on 
behalf o f the suitors in order to deceive Chaereas into believeing that Callirhoe is unfaithful to him. Callirhoe calls to 
Chereas (whether he is there or not) in the Vocative amount to nine, and she never uses co, which would make o f 1,14,9 
an isolated case.
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information: that Callirhoe is alive, and that she has married another man. He is given little time to 

ponder the situation, because as soon as he returns to the ship, the whole crew is attacked by a 

group of Persian soldiers. This is the machination of Phocas, one of Dionysius’ men, who, having 

learnt where the ship was from and who was on it, and guessing that they had come to demand his 

master’s new wife, had told the soldiers that a pirate ship had just landed. Most of the crew is slain, 

and the survivors (including Chaereas and Polycharmus) are taken as slaves (3,7,1 ff.). That same 

night Callirhoe is visited by a dream where she sees Chaereas in chains, and immediately shouts his 

name, thus letting Dionysius leam for the first time of the existence of her first husband. When 

Callirhoe explains her dream to Dionysius she has no doubt that it signifies that Chaereas is dead 

(aXXa au  p sv , a'QXie, te0 vt|KCXS' £t] tcov spe (SrjXoT y a p  QavaTov aou x a  5 e a p a ) , ‘o my poor 

husband, in looking for me you have found death -it is your death that the chains signify-’),27 

though shortly after she still shows signs of hope ( eXttis tou Taya Cnv ekeTvov Kai v|;Eu5ovsipov  

a u x rjv  y E y o u E v a i, ‘hope that perhaps Chaereas was alive and her dream had been a deceptive 

one’).

After what appears to be an ellipsis that covers the uneventful seven months during which 

the pregnant Callirhoe believes Chaereas is dead (as does Dionysius) and Chaereas is in slavery, the 

action resumes with the birth of the child and the consequent celebrations proclaimed by Dionysius 

as a thanksgiving to Aphrodite.28 Here Callirhoe, while praying to Aphrodite in the temple, is 

informed of the visit of the young Syracusan men to the very same temple that took place in 3,6,3, 

and putting two and two together learns that Chaereas is alive. Dionysius, made aware of this and 

scared that Chaereas might actually be alive, questions Phocas about the attack of the soldiers, only 

to find out that some of the members of the crew survived the attack. Anyway, he keeps this piece 

of information to himself, and, wanting to put Callirhoe’s past once and for all behind her, informs 

her of the attack and, lying, of the fact that all the Syracusans had died in it, including Chaereas. 

Finally, he orders the erection of a taphos for Chaereas, knowing that the solidity of a grave will 

bring Callirhoe to a definitive acceptance of the loss and will allow him to stop worrying. During 

this funeral the image of Chaereas is displayed: etto|jtteue 5 ’ e’iS coXov XaipEOU rrpos xf)v ev tco 

SaKTuXico a < ()p a y i5 a  5iaxuTTCo0EV, ‘At the head of the procession was an image of Chaereas, 

modeled from the seal of Callirhoe’s ring’ (4,1,10). Contrarily to what had happened to Callirhoe’s 

funeral in Syracuse, Chaereas is given a proper eidolon, the funerary kolossos that normally 

accompanies the ritual, and this statue happens to be modelled after the image on the ring.

27 / ’ /Possibly, but not necessarily, ‘TE0vr|Kas’ here might parallel ‘aTToXcoXas-’ in 1,14,9 as the second instance when
Callirhoe considers her first husband to be dead.
28 3,7,7. More on the chronology o f these events will be said later.
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The halo of death that this object held since its appearance has borne fruit: the ring that 

created the connection between Chaereas and the underworld has ultimately led to the erection of 

his funerary kolossos, his double in death.29 Far from being a simple ornament, the ring with the 

image of Chaereas has since its first appearance had an active role in the plot. It highlights the 

reversal of the habitual use of funerary images that took place during Callirhoe’s funeral, thus 

introducing Chaereas to the world of the dead. It triggers an alternation of opinions concerning the 

life or death of the Syracusan, built on fears, hopes, missing pieces of knowledge, and half lies. The 

image on the ring starts the development of these doubts by first attaching a deathly nuance to 

Chaereas, and fulfils its role by ending up being precisely his funerary image. In view of this, 

reading 1,14,9 with or without the emendation does not seem to make a major difference, since the 

anomaly that anticipates Chaereas’ funeral is already contained in his image being a funeral 

offering. However, following the manuscript’s reading ‘aTToXcoXas, co X aipea’ would function 

well on two levels, as Callirhoe’s personal and sad realisation that her husband is connected with 

the underworld, and as striking warning for the reader. Ultimately, the reversal of the ritual 

mirrors an important reversal in the plot: gradually, the situation where Chaereas believes to be 

dead a completely alive Callirhoe has changed into a situation where Callirhoe believes to be dead a 

completely alive Chaereas. Though symmetrical, their associations with death present at least one 

remarkable difference: Callirhoe’s dead body is seen, but no funerary eidolon of her is erected, 

whereas Chaereas’ death is only heard of, but his funerary image is well established. Perhaps this 

can account for the fact that the characters’ reactions to Callirhoe’s resuscitation are very rational 

and matter-of-fact, whereas Chaereas’ return to life is long, filled with tribulations, and met with 

disbelief. Unlike Chaereas, in fact, Callirhoe was never bound to the underworld by her kolossos, 

her double in death.

Stories about the death of the beloved and the problems that arise in connection with their 

images are in the background of Chaereas’ situation. Greek mythology taught that there could be 

something very sinister, even menacing, about the image-double of a dead person, for the bridge 

that it opens between this world and the other can be crossed both ways.31 In the famous case of 

Protesilaus and Laodamia, for instance, consorting with the statue of the dead husband inevitably 

leads Laodamia to death, regardless of the love that united them when he was alive. Similarly,

29
On the dangers o f the bond between a kolossos and a living person see Brillante 1988, 21-22.

30 Notice also the fact that Callirhoe’s interactions with the two images (the ring and the eidolon) are identical, for in 
both cases she kisses and speaks to them: compare 1,14,9 (eTSev ev tco ScxktuAico tt|v e’ikovcx if |v  XaipEou Kai 
KaTa4>iAouaa) with 4,1,11 (ti KaXAippor] XaipEa TTEpiEXuSri Kai KaTa<J>iAouaa tf|v EiKova).
31 Vemant 1983; Bettini 1992, 64 ff. For the deathly aspect o f  the images in Chariton see Auger 1983, 45-48.
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Admetus proposes to build a statue of his generous wife Alcestis and live with it after her death.32 

Admetus is lucky enough to have Heracles bring Alcestis back from the dead, but the final reunion 

is a sweet-and-sour rather than a happy ending. As she does not speak, he is not sure whether she is 

real or a ghost, and consequently even accuses Heracles of being a necromancer.33 Chaereas’ return 

will be met with a similar attitude. It comes at the end of a climax of courtroom excitement, where 

Dionysius’ last speech (5,6,5 ff.) lays great stress on the Syracusan’s oscillation between life and 

death. Chariton underlines Chaereas’ situation by exploiting precisely those myths that deal with 

difficulties emerging in the interaction of living and dead, as can be seen by the reactions of 

Callirhoe and Dionysius. Just like Admetus, in 5,9,4 Callirhoe will wonder whether the person she 

saw was a ghost, brought back by a Persian mage:

ek eT vos rjv X aipsas o Epos, *1 xa'i t o u t o  TTETrXavqpai; Taxa yap  MiQpiSccnris 6ia  
Tqv Sixqv e’iScoAov Ittê e* Asyoucn yap ev TTspaais elvai payous.

Was that my Chaereas? Or is that too an illusion? Perhaps Mithridates called up a 
spirit for the trial; they say there are magicians in Persia.

Similarly, Dionysius will ask himself in 5,10,1:

tto T o s  o u t o s  e tt  IpoG npOTEaiAEcos avEpico; Tiva t c o v  u tto x Q o v ic o v  0EC O V  
qaEpqaa, 'iva Eupco poi vsxpbv avT£paaTT)V, ou Tabov e'xco;

What Protesilaos is this who has come back to life to plague me? What god of hell 
have I offended that I should find a rival in a dead man -dead, and buried on my land?

The stories of Laodamia and Admetus tell us that there is no real happy return from the dead, and 

that even images of dead people can be dangerous and lead to death, inasmuch as they constitute a 

connection between the two worlds. A return such as that of Alcestis in the eponymous tragedy and 

Chaereas in 5,8, unexpected and given from above, almost as a gift, leaves more doubts than joyful 

reunification. Chaereas’ first return is, as a matter of fact, a failure. Not only does it not put an end 

to the couple’s separation, but it also has no effect with regard to its original raison d’etre, that is, 

serving as the major witness for the solution of the trial. The trial, far from being decided, is at first 

prolonged due to the King’s infatuation for Callirhoe, and then suspended due to the Egyptian 

rebellion starting in 6,8. After Chaereas’ appearance almost three more books will be needed before 

the definitive reunion with Callirhoe (8,1). This gives Chariton the opportunity to extend the

32 Eur. Al. 348 ff. The story o f Aegialeus and the mummy o f his late wife at the beginning o f Book Five o f Xenophon’s
Ephesiaca reproposes in a grotesque way the same dynamics. See later in this chapter.
33 Eur. Al. 1119 ff. On the strangeness provoked by Alcestis’ return to life see Brillante 1988, 29.
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narrative through the description of the war and to finally portray the military prowess of a 

Chaereas with nothing more to lose, but it also gives Callirhoe the time that she needs to reflect on 

the fact that Chaereas is real again, and not an image of death. And, as a sign that the images, their 

implications, and the deception that they have produced in the past have been left behind once and 

for all, the recognition scene rejects the use of sight.

Chaereas, currently serving as a military leader for the Egyptian army, is led to see a woman 

who has been taken prisoner and is threatening to let herself starve to death.34 Polycharmus, hoping 

to direct the friend towards a new marriage (not unlike Heracles with Admetus in Eur. Al. 1085 ff.), 

encourages him to go and see the woman. Once in the room, Chaereas cannot see the woman, for 

she is veiled (not unlike Alcestis), but is nonetheless shaken by something about her: euO us ek Trjs 

dvaTTVofjs kcc'i t o u  axTlpocros ETapax0r| t t j v  v|;uxr)V Kai pETEcopos- eysvETO, ‘he felt his heart 

stirred at once by the way she breathed and the look of her, and felt a thrill of excitement’ (8,1,7). It 

is her breath, before anything else, that attracts his attention. As the scene proceeds, Chaereas 

addresses the still unknown woman, promising she will not be hurt. At this point, with Chaereas 

still talking, the woman recognises his voice, unveils herself, showing him the long-awaited face of 

his wife Callirhoe, and shouts his name:

’Eti AsyouTos ti KaAAippor] yvcopiaaaa tt)v <|>covf)v aiTEKaAu^aTO Kai 
ap^oTEpoi auvE(k>r]aav' “Xaipsa -  KaAAippor)”

Before he had finished speaking, Callirhoe recognized his voice and threw the 
covering from her face. They both cried out at the same time: “Chaereas!” 
“Callirhoe!”

Unlike Admetus’ difficult recognition of Alcestis, due also to the fact that the wife cannot speak 

(and will not be able to do so for three days), the recognition of Chaereas and Callirhoe is triggered 

by sounds and hearing, her breathing for him, and his voice for her. To Montiglio’s reasons for a 

voice-based recognition rather than a sight-based one (interest in voice and its erotic power in the 

rest of the novel; underlining of the immediate occurrence of the recognition in opposition to 

Admetus and Alcestis),35 we could add another one: for the entire novel sight and images of the 

beloved are signs of separation; therefore, they cannot be means of reunification. The failure of the 

trial and of Chaereas’ first appearance is entailed by the drawbacks of his image-double: even after 

seeing him in the flesh she says: TTapovxa Xaipsav ou (SXettco, ‘Chaereas is near me and I cannot

34
An detailed analysis o f the recognition scene in Montiglio 2013, 16 ff.

35 Ibid. 27 ff.
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see him’ (6,7,9). The final and definitive recognition cannot be hesitant or unsure but needs to be 

genuine and instant, and whereas sight has proven to be unreliable, voice and hearing accomplish it.

Having observed the rise of problems derived from the deathly implications of Callirhoe’s 

ring, and their resolution, let us consider another use of Chaereas’ image. Callirhoe is alone in 

Miletus. In a very short time she went from being the first girl of Syracuse to being sold as a slave 

in a completely different part of the Mediterranean. So far, nothing too divergent from the path of a 

novel’s heroine. Heroines usually deal with pirates and delinquents who pose a threat to their 

virginity, they endure pain and hardships and sometimes, though rarely, take part in fights. 

Callirhoe has her fair amount of exciting misfortunes, but the most serious problems she is made to 

face are on a completely different scale from those experienced by her counterparts. Unlike other 

heroines, whose experience of relationships rarely goes beyond the few fixed aspects of 

unconditional love, occasional jealousy, and constant longing for the other, Callirhoe becomes a 

married woman quite soon in the novel, and is then confronted with critical realistic decisions: 

whether or not she should terminate her pregnancy, and the choice of getting married a second 

time.36 In view of this, the psychological stress under which the young Syracusan is put far 

surpasses that of any other heroine of a Greek novel. It is in this respect that the image on the ring 

plays an important role in compensating for the absence of the real Chaereas.

After having been sold as a slave, Callirhoe’s days in Miletus proceed rather quietly, with 

the population getting to know her and her beauty and with Dionysius falling deeply in love with 

her. The event that disturbs this situation and forces things to take the most complicated path is 

Callirhoe’s discovery that she is pregnant (2,8,4). Given her condition, she takes into consideration 

whether it would not be best to terminate the pregnancy. She ponders on the one hand the fact that 

she does not want Hermocrates’ descendant to be bom a slave, and on the other her maternal feeling 

towards the child (pqxqp ccttokxeivt] tov ek xd(|)ou ocoOsvxa Kai Aqaxcbv; ‘he has escaped from 

the tomb, from pirates -shall his mother kill him?’ 2,9,4). That same night she is visited by her 

husband, and this dream will take care of directing her towards a decision otherwise difficult to 

make:

xauxa Aoyi^opEvq 5i’ oAqs v u k x o s  u t t v o s  e t t t |A 0 e  upos oAiyov. EiTEOxq 5 e  auxf) 
e ik c o v  XaipEOU rravxa auxcp opoia, f j e y s d o s  t e  K a i  O f j p a r a  K a X  ’ e ik u Ic x ,  K a i  

(p c o v r jv , K a i  r o i a  n e p i  x p o t  e ' f / j a r a  e o t o .  e o x c o s  5 e  “TTapcm0E|jcu aoi” <J>qaiv, “cb 
yuvai, xov uiov.” e x i  5 s  PouAopsvou Asysiv avs0op£v q KaAAipoq, 0 e A o u o cc  auxcb 
TTEpiTrAaKqvai. aup^ouAov ouv xov avSpa vopiaaaa ©pevĵ oci xo rraibiov EKpivs.

36 These events mark a significant growth in Callirhoe, against the view that protagonists o f novels are idealised but 
have relatively flat characters. The most recent analysis o f Callirhoe’s monologues and decisions is De Temmerman 
2014,61 ff.
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All night long she pursued these thoughts; and as she did so, sleep stole over her 
momentarily, and a vision of Chaereas stood over her, like him in every way, like to 
him in stature and fair looks and voice, and wearing just such clothes. As he stood 
there, he said, “I entrust our son to you, my wife.” He wanted to say yet more, but 
Callirhoe jumped up and tried to embrace him. So on her husband’s advice, as she 
thought, she decided to rear her child.
(2,9,6)

Behind the most excruciating decision lies the presence of an image of Chaereas, this time in a 

dream.37 Chaereas’ eikon, first in the ring and then in the dream, is not there for Callirhoe to be a 

heart-rending memento of the past, but instead constitutes a form of consolation as well as an active 

presence that influences the future. The child of Chaereas and Callirhoe will live, but not without 

consequences for its mother.

Since Dionysius, in love with her, will never allow her to raise another man’s child in his 

house, Callirhoe decides to follow Plangon’s plan (who is trying to solve both her master’s wishes 

and the girl’s situation) and marry Dionysius and tell him that the child is his (only two months 

have passed since conception). The choice between her virtue and her child is not an easy one, and 

her resolution wavers. In the blackest night, alone in her room, she resorts again to Chaereas’ 

image:

av£X0ouoa 5 e  e l s  t o  UTrepcoov rj KaAAippor) Kai auyKXsiaaaa xas 0upas xrjv 
EiKova XaipEou xrj yaaxpi TTpoaE0r)K£ Kai ISou” <|>r]ai “Tp£is yEyovapEV, avpp 
Kai yuvq Kai x e k v o v . BouXEuacopE0a TTEpi xou Koivrj aup^EpovTos.”

Callirhoe went up to her room and shut the door. She held Chaereas’s picture to her 
womb. “Here are the three of us,” she said “husband, wife, and child; let us decide 
what is best for us all.”
(2,11,1)

Regardless of the current state of her almost non-existent family, Callirhoe here is still able to 

assemble everyone in a peculiar domestic reunion, constituted by herself, Chaereas’ image on the 

ring she is wearing, and the unborn child in her womb. Each of the three participants is entitled one 

vote. To Callirhoe staying loyal to Chaereas is more important than anything else, even than the 

child, but the child goes obviously against her, as does Chaereas, who in the dream had said 

‘TTapaTi0Epai aoi xov uiov’, and the decision is taken: Callirhoe will marry Dionysius for the sake 

of the child, with the blessing of her husband’s image.

37
See Guidorizzi 1988 on dreams in Greek culture and MacAlister 1996 for dreams in the novels. On the use and 

function o f dreams in Chariton see Auger 1983.
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Chaereas’ images, be it on the ring or in the dream, contributed equivalently in their 

function of substituting the real Chaereas in times of great distress.38 His images not only evoke his 

memory, but also give him an active role at a time when he is completely absent both as a husband 

and as a character.39 His active presence can be felt in the gradual shifts in Callirhoe’s attitude 

towards the child, from doubt, to hope, and finally to certainty. The night of the dream, before 

falling asleep and being visited by Chaereas’ image, she dwells on the child’s possible future, if it 

will have any at all: xi 5’ av uios rj; xi 5’ av opoios xco naxpi; ‘What if it is a son? What if he is 

like his father?’ ( 2,9,4). At the end of Book Two, however, after Chaereas’ appearance in the 

dream and while she is holding his image on her belly, therefore nearest to the child, these precise 

questions are turned into affirmative statements: UETT£iO|jai yap oxr opoiov a e  XE^opai xco 

TTaxpi, ‘I am sure I shall bring you into the world in the likeness of your father’ (2,11,2). The close 

contact of the image with the child has assured her with regard to its sex and resemblance to the 

father. The final step is reached after the child is bom, when, during the ceremony announced by 

Dionysius as a thanksgiving to Aphrodite, Callirhoe asks for a moment of private prayer with the 

goddess:

co SsoTTOiva, yivcooKco xf)V x^P,v‘ u tte p  E p a u x fis  yap ouk  ol5a. xox’ av aoi Ka'i 
h e  pi E p a u x p s  f)7Tiaxa(jqv x^P,v* Moi Xaipsav E x q p r ja a s . rrAf)V EiKova poi 
SEScoKas a v 5 p o s  cjnAxaxou Kai oAov ou k  acjjsiAco pou Xaipsav.

I am grateful to you, mistress. On my own behalf I am not sure. I should be grateful to 
you for myself as well if you had watched over Chaereas for me. But you have given 
me an image of my dear husband; you have not taken Chaereas from me altogether.
(3,8,7-8)

The child has now become the eikon of Chaereas, as if the eikan of Chaereas has now fulfilled its 

role of transmitting resemblance and consolidating the family unit.40

Playing on the theme of the portrait substituting the lover during times of separation, Chariton 

attributes to the image of Chaereas an active presence in the story. Its role is not simply to be 

observed and be the object of longing. It is consulted in times of trouble, and helps in making 

important decisions that change both characters and plot. As a substitute for Chaereas, it has a

Auger 1983, 46.
39 After Callirhoe’s funeral (1,6) the narration follows the heroine to Miletus until after the wedding (3,2), which means 
that almost two books go by before Chaereas’ story is resumed.
40

Bettini 1992, 229; Zeitlin 2003, 73-74. Although it is difficult to draw a precise parallel between Chariton and 
Heliodorus, the fact that a story o f  resemblance transmitted by an image will play a crucial role in the Aethiopica cannot 
pass unnoticed.
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remarkable impact on Callirhoe’s state of mind, and it is so effective that it seems almost to 

consolidate the child’s resemblance to his father. In addition to this, Chariton does not forget that 

the ring belongs to funerary offerings, and exploits the potential of this situation, which culminates 

in the erection of Chaereas’ kolossos. Whatever the value attached to the image when it was given 

as a gift, its funerary calling prevails. This fact is not forgotten, and it influences the way in which 

the characters who have seen the kolossos react to Chaereas’ return. Chariton is able to overcome 

this difficulty by letting time go by and allowing the deathly double of Chaereas to be replaced by 

the original. The ring with the image of Chaereas is not an ornament; it is a recurrent and evolving 

presence that contributes to the development of characters and plot. Far from being mentioned and 

then left to its own destiny, all of its aspects and their repercussions are followed throughout the 

story until its end. As a signal that this was meant to be a constituent trait of the novel, very similar 

dynamics can be observed, to an even greater extent, for the images of Callirhoe.

2.2.2. Images of Callirhoe

If the images of Chaereas are connected for the most part with the sphere of private and domestic 

life, those of Callirhoe are characterised by a display that is not just public, but known to the 

masses. This can be traced from the very beginning of the novel, when Callirhoe is defined, 

deliberately ambiguously, as SaupaoTOV ti XPHM« TrapQevou kcu ayaApa t?]s oXps I iksAicxs, 

‘a wonderful girl, the pride of all Sicily’. The vicinity to the divine sphere suggested by the word 

agalma is confirmed in the words that follow,41 where her beauty is compared to that of a deity.42 

Now, resorting to the divine as the only term of comparison fit to convey an idea of majesty that 

goes beyond comprehension and finds no parallels among humans is no original trait, for it has 

accompanied heroes and heroines from the Iliad onwards.43 In this sense, Chariton, as well as the 

other novelists, exploits this ancient feature to the extreme 44

Quite often, the assimilation to mythical characters is not direct, but mediated by the artistic 

representations of them, in order to provide a well-known and shared referent.45 This is clearly the 

case of what is said about Chaereas shortly after:

41
The word agalma bears both the original meaning ‘ornament, glory’ and the derived one ‘offering that glorifies the 

gods, cult statue’. See Zeitlin 2003, 80 n. 24.
42 ~ ' / 1 7 /  7 \  I N  J. 1 \ /  /-v 7 7 1 1

f)v y a p  t o  koXKos ouk avSpcoTTivov aAXa SeTov, ou5e NriprpSos r] Nup<j>r)s tcov opeicov aXX auTps 
A(j)po5iTris TiapOevou, ‘her beauty was more than human, it was divine, and it was not the beauty o f a Nereid or a

mountain nymph at that, but o f the maiden Aphrodite herself.
43

Among many examples, Alexander is godlike at II. 3,16, and Helen resembles the immortal goddesses at 3,158.
44 3

A fact that has been clear since the earliest studies on the novels. Rohde 1876 , 160 ff. sees the origin o f this in
Hellenistic poetry.
45 Ibid. 165-166. On this see also Schmeling 2005.
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X a i p s a s  y a p  x i s  M ^'paKiov EU|Jop(j)ov, rravTcov utTEpEXOv, o lo v  ’A x iA A sa  Kai 
N ip s a  Ka'i 'I ttttoAuxo v  Kai ’ AAki(3icc5 tiv TTAaaxai Kai y p a ^ s T s  S eikvuouch.

There was a young man named Chaereas, surpassingly handsome, like Achilles and 
Nireus and Hippolytus and Alcibiades as sculptors and painters portray them.

Following the same principle, Callirhoe will be compared, in the course of the novel, to the 

Sleeping Ariadne (1,6,2) and the Aphrodite Anadyomene (8,6,11). Such an apparently simple 

procedure serves in fact different functions. The heroic or divine metaphor is sufficient to provide 

an image that helps the readers’ visualisation of the heroine, projects her in a superhuman sphere, 

and also saves the author the trouble of having to describe her.46 Take for instance the scene where 

Callirhoe, during her funeral, is compared to the sleeping Ariadne:

KaxEKEixo (jev KaAAipporj vup îKrjv Ea0fjxa ttep ik e ijjev t) Kai e tti xPuarlAaxou 
KAivrjs M ei£cov TE K ai K p e ix x c o v , c o o x e  ttccv x es  e ik o ^ o v  auxrjv ’ApiaSvq 
Ka0EuSouafl.

Callirhoe, as she lay there dressed in her bridal clothes, on a bier decorated with gold, 
bigger and lovelier than in life, made everyone think how like the sleeping Ariadne 
she looked.
(1,6,2)

It seems that in antiquity there was not one single specific artwork which everyone knew as the 

Sleeping Ariadne (unlike, say, the Cnidian Aphrodite). However, the subject was very popular, and 

the image of the sleeping heroine was the most recurrent motif in Ariadne’s iconography.47 The 

Sleeping Ariadne is one of those elements that connect the fictional world created by Chariton and 

the real world of the readers, for it exists in both. All the people who are attending the funeral know 

what the Sleeping Ariadne looks like, and agree that the girl they are seeing is similar to the work of 

art, at the same time elevating Callirhoe by associating her with one of the famous heroines from 

mythology. But the readers, too, are able to enjoy the same show as the Syracusans because they 

also are well aware of the appearance of the referent ‘Sleeping Ariadne’, and they are led to think 

about it as soon as they read the words. If the author can count on the fact that the readers, too, are 

picturing the famous work of art for themselves, then he needs not describe any longer what 

Callirhoe actually looks like. This can only work for those works of art, the knowledge of which

46 Schmeling 2005, 45; on Chariton’s particular use o f  the divine metaphor see Hagg 2002; on the deliberate lack of  
precise, if  any, description o f the heroines o f  the novels see Dubel 2001.
47 See Cressedi 1958.
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cannot possibly be questioned, as in the case of the comparison with Aphrodite Anadyomene that 

takes place at the end of the novel, when the protagonists return to Syracuse:

6 e exi Kai auxaTs KaXXippoqv KaXXico ysyovsvai, coote aXr)0cos eI ttes av 
auxqv opav xqv’A<t>po5(xr)v avaSuopEvqv ek xrjs 0aXaaaqs.

Callirhoe seemed to them to be lovelier than ever; you truly would have thought you 
were looking at Aphrodite herself as she arose from the sea.48 
(8,6,11)

Curiously, these two references to works of art, one at the beginning and one at the end of the 

narrative, end up encircling Callirhoe’s life by providing the question whose answer constitutes the 

core of the novel: how does a sleeping and abandoned heroine become a goddess that is bom again 

from the sea?

We might think that we find ourselves again in the divine-metaphor situation when by the 

end of Book One Callirhoe, now in Miletus, appears for the first time in front of the Ionians:

aTTOKaXuv|>as xfjv KaXXippoqv Kai Xuaas auxrjs xqv Koprjv, 5iavo(£as xrjv 
0upav, TTpcoxqv ekeX euoev eioeXOeTv. 'O Se Ascovas Ka'i t t o v x e s  oi ev 5 o v  
ETTiaxaarjs ai<t>v(Siov KaxETtXayqaav, oi mev S o k o u v x e s  0eav EcopaKEvar Kai yap  
fjv x is Xoyos ev xo?s aypo?s ’A4>po5(xr|v ETTi<t>ai'vEa0ai.

He uncovered Callirhoe’s head, shook her hair loose, and then opened the door and 
told her to go in first. Leonas and all the people in the room were awestruck at the 
sudden apparition -some of them thought they had seen a goddess, for people did say 
that Aphrodite manifested herself in the fields.
(1,14,1)

It is true that Callirhoe’s superhuman beauty has taken everyone aback since the very beginning, 

hence the recourse to the divine metaphor in order to explain such a phenomenon, but in this case 

for the first time we get the impression that the distance between the terms of the metaphor 

(Callirhoe and Aphrodite) is not being respected.49 This is confirmed shortly after and continuously 

stressed throughout Book Two. Attending her bath, the countrywomen believe that they are seeing 

something divine (cos 0e^ov TTpoacoTiov eSo^cxv iSouoai, ‘they admired her face as divinely 

beautiful’ 2,2,2),50 and after Plangon suggests that she goes to Aphrodite’s temple to pray the

48
The Aphrodite Anadyomene can be referred to a specific artwork more safely than the Sleeping Ariadne, for it was a

famous masterpiece by Apelles.
49

On the connection between Callirhoe and Aphrodite see Laplace 1980. Hagg 1971, 226 hints at the possible narrative 
exploitment o f  this relationship. For Callirhoe’s epiphanies see Hagg 2002 and Cioffi 2014, 8-13.

On this scene as her preparation for becoming Aphrodite see Egger 1994.
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goddess, one of them will say: Ao£sis, co y u v a i ,  0EaaapEvr| xrjv ’A<f)po5ixT]V EiKOva (3Aetteiv 

a sau xxjs', ‘Lady, when you look at Aphrodite, you’ll think you’re looking at a picture of yourself. 

Callirhoe in front of the statue of Aphrodite would not look like a worshipper of the goddess, but 

like a person standing in front of a mirror. Again, it appears that the compliments that Callirhoe is 

receiving do not derive from simple flattery but from the belief in a real resemblance between her 

and Aphrodite.

The countrywoman’s words are truly prophetic of what will happen the following day,51 

when Dionysius goes to the temple while Callirhoe is there too, praying to the goddess:

O psv Aiovuaios e ^ A o u v e v  e i s  t o u s  a y p o u s ,  rj 5e KaAAippor) x fjs  v u k x o s  
e k e iv t is  0EaaapEvr) xrjv ’A^poSixpv p(3ouAri0r] Kai iraAiv auxrjv TtpoaKuvrjaar Kai 
rj mev EOTcoaa rjuxETO, A io v u a io s  5e aTTOTTpSriaas an o xou 'it t t to u  TTpcoxos 
EiarjA0sv e is  t o v  v eco v . T'6c|)ou 5e tto S co v  aia0opEvr| KaAAippoT] TTpos auxov 
ETTEaxpacjjr). © E a a a p E v o s  ouv o  A io v u a io s  a v sp o r ja E V  “ "'IAecos e’i t i s ,  co  

’A(j)po5ixr|, Kai e t t ’ aya0cp poi <|)avEir|s.”

Dionysius, then, was on his way to the country. That night Callirhoe had dreamed 
about Aphrodite, and decided to pay homage to her again. She was standing there 
praying, when Dionysius dismounted and entered the shrine ahead of his companions. 
Callirhoe heard footsteps and turned to face him. So Dionysius saw her. “Aphrodite,” 
he cried, “be gracious to me! May your appearance be propitious to me!”
(2,3,5)

The visualisation of the scene by the reader is fostered by the dramatic style in which Chariton 

describes it. By dividing the first two periods into halves, each one focused now on Dionysius’ 

action ( 'O  psv A iovuaios...)> now on Callirhoe’s (r| 5e KaAAippor)...), and then inversely on 

Callirhoe (Kai r\ psv...) and then Dionysius (Aiovuaios 5 e ...) , the approach of the characters is 

followed slowly and step by step, highlighting its cruciality. The reader, already aware of the 

perfect resemblance between Callirhoe and Aphrodite, perceives the potential ambiguity in the use 

of the participle saxcoaa, since it is the verb that often defines the standing of statues or of 

apparition in dreams. When Dionysius enters in the temple he has no way of telling the exact nature 

of what he is seeing, for he is admiring two figures that are the reflection of one another, and it is 

only the sudden movement of one of them that allows him to tell which one is not a still image. 

Their identity makes him choose the only rational explanation: since the figure moving cannot be 

the image, then it must be the original, Aphrodite.

Since having set foot in Ionia Callirhoe has been drawn, metaphorically but also physically, 

closer and closer to Aphrodite. This approach comes to its end when the two of them meet in the

51 Hagg 1971,226.
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temple for the first time (the first time in Miletus), when Callirhoe meets her copy (and vice versa) 

and woman and goddess are assimilated. What seemed to begin as a compliment has rapidly turned 

into a misunderstanding which will bear immediate consequences. Callirhoe’s modest attempts to 

deter such an attitude towards her are by far surpassed by her quickly spreading fame, and soon 

enough she will find herself, at least apparently, the object of the cult’s practice:

’ E cJTTEu S o V OUV TTaVTES TT|V yUVaiKCC iS e IV, TTpOCJETTOlOUVTO 5 e TTCCVTES Tr)V
A 4>po5lTTlV  TTpOaKUVE?V.

So they were all eager to see the woman -though they all pretended to be worshiping
Aphrodite.
(2,3,9)

This highlights the change in Callirhoe: formerly one of the worshippers of Aphrodite sharing with 

the others the act of proskynesis towards cult images (cf. 1,1,5), now a living portrait of the 

goddess, and the direct object of proskynesis.52 This will put her through a series of scenes of 

misunderstanding: when she walks out of the temple in 3,2,14 the sailors think she is Aphrodite and 

kneel down before her; the people attending her wedding in 3,2,17, their eyes irresistibly drawn to 

look at her, will shout that it is Aphrodite who is getting married; later on in 3,9,5, informed that the 

temple had two suspicious visitors, a comprehensibly jealous Dionysius (the visitors were in fact 

Chaereas and Polycharmus) will call Callirhoe ‘my Aphrodite’.

It is not clear how sincere the Ionians are when they worship Callirhoe as a goddess. On the 

one hand the comparison with Aphrodite seems to come from a genuine resemblance and not just 

flattery. On the other hand one cannot avoid the impression that they are staging a masquerade, 

perhaps in order to please their lord Dionysius. In fact the very first time she is made the object of 

cult they do not ‘prostrate themselves before her’ but instead ‘pretend to prostrate themselves 

before her’ ( t t p o o e t t o io u v t o  5 e ttccvtes Tqv A^poSiTqv ttpo o k u v eTv , 2,3,9). Perhaps what the 

Ionians are doing is pretending it is Aphrodite whom they are worshipping. Either way, it is 

important to notice that Callirhoe’s deification is strongly focalised through the eyes of the Ionians. 

It is true that every population that sees her in the novel praises her divine beauty. Chaereas and the 

Syracusans, as well as the King and the Persians, say that she is of divine beauty and compare her 

to a goddess. The Ionians, however, are the only one among these who actually make her a goddess, 

or, better, mistake her for one. Chariton might be taking into account the Ionians’ particular 

predisposition towards Aphrodite, so strong that they are willing to believe in her apparition in the

52
See Bettinetti 2001 on the role o f  statues in Greek religious practice.
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flesh (her epiphanies in that area even before Callirhoe’s arrival are mentioned in 2,2,5).53 At the 

same time, the double-like situation that this generates in Miletus leads to critical turns of events 

that influence the rest of the story.

One such event takes place when Chaereas and Polycharmus set foot on the Ionian coast and 

visit the temple of Aphrodite. It is important to position this episode within the plot. As long as 

Chaereas and Callirhoe are together in Syracuse, the narration follows the two of them as one. 

However, after Callirhoe’s abduction, the narration follows her story in Ionia, leaving Chaereas 

behind for almost two books (1,6 to 3,2). Callirhoe’s story is followed until the wedding, or, more 

precisely, until right before its beginning, when the crowd flocks to see ‘Aphrodite getting married’ 

(3,2,17). At this point the narration is interrupted by an abrupt intrusion of the author:

OTTCOS 5 s , MlKpOV UOXEpOV EpGO. (3ouXo[Jai 5 e EITTeTv TTpCOXOV TO yEVOMEVa EV 

lu p a K o u a a i s  Kccra x o v  a u x o v  x p o v o v -

How he did so I shall tell you shortly; first, I want to relate what happened in Syracuse 
during the same time.

We are then brought back in time and far away in space in order to fill in the gap of what happened 

to Callirhoe’s other half. The time elapsed between Chaereas’ discovery of Callirhoe’s pillaged 

tomb and his arrival in Miletus is not specified by Chariton. We can only assume that exploring the 

coast of Libya looking for Callirhoe, bumping into Theron’s drifting ship, taking him back to 

Syracuse, putting him under trial and torture in order to learn the truth, and finally sailing for 

Miletus, must have taken quite some time. When they finally arrive in Ionia, however, we do not 

know at which point of the events taking place in Miletus they are intervening.

As soon as they arrive, Chaereas and Polycharmus go to Aphrodite’s temple to pray the 

goddess. This scene takes place towards the end of this flash-back focused on Chaereas.

’ E So^ev ouv auxdis iqcoaKUvqaai xqv 0eov , kcu upoouEoebv xoTs yovaaiv auxqs 
X aipsas “au poi, SsaTTOiva, TTpcbxq KaXXippoqv e'Sei^os ev xq arj Eopxq’ au kcu 
vuv c x tto S o s , qv Exapiaco.” Msxa^u avaKUv|;as e!5e napa xqv 0eo v  EiKova 
KaXXippoqs X P u a ;n v > avaQqpa Aiovuai'ou. Tou S ’ aurou Auto youvara Kai 
(pfAov fjrop. KaxETTEOEV ouv oKoxoSiviaaas' 0EaaapEvq Se auxov rj £aKopos 
uScop TTpoaqvEYKE kcu avaKXcopEvq xov av0pcoTTOv eItte' “0appEi, x e k v o v  Kai 
aXXous ttoX X ous q 0 e o s  Ê ETTXq̂ v' ETTi(f>avr)s yap eo x i Ka'i S eik v u o iv  sauxqv 
Evapycbs.’AXX’ aya0ou pEyaXou xoux’ eo x i aqpsTov/Opas EiKova xqv xpuafjv; 
auxq SouXq psv rjv, q 5e’A(()po5ixq Travxcov qpcbv Kupiav TTETroiqKEv auxqv.” “xis

53 A connection accentuated by the fact that Chariton himself, according to what he tells us, was from a city where the 
goddess’ cult was especially felt, Aphrodisias. On Aphrodisias and Miletus see Tilg 2010, 32 f f ,  and 25 ff. on the cult 
o f Aphrodite.
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yap  saxiv;” o  X aipsas sI ttev. “auxri SsoTroiva xcov xcopicov xouxcov, co xe' k v o v , 

Aiovuaiou yuvp, tou TTpcoxou x<£>v’Icovcov.”

They decided to offer worship to the goddess. Chaereas threw himself at ther feet: 
“Lady,” he said, “you were the first to show me Callirhoe, at your festival; give me 
back now the woman you granted me.” As he rose, he saw beside the goddess’s statue 
a golden image of Callirhoe which Dionysius had offered. And then his limbs gave 
way, his heart fe lt faint. He felt dizzy and fell to the ground. The attendant saw him, 
brought water, and revived him. “Don’t be frightened, child,” she said. “Many other 
people have been scared by the goddess besides you; she appears in person, you see, 
and lets herself be distinctly seen. But this is a sign of great good fortune. You see the 
golden image? That woman was a slave, and Aphrodite has made her mistress of all of 
us.” “Why, who is she?” asked Chaereas. “The mistress of this estate, my child, the 
wife of Dionysius, the leading man in Ionia.”
(3,6,3-5)

Aphrodite plays with Chaereas’ prayers and expectations. The goddess appears to give him 

instantly what he asked for, that is Callirhoe (KaXXipporjv ... au Ka'i vuv cxttoS o s ) , but in fact she 

does not, for what Chaereas sees is not the real Callirhoe, but an image of her. This image, we learn, 

is a golden image of Callirhoe, placed next to the statue of Aphrodite as an offering from 

Dionysius. By doing this, Dionysius has recreated a scene similar to the one that had met his eyes 

when he entered the temple and saw Callirhoe for the very first time: the statue of Aphrodite and its 

spitting image (Callirhoe) standing next to her. Judging by the attendant’s words (Ka'i aXXous1 

rroXXous p 0e6s e£ ettXt]£ ev) ,  it was common to be taken aback by the vision of the goddess. It had 

been the reaction of Dionysius, the first one who witnessed the two images standing side by side 

(KaxaTTiTTTOVTa, 2,2,6), and it has been the reaction of all the Ionians so far. From the attendant’s 

point of view, Chaereas is just the last of many visitors who had the usual reaction (KaxETTEOEV, 

3,6,4), and she responds to him by giving him the usual answer.54 She is sure that she is giving him 

the explanation he needs for what she thinks is the reason for his bewilderment. However, Chaereas 

is possibly the only one whose attention was caught not by the similarity between the statue of 

Aphrodite and the image of Callirhoe, but by the presence itself of Callirhoe’s image, since he is the 

only one that does not see in the image a copy of the goddess, but recognises immediately a woman 

that is very real to him.55 The Ionians have always known Callirhoe as Aphrodite’s double: they 

have considered her a goddess from her first apparition. Chaereas instead has always known the 

original Callirhoe, and her alone, and will never be mistaken about her identity. He is the only one 

who does not find any consolation or good omen in the attendant’s words (aya0ou psydXou xoux’

54
Through which we learn that their arrival in Miletus took place at some point after the wedding, thus making 

Chaereas’ story only partially a flash-back, since it does not end at the point in the plot where it started, but some time 
after that.
55 On this scene and the infallibility o f Chaereas’ recognition see Montiglio 2013, 35-36.
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e o x i  aqpsTov), but instead leams the most painful truth, that Callirhoe is married to another man. 

The different focalisations through which the statue of Aphrodite and the image of Callirhoe are 

looked at, that is the Ionians’ on the one hand, and Chaereas’ on the other hand, have produced a 

misunderstanding that has led to the acquisition of a piece of information that is vital to the plot.

The effects of this are shown in a scene which will take place shortly after and that must be 

coupled with this one. After the visit to the temple, Chaereas and Polycharmus are assaulted with 

the rest of their crew, and then taken as slaves to Caria, which for the moment marks the end of 

Chaereas’ story. The narrator beautifully glides from Chaereas’ story back to Callirhoe’s: the last 

image we have of Chaereas is as a prisoner in chains, and, immediately after, the first image we 

have of Callirhoe is her waking up from a dream where she has seen Chaereas in chains.56 By now, 

she has already married Dionysius, which means that her story is not resumed where it had stopped, 

and that the flash-back focused on Chaereas has allowed Chariton to gloss delicately over 

Callirhoe’s second wedding and the beginning of her life with Dionysius. Chaereas’ last important 

scene, the one in front of the statue, has its parallel, its counterpart, in Callirhoe’s first important 

scene in the resumed narration of her story.

After Callirhoe has given birth to the child, Dionysius proclaims a sumptuous thanksgiving 

for Aphrodite, during which Callirhoe asks to be left alone to pray to the goddess. She puts the child 

in the statue’s arms and starts her prayer, but is interrupted by her own tears:

b t i  (3ouAo[JEvr)v A e y e i v  e t t e o x e  xa SaKpua. MiKpov ouv SiaAiTrouaa k o A e 7  xqv 
lEpEiav' q 5s t t p e o ( 3 G t i s  uiraKouaaoa “xi k A c c e i s ”  e I t t e v ,  “go uaiSiov, e v  ayaQois 
t t j A i k o u t o i s ;  q ' 5 q  yap Ka'i oe cos 0 e c x v  oi £ e v o i  TrpoaKuvouai. npcbqv fjA0ov 
e v 0 o ( 5 e  5uo VEavioKoi KaAoi TTapaTrAsovxES' o 5 e  EXEpos auxcov 0EaoapEvbs aou 
xqv EiKova piKpou 5 e 7 v  e ^ e t t v e u c j e v .  o u x c o s  ETTi(j)avq o e  q ’A(j>po5ixq 
t t e TroiqKSV.” ETiAq̂ E xqv KapSiav xqs KaAAipoqs xouxo.

She would have said more but could not for her tears. After a short time she called the 
priestess. The old woman came when called. “Why are you crying, child,” she asked,
“when you have such good fortune? Why, foreigners are actually worshipping you as a 
goddess now. The other day two handsome young men sailed by here, and one of them 
almost fainted when he saw your image -that is how famous Aphrodite has made 
you.” These words struck Callirhoe’s heart.
( 3 , 9 , 1 )

Callirhoe is now occupying the same space that Chaereas was occupying but a few days earlier 

(TTpcoqv qA0ov e v 0 c ( S e Suo VEaviOKOi). The situation is completely symmetrical. Once again, the 

attendant tries bona fide  to help and console someone in the temple in front of the two images, but

56 This sequence also serves the function o f letting us know that the timing of their two separate stories has been 
realigned.
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once again that someone is the only person that can read something more beyond her words.57 The 

message that Callirhoe receives from the attendant’s words is not, as was intended by the attendant, 

that she should be happy because people worship her, but that Chaereas is alive, and in Ionia. 

Unawares, the attendant has given both protagonists crucial pieces of information that will 

influence the story to come.

The symmetry of the two scenes underlines the relevance of the object around which they 

are centred. Had it not been for the image of Callirhoe, Chaereas would never have had that 

reaction, hence he would never have known about Callirhoe, who would never have known about 

him a few days later. Ultimately, this progressive acquisition of knowledge will lead to Dionysius’ 

jealousy (when he is informed about what happened), his staging of Chaereas’ funeral (in order to 

nullify Chaereas’ influence on Callirhoe), the doubts about Chaereas’ death (regarding Mithridates’ 

letters), the necessity of a trial in Babylon, and, in short, to the following five books of the novel. 

Chariton devised these events in Miletus not only to be vitally necessary to the plot, but also rather 

hectic. More than any other part of the novel, these chapters of Book Three are conceived in a way 

that stresses to the maximum the unity of space (the temple of Aphrodite, and especially the area in 

front of the statue of the goddess and the image of Callirhoe) and the importance of the temporal 

sequence of events. The intended effect is an increasing tension around a point where the 

protagonists almost met, having been in the same place but not at the same time.

The sequence concerned is the one included between Chaereas’ arrival in Miletus and 

Callirhoe’s scene in the temple during the festival of Aphrodite. The reconstruction of events goes 

as follows. Chaereas’ presence in Miletus is a matter of hours, just about the time to visit the 

temple, go back to the ship, be attacked by the soldiers (on that night), and get captured. The same 

night Callirhoe has the dream where she sees Chaereas in chains,58 followed by the telling of it and 

by Dionysius’ worried reaction:

TTapE[JU0E'iTO t o iv u v  cos Su vccrov  p a A ia T a  Tqv yuvouK a Kai etti ttoAAcxs q p E p a s  
TrapE<J)uAaTT£, pq a p a  t i  S e iv o v  sa u T q v  E p y a a q T a i. TrspiEOTraoE 5e t o  t te v 0 o s  
eA ttis  t o u  T a x a  £fjv ekeTvov Ka'i vpEuSovsipov a u T q v  y E y o v E v a r  t o  5e ttAeudv f| 
y a o 'T ip *  E(35opcp y a p  pqv'i pETa t o u s  yapous u io v  etek e  t c o  p sv  SokeTv ek 
A io v u a io u , X a ip s o u  5e TaTs aAq0£iais.

57 r /
Although not specified, it is reasonable to assume that the attendant in 3,6 (q ^aKopos) and the old woman here in

3,9 (q Se t t p e o (3u t i s )  are the same person.
58

The fact that this scene (Callirhoe waking up from the dream) takes place right after Chaereas’ capture is not said 
explicitly, but, given its place in the narration and the effect o f  continuity and succession to Chaereas’ story that it is 
meant to create, other options seem impracticable. The dream is immediately subsequent, if  not concurrent, to 
Chaereas’ capture.
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So he consoled his wife as best he could, and for many days he watched over her in 
case she did herself some harm. Callirhoe’s grief was dissipated by the hope that 
perhaps Chaereas was alive and her dream had been a deceptive one, and most of all 
by the child in her womb. Seven months after the wedding she gave birth to a son, 
ostensibly Dionysius’s child, but in reality that of Chaereas.
(3 ,7 ,7 )

Although Chariton could have been clearer about this, it seems that at the time of the dream (thus 

right after Chaereas has been in Miletus) Callirhoe is still pregnant, and gives birth soon after. After 

the dream, in fact, Chariton still talks in terms of ‘womb’ ( to  Se ttAeTov tj yaaTpp), but the festival 

of Aphrodite organised as a thanksgiving for the birth of the child cannot be more than a couple of 

days after Chaereas’ landing. We know this because during the festival the same temple’s attendant 

that saw Chaereas in 3,6,4 will say to Callirhoe ‘TTpcorjv rjA0ov ev0cc5 e 5 uo vecxviokoi kcxAoi 

uapaTTAeovTEs’ (‘The other day two handsome young men sailed by here’, 3,9,1), and TTpcorjv 

dates Chaereas’ visit (when Callirhoe was still pregnant) back to a maximum of a few days prior to 

the festival, as it is also agreed by all translators. The period of time between the dream and the 

birth is revealed by another indication beside TTpcorjv: Dionysius watches over Callirhoe ‘for many 

days’ ( ett'i TToAAas TjpEpas). Now, ‘TTpcorjv’ and ‘ett'i ttoAAcxs rjjJEpas’ refer to the same period of 

time, but obviously mean different things. The contradiction could be explained through 

focalisation: what to an anxious soon-to-be father appears like a long time is in fact only a couple of 

days for an external observer. Alternatively, with Hagg, ‘ TTpcorjv’ should be understood as simply 

meaning ‘recently’.59 What is sure is that the child must have been bom in between the two 

events.60

This fact, not unstated but certainly downplayed by Chariton, perhaps in order not to 

highlight the very stretched chronological compatibilities that surround it, greatly increases the 

readers’ feeling of a missed-by-a-minute situation. Chaereas was in the same city as Callirhoe, even 

in the same place (in front of the statue of Aphrodite), and almost during the birth of his child. The 

two protagonists, as well as the two branches of the narration that parted when they got separated, 

are at the point of meeting each other in a finally complete family reunion, but the coincidence is 

missed by a very short period of time, and what could have been the solution of the novel becomes

59 Hagg 1971, 142. Is there enough time, in practice, for all these events (arrival o f Chaereas, dream, birth o f the child, 
organisation o f the festival, recovery o f Callirhoe from birthgiving) to take place in the short timespan between 
Chaereas’ landing and the attendant’s ‘TTpcorjv’ at the festival? Barely, unless ‘TTpcdr|v’ is used vaguely and indicates 
‘recently’. Anyway, Chariton does underline Callirhoe’s almost divine recovery: “vuv p e v  ouv Aexcos e t i  e ’i j j i , 

TTEpipEivavTES 5e oA iyas i^pgpas aa<}>aAEaTEpov c x t t ico pev  sis t o u s  ayp ous-” t c x x e c o s  6 e o u t i j v  av£Xa(3sv ek t o u  

t o k o u  Kai KpEiTTcov EyEVETO Kai pEi^cov, “‘For the moment I am still recovering from the birth; it will be safer if we 
wait a few days before we go to the country.” She quickly recovered from the birth and grew stronger and bigger’
(3,8,2).
60 The words ‘E^Sopcp y a p  pqvi p e t o c  t o u s  yap ous uiov e t e k s ’ are somewhat misleading, as they seem to indicate a 
long ellipsis after the dream, but they merely state the duration of the pregnancy.
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instead a new beginning. As a sign of this, just as in Book One the couple’s separation was marked 

by Callirhoe’s funeral, this new cycle of separations begins with another funeral, this time 

Chaereas’ (4,1 ff.). In Chariton’s wave-like arrangement of the paths of Chaereas and Callirhoe, 

insurmountable distance immediately follows nearly achieved reunification. This produces in the 

reader the appropriate level of frustration that makes them read forward, waiting for the couple’s 

next chance and knowing that, having missed this one, it will take a while before they get another.

From this point of view, the statue of Aphrodite and the image of Callirhoe are not mere 

objects to be admired in Miletus, but instead play an important role with regard both to the plot and 

the characters. They adhere to the very core of the plot by representing the crossroads between the 

separate adventures of Chaereas and Callirhoe: they are placed in a strategic location and are seen at 

a strategic time, thus constituting the cornerstone that allows a crucial turn of events. Moreover, 

they deepen the definition of the characters by making the image of Callirhoe the point of 

convergence of everyone’s attention, therefore revealing, through the lens of the different reactions, 

where they stand in their relationship with Callirhoe. Dionysius and the Ionians always saw her as a 

goddess and worshipped her. Callirhoe, however, is no goddess, and what they are adoring is but 

her image, unlike Chaereas, who instantly recognises her for who she really is. It is not a 

coincidence that at the end of the novel the final retribution that the characters are given agrees with 

the way in which they have looked at Callirhoe: Chaereas will have the original, whereas Dionysius 

is left with the image, the double:

T a u T a  e i t t c o v  T T a p E a K E u a ^ E T O  x f j v  x a x i c r r r |v  K a x a {3a ( v E iv  e i s  ’ I c o v i a v ,  y E y a  
v o p i'^ c o v  T T a p a p u 0 i o v  TToAAqv o 5b v  Ka'i ttoA A co v  ttoA ec o v  r i y E p o v i a v  K a i x a s  e v  
M iA r jx c o  K a A A i p o q s  E i K o v a s .

With these words he got ready to return to Ionia as quickly as possible, thinking he 
would find great consolation in a long journey, authority over many cities, and the 
images of Callirhoe in Miletus.
(8,5,15)

Finally Callirhoe’s interaction with Aphrodite’s statue and her own image is worth considering. 

Callirhoe’s modesty about her beauty, and the fact that she has always been a devoted worshipper 

of Aphrodite, keep her from following the general opinion of the Ionians that she and the goddess 

are the same thing. In fact, when her resemblance to Aphrodite is underlined in her presence, she 

speaks against it and makes sure that the due distance between her and the goddess is kept.61 On the

61 See for instance her reaction to the first time when Dionysius mistakes her for an apparition o f  Aphrodite: Trauacu 
(jou KaTaysXcov Kai 0e o v  ovopa^cov tt|V o u 5 e avSpconov eutuxti. ‘Stop making fun o f me! Stop calling me a 
goddess - I ’m not even a happy mortal!’ (2,3,7).
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other hand, when it comes to manifesting her own faith, Callirhoe’s relationship with Aphrodite 

becomes close and personal. She is first seen praying to the statue of Aphrodite in Syracuse, 

immediately after having seen Chaereas for the first time (1 ,1 ,7 ), and the last thing she is seen doing 

at the very end of the novel is again interacting with Aphrodite’s statue in order to thank her for the 

happy end of her adventures (8 ,8 ,1 5 ) .  When praying to Aphrodite Callirhoe is not content with just 

looking at the goddess’ s statue from afar, she kneels in front of it and touches it, alternating kisses 

and prayers. Following the Greek practice, Callirhoe’s worshipping involves interaction and direct 

contact with the cult object, reflecting the belief that one can reach the divinity through its image.62

This attitude stays immutable throughout the whole novel, even in Miletus, where everyone 

else puts her at the same level with Aphrodite. However, showing that this does not influence the 

way in which she looks at herself, she will not take even for a moment her own image in the temple 

into consideration. As a matter of fact, when during the festival Callirhoe asks to be left alone in the 

temple with Aphrodite, we hardly remember that an image of the girl is standing right next to the 

statue of the goddess, because she does not pay the slightest attention to it, careful not to get trapped 

in the same confusion that has befallen everyone else about her identity. Instead, she performs a 

very singular ritual that brings about a unique scene:

u p c o x o v  p e v  o u v  x o v  u i o v  e i s  T a s  a u x %  a y K a X a s  EVE0rjKE, K a ' i  co4>0r) 0 £ a p a  
K a X X i a x o v ,  o l o v  o u t e  ^ c o y p a 4 > c > s  E y p a v J y E v  o u t e  T r X a a x r i s  E T r X a a E v  o u t e  T T O i r | x r ) s  
i o T o p r j o E  p E X p i  v u v *  o u S e 'is  y a p  a u T t o v  E T T o i i j d s v  ’ A p T E p i v  rj ’ A 0 r ) v a v  (3 p £ < j ) o s  ev  
a y K a X a i s  K o p i ^ o u a a v .

First she took her son in her own arms; that formed a beautiful sight, such as no 
painter has ever yet painted nor sculptor sculpted nor poet recounted, since none of 
them has represented Artemis or Athena holding a baby in her arms.
(3 ,8 ,6 )

The words used by Chariton recall the introduction of the protagonists at the beginning of the novel, 

and in fact seem to combine what had been said about Callirhoe ( 0 a u p a a x o v  Tt XP̂ lMa T r a p 0 £ v o u  

K a ' i  a y a X p a ,  1 ,1 ,l ) 63 and Chaereas ( o T o v  ’ A y i X X s a  K a ' i  N i p s a  K a ' i  'I t t tto X u to v  K a ' i  ’ A X K i ( 3 i a 5 r ) v  

T r X a a x a i  K a ' i  ypa<j)E7s a T T o 5 E i K v u o u a i ,  1 ,1 ,3 ), which fits well with the idea that what is being 

introduced here is the fruit of their union. Following the form of worship that characterises her, 

Callirhoe extends the close contact with the representations of Aphrodite to her newly bom son. 

There is, once again, a small textual problem. All editors have ‘e i s  x as auxqs a y K a X a s  EVE0r)KE’ ,

62 On these gestures see Bettinetti 2001, 170.
63 f tWhat is said here about Callirhoe with the child on her arms (O eam * K aX A iaT ov) will also be said by the King in
6,1,9, again referred to Callirhoe.
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but the manuscript has ‘auxfjs’. According to the manuscript, Callirhoe puts the child in the arms 

of the statue, which is something unprecedented that would reasonably create the spectacle stressed 

by Chariton (co<J>0r) Oeapa KaXXiaxov). The reading ‘auxfjs’ indicates instead that Callirhoe is 

taking her son in her own arms, a sight (a mother with a child in her arms) perhaps less uncommon, 

but equally marvellous, especially given the way in which the Ionians always look at Callirhoe. The 

reading ‘auxfjs’ would solve a problem, that is, that a few lines later Callirhoe still has the baby in 

her arms (oxaaa TTXqaiov xf)s ’AtJjpoSixqs Ka'i avaxeivaaa XEP°l T°  Ppe^os, ‘she stood near 

Aphrodite and held up her child’),64 but create another one, because when Callirhoe walked into the 

temple she probably had the child already in her arms (the child is newborn), and would therefore 

not need to put it in her own arms again (8V60r)K£), as the text says (notice also that she is alone, so 

there is no one else who could have carried it and given it to her). On the other hand, the fact that 

Callirhoes first puts the child in the statue’s arms is not incompatible with the fact that she lifts it up 

again later.

The statement that ‘none of these artists ever represented Artemis or Athena carrying a baby 

in her arms’ raises more questions. Why mention Artemis and Athena, who, being the virgin 

goddesses par excellence, cannot be portrayed (and indeed are not) with a baby in their arms? And 

why make an out-of-context reference to representations of Artemis and Athena when what are 

currently in the spotlight are images of Aphrodite (Callirhoe and the statue)? One way to solve this 

is to simply borrow Chariton’s words (o u x e  ... M̂ XP1 v^v) and agree that his intent here is to create 

something new,65 although this still leaves our questions unanswered. Another one is to consider the 

implications of Chariton’s words, for a subtle meaning of ‘ou Se'is yap  auxcov STroiqaev ’ Apxspiv 

fj ’AQqvav (3p£<|>os ev ayKaXais Kopi^ouaav’ is that it is not possible to make a mother of a 

virgin, or at least it has never been done. The apparent quizzicality of this statement can be clarified 

by recalling what Chariton said when introducing Callirhoe at the beginning of the novel: qv y ap  

xo KaXXos ouk avSpcbmvov aXXa 0e7ov, ou 5e  NrjpTjiSos r) Nup^rjs xcbv opEicbv aXX’ auxqs 

’A<}>po5ixris TTap0£Vou. <j>f)pr| x o u  TTapaSo^ou ©Eapaxos TTavxaxou SiExpEXs, ‘her beauty 

was more than human, it was divine, and it was not the beauty of a Nereid or a mountain nymph at 

that, but of the maiden Aphrodite herself (1,1,2).

These words present a situation that is the exact reversal of 3,8,6: both passages are 

descriptions of Callirhoe, but in 3,8 we have the attribution of motherhood to famously virgin 

goddesses, in 1,1 the attribution of virginity to the goddess of beauty and love. Aphrodite is as new

64 i /
Moreover, Greek would have it that the Genitive o f auTO? indicating possession occupies the predicative position,

whereas the Genitive o f the reflexive (auxou, auTTis) indicating possession occupies the attributive, as in this case.
Tilg 2010, 164 ff. reads these lines, together with a number o f passages in the novel, as the author’s claims o f

originality.
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to the apposition parthenos, which instead usually characterises Athena, as Athena and Artemis are 

to being associated with maternity.66 If Chariton, as it would appear, is enacting a symmetrical 

inversion of roles, then the function of the first divine reference should be paralleled by the second 

one. Describing Callirhoe as an Aphrodite parthenos underlines both her goddess-like beauty and 

the fact that she is a virgin, and, since these two conditions coexist with difficulty, it implies that 

one of the two will have to give way to the other: the fact that she gets married and fully becomes 

an Aphrodite represents the fulfilment of this prophecy. By introducing the image of Artemis and 

Athena in maternal attitude, the second reference proposes the same paradoxical association, only 

with inverted terms. Following the same reasoning, this would then hint at the fact the she will lose 

the status of mother in order to become a virgin goddess, but it is clear that the first condition is not 

reversible in the second. Chariton, however, goes very close to making this absurdity possible.

As a matter of fact, this is the last time that Callirhoe will be seen with her child. She is not 

associated with him any more, not even at the funeral of Chaereas, the real father, where Callirhoe 

is pictured in her blazing beauty but the child is not mentioned at all. His next two appearances will 

take place in Babylon (5,10,25) and again in Miletus (8,5,15). In both of them he is far from his 

mother and together with Dionysius, with whom he will ultimately be left.67 As a result, in the last 

scene where Callirhoe interacts with her son she is almost seen entrust him to someone else, never 

to retrieve him again. In fact, both the last gesture she performs while the child is still present 

(raising him towards the statue) and her last words (ogo^e (JOi TOV 0p())av6v, ‘preserve my 

fatherless child’, 3,8,9) show Callirhoe giving away her son.68 It is at this time, when she is, in a 

way, giving up her motherhood to Aphrodite, that the reference to Artemis and Athena carrying 

babies in their arms is made. Given the striking precedent of Aphrodite parthenos at the beginning 

of the novel, which anticipates the first change in Callirhoe from virgin to woman, the equally 

striking association of virgin goddesses with motherhood might indicate that another change is 

bound to happen to Callirhoe, and a certain symmetry between the two passages suggests that this 

might be a change from mother to virgin.

This is obviously unachievable, but less absurd than it first appears, especially if one 

considers the particular tendency of the story told by Chariton to return to the original state of

66 Hercher deleted the manuscript’s ‘Trap0£vou’ considering it an intrusion from ‘ t i  XPfMa TrapQevou’ of a few lines 
above. His line o f thought is followed by Goold, and by Reardon in his edition. Blake, followed by Molinie, keeps it 
and only slightly modifies it into an epithet o f the goddess (TTap0Evou). Apuleius’ reference to ‘ Venerem aliam
virginaliflorepraeditam ’ (4,28) is noticed by Roncali 1996, 67 and Trzaskoma 2010, 189.
67 There are indications that the child will reunite with the parents when he grows up, but, as far as the story is
concerned, he stays in Miletus.
68 This would be even more evident if  Callirhoe had put the child in the arms of the statue, that is, if we read, with the 
manuscript, ‘ e l s  t c x s  a u T r j s  a y K a X a ?  e v e Ot ik e ’ .
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things.69 Unlike in the other novels (with the exception of Xenophon’s Ephesiaca), the movement 

o f Chaereas and Callirhoe is not a forward thrust directed to the achievement of a wedding, which 

then results in a final scenario that is an irreversible modification of the beginning of the novel,70 

but instead a search for a return to an already achieved marriage and satisfying happiness, a return 

to the exact condition in which things were at the beginning of the novel. In Chaereas and 

Callirhoe’s reunion, what happened during their separation is wiped out, almost forgotten in order 

to make room for a fresh new beginning that resumes the earlier status quo of the couple in 

Syracuse.71 In view of this, conveying the idea, at least imaginary and virtual, of a return of 

Callirhoe to virginity, is functional to the final happy reunion. It is clear that in order to obtain this 

the child must be taken out of the equation, and in fact he has no role in his parents’ reunion, and 

does not seem to be particularly missed. Callirhoe’s symbolic return to virginity is accomplished on 

the occasion of her return to Syracuse. The harbour is crowded with people who have gathered to 

witness the return of the city’s best citizens, and all agree that Callirhoe looks more beautiful than 

ever before: ccXrjGcos e I tte s  a v  au T ijv  o p a v  tt]V ’A ^ p o S ix q v  ava5uo(JEVT]V ek t rjs GaXaaarjs, 

‘you truly would have thought you were looking at Aphrodite herself as she rose from the sea’

(8,6,11). Echoing her first appearance in 1,1, where she looked like Aphrodite parthenos, she is 

now seen again as similar to one of Aphrodite’s iconographies, and, more precisely, to the one that 

shows the goddess in a virginal state, that is, when she is bom from the sea.

The key to the understanding of the two anomalous references in 1,1 and 3,8 lies in 

something Chariton said right after comparing Callirhoe to a virgin Aphrodite: (|>r)|JTi Se tou 

Trapa5o£ou 0Ea|jaTOs TTavxaxou SiETpEXE, ‘report of the astonishing vision spread everywhere’ 

(1,1,2). A paradoxon theama indeed, since Callirhoe can be Aphrodite when still a virgin and 

Artemis and Athena when already a mother. But the paradoxical wonder that is Callirhoe is not 

limited to her appearance alone, but also refers to the very unexpected role played by her character 

in the novel, for the greatest paradox of all is that the heroine of a novel marries someone who is not 

her destined partner and manages to escape blame for it under everyone’s eyes, including the 

readers’. All the more reason to leave the past behind and start anew when finally reunited. The odd

69 In addition to this, studies on sexuality have shown that the Greek’s ideas on virginity were different from ours, and
that a womane could still be a parthenos even after having become a mother. See Sissa 1990, especially 105-23.
70 Daphnis and Chloe married, living in the city and not in the countryside where they met; Leucippe and Clitophon 
married but not going back to Tyre; Theagenes and Chariclea living in Ethiopia, their lives completely changed 
compared to when they met in Delphi.
71 It is true that the main characters grow up and develop: Callirhoe becomes less manipulable and learns how to exert 
power on those surrounding her, and Chaereas learns to control his impulses and, to a certain extent, his jealousy (De 
Temmerman 2007 on the former, and also De Temmerman 2014, 46 ff.). However, the two major transformations 
(aside from the perturbations that are common to all protagonists o f  novels, such as separation, slavery, harassment, 
etc.) that occur to the couple and are bound to change the nature o f their relationship, that is, the birth o f  a child and the 
second wedding, are manifestly cast out in order to facilitate the happy reunion.
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iconographical associations are Chariton’s way of covertly alluding to Callirhoe’s idiosyncrasies, at 

the same time helping the character (and the readers’ perception of her) in the restoration of the 

unperturbed situation that characterised the beginning of the novel.

In the difficult task of telling the story of a novel’s heroine who has a relationship with 

someone beside the hero, Chariton arranges several expedients aimed at making this truth less 

shocking and the heroine less culpable. First of all he stresses the fact that she has no other choice 

(the alternative is terminating the pregnancy), also hinting at Chaereas’ consent (him appearing in 

the dream telling Callirhoe to keep the child). Secondly, through an abrupt ellipsis he omits 

everything about her intimate life with Dionysius (the wedding, the first night, any display of 

affection), and will never make Callirhoe declare any sort of love to Dionysius. Thirdly, he conveys 

the idea that whatever happens to Callirhoe in Miletus does not happen to the real Callirhoe but to 

her double Callirhoe-Aphrodite. The Ionians have always considered her a goddess, to the point of 

dedicating a statue to her in the temple right next to Aphrodite, but she has never shared this view, 

instead proclaiming her real identity, recognised only by Chaereas; the double Callirhoe-Aphrodite 

is what the Ionians are ultimately left with, whereas the real Callirhoe returns to Syracuse with 

Chaereas;72 after the transfer of the child to the statue of Aphrodite everything that symbolises her 

maternity is left behind in Miletus with the double and she can return to Chaereas purified, almost 

in the same condition in which they first met, almost as a virgin.

Now, resorting to the presence of a double in order to mitigate and even remove the 

accusation of adultery connects Callirhoe with the icon of cursed beauty, Helen, and Chariton with 

some famous predecessors, first Stesichorus and most famously Euripides. The similarities between 

Callirhoe and her mythical antecedent, whichever the version of her story, are many. To name the 

most evident ones, the unmatchable beauty (the heroines are compared in 2,6,1) and the betrayal of 

a Greek husband for an Asian one that leads the former to cross the sea in search for his wife. A few 

elements, however, bring Callirhoe closer to Euripides’ Helen rather than Homer’s, as has been 

thoroughly noticed. Following an ancient alternative tradition that has its founder in Stesichorus, 

this Helen not only never betrayed Menelaus, but never went to Troy to begin with.74 It was an 

eidolon that went in her stead, a god-made double that fooled everyone for ten years, while the real, 

unshakenly faithful Helen was somewhere completely different (Egypt), cursing her beauty and

72
Notice also the resumption o f the initial way in which Callirhoe is looked at. In 8,6 she is compared (as she had been 

before in Syracuse) to the divine via a known work o f art, the Aphrodite Anadyomene, but there is no fallacious 
identification o f her with Aphrodite, which was a prerogative o f the Ionians. Callirhoe has left her double behind and
has come back to her real unmistakeable self.
73 See Laplace 1980 and also Montiglio 2013, 23-25 and 30. Schmeling 2005 associates Helen and Callirhoe according 
to their status o f celebrities, but not with reference to the fact that they both have doubles.
74 See Stesichorus, ff. 192-193 Campbell (=15-16 Page).
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lamenting the fate of her compatriots. But if all the blame has to be put first on the gods who plotted 

this, and secondly on the double, then the original Helen comes out of the whole story entirely 

innocent. Similarly, the innocent Callirhoe returns to Syracuse with her rightful husband leaving 

behind in Ionia her double, her Aphrodite-like image, which in the end is the only identity the 

Ionians have ever attributed to her. Notoriously, legend has it that this version originated as 

Stesichorus’ reparation after having too harshly attacked Helen, and after the consequent divine 

punishment of losing his sight. But just as this started as a palinode, as a defence for a mistreated 

Helen, so should Chariton’s choice of using this as a model be read as the preventive defence of his 

heroine from accusations of adultery.

Chariton’s use of works of art is varied and complex. While they seem to be incidental objects for 

private or cultic purposes, they perform several functions and become deeply intertwined with the 

plot and the characters. For instance, the author employs the feature of the portrait of the lover, as 

can be expected in a story where two lovers are separated for most of the time. However, the 

presence of Chaereas’ image in Callirhoe’s tomb is taken literally, and its implications brought to 

the extreme, so that his path is modified by the misunderstandings thus generated. But Chariton 

makes sure that both protagonists equally partake in the connection with works of art, and devises a 

special path for Callirhoe as well, by providing her with an artistic counterpart that generates 

misunderstandings and, consequently, plot, but that also accompanies the heroine’s personal growth 

and the changes she undergoes, becoming in fact her double. The double’s situation that originates 

in Miletus might have been inspired by the famous antecedent of Euripides’ Helen, but Chariton 

makes the theme his own and fully develops its aspects in a way that is altogether original. To begin 

with, he starts by using customary metaphors and comparisons with works of art, a feature that is 

common to many literary genres; unlike anyone else, however, he takes these metaphors to a further 

stage by understanding them literally. Thus Callirhoe is not just as beautiful as the image of 

Aphrodite: she becomes the double of the goddess. There is of course little difference between 

saying that someone is like a work of art and saying that someone is a work of art, but it marks a 

huge difference in that works of art go from being the external referents of a metaphor to being part 

of the story, active presences in the novel, carriers of perturbations and therefore a constituent part 

of the plot.75 Chariton’s ability lies in not forcing these connections with art by never making them 

too explicit, but only insinuating them in the story and in the readers’ minds and then letting them 

gradually evolve as if on their own. It is this natural development that has slowly taken place before 

our eyes that in the end allows us to ‘forgive’ Callirhoe without any doubt and almost without

75 What Hagg 2002 aptly calls ‘the emplotment o f a metaphor’.
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realising that she was to be blamed in the first place.

2.3. The use of works of art in Xenophon of Ephesus’ Ephesiaca

There are only a few references to works of art in Xenophon. At the beginning of the novel the 

beauty of both protagonists is given divine status via the comparison with works of art representing 

divinities; after the protagonists get married some space is given to the description of a canopy that 

covers their thalamos; finally, the beginning of Book Five displays a very particular case of a 

funerary eidolon. This could be read as an indication that the author had no particular inclination 

towards art, thus making Xenophon the odd one out among the extant novelists. The epitome-theory 

could be applied in order to say that in the fuller version of the novel more space was given to 

works of art,76 but venturing in that direction is mere speculation. One sure thing is that, epitome or 

not, what we have shows the hand of a concise author,77 which could indicate that his brevity in 

treating works of art is paralleled by his brevity in treating a number of things. What is notable, 

from the present purpose, is that Xenophon’s use of works of art, however little, is perfectly aligned 

with what has just been seen in Chariton’s case.

2.3.1. Introduction of the protagonists

Habrocomes is introduced first:

THv ev  ’E^eacp avpp xcov xa TTpcoxa eke7 SuvapEvcov, AuKopf)5r|s ovopa. Touxco 
xcp AuKoppSsi ek  yuvaiKOs Eirixcopfas ©spioxous yivExai t tc u s  'A(3poKopr)s, 
pEya Sr) xi XPOMa copaioxrjxi acopaxos uTTEppaXXouar], <xoaouxou> KaXXous 
o u x e  ev  ’ leovia o u x e  ev  aXXp yf) npoxspov ysvopsvou.

Among the most influential citizens of Ephesus was a man called Lycomedes. He and 
his wife, Themisto, who also belonged to the city, had a son Habrocomes; his good 
looks were phenomenal, and neither in Ionia nor anywhere else had there ever been 
anything like them.78
(1 ,1 ,1)

76 In fact, the description o f the canopy, as we shall see, has been used as evidence to show that the text we have is an
abbreviated version.
77 De Temmermann 2014, 118 ff., ascribes this to a deliberate use of apheleia, the simple style of composition o f  which
Xenophon o f Athens (according to the author, the homonymy is no coincidence) was one famous example.
78 The Greek text is that o f the 2005 Teubner edition by O’Sullivan; unless otherwise specified, the translations are 
taken from Anderson 1989.
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As has been noticed by the editors,79 the beginning of the Ephesiaca recalls quite closely the 

beginning of Chariton’s novel: geographical location (Syracuse; Ephesus), mention of the parents 

(Hermocrates; Lycomedes and Themisto), introduction of the protagonist and praise of her beauty 

(Callirhoe, OaupaoTOV t i  XPfiMa Trap0evou; Habrocomes, peya 5q t i  XP̂ IMCO, and closure of the 

first sentence with the extended geographical location (Sicily; Ionia). Noticing the similarity 

between the praises of beauty, Dalmeyda sees in ‘psya 5q t i  XPfiMa [—] KaXXous’ the first of a 

series of ‘analogies qui ne sont certainement pas imputables au hasard’. This affinity makes the 

only difference all the more striking, for it is not a maiden who is introduced first, but a boy. 

Moreover, the boy’s beauty is soon taken to the extreme:

TTpoaETxov 6 e c o s  0£cb t c o  pEipaKicp* kcu  e i o i v  rjSq t i v e s  o i Ka'i TrpoaEKUvqaav 
i S o v t e s  Ka'i TTpoaqu^avTO. ’ E(J)p6vEi 5 e t o  p sip a K io v  E<f>’ e o u t c o  p s y a X a  Ka'i 
qyaXXETO p e v  Ka'i t o Ts  i q s  K aT op0cbp acn , ttoXu  5 e paX X ov t c o  kccXXe i t o u

a co p a T O S ’ rravT cov 5 e t c o v  aX X cov, b a a  5q  sXEysTO K aX a, c o s  eXo t t o v c o v  

KaTE(j)povE! Ka'i o u S ev  o u t c o , o u  0 s a p a ,  o u k  a K o u a p a  a ^ io v  'A (3poK opou  
KaTE(j>aiv£TO’ Ka'i e i T iv a  r] n a T S a  K aXov a K o u a a i r] TTap0svov Eupop(J)ov, 
K aTEysXa t c o v  X EyovTcov c o s  o u k  e i S o t c o v  o t i  eI s  K aX os a u T O s. ’ E p coT a y s  p qv  
o u 5 e svopi^EV s lv a i  0 e o v , aX X a ttccvtt) e^ P o X ev  c o s  o u 5 ev  q y o u p s v o s ,  X sycov  c o s  
o u k  a v  tt o t e  o u . . . t i s  £ p aa0E iq  o u 5 e UTTOTaysiq t c o  0 eco pq 0 eX c o v  e i 5 e ttou  U p o v  
q a y a X p a  ’'E p coT os e lS e , KaTEyEXa, auE<j)aivE t e  e o u t o v  ’'E p coT os t t o v t o s  

KpEiTTOva Kai kccXXe i a c b p a T o s  Kai S u vap E i. Ka'i eIx ev  o u t c o s ' o t t o u  y a p  
'A p p o K o p q s  o<t)0Eiq, o u t e  a y a X p a  KaXov KaTE^aiVETO o u t e  e ik c o v  ETrqvE^TO.

They treated the boy like a god, and some even prostrated themselves and prayed at 
the sight of him. He had a high opinion of himself, taking pride in his attainments, and 
a great deal more in his appearance. Everything that was regarded as beautiful he 
despised as inferior, and nothing he saw or heard seemed up to his standard. And when 
he heard a boy or girl praise for their good looks, he laughed at the people making 
such claims for not knowing that only he himself was handsome. He did not even 
recognize Eros as a god; he rejected him totally and considered him of no importance, 
saying that no one would ever fall in love or submit to the god except of his own 
accord. And whenever he saw a temple or a statue of Eros, he used to laugh and 
claimed that he was better than any Eros in beauty and power. And that was the case: 
for whenever Habrocomes appeared, no one admired any statue or praised any picture.
( 1 ,1 , 3 - 6 )

The praise of Habrocomes’ beauty uses formula already seen in Chariton, for the boy’s almost 

divine beauty is described indirectly through the association with statues of divinities. Like the 

statue of a god, he is made the object of proskynesis, and shortly after the people of Ephesus will 

say of him: “KaXos 'A(3pOKopqs (...) Kai bios o u 5 e eI s  KaXou pipqpa 0 e o u . ”  (“Handsome 

Habrocomes! Such as not even the representation of a handsome god.” 1,2,8). As seen in Chariton, 

the comparison with the divine does not seem to be just the narrator’s standard way of conveying

79 Dalmeyda 1926, 3, n. 2; Papanikolaou 1973, 1.
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the idea that someone is very attractive, but is taken literally, and its ramifications are observed. The 

acts of worship performed towards Habrocomes as towards a religious idol, and the claim that he is 

even more beautiful than the statue of a god, have an immediate effect on the boy’s perception of 

himself. He not only thinks that he is superior to Eros, but, fully believing himself to be a work of 

art, considers the actual works of art as inferior rivals and scorns them, an act of arrogance that will 

very soon lead to the beginning of his misfortunes.

But for the characters’ own responses to all of this, the introductions of Habrocomes and 

Callirhoe are rather similar. They are both associated with the word agalma, but while Callirhoe is 

indifferent to it, Habrocomes starts to consider himself as one, and competes with other statues and 

pictures. They are both the object of proskynesis (which takes place a little later for Callirhoe), but 

while Callirhoe is against it and is worshipped against her wishes, Habrocomes welcomes it and 

lives in the illusion of being superior to a god. The affinity of the two presentations is shown also in 

the reasons behind the start of the characters’ adventures. Eros plots against Callirhoe because he is 

a god who loves conflict and a good story ( (Jm A o v ik o s  5s e o t i v  o  ’Epcos Ka'i x a i P El t o i s  

T r a p a S o ^ o i s  K a T o p 0 c b p a a i v ,  1 ,1 ,4 ) ,  and he plots against Habrocomes because he is mad at his 

arrogant behaviour ( ( J m A o v s ik o s  y a p  o  0 e o s  Ka'i U T T E p iy jx x v o is  a r r a p a i T p T O s ,  1 , 2 , l ) . 80 Xenophon 

seems to be reversing the exploitation of certain elements that are present in the beginning of 

Chariton’s novel, the first and most evident being the fact that the first character introduced is the 

boy and not the girl. Moreover, keeping in mind the way in which Chariton employs the 

comparison with works of art to introduce his protagonists as nearly divine and heroic beings, it 

would seem that Xenophon plays with the hyperbolic potential of this feature in order to push the 

nature of his male protagonist to the extreme: not a boy who is as handsome as a statue, but a statue 

which cannot match the beauty of a boy.

Anthia is first met in the course of the procession for the festival of Artemis, and, unlike 

Habrocomes’, her features are described with a certain amount of detail:

?H p x e  5 e t ?)s  t c o v  rrap 0svcov  tcc^ e c o s  ’A v 0 ia ,  0u yaxT ip  M sy a p r jS o u s  Ka'i 
E u it t t t t is , e y x ^ p ic o v .  ? H v 5 e t o  xaA A os t ? |s  ’A v 0 ia s  o lo v  © a u p d a a i xa'i ttoAu  

T a s  a'A A as UTTEpEpaAsTO TTap0Evous. ’ E tt] p e v  TEaaapEaxaiSEK a E y s y o v s i,  r|v0Ei 
5 e auTT)s t o  a c o p a  ett’ Eupoptjua, Ka'i o  t o u  o x t ip c c to s  K oap os ttoAu s  b is  cb p a v  
auvE(3aAETO’ Koprj £av0r], p  ttoAAt] Ka0EipEvri, oA iyr) TTETrAsypEvr], Trpos t t ]v t c o v  

a v sp c o v  <J>opav KivoupsvTy o<|)0aApoi y o p y o i ,  <j>ai6poi p e v  co s  K aAfjs, <J)op£po'i 5 e 

c o s  acb (j> p ovos‘ EO0f|s x ,Tc^ v a A o u p y p s , C c o o to s  b i s  y o v u , p sx p i P p a y io v c o v  
K a 0 E ip sv o s, VEpp'is TTEpiKEipEviy d n A a  y c o p u T o s  avr)p p E vos, T o ^ a , o c k o v t e s  

<j)EpopEVOl, KUVES ETTOPEVOI. TToAAaKlS aUTT]V ETT I TOU TEpEVOUS iSoVTES ’ E(J)EOlOl 
TTpoasKuvriaav c o s  ’ A pT Epiv. Ka'i t o t ’ o u v  o(j)0£iaris avEp6r)OE t o  ttA ?|0 o s , Ka'i 
p a a v  TTOiKiAai TTapa t c o v  0 e c o p e v c o v  (})covai, t c o v  p e v  utt’ ekttAti^ b c o s  tt]v 0 e o v

80 / ' »‘(jxAoviKos-’ is Reardon’s reading for the manuscript’s ‘<}>iAoi/sikos\  based on LSJ ad  ‘<|)iAovikos’, 2.
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elvai Aeyovxcov, tc£>v Se a'AAqv xiva utto t?js 0eou * ttettoit]|J£vt]v upoariu^ovTO 
5e ttocvtes Kai ttpooekuvouv Ka'i to u s  yovE^s auTqs spaKapi^ov rjv 5e Siapoqxos 
to is  0eco(jevois arraaiv ’Av0(a r\ KaXr). 'O s  5e TTapf}X0£ to  tcov nap0£vcov 
TTAr)0os, ouSeis aAAo t i  rj ’Av0iav eXeyev cos 5e 'AppoKO(JTls METa tcov E<()r)(3cov 
ETTEOTf], touv0ev5e, Kaixoi KaXou ovtos tou  Kaxcx tcxs Trap0Evous ©Eapaxos, 
TTaVTES 160VTES 'A(3pOKO|JTlV EKEIVCOV E7TEAa0OVTO, ETpEVpCXV 5e TCXS O^EIS 677 
auxov PocOVTES UTTO TT)S 0EOCS EK7TETTXr|y|J£VOl.

Anthia led the line of the girls; she was the daughter of Megamedes and Euippe, both 
of Ephesus. Anthia’s beauty was an object of wonder, far surpassing the other girls’.
She was fourteen; her beauty was burgeoning, still more enhanced by the adornment 
of her dress. Her hair was golden -a  little of it plaited, but most hanging loose and 
blowing in the wind. Her eyes were quick; she had the bright glance of a young girl, 
and yet the austere look of a virgin. She wore a purple tunic down to the knee, 
fastened with a girdle and falling loose over her arms, with a fawnskin over it, a quiver 
attached, and arrows for weapons; she carried javelins and was followed by dogs.
Often as they saw her in the sacred enclosure the Ephesians would worship her as 
Artemis. And so on this occasion too the crowd gave a cheer when they saw her, and 
there was a whole clamor of exclamations from the spectators: some were amazed and 
said it was the goddess in person; some that it was someone else made by the goddess 
in her own image. But all prayed and prostrated themselves and congratulated her 
parents. “The beautiful Anthia!” was the cry on all the spectators’ lips. But when 
Habrocomes came in turn with the Ephebes, then, although the spectactle of the 
women had been a lovely sight, everyone forgot about them and transferred their gaze 
to him and were smitten at the sight.
(1,2,5-8)

Anthia is not described generally in terms of incredible beauty. Her hair and eyes are described, as 

well as her dress and accessories. However, by the time the readers get to the fawnskin, the quiver, 

the arrows, and the dogs, they must have realised that the description of Anthia has become very 

similar to the description of the well-known iconography of Artemis.81 Given the precedent of 

Habrocomes, associated with divine images, an explicit comparison between the girl and the 

goddess is to be expected, and the expectation is fulfilled right at the end of the description, when it 

is said that the inhabitants of Ephesus worship her like Artemis. The girl and the goddess are so 

similar that Anthia must either be Artemis herself or someone modelled directly by the goddess 

after her image. As a consequence, Anthia too is the object of proskynesis, though her reactions to 

this fact are not shown. She will, however, prove to be much humbler than Habrocomes.

There is an aura of subordination about Anthia, which starts with the fact that she is 

introduced second, and is made manifest by what happens at the procession: as long as she is 

parading with the other maidens all eyes are for her, but she is forgotten the second Habrocomes is 

seen. Perhaps, as the equivalent of the representation of Artemis, she suffers the fate of every work

ft 1
De Temmerman 2014, 141.
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of art in Ephesus, for ‘whenever Habrocomes appeared, no one admired any statue or praised any 

picture’ (1,1,6). Still, the most striking feature of this episode is the abrupt and slightly disrespectful 

way in which Anthia is dismissed, especially considering the promising introduction. A very similar 

situation, only with inversed roles, takes place in Heliodorus’ Aithiopica, when the spectacular 

effect of the presence of Theagenes in a procession in Delphi is completely nullified by the 

appearance of Charicleia (3,3-4). Moreover, in Chariton, when Chaereas is given the funeral in 

Miletus, no one looks at his beautiful eidolon, because everyone’s eyes are glued to Callirhoe

(4,1,10). By now, the readers of the Ephesiaca must have become well aware that, contrary to 

expectations, the champion of beauty in the novel will be the boy and not the girl, and perhaps 

might notice that even the comparison with art, which defines the nature of the protagonists, mirrors 

Habrocomes’ superiority: as far as the elevation to representations of divinities goes, the agalma of 

Habrocomes surpasses the agalma of Anthia.

Having recalled Chaereas’ funerary eidolon, and having hinted at what seems to be an 

attitude of Xenophon to reverse expectations concerning the role of the characters, and subsequently 

of their relation to works of art, it is worth considering at least briefly an episode occurring at the 

beginning of Book Five.

2.3.2. Aegialeus and Thelxinoe

When in Sicily looking for Anthia, Habrocomes finds shelter with the old fisherman Aegialeus, who 

tells him his story. Bom a Spartan, the young Aegialeus had fallen in love with Thelxinoe. The girl 

reciprocated the feeling but was betrothed to another man, hence the couple’s escape from Sparta, 

the arrival in Sicily, and the long and happy life spent together until the death of Thelxinoe, which 

occurred not long before Habrocomes’ arrival. The story of Aegialeus and Thelxinoe looks like 

basic novelistic material, and Habrocomes can certainly see in it a means to reflect upon his own 

story.82 Before this happens, however, Aegialeus abruptly changes the kind of story he is telling:

“Kai TE0vr)K£v evxauQa ou TTpo ttoAAou ©EA£ivor| Ka'i to acbpa ou TE0aTTxai, 
aAAa e'xco Y®P emgutou Kai ccei (jnAcb Kai auvEipi.” Ka'i apa  Afiycov EiaayEi 
xov 'AppoKO|jqv eis to svSoxEpov Scopomov Ka'i Ssikvuei xqv OsA^ivbqv, 
yuva^Ka TTpEaj3uxiv pev rjSq, KaAqv <5e> baivopsvrjv exi AiyiaAsT Kopqv to 5e 
acbpa a u x q s  EXE0aiTTO xa<j>r] AiyuTTTicr rjv yap  Ka'i xouxcov sp T T E ip o s o  yspcov. 
“Tauxq ouv” “eb tekvov 'AppoKopq, asi te cos C^Tl AaAcb Ka'i
auyKaxaKEipai Ka'i a u v E U c o x o u p c u '  Kav eA0co ttote ek x f j s  a A i s i a s  kekmpkcos,

82 Together with the story, heard by Habrocomes in 3,2,1 ff., o f Hippothous and Hyperanthes. On this see Schmeling 
1980, 68. It is worth recalling here that the episode o f Aegialeus has been interpreted as an interpolation by Merkelbach 
in his theory o f the Ephesiaca as a mysteryc romance, on which see O’Sullivan 1995, 141 ff.
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auxT) [_ie TrapaMuSE'ixai (3XETTO|jEvr]- ou yap  o'(a vuv opaxai aoi TOiauTq (|)aiVETai 
<E>por aXXa evvoco, tekvov, o'(a mev qv ev AaKsSaipovi, o'(a 5 e ev t t\ ûyT)* tcxs 
ttqwuxiSocs evvoco, tcxs auv0r)Kas evvoco”.

“Thelxinoe died here in Sicily not long ago; I didn’t bury her body but have it with 
me; I always have her company and adore her.” At this he brought Habrocomes into 
the inner room and showed him Thelxinoe. She was now an old woman but still 
seemed beautiful to Aegialeus. Her body was embalmed in the Egyptian style, for the 
old fisherman had learnt embalming as well. “And so, Habrocomes, my child,” he 
explained, “I still talk to her as if she were alive and lie down beside her and have my 
meals with her, and if I come home exhausted from fishing, the sight of her consoles 
me, for she looks different to me than she does to you; I think of her, child, as she was 
in Sparta and when we eloped; I think of the festival and the compact we made.” 
(5,1,9-11)

Chariton’s novel as well allowed us to observe a certain interest on the author’s side on problems 

related to the mourning of a dead beloved combined with the presence of a funerary eidolon. Let us 

here recall a few points from that discussion: Chaereas is given a funeral that has as its centre his 

eidolon; the function of an eidolon is to act as a substitute for the departed, a double that preserves 

the soul of the dead; inasmuch as it is connected to a dead person, the eidolon constitutes a link to 

the underworld, which is why anyone interacting with it in ways that go beyond the norm is 

inevitably dragged to the underworld, as shown for example by the story of Laodamia; for the same 

reason, returns from the underworld once the eidolon has been erected are equally problematic, as 

shown by the ending of Euripides’ Alcestis (although Admetus only promises that he will set up a 

statue of Alcestis and live with it); showing awareness of these practices and especially of these 

myths, Chariton makes Chaereas’ return from the dead difficult at first, and fully achieved only 

once enough time has passed and the eidolon is far away. With the story of Aegialeus, Xenophon 

revisits these dynamics, but instead of providing a solution to the problem, as Chariton did, he 

seems to be exploring how far one can push its complication. In fact, the fisherman’s sweet and 

nostalgic tone draws attention away from the fact that what he is telling is essentially a story of 

necrophilia. Aegialeus puts into practice precisely what Admetus intends to do, that is, keeping in 

bed the image of the late wife, spending time with it, calling it by name, kissing it, and consorting 

with it.83 It is grim enough to want to do this with an image of a lost person, but to actually do it, 

and not just with an image but directly with the dead person, is deviant. What makes it worse is the

83  «  \  \  /  /  \  \  j  \  i  /  i  /  *n
Cf. Eur. Ale. 348 ff.: oo<|>r)i 5e XEIPl tektovcov Sepas t o  aov | EiKaa0ev ev Xektpoioiv EKTG0r]OETai, | coi 

TrpoaTTEaou|jai Kai TTEpiTTTuaacov XEPa S I ovopa KaXcov aov tt]V <J)iXr|v ev ayKaXai? | 5o£co yuvaTKa KaiTTEp ouk 
e'xcov e'xeiv | vjAJXpav |jev, olpai, TEpvJnv, aXX’ opcos (3apos | aTTavTXo(r)v av. ‘I shall bid a cunning
sculptor carve your image in stone, and it shall lie stretched on our bed, and I shall kneel beside it, and throw my arms 
round it, and speak your name, and vainly think I hold my dear wife in my arms -cold comfort, truly; none the less, a 
way to lighten my heavy heart.’ (trans. Vellacott). Schmeling 1980, 166 n. 40 points at this and other myths while 
commenting on the story o f Aegialeus.
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fact that the eidolon of Thelxinoe is not the woman’s double, which carries the memory but also 

guarantees a certain distance, but the woman herself, and this brings Aegialeus to an unmediated 

contact with death.84 It is not only a reversal of the funerary ritual, but also a reversal, and a 

macabre one, of the relationship between lover and portrait of the beloved.85

The surprise that derives from the grotesque story and the placid way in which it is told is 

matched only by that deriving from Habrocomes’ reaction:

”E t i  AeyovTos t o u  AiyiaAscos avcobupETO o 'AppoKopqs “as 5 e”  Asycov, “cb 
TTaacbv S u o t u x e o t o c t t ) Koprj, tt o t e  avEupqaco Kav vsKpav; AiyiaAET p e v  yap t o u  

(3(ou psyaAq TTapapuSia t o  acbpa t o  GsA^ivoqs, kcx\ v u v  aAq0cbs pspa0qKa o t i  

Epcos aAq0ivos opov qAiKias o u k  e'x e i ' ”

While Aegialeus was still speaking, Habrocomes broke into a lament. “Anthia,” he 
exclaimed, “the unlukiest girl of all! When will I ever find you, even as a corpse? This 
body of Thelxinoe is a great comfort in the life of Aegialeus, and now I have truly 
learnt that true love knows no age limits.”
(5,1,12)

Habrocomes observes Thelxinoe while listening to the things Aegialeus does to it with perfect calm, 

and responds to the whole story in a completely unpredictable way, not only without flinching but 

even admiring and envying the fisherman and claiming he gave him an invaluable lesson on love.86

The episode of Aegialeus and Thelxinoe is shocking in many ways. It brings about, out of 

nowhere, an unexpected story that subverts the common practice regarding funerals and funerary 

eidola. It is structured in such a way as to increase the suspense, responding to the readers’ 

incredulity by providing more evidence and details. All is fairly normal until the very end of 

Aegialeus first direct speech ( to  a c b p a  ou T E 0 a i r r a i ,  aAAa e'xco y a p  pet’ s p a u T o u  Kai ccei <t>iAcb 

K a i  a u v s i p i ) .  The speech ends with ‘a u v s i p i ’ , leaving the readers (and, one would expect, 

Habrocomes) with the uneasy feeling of not knowing whether to believe Aegialeus’ words, or 

whether to even wish to know the truth at all. The answer to this is the display of evidence, the 

mummy, and a more detailed account of the activities that Aegialeus entertains with it. Xenophon 

plays with the curiosity of the readers, counting on the fact that they would know what the ritual 

normally prescribes. At this point Xenophon creates another twist playing again with the readers’

84 Incidentally, Aegialeus’ own death is only a few chapters away (5,10), though his already old age downplays the 
effects that this contact might have had. The Greek ‘Ta(J>r] AiyuTrna’ (Egyptian burial) does not specify exactly under 
which form Aegialeus is preserving Thelxinoe, for it could be either a mummy or the body in a sarcophagus. The fact 
that her appearance is shown (cf. ‘she was now an old woman but still seemed beautiful to Aegialeus’, ‘she looks 
different to me than she does to you’) seems to indicate the presence o f a mummy with visible features. A sarcophagus, 
here less likely, might have had the representation of the deceased painted on it.
85 Bettini 1992, 56.
86 Schmeling 1980, 67-68.
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expectations, for during the entire time they probably believed that at some point Habrocomes 

would show their same kind of reaction, only to find out that the young man, instead, has been 

looking at the same scene with different eyes. His reading of the situation entirely fails to observe 

that which is its most evident aspect, that is, its horrific nature.

This episode does not necessarily need the reference to Euripides nor the comparison with 

Chariton to be appreciated. From the point of view of the contents, common knowledge on burials 

is enough to understand that something distorted is going on, and, from the point of view of the 

form, the way in which Xenophon orchestrates the progressive uncovering of the truth about 

Thelxinoe does well in producing bewilderment in the readers.87 Having said this, a few aspects are 

worth taking into consideration. The first is that Chariton pays a certain degree of attention to the 

same themes (death of the beloved; substitution with images); the second is that, accordingly, 

Chariton has the story of Alcestis in the background, as does Xenophon; the third is that Chariton 

elaborates these themes by the book and in a way that is acceptable, while Xenophon leads things in 

a completely opposite direction and seems to take some pleasure in unsettling the readers. This is 

not an isolated case, since it shows a strategy similar to the one observed for the introduction of the 

protagonists. There as well, in fact, we underlined what seemed to be a tendency to share elements 

with Chariton but exploit them in a way that disappoints expectations and takes the consequences to 

the extreme (the first one to appear and be compared to works of art is Habrocomes and not Anthia; 

he takes the comparison seriously and looks down on other works of art). As both the introduction 

and this episode involve the use, or, better, the abuse of images, and as both cases seem to reverse 

what happens in similar passages in Chariton, it could be said that Xenophon shows knowledge of 

Chariton, understanding of his employment of works of art, and desire to elaborate on it by altering 

some parameters, but there is no conclusive evidence for this claim. Suffice it to say, then, that what 

has been seen so far in Xenophon strengthens the hypothesis that early novelists considered dealing 

at some point with images and works of art as part of what writing a novel entailed. Nevertheless, it 

is interesting to notice that the most notable work of art in the Ephesiaca, and the last that will here 

be analysed, has a parallel in Chariton’s novel as well.

2.3.3. The nuptial canopy

Habrocomes and Anthia become husband and wife shortly after the beginning of the novel. Brief 

attention is paid to the ceremony, as the narrator’s main interest is the first night of the couple:

87 The deviancy o f this scene is underlined in Whitmarsh 2011, 1-2.
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ETTEiSr) x a u x a  e x e x e A e o x o ,  q K o u aq s  t t j s  v u k x o s  ((3pa5uvEiv 5 e  T ravxa e S o k e i  

’ A P p o k o u t ]  Ka'i ’A v 0 ia )  f jy o v  x q v  Kopqv s is  t o v  0 d A a p o v  ( j e t c x  AapTTaScov, xo v  
u p s 'v a io v  a S o v x s s ,  e t t e u ^ m o u v x e s ' ,  Ka'i E i a a y < a y > b v x E s  k o x e k A i v o v .

When these rituals had been performed, night came (everything seemed too slow for 
Habrocomes and Anthia); they brought the girl to the bridal chamber with torches, 
sang the bridal hymn, shouted their good wishes, brought the couple in, and put them 
on the couch.
(1,8,1)

That this is going to be an important moment which will be given plenty of space is clear from the 

start, because as soon as night comes the pace of the passage changes: ‘ppaSuvsiv’ not only reflects 

the state of mind of the trepidant couple, but can also serve as an indicator that the narrative is going 

to slow down. As a matter of fact, after the ritual torches and hymn, the narration gives way to a 

descriptive passage, the first in the novels to have a work of art as its subject:

?Hv 5 e  auxois o ©aAapos t t e t t o i t ] m e v o s ‘ kA ivf) XPuolH crrpcdpaaiv saxpcoxo 
TTopdupoTs Kai e tt'i xfjs k A iv tis  Ba(3uAcov(a e t t e t t o ik iA x o  OKrivry nai^ovxEs 
’ EpcoxEs, oi mev ’A<t>po5ixqv 0EpaTTEuovxEs (fiv 6e Kai ’AdpoSixrjs e’ikgov), oi 5 e  
i t t t t e u o v x e s  avapaxai axpou0o7s, oi 5 e  axE<})dvous t tA e k o v x e s ,  oi 5 e  av0r) 
<|)EpOUXES. xauxa EV XCO EXEpCO (JEpEl xfjs OKpVTlS* ev  5 e  XCO EXEpCO’'Aprjs fjv, OUX 
c o ttA io m e v o s , aAA’ cos npos EpcopEvpv xf)v ’A<t)po5ixr|v KEKoapr]|jEvos, 
EaxE<|)avcoMEVos, x^a M^5a e 'x c o v  ’ Epcos auxov cbSpyEi, XapiTaSa sycov tim m evtiv.

’Ev xauxp xfj aKrivrj k o x e k A i v o v  xrjv ’Av0(av, dyayovxes TTpds xdv ’AppoKopriv, 
e t t e k A e i o c x v  x e  xas 0upas.

The chamber had been prepared: a golden couch had been spread with purple sheets, 
and above it hung an awning with an embroidered Babylonian tapestry. Cupids were 
playing, some attending Aphrodite, who was also represented, some riding on 
Nabatean ostriches, some weaving garlands, others bringing flowers. These were on 
one half of the canopy; on the other was Ares, not in armor, but dressed in a cloak and 
wearing a garland, adorned for his lover Aphrodite. Eros was leading the way, with a 
lighted torch. Under this canopy they brought Anthia to Habrocomes and put her to 
bed, then shut the doors.88 
(1,8,2-3)

This kind of description, written in the manner of rhetorical ekphrasis, is not present in Chariton. 

Xenophon has already given proof of this technique in the description of Anthia (1,2,5), and we 

have observed there that what starts as the description of a person flows into the description of a 

representation of Artemis. The ekphrasis of the canopy is conducted with attention to spatial

88 > / /
Anderson’s translation follows Papanikolaou’s emendation of ‘a v a ( 3 a T a i ’ with ‘N aP aT aia is’ and translates

‘Nabatean ostriches’. The problem is that ‘a v a ( 3 c c T a i ’ repeats something already indicated by ‘ 'it t t t e u o v t e s ’ ;

‘Na(3aTcucus a T p o u 0 o i s \  on the other hand, would not be just a lectio difficilior, but an extremely rare collocation.
O’Sullivan retains ‘ava(3aTai’. See Anderson 1989, 133, n. 3, and Tagliabue 2011,451-53 for a discussion.
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coordinates (ev t c o  exepco pepei T r j s  O K q v f js ' ev 5e t c o  exepcp) and chromatic details (xpuorj; 

TTop<J>upo'is; XapTraSa, though indirectly), and takes into consideration the figures involved in 

careful order (with the exception of Aphrodite). It is a bare description where the readers are given 

just what is essential to visualise the piece. In Achilles Tatius a description this long is usually the 

introduction to the ekphrasis proper, before every single detail is expanded and the expression of 

every figure analysed and explained. It is probably because of this that some have thought that this 

is a reduction of an originally longer description, which in turn has been proposed as evidence that 

the Ephesiaca as we have it is a shorter version of the original novel. From this perspective, it is 

impossible to avoid noticing that there is no real description of Aphrodite, regardless of the words 

‘ r jv  5 e K a i  ’Ac|>po5iTTjs e ik c o v ’ .89 The presence of Aphrodite, however, is guaranteed by ‘oi piev 

’A4)po5iTr)V 0 E p aT T E U O V T E s\ and the author might simply have taken her description for granted 

and have focused instead on the contrast between the Erotes and Ares.90 It is a short ekphrasis, but 

it was also written before the time when ekphraseis became long pieces, so its length should not be 

used to prove that it is not complete. Moreover, it is well balanced in that it analyses the two sides 

of the object giving them equal space, and, as we shall see, it contains everything it needs to fulfill 

its function.

There are literary models behind this description. In terms of contents, the most famous 

precedent for the story illustrated in the canopy is Demodocus’ account of the loves of Aphrodite 

and Ares (Od. 8,266-366).91 In terms of framework, an object not too dissimilar had been described 

by Catullus in the epithalamium of Peleus and Thetis,92 where the poet spends some two hundred 

lines describing a blanket embroidered with the story of the abandonment of Ariadne by Theseus, 

which is waiting for the couple on the thalamos for their first night together. This precedent 

highlights the fact that neither subject is particularly appropriate for the occasion, for abandonment 

(Ariadne and Theseus) and adultery (Aphrodite and Ares) are not good omens for newly-weds.93 

This, however, is not necessarily true, at least in Xenophon’s case. The love of Aphrodite and Ares 

was a theme very dear to ancient art, and the attention on the erotic aspect of it by far surpassed the 

illicit value of the union. This is already clear in the Odyssey, where Hephaestus, (having caught the 

adulterers red-handed and trapped them) has the evidence and the witnesses (other gods have 

occurred, called by his shouts), but is frustrated in his hopes of having the gifts of courtship to the

89
See Burger 1892, 64, followed by Dalmeyda 1926, 11, n. 1. For refutations see Palm 1965-66, 193, and O’Sullivan

1995, 133. Following Burger’s suggestion, Papanikolaou puts in brackets the words ‘pv 5e Kai ’A<j)po5iTr|s eikcov’.
90

Palm 1965-66, 133, who also points at a painting in Philostratus the Elder where the description o f the Erotes playing 
is given plenty o f space, and at the end the difficulty o f  finding Aphrodite is underlined (Imagines, 1,6).
91 See on this Tagliabue 2012, 22-5.
92 Cat. 64. See Friedlander 1912, 47.
93

Schmeling 1980, 28; DeTemmerman 2014, 143 justifies this by saying that Xenophon wanted to play on the contrast 
with the adulterers in order to highlight the lawful wedding o f  Habrocomes and Anthia.
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goddess returned to him, since the gods are convinced more by Aphrodite’s beauty than by 

Hephaestus’ words and forgive Ares without second thoughts. Aside from the choice of subject, the 

examples of Catullus and Xenophon anticipate what will become a norm in rhetorical theory on 

epideictic speech, that is, the description of the thalamos as part of an epithalamium.94

A very similar, if not the same, object, that is, a Babylonian tapestry, can be found in other 

authors as well. Herodotus describes at length Pausanias and the other Greeks going through the 

riches left behind by the Persians after their defeat at the battle of Plataea (Hist. 9,80-1), and in 

particular Xerxes’ own tent: KaxaoKEuqv XPU0C9 T£ Kai apyupcp Ka'i TTapaTTExaapacn 

TTOiKiXoiai KaxEOKEuaopEvqv, ‘a tent equipped with gold and silver and curtains wrought in 

various colours’ (9,82). There are similarities in the object (KaxaaKEuqv in Herodotus; OKqvq in 

Xenophon)95 and in the colours (Herodotus’ XPuoc9 an<^ t t o i k i A o i o i ;  Xenophon’s XPuaiH a n d  

e t t e t t o i k i A x o ) ,  and Xenophon’s mention of Babylon hints at the East. Considering that the main 

message that Herodotus is expressing in those chapters is the amazement of the Greeks at the 

Persians’ wealth, an explanation for the presence of a Babylonian skene in the thalamos of Anthia 

and Habrocomes would be that Xenophon wants to convey the idea that the young Ephesians come 

from a very rich background. But Xenophon is not the only one to have in mind Herodotus’ Persian 

tents. In Chariton’s novel, when the protagonists return triumphantly to Syracuse by ship, they 

come out of a Babylonian tent:

EiaETTAEuasv ouv xpirjpqs 0  Xaipsou Trpcoxr). e I x e  5 e  e ttc c v c o  OKqvqv 
auyKEKaAuppsvqv BapuAcoviois TTapaTTExaapaaiv. e tte 'i  5 e  Ka0coppia0r), t tc c s  o  

Aipqv avSpcoTTcov EVErrAriaSq* <J>uaEi p e v  yap oyAos eaxi UEpiEpyov xi XP0Ma> 
x o x e  5 e  xai TrAsiovas e ! x o v  a ’m a s  xfjs auvSpopqs. P A e t t o v x e s  5 e  e i s  xqv aKqvqv 
e v S o v  Evopi^ov o u k  avQpcoTTOus aAAa <|)6pxov slvai rroAuxEAf), Kai aAAos aAAo xi 
spavxEUEXo, Travxa S e  paAAov rj t o  aAr)0Es s’lK a^ ov . ( . . . )  t tc c v x c o v  5 e  aiTopouvxcov 
Ka'i xous 6<})0aApous e k x e x o k o x c o v  ai(f)Vi5iov EiAKua0q xa TTapaTTExaopaxa, Kai 
co(|)0q KaAAipoq psu e tt 'i  x p ^ ^ ^ f o u  k A i v ^ s  avaKEipsvq, Tupiav apTTEXopsvq
TTOp(|)upav, X aipsas 5 e auxf) TTapaKaOrjpEvos, oxr)pa e ' x c o v  axpaxqyou.

So Chaereas’ ship sailed in first. On its upper deck was a tent covered with Babylonian 
tapestries. When the ship docked, the whole harbor was full of people; a crowd is 
naturally an inquisitive thing, and on this occasion they had several other reasons for 
collecting. When they saw the tent, they thought that it contained not people but rich 
cargo; they made various conjectures about it, but guessed everything except the truth.
(...) No one knew what to make of it, and they were all straining their eyes, when

94 /  \ / v  \ ~  /
Cf. Menander, Peri epideiktikon 404-405 Spengel ( O a X a p o s  5s ttstto ik iA tcu  ccvOecm K a i  y p a < j ) a i s  T t a v T o i a i s ,  

ttoXXtiv 5e tt]v  ’ A ^ p o S i T r j v  I x e r  T T E iO o p a i  5e K a i  I p c o x a s  n a p E T v a i  x o £ a  hev e v te iv o ije v o u s , (3eAt] 5e 
s^appoTTO V T a?, k tA .). This was noticed by Matz 1867, 14, but it is important to underline that this is again a case
where theory followed practice.
95 Herodotus too has skenai, though in other parts o f the Persian camp.
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suddenly the tapestries were drawn back. Callirhoe could be seen reclining on a couch 
of beaten gold, dressed in Tyrian purple; Chaereas, dressed like a general, sat beside 
her.
(8,6 ,5-7)

The first thing seen by the Syracusans is the Babylonian tent, which, as well as the golden couch, is 

a spoil of war. The connection with Herodotus is made clear by the mention of ‘BapuAcoviois 

T T a p a T T E T C C o p a o i v ’ (cf. Hist. 9,82: T T a p a T T E x a a p i a a i  t t o i k i A o i o i ) ,  and the golden couch too ( et t i  

X p u a r j A a x o u  k A i v t i s )  finds correspondence in the spoils found by the Greeks at Plataea (Hist. 9,80- 

l ).96 This link works well in that it duplicates the victory of Greece over Persia: the last thing left 

behind by Xerxes, the symbol of his crushed hopes, becomes the booty of Chaereas, the first Greek 

to defeat the Great King since Pausanias. The tent represents what from the point of view of the 

Greeks was the greatest wealth and luxury, as can be seen in the fact that the Syracusans 

immediately think that its contents must be a treasure. The contents turn out to be even better than 

that, since when the curtains are drawn the Syracusans can see the city’s most precious treasure, its 

best citizens, returned home, truly a spectacle beyond words ( 0 E a p a  A o y o u  K p s T x x c o v ,  8,6,7).

In turn, this strengthens the connection between Xenophon and Chariton. They have in 

common the tent ( ‘o K T i v p v  a u y K E K a A u p j J E V T i v  BaPuAcoviois T T a p a T T E x a a p a a i v ’ in Chariton, 

‘ B a f k i A c o v i a  e t t e t t o i k i A x o  o k t i v t i ’ in Xenophon)97, the couch ( ‘x p u a T i A a x o u  k A i v t i s ’ in Chariton, 

‘ k A iv t ) X P U ^ Xenophon), and also the general tone of the scene. In fact, unlike in Herodotus (or 

in Heliodorus), in Xenophon and Chariton the Babylonian tent is used to host couples, and to host 

them in a special moment: it is the place where Habrocomes and Anthia have sex for the first time, 

and it is the place where Chaereas and Callirhoe have sex for the first time after the very long 

separation.98 It is likely that these facts are more than coincidences. Xenophon is once again 

responding to and elaborating on elements that are present in Chariton, almost in continuity. The

96 That Chariton has Herodotus as a model is made even clearer by something the narrator says shortly after about the 
contrast between Greece and Persia in terms o f  wealth: E V E T rX r)a 0 T i tt a a a  f |  t t o X i s , o u x  c o s  T r p o T E p o v  e k  t o u  t t o X e j j o u  

t o u  I i k e X i k o u  T T E V ia s  A t t i k t i s , a X X a ,  t o  k c u v o t c x t o v , e v  E ip r ) v r ]  X a ( j ) u p c o v  M r | 5 i K c o v ,  ‘the whole city was filled, 
not, as previously, after the Sicilian war, with the poverty o f Attica, but -a  real novelty- with Persian spoils, in time o f  
peace!’ (8,6,12); cf. Hist. 9,82: “  ’'A v S p E S  " E X X t i v e s , t c o v 5 e e'iv e k o c  E y c o  u p E a s  o u v f ] y a y o v ,  ( S o u X o p E v o s  u p T v  t o u  

M r jS c o v  r i y s p o v o s  t t ] v  a < } > p o a u v r |v  5 e7 £ c c i , o s  t o i t j v S e  S i a i T a v  e'x c o v  t)X 0 e e s  tuje' c x s  o u t g o  o i ^ u p f j v  e'x o v t c c s  

a T T a i p r | o 6 | j £ v o s . ” , “Men o f Greece, I asked you here in order to show you the folly o f the Persians, who, living in this 
style, came to Greece to rob us o f our poverty.”
97 \ \ *

Notice that, again as a symbol o f Persian wealth, the tent will be used by Heliodorus as well: cn<r)vr|v u t t o  aXupyois 
Kai xpuaou4>Eai TTapaTTETaapaaiv ek TrpoaTCtyMCXTOs n ’ApaccKTi Trr^apEVTi, ‘Arsake gave orders for a pavilion to
be erected beneath a canopy o f  purple embroidered with gold.’ (7,3, trans. Morgan).
98 To be more precise, the new first time o f Chaereas and Callirhoe takes place in Aradus not under the tent but in one 
o f the residences o f  the Great King (therefore, still a Babylonian environment). However, it takes place on a golden 
couch with purple blankets: kXivti pev ekeito xpuor]XaTos, OTpcopvr] 5e Tupia Ttop^upa, u<J)aapa Ba(3uXcoviov, ‘in 
it was a bed o f beaten gold covered with cloth o f Tyrian purple, o f Babylonian weave’ (8,1,14). This is the same couch 
that will revealed under the tent in Syracuse (co'4>0t] KaXXipori pev etti xpuar|XaTou kXivtis avaKEipEvrp Tupiav 
apTTEXopEVTi TTop(J)upav). Compare also the blankets: ‘crrpcopvr) 5e Tupia Trop(}>upa’ in Chariton 8,1,14, and 
‘aTpcopaoiv EOTpcoTO TTop(j)upo?s’ in Xenophon.
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curtains are drawn and Chaereas and Callirhoe make their exit from the tent at the end of Chariton’s 

novel, while Habrocomes and Anthia walk in and lie down, and close the doors behind them at the 

beginning of Xenophon’s (utt’ ccuxfj Tp aKT)vrj kcxtekAivcxv xfjv ’AvOiav, ayayovxss TTpos xov 

’ AppOKO|jr|V, ettekAeioccv xe xas 0upas), as if occupying the place left by their predecessors. What 

Xenophon originally adds is the description of the tent’s canopy, almost reacting to Chariton’s 

statement that the whole scene taking place around the tent was ‘an indescribable sight’ (0Eapa 

Aoyou Kps'ixxcov, 8 ,6 ,8 ) .

Even without the description of the loves of Ares and Aphrodite, the tent alone would be an 

important object. By alluding to Herodotus’ famous precedent it conveys the idea of Eastern wealth, 

and by alluding to Chariton it prepares the stage for the couple’s lovemaking in continuity with 

Chaereas and Callirhoe. The figures embroidered in the canopy, however, are not added for 

ornament’s sake, since they interact well with the story and with the characters. At a general level, 

the erotic content of the scene anticipates the erotic moment that Anthia and Habrocomes are about 

to experience. Some details are proleptic: some Erotes are weaving garlands, and Ares has one on 

his head, as do the protagonists (xous axE(j>dvous avEAapPavE, ‘they took off the garlands’, 1,9,6). 

Some are analeptic: Ares is seen without weapons, lead by Eros, and Habrocomes has lost the battle 

against Eros who had marched against him." When Habrocomes reaches the thalamos he has 

dismissed his pride and agreed to obey to Eros, and can read in the defenseless figure of Ares his 

own story.100 Descriptions of works of art that activate this kind of connection will have a major 

role in Achilles Tatius, who starts his novel with the description of a painting which ends, not 

casually, with the figure of a powerful god lead by Eros.101

As anticipated, works of art in the Ephesiaca are not as critical to the story as they were in 

Chaereas and Callirhoe. What we have, however, is by no means marginal. Xenophon shows 

attention to the use of works of art aimed at describing the protagonists, and plays with the 

hyperbolic potential of this feature. In doing so, he seems to be drawing from Chariton and 

responding to his novel by distorting some parameters. This tendency can be observed in the 

introduction of the protagonists and in the scene of Aegialeus and Thelxinoe. A connection with 

Chariton occurs also with the best artistic piece of the novel, the nuptial canopy, where Xenophon 

reuses an item that appeared at the end of Chariton’s novel and highlights it with a precise 

description. The object itself maintains a function similar to the one it had in Chariton, but the

99 1,4 and 1,2,1, respectively. Both passages made use o f military vocabulary.
100 Friedlander 1912, 47.
101 Attention will be paid in due time to the already mentioned description of Erotes in Philostratus’ Imagines 1,6, as 
well as to Aetion’s painting o f  the wedding o f Roxana and Alexander described by Lucian in Herodotus 4, which shows 
many elemnts in common with Xenophon’s canopy.
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description of the contents of the embroidery introduces something new for the novels, that is, the 

use of works of art to encourage reflection on the connection between the stories depicted there and 

the main story. These kinds of links, which are quite elementary in the case of the canopy, will be 

resumed and complicated to the utmost by Achilles Tatius, whose descriptions of paintings will be 

the object of the next chapter. Similarly to the case of the nuptial canopy, where references to both 

Herodotus and Chariton led us to a better understanding of Xenophon’s use of the work of art, the 

next chapter will analyse as thoroughly as possible the sources, extra-genre, both literary and not, of 

Achilles’ descriptions, but will consider that the novelist was also the continuator of something 

which belonged to the genre.
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3

Ekphrasis o f  paintings in A ch illes  Tatius

Achilles Tatius provides the first evident case that art was recognised by novelists as an important 

part of the job. We have seen that an intricate level of connection between works of art, mainly 

statues, and narrative was already present in the early novels, and also that, with the ekphrasis of 

the nuptial canopy, Xenophon of Ephesus added to this pattern the feature of rhetorical description. 

Achilles Tatius capitalised on these aspects and made ekphrasis of works of art, paintings in 

particular, one of the prominent elements of his novel, paving the way not only for future novelists 

but also for authors of ekphrasis of works of art, and, as we have already seen and will see further, 

influencing rhetorical theory on the subject. After Achilles Tatius no novelist neglected to include 

paintings in their works, and to give them a fundamental role. The first thing that has to be noticed, 

therefore, is that whereas earlier novels preferred works of art that resembled characters or 

divinities or heroes, a new trend can be seen starting from the case of Xenophon’s canopy, and even 

more with Achilles’ paintings, as novels became interested in works of art that told stories. More 

then anyone else in the world of the novel, however, Achilles Tatius explored the field of the 

description of works of art. Xenophon of Ephesus composed a clear but concise description of the 

canopy, whereas Achilles Tatius’ descriptions do not economise on words and occupy significant 

portions of the books that feature them. This leads to questions of balance between narration and 

description that had not previously been met by other novelists, and that our novelist must have 

taken into due consideration. Therefore, before the analysis of the paintings in Leucippe and 

Clitophon, it is worth paying some attention to the rudiments of modem theory on narration and 

description and to what can be found on the subject in ancient theory, in order to approach Achilles 

Tatius’ descriptions not just as readers of the final product but as observers of the author at work.

3.1. On narration and description

A general understanding of the word ‘description’ is easy to obtain: in the broadest possible sense, 

and regardless of any contextualization, it is when we are told what things look like. However, the 

nature of description is a difficult one to grasp. Normally, we tend to recognize it in virtue of its 

opposition to narration.1 To put it simply, narration is the account of facts and actions, description is 

the observation of objects.2 One could identify the opposition between the two as the opposition of

1 Lukacs 1970; Genette 1969; Fowler, 1991.
2

Lukacs 1970 associates narration with people and description with things.
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what is subject to movement and change, and what stays still. However, there can be objections to 

this view. First of all, there is no limit to the subjects of description: one can describe a building, a 

landscape, but also a living creature, or an action.3 Description does not only deal with objects, and 

it does not only deal with lack of movement. One can describe one moment in the course of an 

event, or the sequence of moments that constitute the entire event. As a consequence, the line that 

separates description and narration is thin, and not an easy one to draw. For, if description can be 

applied as well to events, actions, and movements, how is it different from narration? In any given 

account of any event, are we even able to distinguish the narration of what happened from the 

description of what happened?

When Aeneas, during the account of the sack of Troy in Book Two of the Aeneid (203 ff.), 

tells the story of the two serpents that killed Laocoon and his two sons, is he narrating or describing 

what happened? Not only is action involved, but the movements of the characters and especially the 

contorted movements of the beasts are crucial to the effect of the story. Stillness is nowhere to be 

found,4 and yet there is definitely a descriptive flavour to the passage. Much attention is paid to the 

bodies entwined with the mortal coils, with an abundance of details that can only have the purpose 

of making the scene more vivid for the audience to imagine. Although it is difficult, as it appears, to 

tell when narration stops (if it ever does) and description begins, we can safely indicate a few 

elements that make the passage diverge from the narration that precedes and follows, and that 

encapsulate it as descriptive. The first one is the abundance of details. Adjectivity becomes 

prominent, together with a more frequent use of figures of speech: alliteration, for instance, is used 

often in order to make the account more effective. The second one comes as a consequence of the 

first: the action is slowed down. The flow of time is never interrupted, but when it comes to the 

story of the serpents the narrative pace decreases, and one can appreciate the scene more attentively. 

One word seems to be pointing us towards a better definition, and that is ‘scene’.5 For there is a 

difference between a series of events that come one after the other and a scene, limited in time and 

space, to which attention is particularly drawn. We could say that narration is more concerned with 

the former, description with the latter. Generalization, however, is paramount, because every

3
As we have already seen, this is noticed invariably by all authors o f Progymnasmata.

4
To be more precise, stillness is carefully avoided. Logically, the serpents’ grasp would lead to a progressive reduction 

in the men’s movements until complete entrapment, and finally to the immobility o f death. Yet, the death o f Laocoon 
and his children is never described: Laocoon’s fight and shouts are interrupted by a simile meant to explain them, after 
which we see the serpents leave the scene. It is true that the simile carries an image o f ineluctable death, but the actual 
death is never showed. Leaving to Lessing the task to explain whether it was sculpture that imitated poetry, or vice 
versa, it suffices here to indicate that the poet freezes the group in a moment when action is still in progress, without 
ever even mentioning the interruption o f movement.
5 Genette 1969, 59.
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instance is different from the other, and, more importantly, always subject to the perception of the 

reader. Gerard Genette investigated the issue and provided a sharp analysis:

la narration s’attache a des actions ou des evenements consideres comme purs proces, 
et par la meme elle met 1’accent sur 1’aspect temporel et dramatique du recit; la 
description au contraire, parce qu’elle s’attarde sur des objets et des etres consideres 
dans leur simultaneity, et qu’elle envisage les proces eux-memes comme des 
spectacles, semble suspendre le cours du temps et contribue a etaler le recit dans 
l’espace. [...] La difference la plus significative serait peut-etre que la narration 
restitue, dans la succession temporelle de son discours, la succession egalement 
temporelle des evenements, tandis que la description doit moduler dans le successif la 
representation d’objets simultanes et juxtaposes dans l’espace.6

Narration imitates time and description imitates space, which accounts for the indissolubility of 

these two forms of discourse in any literary example. For literary works, in wanting to recreate 

reality, must follow reality’s two main coordinates, none of which can be entirely autonomous. A 

narration that is restricted to a mere list of facts is as unsuccessful a communication as an isolated 

description that refrains from any context. Paraphrasing Lukacs we could say that pure narration, as 

well as pure description, does not exist in literature.7 But in his view they are two different 

phenomena, in contrast and perhaps in competition with each other, and one of them (description), 

void of any ideology, unavoidably loses the contest. Rather, one needs to realise, again with 

Genette, that ‘raconter un evenement et decrire un objet sont deux operations semblables, qui 

mettent en jeu les memes ressources du langage.’ It is difficult to establish parameters that 

differentiate narration and description, thus Genette’s cautious conclusion that, with regards to 

narration, ‘on considerera la description non comme un de ses modes (ce qui impliquerait une 

specificite de langage), mais, plus modestement, comme un de ses aspects.’9

Against Genette’s point of view one could only argue that description may in fact show 

some specificity of language, and that would be the tendency to abound in adjectives, in precise 

sensory details, in figures of speech that aim to communicate not only what to imagine, but also 

how to imagine it. Obviously, all these features belong to the linguistic resources that both narration 

and description have in common, but there seems to be a greater concentration of them in 

description, whereas narration displays them to a smaller extent. This should not lead to the 

assumption that we can tell when we are moving from narration to description based on the fact that

6 Ibid. 59-60.
7 Lukacs 1970,136.
g

Cf. Lukacs 1970, 143: ‘Without an ideology a writer can neither narrate nor construct a comprehensive, well- 
organized and multifaceted epic composition. Observation and description are mere substitutes for a conception o f  order 
in life.’
9 Genette 1969, 60.
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we come across adjectives. Abundance of adjectives does not function as a switch that allows us to 

know that one has stopped and the other one has started, for it is impossible to determine starting 

from which level of deepening the account can be considered a description. It is a matter of 

intensification of details and, consequently, length of the account, which means that there can be 

different degrees of description. The more the details given and the longer the time spent on 

building the perception of the subject, the more distinguishable narration and description become, 

and in cases of extreme length and precision one might even be inclined to detach description from 

narration, and give to the former an autonomous status.10

Although these phenomena usually react to classification with a natural production of 

exceptions that allows them to escape from being labelled, it seems useful at this point to make 

some very simple distinctions in the degrees of description according to length and, consequently, 

use. We can identify minimal descriptions that have the only purpose of not leaving alone the word 

that represents the subject; short descriptions that outline the subject and make it stand out against 

the rest;11 complete descriptions that provide an accurate visualization of the subject, in order for it
1 9not only not to escape attention, but also to be perceived important (whatever the reason); and 

long descriptions that aim to render the full perception of the subject, with such an extension that 

the progress of the narration is almost compromised. The boundary between adjacent typologies is 

vague and open to overlapping, but what counts is the difference between typologies distant from 

one another, and especially the extreme ones, because, regardless of the context, we can 

instinctively tell what can be accepted within the boundaries of a ‘normal’ communication and what 

is more than normal, or perhaps beyond it.13 The accumulation of information and the consequent 

increase in length cannot avoid producing significant alterations in the narration, and when the 

limits of normality are exceeded, description is perceived by readers as a difficulty and the need is 

felt to explain its presence, if not to justify it.

The limits of normality are limits of space and time. The concept that best clarifies this is, 

once again borrowing Genette’s words, that of speed of narrative, defined by the relationship 

between the duration of the story and the length of the text.14 The speed of an ellipsis, where 

variable portions of time are simply omitted in the text and the events within are left untold, or of a

10 We shall return to this principle when talking about the birth o f  the genre o f ekphrasis o f works o f  art.
11 For example the description o f  Thersites in the Iliad, which the authors o f Progymnasmata use as a study case.
12 This could be the case o f Xenophon’s ekphrasis o f the nuptial canopy.
13

To give one example outside literature, the one and only subject that is continuously shown in the film Empire, 
directed by Andy Warhol in 1964, is the Empire State Building in New York. The camera does not move, and the 
running time o f  the film is eight hours and five minutes.
14 See Genette 1972, 123.
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summary, where a handful of words synthesizes events that lasted for days, weeks, or months,15 is, 

for example, fast. On the other hand, the movement of a descriptive passage that occupies a 

significant portion of the text but corresponds to an imperceptible if not non-existent progress in the 

story, is a very slow one.16 Zero-speed, so to say, (just like hyper-speed -once again the extremes 

are the easiest to identify) is when the limits of normality are exceeded. Genette, who, as seen 

above, defends the diegetic character of description and opposes the distinction between that and 

narration, specifies in a footnote that ‘le fait qu’un segment de discours corresponde a une duree
17nulle de l’historie ne caracterise pas en propre la description’. According to him zero-speed 

applies more properly to excursuses and interventions made by the author, digressions within the 

text that constitute a pause in the narrative. Contrarily to these, ‘toute description ne fait pas 

necessairement pause dans le recit’.18 As subtle and ultimately always subject to the reader’s 

perception as this difference seems to be, Genette’s analysis still shows an effort to appreciate the 

integration of description with the surrounding narrative, and encourages the search for a function, 

or a reason, for these descriptions. Now, notwithstanding his point, integrating implies that 

something is seen as different from something else, and looking for a reason implies that the 

presence of something needs to be explained. When a description comes in its longest form, the gap 

between the normal pace of the narration and the prolonged zero-speed of the description 

challenges the reader’s experience, constitutes a problem and calls for a solution, and the solution is 

to try to find the reason why the description is there in the first place and what is its function is.

Description is the result of a selection, and to find the function of a description means to find 

the reasons behind that selection. Any narration will at some point describe the world that it 

recreates, but the impossibility of encompassing everything that constitutes that world results in a 

selection: first, of the space that pertains to the story told as opposed to the space that is not touched 

by it; second, of the details that are apt carriers of the message the narrator wants to convey, as 

opposed to those that are not relevant. The narrator’s message can take a variety of shapes. Time 

and words might be spent describing a person or an object because that person is a character in the 

story or that object is used at some point, and the readers are meant to become more acquainted 

with them through the description. Or, in case of the description of someone or something focalised

15 For instance the summaries at the beginning o f  Books Five and Eight o f Chaereas and Callirhoe. An example o f  this 
taken from Achilles Tatius: ‘Having waited therefore for two days and somewhat refreshed ourselves after our 
troubles...’ (3,9,1).
1 Genette 1972, 128: ‘Theoriquement, en effet, il existe une gradation continue depuis cette vitesse infinie qui est celle 
de l’ellipse, ou un segment nul de recit correspond a une duree quelconque d’historie, jusq’a cette lenteur absolue qui 
est celle de la pause descriptive, oil un segment quelconque du discours narratif correspond a une duree diegetique 
nulle.’
17 Ibid. n. 1.
18 Ibid., 129.
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through one of the characters, the object or person described might not be important in themselves, 

but because of what the character thinks of them. Or, in the case of a third-person omniscient 

narrator, it is also possible that what is described is unconnected to the rest of the story or its 

characters. Apart from the all-seeing eye of the narrator, no one in the story will ever acknowledge 

the existence of the object described with as much as a quick glance, and it will have no influence 

whatsoever. Even in this case the description will respond to a function, and the narrator’s aim in 

underlining that which seems completely irrelevant could be simply to make it appear real.19 

Perhaps the narrator is trying to say that narrative’s representation of life can go as far as to show 

that as life is filled with people, things, and places we never see or pay attention to, so too can 

narrative be.

In very simple terms we could say that there are descriptions with connections to the plot 

and the characters and descriptions without connections. In the first group we will find descriptions 

that are attached to the story (e.g. of characters, objects, places, events that play a role),20 whereas in 

the other we will have descriptions that are ornamental, whose objects do not play a role nor 

interact with anything that does. This does not determine the level of importance attributed to the 

object of the description, but only a difference in function: the first group will have a narrative 

function, the second a decorative one; the first one serves the story, the second one its aesthetic. 

However, strict categorization is once again impossible. One should rather place the description at 

stake at one point of the spectrum that has ‘very closely connected to the story’ and ‘purely 

ornamental’ as its extremes, than put it in one of the two boxes, especially since the two types do 

not entirely exclude each other. A long description can depict an object that is fundamental to the 

story while offering a decoration to the text.21 In the same way, the realism provided by a purely 

ornamental description can be viewed as fundamental to the effect of the story. In view of this, 

every description can find its significance within a text. Nevertheless, a useful distinction should be 

kept in mind: that between descriptions of objects whose absence would change the story, and of
O')objects without which the story can survive almost intact.

The purpose of this preamble was to make some general comments about the nature of 

description in written forms of communication, with special regard to instances of long descriptions

19 Barthes’ ‘reality effect’; see Barthes 1982.
20 Lukacs 1970, 136: ‘Anything which plays a meaningful role in the activity o f a man about whom we are concerned 
becomes poetically significant (given a certain literary competence) precisely because o f its relationship to the
character’s activity.’
21

The canopy in Xenophon o f Ephesus, for example, constitutes a piece that speaks for the beauty o f  the room and the
wealth o f its owners, but also connects with the contents o f the story.
22 Perutelli brings the examples o f the shield o f Achilles in Homer for the first case and the shield o f Heracles in Hesiod 
for the second, and makes a preliminary distinction between narrative function and descriptive function. See Perutelli 
1979, 32-35.
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and problems raised by them. Although the theory behind this is mainly modem, it provides a 

helpful perspective for the reading of Achilles Tatius as well. Our novelist, as had others before 

him, set out to compose a long work of fiction in prose. Unlike his predecessors, however, he chose 

to insert reasonably long descriptions at several points of his narrative. This operation cannot have 

taken place without a due amount of consideration, on the author’s side, of the dynamics of the 

combination of narration and description. This is generally valid for all descriptions in Leucippe 

and Clitophon, but especially for the descriptions of paintings, which are more prominent in both 

length and position in the novel. The next section will attempt to answer a few questions, before 

moving on to the analysis of the paintings in Achilles Tatius: which theoretical instruments were 

available to Achilles Tatius in order to do what he did? Were notions such as length, speed and 

function perceived in connection to description? And were they felt as a potential issue one needed 

to find a solution to? The best ground where to explore these matters are the ancient handbooks of 

prose composition, the Progymnasmata.

3.2. On narration and description in ancient rhetorical theory

First of all, we will look at how ancient rhetorical theory understood description in relation to the 

text that surrounds it, considering the differences and similarities with other kinds of speeches. This 

will contribute to a better outline of the nature of description, especially against that of narration. As 

will ensue from the analysis of the technical vocabulary, the two were considered as close already 

in early treatises, and, at a time that followed the composition of the novels, the treatment of 

description underwent a change that brought it even closer to narration.

3.2.1. Length and integration of description

The balance between individual exercises (mythos, diegema, enkdmion, ekphrasis, etc.) and the text 

that surrounded them was felt by the authors of Progymnasmata as an aspect for which they needed 

to provide guidance. The Progymnasmata provided exercises that contributed to the completeness 

of a speech (hypothesis), but most of the exercises could not constitute a speech by themselves, 

although the authors rarely share the exact same opinion. For instance, it is said, with only a few 

differences from one author to another, that enkdmion can be a full hypothesis (i.e. can constitute a 

full epideictic speech and not just part of it) by Theon (61,21-2), Nicolaus (47-48 Felten), and John
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of Sardis (116 Rabe).23 Similarly, with nomou eisphora, Aphthonius confusingly advances the idea 

that the introduction of a law could be a full hypothesis (14,1 Patillon), an indecision that is later 

confirmed by Nicolaus (79 Felten), and John of Sardis, who quotes Aphthonius (261 Rabe). 

However, we can maintain that, unless otherwise specified, a single exercise could not normally 

constitute an entire speech. Such is the case with ekphrasis, which was considered part of a speech 

by all the authors except one. In Nicolaus we read as follows:

" E a x i  5 e c o s  etti t o  ttoXu  t o u t o  t o  T T p o y u p v a a iJ a  t c o v  c o s  p s p o o v  
T T a p a X a p P a v o p E v c o v  o u 5 ev  5 e ’l o c o s  a v  x c o A u o i  Kai c o s  a p x o u a a v  tt o t e  a u T q v  
n p o s  b A q v  u tto Qe o iv  E p y a a a a b a i ,  c o s  stt'i t o  ttXsTo t o v  m e v t o i  t c o v  p s p c b v  k m .

For the most part, this exercise is one of those which are used as parts [of a speech].
But nothing would prevent it from sometimes being made sufficient in itself for a 
complete subject, although for the most part it is one of the parts [of a speech].
(70 Felten, trans. Webb 2009, 204)

Ekphrasis is mostly one of the parts, but if sufficiently worked out it can become a full hypothesis. 

Since Nicolaus, and he alone, considers works of art when talking about ekphrasis, it is not 

impossible to infer from his words that the ekphrasis of a work of art could constitute a full speech, 

and it is not unlikely that the instances he is thinking about are works such as Philostratus’ 

Imagines.

Connected to this is the issue of length, for a rhetor writing ekphrasis as a full hypothesis 

can expand it at will, but one using it as part of a bigger speech, as is more often the case, must pay 

attention to the balance between the ekphrasis and the surrounding text. When looking at examples 

from literature of the past the authors of Progymnasmata do not make any particular distinction 

concerning length, since the three-line description of Thersites in the Iliad is considered as good an 

example of ekphrasis as the over-one-hundred-line description of the shield of Achilles. However, 

what they expect the students to do is to exercise in long descriptions, as indicated by the fact that, 

when a model needs to be set, the choice falls on a long description (e.g. the acropolis of Alexandria 

in Aphthonius, 12,4-12 Patillon). No author of Progymnasmata addresses the issue of length in the 

treatment of ekphrasis, but one can extend to ekphrasis what is said in general about digressions 

under other headings. Thus Theon, when talking about diegema, says:

TTapaiTT)TEOv 5e xai to TTapEKpdaEis ETTEnpdAAEaQai pETa^u SiqyrjoEcos paxpa's. 
ou yap  aTTXcbs XP1! tTaaav TTapaiTElaSai, xaQaTTEp o O iXiotos (avaTTauEi yap

23 % ~ ~ > <
John o f  Sardis, however, had previously said something different: Set T o i y a p o u v  t o v  T a u T a  (j e A e t c o v t c c  o u x  cos

tsAeiois Aoyois, cos M̂P601 5e paAAov KEXpfjaQai t o u  Aoyou, ‘there is need for the practitioner to use them as parts
of speeches and not as complete speeches’ (3 Rabe).
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tt)V S ia v o ia v  tcov a K p o a x c o v ) aX X a tt|v  TqXiKauTTiv to  pfjKos, q T is- 
aT T aX X oxpioi xrjv S ia v o ia v  tcov aKpocopEvcov, coots SsTaSai ttcxXiv uTTopvrjascos 
tcov TTpostpr||JEVcov, c o s  0e6tto(jttos ev x a l s  QiXiTTTriKais. 5u o  y a p  ttou Kai 
xpsT s Ka'i ttXsious l a x o p i a s  o X a s  K axa  TTapEK(3acnv EupiaKopsv, ev a l s  o u x  
ottcos OiXittttou, aX X ’ ou6e MokeSovos tivos o v o p a  eoti . aaa<}>r)s Se y iv E x a i  
S iq y q c n s  T ia p a  xr)V eXXeiv|;iv cov EXpfjv a v a y K a ic o s  pvqpqv T T oiqaaaSai, Ka'i 
TTapa tt)V tcov aTTOKEKpUMMEVcov ia x o p ic o v  a X X q y o p ia v .

One should, moreover, avoid inserting long digressions in the middle of a narration. It 
is not necessary simply to avoid all digression, as Philistus does, for they give the 
hearer’s mind a rest, but one should avoid such a lengthy digression that it distracts the 
thought of the hearers and results in the need for a reminder of what has been said 
earlier, as in Theopompus’ Philippica. We find there two or three or more whole 
stories in the form of digressions where there is nothing about Philip and not even the 
name of any Macedonian. Narration becomes unclear by omission of what ought 
necessarily to have been mentioned and by an allegorical account of disguised 
events.24 
(80,30-81,7)

According to Theon, since digressions can give rest to the hearers’ mind, one should not avoid them 

altogether, but only those the length of which distracts the hearers from the narration.25 Quintilian, 

Theon’s contemporary, shares a very similar view, but substitutes the more general TTap£K(3aois 

(digression) with description A more specific criticism towards long digressions, though in a 

different context, comes from Lucian. In Quomodo historia conscribenda sit (19 ff), when showing 

practical examples of how not to write history, the sophist laments the work of an unnamed 

historian who seemed to be particularly keen on abounding in details. His descriptions of cities, 

mountains, rivers, and the like, were more copious that those by Thucydides, but this was far from 

being a good quality, for the result was a very cold style. The bad historian would waste an entire 

book describing the emperor’s shield with what is carved on it, or king Osroes’ shelter, all of which 

was unnecessary and did not contribute to the comprehension of the facts. Behind those 

descriptions lay weakness and ignorance, that made the targeted author turn to the writing of 

ekphraseis of lands and caves instead of saying what needed to be said. Lucian’s criticism is not

24 Philistus had already been mentioned by Dionysius o f Halicamassos as an example of the fact that the choice o f
avoiding ekphrasis does not correspond to an improvement of the text (De imitatione 31,3,2).
25 Theon’s point is quoted word for word by John of Sardis, 25 Rabe.
26 Institutio oratoria 2,4,3-4, noticeably in the section o f the preliminary exercises: Admonere illud sat est, ut sit ea 
neque arida prorsus atque ieiuna (nam quid opus erat tantum studiis laboris inpendere si res nuda atque inornatas 
indicare satis videretur?), neque rursus sinuosa et arcessitis descriptionibus, in quas plerique imitatione poeticae 
licentiae ducuntur, lasciva. Vitium utrumque, peius tamen illud quod ex inopia quam quod ex copia venit. ‘it is 
sufficient to note that it (narrative) should be neither quite dry and jejune (for why spend so much labour on our studies 
i f  it was thought satisfactory to set things out baldly and without embellishment?) nor, on the other hand, tortuous and 
revelling in those irrelevant Descriptions to which many are tempted by their wish to imitate the licence o f poets. Both 
are faults, but the one which comes from deficiency is worse than the one which comes from abundance.’ (trans. 
Russell).
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against ekphrasis in general, for he too, elsewhere, makes wide use of it, and not even against the 

application of ekphrasis to historiography, because Thucydides himself was often cited as an 

example of good ekphrasis. What he is disappointed in is the excessive application of ekphrasis to 

historiography, especially when it concerns pointless details. The ekphraseis exemplified by Lucian 

seem to indicate that at least one historian of the generation previous to his (the Parthian king 

Osroes dates from the first quarter of the second century AD) put into bad practice his rhetorical 

training, by using in the wrong kind of context (not the epideictic) the descriptive material leamt 

there, and by overdoing the emulation of the Thucydidean model without the correspondent depth 

of analysis.

That the careless application of the material used in declamations (meletai) to other genres 

(like oratory or history) was something to be advised against, is a point that had already been made 

some two centuries before Lucian. In the penultimate chapter of the Ars rhetorica attributed to 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, dedicated to the mistakes of the meletai, the author tackles the mistakes 

in the use of descriptions.27 Interestingly enough, in what could be one of the very first appearances 

of the word, ekphrasis is already considered a problematic presence, and clearly defined as a 

mistake:

’ E v io is  k cxkeT vo  a p a p T q p a ,  a i  K aX ou p eva i 6K<t>paasis, t t o A A o x o u  t o v  X Eipcbva  
ypa<f)Eiv Ka'i A o ip o u s  Kai A ip o u s  Ka'i T T apaxa^E is Ka'i a p i a x s i a s .  ou  y a p  e v  

t o u t c o  e o t ' i v  f) K p ia is  T q s 5iK rjs, e v  t c o  S ia y p a ^ /a i  t o v  x E,Mcova. aX X a Ka'i 
x a u x a  p a x a i a  e t h S e i^ is  Ka'i A o y o u  a v a A c o p a ’ EiaEppur) 5 e  t o u t o  t o  a p a p T r jp a  
e v  x a T s p e X e t o is  K a x a  ^pXov x p s  i a x o p i a s  Ka'i t c o v  TTOiqpaxcov. ayvoou p E V  y a p  
c o s  e o ik e v ,  o t i  ic r r o p ia  p sv  TTÊ r) Ka'i TTOiqais y p acju K as t c x s  o ^ e i s  t c o v  

a v a y K a ic o v  t o i s  c x k o u o u o iv  T T a p a y o u a iv , a y c o v  5 e  S i k o v i k o s  pEpETpqxai Trpos 
Tpv x p E ia v . Ka'i o i p sv  TTOirjTai Kai ioT op iK oi tc x  aupPEpriKOTa t o t t o i s  t i o ' i  Kai 
rrpoacoTTOis e k t u t t o u o i v ,  c o s  EyEVETO* o i 5 e  p s A e t c o v t e s  pr)TopEs o u k  e 'x o v t e s  
opoXoyoupEVT)V o u 5 e  iS ia v  Tr|v t c o v  TTETTpaypsvcov iS s a v  auTO^s avaTTXaTTO uaiv  
X oip cb v Kai A ipcbv Kai x e iM03Vcov Kai t to X e p c o v  ov)y£ i s , o u  t t c c v t c o v  o u t c o  

o u p P e P t i k o t c o v ,  c o s  a u T o i X E you a iv . e ^ e o t i  y o u v  Kai t c o  avT iSiK co ETEpcos a u x a  
4 > p a a a i rj c o s  o v  o  c x v t i S i k o s  Eitrr]. cbaTTEp o u v  e4>r)v, Kai T a u x a  p a x a io v  pf)KOs 
X oycov . t o u t o  5 e  t o  T raSqpa avSpcoTTcov a y v o o u v x c o v , o t i  Kai e v  t o 7 s  

ETTiKaipois t c o v  a y c b v c o v  e o t i  ^ a v x a a i a s  K ivrjais iK avq Kai ou  8f\ e ^ c o Q ev  

X o y o is  ( j> a v x a a ia s  ETTEioKUKXETaQai.

To some belongs that other mistake, the so-called ekphraseis, the widely distributed 
descriptions of storms and plagues and famines and battle lines and examples of 
prowess. It is not on the description of a storm that the result of a trial depends. These 
things are empty ostentation and a waste of words; this mistake flowed into the 
declamations from the imitation of history and poems. I ignore how it is that history in 
prose and poetry bring to the listeners the graphic images of the necessary things, but a 
trial is measured against what is useful. Poets and historians model the events of the

27 Russell 1983, 72 dates the treatise to the late second or third century. On this passage see Webb 2009, 139-141.
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past with certain places and persons, as they took place; rhetors in declamations, 
however, having neither an agreed nor a personal idea of the facts, fashion images of 
plagues and famines and storms and battles, all of which did not take place in the way 
in which they say they did. So it is possible to say things to an opponent in a different 
way from how he might have said them. As I said, this, too, is an empty magnitude of 
words. This is a misfortune of men who do not know that in the crucial parts of trials 
there is sufficient movement of imagination, and one should not pile up images with 
words from outside.
(10,17, my translation)

Ps.-Dionysius’ point of view is a practical one: ekphrasis is a mistake because it is not by 

describing a storm that the trial will be won. The epideictic aspect of ekphrasis is empty (p a ra  \ a  

e t t i S e i ^ i s ) ,  just a show of words. Ps.-Dionysius understands the origin of such practice to be the 

works of historians and poets whom students want to emulate, although he admits ignorance as to 

the reason why ekphraseis are in those works in the first place. Regardless, it is what is useful that 

contributes to the trial. The difference between a poet or a historian on the one hand, and a rhetor on 

the other hand, is that the former describes the events as they happened, with faces and places, 

whereas the latter describes them without having the slightest idea of how things happened, and 

only according to his imagination. Since the visual aspect that is sufficient to a speech is already 

included in its rules, there is no need to accumulate more images, because such an empty multitude 

of words results in a mistake. Ps.-Dionysius’ distinction is between forms of written and oral 

communication. The first ones, such as poetry or historiography, are the preferable contexts for 

ekphrasis (and Homer and Thucydides will become preferred models of it), but the same display of 

words in judicial oratory is not only unnecessary, but also detrimental. Like Lucian, Ps.-Dionysius 

is not against ekphrasis in general, but against the excessive application of the ekphrasis learnt 

through the meletai in an inappropriate context.

If we take this passage as a mirror of rhetorical practice, it seems that there were rhetors who 

abused ekphrasis in courts, and one can perfectly see why the pause constituted by the ekphrasis 

would annoy the hearers, especially in the case of an almost entirely irrelevant subject. As it 

appears, the balance between the length of the ekphrasis and the surrounding text (or speech), its 

relevance and connection to the main topic, and the pertinence of the context, are aspects that were 

not always taken into proper consideration, and certain indications in the Progymnasmata can, in a 

way, be seen as an attempt to regulate these phenomena by teaching precisely where and when to 

use an ekphrasis, and what to say. So, rhetors were recommended not to write ekphrasis alone (at 

least until the fifth century AD), not to write it in the wrong context, and not to describe subjects 

irrelevant to the context. Furthermore, it seems that setting such rules on descriptions led to a 

deeper thinking on the nature of description itself, which, at times, contains in nuce some of the 

main elements that constitute the modem theory on description outlined at the beginning of this
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chapter. Ps.-Dionysius and Theon, for example, are concerned about the length of the narrative 

pause in the course of a speech, Lucian in the course of historical prose, and all of them about the 

function of the description in relation to what surrounds it. To be sure, narratology was not in the 

minds of the authors of Progymnasmata, primarily because the users of the handbooks were 

expected to compose orations and not to write books and novels, which are at the basis of modem 

theory. Some of these users, however, did end up writing novels, exploiting in particular the feature 

of description, and must therefore have been aware not just of the technical rules of ekphrasis (what 

to describe, in which order, with which style), but also of problems connected to it (excessive 

length, irrelevance), and when and how it should be used. Someone who attended a school of 

rhetoric, like Achilles Tatius, would have been aware of the risk of long descriptions irrelevant to 

the main topic; the novelist would likely have known that they could be perceived as pleasant, but 

also that it was advisable not to write something entirely unconnected to the main thread, and he 

might have thought about possible solutions to these problems. As we will see, someone interested 

in descriptions inserted in narrative would have been able to find in the Progymnasmata and in 

other manuals further information on the nature of description.

3.2.2. Combination of ekphrasis with other exercises

Almost all authors of Progymnasmata realise the difficulty of drawing the boundaries of 

description. It has already been said above in 1.3.4, for example, that from the point of view of the 

subject matter there is not much difference between ekphrasis and enkomion, and also the similarity 

between ekphrasis and some of the other exercises is often mentioned in the treatises. When talking 

about ekphrasis, for instance, Theon highlights the characteristics that are common of ekphrasis and 

koinos topos:

a u y y s v E ia v  5 e T iv a  e ^ s i t o  y u p v a a p a  t o u t o  t c o  TTpoEipppEvco* f j  p sv  y a p  TTEpi 
o u S e v o s  cdpiapE vou  e o t i v  d p tjx rrsp a , aX X a K oiva  Kai K aSoX ou, t c x u t t ]  o p o ic r  
5ia(J)EpEi 5s aXXpXcov TrpcoTov p sv , o t i  o  p sv  t o t t o s  ttep'i t c o v  ek TTpoaipEOEcos 
e o t i v ,  p Se EK(J)paais T a  TToXXa ttep'i t c o v  av|AJXcov Kai aTT poaipSTcov y iv E T a i, 
S s im p o v  5 e o t i  ev  p ev  t c o  t o t t c o  T a T T p d yp axa  d n ayyE X X ovT E s TTpocmQspEV Kai 
t t ju  ppETEpav y v cd p p v  t] XP1! 0 ^  ft (|)auX a X sy o v T ss  s lv a i ,  ev  5 e 6K<J>pcxaEi vJyiXrj 
t c o v  T T paypaTcov e o t i v  t \ a ir a y y E X ia .

This exercise shares a certain characteristic with what has been said earlier (about 
topos). In so far as neither is concerned with a particular and both are common and 
general they are alike, but they differ, first, in that topos is concerned with matters of 
moral choice, while ecphrasis is, for the most part, about lifeless things and those 
without choice; second, when describing things in a topos we also add our own
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judgement, saying something is good or bad, but in ecphrasis there is only a plain 
description of the subject.
(119,6-15)

The meaning of Theon’s words is not entirely clear. On the one hand, when he says that both 

exercises dwell ‘on nothing defined’ (TTEp'i o u S e v o s  cop iapE V O u) and that they are ‘common in 

general’ (k o ivcx  Ka'i KaQoAou), he seems to be hinting at a general similarity of the subject matter. 

On the other hand, he soon makes a distinction of subjects, with moral choices belonging to koinos 

topos and inanimate objects to ekphrasis, and underlines that there is no judgment in ekphrasis', ‘ x co  

TTpOEipTinsvco’ probably refers to a previous passage under the heading koinos topos:

t t ) v  S ia T U T T c o o iv  T r o i r ) a o p E 0 a ,  o x a v  E V E p y o u p s v o v  x o  a S i K p p a  cxTTayyEX X copEV  

K a'i x o  r r a 0 o s  x o u  pS iK rjpE V O U , cm ov K a x a  a v S p o t f jo v o u ’ S i a y p d v p o p s v  y a p  o l o s  

p s v  r jv  o  E p y a ^ o p E V O s  x o v  (J )6 v o v .

We shall create a representation (diatyposis) whenever we describe the crime in the 
process of execution and the suffering of the one wronged, for example in denouncing 
a murderer; we shall vividly describe what kind of person committed the murder. 
(108,35-109,4)

When amplifying a fault or an evil character in koinos topos, one should create a diatyposis, a vivid 

description of the crime. Although the terminology of description used here by Theon is slightly 

different from the terminology adopted for ekphrasis, it is clear enough that he is indicating the use 

of ekphrasis in koinos topos?* Nicolaus too wrote on this topic, underlining however the risks of 

writing, in an instance of koinos topos, a too vivid ekphrasis of too cruel a crime.29 The ambiguous 

relationship between ekphrasis and other exercises is observed by Ps.-Hermogenes:

i a x s o v  5e c o s  t c o v  a K p ip E O X E p c o v  x i v e s  ou k  E 0 r|K a v  x p v  EK(J>paaiv s i s  y u p v a a p a ,  

c o s  T T p o s iX rip p E v r iv  K a'i ev  p u 0 c o  K a i  ev 6 i r ) y T ] p a x i  Ka'i ev x o ttc o  k o iv co  K a'i ev  
s y K c o p ic p *  K a'i y a p  ekeT, < J> aaiv , EK(f>pa£opEV K a i x o t t o u s  K a i T r o x a p o u s  K a i  

T T p a y p a x a  K a i  T T p o a c o T ta . a X X ’ o p c o s ,  ette iS t) x iv e s  ou  (j>auX oi K a i x a u x r j v  

E y K a x r i p i O p r j a a v  x o i s  y u p v a a p a a i v ,  r |K o X o u 0 T ]a a p E v  K a i p p e Ts  p a 0 u p i a s

28 Diatyposis is a synonym for ekphrasis’, see for example the definition of diatyposis in Anonimus Seguerianus, 233 
Hammer: SiaruTrcoais e o t i v  evap yn s K a i e ^ E ip y a o p E v r i  (j)paais t c o v  vpiAcos K ai aTTXcos e v  t t )  5ir)yf)OEi 
XEyopEvcov, u t t ’ ovjviv a y o u a a  t o  TTpaypa, ‘‘diatyposis is the expression, vivid and elaborated, of the things that are 
said coldly and plainly in diegesis, bringing the action before the eyes’ (my translation). Patillon’s translation o f Theon 
108,35 has ‘diatypose’, which he then glosses with ‘representation’ at p. 149, n. 321.
29 ~ \ > ' / ^

Nicolaus, 45 Felten (notice the interchangeable use o f ekphrazo and diatyposis): o k o t t e iv  5 e etti t o u t o u  5ei t o u

K E ( } ) a X a i o u ,  o t t c o s  p r i  X a O c o p E V  E K (J )p a ^ o v T E ?  a i o x p a  T T p a y p a T a ,  o  a u p P a i V E i ,  o t o v  k o t o  p o i x o u  t i v o s  n

Trai5o<j)06pou TTOicopE0a t o u s  Xoyous* eni y a p  t c o v  t o i o u t c o v  ^euyEiv 5sT t t i v  S i o t u t t c o o i v  e k ^ p c c ^ o v t e s  y a p
ttXeov fipas auTous r] ekeTvov Sia^aXouuEv, ‘in the case o f  this heading (hypotypdsis) we must watch out that w e do
not, unwittingly, describe shameful deeds, which can result when we are making speeches against an adulterer or a
child abuser. On such matters it is necessary to avoid detailed description, which will do more harm to us than to the
defendant.’
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I'yKAqpa 4>euyovTEs.

You should know that some of the more exact teachers do not make ecphrasis an 
exercise, on the ground that is has already been included in fable and narrative and 
common-place and encomion; for there too, they say, we describe places and rivers 
and actions and persons. Nevertheless, since some writers of no small authority 
number ecphrasis among the exercises, we have followed them to avoid any criticism 
of carelessness.
(10,7 Patillon)

Some rhetors, says Ps.-Hermogenes, do not even consider ekphrasis as one of the exercises, 

because it is already included in mythos, diegema, koinos topos, and enkdmion, where we also 

describe places, rivers, events, and people. No record is left of these rhetors, which means that the 

prevailing opinion was that ekphrasis was a separate exercise, something different from fable, 

narrative, and the others. However, behind Ps.-Hermogenes’ words lies perhaps the realisation that, 

as Genette puts it, ‘raconter un evenement et decrire un objet sont deux operations semblables, qui 

mettent en jeu les memes ressources du langage’,30 and that the presence of ekphrasis in other 

exercises is not simply a matter of combination of exercises, but of the impossibility of producing 

any kind of writing without including, at some point and in different ways, description. A trace of 

this could also be found in John of Sardis’ introduction of ekphrasis:

XpEioc Se K a i x a u T r is  ev  t o T s  a y c d a iv  e o t i  K a i x a T s  K a T a c r r a a E a iv r j  y a p  t o t t o v  
EK<t>paaai r j T r p a y p a T d s  t i  pspos o io v  AoipoG q tto A e p o u  r j K a ip o u  K a i t c o v  
t o i o u t c o v  d v a y K a lo v  e o t i .

There is use for it (ekphrasis) in proofs and in introductory statements; for to describe 
a place or some part of a subject, such as a plague or war or occasion and the like, is 
necessary.
(215 Rabe)

To describe things is simply avayKaTov: necessary, but perhaps also unavoidable. An example of 

this, with further explanation, can be read some lines below:

5e7 5e Kai t o u t o  EiSevai, o t i  o p o io G x a i EK̂ pccoEi o  p G 0os, K a0o Kai ev t c o  pu0cp 
£cod v Tl EK(f>pa£op£V, o io v  OTI O AECOV TOIOgSe flv rj OTI O TTl0qKOS TT|V AsOVTrjv 
d(j<|MEVVU|j£Vos* 5ia<j)EpEi 5 e , o t i  o  p sv  pG0os 5 i ’ o A iy co v , q  5e EK<(>paais 5icx 
ttA eiovcov  e'xei Tqv EK (j)paaiv to G  p sv  ouk a v  Eiq t o G t o  TTpoqyoupEVOV, Trjs 5e 

EK(J)paaEcos iSiov t o G t o  Kai p o v o v .

You should know this too, that fable resembles ecphrasis to the extent that we describe

30 Genette 1969, 60.
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some animal; for example, what the lion looked like or the ape that was wearing a lion 
skin. There is a difference, however, because fable gives a description in few words, 
ecphrasis in many. A description would not be the chief thing in a fable, whereas in an 
ecphrasis it is the one characteristic thing.
(216 Rabe).

This time ekphrasis and mythos are alike, because at some point in the course of a fable one will 

inevitably end up saying what the animals involved look like. The difference lies in the verbosity of 

ekphrasis (o psv pu0os 5i* oAiycov, r| 5 e 8K({)paais Sia ttAeiovcov e'xei xrjv E K (j)p a a tv ) ,  which 

indicates that we can clearly distinguish ekphrasis only when its length becomes relevantly 

noticeable. What has been seen so far shows that someone who had learnt how to compose 

ekphrasis in a school of rhetoric must also have learnt that such an exercise was not meant to be a 

separate entity, but was seen instead as something closely attached to the surrounding context, to 

the point that it was difficult, at times, to tell the difference. In view of this, it is particularly 

interesting, having Achilles Tatius in mind, to look at some considerations on diegema and 

ekphrasis made in the Progymnasmata. As it turns out, the two exercises share specific terminology 

and turn out to be rather similar in nature.

First, though, one point should be made clear. The schools of rhetoric are not the places that 

inspired the composition of novels, but the places where the novelists obtained their education and 

learnt how to write well, and the same goes for the manuals used in these schools, the 

Progymnasmata. En passant, a proof of this is that the presence of rhetorical training is felt more at 

a stage that follows, not preceeds, the composition of the first novels. Moreover, the manuals were 

meant for rhetorical training, not for the composition of works of literature. When they provide 

insight into the reason why the students should practice an exercise, the authors of Progymnasmata 

always point at rhetoric and its branches (deliberative, judicial, epideictic), and explain how the 

exercise contributes to them. There is one passage, in Theon, that points outside rhetoric:31

e o t i v  avayKalov ri t c o v  yupvaapaTcov aaKriais ou povov toTs psAAoucn 
prjTopEUEiv, aAAa Kai e! t i s  rj t t o i t i t c o v  rj AoyoTroicov t) a'AAcov t i v c o v  Aoycov 
Suvapiv e0eAei pETaxsipiCsa0ai.

Training in exercises is absolutely useful not only for those who are going to practice 
rhetoric but also if one wishes to undertake the function of poets or historians or any 
other writers.
(70,26-9)

This should be read in terms of transferable skills: the exercises trained in rhetoric, but since they

31 Tilg 2010, 203.
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taught how to write well and effectively one could, having acquired these skills, put them to 

whichever use one saw fit. It is from this perspective that the use of ekphrasis in the novels should 

be looked at, and it is again in this sense that the affinity between ekphrasis and diegema will here 

be analysed in connection with Achilles Tabus’ propensity for providing his narrative with plenty 

of descriptions. First of all, it should be noted that what goes for description, that is, the fact that, 

when describing, novelists were following the techniques taught in the Progymnasmata under the 

heading ‘ekphrasis', does not necessarily apply to narration: the fact that the novels are narratives 

and that the Progymnasmata dedicated a section to the exercise of ‘narrative’ does not mean that all 

the novelists did was to elaborate on that section of the handbooks.32 It is true that the novels are 

narratives and that diegemata is a good Greek word to classify them, but just as much as it is to 

classify anything that undergoes the process of being told. Unlike other genres, the novel had no 

definition: generally speaking, diegemata does describe what the novels are, but so do pathemata, 

dramata (as the Byzantines will call them), historiai, or, simply, erdtika,34 At any rate, just as an 

ekphrasis in a judicial speech (or any kind of rhetorical performance) is not the same as an 

ekphrasis in a novel, so the narrative part of a judicial speech {diegema, where the facts are told) is 

not the same as the narration of the story that takes place in a novel. Rhetoric and novel are akin in 

that they both provide instances of juxtaposition of parts that tell and parts that describe, but they do 

so not because one genre derives from the other, but because both of them express modes of 

communication that belong to any literary form. Having said this, rhetorical theory is the only place 

where indications on the nature of narration and description can be found, and it is also the place 

where the novelists acquired advanced writing skills. With the understanding that the 

Progymnasmata do not provide direct instructions on how to compose a novel (neither its narrative 

parts nor the descriptive ones) but instead techniques on how to compose in general, it is worth 

taking a look at what they say about diegema and ekphrasis, understanding that this kind of 

information had probably been assimilated by the authors of novels.

32 This was one o f Rohde’s points, for which see Rohde 18763, 376-78. On similar grounds, Thiele 1890 argued that a 
particular kind o f narratio discussed in Roman sources (Rhetorica ad  Herennium 1,12 and Cicero’s De Inventione 1,27) 
would work well as a definition o f the genre o f the novel, therefore bringing its date back to the first century BC, which 
prompted a series o f reactions (Rohde’s in prim is) until Barwick 1928 settled the problem. A summary o f  the querelle 
can be found in Tilg 2010, 209-213. The author (198 ff.) starts by excluding a rhetorical origin o f  the Greek novel 
(199), but, based on the frequency o f  the word ‘diegema’ in Chariton, and determined to prove that Chariton is the 
inventor o f the genre, ends up suggesting that Chariton was expanding on the exercise o f diegema (207), which is quite
close to what Rohde initially said. See also Morgan 1993, 187-93.
3 3 From what the Progymnasmata (for instance Ps.-Hermogenes, 2,2 Patillon) say about diegema in connection with 
works o f literature rather than o f oratory, it would seem that the word was used to indicate inserted narratives, or 
episodes (the examples are all from Homer: hoplopoiia, nekuia, mnesterophonia). The novelists use it, with a similar 
meaning, to indicate the recounting o f  episodes that have taken place in the story.
34 Morgan 1993, 194-7.
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3.2.3. Ekphrasis and diegema: narrative description

As it is put by Theon, and followed by all the authors of Progymnasmata, the definition of diegema 

is: Aoyos e kOe x ik o s  TTpaypotTcov ysyovbxcov r) cos ysyovbxcov, ‘a speech that exposes facts that 

happened or as if they happened’ (78,16-7).35 Ps.-Hermogenes adds a distinction of kinds of 

diegemata: mythical, fictitious, historical, and political.36 Fictitious narrative (TTAaapaxiKov) is the 

one we find in the tragedians, and can also be called dramatic (SpayaxiKov). Approximately the 

same division, with the exclusion of mythical narrative, is kept by Aphthonius, who however 

inverts the terms and specifies the bpapaxiKov as TreTTAaapEVOV.37 Nicolaus maintains the division 

of mythical, historical, pragmatic, and fictitious narrative,38 specifying that fictitious narrative is 

that of theatre,39 and that it differs from mythos in that, even if the facts narrated did not happen, 

they could have happened in nature.40 More worth noticing is however a distinction made by the 

rhetor immediately before this canonical one:

Tcov 5 e  5ir]yripaxcov eiai 5ia<|>opa'i TTpos aAAr]Aa xpels* tcx pev yap saxiv 
a^rjyripaxiKa, xa 5 e  Spapaxixa, xa 5 e  pixxa. a^rjyripaxiKa psv ouv saxiv, oaa  
an o povou Asysxai xou TTpoacoTTou xou aTTayysAAovxos auxa, oia e o x i xa  
TTapa TTivbapco- Spapaxixa 5 e ,  baa o u k  a n ’ auxou xou auvxiOsvxos, ano 6e 

xcbv unoKEipsvcov npoacbncov Asysxai, oia xa ev xols xcopixoTs Kai xpayixols 
Spapaar piKxa 5 e  xa e£ ap<|>oxEpcov auympEva, oia xa 'Oprjpou Kai 'Hpoboxou 
xai eY xiva a'AAa xoiauxa, nr) psv a n ’ auxou xou arrayyeAAovxos EKbEpopsva, 
nr) 5 e  e£ sxspcov npoacbncov.

35 Almost in the exact same words in Ps.-Hermogenes (2,1 Patillon), Aphthonius (2,1 Patillon), and Nicolaus (11 
Felten). On the relationship between narration and description in the Progymnasmata see Rabau 1995.
36 2,3 Patillon: e’iSri 5 e 5iT}yf||jaTos (3ouXovTai eTvai TETTapcr t o  psv yap  elvai pu0iKov, t o  6 e TrXaapaTiKov, o  
xai SpapaTiKov KaXouaiv, o ia  T a  t c o v  TpayiKcov, t o  5 e ioTopiKov, t o  6 e ttoX it ik o v  rj iS ic o t ik o v  ‘They want 
there to be four species o f  narrative: one is mythical; one fictitious, which they also call dramatic, like those o f  the 
tragedians; one is historical; and one is political or private.’
37 ~ \ / \ / i / \ \ r / \ \ / \ \

2 ,2  Patillon: t o u  5 e  S i T i y T i p a T o ?  t o  p s v  e o t i  S p a p a m o v ,  t o  5 e  i o T o p i K o v ,  t o  5 s  t t o X i t i k o v  K a i  S p a p a T i K o v  

P e v  t o  T T E T r X a a p E v o v ,  I o T o p i K o v  5 e  t o  T T a X a i a v  e 'x o v  d ( | ) T ] y r io i v ,  t t o X i t i k o v  6e co n a p a  t o u s  aycovas oi p n T O p E ?  

KEXPTivTai, ‘Some narrative is dramatic, some historical, some political. Imagined narrative is dramatic; narrative 
giving an account o f early events is historical; what orators use in their contests is political.’
38 ~ / \ / » \ \ <  / \ \  /  n  \ \ ^

12 Felten: tco v  SiTiyTipaTcov t o  psv e o t i  pu0iKa, Ta 5 e lOTopiKa, t o  5 e TTpaypaTiKa, a Kai S ik o v ik o  KaXouoi,
tcx  6 e  TrXaapaTiKa, ‘some narratives are mythical, some historical, some pragmatic, which they all call judicial, and 
som e fictive.’
39 \ \ \ > / \ f/ \ i ^ v /

13 Felten: TTXaopaTiKa 5 e t o  ev t o i s  KcopcoSiais Kai oXcos t o  ev t o i s  aXXois Spapaoi, ‘fictive are narratives 
in comedies and all those in other dramas.’
40 Ibid.: k o iv co v e?  tcx TrXaopaTiKcx Siriyi^paTa t o ? s  pu0ois tco  ap^OTEpa TTETTXao0ai, Sia^Epsi 5 e Kai t o u t o  

aXXr)Xcov, o t i  tcx psv TTXaopaTiKa 5ir|yr)paTa, e ’i Kai prj e y e v e t o , aXX’ e'x s i  (Jiu o iv  yEVEo0ai, ol 5 e pu0oi o u t e  

EyEVOVTO o u t e  (Jiuoiv e'x o u o i  yEVEO0ai, ‘fictive narratives share with fables the fact that both have been made up, but 
they differ from each other in that fictive narratives, even if they did not happen, could happen in nature, while fables 
neither happened nor could happen naturally.’ It is around these plasmatika diegemata (and the similar diegesis 
peplasmene mentioned in Anonymus Seguerianus 53-4 Hammer), as well as around the Latin tertium genus o f narratio, 
and its sub-division ‘'narratio, quae versatur in personis\ that the debate over the supposed rhetorical definition o f  
novel mentioned above took place.
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There are three kinds of narrative, differing from each other. Some is descriptive 
(aphegematika), some dramatic, some mixed. Descriptive is everything that is said by 
one person alone narrating everything, as found in Pindar’s poems; dramatic is 
everything that is said by the supposed characters rather than by the author, as in 
comic and tragic drama; mixed is made up of both forms, as are the works of Homer 
and Herodotus and any others like them, in some passages being stated by the author, 
in others by different characters.
(12 Felten)

The Greek word for this distinction (5ia<t>opa) is not very precise, but from what follows it seems 

that Nicolaus is not thinking about kinds of narrative as much as about modes of narrative. 

According to Nicolaus, the main division of narrative is between aphegematika, dramatika, and 

mikta. Aphegematika is the narrative where there is only one person speaking (his example is 

Pindar); dramatika refers to the fact that who is speaking is not the author but the characters, as is 

the predominant case in theatrical plays; finally, mikta is the narrative where both forms can be 

found, as in Homer or Herodotus, where the author’s narration is mixed with the characters’ 

speeches. To the usual division of diegema according to the subject matter (mythical, historical, 

etc.), Nicolaus is adding notions of what in modem narratology is called ‘voice’.

Nicolaus’ Progymnasmata is the only one that features the adjective aphegematikos. It is 

difficult to convey the meaning of this compound (as well as others) of egeomai in a precise and 

unanimous translation. To give an example, LSJ univocally translates this word with the adjective 

‘narrative’ (therefore identical to diegematikos), whereas Kennedy, in his translation of the 

Progymnasmata, chooses, quite at the opposite end of the scale, ‘descriptive’.41 On the rare 

occasions when the authors of Progymnasmata use the word aphegesis, they indicate a plain and 

simple exposition of facts,42 and this is probably the meaning intended by Nicolaus here, also 

judging by the context.43 The point Nicolaus is making is between plain narration and speeches, and 

there is nothing that refers to description in a technical way. Aphegematikos here is used as a 

synonym of diegematikos, which would have been too redundant and not much of an explanation, 

given that Nicolaus here is trying to classify precisely diegema.

What is interesting is that the only other use of aphegematikos in the Progymnasmata, again 

in Nicolaus, occurs in his treatment of ekphrasis, and in the very definition of description:

41 Kennedy 2003, 136.
42 Ps.-Hermogenes (1,5 Patillon), Aphthonius (2,2 Patillon), Nicolaus (70 Felten). In two occurrences out of three the 
word is associated with the adjective vpiAos. Cf. also John o f  Sardis, 15 Rabe: t o  SiqyTUJa d^qyriais e o t i  

TTp a y p a T c o v  a A q S c o s  y e v o ije v c o v  q  y E y E v q a S a i  5 o k o u v t c o v , ‘narrative is a recounting (aphegesis) o f  things that
really happened or o f things seeming to have happened.’
43 There does not seem to be a great difference between aphegesis and diegesis, if  not for the fact that aphegesis 
exposes facts in a more plain way than diegesis. On this see a passage from Valerius Apsines’ (third century AD) Ars 
rhetorica (353 Spengel = 3,3 Patillon); Patillon’s translation o f diegesis with ‘narration’ and aphegesis with ‘relation, 
exposition’ conveys well the idea o f aphegesis as a quicker exposition o f facts.



EK<j>paois eoxi Aoyos abpyppaxiKos, utt’ ovjnv aycov svapycos to SqAoupsvov, ‘ekphrasis is 

narrative speech that brings what is shown vividly before the eyes’ (68 Felten). This is interesting 

not only because ekphrasis and diegema become associated by both being logoi aphegematikoi, but 

also because defining ekphrasis as a logos aphegematikos means to break with the previous (and 

following) tradition, which called it a logos periegematikos.44 The adjective periegematikos occurs 

a total amount of five times in antiquity, and always in the definition of ekphrasis in the 

Progymnasmata. We find it in Theon (118,7), Ps.-Hermogenes (10,1 Patillon), Aphthonius (36 

Spengel), and twice in John of Sardis (216 Rabe), who is trying to explain its meaning in his 

predecessors’ work. It is a technical word, designed for only one collocation (<ekphrasis) in only one 

context (the Progymnasmata). Ekphrasis is a logos periegematikos because it is the speech that 

‘leads around’ (TTepipyEopai), showing the things that are worth seeing just like the famous 

periegetai, like Strabo and Pausanias, did.45 Accordingly, John of Sardis explains that the word 

must be taken as a metaphor, as if someone were to lead a tourist around Athens showing him the 

city, the gymnasia, the harbour, and the other sights:

TTEpiqyriMaTiKos. avx'i xou ypa<t>iKos, t t e p io S e u x i k o s , 5 ie £ o 5 s u x i k o s , o 'io v e i §  

S o k c o v  xcp Aoycp aupTTEpusvai Kai oiovs'i SsiKvuvar c o o t t e p  av s’i x is  
ETriSrjMpaavxa xiva ’ASqva^E TTapaAafkov ubriysTxo xqv ttoA i v , S e ik v u s  xa 
yupvaaia, xov TTsipaia Ka'i xcbv aAAcov EKaoxov pExa^opiKcos ouv Ka'i o Aoyos 
o Travxa E f̂js Kai xa xou TTpaypaxos Kai xa xou TTpoacoTTOu a<j)qyou(jEvos Kai 
MExa aKpifSsias S e ik v u s  TTEpipyriiJaxiKbs bvopa£EXai»

Periegematikos: instead of ‘as in a painting’ (graphikos), ‘surveying’ (periodeutikos), 
‘giving a detailed account’ (diexodikos); as if seeming to go around in the speech and 
as if showing; just as if someone took a recent arrival in Athens and guided him 
around the city, showing him the gymnasia, the Peiraeus and each of the rest [of the 
sights]; metaphorically, therefore, the speech which relates (aphegeomai) everything 
in order, relating to both the action and the person and showing [it] in detail is called 
periegematikos.
(216 Rabe, trans. Webb 2009, 205)

Periegematikos is a word with a univocal meaning, so clear that the authors of Progymnasmata did 

not feel the need to modify or gloss it, and simply passed it down. In this view, Nicolaus is using 

aphegematikos when he should be using periegematikos, and this constitutes an important 

exception, because he refuses to adopt the canonical word in order to associate ekphrasis with 

diegema by using the same word, aphegematikos, to define both. Now, as seen above, the 

difference between aphegematikos and diegematikos is very little and adds but a nuance to the

See Webb 2009,51-55.
45 Ibid. 54.
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general meaning of ‘narrative’. But the difference between aphegematikos and periegematikos is 

evident, for one clearly means ‘narrative’, the other ‘descriptive’. In other words, Nicolaus is the 

only author of Progymnasmata who defines ekphrasis as a narrative speech. We have already seen 

in Nicolaus a tendency to differ from the other authors when it comes to description, especially 

because he has in mind authors who describe works of art, and these might well have included 

Achilles Tatius. It is therefore intriguing to see in Nicolaus a reflection on the narrative aspect of 

description as a result of the work of our novelist, who pioneered, as we will see, a deep level of 

integration of ekphraseis of works of art with the surrounding narration.

3.2.4. Diegema and ekphrasis: descriptive narrative

Complementary to the idea of a narrative description is the idea of a descriptive narrative. It is not 

only ekphrasis that tends towards the narrative side, because narration too has elements that belong 

to the nature of ekphrasis. Besides the passages seen above that explicitly state that ekphrasis can 

be merged with other exercises on the basis of community of subject matter, there are other 

passages that indicate that ekphrasis is connected particularly with diegema because of their 

intrinsic qualities. The virtues (aretai) of diegema usually listed by the authors of Progymnasmata 

are sapheneia (clarity), syntomia (conciseness), and pithanotes (persuasiveness).46 Apart from 

enargeia, the main characteristic of ekphrasis, the virtues of ekphrasis are not always mentioned in 

a dedicated section by the authors of Progymnasmata. When they are, enargeia is always followed 

by sapheneia,47 which therefore is a prerogative only of diegema and ekphrasis, bringing these two 

close.48

Although all the authors of Progymnasmata, without exception, attribute enargeia to 

ekphrasis alone, and Nicolaus (68 Felten) points out that enargeia constitutes the difference 

between ekphrasis and diegema, in other rhetorical treatises it can be found as a qualification of 

diegema or diegesis. The most notable case is probably Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria, who adds 

evidentia (which translates the Greek enargeia) to the qualities of narratio, which are otherwise 

listed as we find them in the Progymnasmata (4,2,36 ff.: aperta ac dilucida; brevis; credibilis; 

magnificentia):

Sunt qui adiciant his evidentiam, quae Evapyeia Graece vocatur. (...) Evidentia in

46 Theon, 79,20-1. Aphthonius (2,4 Patillon) adds hellenismos, Nicolaus (14 Felten) hedone (pleasure) and 
megaloprepeia (grandeur). Nicolaus mentions again hedone as one o f  the effects o f ekphrasis (70 Felten).
47 Theon 119,31-2 (later quoted by John o f Sardis 224 Rabe), and Ps.-Hermogenes 10,7 Patillon.
48

On enargeia see Zanker 1981, Manieri 1998, 123 f f ,  Webb 2009, 87 ff.
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narratione, quantum ego intellego, est quidem magna virtus, cum quid veri non 
dicendum sed quodammodo etiam ostendendum est, sed subici perspicuitati potest.

Others add Vividness, in Greek called enargeia. (...) As to vividness, it is, to my 
understanding, undoubtedly an important virtue of Narrative, when a truth requires not 
only to be told but in a sense to be presented to the sight.
(4,2,64, trans. Russell)

For its qualities, says Quintilian, evidentia can be included under the virtue of clarity that belongs to 

narratio. In the third-century Ars rhetorica attributed to the Anonymus Seguerianus, we find again 

enargeia in the treatment of diegesis, as it is said that it contributes to its persuasiveness.49 In the 

ninth century AD, in his commentary on Aphthonius’ Progymnasmata, John of Sardis associates 

enargeia both with diegema (again because it contributes to persuasiveness) and with ekphrasis.50 

Enargeia is connected to persuasiveness in diegema because the ability to create a speech whose 

object can almost be seen involves the audience at a deep level, having a major impact on their 

minds and therefore on their opinion on the subject at stake: clarity and persuasiveness end up 

working together towards the cause of a successful speech.

The varied nature of speech does not allow an easy organisation of its components into 

entirely isolated categories, and overlapping is to be expected. The Progymnasmata, which were 

meant to teach the correct composition of a speech, dissect it in parts and teach them separately, so 

that having exercised in each of them would be useful when composing a complete one. These 

instructions needed to be clear and unequivocal, which is why one will not find much overlapping 

in the work of each individual author. To this aim, the authors of Progymnasmata divide narrative 

and description and teach them separately just like all the other exercises. The observations on the 

participation of description in other exercises are kept to a minimum and never fully explained. 

When these observations are explicit we will find, at best, the mention of the fact that description 

has similarities with this or that exercise, but in order to prevent confusion further analysis is 

avoided. However, when a closer look at the details allows us to see that different exercises share 

the same characteristics, as is the case with ekphrasis and diegema, one can infer that even in the 

rhetor’s mind the exercises were not that different after all.51 If the narrative needs to be clear 

(saphes), and if clarity can be obtained by employing enargeia, then ekphrasis, whose virtues are

49
96 Hammer, 105 Hammer ff.

50 Rabe: 21, 24, 25 for enargeia in diegema, and 215 ff. for enargeia in ekphrasis.
51 For example, Theon seems to be treating diegema and ekphrasis in a similar way when, in two separate occasions, he 
says that in both o f them one should avoid useless digressions. Compare 80,30-1 for diegema (TrapanT)TEov Se Kai t o  
TrapEK(3ctaEis ETTE|j(3c(AAEa0ai pETa^u 5ir]yija£cos' paKpas, ‘one should avoid inserting long digressions in the middle 
o f a narration’), with 119,33 for ekphrasis ( t o  pi) teAecos cxttoptikuveiv ttep'i tcx d'xpncrra, ‘[one should not] recollect 
all useless details’).
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precisely sapheneia and enargeia, can be seen as an aspect of narrative, the one involved with 

precise representation.

For more references on this theory one needs to looks outside the Progymnasmata to the 

commentaries written on them, or to the more advanced treatises that constituted the following 

steps of the rhetorical training, where the exercises ceased to be isolated entities and were 

considered in their relationship and contribution to the whole. In a passage from Ps.-Hermogenes’ 

On invention (TTep'i EUpEOEcos), for instance, one can almost see an explanation of how narration 

changes in one of its aspects, description:

E i Se t p o t t o s  sv  S irjyrpE i t c o v  TTETTpaypEvcov TrXaxuvoiTO, S iaaK E u a^E xai t o  
TTpopXppa, ou  S iq y E r r a r  a ’m a  p sv  y a p  S iq y q a iv ,  xp oT ros Se SiaaK Euqv  
K axaaK E ua^si. xpoTToi Se S iq y r p E c o s  xpE^s, ccttX ous, EyK axaaK EU os, 

E vS iaoK su os.

If the manner (tropos) of what has been done is extended in a diegesis, the problem is 
being artistically developed (diaskeuazetai), not being narrated (<diegeitai), for giving a 
cause contributes to narration, while {other rhetorical) treatment contributes to artistic 
development {diaskeue). There are three manners of treating a diegesis: simple 
(haplous), argued {enkataskeuos), highly developed {endiaskeuos).
(2,7, trans. Kennedy)

According to Ps.-Hermogenes, when the narration is expanded (TrXaTUVOixo), diegesis becomes 

diaskeue, for we are not narrating any more (o u  S iq yE T xa i), but instead ‘artistically developing’ 

(S iaoK E u a^ E xa i).52 The definition of diaskeue, which occurs later in the same work, brings it very 

close to diatyposis and ekphrasis:

A iaoK E up S e  x o u  T T p o p X q p a x o s  f) S i a x u t T c o o i s  e a x i x o u  r r p a y p a x o s ,  c d o t t e p  ev  

Troir)TiK?) T) K a0’ E K aaxov xcov  y E v o p sv co v  a<J> r)yrja is t e  Kai S i a x u T r c o a i s .

The diatyposis of the action constitutes a diaskeue of the problem, like a recounting of 
events, one by one, and like a vivid description in poetry.
(15, 3, trans. Kennedy)

The artistic development (SiaoK E up) of a passage comes from the vivid description (S iaxu T T coois)  

of the facts.53 It is true that we do not find the word ekphrasis but instead diatyposis, but we have 

already seen that the two words can be considered as synonyms.54 Consequently, if diatyposis 

constitutes diaskeue, which is a manner of diegesis, so ekphrasis can be considered a manner of

See Webb 2009, 65-66.
53

See Kennedy 2005, 129, n. 182-183 for further explanation o f the meaning o f diaskeue and diatyposis.
54 See n. 29 above.
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narration as well. This finds confirmation in a late commentary on Ps.-Hermogenes’ On invention 

written by Joannes Doxapatres (eleventh century AD), where the author establishes a connection 

between the exercises of the Progymnasmata and the real practice of speech:

’AAA’ o  j je v  p u 0 o s  siK ova  c o s  AeyopEv e ! x e  TTpooipiou, t o  5e SiqyriMa Ka'i f] 
EK(j)paois t t j s  S ir iy r ia sc o s  t o  psv ir\s E y K a T a a K E u o u  Kai a n A r is , t o  5ir)yr)p a , r] Se 
t ? | s  EvSiaaKEuou, j] EK(t>paais' e! y a p  Epyov e o t i  t t \ s  svS iaaK suou  SipyrjOEcos t o  

e v  A e t t t c o  AEyEiv t c x  T T payp aT a, t k x v t c o s - a i  EK<j)paaEis EvSiaaKEUcos A E yovT ai 
S ia  t o  TTapaoKEua^EO0ai f jp a s  e v  a u T a ls  ek t o u  TTEpipysTaOai Kai e v  A e t t t c o  

A Eysiv t c x  T T paypaT a t c x  SriA oupsva Kai u t t ’ ovpiv o u tc x  s v a p y c o s  a y s iv .

As we say, mythos carries the image of the proem, whereas diegema and ekphrasis 
carry an image of the narrative {diegesis), diegema of the argued and simple narrative, 
ekphrasis of the highly developed; for if it is the duty of highly-developed narrative 
{endiaskeuos diegesis) to tell the facts in a refined manner, surely ekphraseis are 
called highly-developed, because, by leading around as in a tour, they prepare us in 
them and tell in a refined manner the facts shown and bring them clearly before the 
eyes.
(362 Rabe, my translation)

Different exercises will be relevant to different parts of a speech, the parts being, according to a 

general classification, proem, introduction of the case, narrative, proof, epilogue. So, for instance, 

mythos is functional to the proem inasmuch as it prepares the audience with something familiar 

before moving on to the narrative, and detailed description qualifies the highly-developed kind of 

narrative. Doxapatres, who, unlike Ps.-Hermogenes, uses ekphrasis instead of diatyposis, stresses 

again the affinity of diegema and ekphrasis as manners of diegesis in his Homiliae in Aphthonii 

Progymnasmata (509 Walz ff.). Moreover, an anonymous scholiast in Aphthonius (probably in 

Byzantine times) uses a formula very similar to that of Doxapatres to link ekphrasis with 

endiaskeuos diegesis, once again underlining the narrative nature of ekphrasis, which is described 

as akin to diegema ( c o s  o u a a v  a u y y E v r j  t c o  S i q y q p a T i ,  55 Walz). Both authors, Doxapatres in the 

Homiliae and the Anonymus, express the idea that the order in which the two exercises {diegema 

and ekphrasis) are placed in the Progymnasmata does not reflect their close relation, for diegema is 

among the very first exercises and ekphrasis among the very last. The choice of the authors of 

Progymnasmata is reasonable and easy to see, since these handbooks constitute the first stage of 

training, and the exercises are logically ordered according to a criterion of increasing difficulty.55 

The comparison with the Progymnasmata under Ps.-Hermogenes’ name allows to see that the 

rhetor made a distinction between ekphrasis and diatyposis, the former being just one among the

55 Doxapatres (509-510 Walz) argues that the canonical order set by Aphthonius reflects the fact that Ps.-Hermogenes 
in On invention places the treatment o f  endiaskeuos diegesis (end of Book Three) far after the treatment o f the manners 
o f diegesis (2,7).
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preliminary exercises, the latter being the form of vivid representation in the more advanced 

speeches. The early authors of Progymnasmata do not consider ekphrasis when moving on to the 

production of more serious works, but their Byzantine commentators do, since they gloss 

endiaskeuos diegesis with ekphrasis and not with diatyposis. An explanation for this can be the fact 

that by their time ekphrasis had also moved forward in their opinion, perhaps as a reflection of its 

use in renowned works of literature.

Having set this theoretical background, modem and ancient, allows us to look at Achilles Tatius’ 

novel from the point of view not just of the subjects of his descriptions, but also of their 

composition. It has emerged that not only it was not advised to write descriptions unconnected to 

the surrounding text, but also that the nature of description was not understood as something 

separate from narration. To be more precise, ancient theory recognised that description and 

narration had similar core elements, and, in time, changed the definition of description into one that 

underlined its narrative aspect. This can be seen as the result of the fact that, in the meantime, the 

boundaries of description had been pushed by the authors who employed it extensively in their 

works. The relation, of both form and contents, between description and narrative is one of Achilles 

Tatius’ fortes. It forms a prelude to the attention that third-century authors will pay to the themes of 

art and description, and eventually influenced rhetorical theory.

3.3. Paintings in Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon

The descriptions of paintings are one of the most distinctive features of Achilles Tatius’s novel, yet 

it was not until relatively recent times that scholars recognised and agreed that the descriptions are 

not a mere show of words, but fulfil instead a much more relevant and complicated purpose. One of 

the factors which contributed to the initial scom towards the descriptions of paintings was their 

assimilation with the descriptions of other subjects (animals, gardens, or a city, for example), which 

occupy a considerable part of the novel and were part of the curriculum taught in the schools of 

rhetoric. Consequently, all the detailed descriptions found in Achilles Tatius’ novel were believed 

to be not much more than the stale repetition of exercises practised by the novelists in the course of 

their rhetorical education.56 Friedlander countered this view by demonstrating that descriptions of 

works of art belonged to a tradition different from that of descriptions of any other subject, with 

roots in epic and branches in almost every genre of ancient Greek literature. Concerning novels, he 

reversed the previous opinion by saying that although the schools of rhetoric could claim

56 Cf. Rohde 18763, 348, 360, 512.
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responsibility over the technique of description adopted by the novelists, the idea of describing a 

work of art was the result of the older tradition.57 Furthermore, with this tradition in mind, and 

knowing especially the symbolic value that descriptions of works of art had had in Hellenistic 

poetry, he pointed out, albeit briefly, the fact that the descriptions of paintings in Achilles Tatius
CO

have a proleptic function.

The first systematic study of the descriptions of paintings in Achilles Tatius was the doctoral 

thesis by Eva Harlan, who isolated descriptions of paintings from those of other subjects (including 

other works of art) and identified their origin in allegorical descriptions for moralising purposes (the 

Ps.-Cebes’ Tabula, for instance). Harlan analysed the contents of Achilles Tatius’ descriptions of 

paintings into greater detail than had previously been done, noticed, to some extent, the connections 

between paintings and story, and corroborated the idea that the paintings have a proleptic 

function.59 Notwithstanding, Harlan’s overall judgement on Achilles Tatius is less than enthusiastic, 

and when referring to Achilles’ description of the painting of Philomela and Procne as a “simple- 

minded adaptation of the introductory technique for use in the middle of a story”, or to the style 

used in the description of the painting of Prometheus as displaying “the most distasteful rhetorical 

bombast”, she reminds the readers of detractors such as Rohde.60

In this sense, it was only with Shadi Bartsch’s Decoding the Ancient Novel that the 

perspective on Achilles Tatius’ use of descriptions of paintings started to change. Bartsch observed 

the similarities of themes and of vocabulary between the contents of the paintings and the contents 

of the ensuing narrative, and recognised a pattern whereby the descriptions of paintings are used to 

foreshadows future events, although not in a straightforward way: Achilles Tatius punctually 

misleads the readers by creating expectations and eventually disattending them. Bartsch provides a 

number of insightful readings, and her approach has changed the way in which Leucippe and 

Clitophon is read. Readers are now more aware of the level of sophistication of the novel, know 

they are dealing with an author with full control of the mechanisms of narrative, and look out for 

possible riddles behind every line. There are a few limitations to Bartsch’ s study. First of all, her 

focus on finding one formula which applies to, and, in a way, tries to solve, every case prevents her

57 Friedlander 1912, 47.
58 Ibid., 49-50.
59 See for instance Harlan 1965, 105 for the painting o f Europa.
60 Ibid., 136-7. Cf. also, among many possible examples, these comments at p. 8: ‘As far as we can judge from the 
preserved samples, the Greek romances were an undistinguished product o f an eclectic and meretricious culture. In their 
own time they did not even merit consideration from literary critics. Yet even in this unimpressive company Achilles 
Tatius cannot shine. His romance is so obviously a patchwork o f routine devices, copied exercises and conventional 
echoes from canonical authors that it has sometimes been termed (wrongly, I think) a parody o f rhetorical fiction. 
However, the author’s very lack o f creativity and discrimination, his blatant plagiarism and conventionality make him 
an interesting source for students o f literary techniques.’ The colourful analysis o f the description o f the painting o f  
Prometheus at p. 123-5 makes for entertaining reading as well.
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from accounting for the many differences between the three descriptions of paintings. Secondly, 

when it comes to explaining where the descriptions came from she points at the exercises of the 

schools of rhetoric, perpetuating the idea that Achilles Tatius employed, albeit originally, stock 

material,61 and when it comes to explaining the reason why the author chose to use descriptions of 

paintings in the first place she says that he wanted to play an intellectual game with the readers.62

Helen Morales has also paid attention to the descriptions of paintings in Leucippe and 

Clitophon, especially the description of the painting of Europa.63 Her main purpose was to 

underline the voyeuristic, scopophilic, and mysogenist, point of view of the descriptions of the 

paintings as reflective of the perspective of the entire novel. Some close readings of passages will 

be taken into consideration, although the main body of her study is marginal to the present purpose. 

This exhausts the list of monographs dedicated to the descriptions of paintings in Achilles Tatius. 

Given their particular nature, the descriptions of paintings in Leucippe and Clitophon, and most 

noticeably the painting of the rape of Europa, have offered themselves to a number of studies that 

targeted specific issues: the relationship between narrating and describing;64 the position of the 

description at the beginning of the narrative as programmatic, and as an opening device;65 the 

distribution of the paintings in the novel, connected to the bigger issue of the novel’s lack of 

ending;66 the intratextuality between contents of the descriptions of paintings and contents of the
finstory; the intertextuality with tragedy (given the contents of the paintings of Andromeda, 

Prometheus, and Philomela and Procne),68 and with Plato (given especially the Phaedran setting of 

the beginning of the novel).69 What follows is a close analysis of the descriptions of paintings in 

Achilles Tatius. Particular attention will be paid to the text and the words used, in order to observe 

the author at work as a describer of art and to establish intertextual connections. Attention will also 

be paid to aspects of narratology and iconography, the latter having been neglected by scholars in 

light of the opinion that all the paintings in Achilles Tatius are fictional. Against the idea that 

Achilles Tatius is repeating the same formula three times, these aspect will help to highlight the 

many differences between the descriptions and assess the author’s role as a writer of ekphrasis of 

paintings.

61 Bartsch 1989, 7ff.
62 Ibid., 78-9. See also Morales’ criticism in Morales 2004, 97-8.
63 Morales 2004, 96-151.
64 Rabau 1995, Guez 2012.
65 Schissel von Fleschenberg 1913, Maeder 1991.
66 Most 1989, Rabau 1997, Nakatani 2003, Repath 2005, Guez 2008, Kasprzyk 2005.
67 Mignogna 1993, Guez 2005, Reeves 2007.
68 Mignogna 1997, Liapis 2006.
69 Martin 2002, Ni Mheallaigh 2007, Repath 2007.
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A Byzantine epigram

’'E p c o T a  TTiK pov, a A A a  a c b < |> p o v a  (3 io v  
o  K A eiT O < |)cb v T o s c b a r r e p  ep c j> a (v s i A o y o s ’ 
o  A e u k i t t t t p s  5 s a c o < ( ) p o v s a T a T o s  ( 3 io s  
a n a v T a s  s ^ i a T p a i ,  t t c o s  T E T u p p E v p
K E K a p p E v r j  t e  K a i  K a T p x p e i c o p E v p ,  

t o  5f) p E y i c r r o v ,  Tp'is 0a v o u a ’ E K a p T E p E i .

EiTTsp Se Kai au aco^povsTv SsAps,
HP t t ]v T T a p s p y o v  t t )s  y p a ^ f j s  o k o tt ei 0 s a v ,
T p v  t o u  A o y o u  5 s  T T p co T a  a u v 5 p o | j q v  p a 0 E ' 

v u h ^ o o t o A e I  y a p  t o u s  T r o 0 o u v T a s  E H b p o v c o s .

The story of Clitophon almost brings before our eyes a bitter passion but a moral life, 
and the most chaste conduct of Leucippe astonishes everyone. Beaten, her head shorn, 
vilely used, and, above all, thrice done to death, she still bore all. If, my friend, you 
wish to live morally, do not pay attention to the adventitious beauty of style, but first 
learn the conclusion of the discourse; for it joins in wedlock lovers who loved wisely.
(AP 9,203 trans. Paton 1917 Loeb)

This epigram, attributed either to Photius or his contemporary Leo the Philosopher, is one of the 

examples of the interest of the Byzantines in Greek novels. Paton’s translation of the lines ‘ e i t t e p  5 e 

k o i  a u  a co c j)p o v E 7 v  0 e A t ] s ,  ( jn A o s  | p p  x p v  T T a p s p y o v  r p s  y p a ^ p s  o k o t t e i  0 s a v ,  | x p v  t o u  A o y o u  

5 e T T p c b x a  a u v b p o p p v  p a 0 E ' ’ reads: ‘If, my friend, you wish to live morally, do not pay attention 

to the adventitious beauty of style, but first learn the conclusion of the discourse’. Sophronein 

echoes the ‘moral life’ (sophrona biori) of the first line (as well as the emphronds of the last line) 

and it is therefore intended in a moral sense (hence ‘to live morally’). There is then an admonition 

not to look at the style of the novelist, for it can distract from what is really important, that is, that 

Leucippe and Clitophon is a story of love and marriage. It makes sense that a man of God (if this 

was written by Photius) would recommend the reading of a Greek novel with an eye on the moral 

values expressed in it, mainly the lesson on love. It is less obvious whether the lesson on love that 

can be found in Leucippe and Clitophon is a particularly moral one. The friend this epigram is 

addressed to might have walked into the novel with the very principled intentions suggested by the 

sender, but it is questionable whether he walked out of it believing that the poet had hit the target. 

Be that as it may, let us do the same as the first reader of the epigram and enter Leucippe and 

Clitophon aware of Achilles Tatius’ distracting style.

3.3.1. The rape of Europa

The Adventures o f  Leucippe and Clitophon starts with a brief description of the coast and harbour of 

Sidon and moves on to a more extended and detailed one of a painting seen among the votive



offering in the city’s temple. The narrator tells us that he arrived in the city after a seastorm, and 

that while he was walking around his attention was caught by a painting:

T T E p iic b v  o u v  K a i  x p v  a 'A A p v  t to A i v  K a i  t t e p io k o t t c o v  x a  a v a O p p a x a  o p c b  y p a c j ) f ] v  
a v a K E i p s v r i v  y f j s  a p a  K a i  0 a A a o o r ] s .  E u p c o T T T is  b  y p a c j u y  O o i v i k c o v  b  0 a A a o o a ’ 
I i S c b v o s  b  y f | .  ( 3 . )  e v  t t ) y f ]  A s i p c b v  K a i  x ° p o s  T r a p 0 E v c o v .  e v  x r j  0 a X a x x r )  x a u p o s  
E T T E vrjX E T o, K a i  x o T s  v c b x o i s  K a X p  T T a p 0 E v o s  ettekcxOt i x o , ett'i K p b x T iv  x c b  x a u p c o  
ttA e o u o o . E K o p a  t t o X X o Ts  a v 0 E o i v  o  A s i p c b v  S s v S p c o v  a u x o T s  a v s p E p i K x o  < J > a A a y £  K a i  
< j> u x c b v . a u v E x f )  x a  S s v S p a '  o u v T ]p E (f)r | x a  T T E x a X a *  a u v f i n x o v  o i  T r x b p 0 o i  x a  <}> \jX X a, K a i  
E y i v s x o  x o T s  a v 0 E a i v  o p o 4 > o s  b  x c b v  <j> uA A cov  o u p T T X o K b -  ( 4 . )  l y p a v p E V  o  x s x v i x p s  u t t o  
x a  T T E x a X a  K a i  x b v  o k i c c v , K a i  o  p A i o s  p p s p a  K a x a  x o u  A s i p c b v o s  O T r o p a S r i v  S i s p p s i ,  
o o o v  x o  o u v r ip E ( } ) E s  x f | s  x c b v  4 > u A A c o v  K o p r i s  a v s c p ^ s v  o  y p a < j ) E u s -  ( 5 . )  o X o v  e x e ( x «Ce t ° v 
A s i p c b v a  T r s p i P o X b '  eTo c o  S e x o u  x c b v  o p 6 ( |> c o v  a x E ( | ) a v c b p a x o s  o  A s i p c b v  E K a 0 r )X O . a i  S e 
Tr p a o i a i  x c b v  a v 0 E c o v  u t t o  x a  T T E x a X a  x c b v  <J>uxcbv o x i x r ) S o v  E T T E < fu K £ o a v , v a p K i o o o s  
K a i  p o S a  K a i  p u p p i v a i .  u S c o p  K a x a  p s o o v  s p p s i  x o u  A s i p c b v o s  x f ) S  y p a ( J ) f i s ,  x o  p s v  
a v a p A u ^ o v  k o x c o 0 e v  cctto x p s  y r j s ,  x o  S e x o Ts  a v 0 E o i  K a i  x o T s  < J> u xo?s  
t t e p i x e o p e v o v . ( 6 . )  b x s x r i y o s  x i s  E y E y p a n x o  S i K s X X a v  k o x e x c o v  K a i  T r s p i p t a v  a p a p a v  
K E K U < fcb s K a i  a v o i y c o v  x t i v  o S o v  x c b  p s u p a x i .  e v  S e x c b  x o u  A s i p c b v o s  x e A e i T r p o s  x a T s  
ett'i 0 a X a x x a v  x f | S  y f | s  e k P o A o Ts  x a s  T T a p 0 E v o u s  e x o ^ e v  o  x e x v i x t i s - ( 7 . )  x o  a x f i p a  
x a T s  T r a p 0 £ v o i s  K a i  x a p a s  K a i  < f b ( 3 o u .  o x £ < j > a v o i  T r s p i x o T s  p e x c o t t o i s  S s S s p E v o r  K o p a i  
K a x a  x c b v  c b p c o v  A e A u p e v o t  x o  o k e X o s  a r r a y  y E y u p v c o p s v a i ,  x o  p s v  a v c o  x o u  
X i x c b v o s ,  x o  S e K a x c o  x o u  tte6 ( X o u ’ x o  y a p  £ c b a p a  p E X P i y o v a x o s  o v e T X ke  x o v  
X i x c b v a .  x o  T rp b o co T T O V  c b x p a r  O E a p p u T a i  x a s  T T a p s i a s '  x o u s  o 4 > 0 a X p o u s  a v o i ^ a o a i  
T r p o s  x b v  0 a X a x x a v  p i K p o v  u t t o k e x t iv u To i  x o  a x o p a ,  c b o T r s p  a ^ b o s i v  u t t o  < |> 6 p o u  
p s A A o u a a i  K a i  (3o t ]v  x a s  X ^ p o s - ett'i x o v  ( 3 o u v  c b p s y o v .  ( 8 . )  etteP o i v o v  a K p a s  x f j s  
0 a X a x x T ) s >  o o o v  u T T E p a v c o  p i K p o v  x c b v  x a p a c b v  u t t e p e x e i v  x o  K u p a '  E c p K s a a v  S e 
P o u A s a 0 a i  p s v  c o s  ett'i x o v  x a u p o v  S p a p s T v ,  < |> o (3 E T a 0 a i S e x f )  0 a A a x x r )  t t p o o e X 0 eTv . x f i s  
S e 0 a X a x x r | s  b XP°,E)( S ittA t v  x o  p s v  y a p  T r p o s  t t ] v  y f j v  u T T E p u 0 p o v ,  k u o v e o v  S e x o  
Tr p o s  x o  T T s X a y o s .  (9.) a c f p o s  e t t e t t o it ix o  K a i  T r s x p a i  K a i  K u p a x a *  a i  T r s x p a i  x f i s  y b s  
u T T E p (3 E {3 A r ]p E v a if o  a c f p o s  t t e p i X e u k o i v c o v  x a s  T r s x p a s ,  x o  K u p a  K o p u c J j o u p E v o v  K a i  
TTEpi x a s  T r s x p a s  X u o p s v o v  s i s  x o u s  a ( j > p o u s -  x a u p o s  e v  p e o t ] x ^  0 a X a x x r ]  E y s y p a T T X o  
x o T s  K u p a o i v  e t t o x o u p e v o s , c o s  o p o u s  a v a ^ a i v o v x o s  x o u  K u p a x o s ,  E V 0 a  K a p T r x o p s v o v  
x o u  ^ o b s  K u p x o u x a i  x o  o k e X o s - (10.) f)  T r a p 0 £ v o s  p s a o i s  e t t e k o Ot ix o  x o Ts  v c b x o i s  x o u  
P o o s ,  o u  T T E p iP a S r iv ,  a X X a  K a x a  T r X s u p a v ,  ett'i S s ^ i a  a u p P a o a  x c b  tto S e , x ^  X a i a  x o u  
K E p c o s  E x o p s v r i ,  cb oT T E p  f ] v i o x o s  x a ^ > v o u - K a i  y a p  o  P o u s  E T T E O xp aT T X o x a u x T ]  p a X X o v  
T r p o s  x o  x f ) s  X E ,P O S' e X k o v  b v i o x o u p s v o s .  x ,T ( b v  a p t f i  x a  a x s ' p v a  x f ) s  T r a p 0 E v o u  p s x p « S  
a i S c r  x o u v x e u 0 e v  e t t e k o X u t t x e  x X a T v a  x a  K a x c o  x o u  o c b p a x o s .  X e u k o s  o  x iT c b v *  b  
x X a T v a  T T O p (J )u p a - x o  S e o c b p a  S i a  x b s  E a 0 b x o s  U T T E c fa iv E x o . (11.) P a 0 u s  o p c } ) a X 6 s '  
y a o x b p  X E x a p s v T y  X a T r a p a  a x E v b ’ x o  o x e v o v  s i s  i £ u v  K a x a P a T v o v  T j u p u v E x o .  p a ^ o i  
x c b v  a x s p v c o v  b p s p a  t t p o k u t t x o v x e s ' b  o u v a y o u a a  ^ c b v r j  x o v  x i T c b v a  K a i  x o u s  p a r o u s  
e k X e i e , K a i  E y i v s x o  x o u  o c b p a x o s  K a x o T r x p o v  o  x iTC ^ v - (12.) a i  X Ê P ES  a p ( j ) c o  
S i E x s x a v x o ,  b  P e v  ett'i K s p a s ,  b  5 e ett’ o u p a v *  b p T T i x o  S e a p i f o T v  E K a x s p c o 0 E V  u t t e p  x b v  
K E < fa X b v  b  K a X u T r x p a  k u k X co  x c b v  v c b x c o v  sp T T E T T E xaop E V T )' o  S e k o X t t o s  x o u  ttettX o u  
TTa v x o 0 E V  E X E x a x o  K u p x o u p s v o s *  K a i  b v  o u x o s  a v s p o s  x o u  ^ c o y p a c j j o u .  b  5 e S ik t iv  
ETTEKa 0 T |X O  XCO X O U pC O  TtX e OUOTIS  V T |b s ,  COOTTEp io X lC O  XCO  T T E T tX cO  X P ^ P E V T l.  (13.) TTEpi 
S e x b v  J 3 o u v  c b p x o u v x o  S e X ^ T v e s , e t t o i^ o v  ’ E p c o x E S '  eI t t e s  a v  a u x c b v  E y y s y p a ( j ) 0 a i  K a i  
x a  K i v T i p a x a .  ’ E p c o s  eT X ke  x b v  p o u v  " E p c o s ,  p i K p o v  t t o i S i o v , b T rX coK E i x o  T T x s p o v ,  
b p x r j x o  ( j ) a p E x p a v ,  E K p a x s i  x o  Trup* p E X E a x p a n x o  S e c o s  ett'i x b v  A i a  K a i  U T T E p s iS ia ,  
cb oT T E p  a u x o u  K a x a y s X c b v ,  o x i  ST a u x o v  y s y o v s  P o u s .

I undertook a tour of the rest of the city, and was browsing among the sacred dedications 
when I saw a votive picture, a landscape and seascape in one. The picture was of Europa, the 
sea was the Phoenician, and the land Sidon. (3.) On the side of the land was a meadow and a 
troupe of maidens; in the sea a bull was gliding over the surface, and a beautiful maiden was
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seated on his back, sailing on the bull towards Crete. The meadow was matted with a 
multitude of flowers, and a phalanx of trees and bushes intermingled with them. The trees 
were clasped together, and their leaves were intertwined; the branches coupled their foliage 
with one another, and the embrace of the foliage formed a vault over the flowers. (4.) The 
artist had also depicted the shade under the leaves, and here and there the sun gently trickled 
through down onto the meadow, wherever the painter had parted the thatch of the leaves. (5.) 
The entire meadow was bounded as its perimeter, garlanded by the leafy vault. The flower
beds had been allowed to grow in rows under the leaves of the foliage: narcissi, roses, and 
myrtle. Water was streaming from the middle of the pictorial meadow, some spurting up 
from beneath the soil, and some dribbling around the blooms and bushes. (6.) A man was 
pictured using a mattock to irrigate the soil, hunched over one trench and opening a channel 
for the stream. At the edge of the meadow, on the parts of the land that jutted out into the 
sea, the artist had arrayed the maidens. (7.) The maidens’ mien betrayed at once pleasure and 
terror. Wreathes were bound around their temples, but their hair ran loose down over their 
shoulders. Their legs were entirely bare, with no skirts around their calves (girdles drew their 
skirts up to the knee), nor sandals on their feet. Their faces were wan, their cheeks set in a 
half-smile, and their eyes stared wide open towards the sea. Their mouths gaped a little, as if 
they were actually about to give out a shriek of terror, and their arms were outstretched 
towards the bull. (8.) They were stepping into the edge of the sea, enough for the wave to lap 
over their feet a little; they seemed both to desire to pursue the bull and to fear to enter the 
sea. The colour of the sea was twofold, reddish towards the land and deep blue towards the 
open sea. (9.) There was spume portrayed, and also crags and waves: the crags stood proud 
on the land, spume whitened the crags, the wave climaxed and dissolved into spume around 
the crags. The bull was depicted cresting the waves in the middle of the sea, while the wave 
rose like a mountain where the bull fixed his bulging limb. (10.) The maiden sat in the 
middle of the bull’s back, not astride him but side-saddled, keeping her feet together on his 
right. She clasped his horn with her left hand, as a charioteer would the reins, and the bull 
inclined a little in that direction, steered by the pressure of her hand. A tunic enveloped her 
upper body, down to her most intimate part; from there down, a skirt concealed the lower 
parts of her body. The tunic was white, and the skirt was purple. Her body was just about 
visible through her clothing: (11.) her navel was deep, her belly taut, her waist slender, and 
the slenderness gave way to broadness towards her loins. Her breasts protruded gently from 
her chest (the girdle that fastened her tunic enclosed her breasts, but the tunic mirrored her 
body). (12.) Her hands were each at full stretch, one on his horn and the other on his tail, and 
with these she gripped either end of her veil, which was spread out above her head, 
encircling her shoulders. The folds of her cloak were taut, bulging in every direction (and 
that was how the artist depicted the wind). She was seated on the bull as if on a ship at sea, 
using her cloak as if it were a sail. (13.) Dolphins were dancing around the bull, cupids were 
playing. You might have said that the picture was even moving. Eros was leading the bull: 
Eros, represented as a little boy, had unfurled his wings and strapped on his quiver, and was 
wielding his torch. He was turned towards Zeus, smiling surreptitiously as though mocking

70him because it was he who had caused Zeus to turn into a bull.
(1,1,2-13)

Structure and style

The chiastic structure that introduces the description (ypa^qv avcxKEipEVftv yfts apa xai 

SaAaxTTis. EupcotTfts ft Ypa^ft’ Ooivikcov ft QaAaaaor IiScovos ft yft.) is already enough to 

trigger the reader’s spatial and thematical visualization of the painting, namely its being divided in

70 The text used for Achilles Tatius is Gamaud 1991. The translation is Whitmarsh’s from Whitmarsh and Morales 
2001.



two different parts, and to draw attention to the fact that the story of Europa, whose name appears 

right in the middle of the chiasmus, will be the central subject of the picture. The narrator easily 

identifies the sea as that from which he escaped, and the land as the city where he just found rescue. 

The symmetry between the narrator’s location and the geographical setting in the painting is 

underlined by the choice of words: ‘ O o iv ik c o v  q 0aAaaacr ZiScovos f) y r j ’ echoes closely ‘IiScov 

ett'i QaXaTTTi TToXis' Aaaupicov f) 0aA aaaa’, the very first words of the novel. If in the beginning 

of the first paragraph the paratactic style, avoiding the use of verbs, is both briefly introducing the 

place and mimicking the dazed attitude of a man who has just made it to dry land after a storm, the 

resumption of the same style in the introduction of the painting aims at imitating the point of view 

of a spectator all of a sudden presented with a work of art, whose words follow the movement of his 

eyes necessarily focused on the main constitutive elements of what he is seeing.71 This explains the 

abrupt sequence that almost lists the subjects of the painting: the sea, the land, Europa. After the 

first glance there is space for more particulars: the meadow and the maidens on the land, the bull 

and the girl in the sea. The original bipartition between land and sea is again strictly followed in this 

first quick view of what is soon going to be elaborated in detail. The move from the first glance of 

the painting to its closer observation, which starts in the middle of section 3 and continues until the 

end of the passage, is accompanied by a change in style.72 The vocabulary is richer, the periods are 

longer and spotted with figures of speech, as if the habituation of the eyes to the painting and the 

consequent ability to appreciate its details marked the transition in the narrator’s words to a 

syntactically more complete description.

It is useful here to understand the position of the elements in the painting, in order to obtain 

a more precise visualization while analysing the description. Nowhere are we told on which side of 

the painting the sea or the land is. If the exact collocation of the painting in the temple and the side 

from which the narrator arrived were known, it would be possible to argue that he started to 

describe the part that was closer to him. However, as the only thing we know is that he was looking 

around (TTEpiOKOTTCov), we are not given enough details to be able to make a decision, and the fact 

that the land is the first element described could just reflect the story depicted, since Europa’s 

abduction starts on land. The claim that the land of Sidon lays on the right and the Phoenician 

Ocean on the left because the bull moves from Sidon to Crete (that is from East to West) could be 

reasonable, but perhaps too biased by our consideration of the modem coordinate system. As a 

proof of this, the history of Europa’s iconography shows almost equal examples of the bull moving

71 On the stye adopted by Achilles Tatius in the first part o f  the ekphrasis see also Martin 2002, 145-6.
72

As opposed to the canopy in Xenophon o f Ephesus or, as we will see, to the prologue in Longus: both o f these 
ekphraseis stop after what in Achilles Tatius is but the general introduction.
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to the right and to the left, whatever the type of the work of art.73 There is nonetheless one small 

detail that can be helpful, and that is the position of Europa on the bull’s back: if she is seen from 

the front, she necessarily has the right hand on the bull’s head and the left one on the tail when the 

bull is moving to the left, and vice versa when it is moving to the right. Fortunately, with regard to 

this, Achilles Tatius’ description is extremely accurate. We are told that Europa is sitting in the 

middle of the bull’s back, not astride but side-saddle (ou uspiPaSqv, aAAa Kaxa TTXeupav), 

holding her feet together on the right side of the bull (e tt'i 5 e£ icx aupPaaa xco ttoS e). She is 

holding one horn with the left hand (xfj Aaia xou KEpcos Exopevq) and, as we are told some lines 

below, the tail with the right hand (q psv ett'i KEpccs, q 5 e e tt ’ oupav). As to the fact that she is seen 

from the front, the mention of chest, navel, belly, flanks and breasts leave no space for doubt, and 

there is therefore no other option but the bull moving from left to right. As a consequence of the 

bull’s direction, the rest of the painting can be thoroughly orientated, with the meadow and the 

maidens on the left and the sea on the right.

Having said this, the description proceeds regularly from one side to the other, analyzing the 

aforesaid elements in their precise order. If we were to divide the ekphrasis into each subject 

depicted, we would obtain six unequally long sections, namely the meadow, the girls, the sea, the 

bull, Europa, and the Cupids and Eros. Each subject is linked with the previous one according to its 

spatial relation with it. The girls are at the end of the meadow, where the sea begins ( ev  5 e x co  x o u  

Xsipcovos x e A e i TTpos xaTs ett'i SaXaxxav xqs y%  EKftoAaTs), the bull is in the middle of the sea 

( ev  (jeot] xfj BaXaxxq), Europa on the bull’s back (psaois xoTs vcoxois xou poos), the Cupids 

around it (TTEpi 5 e x o v  (3o u v ) ,  and Eros leading it. The author knows that these are necessary 

landmarks in order to help the reader’s visualization, but goes beyond the act of simply stating the 

position of a given subject. This happens for instance while the shore is being described. As ‘yqs 

ap a  Ka'i OaXaaaqs’ is the very first thing we are told about the painting, the place where land 

meets sea is particularly emphasized. To do so, the author starts pointing at the sea in the section 

that precedes its proper description. The girls have their eyes open toward the sea (xous 

o4)0aXpous avoi^aaai TTpos xqv 0aXaxxav), they stand on the water’s edge ( etteP o i v o v  axpas 

xqs 0aXaxxqs) afraid of entering (<j)oPsTo0ai 5 e xfj 0aXaxxq t t p o o e X 0 eTv ) .  The repeated mention 

of the sea (the word 0aXaxxa is repeated three times in about five lines) and the unfulfilled 

intention to enter it force the reader’s mind into going where the maidens are too scared to go.74

The description of the sea immediately follows this section. The perception of the land 

meeting the sea is achieved not only through the contents of the description, but also through the

73 See LIMC and EAA s.v. Europa. We will come back to Europa’s iconography shortly.
74 See Guez 2005 on the stress on land and sea at the beginning as prefigurative o f a trend which accompanies the novel 
until the end.
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recreation of its movement via the display of words. Take into consideration the occurrences of the 

three main elements, a(f>p6s, TTETpai, Kupaxa:

a(|>pbs £7TETToir)To Kai TTETpai Kai K u paxa* a !  TTExpai x q s  y q s  UTTEp(3s(3AqMEvai, o  
a(j)p b s TTEpiXsuKaivcov x a s  TTEXpas, x o  Kupa K op u ^ ou p svov  Ka'i ttep'i x a s  TTEXpas 
A u o p sv o v  e i s x o u s  a<J>pous.

At the beginning the order is first ac|>pbs, then TTEXpai, and then Kupaxa, but soon, when the 

wave’s movement is being described, the order is upset; we have first the rocks (TTEXpai) 

protruding from the beach, then the foam (a<j)pbs) whitening the rocks, then the waves (Kupaxa) 

hitting the rocks and becoming foam. Each element is seen according to its relation with the others, 

but curiously enough the order we find at the end is the exact reverse of the one at the beginning: xo  

Kupa, x a s  TTEXpas, xous a<J)pous. If we were to number these words in order to trace their 

sequence in these few lines, attributing the number 1 to a(J)pbs, 2 to TTExpai and 3 to Kupaxa, this 

is the sequence we would find: 1-2-3-2-1-2-3-2-1. A sequence that seems hardly casual and twice 

presents a progress from the lowest to the highest number and back to the lowest. Seeing in this 

sequence the image of a wave itself would probably be not too far-fetched. Here Achilles Tatius is 

not simply describing the content of the painting, he is playing with the words’ order and their close 

repetition to reproduce the movement of the waves and therefore imitate them.75 This is not the only 

point of the description where the author is using words not only to state something, but to recreate 

in the reader’s imagination the content of the vision. Take for instance this passage from the 

description of the meadow:

ouvExfj xa SEvSpa* auvqpE(|)q xa TTExaAa’ auvqurov oi TTxbp0oi xa (j>uAAa, Ka'i 
Eyivsxo xois avBsaiv opo(j)os q xcbv <j)uAAcov aupTrAoKq.

The frequent and close alliteration of the prefix ouv-, that conveys the idea o f union, as well as the 

fact that the period is framed by two of these words (auvEyq ... aupTTAoKq), give substance to the 

image o f intertwining that is being described.

75
This can be read as an application o f instructions from the Progymnasmata. See for instance Aelius Theon, 119,33- 

120,2, ( t o  Se o A o v  ouvE^opoiouoSai XPO t o ? s  u t t o k e i p e v o i s - t t ] v  aT T C cy y E X iav , c o o t e  e ’i psv e u c c v S e s  t i  e it]  t o  
SriXoupsvov, Euav0?| Kai t t i v  <j)paaiv E ivar e i Se auxMOpbv r] (j>o(3Epov rj o t to T o v  5 f | t t o t e ,  ijtiS e  tc x  t f | S  EpprjvEias 
c x ttc (5 e iv  tt|? (j)uoEcos auTcov, ‘one should make the style reflect the subject, so that if what it describes is colourful, 
the word choice should be colourful, but if it is rough or frightening or something like that, features o f  the style should 
not strike a discordant note with the nature o f the subject’), or Aphthonius, 12,3 Patillon (’EK<})pa£ovTas S e SeT t o v  t e  

XapaKT?)pa avsipsvov  SKcpEpsiv Ka'i S ia^ op o is- t to ik iA A e iv  t o T s  a x o i - i a a i  K a i oXcos aTTopipE7a0ai tcx  

EK(})pa£6|JEva TrpaypaTa, ‘in composing an ecphrasis, one should make use o f a relaxed style and adorn it with varied 
figures and, throughout, create an imitation of the things being described’).
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Another feature of Achilles Tatius’ ekphrasis is details of light and colour. In the description 

of the meadow the author draws attention to the effects of light and shade as they can be seen on the 

grass:

eypa'I'ev o  t e x v i t t i s  u t t o  tc x  tte tcxAcx Kai t t j v  o k io cv , Ka'i o rjAios rjpEpa k o to c  t o u  

XeIMCOVOS OTTOpa5r]V SlEppEl, OOOV TO aUVT)pE<J)ES Tfjs TCOV (j>uAAcOV Kopris 
cxveco^ev o ypa<|>sus.76

The words highlight how, once again, the description tries to go beyond the mere acknowledgement

of the elements in the painting. This time the period is framed by words belonging to the family of

ypa<|)co (it opens with the verb EypavpEV and closes with the noun o ypa^sus), showing how,

more than the result of the chiaroscuro itself, it is the process of painting that is at stake, to the point

that the shade is not produced by the sun filtering through the trees, but by the painter who, as the

text says, opens ( cxveco^ e v )  the branches to let the rays through. Something similar can be found

later on, when Europa’s clothes are being described:

o 5 e k o A ttos- t o u  ttettAo u  ttccvtoS ev  ETETOTO KupToups vos’ Ka'i f jv  OUTOS avspos 
t o u  £coypa<j>ou.

There is of course a small difference between saying that Europa’s peplum was blown by the wind 

and saying that the peplum presented folds and that ‘this was the painter’s wind’ ( q v  o u t o s  cxvep os  

t o u  £coypa<f>ou), but, as subtle as it may seem, it denotes a shift of attention from the thing as it is 

seen to the thing as it was created.77 This metaphorical standing behind the painter while the work 

of art is still in the process of being made underlines how what is at the centre of the narrator’s 

attention is not only the painting before his eyes, but the painter at work, with his pictorial 

technique and modus operandi. Although works of art play an important role in the Greek novels, 

such interest does not have many parallels among the novelists, and it seems to be a predilection of 

Achilles Tatius, as later on we will find the only reference in the Greek novels to the name of a 

painter (3,6), and, in what is actually one of the very few occurrences at all, to a painter’s atelier

( 5 ,3 ) .

As for the colours, the author has different ways of creating a chromatic impression on the 

reader’s mind. On the one hand he can count on the fact that some words carry with themselves, 

even without mentioning it, the colour that is naturally associated with the object to which they 

refer, that is, there is no need to specify the colour of the meadow because it is obviously green. On

O ’Sullivan’s emendation ‘K ara t o u  Xeipcovos’ has been adopted here instead o f  the manuscripts’ ‘ t o u  Xeipcovos
kcctco’ . See O ’Sullivan 1978, 313.
77 Maeder 1991, 7-10 underlines these ‘effets de creation’.
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the other hand it is clear that Achilles Tatius tries to focus attention on specific colour associations, 

especially the juxtaposition of white and red. He does this in three different places of the ekphrasis, 

when describing the flowers, the shore, and Europa’s clothes. In the first case there is no direct 

mention of colours, but the stress on certain kinds of flowers, narcissus, rose and myrtle 

(vapKiooos Ka'i p o 5 a  Kaj p u p p iv a i) ,  leads naturally to the visualization of white and red. Later on 

we are told that the sea presents two colours, reddish (uTTEpu0pov) where close to the land and dark 

blue ( kuccveov) offshore. However, when the waves break upon the rocks, where the sea is reddish, 

the foam whitens the rocks (TTSpiAEUKaivcov x a s  TTETpas). Finally, Europa is wearing a white 

tunic and a purple cloak (Aeukos o  x it c o v  q  x ^ a ^v a  TTOp<j)Upa). It is therefore noticeable that the 

same colour association recurs three times in the same painting, possibly, as far as we can 

reconstruct, one on the left side (the flowers in the meadow), one in the centre (the shore) and one 

on the right side (Europa’s robes). This ordered distribution, together with the fact that it concerns 

the only clear references to colours in the whole description, suggests the intention, on the 

narrator’s part, to highlight details of colour in precise places. This results both in the perception of 

a painting with a carefully organised symmetrical structure, and in the creation in the readers’ 

minds, by means of repetition, of a particular chromatic association.

From the latter perspective it is certainly worth noticing that the same or a similar 

association can be found in the first, second and third books of the novel. In the description of the 

garden in Clitophon’s house in 1,15 we see narcissi, roses and violets, together with a more in- 

depth explanation of their characteristics. Shortly after, Leucippe’s face is described through 

comparison with the aforesaid meadow, featuring narcissi, rose and violet (1,19). In 2,11 

Calligone’s necklace shows a jewel that includes the juxtaposition of a black, a white, and a red 

stone, and in the same paragraph the colour of her dress is explained through the short story of the 

origin of the colour purple (intended as a dark red, given the overall comparison with blood). Again, 

in the sacrifice during which Calligone is kidnapped the flowers used in the ritual are narcissi, roses
7ftand myrtle (2,15). In the second ekphrasis of a painting, that of Andromeda (3,7), the heroine’s 

face is described as pale with traces of red, and her eyes are like dying violets, and a couple of lines 

are dedicated to the description of her white tunic’s fabric (in a style that is very close to the one 

used to describe Europa’s clothes: TToSqpqs o  x it c o v , A eu kos o  x it c o v ) .  It is either one of two 

things: Achilles Tatius is an author with just a basic chromatic vocabulary, or he is leaving behind 

recurrent details of colours that are bound to catch or stimulate the reader’s mind. As we shall see,

78 Not to mention the fact that at the end o f the paragraph the Egyptian bulls used as victims are said to be o f the same 
kind into which Zeus chose to transform himself when kidnapping Europa.
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these details are the author’s way to make the reader work out connections between the painting and 

the story.

Models

By Achilles Tatius’ time the story of the rape of Europa had already been covered by both literature 

and art. Thematically speaking, the closest reference in Greek literature is probably Moschus’ 

Europa, a short poem in hexameters made here all the more interesting by the fact that it includes, 

in its first part, the description of a work of art. The poem tells that Europa had a dream in which 

two women, one dressed like a foreigner, the other like a native, were fighting over her (8 ff); the 

woman with the foreign clothing overcomes the other one and tells Europa that this was the will of 

Zeus (13-15). The day after the dream, quite similarly to Nausicaa in the Odyssey, Europa goes out 

to a meadow to play with her friends (2 8 -3 7 ) , and she happens to carry a golden basket the 

description of which occupies about twenty lines. It represents the story of Io, the girl loved by 

Zeus who crossed the sea in the shape of a heifer (4 3 -6 2 ) . After this description, the arrival of the 

bull and the abduction follow as expected. The readers of this poem would likely have known the 

content of the story that is told, and it is therefore a pleasant and not too difficult intellectual 

entertainment for them to see in the two women of the dream the representations of Europe and 

Asia and in the basket the anticipation of what is about to happen to Europa. Playing on the 

difference in knowledge between Europa and the readers, Moschus presents them with elements, a 

dream and a work of art, whose foreshadowing function only the reader is able to fully understand. 

Far from spoiling the reading with the addition of unnecessary details, this procedure engages the 

reader in a dialogue with the text, producing deeper involvement and sympathy for the character.

The telling of Europa’s story, the description of a work of art, a dream that predicts the 

events to come: these features alone suggest a link between Moschus and Achilles Tatius.79 In 

addition to this, some details could testify to Achilles’ direct knowledge of Moschus’ poem. 

Starting from line 63  we find the description of the meadow where Europa and the maidens are 

playing, which contains, together with plants such as thyme and saffron, flowers of narcissus, 

hyacinth, violet, and, with special attention, rose (q p sv v a p K io o o v  euttvoov, q 5 ’ u a K iv0ov ,| q 5 ’ 

i'ov, q 5 ’ EpiTuAAov a ir a iv u T O , 6 5 -6 6 ;  a y A a tq v  m jpaoT o p o 5 o u , 7 0 ). Moreover, the fact that 

Europa is wearing a purple garment (TTOptjnjpEqv koAttou tttuxcc, 127 ) and that she is using her 

veil as a sail ( io tio v  o i a  te v q o s ,  130 ) constitute a striking similarity with Achilles’ Europa (q

79 The reader o f  Achilles Tatius has not yet encountered a dream (the first one occurs at 1,3), but dreams are a feature 
of Achilles’ novel, let alone o f the novels in general.
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x X a T v a  TTOpcfjupa; c o a T T E p  i c m c p  t c o  t t e t t A c o  x P ^ o m e v t i ) .80 Perhaps it is possible to strengthen the 

link between Moschus and Achilles Tatius. Probably four centuries separate the bucolic poet from 

the novelist, and, although the story of Europa and the bull surely had not been forgotten, its 

extended treatment does not seem to be very frequent. Aside from references that attest only a 

writer’s knowledge of the story (e.g. Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, 6,29, just to name one), and short 

versions of the myth (e.g. Pseudo-Apollodorus’ Bibliotheca, 3,2), we are left with few examples 

worth noting.

In the Odes Horace presents Europa sitting on the bull, afraid of the sea monsters (3,27,25- 

28); before the abduction she had been in a meadow, weaving a crown of flowers for the Nymphs 

(29-30). Then we see her in the isle of Crete, talking to herself about her misfortune (34-66), and at 

the end of the ode she receives advice from Venus, followed by Cupid (67-68). The lines that 

describe Europa on the bull, 'Sic et Europe niveum doloso \ credidit tauro latus’ (‘so Europa gave 

her white side to the deceitful bull’, 25-26), do not allow us to fully understand her exact position, 

but ‘latus’ could imply that she is not riding the bull but lying on its back. Also, even though there 

is no mention of other maidens, the presence of a meadow and the act of collecting flowers (29-30) 

puts Europa in the same setting described by Moschus.

In the Metamorphoses Ovid talks twice about Europa, in the second and in the sixth book. 

At the end of the second book the myth is told in a slightly different version from the usual. Zeus 

asks Hermes to fly to the land of Sidon and push the king’s bulls to the shore, in order to turn into a 

bull, mingle with the herd and come closer to Europa (2,836-845). Quite similarly to Moschus’ 

poem, we then find the maidens at play, the description of the bull, his approaches to Europa, her 

initial indecision, the decision to ride the animal and the abduction (2,846-873). What is interesting 

is the end of the story, or, better, the lack of an ending. The last lines show Europa sitting on the 

bull:

Pavet haec litusque ablata relictum 
respicit et dextra cornum tenet, altera dorso 
inposita est; tremulae sinuantur flamine vestes.

She was afraid and looked back at the shore she had been taken from, holding the 
bull’s horn with her right hand and resting the other hand on its back; her tremulous 
garments were blown by the breeze.
(2,873-875).

80
On this see also Whitmarsh 2011, 89, n. 98.
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Since these lines close the second book, one would expect the third one to begin with the wedding 

procession or the union of Zeus and Europa, but the third book starts with Zeus in Crete turned back 

to his original form, and Europa nowhere to be mentioned. The unfulfilled expectation strengthens 

in the readers’ minds the impression left by the last image of Europa they were given. An image, 

one must say, with a particularly pictorial connotation. Europa is looking back at the shore, holding 

one horn with the right hand and resting the left one on the back, while the wind is blowing her 

garments.81

History of art shows Europa on the bull already in the Archaic and throughout the Classical 

and Hellenistic periods.82 The bull is heading either to the right or to the left, the choice seeming to 

be quite arbitrary. In the early period the animal is walking quietly and Europa sits side-saddle, 

upright and fully dressed. There is however an alternative that will in time become the norm: the 

bull moving fast and Europa resting one or both hands on the back or grasping a horn and the tail. 

She either looks forward or, with slightly less frequency, turns her head backwards towards the 

shore. The heroine can be half or totally naked, or dressed with a chiton and a mantle, in which case 

the effect of the wind blowing her garments is often underlined. In early representations Europa and 

the bull have no company except sometimes for a winged figure, perhaps Eros. In the fifth century 

BC other figures begin to appear, forming what will become the wedding procession of sea 

monsters, dolphins, Tritons, Eros, Cupids, Nereids, Poseidon and other sea deities. In the 

Hellenistic period the scene is followed on the shore by Europa’s companions. Altogether, we can 

date a definitive iconography of Europa as early as the sixth century BC, with variations in the 

following centuries that show a tendency to enrich the details and the set of characters. However, 

these variations do not change the fact that almost all Greek and Roman representations o f Europa 

follow one main scheme, showing the girl riding the animal side-saddle and, in the vast majority of 

cases, grasping one of its horns.

If we return to Ovid’s last verses in Book Two, it is difficult not to think of the details we 

are given (the stare towards the beach, the position of the hands on the bull, the mantle blown by 

the wind) as descriptive of Europa’s iconography more than just of her story. If we compare this 

with Horace there is little doubt that Ovid is much closer to the iconography of the story, and the 

artistic reference would certainly fit the poet’s choice of an abrupt ending of the myth and his 

consequent intention to leave the readers with an effective image. This is made even more likely by 

the fact that in the second mention of her story, in Book Six of the Metamorphoses, Europa appears 

in a work of art. The background is the famous contest between Minerva and Arachne over which

81 A very similar description o f Europa can also be found in Fasti 5,605-20.
82

See LIMC and EAA s.v. Europa.
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one is the better weaver. The passage consists of two equally long descriptions that describe the 

works of the goddess and the mortal girl. Minerva embroiders the contest between her and Poseidon 

over the city of Athens and, in order to show Arachne what is awaiting her, examples of divine 

punishments in response to human arrogance. The girl replies to this by embroidering the long 

series of adulterous loves and acts of violence committed by male divinities. The first scene 

represents Europa:

Maeonis elusam designat imagine tauri 
Europam: verum taurum, freta vera putares; 
ipsa videbatur terras spectare relictas 
et comites clamare suas tactumque vereri 
adsilientis aquae timidasque reducere plantas.

The girl from Maeonia wove Europa deceived by Zeus disguised as a bull: you would 
have thought that the bull was real, and the sea too; she was pictured looking at the 
land she had left, shouting to her companions, afraid of touching the leaping water, 
timidly drawing back her feet.
(6,103-107).

Not only does the image once again agree with Europa’s iconography, but it also shows the heroine 

in the exact same aspect she had when the readers last met her (cf. ‘litusque ablata relictum \ 

respicit’ 2,873-4, with ‘terras spectare relictas’ 6,105), as if the interrupted scene at the end of 

Book Two crystallized Europa’s image in a work of art to be shown again after four books. There is 

enough to say that, together with literary models such as Moschus (especially with regard to the 

arrival of the bull), art plays a role in Ovid’s version of the myth.

No author after Ovid seems to have dedicated similar attention to Europa’s myth, at least 

until Achilles Tati us. Thus, the novelist appears to be the first one in a long time to resume the 

subject and, as Moschus and Ovid did before him, explore its connection with the world of art. 

Whether this is true or not depends on when we date Leucippe and Clitophon, especially in relation
83to the work of another author who tells the story of Europa, namely Lucian in Dialogi marini. 

More will be said about the connections between Achilles Tatius and Lucian in the appendix at the 

end of this chapter, but for the moment let us say that both authors lived approximately in the same 

period, and that they shared a similar kind of background in terms of cultural milieu and education. 

In the last of the Dialogi marini Lucian rewrites Europa’s myth in the form of a dialogue between

83 Lucian, Opera vol IV, ed. Macleod. Few o f Lucian’s works can be dated with certainty, and Dialogi marini is not 
one o f them. Schwartz 1965, 56 ff. dates it from between AD 157 and 161 (based on the association with Dialogi 
deorum and therefore with Lucian’s Menippean writings); Hall, who dedicates the first chapter o f her monograph to the 
deconstruction o f  the parameters used by previous scholars to date Lucian’s works, points to the fact that there is not 
much Menippean satire going on in Dialogi deorum , but does not propose an alternative date. See Hall 1981, 47-48.
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the winds Zephyr and Notus, the former telling the latter the magnificence of the show he has just 

witnessed. Lucian undoubtedly takes inspiration from Moschus, for the content of the dialogue 

resembles the poem more than any other literary model.84 Except for the initial dream and the 

description of the basket, all the rest has been summarized by Lucian: the game with the coetaneous 

girls, the arrival of the bull, the abduction, the glorious procession of the sea gods. Moreover, 

Lucian seems to quote Moschus on several occasions: the girls being of the same age of Europa 

(qXiKicoTiSas in Lucian, qAiKas in Moschus 29); the bull uttering a sweet bellowing (EpuKaxo 

qSiaxov in Lucian, psiAixiov puKqaaxo in Moschus 97); the sea being calm (xqv yaAqvqv in 

Lucian, yaXqviaaoKE in Moschus 115); the Nereids coming out of the water (avaSuoai in Lucian, 

avsSuaav in Moschus 118).85

There are, however, a few elements that slightly diverge from Moschus and bring Lucian’s 

text close to Achilles’. For example, Achilles Tatius elaborates on Moschus when describing 

Europa’s veil blown by the wind (compare ‘q 5s 5iKqv ETTEKa0qxo xco xaupco TTAEouaqs vqos, 

coaTTEp iaxicp xco ttettAco xpcopEvri’ in Achilles with ‘icmov oia xe vqos’ in Moschus 130), but 

Lucian, although expressing the same idea, is closer to Achilles Tatius than Moschus (compare ‘if) 

EXEpa 5 e qvEpcopsvov xov ttettAov ouveTxev’ in Lucian 2,11 with ‘o 5 e koAttos xou ttettAou 

ttccvxoOev EXExaxo Kupxoupsvos* Ka) qv ouxos avEpos xou £coypa<j)ou’ in Achilles Tatius). 

Also, if we compare the wedding processions in Moschus and Lucian, beside the close similarities, 

the latter’s addition of the Cupids and Aphrodite at the beginning and at the end of the procession, 

respectively, are evident. Since Lucian is clearly presenting again the same set of characters seen in 

Moschus (dolphins, Nereids, Tritons, Poseidon, and other sea divinities), it is only natural to pay 

particular attention to the few details Lucian decided to add, the Cupids and Aphrodite. It is also 

worth noticing that the only other author who describes the procession, Achilles Tatius, avoids all 

the other usual characters to show only dolphins, Cupids, and Eros.

There are still differences between Lucian and Achilles Tatius: Lucian’s Cupids are flying 

around and carrying torches, whereas those in Achilles Tatius are playing around the bull; 

following the tradition Achilles Tatius shows Eros leading the bull, but Lucian, in a way that is 

unusual in Europa’s iconographical tradition, shows Aphrodite on a shell, perhaps under the 

influence of the model of the Aphrodite Anadyomene. On reflection, however, these differences can 

be softened. Both processions begin with Cupids and end with the representation of the power of 

love, personified in Eros in one case and his mother in the other; also, it is true that Achilles’

84
On this see Baldwin 1980.

85 There could be another link between Lucian and Moschus. Unike Achilles Tatius, Lucian does not resume the 
meadow or the act o f collecting flowers. However, in a passage in Verae Historiae he names a series of flowers (oiov 
yap ano poScov Kai vapKiaacov Kai uaidvScov «ai Kpivcov Kai ’icov, e t i  5 e p u p p iV T is  Kai 5a<}>vriS  Kai 
a p T T E X a v 0 r |S >  t o i o u t o v  npTv t o  r]5u TTpoaE(3aAAEV, 2,5) that show similarities with the flowers in Moschus’ garden.
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Cupids are not carrying torches, but this action is done by Eros (sKpaxEi t o  Trup); even though, as 

said, Lucian’s Cupids here are not playing like those in Achilles (e t tc x i^ o v  ’Epcoxss), they do so in 

another one of Lucian’s descriptions of paintings, namely Herodotus, 5 (  EpcoTEs TTcn^ouaiv).86

Be that as it may, the affinity between Lucian’s description and that by Achilles Tatius is 

highlighted even better by two large-scale analogies. It has been said before that Achilles Tatius 

allows the readers, after a thorough analysis, to visualize the painting’s orientation from left to 

right. Not all the authors considered show a similar intention. For instance, we are told by Moschus 

that Europa is holding the horn with one hand and her garment with the other hand (126-127), but, 

since it is not specified which hand is holding what, we are unable to orientate the scene. As we 

have already seen, this is instead evident in Achilles Tatius, and emerges in Ovid too. In the latter’s 

version Europa is holding the bull’s horn with the right hand; thus the scene shows the bull moving 

from right to left. Lucian describes Europa’s left hand holding the hom almost in the same terms 

used by Achilles Tatius: tt) Aaia psv ei'xeto xou KEpaxos (cf. ‘xfj Xaia xou KEpcos Exopevr)’ in 

Achilles Tatius). As a result, Achilles Tatius and Lucian are not only describing the same subject, 

but they also are the only two authors who are describing the scene of Europa’s abduction 

orientated from left to right.87 This can suggest at least two conclusions: that in both of them (and 

not just in Achilles Tatius, where it is evident) a relevant role was played not just by the story of 

Europa but by its iconography, and that they could have been acquainted with one another’s work. 

The second possibility is bolstered by moving a bit forward in Achilles Tatius’ narration and 

backwards in Lucian’s dialogues. The penultimate dialogue in the series of the Dialogi Marini, that 

is, the one that immediately precedes that between Zephyr and Notus, shows Triton telling the 

Nereids about the liberation of Andromeda by Perseus. The two dialogues (14 and 15) share many 

similarities: the marine setting, of course, but also the telling of the myth as an eyewitness account, 

and the pictorial character of the description. Interestingly enough, the second of three extended 

ekphraseis of paintings in Achilles Tatius’ novel, that is the one that follows that of Europa, 

describes the episode of Andromeda and Perseus. It is too soon now to draw a conclusion on the 

relation between the novelist and Lucian, but there is at least enough to say that the parallelisms 

between the two authors are not irrelevant.

86 The image o f Cupids at play seems to be dear to rhetors describing works o f art, and appears in these terms also in 
Xenophon o f Ephesus 1,8 ( ttccî o v t e s  ' E p c o T E s ,  in the description o f  the canopy) and twice in Philostratus the Elder’s 
Imagines (oi |j e v . . .  ttcu£ o v t e s ; t o u s  p e v  ttcu^ e iv ; both in 1,6,3, which is the description o f  a painting representing 
Cupids). The Cupids at play is not the only similarity between Lucian’s Herodotus and Achilles’ description o f Europa. 
When the two authors describe the veil over the heads of, respectively, Roxana and Europa, the choice o f words seems 
to be rather similar: ‘ E K a T E p c o 0 E V  U T r s p  Tr|v K E < j> a X r|v  K C x X u u T p a  k u k X c o  tcov  vcotcov EpTTETTETaapEvr)’ in Achilles
Tatius, and ‘ a T r c c y E i  f p s  K E ^ a X p s  T p v  K a X u n T p a v ’ in Lucian.
87 Baldwin 1980, 116-117 fails to notice this similarity, as well as the similar image o f Europa’s robe blown by the 
wind.
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If we take a synoptical look at the authors taken into consideration it is possible to estimate 

the treatment of Europa’s myth, also in the light of the history of art. Only two of them expressly 

describe Europa in a work of art (Ovid in the sixth book of Metamorphoses and Achilles Tatius), 

whereas Moschus, Horace, Ovid (in the second book of Metamorphoses and in Fasti) and Lucian 

narrate the myth. The fact that there does not seem to be a clear distinction between the narration of 

the myth and the description of its iconography is demonstrated by Ovid, who shows both 

procedures in the same work. Moschus narrates the myth, but the correspondence between his lines 

and almost every element in Europa’s iconography makes at least plausible the presence of works 

of art as sources of inspiration, and the poet could have hinted at this fact with the inserted 

ekphrasis of another work of art, the basket illustrating Io’s myth. Horace, on the other hand, seems 

to be the farthest from art. As for Lucian, the pictorial character of his version of the myth of 

Europa could be already implied in the reason for the dialogue, which is presented as the account of 

the sight of a show. In addition to this, and besides taking Moschus into consideration, Lucian 

shares at the same time many a detail with Achilles Tatius, who is by far the one who most 

expresses the will to describe art and shows great precision in the details, together with the interest 

in the creation itself of the painting. It is difficult to imagine that any author revisiting the story of 

Europa proceeded only either from literary models or artistic ones, for, in a case like Europa’s, 

literature and art contributed to each other’s cause in a way that makes it impossible to draw a line 

between them. Any written account of the story of Europa cannot have prescinded from the 

visualisation, on the author’s side, of her abduction, and this visualisation was likely influenced by 

the impression left by the vision of works of art representing the subject. In the same way, any 

artistic representation of Europa’s story cannot have prescinded from its written accounts. Taking 

into consideration what was said in the beginning of this chapter, and considering especially the 

examples of Lucian and Achilles Tatius, narrating the story of Europa and describing a picture that 

represents it would end up being very similar operations.

What, then, is the overall role played by art in these accounts? It can be argued that the 

authors who provide the spatial indications that lead to the orientation of the bull’s journey are 

concerned not only with telling the story but also with helping the readers’ visualisation of the 

scene, which might have come as a result of the fact that the authors themselves had an artistic 

model in mind. At any rate, the detail of the position of Europa’s left and right hand finds no 

parallel in literary sources and makes more sense if understood in light of artistic ones. This is 

obvious in Achilles Tatius, who is describing a painting, but less so in Ovid and Lucian, unless they 

too drew inspiration from a work of art. The idea that these authors observed an artistic model 

would be strengthened by the variation in the direction of the bull, since the fact that one author
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(Ovid) ‘sees’ the scene from right to left whereas two other authors (Achilles Tatius and Lucian) 

from left to right reflects the fact that both versions were present in artistic representations. The 

least one can say is that these three authors were particularly acquainted with Europa’s iconography 

and decided not just to include it in their accounts (as Moschus did), but to shape their accounts so 

that the readers would perceive an image of the scene corresponding to the one they probably 

already had in their minds by their own acquaintance with real works of art. This is valid for Ovid 

and Lucian but may seem rather otiose for Achilles Tatius, as he is explicitly describing a painting, 

and not just trying to recreate the story with the addition of pictorial details. In his case too, 

however, it is impossible to tell whether he was describing one specific painting, any painting of 

Europa, or simply the product of his imagination.88 What is sure, and what the detail of the hands 

also tells, is that he wanted the painting to appear realistic. Or, to put it better, he wanted two-thirds 

of it to look like a realistic painting.

The first, introductory part of the painting of Europa underlines its bipartite structure (land 

and sea). However, as seen, there is one detail of colour that recurs three times in three different 

parts of the painting: the association of white and red is seen first in the garden, then on the shore, 

where the maidens are and where sea meets land, and finally on Europa’s clothes. Two of these 

parts (the maidens on the shore and Europa) are normally represented by artists, but the garden 

finds no correspondence in art. Moreover, as acutely noticed by Harlan, the description of the 

garden is inconsistent with the description of the shore. For how can the garden be surrounded by 

walls (o A o v  exei'x ^ e to v  Aeimcovcc TTEpi|3oAr), 1 ,1 ,5 ) if one of its sides ends in the shore, where the 

maidens are ( ev S e tco tou  Aeimgovos teAei TTpos x a i s  ett'i S a A c cr ra v  it\s  y r js  EKpoAons x a s  

TTapQsvous etc^ ev o  xsxvixqs, 1 ,1 ,5 )? 89 This inconsistency only draws more attention to the 

presence of the garden, which has been interpreted in different ways. On the one hand the garden, 

described with clearly sexual vocabulary, can be taken as a symbol of pleasure (and its walls as a 

symbol of virginity), which is connected both to the calmly kidnapped Europa and the compliant 

kidnappee Leucippe (cf. 2 ,3 0 ) .90 On the other hand, the garden has been seen as a metaliterary 

place, especially in the presence of the gardener digging a channel ( o x s x r iy o s  x i s  EysypaTTXO 

S ikeAAcxv kcxtexcov koc'i TTsp'i p ia v  a p a p a v  keku^ cos kcxi a v o iy c o v  x q v  o S o v  xcp p E u p a x i, 1 ,1 ,6 ). 

There is here a strong, verbal reminiscence of Iliad 2 1 , 2 5 7  ff., where Achilles fights against the 

river Scamander.91 The reference to the Iliad would symbolise Homeric influences in Achilles

88 But would not his imagination in turn have been influenced at some point by, among other factors, the vision o f  one 
or a number o f works o f  art o f  Europa?
QQ

Harlan 1965, 104 ff.; se also Bartsch 1989, 52-3.
90

Littlewood 1979. See also Bartsch 1989, 53 ff.
91 The Homeric reference is noticed by Whitmarsh in Whitmarsh and Morales 2001, 146.
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Tatius, but the figure of the gardener also serves as an image for the author, as Martin has pointed 

out:

If the novelist, as weaver of words, is like the one who arranged this cultured, 
cultivated bower of intersecting leaves and trees, then the Brueghel touch of the little 
man with a pick directing the stream of water within the meadow is nothing other than

Q'y

a generic self-portrait.

The metaliterary apect of the passage can be expanded, if one considers the particular garden in 

question: not any garden, but one very close to that in Moschus’ Europa. By adding Moschus’ 

meadow to the common iconography of Europa, Achilles Tatius is first of all exemplifying the 

union of literature and figurative arts that characterised the transmission of Europa’s tale; secondly, 

he is hinting at the fact that the union of literature and figurative arts is exactly what his novel is 

going to be about; thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, by using Moschus in the first ekphrasis of 

a work of art in the novel, he is pointing to his main model for the use of ekphrasis. For the bucolic 

poet did not just tell the story of Europa, but inserted in his poem the description of a work of art, 

the basket representing the story of Io, meant to establish precise links with the main story. Both 

stories tell of one of Zeus’ seductions, of metamorphosis, and of an animal crossing the sea. Thus 

the events represented in the basket reflect what is going to happen to Europa, although not 

unequivocally, for in the story of Io it is Io who is turned into a heifer, whereas in that of Europa it 

is Zeus who turns himself into a bull. Borrowing Perutelli’s words, the relationship between the 

story in the basket and the main story can be defined as ‘specular inversion’,93 and this, with the due 

variations, is exactly the use of description of works of art that Achilles Tatius will display. The

92 Martin 2002, 14 6 .1 owe to Ian Repath a number of ideas concerning this passage, springing from the use o f aquatic 
metaphors, in particular o f rivers and streams, to indicate works of literature (for which see for instance Callimachus’ 
Hymn to Apollo , 105-12 and AP  12,43; interesting is also the image o f the good orator as a great torrent in Quintilian’s 
Institutio oratorio 12,10,61). Among others: the idea that a gardener digging a channel is an image both for literary 
influences and for the author’s control over his narrative (as opposed to Achilles overwhelmed by Scamander -the  
homonymy here would be no coincidence: Achilles Tatius is reflecting himself in the image of a gardener, who in 
Homer is used as an image to reflect Achilles); the idea that a number o f passages present a metaphorical use o f  
o x e t e u c o  or oxETqyos (e.g. Lucian, VH 1,33, Philostratus, Her 3,1; particularly interesting in this sense are passages o f  
literary criticism, e.g. Dion. Hal., De imitatione 1, Ps-Long., On the Sublime 13,3); finally, the idea that a different but 
not unrelated use o f o x e t e u c o  is found in Plato’s Phaedrus, 25 le  ff., which is an important hypotext for Leucippe and 
Clitophon, and especially for Book One. All o f this was presented and discussed in a KYKNOS seminar held in 
Swansea University in November 2010 (A Metaliterary Meadow: Irrigation and Influence in Achilles Tatius). The 
image o f gardeners and channels can symbolise not just influence, but also creation. In Timaeus, trying to provide a 
scientific explanation o f sight, Plato speaks o f it in terms o f a stream ( t o  t ? | s  ov^ecos  p s u p a ,  45 c). Again in Timaeus, 
Plato develops the metaphor o f a garden crossed by channels to describe human anatomy: T ocutcx 5 q  T a  y s v r |  n a v T a  

(jjUTEUOaVTES- o 'l K pElTTOUS TO?S qTT O O lV  f|pT v  TpOCjujv, TO OCOpa OUTO q p c o v  SlCOXETEUOaV TEPVOVTES o l o v  EV 

k i ) t t o i s  o x e t o u s ,  ' l v a  cooTTEp ek v a p a T O s  e t t i o v t o ?  a p S o iT O ,  ‘And when our Superiors had generated all these kinds 
as nutriment for us inferior beings, they channelled out our body itself, like as if they were cutting channels in gardens, 
to the end that it might be irrigated as it were by an inflowing stream’ (77 c, trans. Bury). It would be tempting to see in 
Achilles Tatius’ oxsTqyos not only someone who directs and has control over literary influences, but also someone 
who creates, like oi KpEiTTOus who created the human body.
93 Perutelli 1979.
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models used in the composition of the ekphrasis of the painting of Europa, Moschus in particular, 

are programmatic of one of the main narrative strategies adopted by the novelist, who is therefore 

using the first painting as a sort of manifesto of his approach to description of art. Perhaps noticing 

the addition of Moschus’ meadow to the painting, the readers would have made the connection with 

the bucolic poet, who wrote one of the famous examples of a description of art,94 and, having in 

mind what happened in Moschus, would have been prepared to look for something similar in 

Achilles Tatius.

The painting and the main story

We have already noticed that the fact that some chromatic details found in the first ekphrasis recur 

further on in the novel might be a signal from the author to the readers, something to capture their 

attention and make them remember what was portrayed in the painting. The first of these signals re

surfaces when Clitophon, at the beginning of his narration, tells the narrator how he felt when he 

first saw Leucippe:

cos e v e te iv o  xous o^SaApous k c x t ’ auxriv, ev apiOTEpa TtapSsvos EK<j>ai'vETCU 
poi k c u  KaTaaTpaTTTEi pou t o u s  b(J>0aApous- Tco TTpoocoTrcp. ToiauTpv e IS o v  iyco  
t t o t e  e tt'i xaupcp yEypappEvqv I e A t i v t i v  oppa yop yov  ev f]5ovr|- Koprj £av0r), t o  

£av0ov ouAov o<j>pus psAaiva, t o  psAav axpaTov* AsuKr) TTapEia, t o  A e u k o v  e is  

P e o o v  £<J)oiv(aaETo Kai E p ips^T O  TTop<J>upav, e is  o'iav t o v  eAE(j>avTa AuSia P c c t t te i 

yuviy t o  OTopa poScov av0os r]v, o t o v  apxpT ai t o  po5ov avo iysiv  t c o v  (|>uAAcov 

T a  x e iA t i .

When I had aimed the shafts of my eyes at her (Leucippe’s mother), a maiden on her 
left suddenly came into my view, and the vision of her face struck my eyes like 
lightning. She looked like a picture I had once seen of Selene on a bull: her eyes were 
blissfully brilliant; her hair was blonde, curling blonde; her brows were black, 
unadulterated black; her cheeks were white, a white that blushed towards the middle, a 
blush like a purple pigment used by a Lydian woman to dye ivory. Her mouth was like 
the bloom of a rose, when the rose begins to part the lips of its petals.
(1,4,2-3)

Despite the fact that Clitophon, and not the primary narrator, is the one who is narrating here, the 

description of Leucippe’s appearance uses the same style seen in the description of the painting. 

Characteristic of this is the repetition of the formula noun-colour-colour-adjective: Kopr) £av0r), t o  

£av0ov ouAov (a-b-b-c), and o^pus psAaiva, t o  plAav aKpaTov (again, a-b-b-c). A variation 

occurs when the description goes into more elaborated details ( A e u k t ) Ttapsia, t o  A ev jk o v  ...), and

94
On which see also Friedlander 1912, 15, and Palm 1965-66, 147-8.
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the following association of white and red recalls the painting, as well as the rose and the act of 

opening the petals (avoiyeiv xcov <f)uAAcov xa "HS T“ v 4>uAAcov Kopris avscp^EV o

ypa(|)E\Js, in 1,1). However, the most interesting part of Leucippe’s presentation is the reference 

made by Clitophon to the painting of Selene. Unfortunately, it is also controversial, since an 

intriguing variant exists beside IeAr]vr)V, and that is EupcoTTrjv. IsAr)vr|v is supported by the 

manuscripts belonging to family a  and codex F, whereas the MSS of family (3 read EupcoTrrjv.95 

The reason for the confusion is easy to understand, for, after having just read an ekphrasis of 

Europa on the bull, a reference to Europa would be perfectly reasonable. Vilborg has pointed out 

sound philological reasons to read IeAr)VT]V:

1) it is the lectio difficilior; 2) it has a stronger support in the MSS; 3) the particle 
t t o t e  would be inapt if the picture just described is meant. [...] The verb 
K a x a o T p c c T T T E i  also appears more elaborate if one reads JsArjvriv here.96

Against the last point one could say that presentation of the heroines in the Greek novels displays 

abundance of images of light which are unrelated to divinities of light,97 thus making the reference 

to Selene appropriate yet by no means necessary, but the other arguments, especially the third one, 

are completely accurate. Be that as it may, how is the reference to Selene explainable?

Harlan does not seem to see the problem related to Europa/Selene, but points directly to the 

overall function of the passage:

Leucippe is explicitly likened to the figure of the painting (here called Selene, who is 
identical with Europa) to dispel any doubt about the significance of the opening scene: 
just as Europa’s perilous journey across the sea will lead to the sacred marriage in 
Crete, Leucippe’s trials are destined to be resolved in a happy union with her lover.
The rape of Calligone, who is mistaken for Leucippe, contains another clear echo of 
the Europa myth: she is snatched away from her companions on the seashore in much 
the same way as Europa was.98

On the whole, her view is not wrong, but a bit simplistic. First of all, Leucippe is, if anything, 

explicitly likened to a figure which is not the one in the painting of Europa. Secondly, as we will 

see, the happy reunion is less obvious than it seems. However, the fact that the events in the 

painting of Europa are to be connected to events that will happen in the main story is correct.

95
Following the denominations o f manuscripts adopted by Vilborg 1955.

96 Vilborg 1962 p. 21-22.
97 Cf. Chariton 2,2,7, 4,1,8, and 5,9,1; Achilles Tatius 1,19,1; Heliodorus 1,21,3, 2,4,3, 4,1,2, and 10,9,3.
98 Harlan 1965, 105.
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Bartsch has rectified the way in which this connection works." The readers are meant to link 

Leucippe with Europa through the association of both of them with a similar garden (the one in the 

painting and the one in Clitophon’s house that is described in 1,15, as will be analysed shortly), and 

expect the former to be abducted, following the story of the mythical heroine. When in 2,18 it so 

happens that an abduction indeed takes place, but involving Clitophon’s sister, Calligone, taken by 

the Byzantine Callisthenes (who mistakes her for Leucippe), the readers see their predictions 

frustrated.100 Finally, when in 2,31 Leucippe elopes by sea with Clitophon, they realise that the clue 

constituted by the painting has in fact been fulfilled, though not in the way they had expected. 

Bartsch’ s explanation of the proleptic function of the painting, and of the author’s play with the 

readers’ expectation, is fundamentally correct, and, among its merits, has greatly changed the way 

in which scholars read the ekphraseis of paintings in Leucippe and Clitophon}01 Bartsch’ s reading, 

however, completely overlooks the Europa/Selene problem in 1,4, for she reads the text as saying: 

‘she was such a one as the painted Europa on the bull I saw just now’.102 In spite of this, as she 

connects Leucippe and Europa via the association with similar gardens and not just via Clitophon’s 

reference in 1,4, the reading Selene does not change her argument dramatically.

Mignogna draws from Bartsch while defending Vilborg’s reading of IeAiivr)V.103 She 

highlights the inspiration that Achilles drew from Moschus’ poem, suggesting that just as in the 

poem the relation between the subject portrayed in the basket and the metamorphosis of Zeus into a 

bull follows the scheme of a reversed symmetry,104 so in the novel the same thing happens with 

Europa’s role beying played by Clitophon. Mignogna, perhaps realizing that the parallelism 

between Europa and Clitophon is not one of the strongest, specifies that this is just one of the 

possible interpretations of what Achilles Tatius could have wanted to express in this passage. When 

it comes to explaining why Clitophon mentions Selene and not Europa, she concludes that the 

novelist is playing with the reader’s expectations, producing a complacent effect of 

aprosdoketon.105 Morales proposes that Achilles Tatius deliberately designed the first ekphrasis to 

be ambiguous: where the primary narrator sees the depiction of Europa, Clitophon sees one of

99
Bartsch 1989, 52 ff. and especially 63-5.

100 Signals that something Europaesque is bound to happen preceed the kidnapping o f Calligone: in 2,11 Calligone’s 
wedding ornaments are described, and they include a necklace that contains the chromatic association, among other 
colours, especially o f white and red, and a purple dress, the same colour as Europa’s robe. Moreover, a reference to the 
kind of bull Zeus changed his form into when he abducted Europa is made shortly before Calligone is abducted 
(2,15,4).

A hint to the proleptic function o f the painting was already in Friedlander 1912, 49. See Reeves 2007 for how the 
painting foreshadows not just the main events, but also the mini-episodes o f the novel.
102 Bartsch 1989, 165.
103 Mignogna 1993.
104 In saying this the author refers to Perutelli 1979.
105 In doing this she seems to be indebted to the general theory expressed in Bartsch 1989.
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Selene.106 This would also reflect the ‘resistance to identification’ of the temple of the goddess in 

Sidon that can be inferred from a passage in Lucian’s De Dea Syria.107 Morales’ conclusion is that 

‘the painting of Europa/Selene is programmatic in its foregrounding of visual appearance as a site 

of error’.108

In summary, even though leXpvpv is probably the original reading, it appears to be 

generally difficult to shed light on Clitophon’s statement. Since it is paintings we are dealing with, 

it is worth taking a look at Selene’s iconography.109 By association with her brother Helios, Selene 

is often depicted while driving a chariot pulled by horses, bulls or rams. Otherwise, she is seen 

riding a horse (in the majority of cases), a mule, a ram or, rarely, a bull. The connection with the 

bull seems to come as a consequence of the resemblance between the animal’s horns and the 

crescent which is a natural attribute of the goddess. Selene is always depicted fully dressed, and 

when she is riding an animal her garments are blown by the wind, with her veil forming a 

semicircle over her head (representation of a crescent or of the vault of heaven). In this particular 

image, even when riding a horse, she is undoubtedly very similar to the usual image of Europa. One 

fact that has to be noted, however, is that, whilst the painting of Europa is renowned to the point 

that it can be compared in detail with existing artistic models, a painting of Selene riding the bull 

would find here its one and only occurrence.110 Were EupcoTrqv the correct reading, it would be 

highly unlikely that an ancient scribe believed that what the author had wanted to say was IsXqvriv, 

because a painting of Europa was a common thing to see, but one of Selene riding a bull was not.111

The author seems to have slightly forced Selene’s iconography, which was already similar to 

Europa’s, in order to bring it even closer. He may have done this with an eye on how people with 

different backgrounds would look at similar pictures, which would lead one to think, with Selden 

and Morales,' that the same picture could really have been read from two different points of view, 

that of the Greek (the narrator, accustomed to the myth of Europa) and that of the Phoenician

106 Morales 2004, 38-48. The same argument was used by Selden 1994, 50. On cultural differences related to this
passage see Whitmarsh 2011, 75 ff.
107 Morales 2004, 45. According to Lucian’s account, the same temple in Sidon can be attributed to Astarte, Selene or 
Europa, depending on the source o f the information: the Sidonians say it is Astarte’s, the author believes Astarte is
Selene, and one o f the priests claims it is Europa’s (De Dea Syria, 4). See also Lightfoot 2003, 297-303.
108

Morales 2004, 48. On the Europa/Selene problem see also Whitmarsh 2013, 275-8.
109 See LIMC s.v. Selene, Luna and EAA s.v. Selene.
110 Gury 1994, 714 reports only one terracotta with Selene riding a ram, and refers to Roscher 1884, 3140, fig. 11, for 
an example o f  Selene riding a bull. Roscher, though stating that such an image is quite recurrent (mainly in the type o f  
Artemis Tauropolos), admits his knowledge o f only three examples o f images o f Selene riding a bull, one o f which is 
this passage by Achilles Tatius. O f the other two, one is a coin with Sun-Apollo on one face and Moon-Diana on the 
other (3137, fig. 9); the other (the aforesaid fig. 11) is a gem representing a bull with a crescent over the horns and a 
winged goddess on the back, who could as well be a Nike. Nothing tells us that a painting o f Selene riding a bull ever 
existed.
111 Morales 2004, 40 summarises: ‘We can see why a reader might change the text from ‘Selene’ to ‘Europa’, but not 
from ‘Europa’ to ‘Selene’.’
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(Clitophon, culturally closer to the image of Selene). Nevertheless, Morales’ argument for the 

ambivalence of the same painting forces her to dismiss the value of the particle ttots,112 the 

meaning of which however does not seem to depart from its usual reference to an unknown point in 

the past, and therefore indicates that the painting to which Clitophon is referring is not the one he 

and the primary narrator have just observed.113 Clitophon had been in front of the painting the entire 

time (Ka'i auxos TTapEcrrcds, 1,2,1) and had therefore been able to enjoy the same show, which 

was unmistakably a painting of Europa. If now he refers to a painting of Selene he once saw, we 

cannot but assume that he is telling the simple truth: he once saw a painting of a shining Selene 

(which the readers are not shown), and Leucippe reminded him of it.

Clitophon’s vision of the painting of Selene on a bull took place at an undetermined point in 

Clitophon’s past, before the start of the adventures that occupy his narration. It is also, 

chronologically, the first painting the young man observes (that the readers know of). The readers 

are prone to think that the first painting observed by Clitophon is the painting of Europa, but in the 

chronology of the story, the painting of Europa is seen after the end of the adventures of the young 

couple. This also means that, by the time he is observing the painting of Europa, Clitophon has, or 

should have, learnt the importance that the paintings encountered have had in his adventures, that is, 

the fact that they contain prophecies of what is going to happen to him and Leucippe.114 As will be 

seen, this comes as a gradual realisation for Clitophon (and the other characters), a realisation much 

slower than the readers’, who might have understood how things are as early as when Moschus’ 

meadow was inserted in the description of the painting of Europa. It should therefore cause no 

surprise that not much attention is paid to the painting of Selene, because it is met at a time when 

Clitophon’s reading of paintings was still quite superficial, too superficial to notice that even the 

painting of Selene on a bull, no matter how minimally described, contained to a certain extent 

elements that would re-surface in the future.

In 2,15 Clitophon describes the sacrifice during which Calligone will eventually be 

kidnapped by Callisthenes. The flowers displayed are narcissi, roses, and myrtle ( t o  a v 0 q ,  

v a p K i a a o s  K a i  p o 5 a  K a i  p u p p i v a i ,  2,15,2), which the reader cannot fail to recognise as the same 

flowers in Europa’s garden (cf. vapKiaoos K a i p o 5 a  K a i  p u p p i v a i  1,1,5). In addition to this, 

Clitophon describes the Egyptian bull, the most outstanding of the victimes prepared for the

1 1 2 Morales 2004, 42 ( ‘despite the fact that the t t o t e  withholds certainty’) and 46 ( ‘the t t o t s  remains enigmatic’).
113 Selden 1994, 50 also takes for granted that the narrator and Clitophon are talking about the same painting, without 
giving any explanation for the particle t t o t s .  Whitmarsh 2013, 275, n. 3, makes the following suggestion: ‘If we read 
the two paintings as identical [i.e. if  we read ‘Europa’] (which could involve an ironic reading o fpote, ‘once’), I wonder 
whether we could take Clitophon to be implicitly ‘correcting’ the unnamed narrator in a second sense (i.e. in addition to
identifying the subject as Selene rather than Europa): he supplies the face that is missing from the earlier description’.
114 On Cleitophon’s inability to read paintings see Repath, forthcoming.
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sacrifice. As it turns out in Clitophon’s account, the Egyptian was the kind of bull Zeus disguised 

himself as when kidnapping Europa: si Se o pu0os Eupconps aXr)0r)s» AiyuiTTiov (3ouv o Z eu s  

EMi|jf)aaTO (2,15,4). Clitophon has seen the painting of Europa in Sidon at the same time the 

primary narrator did, but we do not know whether he noticed the same details that were brought to 

the readers’ attention by the primary narrator in his ekphrasis. Therefore, the flowers and the bull 

are meant as the author’s clues for the readers, in order for them to connect the painting with the 

events to come, and expect a re-enactment of Europa’s abduction. It would appear that there is a 

game of clues going on between author and readers, of which Clitophon is completely unaware. 

Obviously, it is a game he cannot take part in, because it takes place at a different narrative level.115 

To him, the painting of Europa (which he observes after the end of his story) might be analeptic, but 

definitely not proleptic for the events in Tyre, since they have already happened. Yet, the author 

provides for him as well a chance to interpret the only painting he has seen thus far, that of Selene 

on the bull. For a Selene on a bull reappears right before his eyes:

(3ous yap AtyuTrnos ou t o  psysbos povov aXXa Kai xr)v xpoiav eutux^' t o  pev  
yap pEyE0os Trdvnri pEyas, t o v  auxsva Trayus, t o v  v c o to v  rrXaTus, t t jv  
yaaxEpa t to X u s, t o  KEpas oux cos o I ik e X ik o s  eu teX p s o\j5e cos o Kunpios 
5 u o e i6 t is ,  cxXX’ ek t c o v  KpoTa<t>cov op0iov avapaTvov, Kaxa piKpov EKaTEpco0EV 
KupTOupsvov Tas Kopu^as auvayEi t o o o u t o v ,  oaov ai tc o v  KEpaxcov SiEaxaaiv 
apxar Kai t o  0Eapa kukX oupevtis asXrivris eo t'iv  e ik c o v  XP01®1 &  o ia v  

"Oprjpos xous xou ©paKos '(tttto u s ettoiveT . (SaSî Ei 5e xaupos uv|;aû (£vcov Kai 
coansp EmSEiKvupsvos oxi tc o v  aXXcov pocov laxi (3aaiXsus- ei 5e o pu0os 
Eupcdnris aXri0Tis, Aiyunxiov pouv o Z eus spiprjaaxo.

An Egyptian ox excels not only in size but also in colour. In size, it is vast in every 
respect: it is thick of neck, broad of back, capacious of belly; its horns are neither 
paltry like those of the Sicilian nor ugly like those of the Cyprian, but they rise up 
erect from their temples, with a gradual curve in from either side, bringing the tips to 
the same distance from one another as between the base of the homs. This sight is the 
very image of the crescent moon (Kai to 0sapa kukXoupevtis asXpvris eot'iv eikcov).
As for their colour, it is that praised by Homer in the horses of Thrace. The bull 
processes with its neck upright, as if this performance displayed its kingship over the 
other beasts. If there is any truth in the myth of Europa, it must have been an Egyptian 
bull that Zeus imitated.
(2,15,3-4)

The end of the description of the bull, as said, is meant to create a connection with the ekphrasis of 

the painting of Europa. The same kind of bull that abducted Europa is now parading in the

115 Alternatively, Clitophon has noticed the details o f the painting of Europa and, counting on the fact that the primary 
narrator has noticed them too, gives a narrative o f past events shaped as to contain some details o f the painting recently 
seen, for the narratee’s entertainment. This is one o f a number of passages where the narrating voice is difficult to tell, 
for it could be Clitophon, the primary narrator, the author, or a combination o f the above.
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ceremony, about to be sacrificed. At the same time, hovewer, the very same bull is also the bull that 

carries Selene, for the shape of its horns are ‘the image (eikon) of a crescent moon (selene)\ In light 

of 1,4, where Clitophon said he had once seen Selene depicted on a bull, it is difficult to see this 

particular combination of words as a coincidence.116

Both the comparison between Leucippe and Selene and the description of the Egyptian bull 

are the work of Clitophon as a narrator, but it is possible, in theory, that the former had been made 

first by Clitophon as a character and then reported by Clitophon as a narrator. Is Clitophon-narrator 

aware that he is making a connection, and a clever one at that, with something he has already said? 

Is he doing this for his narratee, the primary narrator, for the sake of his entertainment and 

intellectual stimulation? Is this the doing of the primary narrator (or the author), perhaps covertly 

pointing at Clitophon’s inability to read paintings? It is not possible to answer these questions, of 

course. Moreover, the painting of Selene on the bull does not really anticipate anything of the 

episode of the kidnapping of Calligone: Selene on the bull is an image that parallels that of Helios 

driving the chariot of the sun, and has little to do with abductions.117 That is to say that even if 

Clitophon-character had recognised the crescent moon on the head of the Egyptian bull as the 

enactment of what he had seen on the painting of Selene on the bull, the piece of information would 

have changed little or nothing. The real beneficiaries are the readers, who can reconcile the problem 

which emerged in 1,4 with the unexpected comparison between Leucippe and Selene: it is not a 

problem that Leucippe is compared to Selene and not Europa in 1,4, because they both end up on 

the same bull.

Unlike the painting of Europa, that of Selene on the bull is not a detail of realism. The 

author selected the only other image that, by slightly forcing it, could look similar to Europa’s 

iconography, and by doing this he created a fork in the road of the readers’ interpretation: is 

Leucippe going to be like Europa or like Selene? The two roads eventually rejoin in the description 

of the Egyptian bull in 2,15, and the answer is that she can be both, for two can ride the animal. 

Parallel to this doubling of the possibilities of interpretation there is also a doubling of characters: 

two seizable beauties, Leucippe and Calligone, and two suitors, Clitophon and Callisthenes. In 2,13, 

a passage that will be analysed further, the readers learn that Callisthenes has fallen in love with 

Leucippe by hearsay, and that he intends to kidnap her although he has never seen her. They might 

therefore suspect that his actions could be subject to mistake, but the fact that on the day of the

116 The connection between the two passages would not work if  one were to follow the reading E u p c o T T r )V  in 1,4. The 
word eikon is not used in 1,4 (where we find y e y p a p p e v n v  l e A q v T i v ) ,  but seems to have been chosen precisely to
evoke the presence o f a painting.
117 There are only loose similarities between the story o f Selene and that o f  Europa. Selene too is coveted by Zeus (but 
not abducted), and, according to one version (Verg., Geor. 3,391), she is lured by Pan who has changed himself into a 
white ram (a ram, not a bull).
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sacrifice Leucippe will stay at home, and, consequently, that there is only one beauty left to kidnap, 

Calligone, was beyond foreseeing and is ultimately the author’s twist. The painting of Selene does 

not quite anticipate events, but is, at the very least, a signal that precise connections (not just the 

superficial ones -Leucippe looks like the Selene I once saw, but the hidden ones too -Selene on the 

bull and the half moon on the bull) between painting and reality occur early in Clitophon’s story, 

before the encounters with paintings that are objects of ekphrasis.

Clitophon’s garden

We have noticed that in the description of the painting of Europa Achilles Tatius follows with full 

particulars the heroine’s iconography. We have also noticed that the initial description of the 

meadow does not belong to this iconography, and seems to have been added by the author, perhaps 

as an expansion of the meadow in Moschus. If the general attitude is that of faithful adherence to 

the pictorial model, then every variation must be intended as a deliberate choice made by the 

author.118 In other words, Achilles Tatius wanted the reader to receive the additional impression of a 

garden associated with the picture of Europa, and its position at the beginning of the description 

makes it all the more relevant. So, when in 1,15 the reader comes across another description of a 

garden it is difficult to see the two places as unrelated. To begin with, one must consider the 

author’s overall organization of the novel. Compared with the distribution of the events in the first 

book, if not in the entire novel, a description as long as that of the painting of Europa has already a 

considerable weight in terms of space occupied. To add in the same book another description 

almost as long as the first one could be perceived as a hazard to the narrative’s fluency, especially 

since its contents appear to be the reprise and closer examination of what had already been seen just 

a while before. The only way to save Achilles Tatius from the charge of being tedious is to 

understand the purpose for which this second ekphrasis was meant, its function in the narration.

Clitophon has just attended the funeral of Charicles, his cousin Clinias’ young lover, and at 

his arrival back home he finds Leucippe wandering about the garden of the house. The garden is 

introduced with the vocabulary of a locus amoenus: q 6s qv ev t c o  T T a p a 5 s (a cp  xqs oixias. o 6s 

Trapa6siaos a'Aaos qv, psya t i  XPfiMa TTpos b^QaApcov q6ovqv, ‘the garden was in fact a grove, 

a substantial affair, a pleasure to the eyes’ (1,15,l) .119 The garden is surrounded on four sides by a 

wall, and above it runs a roof supported by columns. The trees inside the garden are described with 

the intertwinement of their branches and the ivy and smilax attached to them. The vines’ foliage

118 Bartsch 1989, 54.
119 \ f / / r ~

Longus introduces the garden o f Dionysophanes in a very similar way: ’Hv 5e o n’apaSeiaos- TrayKaXov t i  X PriM ®  

Kai KaTa t o u ?  (BaaiAiKOUs (4,2,1).
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creates effects of light and shadow on the ground. We find flowers, narcissus, roses and violets, and 

each of them is thoroughly examined. There is a spring in the middle of the flowers, and the water 

flowing out of it is contained in a squared basin. Finally, birds are described. The ekphrasis is rich 

with details, and although the overall style seems to be less sophisticated if compared with the 

description of the painting (a reflection of the switch from the primary to the secondary narrator?), 

it is still possible to find the same kind of alliterations and plays on words that characterized the 

first ekphrasis. Take for instance the passage where Clitophon is describing the branches of the 

trees:

E0aXXov oi KXaSoi, ouvettitttov aXXqXois a'XXos stt’ aXXov a! yei'toves tcov 
TTETOcXcOV TTEplTTXoKCU, TCOV <|>uXXcOV TTEpl(3oXai, TCOV KCXpTTCOV OUMTtXoKCU. 
ToaauTT) t i s  qv opiXia tcov (Jhjtcov.

Branches abounded, interlocking, one on top of another: leaf caressed leaf, beside 
frond embracing frond, beside fruit coiling around fruit, so intimate was this kind of 
mingling of trees.
(1,15,2)

Their proximity and superposition of the branches is underlined first by the anaphora ‘aXXqXois 

aXXos ett’ aXXov’,120 and then the sequence ‘ai tcov ttetccXcov TrsprnXoKai, tcov (|)uXXcov 

TTSpi(3oXai, tcov KapTTcbv aupirXoKai’, with the triple repetition of the association Genitive + 

Nominative, playing with the order of the compunds of ttXokt) (ttepittXokcxi, oumttXokcu) and the 

prefix TTEpi- (ttepittXokcu, TTEpi(3oXcu), effectively evokes their intertwinement. This tripartite 

formula echoes closely the description of the branches in the painting of Europa: ouvsxq tcx 

SsvSpcr ouvqpE<|>q Ta ttetcxXcc auvqnrov oi TrropQoi tcx <f>uXXa (1,1,3). As analysed by Bartsch, 

this is but one of the many similarities between the two gardens.121 Europa’s garden is surrounded 

by a wall (oXov eteixiCe tov XEipcbva TTEpipoXq, 1,1,5), as is Clitophon’s (Kai TTEpi to  a'Xaos 

teixiov qv, 1,15,1); the branches interlace in a similar way and, as seen, are described through the 

use of a similar style; the trees’ leaves filter the sunlight depicting shadows on the ground in 

Europa’s garden (1,1,4), as they do in Clitophon’s (1,15,4); likewise, there is little difference 

between the flowers in the two gardens (narcissus, rose and myrtle in Europa’s, and narcissus, rose 

and violet in Clitophon’s); both gardens have a spring in the middle of the meadow, though in the 

first one a gardener is digging a channel, whereas in the second one we find something similar to a 

fountain.

120 < /  /  i t  \  * /  \  t
Cf. Longus, 4,2,4: oi kAccSoi auvemTtTov aAArjAois Kai enr|AAaTTOv Ta? Koya?.

121 See Bartsch 1989, 50-52.
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In these cases (the wall, the branches, the shadow, the spring) we seem to be dealing with 

very slight variations on the same theme. As for the rest, Clitophon’s garden shows more plants 

(ivy, smilax, vines), a more particularised description of the flowers, and the presence of animals. 

We could compare the two gardens by saying that almost every element in the first is there in the 

second one as well (all except the myrtle, substituted by violets), with the addition of more 

examples of flora and fauna in the latter. The only exception appears to be the oxsTpyos, whom we 

find only in Europa’s garden. It has been said before that the oxETpyos (as well as the ypa<|>s\js or 

the TEXVixps) mentioned in the ekphrasis of the painting of Europa can be seen as an image of the 

author himself, based on the well attested use of streams of water as a metaphor for narration.122 

This explains why there is no trace of this figure in the description of Clitophon’s garden, since, as 

a narrator unaware of the fact that his narration is going to constitute a novel, he is not supposed to 

think of himself as an author and make metaliterary connections. Anyway, there is enough to say, 

beyond doubt, that the two gardens look alike and that they were meant to look alike to the eyes of 

the readers.

How are we to account for the similarities between Europa’s garden, described by the 

primary narrator, and Clitophon’s, described by Clitophon? Clitophon is unaware of the primary 

narrator’s description of the garden of Europa, so he has no reason to repeat similar images almost 

with the same words. Following this line of thought, we are led to believe that the similarities are a 

net of connections established by the primary narrator (or the author), who is retelling Clitophon’s 

account but adding to it a game of recognition designed for the readers. Alternatively, as Clitophon 

too has seen the painting of Europa, he could be purposely shaping the description of his garden for 

his narratee (the primary narrator), for him to make the connections and feel more involved in the 

narration. However, this does not explain the similarity of vocabulary between the two descriptions. 

The problem is the same observed for the flowers and the Egyptian bull in 2,15, and, just like in that 

case, there is no definitive answer. When Achilles Tatius conceived the embedded narration of 

Clitophon he created a loophole that granted him plenty of narrative freedom and his readers plenty 

of headaches. Having said this, there are other reasons outside Europa’s garden why Clitophon 

describes his garden in that way, but we will turn to them after looking at the third, and last, 

description of a garden in Book One.

The stress on gardens finds its fulfilment in 1,19, when, after more talk about love in nature, 

Clitophon describes Leucippe’s face through a comparison with a garden:

122 See above n. 74.
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Tauxa Aeycou e(3Aettov apa xqv Kopqv, ttgds s^ei rrpos xpv aKpoaaiv xqv 
EpcoxiKTiv* f] Se UTTEarmaivEV ouk aqScbs cckoueiv. t o  Se kccAAos aaxpanrov xou 
xacb qxxov eSokei |joi xou Aeukitttttis slvai TTpoacoTTOu. to  yap xou acopaxos 
xaAAos auxrjs rrpos xa xou Aeipcovos ripi^EV av0q. vapxiaaou pev to  TTpoocorrov 
eotiAPe xpoibv, poSov Se ccveteAAev ek xtjs napEias, iov Se f) xcbv o^SaApcbu 
spappaipsv auyr), ai Se xopai (3oaxpuxoupEvai paAAov e 'iA ittovto
KIXTOU’ TOIOUTOS ?]V AeUKITTTTTIS STt'i TCOV TTpOOGOTTCOV O AsiMCOV. f) |JEV OUV METa
HiKpov aTTiouaa cpxeTO’ xrjs y a p  K i0 a p a s  auxf)v o K a ip o s  ekoAel e(joi Se eSokei 
TTapsTvar aTT£A0ouaa y a p  xr^v nop4>r)v ETTâ rjKE |jou xoTs b^aAMoTs.

During this exposition, I was eyeing the girl to see how she reacted to hearing about 
desire. She seemed to be signalling that the experience was not without a certain 
pleasure. The effulgent beauty of the peacock seemed to me a lesser thing than 
Leucippe’s countenance, for the beauty of her form was vying with the flowers of the 
meadow: her face gleamed with the complexion of narcissus, the rose bloomed forth 
from her cheeks, violet was the radiance that shone from her eyes, the cluster of her 
locks coiled more than ivy. Thus was the brilliant meadow that lay on Leucippe’s face.
After a short while, she set off to go, as it was time for her to play the lyre. To me, 
though, she seemed still present: though departed, she had left behind her image in my 
eyes.
(1,19,1-2)

Given the coincidence of the flowers and plants here mentioned (narcissus, rose, violet, ivy) with 

the flowers and plants in Clitophon’s garden, Bartsch asserts that a clear connection between 

Leucippe and his lover’s garden is being made.123 She underlines the symmetry between this case 

and Europa and her garden in the painting, highlighting that both gardens are described ‘in equally 

erotic terms’ and associated with equally ‘acquiescent kidnapees’. Finally, she sees in this passage 

more evidence of the relation between Europa and Leucippe, and the foreshadowing of Leucippe’s 

‘laxity concerning her own virginity’.124 De Temmerman puts the stress on the fact that, regardless 

of the coincidence of the flowers, Clitophon’s garden is not the main one to be associated with 

Leucippe.125 He notices that Leucippe’s face is said to be a Asipcbv, something which so far has 

only, and repeatedly, been said of Europa’s garden, whereas Clitophon’s garden is defined as a 

TrapabEioos, or aA aos.126 To De Temmerman, Leucippe and Europa are connected not only 

through their association with the parallel descriptions of the two gardens, but also through ‘their 

common association with the same vegetative setting (that is, the meadow in the painting)’.127 

According to the author, this fact testifies to the use of metalepsis in Achilles Tatius, and shows in 

his narration a point that ‘blurs, at least for a moment, the allegedly impermeable border between

123 Bartsch 1989, 52; Zimmerman 1999, 71.
124 Ibid., 53-54.
125 De Temmerman 2009.
126 Also in Harlan 1965, 103.
127

Ibid., 670 (author’s italics).
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narrative levels’.128 The coincidence of plants (narcissus, rose, violet, ivy) in Clitophon’s garden 

and on Leucippe’s face would indicate a stronger connection between the latter and Clitopon’s 

garden rather than Europa’s, but as Clitophon’s garden is linked to Europa’s anyway, the three 

gardens shoud be considered together. So far, the similarities between gardens have been mostly 

justified with narrative reasons: the recurrent vocabulary is meant to stimulate associations in the 

minds of the narratees (the primary narrator and the readers). There are, however, other events in 

Book One (therefore not directly connected to the painting of Europa, which is outside the story) 

that justify the way in which Clitophon as a character should describe his garden like this, and 

Leucippe as an image of his garden, at this precise point of the story.

First of all, it is difficult not to notice a certain struggle on his part when he is trying to 

describe Leucippe.129 His first attempt results in the comparison with the painting of Selene (1,4), 

and the second one in the comparison with the garden (1,19). Both cases deal with the way in which 

Clitophon perceives Leucippe, and, as we have seen, both give rise to doubts and interpretative 

perplexities. It appears that the heart of the matter lies in the young man’s inability to approach the 

direct description of his beloved. This can be attributed to two facts, the girl’s astonishing beauty 

and the boy’s lack of experience on the subject of love. His first experience of the vision of 

Leucippe is a traumatic one (1,4,2-5): he is blinded (KaxaoxpaTTTEi pou  t o u s  o ^ Q a A p o u s), lost 

( euQu s  aTTcoAcbAsiv), wounded (K aA A os... xixpcbaK Ei), shaken (EKUETrAqypqv t o  kccAAo s ) , in a 

word, at a loss as to what is happening to him ( ttocvtcc 6 e ps eixev o p o u ) . A  consequent confused 

and dreamlike state of mind follows him during and after the first dinner with the girl: he eats as in 

a dream ( ecokeiv y a p  toTs  ev o v s ip o i s  EO0i'ouaiv, 1,5,3), his dinner is in his eyes (T qv s u c o x ia v  

ev to7s  o<|)0aAp6Ts <f)Epcov, 1,6,1), he is drunk with love (p s0u cov  sp c o x i, 1,6,1). If during the day 

he is living as in a dream, at night he confuses his dreams with reality:

TTccvxa 5 e  q v p o i A e u k i t t t t t ]  x a  e v u t t v i o *  5 isA E y6p q v  a u x q , auvETTai^ov, 
o u v e S e i t t v o u v ,  qTTTopqv, t t A e i o v c x  e I x o v  a y a 0 a  x q s  qps'pas* Kai y a p  
KaxE<j)iAqaa, Kaj q v  to  cjnAqpa a A q 0 iv o v .

All my dreams were of Leucippe. I was talking with her, frolicking with her, eating 
with her, touching her, and having more successes than I did by the day: for I even 
kissed her, and the kiss was real.130 
(1,6,5)

128 Ibid., 670. On metalepsis in Achilles Tatius see also Whitmarsh 2011, 85.
129 Cf. Dubel 2001. Relevant to this is also Kauffman 2014, which, however, came out too late to be included here.
130 Mutatis mutandis, the actions described by Clitophon are similar to those described by Aegialeus in Xenophon’s 
Ephesiaca 5,1.
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The first lesson about love and vision is given to him in 1,9 by his cousin Clinias, whose whole 

speech is filled with Platonic wisdom, in particular with reference to Phaedrus.m  In this dialogue, 

starting from paragraph 249, Socrates analyses how the vision of beauty on earth affects the soul by 

virtue of the recollection of the true beauty contemplated by the soul in the hyperuranium. Socrates 

describes this process in terms of madness (pav(a), consternation and out-of-body experience 

(£KuAr]TTOvTCXi kcc'i o u k e x ’ ev  auxcov yiyvovxai, 250 a), and bewilderment of senses ( t o  pr) 

iKavcos 5iaia0av£a0ai, 250 a). So far all these sensations can be well attributed to Clitophon’s 

behaviour. Socrates goes on by focusing on sight, the sharpest among the senses, and saying that 

the beauty of a godlike face flows through the eyes (xou kccAAous xf|v aTToppopv 5ia tc o v  

oppaxcov, 251 b).132 The same concept is repeated in 255 c, shortly before Socrates says that, to the 

lover, the beloved one acts like a mirror where he can see himself ( coottep Se ev  KaxoTTTpco ev  tco  

Epcovxi sauxov opcov, 255 d). In trying to console Clitophon for his pains, Clinias explains to him 

how lucky he is in being able to see his beloved:

o i jk  olSas olov e o t i v  Epcopsvr) P A e tto p e v t i ' psi^ova xcov spycov e'xei xpv f]5ovr]v. 
6<|>0aApo'i yap  aAAr]Aois avxavaxAcbpEVOi aTTopaxxoucnv cos ev xaxoTTxpcp xcov 
acopaTcov xa EiScoAa* f] Se x o u  xaAAous- airoppor), Si* auxcov e is  xpv v |/u x t iv  
xaxappEouaa, e'xei xiva pi^iv ev ccTToaxaasr xai oAiyov e o t i  xf)s xcov acopaxcov 
pi^Ecos’ xaivp yap  e o t i  acopaTcov aupTrAoxr].

You do not understand the value of the sight of the beloved: it yelds more pleasure 
than the act itself. You see, when two pairs of eyes reflect in each other, they forge 
images of each other’s body, as in a mirror. The effluxion of beauty floods down 
through the eyes to the soul, and effects a kind of union without contact. It is a bodily 
union in miniature, a new kind of bodily fusion.
0 , 9 , 4 )

This analysis of the connection between vision and love seems to owe much to Socrates’ speech, 

both in the concepts expressed and in the words used. Clitophon is being given some rudiments of 

love education following Plato’s tracks, and it is therefore only natural that his future perception of 

what he sees will be influenced by his cousin’s teachings, and the garden appears to be a manifest 

example of this.

131 On this see Morales 2004, 50-60; on the Phaedran setting see Maeder 1991, 13-6, Martin 2002, and Ni Mheallaigh 
2007; on another use o f  Plato in the novels see Repath 2007. Aside from 1,9, the Phaedrus is recalled in some passages 
o f the first book, starting from the choice o f the most adapt natural setting in order to favour the speech (cf. Phaedrus, 
230 b), to the description o f  the death o f Charicles by a horse and the name itself o f Leucippe: white horse (Morales 
2004, 66 and Repath 2007, 74, n. 82), both o f which seem to represent Socrates’ myth o f the soul as a winged chariot 
pulled by two horses, one good and the other bad (cf. Phaedrus, 246 a-b).
132 *  / \ i \ \ / f \ / ~ >

Plato’s ‘ t o u  kcxA A ous T p v  a iT o p p o r )V  5 i a  t c o v  o p p a x c o v ’ seem to be echoed quite closely by Clinias’ ‘q  5e t o u

kocAAous aTroppoq, Si’ a u T c o v  s\s  Tqv 4^X0^ KaTappsouaa’. In Plato the flow o f  beauty has an effect on the soul:
the stream sprinkles and heats the channels that facilitate the growth o f the wings o f  the soul {Phaedrus, 251 d-e).
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Almost following Clinias’ words, the description of the garden starts with a remark 

concerning the eyes and pleasure ( p £ y a  t i  XPOM^ Trpos 6<}>0aA|Jcov p S o v p v , 1,15,1). What Clinias 

describes as pi^is and aupTTAoKr) with reference to the bodies is everywhere to be seen in the 

intertwinement of the plants (cf. E0aAAov o i k A aS o i, o u v e t t i t t t o v  aAApAois a'AAos e t t ’ a'A A ov  

y e iT o v e s  a i  t c o v  t t e t o A c o v  TTEpiTTAoKai, t c o v  4>uAAcov TTEpi|3oAai, t c o v  KapTTcbv aupTrAoKai. 

ToaauTTi t i s  t )v  o p iA ia  t c o v  4 > u tg o v , 1,15,2). Also the metaphor of the mirror taken from Socrates 

is not absent from the garden (cf. t o  5 e  uScop  t c o v  a v 0 sc o v  ?]V KaTOTTTpov, 1,15,6). Finally, the 

idea of flowing (aTTOppor); K a T a p p so u a a )  can be represented by the spring of water (cf. e v  psoois 

5 e  t o T s  a v 0 £ o i TTT)yr) avEfJAu^E Kai TTEpiEyEypaTrro TETpaycovos x a P ® 5p a  x £ lP0T1'0 irlT0S t c o  

p E up aT i, 1,15,6).133 At this point it is reasonable to ask ourselves whether Clitophon’s description 

moves from an objective or rather a biased observation. His is the point of view of the man 

possessed by love, whose senses have been strongly upset and who has only learnt but the basics of 

how to look at his beloved one. The garden appears as erotic because Clitophon is looking at it with 

erotic eyes,134 and the only thing that is left for him to do when he turns his eyes to Leucippe is to 

transfer on her the visual experience just gained, hence the comparison with the garden in the 

attempt to capture Leucippe’s figure ( t t ] V  p o p ^ v  ETra<j)r]KE pou t o i s  o<j)0aApoTs, 1,19,2).135 Had 

Clinias not influenced his mind with speeches on love, then Clitophon’s perception of the garden 

might perhaps have been different.136 If so, what is then the real appearance of Clitophon’s garden? 

We do not know, or, rather, we are not supposed to know, as can be inferred by the following 

passage:

t o  5 e u5cop tcov av0Ecov t) v KaTOTTTpov, cos- 5 oke7 v t o  dAaos slvai S ittAo u v , t o  

psv t t ) s  b A r | 0 E i a s ,  t o  S e t t ) s  o K i a s .

The water served as a mirror for the flowers, so that there seemed to be a double 
grove, one of truth and one of shadow.
(1,15,6)

] 33 "In Phaedrus 251 c, Socrates explains the etymology o f the word ‘desire’, ipEpos, as a derivation from ‘sending’
(isvai), ‘particles’ (pepri), and ‘flowing’ (psTv). In 255 c he recalls the same idea, describing the affection for the lover
as ‘ fj t o u  p E u p c tT O s  e k e iv o u  T r^ y f] , o v  'i jJE p o v  Z e u s  ... c o v o p a o s ’ , ‘the spring o f  that stream which Zeus called desire’.
In this sense it is interesting to notice that Achilles .Tatius uses TTrjyfi, only in the garden o f Clitophon and not in that o f
Europa (where Clitophon says: u5cop kotcx p e o o v  eppEi t o u  Ae ip c o v o s , 1,5), as if  Clitophon were reacting directly to
Platonic stimuli instilled by Clinias (but not the primary narrator, who has not heard Clinias’ speech).
134 The primary narrator, too, is, by his own definition, erdtikos (1,2,1).
135 Clitophon reapplies the same mental process shortly after, when, after having heard the praise o f the rose, he thinks 
he sees the rose leaving its MOp4>n on the girl’s lips: ‘E y cb  5 e e5 o k o u v  t o  poSov ett'i tco v  x ^ A ecov o u t t is  opav, c o s  ei 

t i s  t ? |s  kccAu k o s  t o  T T E p i< |)E p E s e i s  T r jv  t o u  o T o p c x T o s  ekAe io e  pop4)f|v’ ‘I thought I could spy the rose on her lips, as 
if  someone had enclosed the outline o f the calyx within the shape o f her mouth’ (2,1).
136 At the beginning o f  chapter 19 Clitophon gives another example o f his very partial interpretation when he assumes 
that Leucippe is listening to him with pleasure (f) 5 e u iT E oripa iV E V  ou k  cxti5 c o s  cxkoueiv , ‘she seemed to be signalling 
that the experience was not without a certain pleasure’).
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Far from leading towards its solution, these words are the author’s clue to the existence of a 

mystery. The water naturally reflects like a mirror the objects that surrond it, but this mirror also 

suggests the possibility of an alternative to truth and raises the doubt whether what we are 

witnessing is in fact reality or appearance. Ultimately, two groves can be seen, and two are the 

gardens that are described in the first book. The first one of these is a painted one, and it is recalled 

in the water’s mirror not only because of its contents (Europa’s garden being similar to 

Clitophon’s), but also because of its form, since the surface of the water provides the same 

bidimensional representation as the painting. Thus, the description of the painting of Europa frames 

the entirety of Book One, introducing Clitophon’s narration without ever entirely leaving it.

3.3.2. Andromeda and Prometheus137

At the beginning of Book Three of Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon, the protagonists 

survive a shipwreck and arrive on the coast at Pelusium, where they go to the temple to express 

gratitude for their safety and ask for a response regarding their friends lost in the storm. They visit 

the inner chamber of the temple, where the statue of Zeus Casius is kept:

"Eo t i  5 e  ev tco T T rjA ou aicp  A l b s  i s p o v  a y a A p a  K a a i o u .  t o  5 e  a y a A p a  veccvio ko s, 
’A ttoAAcovi p a A A o v  e o ik c o s’ outco  y a p  f i A m a s  e l x £ * TTpo(3E(3Ar|Tai 5 e  tt]v X £^ P a  
K ai e'x e i p o i a v  ett’ a u iT )' tt)s  S e p o i a s  o  A o y o s  p u o t i k o s .

There is in Pelusium a temple dedicated to Zeus Casios. The cult statue is of a boy, 
looking rather like Apollo because of his similar age. His hand is stretched out and 
bears a pomegranate (the pomegranate has a mystic meaning).
(3.6.1)

Interest has been raised by the fact that, in contrast to the length and accuracy of the descriptions of 

other works of art (not only the paintings in 1,1, here, and 5,3, but also the crystal cup in 2,3 and the 

jewels in 2,11), the description of the statue of Zeus Casios is striking for its concision and 

vagueness. To begin with, Clitophon seems to be less than certain about the identification of the 

statue: the statue is of Zeus, but it represents a boy, and he looks like Apollo. Second, the intriguing 

presence of the pomegranate and of the mystical tale attached to it leaves the readers empty-handed. 

Not only is this the only known reference to a work of art in which Zeus is holding this fruit,138 but 

also the hope that an explanation for this oddity will come from the Aoyos p u o t ik o s  is soon

137 A version o f this section has already been published (D ’Alconzo 2014).
138 See M. Tiverios in LIMC s.v. Zeus, no. 164 and commentary.



disappointed, for the mystical tale will never be told. This fact has reasonably led to the suspicion 

that there could be a hidden meaning behind the novelist's words. Anderson has underlined that the 

pomegranate symbolises death and rebirth, which is particularly fitting if we consider that the main 

event in Book Three will be the sacrifice and resurrection of Leucippe.

Artemidorus ( 1 . 1 5 )  associates the pomegranate in dreams with t o v  ev  ’ E A eu cm vi 

Aoyov: (as in Pesephone's case) it symbolises slavery and subjection: Leucippe is 
certainly captured almost immediately by pirates. One might reasonably argue that it 
would also symbolise Scheintod, since Persephone comes back to life.139

Moreover, the pomegranate could refer to a specific detail involved in Leucippe's Scheintod: the use 

of a sheep's skin filled with animal's entrails and blood as the fake belly in the sacrifice. Anderson 

mentions a passage in John Chrysostom's homily against Vainglory (56 ff), where vainglory is 

compared to the deceiving nature of the pomegranate: ‘on the outside it is a ripe fruit, but v/hen 

burst the deceptive inside disintegrates into dust and ashes.’ According to Anderson, then, ‘the lake, 

collapsible, decaying fruit anticipates the sheep's-pouch trompe-l'oeil.’140 The Aoyos MUcmKcs is 

therefore not profound nor sacral, and the only mystical thing will in fact be Leucippe's telly, 

referred to twice in the same paragraph as ‘xrjs yaoxpos xa puaxrjpia’ and ‘xpo<J)cov Kaiva 

Muaxripia’ (3,16). It is a trick played by Menelaus on the band of robbers, and, ultimately, a :rick 

played by the author on the readers through the statue of Zeus Casios.

In her effort to explain the foreshadowing and at the same time misleading function of the 

paintings, Bartsch takes Anderson's interpretation a step further. In her opinion, the double pairting 

of Andromeda and Prometheus, which anticipates Leucippe's sacrifice and disembowelment, tells 

only half of the truth.141 The other half, that is the fact that Leucippe is only apparently dead, 

catches the readers by surprise, wondering whether they were given any clue that could have 

suggested this turn of events. The pomegranate is that clue, in its representation of the difference 

between reality and appearance:

The ecphrasis of the statue, coming immediately before that of the paintings, in effect 
tells the readers how to interpret the descriptions of Andromeda and Prometheus.142

139 Anderson 1979, 517.
140 Ibid., 518.
141 Bartsch 1989, 55-63. On the connections between the elements in the painting see also Friedlander 1912, 49 and 
Harlan 1965, 107.
142 Bartsch 1989, 62.
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This interpretation is surely coherent with the events that follow, and with Achilles Tatius' evident 

strategy of leaving clues for the forthcoming narrative throughout the whole novel. However, one 

might still wonder how probable it is for the readers to be not only able to remember a minor detail 

such as the pomegranate, but also to interpret it as univocally as Bartsch thinks Achilles Tatius 

expected them to do. It is true that, if there is any symbolism to be seen behind the pomegranate, the 

ancient reader would be the most likely to understand it, perhaps to the point of noticing the 

connection with the sheep's-pouch. Nevertheless, foreseeing that Leucippe will not die, or, 

afterwards, realising that she did not, because a pomegranate was mentioned, seems hardly to be 

within the reader's reach. Hence Bartsch's admission that ‘it is unlikely that they will see this the 

first time they read the work through.’143

Clitophon himself, for a start, does not seem to be concerned at all, providing us with the 

perfect paradigm of what at the moment is also happening to the readers. Without manifesting even 

little surprise for the most unusual iconography, he proceeds with the tour of the temple, reaching 

the opisthodomos where the double painting is. After the cursory treatment of the statue of Zeus 

Casius, the double painting of Andromeda and Prometheus is given particular attention:

K a r a  S e  t o v  6 t t i o 0 6 S o | j o v  b p c b p e v  e i k o v o  6 it tA ? |v . K a i  o  y p a c ^ e u s  e y y e y p a n T O .  E u a v 0 r | s  
p e v  o  y p a ^ e u s *  p  S e  e ik c o v  ’ A v S p o p e S a  K a i  T 7 p o p T i0 E u s ,  S e a p c o x a i  p e v  a p < j )c o  ( S i a  t o u t o  

y a p  a u x o u s ,  o l p a i ,  e i s  e v  a u v p y a y e v  o  £ c o y p a < } ) o s ) '  a 5 e A < j> a i  S e  K a i  x r | v  a A A r j v  t u x t i v  a '* 

y p a < j > a f .  ( 4 . )  T r e x p a i  p e v  a p c j> o 7 v  t o  S e o p c o T p p i o v ,  0 r ) p s s  8 e  k o t ’ a p 4 > o ? v  o i  S p p i o i ,  t c o  

p e v  e£  a e p o s ,  t ?| S e ek 0 a A a T T p s '  E i r i K o u p o i  S e  a u x o T s  ’ A p y e T o i  S u o  a u y y e v e T s ,  t c o  p e v  
' H p a K A p s ,  T r | S e T T E p a e u s ,  o  p e v  t o ^ e u c o v  t o v  o p v i v  x o u  A i o s ,  o  S e  e t t i  t o  k t ) t o s  t o u  

T T o o e iS c o v o s  a 0 A c o v .  a A A ’ o  p e v i S p u x a i  x o £ a £ o p e v o s  e v  y f | ,  o  S e e£  a e p o s  K p e p a x a i  t c o  

T T x e p c p . 3 . 7 . ’ O p c o p u K x a i  p e v  o u v  e i s  t o  p e x p o v  t t j s  K o p p s  h  T r e x p a ’ 0eA ei S e  t o  o p u y p a  
A e y e i v  o t i  p r )  t i s  a u x o  t t e t t o i t ik e  X£,P> ^ A A ’ e o x i v  a u x 6 x 0 o v *  e x p a x u v e  y a p  x o u  A ( 0 o u  
t o v  k o A t to v  o  y p a ^ e u s ,  c o s  e t e k e v  a u x o v  f |  y f ) .  ( 2 . )  f) S e  e v i S p u x a i  x f |  o k e ttt ) '  K a i  e o ik e  t o  

0 e a p a ,  e i  p e v  e i s  t o  kccA A os a m S o i s ,  a y a A p a x i  K a i v c o ,  e t  S e e i s  t o  S e o p a  K a i  t o  K f | x o s ,  
a u T o o x E S i c p  x a c j j c p .  e t t i  Se t c o v  T r p o o c o T T c o v  a u x p s  k ccA A os K E K e p a a x a i  K a i  S e o s '  ( 3 . )  e v  
p e v  y a p  T a ? s  i r a p e i a T s  t o  S e o s  K a 0 r |T a i ,  ek Se t c o v  6 < t > 0 a A p c b v  a v 0 e T  t o  k o cA A o s . a A A ’ 
o u t e  x c o v  T r a p e i c b v  t o  c b x p o v  t e A e o v  a < f > o iv iK T o v  f ) v ,  f j p e p a  S e  t c o  e p e u 0 E i  ( 3 e ( 3 a T r r a i ,  
o u t e  t o  x c o v  o ( |> 0 a A p c o v  a v 0 o s  e o t ' iv  a p e p i p v o v ,  a A A ’ e o ik e  t o T s  a p x i  p a p a i v o p e v o i s  
T o is *  o u t c o s  a u x T i v  E K o a p r ia E V  o  £ c o y p a < j ) o s  e u p o p c j j c p  <j>o(3cp. ( 4 . )  x a s  Se x Ê P a S  e i s  T p v  
T T E T p a v  E ^ E T T E x a o E v , a y x e i  S e  a v c o  S e a p o s  E K a x e p a v  o u v a T T x e o v  x ? | T r e x p c c  o i  K a p n o i  Se  

c o o t te p  o p t t e A o u  p b x p u e s  K p e p a v x a i .  K a i  a i  p e v  c b A e v a i  T T |S  K O p r iS  C X K paT O V  E X o u o a i  T O  
A e u k o v  e i s  t o  t t e A iS v o v  p e T E p a A A o v ,  K a i  e o i k o o i v  a T T o 0 v r )O K E iv  o i  S c c k tu A o i. ( 5 . )  S e S e x a i  
p e v  o u t c o  t o v  0 a v a x o v  e k S e x o p e v t v  e o t t ik e  S e  v u p ( j> iK c o s  e o t o A i o p e v t i ,  c o o t t e p  ’ A i S c o v e ?  
vup<j>r) K E K O o p r)p E v r). t t o 5 t ) p t |s  X lT c ^ v > A e u k o s  o  x i t c o v  t o  u ^ a o p a  A e t t t o v ,  a p a x v i c o v  
e o i k o s  ttA o k tj , o u  K a x a  x f | v  x c o v  T T p o ( 3 a T E ic o v  x p i x c o v ,  a A A a  K a x a  t t iv  t c o v  e p i c o v  x c o v  
t t t t i v c o v ,  o l o v  o t t o  S e v S p c o v  e A k o u o o i  v r i p a x a  y u v a T K E s  u ^ a f v o u a i v  ’ I v S a i .  ( 6 . )  t o  S e  

k t ) t o s  a v x i T T p o o c o t t o v  t t ) s  K o p r j s  k o (t c o 0 e v  a v a ^ a T v o v  a v o i y e i  t t j v  0 a A a o o a v  K a i  t o  

p e v  t to A u  t o u  o c b p a x o s  T T E p i(3 E (3 A rjT a i x c p  K u p a x i ,  p o v r ]  S e  x r |  K E(J)aA r| t t ] v  0 a A a x x a v  
a i r o S u E T a i .  u t t o  S e  t t i v  a A p r i v  x o u  K u p a x o s  t \  t c o v  v c b x c o v  e y e y p a T r x o  4 > a i v o p e v r i  O K ia ,
T a  x c o v  ( j > o A ( S c o v  E T r a p p a x a ,  x a  x c o v  a u x ^ v c o v  K u p x c b p a x a ,  T] A o c } ) ia  x c o v  a K a v 0 c b v ,  o i  
x r i s  o u p a s  e A i y p o i .  ( 7 . )  y e v u s  ttoA A ti K a i  p a K p o r  a v e c p K X O  S e  T t a a a  p e x p i  x r j s  t c o v

143 Ibid., 62.
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co'ucov o u p (3 o A ? |s , Kai E u0us fi y a a x r ip .  p sT a ^ u  Se t o u  k t ) t o u s  Kai x r )s  K oprjs o  T T epoeus  
EysypaTTTO K a x a (3 a iv c o v  e£ a s p o s '  K aT a(3afvE i 5e e tti t o  Srjp iov  y u p v o s  t o  u a v  
X A a p u s  a p ^ i  t o T s  c b p o is  p o v o v  Kai t tsS iA o v  ttep i t c o  tto 5 e  ttA tio io v  t o u  t t t e p o u .  ttTAos 
Ss a u T o u  t t i v  K s^ a A p v  K a A u n r s r  b  ttT A os 5e u t t t i v i t t e t o  TTiv’'A i5 o s  ku vetiv . t t |  A a ia  t t i v  
t ? |s  T o p y o u s  KE(|)aAriv K paxsT Kai Trpo|3£(3AT]Tai SiKrjv a a m S o s .  h 6e e o t i  (})o(3Epa Kai ev  

to T s  X P ^ P 0 0 1 ' (8 .)  t o u s  6 (J)0aA p ou s s^ETTExaaEV, s'bp i^s x a s  x p i x a s  x co v  Kpoxa(}>cov, 
rjyE ips t o u s  S p a K o v x a s ’ o u x c o s  cnTEiAsT Kav t?) ypacJ)T|. o ttA o v  p ev  t o u t o  t? | A a ia *  
coTTAiaTai Se Kai t t |v  Se^icxv Sic^ueT aiSTipco s i s  SpETTavov Kai £i<|>os 
sa x io p E v cp . (9 .)  a p x E T a t  pev  y a p  ti kcottti k o tcoO ev  ap4>oTv ek p i a s ,  Kai e o t i v  e<})’ Tjpiau  
TOU O lbrjpou ^(cJ>OS, EVTEU0EV Se aTTOppayEV TO pEV b^UVETai, TO Se ETTiKapTTTETai. Kai 
TO pEV aiTCO^UppEVOV PEVEI £l<|)OS, COS T|p£aTO, TO Se KapTTTOpEVOV SpETTOVOV yiV E T O l, 
Tva p ia  TrAriyri t o  p sv  EpEiSfl t t ] v  a<t>ayf)v, t o  Se K paxfl x f |v  T oprjv. t o  p sv  t ? | s  

A v S p o p s S a s  S p a p a  t o u t o .  3 .8 . 'E £ r ) s  Se t o  t o u  I7popr]0E cos E y sy b v E i. S e S e t o i  p ev  o  
TTpopr)0Eus a iS p p c o  Kai TTExpa, coT rA iaxai Se 'H paK A ris t o £ c o  Kai S o p a x i .  o p v i s  e s  t t ] v  
t o u  TTpopr]0Ecos y a o x s p a  xpucj>cr e o ttik e  y a p  o u t ^ v  a v o iy c o v ,  r)5r| p sv  
a v E c o y p sv r iv , (2.) a A A a  t o  p a p cj)o s e s  t o  o p u y p a  k e T to i, Kai e o ik e v  e t t o p u t t e iv  t o  
x p a u p a  Kai £ t |te 7 v  t o  r)Trap’ t o  Se EK<f>aiv£Tai t o o o u t o v ,  o o o v  fiv scp ^ sv  o y p a < j)su s  t o  
S io p u y p a  t o u  x p a u p a x o s *  E psiSsi t c o  prjpcp tc o  t o u  T7popr)0Ecos T a s  x co v  o v u x c o v  
a K p a s .  (3.) o  Se a A y c o v  ttocv tti o u v E a x a A x a i Kai xr)v TrAsupav auvE O T raaxai Kai t o v  
p rip o v  E ysipE i K a0’ a u x o u *  s i s  y a p  t o  r)TTap o u v a y s i  t o v  o p v i v  o Se E T sp o s a u x c o  to T v  

ttoSoT v t o v  aT T aop ov  o p 0 io v  o v t i t e i v e i  k o t c o  Kai e i s  t o u s  S o k t u A o u s  a iro ^ u v E T a i. (4.) 
t o  6e  cxAAo a x f ip a  S e ik v u o i t o v  t t o v o v  k e k u p t c o t o i  x a s  ocJ)pus, a u v E a x a A x a i t o  x c 7 A o s ,  
b a i v s i  t o u s  o S o v x a s .  T]AETioas a v  c o s  a A y o u o a v  xr |v  ypa(j)T)v. (5 .)  ava(j)EpEi 5e  
A u tto u p e v o v  'H p a K A ris' e o tt ik e  y a p  to ^ e u c o v  t o u  TTpopTi0Ecos t o v  S f j p io v  E v r ip p o a x a i  
t c o  xo^ cp  ^ e A o s , t t )  A a ia  TrpopE^AriTai t o  K Epas cb0cbv, ett'i p a £ o v  eAkei tt^v b s ^ ia v ,  
eAkCOV TO VEUpOV KEKUpXCOTai KOTO TTIV TOV ayKCOVa. (6 .)  T ravxa  OUV o p o u  TTTUOOETai, TO 
t o ^ o v ,  t o  v E u p ov , t o  [3eA os. o u v a y E x a i  pEV UTTO TOU VEUpOU TO TO^OV, SiTTAouTai 6e  u t to  

t? ) s  XE,P ° ^  T '°  V Eupov, k A iv e to i  6e  ett'i p a ^ o v  f] x^ ip - (7 .)  o  5e TTpopTi0Eus p s a x o s  e o t i v  
e A tt iS o s  a p a  Kai ^ b fk n r  ttti p sv  y a p  s i s  t o  e A k o s , ttt) 6e e i s  t o v  'H p a K A sa  ^ A ette i, Kai 
0eAei p sv  a u x o v  o A o i s  t o T s  b<j>0aApo?s iSeTv, eAkei 6e t o  rjp iau  t o u  ^ A e p p o t o s  o  t t o v o s .

In the inner chamber of the temple we saw a painting with two levels, signed by the artist, 
Evanthes. The painting represented Andromeda and Prometheus, both chained. This was the 
reason, I suppose, why the artist had combined the two subjects onto one canvas, but the 
situations depicted by the pictures were also akin in other respects: (4.) each victim had a rock 
as a prison; each had a beast as a torturer (his coming from the air, her’s from the sea); their 
rescuers were both Argives, and related to each other, Heracles in the one case (who shot the 
bird sent by Zeus), Perseus in the other (who contended with the sea-monster sent by 
Poseidon). Heracles, though, was firmly planted on the ground when he shot, while Perseus 
was suspended by wings in the air.

3.7. The rock was hollowed out enough to fit the maiden. This cleft seemed to say: 
‘No human hand made me: this painting is the spontaneous creation of nature!’ For the artist 
had roughened the pleats of the stone, just as it is when the earth has given birth to it. (2.) She 
was crouched in this shelter: the spectacle resembled a novel kind of graven image if you 
focused on her beauty, or an impromptu grave if you focused on the chains and the monster. In 
her face were combined beauty and fear: (3.) the fear resided in her cheeks, while the beauty 
bloomed from her eyes. Yet her pallid cheeks were not altogether without colour, tinged as 
they were with a gentle blushing; nor were her florid eyes without anxiety, resembling as they 
did violets in the first stage of wilting. Such was the comely fear with which the artist had 
embellished her. (4.) Her hands were spread out over the rock, each fastened to it by a clamp 
that shackled them from above, and dangling like clusters of grapes from the wrist. The pure 
white of the girl’s arms shaded into a discoloured bruising: her fingers looked as if they were 
dead. (5.) Thus was she bound, awaiting death. She stood there dressed in bridal clothes, done 
up as if she were a bride for Hades. Her robe was full-length, her robe was white: the weft was 
delicate like a spider’s web, woven in the style not of sheepswool but of the moths’ wool that 
Indian women tease down from the trees and weave into strands. (6.) The monster rose up
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from below to face the girl, cleaving the sea in two: most of its body was shrouded in waves, 
and only its head stood clear of the sea. Beneath the briny wave, the outline of its shadowy 
back was drawn so as to be visible: its protuberant scales, its sinuous neck, its spinous crest, 
its twisting tail. (7.) Its jaws were enormous and capacious, an all-encompassing hole reaching 
down to a point where the shoulders met; and at that point the belly immediately took over.

In the mid-point between the monster and the maiden was drawn Perseus, descending 
from the air. He was entirely naked as he descended to do battle with the beast, except for a 
mantle around his shoulders and winged sandals on his feet. His head was protected by a cap, 
which signified the helmet of Hades. In his left hand he wielded the Gorgon’s head, which he 
held out like a shield. Even when represented by pigments, she was terrifying: (8.) her eyes 
were gaping and her hair bristling from her temples, the serpents erect. Even in a painting this 
was a threatening sight. This, then, was the weapon in his left hand. In his right hand he was 
armed with a double weapon, split between a sickle and a sword; (9.) thereupon it diverged 
into two, the one part sharpening in a line, the other curving. The part that sharpened remained 
a sword as before, while the part that curved became a sickle, so that with a single blow the 
one blade could drive home the lethal stab and the other could complete the decapitation. This 
was how the scene was set for Andromeda.
3.8. Next to it was the Promethean scene. Prometheus was bound by both iron and stone, 
while Heracles was armed with both bow and spear. A bird was feasting on Prometheus’ belly.
It stood there prising it apart: (2.) the belly had already been prised apart, but the bird’s beak 
was buried in the trench, seemingly digging further into the gash in search for the liver. The 
latter was just visible, inasmuch as the artist had sundered the trench of the wound. The tips of 
the bird’s claws were sunk into Prometheus’ thigh. (3.) Prometheus himself was hunched in 
agony at this, one side of his body doubled up as he raised his thigh towards it; in this way, he 
only brought the bird closer to his liver. The other leg had been stretched out downwards in 
the opposite direction with a jerk, in a straight line that narrowed towards the toes. (4.) The 
rest of his posture also indicated his pain: his eyebrows were contracted and his lips pursed, 
revealing his teeth. A pitiable spectacle, as though the very painting were suffering.

(5.) Heracles, though, was in the process of releasing him from his woes: he stood 
there in the act of shooting Prometheus’ torturer, arrow fitted to the bow, the handle extended 
in his left hand as he thrust it forwards, right hand drawn back to his breast, his elbow flexed 
behind as he drew back the string. (6.) All the details -bow, string, and arrow-were alike 
poised in contracted tension: the stringing of the bow had arched it, the hand had doubled up 
the string, and the hand was bent in against the breast. (7.) Prometheus could barely contain 
his simultaneous hope and fear. He was gazing both at the wound and at Heracles: he wanted 
to devote his full attention to the latter, but half of his gaze was distracted by the pain.
(3,6-8)

Among the paintings described in Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon, the paintings of 

Andromeda and Prometheus constitute a unique case for two main reasons. To begin with, in spite 

of the fact that the description concerns not only one but two separate subjects,144 the paintings are 

not referred to as ‘two paintings’, but as one ‘double painting’ ( e ’l K O v a  5 i t t A ? | v ) .  Second, the 

pictures are ascribed to a painter, namely Evanthes, a fact that finds no parallel in the rest of the 

novel. These two facts cannot be ignored, for they suggest not only that real works of art might 

have stood behind Achilles Tatius’ ekphrasis, but also that what connects them to the narration are 

not just parallel contents, but the very nature of the works of art themselves.

144
Unlike the painting o f Europa and that o f  Philomela and Procne (5,3).
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For the first and last time in this novel, and in the Greek novels in general, the name of the 

artist is mentioned.145 Gaselee translates ‘signed by the artist’,146 but it is difficult to say whether 

what Clitophon sees is the actual signature of the painter, for the Greek text literally says ‘the 

painter had been written’ (o  y p a ^ E u s  EyyeypaTTTo), which might simply indicate that someone 

else had tagged the painting with the name Evanthes. It is even more difficult to say whether 

Evanthes is a product of Achilles Tatius’ fiction or a painter who actually existed: the latter would 

shed an interesting light on the relationship of the contents of his novel with real artworks. Things 

are, of course, complicated by the fact that this is the only time a painter named Evanthes is 

mentioned. Not much attention has been paid by scholars to this question. Considering that the 

hapax legomenon of the name of the painter Evanthes occurs in a work of fiction, the likelihood of 

him being fictitious is perhaps stronger than the will to discover if he is real. Thus, in the absence of 

other references, Evanthes has been put aside. Gaselee does not take the problem into consideration. 

Vilborg and Whitmarsh agree that the name is fictitious.147 Even so, and supposing that Achilles 

Tatius decided to invent Evanthes in order to confer authority upon the double painting, there is no 

reason why he should not have done the same with the other paintings in the novel.

On the other hand, art historians and archaeologists give him a very different treatment. 

Since they are not concerned about fiction they have no reason to doubt Achilles Tatius’ account, 

and since much of ancient painting is missing they are happy to welcome his descriptions as safe 

substitutes for lost testimonies. In a famous book published in 1929, Mary Swindler introduces 

Evanthes maintaining that he was ‘the last important artist connected with Alexandria who can be 

more than a name to us’.148 She still shows reservations about the genuineness of the double 

painting,149 but does not hesitate to consider Evanthes a real person: to her, he is a recognised artist 

who can even be connected to a specific place, Alexandria. Considering the amount of information 

we are given about him (i.e. his name), this seems to be an overstatement. Nevertheless, Evanthes’ 

paintings are included among extant works of art in the major encyclopaedic sources for ancient 

iconography.150

145 On the Latin front there is the case o f the art gallery in Petronius’ Satyrica 83, where Zeuxis, Protogenes and 
Apelles are mentioned, but Encolpius’ spouting o f the biggest names of Greek painting is rather different from 
Clitophon’s observation o f the signature on the paintings in Pelusium. On this episode see Eisner 1993, who especially 
highlights the wordplays on the painters’ names, a signal o f Encolpius’ ridiculous approach to art, in fact a projection o f  
his own disappointed state o f mind.
146 Followed by Whitmarsh 2001.
147 Vilborg 1962, 69, Whitmarsh 2001, 154. Surprisingly, Evanthes is not even mentioned in Bartsch 1989.
148 Swindler 1929, 307. As to why he should be connected with Alexandria and not Pelusium, where his painting is 
said to be, the reason might be that Achilles Tatius, who describes it, is said to be from Alexandria, which was not too
far from Pelusium.
149 Ibid.\ ‘The paintings may even be fictions o f Achilles Tatius, but as he came from Alexandria, they may have 
existed, though they were not certainly painted in his time’. The logic o f this statement is dubious.
150 See Rocchetti 1958, 362 and Schauenberg 1981, 778, n. 24.
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Early scholarship was much more worried than we are now about the actual existence of 

paintings described in ancient art-related prose fiction. To the modem eye, late 1800 and early 1900 

studies seem to have used these texts as some sort of treasure maps in their hunt for the true origin 

of works of art, sometimes forgetting that telling the truth-like is not the same as telling the truth. 

With time came the opinion that such a debate was an end in itself, that the stress in ‘art-related 

prose fiction’ should be on ‘fiction’ rather than on ‘art’, and that one could not measure two authors 

like Philostratus and Pausanias with the same scale. Thus came a tendency to put as little trust as 

possible on the alleged clues in the text and focus not on the possible links with an unverifiable 

outside reality but with the only reality available to us, that of the text itself.151 The main question to 

answer became ‘why?’ rather than ‘where from?’, with focus on function and intended effect on the 

readers. In the world of the ancient novels this has led to excellent studies, such as Bartsch’s, that 

have widened our perception of the author’s narrative strategy and added a lot to our understanding 

and enjoyment of the texts. As for the subordinate question of the origin of the works of art 

described and how they might have got into the mind of the author, the common answer remained 

the one of old: the schools of rhetoric, the mare magnum, in fact little navigated, whence the 

novelists are supposed to have drawn more or less everything that cannot be otherwise accounted 

for. Besides, the question lost importance in view of the consideration that the abundance of details 

of the description should not point to the conclusion that the object was real, but that it was the 

author’s intention to make it appear so.

It is a limitation to see these two approaches as mutually exclusive. The information gained 

from comparing the description of a painting with the attested ancient iconography can provide 

insight into the author’s choice of that particular piece for that particular part of his work, and 

therefore into its intended function. This methodology is no different from the one applied in 

studies on intertextuality, which result both in a deeper understanding of the text at stake through 

the identification and contextualisation of the sources of its allusions, and in a deeper understanding 

of the author through the observation of the literary implements that were available to him in the 

composition of his work, and thus his modus operandi. However, just as textual similarities must be 

sifted out carefully in order to differentiate between cases of intertextuality and less relevant lexical 

coincidences, so should descriptions of works of art not all be put in the same basket. Indeed, we 

cannot measure Pausanias and Philostratus with the same scale, but the validity of this principle 

should be extended to other authors, and the fact that the pictures in the Imagines are fictional, as it 

is now widely believed, should not lead to the a priori assumption that the same must be said about 

the paintings in Achilles Tatius, because they are two different authors who aim for different things.

151 Compare for example Lehmann-Hartleben 1941 and Bryson 1994 for a discussion related to Philostratus.
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What is more, cautious differentiation needs to be applied even within the work of a single 

author, especially if that author happens to be Achilles Tatius. In Leucippe and Clitophon there are 

three descriptions of paintings, which is not the same as saying that the author repeats the exact 

same thing thrice. With regards to this, let us here just highlight a few aspects that should not be 

disregarded: the paintings belong to three different types;152 they are described according to three 

different modes of narration;153 even their common role, the proleptic function, seems to follow a 

different rule every time.154 It should cause no surprise, then, if the answer to the question of the 

origin of the paintings varied in each case, and a few of these variables, the aforementioned unique 

fact that the paintings of Andromeda and Prometheus constitute a diptych and that they are 

attributed to a named painter, indicate that Achilles Tatius is not doing with these painting the same 

thing he did with the painting of Europa. Before we decide on the plausibility of these elements, 

however, let us verify the accuracy of the images described.

Iconography

The earliest representation of Andromeda and Perseus that we have dates back to the sixth century 

BC. It is an amphora showing a unique image of Andromeda unchained helping Perseus in the fight 

against the sea monster.155 Later representations from the fifth century BC show the influence of the 

Athenian tragedians. Andromeda is chained to posts in oriental clothes, as is supposed to have 

happened in the lost Andromeda by Sophocles.156 The scene depicted can take place before, during, 

or after the enchainment. Ethiopian slaves can also be present, carrying Andromeda, fastening her 

to the posts, or carrying gifts. Perseus is represented wearing a mantle that either covers his body or 

shows him naked beneath, and carrying some or all of his typical items: the winged helmet, the 

winged sandals (when the wings are not directly attached to his ankles), and the sickle. Regarding 

his weapons, the sickle is constantly present and almost always held in his right hand, whereas the 

left hand is sometimes holding one or two spears, or a sword. The simple sickle will later become 

the double sword, namely a sickle with a point. There is so far no trace of the Gorgoneion, the head

152 The painting o f Europa is described as one painting representing one scene; the paintings o f Andromeda and 
Prometheus are joined in a diptych; the painting o f Philomela and Procne seems to be one painting including different
scenes.
153 The painting o f Europa is described by the primary narrator, the painting o f Andromeda and Prometheus by 
Clitophon as a narrator, and the painting o f Philomela and Procne by Clitophon, perhaps, as a character. Consequently, 
the speed o f the narration is zero in the first two cases, whilst it is simply slowed down in the third one. More will be
said on the last case.
154 Bartsch 1989, 62, notices that ‘the descriptions o f the painting o f Europa, the first picture described, and o f  
Philomela, the last, play similar tricks [to the paintings o f Andromeda and Prometheus] upon the expectations aroused 
by the interpretative act, yet in a completely different way.’

LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, n. 1.
See Schauenberg 1981, 787, and Trendall -  Webster 1971, 63, 79.
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of Medusa. The hero is either contemplating (or perhaps talking to) Andromeda, or talking to 

Cepheus, Andromeda’s father, presumably to arrange the wedding in return for the deed. Starting 

from the fourth century the arched entrance of a grotto becomes an alternative for the posts, a fact 

that has been connected with an innovation in Euripides’ Andromeda, where the heroine was 

chained to a grotto or a rocky cliff from the beginning of the play. Also, Andromeda’s oriental 

clothes give way to white (sometimes transparent) garments, either covering or revealing parts 

(sometimes all) of her body.

In the second half of the fourth century BC the subject is particularly popular in southern 

Italy, especially Apulia, where we find a consistent production of vases representing Andromeda 

and Perseus. It must be said that it is difficult to arrange the examples in precise categories that 

account at the same time for the moment in the story, the position of the characters, the clothes and 

the objects displayed. Details may vary from vase to vase, but in general terms it is possible to say 

that in the course of time some elements became neglected (the oriental robes, the posts, the 

alternative weapons), whilst others became popular (white clothes for Andromeda, the grotto, 

Perseus’ pointed sickle). The fight between the hero and the sea monster is given more attention, 

and Perseus is depicted in the act of slaying the beast, sometimes grasping its neck with his left 

hand. Surprisingly, the Gorgoneion did not become a regular part of Perseus’ equipment until late. 

A bag, possibly containing the Gorgoneion, can be noticed in the sixth-century amphora, but the 

head itself of Medusa is nowhere to be seen until some Etruscan urns of the middle of the second 

century BC, before becoming a constant in the wall paintings in Pompeii. There, we find a 

considerable number of wall paintings that cover different moments in the temporal sequence of 

events of the myth. We have the type with Andromeda chained to the rock, and Perseus descending 

from the sky, holding the pointed sickle with the right hand and the Gorgoneion with the left;157 the 

type with Perseus on the water, fighting the sea monster;158 the type with the hero helping the 

heroine to descend from the rocks;159 the type with Andromeda finally freed, sitting with Perseus, 

who is holding the Gorgoneion.160

Phillips connects the different types of frescoes in Pompeii to the examples found in Apulian 

vases, showing how the Tarentine masters of the fourth century BC were the ones who produced the 

main innovations in Andromeda’s iconography, namely the shift from the posts to the grotto, and

157 Fresco from Boscotrecase (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 32), fresco from House IX 7.16 (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, 
no. 40), fresco from House VII 15.2 (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 38).
158 Fresco from house in Region y i  (Phillips 1968, pi. 3 fig. 4).
159

Fresco from House VI 10.2 (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 67), fresco from House VII Is. occid. 15 (LIMC s. v. 
Andromeda I, no. 68), fresco from the House o f the Dioscures (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 69).
160 Fresco from the Casa dei Capitelli Colorati (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 104). Phillips 1968, 3 ff., identifies five 
main types.
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finally to the rocky cliff. The only type that cannot be found in Apulian vases is the one with 

Perseus flying (fresco from House IX 7.16), for which he postulates Evanthes’ painting to be ihe 

archetype. He then sees Tarentum as the only environment where the iconography of Evanthes’ 

work could have been produced, and therefore proposes the end of the fourth century BC as he 

earliest possible dating for Evanthes.161

As a matter of fact, the elements described by Achilles Tatius fit well with the stage of 

Andromeda’s iconography that is displayed in Pompeii. The maiden is chained to a grotto, wearng 

a tunic; the sea monster is coming out of the water; Perseus is descending from the sky, just befcre 

the beginning of the fight, wearing only a mantle, the winged sandals and the helmet, and carryng 

the pointed sickle in his right hand and the Gorgoneion in his left. If we exclude the grotto, whbh 

does not appear in the frescoes at Pompeii at all, the iconography of Andromeda displayed ?y 

Achilles Tatius’ description of Evanthes’ painting, and especially the figure of the flying Persets, 

brings his painting undoubtedly close to the fresco.

With regard to Prometheus, Achilles Tatius’ description captures once again the moment 

before the fight and the liberation. The eagle is digging with its beak inside the wound m 

Prometheus’ belly, searching for the liver. Its claws are grasping Prometheus’ thigh, which tie 

Titan is lifting up, to his own harm, since this brings the bird closer to the wound. Prometheis, 

chained to the rock, is all contracted in a spasm of pain. This contraction is reflected in the figureof 

Heracles, who is stretching the bow, ready to shoot at the eagle. This image does not correspondto 

the Titan’s early iconography (seventh and sixth centuries BC), where he is sitting, bending bcth 

legs at an acute angle and lifting his torso towards the eagle.162 Instead, it is connected with a laer 

stage of the iconography, which, after some blank centuries during the Classical and Hellenisic 

periods, when the figure of Prometheus seems to have disappeared, became popular in the Romin 

period, starting from a sculptural group in Pergamon.163 Here Prometheus, who was probably 

placed in a niche, is naked, standing, his arms lifted in the air and chained to the rock, as if he wa*e 

crucified. His right leg, which the eagle is clawing, is lifted. Heracles is standing on the ground jist 

below him, about to shoot the arrow. The same image is depicted in a fresco from Pompeii, Csa 

dei Capitelli Colorati.164 A painting now lost but popular in antiquity has been supposed as tie 

archetype for this iconography, and the choice has fallen on Evanthes’ Prometheus}65 What is 

interesting here is that, were this true, we would have a terminus ante quern for Evanthes’ datiig,

161 However, given the presence o f the Gorgoneion in his painting, the earliest dating should be moved to the seccid 
century BC.
162 See Paribeni 1965, 485, and Gisler 1994, 548.
163 Winter 1908, no. 168, 175-180, pi. 25, and fig. 168a; LIMC s. v. Prometheus, no. 73.
164 Dawson 1944, no. 63, 110; LIMC s. v. Prometheus, no. 59.
165 Phillips 1968, 5, affirms that ‘the sculptural group is a translation of Evanthes’ Prometheus and Heracles into store.’
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for the figure of Heracles in the sculptural group in Pergamon seems to be the portrait of 

Mithridates VI, which would allow us to place the group between the years 88-85 BC, and therefore 

Evanthes before the year 88 BC.166

The archaeological evidence adduced so far tells us that the paintings of Andromeda and 

Prometheus in Achilles Tatius can both be inscribed in the iconographical history of their figures, 

which means that their existence might have been possible. There are, however, two problems. The 

first comes from the argument that they are both the archetypes of their respective image, so instead 

of finding an antecedent to prove the genuineness of the works of Evanthes, Evanthes has become 

the proof that justifies the existence of other works of art. The second problem is that they have 

always been considered individually.167 The painting of Andromeda may link Evanthes with 

Tarentum and the end of the fourth century BC, and the painting of Prometheus may provide the 

terminus ante quem through the comparison with a group in Pergamon, but there is no evidence of 

their association.168 However, if Achilles Tatius’ account of the paintings is to be trusted to the 

point of constituting an artistic testimony, it should also be trusted in respect of the fact that the 

paintings had been associated by the painter himself, who considered them as two halves of the 

same work of art (5ia t o u t o  y a p  auTous, o l p a i ,  e is  ev a u v r jy a y E V  o £coypa<J>os, ‘and this was 

the reason, I suppose, why the artist had associated the two subjects’ 3,6).169 Since it is the first 

thing we are told about the paintings, it seems odd that not much attention has been given to the fact 

that the two of them constituted a double painting. Almost without exception, scholars have either 

ignored this fact or only interpreted it as dependent upon the events to come in the plot. On this 

view, the two paintings were chosen simply because they represent the two aspects of the next 

episode, that is the sacrifice (Andromeda) and disembowelment (Prometheus) of Leucippe in 

3,15.'70 Such a view, however sound, implies that the association of Andromeda and Prometheus in 

a double painting is a product of the novelist, and does not really take into consideration the 

possible existence of an actual double painting. A diptych, moreover, is something

Bieber 1961, 122; Phillips 1968, 4-5.
167 This seems to be the only fact on which classicists and art historians agree, for they both take for granted that at 
least the union o f the paintings must have been a product o f  Achilles Tatius’ invention. Mentioning Achilles Tatius in 
relation with the frescoes in Pompeii, Schefold talks about ‘gedankliche Bildverbindung’. See Schefold 1962, 81.
168 It is interesting to notice that the same house in Pompeii, the Casa dei Capitelli Colorati, contained the fresco with 
Prometheus and one o f the frescoes with Andromeda (belonging to the type with Perseus helping her down the rock).
However, the two should not be considered specifically associated, since they were in different parts o f  the building.
169

Winter, perhaps having this in mind, says that the decoration to which the Prometheus group in Pergamon belonged 
was not constituted by that piece alone, and hypothesizes that it might have included, opposite to Prometheus, a group 
with Andromeda, as in Evanthes’ double painting. This is an example o f rather naive exploitation o f the novelist’s 
descriptions. See Winter 1908, 178.
170 Bartsch 1989, 55.
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unprecedented.171 Nevertheless, in Clitophon’s words there is no doubt that the paintings were 

meant to be together, for he even provides the reasons for their association: the chains, the rocks, 

the beasts, the saviours. Was, then, Achilles Tatius the first to connect Andromeda and Prometheus? 

If that were the case, then the fictionality of the diptych, regardless of the accuracy of the pictures, 

would be hard to question. If, on the other hand, that were not the case, and if there were a 

precedent for the association of the two figures, then pondering over such precedent as a possible 

source for the diptych in the novel seems a sensible approach. It is therefore worth examining both 

literature and art in order to see if it is possible for such a union to have occurred, and how.

Art and theatre

Greek tragedy is the only common ground for Andromeda and Prometheus in literature. With 

regard to Prometheus, the main reference is Aeschylus. Of the series of plays about Prometheus 

attributed to him only Prometheus Bound survives, but it seems that the scene described by Achilles 

Tatius could fit well with the lost Prometheus Unbound. Both Sophocles and Euripides wrote an 

Andromeda, the latter surviving in a large number of fragments, the former almost entirely lost. If 

we had an Andromeda and a Prometheus from the same author we could at least postulate an 

antecedent, although dim, for their association, but no tragedian known to us treated both subjects 

in his works.172 Still, we cannot rule out the possibility that the two subjects were performed in the 

course of the same festival.

Theatre played an important role in art, especially in vase painting, and southern Italy in the 

fourth century BC provides the perfect example of this.173 It has been proved that by the end of the 

fifth century BC plays and vases were exported from Athens to southern Italy, particularly to 

Lucania and Apulia.174 Given the popularity of theatrical festivals, the dramas were often a source 

of inspiration for artists. Being free from the temporal sequence of the theatre, painted vases 

showed illustrations rather than precise representations of the plays.175 That is to say that although

171
Something very different from a sequence o f  connected paintings, the well attested product o f the so-called 

continuous method (W ickhoff 1900, 11-17). In that case the sequence aims at telling a story by placing side by side the 
representations o f  its different moments, as seems to be the case o f the paintings in Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe (see 
Mittelstadt 1967). Here we are not dealing with narrative painting, but, as stated by Goldhill, with ‘the first example in 
Western art history o f a pair o f paintings being analysed precisely as a diptych with significant links.’. See Goldhill
1995, 72.
172

Similarities between, once again, Achilles Tatius and Lucian (Prometheus 1, Dialogi Marini 14) on the subject o f  
Andromeda and Prometheus will be analysed later on.
173

On this topic see Trendall -  Webster 1971, Trendall 1991, and Taplin 1993.
174 The classic references on the Apulian vases are the works of A. D. Trendall. See especially Trendall -  Cambitoglou 
1978.
175 Taplin 1993, 12 ff.
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some elements in the images imply knowledge of the play, the painter was not expected to depict 

the play with exactitude, but was instead free to show some of the characters or scenes in the drama, 

and add or delete others. Still, some elements seem to reflect specific details from the plays. Half- 

open doors, as well as rocky arches, could in fact allude, if not point, to actual scenographic 

elements. The case of Andromeda in Apulian vases is emblematic in this sense. Apulian masters 

moved the heroine from the posts and started to place her in chains under a rocky arch in response 

to the innovation in Euripides’ Andromeda}16 Then the cave became a rocky cliff, as we find in 

Ovid and in the frescoes in Pompeii.177 Achilles Tatius is the only other author who places 

Andromeda in a hollow, which means that Evanthes’ painting is connected to the type of vases that 

show the grotto. This is crucial, because it is among those vases that we find the only connection 

between Andromeda and Prometheus that might have preceded Evanthes’ diptych.

Trendall was the first to publish the description of a calyx-krater (Berlin 1969.9) 

representing Heracles freeing Prometheus.178 The vase is Apulian, dated around the middle of the 

fourth century BC, supposedly a work coming from the atelier of the Darius Painter, the most 

prominent figure among Apulian vase painters of that period, who worked in Tarentum and to 

whom many Andromeda vases can also be ascribed. What distinguishes this vase from every other 

representation of Prometheus is that the Titan is depicted chained to a rocky arch. If we compare it 

with some of the examples of vases with Andromeda chained to a grotto, the similarity is plain to 

see.179 The two figures occupy the same position, and the conclusion is that the Prometheus krater 

follows Andromeda’s more common iconography.180 Moreover, the krater shows Heracles coming 

from the left to free the Titan, the eagle lying dead in the lower level of the vase, and other figures 

and deities. It does not require much effort to recognise that Prometheus is not the only character 

whose figure was inspired by Andromeda vases: Heracles plays the same role, and occupies the
1 ft 1same place, as Perseus, and the eagle as the sea monster. Therefore, it can be plausibly 

maintained that the artist identified the similarities between the two myths in the enchainment to a 

rock, the presence of a beast, and the presence of a saviour. At one point one artist must have 

realised that the two myths had some points in common, and the inspiration that led to this

176 See Trendall - Webster 1971, 78. It is widely accepted that fr. 118 Nauck and ff. 125 Nauck o f Euripides’
Andromeda indicate the presence o f a cave. But see, against this view, Phillips 1968, 2.
177 Ovid, Metamorphoses 4,668 ff. Since it is clear that he had Euripides in mind (see the comparison with the statue at 
673 f f ,  inspired by Euripides’ fr. 125 Nauck), the shift to the rocky cliff shows the influence o f the new iconography.
1 7ft

Trendall 1970. See also Vollkommer 1988, 61 no. 465, 63. LIMC s. v. Prometheus, no. 72.
179 For instance a fragment o f pelike from Tarentum (LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 10), a loutrophoros from Fiesole 
{LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 15), a calyx-krater from Caltagirone {LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 23), a loutrophoros 
from Bari {LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 18). See Trendall 1970, 168, n. 27.1 ftO

Moret 1975, 184-187.
181 Moret 1975, 186. See especially the loutrophoros from Bari {LIMC s. v. Andromeda I, no. 18), with Perseus in the 
same position as Heracles in the Prometheus krater.
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association can probably be understood against a theatrical background.182 We know that the 

Andromeda vases derived from Euripides’ Andromeda, and it has been suggested that the unique 

image depicted in the Prometheus krater could have derived from the lost Prometheus Unbound} 83 

Even if this were not the case, that is if the krater did not refer to a lost tragedy, still the artist must 

have thought that the similarities between Andromeda and Prometheus justified borrowing the 

former’s iconography for the latter’s case.184 If, however, the krater represents the Prometheus 

Unbound, it does not seem to be too far-fetched to suggest that the plays could have been performed 

in the course of the same festival, and that the scenography, that is the grotto, which could have 

remained the same for both plays, might have suggested the idea to the artist.185 Either way, the 

nature of the Prometheus krater is indissolubly linked with Andromeda vases, with regard to both 

origin and purpose, for the conscious enjoyment of the Prometheus krater acquires significance only 

if associated with a vase with Andromeda in the same position. It can be appreciated in its own 

right, but full understanding depends on comparison with the model.

It is true that one single object, though fitting perfectly, is not enough to prove that there was 

a consistent group of vases representing the type of Prometheus chained to the grotto, and that these 

were to be placed side by side with vases representing Andromeda. However, what can be said is 

that in the second half of the fourth century BC, the Apulian environment (perhaps one and the 

same atelier, that of the Darius Painter in Tarentum), possibly inspired by theatrical plays, noticed 

the similarities between Andromeda and Prometheus and connected the two figures on the basis of 

those similarities. Thus, there had been at least one artist who associated the figures of Andromeda 

and Prometheus before Achilles Tatius described the diptych by Evanthes, and the elements around 

which this association revolved are the same as indicated by Clitophon in 3,6. The Apulian vases 

constitute a precedent for the conjunction of Andromeda and Prometheus in a work of art, and the 

translation of this subject from vase-painting to painting could easily have followed in the footsteps 

of Andromeda’s solo iconography.186 This painting cannot be produced, but in view of this

182 Trendall 1970, 168, says that Prometheus is ‘fettered at the wrists to a large rock, which is drawn in the normal 
manner for such rocks in South Italian vase-painting, probably under the direct inspiration o f the stage, since they are 
generally to be found on vases with dramatic themes, especially Andromeda.’. See also Trendall -  Cambitoglou 1982, 
477.
183 Trendall -  Cambitoglou 1982, 477, Vollkommer 1988, 61, and Gisler 1994, 550.
184 Moret talks about ‘motifs d’atelier’ that lead the artist to apply ‘le schema a une scene sceur, pour laquelle ll 
n’existait pas encore de tradition imagee.’ Moret 1975, 186-187.I

For the presence o f caves in Greek plays see Jobst 1970, especially on Aischylus’ Prometheus Bound (30), on 
Sophocles’ Andromeda (37), and on Euripides’ Andromeda (46). Hourmouziades suggests the use o f the ekkyklema in 
order to raise Andromeda above the stage, and o f a panel behind her to represent the rock. See Hourmouziades 1965,
47.
186 As a result, its painter is more likely to have come from the area where the joint iconography had already been 
established, which supports Phillips’ assumption that Evanthes was Tarentine. Phillips’ connection between Evanthes 
and Tarentum was solely based on Andromeda’s iconography, but he was unaware o f the Prometheus krater, the first
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precedent its existence can be said to be plausible, which allows us to look further into the 

relationship between the novel and the work of art. As a matter of fact it is possible to postulate a 

connection not only between Achilles Tatius’ description and a real work of art, but also between 

their respective contexts.

The diptych and the main story

That in Book Three of Leucippe and Clitophon theatre is the novelist's main interest is everywhere 

to be seen, for all the elements of a typical tragedy are displayed.187 While Leucippe and Clitophon 

are being held prisoners by the robbers, Clitophon bursts into a lamentation filled with tragic topoi 

(3,10): the demand for a reason for his misfortunes, the supplication to the gods, the bewailing over 

the fate of the young maiden.188 Were it not clear enough that we are dealing with a tragic context, 

Clitophon gives precise indications that he is following the path of a threnos (pSp t o v  Qppvov 

E ^ o p X p a o p c n - ‘now I shall have to mime my lamentation!’ 3,10; avTi 5s upevaicov t ' \ s  o o \ t o v  

Qpfjvov aSsi, ‘it is a dirge that they are singing for you, not a wedding hymn’ 3,10; TauTa pev ouv 

eOppvouv pouxfj, ‘such was my silently lament’ 3,11). Then, we witness the sacrifice of Leucippe, 

gory and coldly narrated (3,15),189 followed by another threnos of Clitophon, who this time adds to 

the lamentation the desire to commit suicide (3,16).190 Finally, in a scene that echoes the 

resuscitation of Alcestis in Euripides’ eponymous tragedy, Leucippe is brought back to life 

(3,17,5).191 Although it is highly unlikely that these details would pass unnoticed by the reader, at

publication o f which (Trendall 1970) appeared a few years after his article. As to a question that might be raised, that is 
how did the diptych later arrive in North Africa to be seen by Achilles Tatius, the answer is that it could have been a 
copy: after all, the words ‘o ypa^eus EyyEyparrTo’ ( ‘the painter had been written’) can mean that the painting was not
signed by Evanthes, but tagged as one o f his works.
187 For theatrical elements in the novels see in general Fusillo 1989, 33-55, and Bartsch 1989, 109-143. For examples 
o f connections between Leucippe and Clitophon and tragedy see Mignogna 1997 (with reference to Book Three), and
Liapis 2006.
188 This follows the motif where the tragic heroine about to be sacrificed moans over the unfulfillment o f her life, 
especially with regard to her marriage. Usually, the elements o f the wedding are turned into elements o f  death, to the 
point that the act o f dying takes on the meaning o f becoming the bride o f  Hades (see for instance Sophocles, Antigone 
815 ff.). Here the situation is different, for still nobody knows that Leucippe will be sacrificed. Hence the elements o f  
the wedding are transferred with a slight variatio into elements o f captivity: ‘And what fine trappings for your wedding! 
A prison for a nuptial chamber! The earth for your bed! Ropes and knots for your necklaces and bracelets! And there is 
the man to give you away: the bandit sitting outside! It is a dirge that they are singing for you, not a wedding hymn.’ 
(3,10,5-6). Nevertheless, at this point the readers have already read the passage where Andromeda is described as the
bride o f Hades (3,5,7), so it is likely that the figure o f  a fully tragic Leucippe is taking shape in their minds.
189 Connections between this episode and Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauris have been underlined by Mignogna 1997.
190 » '  » / 'The pathetic tone is here accentuated by sentences such as a S a v a T c p  a ^ a y q  aTTO0vqcn<Eiv p e  (3o u Ae o 0 e ‘do you
prefer that I should die by a death that never dies?’ (3,17,4), which, apart from the language, recalls tragedy inasmuch
as it falls very close to an iambic trimeter. For iambic trimeters in Achilles Tatius see Liapis 2006, 223-227.
191 The role of Alcestis belongs o f  course to Leucippe: at first she does not speak (see Alcestis 1143); she is said to be a 
<j)o(3Epov 0 E a p a  . . .  K a i ( j ip iK c o S s o T a T o v  ‘a fearful, chilling spectacle’ (3,17,7), recalling the description o f  the 
Gorgoneion in 3,7 (<})o|3Epa; IcJipi^E T a s  r p i ' x a s ) ,  and in Euripides Admetus holding his w ife’s hand after the
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the end of the episode Memelaus and Satyrus raise the curtain and reveal that everything about the 

sacrifice was a stage performance. Those who carried out the sacrifice were none other than 

Menelaus and Satyrus themselves, after having produced the sheep’s-pouch filled with blood and 

entrails (3,21), and using a fake sword to disembowel the victim. Moreover, the fake sword was a 

scenic object belonging to an actor, found by them among the spoils of one of the robbers’ assaults 

(3,20). As a result, what we have is an episode that appears to be a tragedy, that constantly hints at 

theatre, and that in the end will be explicitly revealed by the characters as a play.192

Studies on intertextuality, as we mentioned earlier, lead to a deeper understanding of the 

themes underneath the surface of a text, as well as of its composition, by focusing on the sources of 

the literary references found in it. Take, for instance, the Platonic setting at the beginning of Book 

One of Leucippe and Clitophon, when the primary narrator chooses a grove with plane-trees and a 

stream of water, of all places, as the location for Clitophon to tell his story. By recognising the 

reference to the Phaedrus at the beginning we become more receptive to other references that might 

occur further, and by recollecting the contents of Plato’s work we are able to comprehend the 

themes of Book One (and not only Book One) on more than just one level, because we look at them 

from a wider perspective, one that is a little bit closer to the author’s own perspective. If, on the 

other hand, we overlook the primary narrator’s choice of location, or consider it a simple homage to 

Plato and not the indicator of a more meaningful connection between texts, our appreciation of 

Achilles Tatius is bound to suffer. The case of the diptych is not too dissimilar. In the early chapters 

of Book Three we come across a description of paintings of Andromeda and Prometheus, and by 

carefully reading it, and the events that follow, we discover that the contents of the story, 

Leucippe’s Scheintod, are foreshadowed by the contents of the paintings. But if we look further into 

the source of the paintings and find out that an iconographical association of the same subjects 

existed before Achilles Tatius’ description, and that this association originated in an environment 

where theatre had a major role in influencing artistic tendencies, then we can activate a connection 

between the paintings and the story not just at the level of contents, but at the level of form, for the 

theatrical nature of the paintings anticipates the theatrical nature of the episode. The fact that 

Achilles Tatius modelled the episode connected to the paintings in that way should therefore not be 

seen as a coincidence, but rather as a signal that he knew the joint iconography, and thus a real work 

of art, and understood its origin.

resuscitation is as scared and cautious as someone who is cutting the Gorgon’s head (see Alcestis 1118). Menelaus plays 
the role o f Heracles: he brings Leucippe back to life; Clitophon invokes over him the duties o f hospitality (see Alcestis 
1120, 1128); Clitophon wonders whether he is a wizard (see Alcestis 1128). Finally, Clitophon is the unaware, 
incredulous and then happy Admetus (compare his words in 3,18,1 with Alcestis 1129 ff).
192 ' v ~ ^The fact that the description o f the Andromeda side of the diptych ends with ‘ t o  pev t t is  AvSpopeSas 5papa
t o u t o ’ is telling (Harlan 1965, 119, Whitmarsh and Morales 2001, 155).
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In view of this, the idea that the diptych was a product of the author’s imagination loses its 

attraction. In a plausible scenario the paintings were not a literary invention for the sake of the 

future events in the story, but rather the starting point for the novelist’s inspiration. The author used 

pre-existing material (just as he used the Phaedrus) to support, enrich, and even model his 

narrative, and his readers, at least those who were familiar with the existence of this iconography 

and of its nature,193 would either have taken the hint at Clitophon’s introduction to the diptych, or 

noticed it upon second reading. Either way, the knowledge of the work of art would have greatly 

enhanced their appreciation of the passage and what it foreshadows.194

3.3.3. Philomela and Procne

The third encounter with a painting takes place in Book Five. After travelling along the river Nile, 

the protagonists arrive at Alexandria, where, in a rare moment of peace, they can enjoy the beauty 

of the city, which is the object of an ekphrasis that occupies the first two paragraphs of the book. 

Peace is not bound to last long, since already in paragraph three the protagonists, Menelaus, and 

Chaereas (a recently acquired friend who has helped Leucippe escape the latest of a long list of 

suitors), who has just invited the small group to a trip to Pharos, witness a threatening omen: a 

hawk, chasing a swallow, hits Leucippe’s head with a wing. Recognising this as a message from 

above, Clitophon prays to Zeus for a clearer sign, with the following result:

|jETaaTpa<J>8'is' o u v  ( e t u x o v  y a p  TTapEOTcbs s p y a c n T |p ic p  £coypa < |> ou ) y p a ^ q v
o p c o  KEIJJEVpV, f ]T lS  UTTflVlTTETO TTpOaO|_lOlOV'

Now, on turning around I saw a picture hanging up (for I happened to be standing next 
to a painter’s studio), and the encrypted meaning it conveyed was a similar one.
(5,3,4)

The readers probably understand that they will be the audience of yet another ekphrasis of a work 

of art as soon as they recognise the circumstances that are at this point familiar, namely the position 

at the beginning of an odd-numbered book, the arrival in a new city (previously Sidon and 

Pelusium), and a break in between a series of dramatic events (the calm after storms in Book One 

and three). The presence of the painting comes quite clearly as the result of a prayer for an omen, so 

its foreshadowing function is expected already from the beginning. Unlike the previous paintings,

193 Unlike us, they might have known also the Andromeda and the Prometheus Unbound.
194 Referring to an Apulian vase representing Medea, Taplin underlines that ‘the pleasure for the owner o f these vases 
and for his fellow-viewers would be enhanced by knowing the powerful final scene o f the tragedy’. See Taplin 1993, 
17.
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however, this work of art is not found in a temple,195 but in a painter’s atelier ( E p y a o T q p ic o  

^ c o y p a ( j)o u ) ,  that is, in other words, not in a place meant for the exhibition of the work of art, but in 

a place where the work of art is made. If such a place is a rare thing to find in ancient fiction in 

general,196 its occurrence in ancient narrative is virtually non-existent.197 If we restrict the field to 

the novels, this atelier constitutes a unicum, and the fact that it is found in Achilles Tatius does not 

come as a surprise, since, among the novelists, he is the most interested in art and its production. 

Still, all we know is that Clitophon was standing next to a painter’s atelier. They are not inside the 

workshop, yet they are still able to appreciate the painting hanging there. Was the painting inside 

the shop or was it exhibited outside? The shop must have been open (it is day, and they can see the 

painting): could the painter himself have been inside at that moment? Unfortunately, the questions 

raised by the new and unusual scenario in which the picture is found will remain unanswered, and 

the only thing that can be said so far is that the ensuing ekphrasis shares similarities with the 

previous ones, but also differences.

Structure of a problematic ekphrasis

O iX o p q X a s  y a p  eIxe  b^opB V  Kai P 'a v  T q p sco s  Kai T q s y X c o x x q s  Tqv x o p q v .  
q v 5s b X oxX q pov i t )  ypa<j>q t o  S iq y q p a  t o u  S p a p a x o s ,  o  t t e t t X o s ,  o  T q p s u s ,  q 
T p a u E ^ a . (5 .)  t o v  t t e t t X o v  qTTXcopsvov sioTqKEi K p a x o u a a  S s p a r r a iv a ' O iX o p q X a  
TrapEiaTqxEi Kai e t t e t ( 0 e i  t c o  t t e t tX c o  t o v  S c c k tu X o v  Kai eS e ikvue  t c o v  u<t>aapaTcov 
T a s  ypa<t>as* q  TTpoKvq n p o s  Tqv 5 e 7 £ iv  e v e v e u k e i  Kai S p ip u  e (3 X ette  Kai 
cbpyi^ETO f q  ypa<J>?)' © p a £  o  T q p s u s  EVU<j>avTo O iX op q X a TTaXaicov TraXqv 
’A < |)p o5(a iov . (6 .)  EOTTapaKxo T a s  K o p a s q y u v q , t o  £ cb a p a  e X e X u to ,  t o v  x iT c b v a  
KaTEppqKTO, q p iy u p v o s  t o  a x s p v o v  q v , x q v  Se^iccv ETri t o u s  o<|)0aX pous qpEiSe 
t o u  T q p E cos, t t |  X a ia  T a  S iE p p c o y o x a  t o u  x i t c o v o s  e tt 'i  t o u s  p a r o u s  e k X e ie v . 

< ev >  a y x a X a i s  e ! x e T f iv  O iX o p q X a v  o  T q p s u s , eX k co v  u p o s  s a u x o v  c o s  Evqv t o  
a cb p a  Kai a((> iyycov e v  X P ^  aupTtXoKqv. (7 .)  c o 5 e  p e v  Tqv t o u  t t e t t X o u  

ypa(j>qv u<})qvEV o  £ co y p a 4 > o s. t o  5 e  X o i t t o v  x q s  e i k o v o s ,  a i  yuva?K Es e v  x avcp  T a  
X sivj;ava t o u  S e i t t v o u  t c o  TqpsT S e i k v u o u o i ,  KE<j>aXqv TraiSiou Kai x ^ P ^ s '  yEXcbai 
5 e  d p a  Kai <|>o(3ouvTai. ( 8 . )  a v a T r q S civ  ek t t ) s  KXivqs o  T q p s u s  EyEypaiTTO, Kai 
e X k co v  t o  ^i(})os e tt 'i  T a s  y u v a i x a s  t o  o k e X o s  q p siS sv  e tt 'i  Tqv TpaTTE^av q 5 e  

OUTE EOTqKEV OUTE TTETTTCOKEV, C(XX’ eSeIKVUE y p a ^ q V  psXXoVTOS TTTcbpaTO S.

195 ' ~ '  v
It is not entirely clear where the primary narrator finds the painting o f Europa. The text ( T T E p i i c o v  ouv k c c i  T q v

a X X q v  ttoA iv  K a i tte pio k o t tc o v  T a  a v a 0 f | p a T a  o p c o  y p a ^ q v )  s a y s  t h a t  th e  n a r r a t o r  u n d e r t o o k  a  t o u r  o f  t h e  r e s t  o f

Sidon, but also that he found the painting while browsing around the votive offerings, which must have been in the
temple. See Whitmarsh 2011, 79-80, and n. 48, for a possible solution. We do not know whether the diptych o f
Andromeda and Prometheus is an anathema, but it is found in the back of the temple in Pelusium.
196 Hephaestus’ forge comes to mind, as well as the artists’ workshops mentioned by Pliny the Elder (NH  35). We also
know that Lucian worked in a sculptor’s atelier (Somnium 1).
197 Works o f  art are usually found in religious places (a sacred grove in Longus, temples in Achilles Tatius), art 
galleries (Petronius’ Satyrica, but one might also consider Lucian’s De domo and the Imagines by both Philostrati), or 
private houses (the royal palace in Heliodorus’ Aithiopica, to name but one).
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It told of the violent rape of Philomela by Tereus, who cut out her tongue. The picture 
incorporated the entire narrative of the drama: the robe, Tereus, the banquet. The maid 
was standing holding the unfolded robe; Philomela stood by her with her finger placed 
upon the robe, indicating the pictures woven into it. Procne had nodded her 
understanding of this performance: she was staring fiercely, furious at the picture. The 
embroidery showed the Thracian Tereus wrestling with Philomela for Aphrodite’s 
prize. The woman’s hair was tom, her girdle undone, her dress ripped, her chest half 
exposed. Her right hand was digging into Tereus’ eyes, while her left sought to shut 
away her breasts with the shreds of her dress. Tereus held Philomela in his grip, 
pulling her towards him with all his bodily strength into a constricting, skin-to-skin 
embrace. This was the depiction the artist had woven into the robe. The remainder of 
the painting represented the women, simultaneously cackling and cowering, showing 
Tereus the leftovers of the feast in a basket, the head and hands of his son. Tereus was 
depicted leaping from his couch, waving his sword at the women and kicking his leg 
against the table. This was neither standing nor fallen, a pictorial indication that it was 
about to fall.
(5,3,4-8)

The descriptions of the paintings of Europa, Andromeda, and Prometheus, present a common 

structure. The descriptions can be divided into two parts, an introduction and the ekphrasis proper. 

The introduction provides a summary of the contents of the painting, highlights the subjects, and 

gives an idea of the spatial composition. The aim of its paratactic style is not to describe the picture, 

but to briefly inform the readers, and, in a way, to prepare the audience for the ekphrasis. Not only 

does the ekphrasis that follows expand and describe at length the contents of the introduction, but it 

also retraces the points previously summarised in the same order as they are found in the 

introduction. This structure is first found in the painting of Europa, and the diptych of Andromeda 

and Prometheus, in duplicating it, gives us a confirmation. Consequently, when Clitophon in 

Alexandria turns around, sees the new painting, and says:

QiXopqXas yap  elxe <j)0opav Kai Tqv (3(av TqpEcos Kai Tqs yXcoTTqs Tqv Topqv. 
qv 5 e  oXoKXqpov xrj ypa<j)rj t o  Siqyqpa t o u  8papaTOs, o t t e t t X o s ,  o Tqpsus, q 
TpauE^a,

we recognise all the features of the previous introductions, and, expecting the same outcome, start 

picturing what the painting is going to be like.

The first sentence consists of three elements: Philomela’s ruin, Tereus’ violence, and the 

cutting of the tongue. If we imagine transferring these elements into a painting, the result will be at 

least two scenes: the rape (OiXopqXas y a p  e I x e  4 > 0 o p a v  K a i T q v  ( 3 i a v  Tqpscos: Tereus’ violence 

being the counterpart of Philomela’s ruin), and the cutting of the tongue (Tqs yXcoTTqs T q v  

T o p q v ) .  The second sentence tells us that the painting contains the narration of the entire myth ( q v  

5 e  oXoKXqpov r r j  ypa<^>fj t o  S i q y q p a  t o u  SpapaTOs), and then again consists of three elements:
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the tapestry, Tereus, and the table. The intuitive visualisation of this sentence results again in two 

other scenes, one showing Philomela’s tapestry (o t t e t t X o s - : perhaps when she is sewing it, or when 

she is showing it to her sister Procne), and one showing the cannibal feast (o Trjpeus, r) TpaTTE^a). 

Therefore, the painted equivalent of the introduction should have at least four scenes: 1) the rape; 2) 

the cutting of the tongue; 3) the tapestry; 4) the feast. In addition to this, if the painting really 

represented the whole story, as we are told, we would expect to find one scene with the killing of 

Itys (a Medea-style scene that is represented in several of the few works of art on this subject), and 

one with the metamorphosis of the protagonists into birds, that is, the culminating point of the 

whole myth. However, none of this is mentioned in the introduction.

The proper ekphrasis of the painting, unexpectedly, is not an exact expansion of the 

introduction.198 There are only two scenes in the painting: Philomela showing the tapestry to Procne 

( tov  ttettAov r|TTAco(JEVOV... copyi^ETO Trj y p a ^ fj ;  scene 3) in the introduction), and the rage of 

Tereus after the feast ( t o  5 e Aoittov Trjs eikovos-... poTnjv (jeAAo v t o s  TTTcopaTOs; scene 4) in the 

introduction). However, the painter ingeniously included the scene of the rape ( 0 p a £  o  Trjpsus-... 

U(J>r)VEV o  £coypa<J>os; scene 1) in the introduction) inside the scene of the display of the tapestry, 

for the rape is not witnessed directly, but through the tapestry that carries its representation. Rather 

than the linear exposition of facts in the introduction, subject to Clitophon’s point of view and 

knowledge of the myth, the actual painting, displaying an image within an image, presents the 

viewers with a more complex narrative, since they learn about the rape in the same way Procne did, 

by looking at the tapestry. The second scene in the painting depicts the women showing to Tereus 

the remains of his meal, that is, to be more precise, the head and hands of his son Itys. Philomela 

and Procne are inebriated by the successful revenge, but at the same time they fear for Tereus’ 

reaction. The latter, realizing what he has eaten, is depicted in the act of jumping from the couch, 

brandishing the sword at the women, and kicking the table.

The painting lacks a few scenes that are crucial to the myth: the killing of Itys and the 

metamorphosis into birds. The Itys scene (which is implied by the revelation of what Tereus has 

eaten) would have fitted between the tapestry scene and the feast scene, and the metamorphosis 

scene after the latter. Now, art, when it chooses to represent myths, is not supposed, nor should it be 

expected, to depict the entire story. Its nature is to capture and show just one moment in time. This 

is what happens with the paintings of Europa, Andromeda, and Prometheus. Europa is depicted 

when she is on the bull in the middle of the sea, not when she is playing with the maidens, or when

198 Harlan 1965, 127, n. 1, notices this and attributes it to Achilles’ Tatius overall lack o f  consistency. However, 
Achilles Tatius has proven to be quite meticulous when it comes to describing paintings, especially in the ordered 
correspondences between the introductory part o f  the ekphraseis and the description proper. On the structure of this 
ekphrasis see also Behmenburg 2010, 243 ff.
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she is abducted, or when she arrives in Crete. Andromeda is painted during Perseus’ fight with the 

seamonster, not as she is chained to the rocks, or when the monster is dead, or when Perseus frees 

her. Prometheus is painted while Hercules is shooting at the eagle, not as he is chained to the 

Caucasus, or as he is freed from it. Whereas in the previous cases the subjects are depicted only in 

one position, the protagonists of the painting of Philomela and Procne are caught in different 

moments, which means that we are dealing with narrative painting, a form of art that aims at 

representing a whole sequence of events. What is puzzling is this: if the painting wants to represent 

the sequence of events of the myth, why does it show only some of them, while omitting others? 

How could a viewer without previous knowledge of the myth connect the tapestry scene to the feast 

scene?199 How do the head and hands in the basket make sense, if someone is unaware that they 

belong to Tereus’ son? But let us allow the painter the complete freedom of drawing what he wants 

and nothing else, regardless of any chronological sequence. We will still find inconsistency.

If we look back at Clitophon’s introduction, we realise that in the actual painting the cutting 

of the tongue is strikingly missing. Since it belonged to the sentence that summarized the rape 

(OiAopqAas y ap  eIxe <j>0opav Kai ttjv |3i'av TripEcos Kai Trjs- yXcoTTrjs Trjv xopqv), one would 

have expected to find the cutting of the tongue sewn in the tapestry. Instead, none of it is told in the 

ekphrasis. Is Clitophon not able to describe paintings anymore? Does he mention the tongue scene 

because he has actually seen it, but then forgets to describe it? Or does he include the tongue scene 

in the introduction just because to his knowledge it is automatically part of the myth, even though it 

is not painted? And if this is the case, why does he not add to the introduction also the 

metamorphosis scene? For the first time in the novel we come across some serious hiccups in the 

ekphrasis of a work of art, but we are still unable to tell whether they are the author’s mistakes, or 

Clitophon’s. Further elements for analysis can be found in the following paragraphs of the novel, 

where we are presented with another unusual situation, that is, the fact that other people are looking 

at the painting.

It is not the first time that this happens. In 1,1 Clitophon is not alone when he is looking at 

the painting of Europa, for the primary narrator is looking at it as well, and in 3,6 he is not alone in 

the temple in Pelusium, for Leucippe is there with him. Nonetheless, in 1,1 the primary narrator’s 

vision of the painting is entirely independent from Clitophon’s, for he is unaware of the presence of 

the young man until after he has looked at the painting. In the same way, it is true that in 3,6 

Clitophon is visiting the temple with Leucippe and, since it is nowhere stated otherwise, looking at

199 As we will see, Leucippe represents this kind o f viewer.
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the diptych with her, but Leucippe’s presence is marginal, not to say completely neglected.200 This 

also draws attention to another fact, namely that on the first two occasions there was little or no 

reaction to the paintings. In 1,1 the presence of Eros in the painting causes the acquaintance 

between the primary narrator and Clitophon, and triggers the latter’s narration, but they do not talk 

about the painting, and Clitophon’s opinion on it will remain untold. In 3,8 the lack of discussion 

over the double painting is even more evident, because after the last word of the ekphrasis the 

narration proceeds by mentioning a temporal gap of two days since the visit to the temple 

(’Ev5iaTpi\|xxvT£s ouv qpspcov 5uo..., 3,9,1). It is therefore quite surprising to find these patterns 

changed in the last ekphrasis. Not only is Clitophon accompanied by three other characters 

(Leucippe, Menelaus, Chaereas), but two of them also speak, and speak about the painting.

Omens

The first one to express his opinion, immediately after the ekphrasis, is Menelaus:

“’Epoi 5 o k e 7  Tqv e i s  Q a p o v  o 5 o v  e ttic jx eT v . o p a s  y a p  o u k  a y a S a  5 u o  au p(3oA a, 
t o  t e  t o u  o p v i0 o s  K a0’ q pcov TTTEpov kcu T q s e i k o v o s  Tqv aT m A qv. A s y o u a i  5 e  

o i  t c o v  au p p d A cov  E^qyqTa'i o k o tte T v  t o u s  p u 0 o u s t c o v  e ik o v c o v ,  a v  e ^ io u o i v  ett'i 

T T p a ^ i v  q p ? v  a u v T u x c o a i, kcu  E ^opoiouv t o  c x T T o [ 3 q a 6 iJ E V o v  t c o  T q s ia T o p ia s  
A oycp . o p a s  o u v  o a c o v  y lp E i kcckcov q ypacjny EpcoTos T T apavopou, p o l i c e s  

a v a ia x u v T o u , yuvaiK E icov  aTuxqpocT cov. o 0 e v  e t t io x s T v  keA euco Tqv e ^ o S o v .”

‘I think we should postpone our journey to Pharos: the two signs have been clearly 
unfavourable, the bird’s wing landing on us and the danger implied by the picture. 
Interpreters of signs say that if we encounter paintings as we set off to do something, 
we should ponder the myths narrated there, and conclude that the outcome for us will 
be comparable to the story they tell. This painting is filled with all sorts of negative 
aspects: illicit desire, shameless adultery, female misfortunes. For this reason, I advise 
you to postpone the expedition.’
( 5 ,4 , 1 )

According to Menelaus, the painting, just like the bird hitting Leucippe’s head, must be considered 

as an omen. Exegetes, interpreters of symbols, warn us to pay attention to the stories we see in 

paintings, and compare to them what happens in real life. This comes as no surprise for us readers, 

for we had already figured as much since the painting of Europa, and have therefore been engaged 

in a hunt for symbols since the start of the novel. After trial and error we have also learnt not to 

trust the most obvious links between paintings and story, but to expect twists and variations. Here,

200 The last notion we have o f her is as a co-subject o f the first person plural TTepiqeiMev in 3,6,2. Since she was with 
Clitophon we can expect that she too saw the diptych. If she did, we do no know what she thought o f it.
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at the beginning of Book Five, we are ready to start the game again, which is why Menelaus’ 

observation is as welcome as when someone shouts the solution to a question we were confident we 

were going to be able to answer on our own, spoiling the fun. But this too is part of Achilles Tatius’ 

strategy.

According to Menelaus, the message of this painting (IpcoTOS TTapavopou, poixeicxs 

avaiaxuvTOU, yuvaiKEicov dfuxfiCJMaTcov), clearly suggests that the safest thing to do is to stay at 

home, a concept which Menelaus stresses by repeating it at the beginning and at the end of his 

speech. Clitophon, who, besides being apparently confused about the contents of the painting, has 

yet to express an opinion on it, wholeheartedly accepts Menelaus’ interpretation and suggestion, 

and agrees to postpone the trip to Pharos. The readers know it to be a wise choice, since Clitophon 

has told us in advance (beginning of 5,3) that Chaereas was in love with Leucippe and looking for a 

chance to be with her, but at that moment in the story the characters know nothing of Chaereas’ 

infatuation, and their decision to postpone the trip is genuinely based on the omens received. Still, if 

so much trust is bestowed on the omens, one cannot see the reason why the decision is only to 

postpone and not to cancel the trip, but Oedipus teaches us that precognition does not mean 

prevention, and, generally speaking, cautious characters are enemies of adventurous plots.

As a matter of fact, as Bartsch has demonstrated, the following events, that is, the fact that 

the protagonists will ultimately go to Pharos and that Leucippe will be kidnapped, and then 

beheaded, are only loosely connected with the contents of the painting, and only if one takes into 

consideration the beheading of Leucippe as the fulfillment of the cutting of Itys’ tongue.201 The real 

accomplishment of the prophecy in the painting (illicit desire, shameless adultery, and female 

misfortunes, as said by Menelaus) occurs six months after Leucippe’s Scheintod, with the 

establishment, in Ephesus, of two love triangles that include, beside Leucippe and Clitophon, 

Melite and her husband Thersander. In the first triangle (Leucippe-Thersander, and Melite), 

Thersander attempts, unsuccessfully, to take Leucippe by force; in the second (Clitophon-Melite, 

and Leucippe), Clitophon gives in to Melite’s incessant advances and has sex with her. Thus the 

two main aspects of the painting, sex and violence, taking place within one love triangle, have been 

re-enacted but split into two love triangles, one showing violence (Leucippe-Thersander, and 

Melite), the other sex (Clitophon-Melite, and Leucippe).202 As it appears, the final result was once

Bartsch 1989, 65-71.
202 Ibid., 69-70. See also Zimmermann 1999, 69. The matching works on a general level but is not perfect (nor need it 
be), for there are other aspects to the painting o f Philomela and Procne that find no correspondence in the story. For 
example, Thersander’s violent advances to Leucippe are the equivalent o f  Tereus’ rape o f Philomela, but this leaves 
aside other equally strong images o f violence that are present in the myth namely the cutting o f  the tongue, and the 
killing, cooking, and eating o f  Itys.
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again partially unpredictable, and Menelaus’ intuition in the end neither saved the characters nor 

spoilt the readers’ experience.203

Description and narration

Leaving aside the proleptic function of the painting, let us go back to some important variables that 

take place in this description. We said earlier that two unusual facts take place in the ekphrasis of 

the painting of Philomela and Procne: there is a follow-up regarding the painting, and it belongs to a 

character other than Clitophon. This raises a few questions with regard to the narrative.

When a heterodiegetic narrator decides to take a break from the story and spend some time 

describing an object, a person, or a landscape, what we assume is that the time of the story has been 

paused for a while, without the characters having any notion this is happening. But when a 

homodiegetic narrator describes, the readers are left with a question: when does the description take 

place, at the time of the story or at the time of the narration? That is, does the character stop and 

formulate the description in his mind at the time of the story, and then resume it as a narrator, or 

does the narrator expand and elaborate at length at the time of the narration something to which he 

had briefly paid attention as a character? The paintings in Leucippe and Clitophon offer different 

options. The painting of Europa is described by the primary narrator (homodiegetic: he is telling the 

readers something that happened to him in the past), For all we know he may have stopped in front 

of the painting for all the time it must have taken to notice all the details, and at the time of the 

narration he may just be recalling those memories of the painting. Whether the time of the story has 

stopped or not does not really constitute a problem, for he is alone and nothing else is happening at 

the moment. The time elapsed before the meeting with Clitophon, the fundamental event that causes 

the narration, is irrelevant. The diptych of Andromeda and Prometheus is described by Clitophon, 

the secondary narrator, obviously homodiegetic. In this case, however, the time of the story seems 

to have stopped, that is, he is describing as a narrator and not as a character. That time stops when 

he starts the ekphrasis is indicated by the fact that another character was there during the viewing of 

the painting, Leucippe, who completely disappears as soon as the painting is seen. Were it not like 

this, that is, if Clitophon were describing the diptych during the time of story, we would have to 

assume that Leucippe is standing there without any interaction the entire time Clitophon is 

observing the work of art, and that no word is exchanged between the two of them after the long 

pause, not even to justify such a pause. Another evidence of this break in the time of the story

203 For further considerations on the connection between the painting and parts o f the narrative, including passages 
which precede the description o f  the painting, see Behmenburg 2010, 243 ff.
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comes from the fact that the story is resumed immediately after the end of the ekphrasis, with a 

temporal gap of two days. If Clitophon is keen on art, as his ekphrasis shows him to be, he does not 

share his interest with other characters (or, at least, he does not relate any interaction regarding 

them), for he leaves the paintings out of the story, keeping it for himself and his audience (the 

primary narrator, the readers).

What happens in the case of the painting of Philomela and Procne is slightly more difficult 

to understand, for several clues seem to suggest that during Clitophon’s ekphrasis the time of the 

story has not stopped. As seen, he finds himself in the company of other people. Menelaus, 

Leucippe, and Chaereas all witness the hawk touching Leucippe’s head, all hear Clitophon praying 

for another omen, and all attend the discovery of the painting. When Clitophon starts the ekphrasis 

in his usual way, we are prone to think that the time of the story has stopped once again, but as soon 

as Menelaus starts talking we realize that for the very first time someone else other than Clitophon 

is looking at the painting, someone with a different understanding and perhaps a different point of 

view. The fact that Menelaus talks about the painting immediately after Clitophon’s description 

indicates that he was doing exactly the same thing as Clitophon (taking his time to observe and 

consider the work of art), and he could only have done that during the time of the story. Whereas 

the ekphrasis of the painting of Europa and the diptych were cases of zero-speed narrative, where 

the progression of the text corresponded to no progression at all in the time of the story, at the end 

of the ekphrasis of the painting of Philomela and Procne we find out that something has happened, 

meanwhile, during the time of the story, namely that another character has spent some time 

studying the painting. Even though it cannot be said that this description corresponds to Clitophon’s 

real-time observation of the painting (it is still, after all, reported in a narration that takes place after 

all these events, and so, one way or the other, the product of an elaboration), it can be said that it 

also does not entirely correspond to a break in the time of the story. The ekphrasis of the painting of 

Philomela and Procne is still made by Clitophon as a narrator, but for the first time there is a hint to 

the fact that his observations as a character might be part of it as well.204 In view of this, the 

connection between this ekphrasis and the story is quite different from before. Before, the 

descriptions were outside the story, and they were there for the narratees, the only ones who could 

notice the connections with the story. On the contrary this ekphrasis, being inserted directly in the 

time of the story, opens up to a new set of interlocutors, that is, the characters. The first one to

204 Clitophon as a character makes plenty o f mistakes, which can be part o f the explanation for the inconsistencies o f  
this third ekphrasis.
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speak up is Menelaus, providing his own point of view.205 And, to add more to this entirely 

unfamiliar situation, Leucippe speaks after him.

H 5e AeuKiTTTTr) A eyei TTpos M£ (c|>iA6|ju0ov y a p  ttcos to  tgov yuvaiK cov y s v o s ) '
“Ti (3ouAETai Trjs eikovos o  puQ os; K a i t iv e s  on o p v i0 s s  a u T a i ;  K a i t iv e s  a i  

yuvaTKEs, Ka'i t i s  o a v a iS p s  ekeTi/o s  avrip;”

Now the female species is rather fond of myths, and Leucippe said to me: ‘What is the 
meaning of the myth in the painting? What are those birds? Who is that shameless 
man?’
(5,5,1)

Much as Clitophon believes that women love to listen to stories, it must be noticed that this is the 

first time Leucippe manifests such curiosity, or, at least, the first time Clitophon relates a reaction 

from her. She has witnessed the subjects of almost all of Clitophon’s descriptions, often being there 

together with him, but showed not even a scrap of interest for the painting of Andromeda and 

Prometheus (3,6-8), the Phoenix (described in 3,25), the hippopotamus (4,3), the elephant (4,4), the 

crocodile (4,19), the city of Alexandria (5,1-2). Plenty of subjects worthy of description, and plenty 

of occasions to display curiosity and listen to Clitophon’s stories. Yet, although she was always 

there, she was always silent, almost absent. But this time, we have seen, the consideration of the 

painting is not Clitophon’s prerogative, and everyone is free to access it.

Leucippe’s first words, however, leave us puzzled: ‘What does the story in the painting 

mean?’ While Clitophon was looking at the painting and describing it, and while Menelaus was 

doing the same thing and reading it as an omen, Leucippe was staring at something without 

understanding what it was. We therefore face a problem that so far had not been present in this 

novel but that is nonetheless very realistic, that is, the identification of the contents of the work of 

art. It is clearly not a problem with which the readers are confronted, because in all the descriptions 

of paintings in this novel, including this one, the introduction to the ekphrasis always offers a 

univocal and indisputable identification: EupcoTTrjs H ypcxcj>ri (1,1); t\ 5 e  e ik c o v  ’AvSpopsSa, Ka'i 

T7popr|0EUs (3,6); OiAoprjAas yap  eTx£ <}>0opav K a i t t )V  (3(av Tripscos (5,3). The primary 

narrator and Clitophon can identify the subjects of the paintings at first sight, and to make sure that 

the readers do not misinterpret the paintings, they specify them in the introductions. Even without 

this guidance, that is even with an ekphrasis that describes only what it sees and does not name the 

subjects, it is likely that the audience (the ancient readers as well as us) would guess who the 

characters are. For instance, had the primary narrator omitted to mention Europa or Zeus in the first

205 Bartsch 1989, 66-67.
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painting, we could still have guessed they are the ones being portrayed just based on the 

information ‘girl riding a bull in the middle of the sea’. The same goes for Andromeda and 

Prometheus: a maiden chained to a rock while a sea monster is attacking, and a flying hero rescuing 

her, can only refer to the story of Andromeda, and a man chained to a mountain while an eagle is 

eating his liver, and a hero rescuing him, can only refer to the story of Prometheus. This happens 

because of our knowledge of ancient myths and the corresponding iconography, a knowledge that, 

apparently, we share with the primary narrator and Clitophon.

When, however, the characters of the story are involved in the viewing of the painting, they 

are not given guidance, and are left to their own knowledge, which results in two possibilities. On 

the one hand we have Menelaus, who recognizes without problem the subjects portrayed. On the 

other hand we have Leucippe, who simply does not know what the painting is about.206 How is this 

possible? Do we have to assume that her education did not provide her with enough knowledge of 

Classical culture to be able to know a Greek myth when she sees one? Clitophon is a Phoenician, 

but, if not by origin, he is a Greek by culture.207 His use of Plato and tragedy, let alone his 

knowledge of Greek art, are a few elements that can testify to that. Perhaps we should simply 

assume that the same does not necessarily apply to Leucippe as well. However, her lack of 

knowledge gives us the opportunity to examine an entirely new point of view, that of the neophyte 

approaching works of art. In asking ourselves the reason why she does not recognize the painting, 

we come up with two main questions. Was it a famous iconography, one that everyone would have 

been expected to know, like that of Europa or Andromeda? Or, if that were not the case, does the 

painting, as it is described, help in understanding the events of the story of Philomela and Procne? It 

seems that the answer to both questions is negative.

Ancient art did not pay much attention to the story of Philomela and Procne.208 The oldest 

example is a metope from Thermon, a painted terracotta, which dates back to the third quarter of the 

seventh century BC.209 It shows two women facing each other, sitting down or perhaps kneeling, 

and slightly bending forward. What enables us to assign this metope to the story of Philomela and 

Procne is the fact that the word XEAIAFON (swallow, the bird Philomela turns into) is written 

above the woman on the right. The central part of the composition is missing, but it is presumable 

that it showed the dead Itys before the preparation of the feast.210 This, and the killing of the child,

206 Something similar can be found in Longus, where Chloe is not only unaware o f famous myths (Pan and Syrinx in 
2,34, Echo in 3,23), but also o f everyday things (e.g. the phenomenon o f echo, in 3,22). Every time she needs to be 
taught by someone with more experience than her: Lamon in 2,34 and Daphnis in 3,22-23.
207

On hybrid cultures in Achilles Tatius see Whitmarsh 2011, 77 ff.
208 See EAA s. v. Filomela; Procne; Tereo. See LIMC s. v. Prokne et Philomela.
209

LIMC s. v. Prokne et Philomela, n. 1.
210 Touloupa 1994, 527.
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seem to be the scenes most represented, presumably because of the similarities with the more 

famous story of Medea. Similarly to the latter, the story was the subject of a tragedy (Sophocles’ 

lost Tereus),211 which may have constituted the main version, later integrated by Ovid’s treatment 

of the subject (Metamorphoses 6,424-674). At any rate, as the scarce examples attest (we are 

talking about some fifteen works of art altogether in antiquity, at least five of which are of uncertain 

attribution), the story did not enjoy great fortune in art. If we compare the examples we have with 

the ekphrasis in Achilles Tatius, we can reach a few conclusions. First of all, Achilles Tatius 

interrupts a series of descriptions of works of art representing subjects that were exceptionally 

famous in ancient art (Europa, Andromeda, and, slightly less, Prometheus), to describe a painting 

the subject of which was hardly represented. Second, Achilles Tatius interrupts a series of paintings 

that are scrupulously close to attested iconography, to describe a painting that has little to do with 

the few artistic examples that we have. If a parallel in art ever existed, it and its copies are lost. 

Going back to our first question, it appears that Leucippe is entirely entitled not to know the subject 

portrayed, simply because it was not a popular one, at least not even remotely as popular as the 

others described in the novel.

Connected to this is the question whether the painting, assuming it is being faithfully 

described, offers to the uninformed viewers a satisfying grasp of the story. The first scene would 

surely convey the idea that sexual violence has been committed, and that the victim is now 

revealing it. However, since the scene of the cutting of the tongue is missing, it is difficult to 

understand the reason why the communication between the women takes place through the tapestry 

and not orally. Moving on, the second scene shows that the attacker represented in the tapestry has 

become the object of the women’s revenge. However, the basket with the head and the hands is not 

immediately comprehensible, because the absence of the scene of the killing of Itys and the 

preparation of the feast with his remains (the most represented in works of art) does not allow the 

viewers to understand that Tereus is eating his own son, thus missing the tragic core of the myth. 

Finally, the lack of a representation of the metamorphosis leaves the whole story without an ending. 

In view of this, it appears that Leucippe, who does not know the myth, is entirely entitled not to 

have understood the contents of the painting even after having looked at it for some time, simply 

because the painting fails to deliver the essential message, that is, the events of the story, in a clear 

way.

If Leucippe’s first question shows a lack of understanding about what she sees, the second 

one challenges the very object of the viewing: kou tives a! opviOes auxai; ‘what are these

211 On Sophocles’ play and these passages in Achilles Tatius see Liapis 2006.
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birds?’.212 It does not take outstanding mnemonic skills to remember that no birds were said to be 

portrayed in the painting, and that instead they were surprisingly omitted. One could easily solve 

this problem by saying that either the author made a mistake, or something in the text went 

missing.213 However, if a mistake it was, the number of macroscopic mistakes in this passage would 

amount to two (this one and the missed description of the anticipated cutting of the tongue), an 

unusual record for our otherwise alert author, at least when it comes to ekphrasis. But if that is not 

the case, how do we account for Leucippe’s question? A closer look at the end of the ekphrasis 

might help:

’ A v a T T q S c o v  ek x f j s  k A iv q s  o  Tqpsus E y E yp cxu T O , x a i  eAxcov to  £(<|>o s  ett'i tcxs 
y u v m x a s  t o  cjxeAo s  q p e iS s v  ett'i T q v  T p a T T S ^ a v  q  5 e oute EcrrqxEV, oute 
TTETTTCOKEV, a A A ’ eSeIXVUE pOTTqV psA A oV TO S  TTTCOpaTOS.

Tereus was depicted leaping from his couch, waving his sword at the women and 
kicking his leg against the table. This was neither standing nor fallen, a pictorial 
indication that it was about to fall.
(5,3,8)

While chasing the women, Tereus pushes the table with a leg: the table is depicted in the instant of 

stillness that follows the impact and precedes the fall, caught in the middle of a change of state 

without belonging to one condition or the other. The sense of imminence and unavoidability is well 

conveyed by the use of (jeAAco, which leaves the readers (and, we can imagine, the viewers) all the 

more surprised, since there is no completion to this unavoidability.214 We do not see what happens 

to the table in the same way in which we do not see what happens to the women or the man. The 

story, both in its painted version and the relevant ekphrasis, is incomplete. Being in a context of 

narrative painting, the lack of an ending is disturbing. Can it be that Clitophon was interrupted by 

Menelaus’ words before he was finished? It does not seem so, for the second and last sentence of 

the introduction said ‘ r j v  6e oAoxAqpov Tq ypcx<J>fj to  Siqyqpcx to u  SpapotTos, o ttettAos, o 

Tqpsus, q T p a T T E ^ a ’ , with T p a i T E ^ a  as the last word. It seemed right, then, to understand T p c x T T E ^ a  

as ‘feast’, but given the final words of the ekphrasis a literal meaning, ‘table’ might be appropriate 

as well, and it is not unlikely that Achilles Tatius played on the double meaning of the word. If both 

the introduction and the ekphrasis end with the table, there seems to be no doubt that Clitophon is 

describing everything he sees, and that the rest is simply not there. However, one cannot avoid the

2 1 2  '  / Incidentally, she repeats almost the same question asked by Clitophon in 3,25 with regards to the phoenix: koi tis

o  opvis o u t o $ ;  Just like Clitophon’s question, Leucippe’s will be answered by a profuse explanation.
1 1 T

Gaselee 1917, 244, n. 1.
214 Guez 2012, 43, 48-9, reflects on the temporality o f these final words o f the ekphrasis.
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impression that Clitophon’s ekphrasis should continue, and Leucippe’s question about the birds 

calls exactly for such continuation. Had the discrepancies between the introduction and ekphrasis 

not been revelatory enough, Leucippe’s question is the signal that the painting before our eyes is an 

incomplete one.

Art in fieri

If Leucippe’s questions are striking because they pose questions about her knowledge and make us 

question the reliability of Clitophon’s ekphrasis, Clitophon’s reaction is striking inasmuch as he 

seems to be unaware of the contradictions the questions have brought up, and moves on without 

flinching to a very matter-of-fact answer. Instead of asking the girl where she saw the birds, which 

is exactly what the readers would love to know, he nonchalantly tells her who the birds are:

“’Aqbcbv Kai x e A i 5 c o v  Kai e t t o v | ; ,  T T a v x E s - avBpcoiroi xai t t c c v t e s  opviBes'. (2 .) e t t o ^  o  
a v q p ’ a i Suo yuvaT xss, QiAopqAa x e A i 6 c o v ,  xai TTpoxvq aqScbv. t t o A i s  auxaT s ’A Bqvai. 
T q psus o  a v q p ’ TTpoxvq T q pscos yuvq. (3ap(3apois 6 e ,  c o s  e o i x e v ,  o u x  ixavq  rrpos 
’A(j)po5(xqv p ia  yu vq , paAiaB’ o x a v  auxcp x a ip o s  5i6co rrpos u(3piv xpu<})av. (3 .) x a ip o s  
ouv y iv s x a i xcp 0 p a x i  xouxcp x p q a a ° 9 a i TTI 4)̂ 0El TTpoxvqs q cjnAooxopyia- t t e m t t e i  
y a p  e t t i  xqv absAbqv T° v a v S p a  xov T q p sa . o 5 e  aTrqsi psv e x i  TTpoxvqs avq p , 
avaaxpE(|>Ei 5 e  O iA opqA as s p a a x q s , Kai x a x a  xqv o5ov  aAAqv auxcp t t o i e T x o i  xqv  
O iAopqAav flp oxvq v . (4.) xqv yA coxxav x q s  O iA opqA as <j)o(3ETxai, xai e S v o  x c o v  y a p co v  
au xq  6(5cooi pqxsxi AaAsTv xa i xsipsi x q s b ^ v q s  t o  avB os. aAAa t t A e o v  qvuasv o u S e v  q 
y a p  O iA opqA as xsxvq  aicoiTcoaav EupqxE cjxovqv. (5.) ucfaivEi y a p  t t e t t A o v  oiyyEAov xa i 
x o  fip ap a  t t A e x e i  xaTs x p o x a is , xa i xqv yA coxxav pipsTxai q XE1P> Ka'1 f lp o x v q s  t o T s  
o<})8aApoTs x a  xcov coxcov pqvusi xa i Trpos au xqv a  t t s t t o v B e  xq xspxiSi AaAsT. (6.) q 
TTpoxvq xqv (biav axou si Trapa xou t t e t t A o u  xai apuvaoB ai xaB’ UTTEp(3oAqv CqxsT T° v 
a v S p a . o p y a i S e  S u o ,  xa i Suo yuvaTxss b i s  'e v  irvEouaai xai u(3pEi XEpaaaaai xqv  
£qAoxunTav S e T t t v o v  e t t i v o o u o i  xcov yap cov  axuxEOXEpov. (7.) xo  5s S e T t t v o v  qv o  t t o T s  
T qpscos, ou pqxqp psv qv n p o  x q s  o p y q s  q TTpoxvq’ x o x e  S e  x c o v  cbbivcov ETrsAEAqoxo. 
ou xcos cci x q s  ^ q A oxu m as cbSTvss vixcoai xa i xqv y a a x s p a . povov y a p  sp coaa i 
yuvaTxss a v ia a a i  xov  xqv suvqv A e A u t t ^ x o x o ,  xav Traaxcoaiv e v  o ls  t t o i o u o i v  o u x  q xxov  
xaxov, xqv xou  t t o o x e i v  A oyi£ovxa i au p b op av  xq xou t t o i s T v  qSovq. (8.) ESsiTrvqoEV o  
T q psus S e T t t v o v  ’E p ivucov a i S e  e v  xavco x a  AEivpava xou TraiSiou TrapE<})Epov, ysA coaai 
<j)6(3cp. o  T q psus o p a  x a  Asuj;ava xou rraiSiou xa i t te v B e T  xqv xpo(j)qv xai Eyvcbpiasv cov 
xou S e i t t v o u  Traxqp’ y v c o p io a s  paiVExai xai OTTaxa! xo  ^ ib o s Kai e tt'i x a s  yu vaT xas  
xpsxBi, a s  Sexbxoi o  aq p . xa i o  T qpsus auxaT s ouvava^aivE i xai o p v is  y iv s x a i .  xa i 
xq pou aiv  e x i  x o u  t t o B o u s  xqv s ix o v a ’ (9.) bebysi psv aqScbv, S i c o x e i  S e  o T q psus. ou xcos  
E<j>uAa£s to pToos xa i psxpi xcov TTXEpcov.”

‘The nightingale, the swallow, and the hoopoe: all three humans, all three birds. (2.) The 
hoopoe is the man; of the two women, Philomela is the swallow and Procne the nightingale.
The women came from the city of Athens. The man’s name was Tereus, and Procne was his 
wife. It seems that with barbarians one wife will not satisfy Aphrodite’s needs, especially 
when the opportunity to indulge in rape presents itself. (3.) Such an opportunity to display his 
nature was provided to this Thracian by Procne’s kindly affection: she sent her husband to 
collect her sister. He began the outward journey still faithful to Procne, but the homeward one 
aflame for Philomela. On the way, he made Philomela his second Procne. (4.) Out of fear of 
Philomela’s tongue, he gave her as her wedding present the gift of speechlessness, clipping the
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flower of speech. All to no avail, for artful Philomela invented silent speech: (5.) she wove a 
robe to be her messenger, weaving the plot into the threads. The hand imitated the tongue: she 
revealed to Procne’s eyes what normally meets the ears, using the shuttle to communicate her 
experience. (6.) When Procne heard from the robe of the rape, she sought to exact an 
excessive revenge upon her husband. Their anger was doubled, since there were two women 
of a single mind: they plotted a feast more ill-starred than their marriages, blending resentment 
into a recipe for atrocity. (7.) The feast was Tereus’ son, whose mother Procne had been 
before her anger: she had no memory of the birth-pangs now. Thus do the pangs of resentment 
vanquish even the womb: for when wives desire nothing other than to hurt the husband who 
has brought grief to the marriage-bed, though they themselves suffer no less pain as they 
inflict it, they weigh up the pain of suffering against the pleasure of inflicting. (8.) Tereus’ 
feast was served up by the Furies: the women brought him the leftovers of his son in a basket, 
cackling as they cowered. When Tereus saw the leftovers of his son, his meal filled him with 
sorrow: he realised that he was the father of the feast. When this dawned upon him, he flew 
into a mad rage, drew his sword, and ran at the women. They were whisked into the air, and 
Tereus was lifted up with them, metamorphosing into a bird. Even now they preserve the 
image of their suffering: (9.) the nightingale flees, with Tereus in pursuit, retaining his hatred 
thus even in winged form.’
(5,5)

Paratactic, symmetric, and concise, the first sentence, while perfectly answering Leucippe’s 

question, recalls closely the style used in the introductions of the paintings in 1,1 and 3,6, and one 

cannot avoid feeling that the choice of this specific style imitates the showing of a visual object: 

there is no need for verbs because the images substitute the verbs in providing the narrative. Behind 

‘sttov|j o avqp’ ai Suo yuvaTxss, OiAopqAa x^AiScov, xai TTpoxvq aqScov’ (and the following 

‘ t to A is  auxaTs A0qvai. Tqpsus o avqp’ TTpoxvq TqpEcos yuvq’) one can almost see the finger 

pointing at the picture. However, what follows ceases to be the verbal label of the picture and takes 

the tone of a proper narrative.215 Clitophon blames Tereus’ violence on his barbaric nature, thus not 

just reporting what the Thracian did, but interpreting it from a cultural point of view (‘It seems that 

with barbarians one wife will not satisfy Aphrodite’s needs,...’). He then glides quickly through the 

episode of the rape, mentioning it with words that are clear enough to tell what happened, yet vague 

enough not to expose Leucippe to the scabrous event explicitly (not more than the picture already 

did vividly). The same goes for the cutting of the tongue, where Clitophon chooses words that are 

specifically designed for his delicate audience, never saying that Tereus cut Philomela’s tongue, 

but, literally, that he ‘gave her the inability to speak as a wedding-gift, and cut the flower of the 

voice’. This episode also gives him the opportunity for an erudite gloss on art as a form of silent 

communication: ‘artful Philomela invented silent speech: she wove a robe to be her messenger,

215 It has been noted (Harlan 1965, 128, Bartsch 1989, 65), that Clitophon’s explanation o f the story o f  Philomela and 
Procne is similar to Philostratus’ way o f interpreting paintings by providing the wider narrative o f  the myth depicted. 
Philostratus, however, does that systematically, whereas this is the first time that the study o f a painting proceeds in this 
way in Achilles Tatius.
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weaving the plot into the threads. The hand imitated the tongue.’216 The play on antithesis of sound 

and vision is mirrored by Procne’s reception of the story: ‘she revealed to Procne’s eyes what 

normally meets the ears’ (TTpoKvris toTs o^SaApois xa xcov coxcov (JTjvusi), ‘when Procne heard 

from the robe of the rape’ (r| TTpOKVTj xrjv p(av cxkouei rrapa xou ttettAou). The episode of Itys’ 

death shows particular care, for instead of telling the act of killing itself, Clitophon stresses the 

destructive power of a jealous rage, and how it overcomes even the strongest bond of being a 

mother.217 Besides, shifting the attention to the labour and the womb ironically anticipates the fact 

that Itys will finish his days in the same way in which he began them, in one of his parents’ 

bellies.218 After this, Clitophon’s tale becomes more factual and less reflective. In the part where he 

tells about the feast of the Erinyes, he is basically paraphrasing what he has previously said in the 

ekphrasis?19 Finally, he concludes by resuming the beginning of the speech, the metamorphosis 

into birds.220

216 An adaptation o f  Simonides’ famous statement that painting is silent poetry and poetry talking painting (Whitmarsh 
and Morales 2001, 157). This contains reasoning that can be extended to the other paintings in Leucippe and Clitophon, 
for in each case words substituted images, but it is interesting to notice that the saying, which was very popular, is 
alluded to for the first time in the painting o f Philomela and Procne, which presents a case o f an image within an image 
(the tapestry with its own story, inside the surrounding painting). The Simonidean maxim was the starting point o f a 
line o f thought that would bear important consequences for the criticism o f both literature and art. This will be analysed 
more thoroughly in the next chapter, concerning Longus and the birth o f the genre o f ekphrasis o f paintings. The 
counterpart o f  Philomela’s tapestry in the story is probably the exchange o f  letters between Leucippe and Clitophon in 
5,18 and 5,20 (Repath 2013), although the myth is being parodied: a silent communication to tell the exact opposite o f
the tapestry, not the exposure o f  a rape, but a proclamation o f virginity!
217 Harlan 1965, 128-129, suggests the presence o f rhetorical material; perhaps more to the point, Whitmarsh points at
Euripides’ Medea (Whitmarsh and Morales 2001, 158).
218 Such reasoning, opposed to the lack o f visual violence, has a tragic flavour. The story o f Philomela and Procne was 
the subject o f a tragedy (Sophocles’ lost Tereus), besides sharing with other tragedies the themes of infanticide {Medea, 
by Euripides and Seneca; Seneca’s Thyestes) and cannibalism (Seneca’s Thyestes). In Euripides’ Medea the audience 
was not meant to witness the killing, but, quite effectively, only to hear the children’s screams from outside the stage 
(1270-1278). Among other innovations, Seneca’s Medea shows the protagonist slaying both children on stage, one on 
her own and the other in front o f Jason (967 ff.). In Seneca’s Thyestes the killing takes place outside the stage, but is 
substituted by an extremely detailed rhesis aggelike (683 ff.). What is shown are, at 1004-1005, the heads o f  the 
children, much in the same way as Philomela and Procne are described as showing Itys’ remains in Achilles Tatius. It is 
likely that Sophocles would have followed in the Tereus the Greek custom o f moving the killing outside the scene and 
leaving its account to a rhesis aggelike (the same strategy he used, for example, in Oedipus Tyrannus 1237 ff., and 
Antigone 1192 ff. and 1282 f f ) ,  and Clitophon, in indulging in the struggle between the pain o f labour and the pain o f  
jealousy instead o f describing the actual killing, is perhaps following his steps. See again Liapis 2006, who covers the 
links between these paragraphs in Achilles Tatius and Sophocles’ lost Tereus.
2 1 9  < ^ 1  /-v \  /  ry / ^  /  > /  f

Cf. the painting’s ‘cu y u v a i K E s  e v  k c c v c o  t o  A e i v | ; a v a  t o u  S e i t t v o u  t c o  T q p e i  S e i k v u o u o i ’ with ‘ e S e iT r v r ia E V  o  

T q p E u s  S e T t t v o v  ’Epivucov, a !  S e  e v  k c c v c o  t c x  A E i v p a v a  t o u  t t c c i S i o u  T t a p E ( j ) E p o v ’ here; the painting’s ‘ y e A c o c j i  S e  

a p a  K a i  cj)o[3ouvTai’ with ‘ y E A c o a a i  ( j )6 (3 c p ’ here; the painting’s ‘ e A k c o v  t o  ^ i(J )o s  e t t ' i  t o c s  y u v a ? K a s ’ with ‘oTraTai
t o  £(<|>os Kai e t t 'i t c c s  yuvaTKas TpE'xsi’ here.
220 One might notice that this conclusion is less precise than the beginning, lacking the symmetry o f the associations 
characters-birds. This is evident in the sentence ‘ <J )£ u y E i p e v  a q S c o v ,  S i c o k e i  S e  o  T q p E u s ’ . Although Tereus has turned 
into a bird (opvis y i v E T a i ,  without any specification that this bird is a hoopoe), he is still called by his human name. 
This would cause no trouble, were it not for the fact that, on the contrary, Procne is rightly referred to as a nightingale, 
and Philomela, the swallow, is not referred to at all. Achilles Tatius usually follows a more accurate balance in this kind 
o f sentences, but perhaps he needs to leave Tereus’ name as it is to make a pun with the preceeding terousin: ‘Kai 
T r i p o l i atv exi xou  TraSous x r | V  Eixova* 4)EuyEi p ev  ar|6cov, Sigokei 5e  o T i j p s i K ’ (Whitmarsh and Morales 
2001, 158).
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It is difficult to judge the coherence of Clitophon’s speech. At first he answers Leucippe’s 

question as if he is actually seeing the birds, although no mention of them has been made before. 

Then he moves on to the account of the myth. However, he is not content with just stating the facts 

and summarising the story, but produces a speech that is well polished in terms of contents, 

showing a learned background, and in terms of style, being carefully built for a selected audience. 

As a result, the discrepancy between the accuracy of the exegesis and the incompleteness of the 

ekphrasis emerges, and the readers, used to the previous precise descriptions, are left with the 

impression that there is much more than what this painting offers. However, they might be 

reminded that, contrarily to the previous cases, this painting is not found in a temple, a place where 

works of art are exhibited, but in a studio, a place where works of art are made. Whereas in the 

former case the work of art, being dedicated and exhibited, must be complete, in the latter it can still 

be in the process of being made. If this is the case here, then what the characters see would be a 

work in progress, which would justify the fact that some episodes of the myth are still missing in 

the painting. On a purely speculative level, it may be suggested that Leucippe is seeing the images 

of the birds in a preparatory sketch, before they are drawn on the painting. The natural question to 

this would be why does Achilles Tatius not tell all these details. The answer might be a metaliterary 

one, considering the fact that the last painting is as incomplete as the novel that frames it.

The readers do not know it yet, but the sense of dissatisfaction derived from this ekphrasis 

will be multiplied by the novel’s ending. As the genre commands, the protagonists undergo many 

adventures before their final reunion. To put it briefly, Leucippe will experience two more apparent 

deaths, slavery, attempted rape, and a test of virginity, while Clitophon will engage in an affair with 

a rich widow which will culminate in sexual intercourse, but also suffer imprisonment, physical 

violence, and will have to stand trial. The striking part, however, is that after all of this has 

happened, even after the marriage, the readers are left with an only apparent happy ending. First of 

all, the protagonists do not have sex, a unique case in the novels written up to Achilles Tatius’ 

times.221 Secondly, after having gone back and forth from Tyre to Byzantium, the novel ends with 

the promise of a journey back to Byzantium. Now, apart from the fact that we would prefer to see 

the protagonists settling down and living happily ever after, and instead what we are given is a 

couple that clearly has not found its place, the major problem is that at the beginning of the novel

221 One might also notice that by the end o f the novel the protagonists lose all their sex appeal and erotic impulse. 
Clitophon is a man who is not able to defend himself, who will be said to be like a girl or a eunuch, who will wear 
female clothes, and who will be practically the object o f Melite’s sexual violence. Leucippe is a girl who works the 
land, does not come across as particularly bright, and has short hair. No more compliments will be made by Clitophon 
about Leucippe’s beauty, and they will even stop kissing. The wedding is briefly mentioned, but the fact that no 
mention is made o f the first night together (again, unlike all the other novels up to that point) may even not depend on 
modesty, but instead on the fact that nothing happened during that night. As in Book One the primary narrator finds 
Clitophon after his adventures have ended, but still in a state o f  distress, questions about the ending o f  the novel become 
questions about its beginning as well. On this see Most 1989 and, contra, Nakatani 2003, 74 ff. and Repath 2005.
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the primary narrator finds Clitophon in Sidon, alone and sad. Why is he there? What is he doing? 

Where is Leucippe?222 What matters here is that the author seems to have highlighted an unusual, 

incomplete ending in contrast with the previous tradition, just like the last ekphrasis is unusually 

incomplete if compared to the others. Just like the painter’s atelier, the author’s desk presents a 

work that is unfinished, not only because at that stage the novel was naturally incomplete, but also
223because already at that stage Achilles Tatius had planned to leave it open-ended.

The table in the painting (the last sentence of the ekphrasis), described when it is about to 

fall, at the peak moment of its potential energy, resembles the ending of the novel (Ken 

SisyvcoKapev ev tt} Tupco TrapaxEipaaavTEs 5 ieA0e7v eis to Bu^ccvtiov, ‘then we decided to 

spend the winter in Tyre before returning to Byzantium’ 8,19), still open to developments.224 Now, 

we cannot expect a book to follow the laws of physics, but we can generally agree that we like our 

novels to exhaust their kinetic charge by the time we reach the last page. At the end of Leucippe 

and Clitophon, however, just as at the end of the ekphrasis (the table about to fall, the untold fate of 

the characters), the narrative energy is still there, and although we can easily predict what is about 

to happen (the table will fall, Leucippe and Clitophon will keep on dealing with whatever destiny 

throws at them), we are not shown it, a situation that results in a feeling of puzzlement. Therefore, 

Leucippe’s questions (‘What is the meaning of the myth in the painting? What are those birds? Who 

is that shameless man?’) become our questions, for we wonder what the meaning of the book is, and 

what happened to its characters. These questions are meant to be unanswered. The point here is not 

why Achilles Tatius left the novel without an ending and what happened to the protagonists, but 

that in the last painting he hints, among other connections to the plot, at his strategy for the end of 

the novel.225

222 A survey o f answers to these questions can be found in Repath 2005, who suggests a ‘non-happy non-ending’ as a 
reversal o f the genre’s rules. Perhaps Clitophon is unhappy in Sidon because, having finally learnt Menelaus’ lesson on 
paintings as omens, he has realised that the vision o f the painting o f  Europa will bring about more misfortunes. See
further on the intended incompletion o f the novel Rabau 1997, Kasprzyk 2005, and Guez 2007.
223 Nimis has advanced the idea that not everything in the novels is part o f the author’s pre-determined plan, and that, 
instead, the novelists had in mind the general outline o f the story but proceeded by opening many doors, deciding to 
walk only through some o f them, and sometimes forgetting to close the others (see Nimis 1999). This contrasts with 
views such as Bartsch’s, which is based on the idea that everything in Leucippe and Clitophon is part o f the carefully 
conceived plan o f the author, who controls with the same mastery both narrative and readers. Nimis, on the other hand, 
opts for a more experimental, heuristic way o f writing novels (Nimis 1998 on the role o f paintings in Achilles Tatius 
from this point o f view). If it is true that the last painting is proleptic o f the novel’s open-endedness, then this means 
that also those aspects that Nimis believes to be subject to whim were in fact carefully planned. Achilles Tatius’ 
experimentation, from a different angle, will be discussed soon.

Harlan 1965, 130-1, believes this to be the description o f an existing painting and reads the falling table as a detail
o f pictorial realism.
225 On the possible reasons why there is no painting in Book Seven, thus breaking the sequence o f odd-numbered books 
starting with descriptions o f paintings, see Nakatani 2003.
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Final remarks

Achilles Tatius’ approach to art is uniform only in appearance, but on a closer look the three 

ekphraseis are not the triple repetition of a same model. From an artistic point of view, for instance, 

each painting belongs to a different typology. The painting of Europa is a straightforward one, for it 

consists of one scene showing one single moment of the story. The paintings of Andromeda and 

Prometheus constitute a diptych. The painting of Philomela and Procne is again a single painting, 

but it shows different scenes representing different moments o f the story (narrative painting). From 

an iconographical point of view, the first two instances fully reflect real works of art to the detail, 

with the exception of the garden in the painting of Europa. Not only this: the way in which the 

narrator describes the first two paintings presupposes the viewing of real paintings. Instead, the lack 

of consistency in the treatment of the third painting seems to indicate a state of incompletion, and 

its lack of parallels in art (or, better, the selection of scenes that are absent in art and the omission of 

those that are present) seems to indicate its being fictitious. It might also be noticed that the last two 

(Andromeda and Prometheus, Philomela and Procne) represent characters with a strong theatrical, 

and, specifically, tragic, background, whereas the myth shown in the first one belongs to the bucolic 

genre. This does not mean that the last two paintings should be associated in contrast to the first 

one, first of all because tragedy was among the most popular means of transmission of mythical 

tales and it is therefore just natural that art, in representing myths, ended up representing tragedies. 

Secondly, because if we change the parameters, the associations also seem to change. If we 

consider these stories from the point of view of their positivity, then what we see is an increasing 

worsening from the first to the last painting. The story of Europa is one of love where no one is 

killed (all of this not considering the fact that Europa is technically taken against her will and that 

the love narrated is everything but lawful); both the stories of Andromeda and Prometheus involve 

torment and the risk of death, but both have a happy ending (and Perseus and Andromeda surely 

represent a happy couple); instead, the story of Philomela and Procne is one of destruction. In this 

case, the first two paintings would appear closer, in contrast to the third one. The same affinity 

results from the consideration of the location where the paintings are found: the first two in a 

temple, the third one in a studio.

Differences also emerge when considering the relationship of the paintings with the 

narration. On the one hand it is true that the one thing that all the paintings have in common is that 

they share a proleptic function with regard to the plot. This is explained best by one of the 

characters, Menelaus:
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Interpreters of signs say that if we encounter paintings as we set off to do something, 
we should ponder the myths narrated there, and conclude that the outcome for us will 
be comparable to the story they tell.
(5,4)

As a matter of fact, the events that follow the description of a painting (up to the next painting) 

somehow resemble its content, both in the general theme (though in the end it is never exactly the 

same) and in the details (lexical affinities so clear that no reader could miss them, e.g. Perseus’ 

double sword in 3,7,9 and the sword with retractable blade in 3,20,7). However, how this takes 

place does not follow one immutable formula, but is instead subject to countless variables meant to 

surprise the readers by constantly exceeding, often much to their frustration, their expectations. On 

the other hand, the meaning of the events in relation to the paintings varies according to who the 

narrators and audiences of the paintings and their descriptions are. The triple nature of Clitophon, at 

first character in the primary narrator’s narration, and then narrator of his own story and protagonist 

of it, and the fact that it is his narratee who is the one who finally delivers the story to the readers, 

already presents a difficult narratological situation. Quite often we have found ourselves wondering 

whether the person talking is Clitophon-character, Clitophon-narrator, the anonymous primary 

narrator, or a combination of the three. This should be made easier by the presence of an ekphrasis, 

for it represents a break in the sequence of events, and its artificiality is usually the signal of an 

elaboration taking place during the act of narrating, not during the story (unless, say, the story 

included a character who were to deliver to an audience the description of something, as Helen does 

when she describes the Greek warriors to the Trojan elders on the walls of Troy in Iliad 3,154 ff). 

The possibilities would then be reduced to Clitophon-narrator and the primary narrator, or perhaps a 

combination of the two.

In Leucippe and Clitophon the best example of this seems to be the description of the 

diptych of Andromeda and Prometheus. The fact that the characters (Clitophon and Leucippe) stop 

acting and interacting between themselves indicates that the time of the story has stopped, and what 

follows is a description made by the narrator. Whether the narrator is entirely Clitophon, or the 

primary narrator has mediated the description cannot be said, but does not seem to be fundamental. 

The main intended audience are the primary narrator and the readers. It is up to them to detect the 

proleptic function of the painting and find the connections with the plot. Since there is no sign of 

further interaction between Clitophon-character and the painting, the description of the painting 

takes place outside the story, which means that any attempt to interpret it is simply out of 

Clitophon’s reach. In this case the relation between the ekphrasis and the novel runs smoothly: the 

painting as an object is marginal to the characters, its description takes place outside the story, and 

the prolepsis is therefore only for the readers’ benefit. It runs smoothly especially because the
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characters are unaware of the proleptic function of the painting. This, however, is the first painting 

Clitophon describes (to our knowledge the second one he has seen, considering the painting of 

Selene on the bull), and is by far the simplest case.

As we have seen, things become more complicated in the case of the painting of Philomela 

and Procne. In this case the author wants to open the proleptic reading of the painting to the 

characters, and in order to do so he has to bring the ekphrasis and the analysis of the painting inside 

the time of the story. The main flaw of this strategy consists in the fact that, regardless of the 

interaction between the characters and the painting and its meaning, none of this will produce any 

real insight in them. Although the readers and the characters should be on the same page and with 

the same level of knowledge (because they both constitute the audience and share the same 

interpretation), the readers will witness the characters ignore the information they were given. 

Moreover, no reference to the painting will be made by either Clitophon-character or Clitophon- 

narrator in the future, a sign, perhaps, that even as a narrator he still does not understand the 

significance of the paintings he has encountered. As a result, the connection between the proleptic 

painting and the story is less stable when the characters are aware of the function of the painting, 

because one would expect them to do something about it, or at least show some understanding of 

their own condition, none of which is the case. It is hard to tell whether Achilles Tatius is playing 

down his characters’ acumen or whether he has experimented with a new modality of integration of 

description and narration (and multiple layers of it), and lost control of it in the process.

The latter point agrees with the view of Achilles Tatius as an author who decided to take his 

novel, from a point of view of composition, in a direction thus far little travelled, that of blending as 

much as possible and in as many ways as possible narration with description, and especially with 

descriptions of works of art. At his disposal were the notions learnt in the schools of rhetoric, that 

taught him how to write a description (careful analysis of the parts of the subject, use of enargeia, 

use of a style that matches the subject), how to use it (not detached but as a part of the whole 

composition), and how to understand its nature (a mode of narration). He applied this to something 

in which the novel as a genre was already interested, works of art, but chose especially the kind of 

works of art that were already by nature prone to the telling of a story, paintings. The description of 

paintings for allegorical purposes had already been tried (Pseudo-Cebes’ Tabula), but never before 

in fictional narrative, as had the inserted description of a work of art with connections to the 

surrounding text (and Achilles Tatius pays homage to his main model, Moschus, in the ekphrasis of 

Europa), but never with paintings. What is more, the novelist explored a number of options for the 

combination of paintings and story, not limiting himself to one straightforward principle of 

prolepsis.
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A variety of ways in which artistic and literary models can be combined in the description of 

a painting are exemplified by Achilles Tatius. In the ekphrasis of Europa we have the coexistence 

of iconography and poetry in the same painting (the realistic painting of Europa with the addition of 

Moschus’ garden); in the ekphrasis of the diptych we see the author’s understanding of the literary 

(theatrical in particular) origins of an existing joint iconography and their exploitation; in the 

painting of Philomela and Procne we find the juxtaposition of the ekphrasis of the painting and 

narration of the story there depicted. Moreover, from a narratological point of view, Achilles Tatius 

tries in each case a different solution, with different results. All of this suggests that there were no 

established rules on how to use ekphrasis of paintings, that the feature was relatively new and 

therefore unexplored, and that Achilles Tatius pioneered it by testing its many possibilities. The 

recurring reference, in the ekphraseis, to the actions of the artists, and the implication, in the last 

one, of the painter at work, serve as an image of the author’s own experimentation. Achilles Tatius’ 

interest is much more practical than it is theoretical. Paraphrasing Simonides in mentioning 

embroidery as a form of silent communication (5,5,4) is as close as Achilles Tatius gets to 

formulating a theory of art. But it is only after practice has paved the way that theory can provide 

the insight, and it is only after a narrative has been scattered in different ways with different 

descriptions of paintings that a reflection on the results of this can begin. The role played by another 

novelist in the study of the nature of ekphrasis of paintings, and consequently in the study of the 

nature of art, will be the topic of the next chapter.

A Byzantine epigram revisited

We started the discussion of works of art in Achilles Tatius by reporting an epigram written in 

Byzantine times, which encouraged the reading of the novel as well as gave advice on how to 

proceed with it.226 After having read the novel and seen what happens in it, the reader might have

226 AP  9,203:
’'EpcoTa TriKpov, aAAa aco<}>pova (3iov 
o KAeito4>covtos coottbp Ep<j>a(vEi X oyos' 
o Aeukitttttis 6e  aco^povEOTaTos’ (iios- 
aTTavTas e^iotticm, ttco? TETuppsvri 
KEKapiJEVT] TE Kai KaTr)XPElCO|JEVr|, 
t o  Sq MEyiOTOV, Tpls Oavoua’ EKapTEpEi. 
eVttep 6 e  Kai au aco<t>povE7v 0eAr|s, 
pr| t f |v  TTapEpyov t?|S ypacfijs okottei 0eov, 
tt |v  to u  Aoyou 5e Trpcoxa auvSpoppv pd0E* 
vup(j>oaToAE7 y a p  to u s  ttoO ouvtos- Ep^povcos-
(The story o f Clitophon almost brings before our eyes a bitter passion but a moral life, and the most chaste 
conduct o f Leucippe astonishes everyone. Beaten, her head shorn, vilely used, and, above all, thrice done to 
death, she still bore all. If, my friend, you wish to live morally, do not pay attention to the adventitious beauty o f  
style, but first learn the conclusion o f the discourse; for it joins in wedlock lovers who loved wisely.)
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gone back to the epigram and questioned the poet’s point of view on the morality of the novel. But 

upon returning to the epigram, he might also have realised that some of the poet’s words could have 

been interpreted differently, namely the advice on how to read the novel:

EiTTEp 5 e  Kai au oco^poveTv 0eAqs, <|mAos, 
p q  xr|v T T a p E p y o v  t t j s  y p a ( j > q s  o k o t t e i  0 E a v ,

Tqv t o u  Aoyou 5 e  u p c o T a  auvSpopqv p a 0 E

If, my friend, you wish to live morally, do not pay attention to the adventitious beauty 
of style, but first learn the conclusion of the discourse.

In De domo Lucian makes a comparison between the words of a rhetorician trying to describe 

works of art and the excessive make-up used by a beautiful woman:

ct>r)(j'i y a p  o u v  K a i  y u u a i ^ ' i  K a X a l s  o u x  o t t c o s  a u X X a p P a v E i u  Is t o  s u p o p ^ o T E p o u ,  

a A A a  K a i  E v a u T i o u a 0 a i  t o u  K o a p o v  t o u  t to A u u ,  O TTO Tav t c o v  E v r u y x a v o u T c o v  

E K a a T O S  UTTO TOU XpU OOU K a i  TCOV Al0COV TCOV TToAuTeAcOV E K T lX ay E lS  a V T l TOU 

E T T a iv s lv  q  x p o a v  q  p A s p p a  q  S E ip q v  q  T T q x u u  q  S c c k tu X o v ,  o  5 e  t o u t ’ a c |)E is  e s  

T q v  a a p S c o  q  t o u  a p a p a y S o u  q  t o u  o p p o u  q  t o  v |veX iou a T ro p X E T rq , c o o t e  a x ^ o i T O  

a u  e i k o t c o s  t r a p o p c o p E u q  5 i a  t o u  K o a p o u ,  o u k  a y o u T c o u  a x o X q u  e t t o i u e T u  a u i r j u  

t c o u  0 E a T c o u ,  a X X a  T T a p s p y o u  a u i f | s  t t o i o u p e u c o u  T q u  0 E a u .  o t t e p  a u a y K q ,  o l p a i ,  

TTa0E7u K a i  t o u  e u  o u t c o  k o X o T s  e p y o i s  A o y o u s  S e i k u u o u t o .

I assert that, far from contributing, to the good looks of a beautiful woman, abundant 
jewellery is actually a detriment. Everyone who meets her is dazzled by her gold and 
her expensive gems, and instead of praising her complexion, her eyes, her neck, her 
arm or her finger, he neglects them and lets his eyes wander to her sard or her emerald, 
her necklace or her bracelet. She might fairly get angry at being thus slighted for her 
ornaments, when observers are too occupied to pay her compliments and think her 
aspect subordinate. The same thing is bound to happen, I think, to a man who tries to 
show his eloquence among works of art like these.
{De domo 15-16, trans. Loeb, adapted)

The show of words of the rhetorician ends up spoiling (instead of increasing) the beauty of the 

paintings, just like excessive make-up ruins (instead of helping) the beauty of the woman. The 

beauty of the woman, like the beauty of the paintings, becomes then a subordinate show ( T T a p s p y o u  

a u T q s  t t o io u p e u c o u  T q u  0 E a u ) .  These words are similar to the poets’ ‘p q  T q u  T T a p s p y o u  T q s  

y p a ( j ) q s  o k o t t e i  0 £ a u ’ . There is one fundamental difference, namely the fact that in Lucian the 

subordinate show is the one that really deserves attention, whereas in the poem the subordinate 

show distracts the reader from what is important, but both Lucian and the poet are talking about 

flamboyant style that covers the real message. Lucian uses these words in a context of descriptions 

of works of art, and, having this in mind, one might notice that art can also be found in the poet’s
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words: tF)s ypa<|>r]s. Graphe can mean both ‘writing’ and ‘drawing’, and although Paton’s 

translation, not incorrectly, opts for the first meaning, understanding it as ‘style’, the second option 

is always available, and perhaps should be kept in mind, given that the poet is talking about a novel 

that starts with the description of a painting. With a slight change, the translation can then read:

do not pay attention to the subordinate show of the painting, but first leam the
conclusion of the discourse.

This is quite fitting in Achilles Tatius’ case, because, as we have seen, it is only after learning the 

conclusion of the story that we can relate it to the show of the painting (in its real connection and 

not just the apparent one). Perhaps the poet was in fact trying to help his friend with a narrative that 

is more complicated than it seems by providing him with the key to read the novel. Moreover, the 

poet would hint at Achilles Tatius’ strategy while mimicking it, for it is upon second reading that 

his words become clearer: only after having read Leucippe and Clitophon can the recipient of the 

epigram fully understand the meaning of the advice and connect it with the novel. Lastly, even 

‘ eiTTEp 5 e kou  a u  aco< J)povE 7v  SeXtis’ can acquire a different meaning. Not ‘if you wish to live 

morally’, but instead ‘if you wish to be sound of mind’; that is, if one wishes to keep one’s sanity 

while reading, which also fits Achilles Tatius’ case rather well.

3.4. Appendix: Achilles Tatius and Lucian

The reference to Lucian’s De domo allows us to resume a thread hinted at a few times in the course 

of this chapter, that is, the connections between Achilles Tatius and Lucian with regard to 

descriptions of works of art. On more than one occasion we have observed similarities between 

these two authors not just in the subjects described, but also in the details highlighted. It is therefore 

time to look at these details and attempt some conclusions, keeping in mind that both the dating of 

Achilles Tatius and the relative dating of most of Lucian’s works are uncertain, but also that the two 

lived more or less in the same period, and showed a similar interest in art, which finds little 

equivalence in their contemporaries. When reading scholarship on Lucian’s artistic side, one often 

finds the statement (based on the beginning of Somnium) that Lucian had acquired his advanced 

knowledge of art from his training as a sculptor. However, young Lucian’s time in his uncle’s 

workshop cannot have been very long, if, as he says, he managed to fail his very first task 

spectacularly (turning what was supposed to be gentle chiselling into stone-breaking) and was 

consequently thrown out immediately after. Whatever the source of his knowledge of art, Lucian 

indeed shows appreciation for the artistic quality of the works of art he describes, and some of his
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remarks almost classify him as an art critic. Compared with Achilles Tatius, he goes one step 

beyond the ekphrasis of paintings and into the reflection on what takes place in the description of a 

painting. Some of this will be part of the next chapter. What follows is meant to deal only with the 

passages in Lucian that show strong similarities with the descriptions of paintings in Achilles 

Tatius.

Although Achilles Tatius is the only author who describes Evanthes’ diptych, the ekphrasis 

of a painting of Andromeda can be found in other authors of the same age. Some time after Achilles 

Tatius, Philostratus the Elder included a painting of Perseus and Andromeda among the Imagines 

(1,29). The scene takes place after the battle, with the sea monster already slain and dripping a 

stream of blood into the water. Perseus, however, is not, as expected, freeing Andromeda, for that 

task is entrusted to Eros, who sprung to Perseus’ aid in answer to his prayer.227 Not many lines are 

devoted to the description of Andromeda,228 whose attention is entirely captured by Perseus. Finally 

we find the hero, in a most unusual pose. He is lying on the grass, resting after the fight and 

welcoming gifts from the Ethiopians. His only interaction with the maiden is a gaze. The 

description does not fit with any iconographical type known to us, and constitutes an unicum.

Lucian tells the story of Andromeda at length twice, in De domo 22, in the form of a 

description of a work of art, and Dialogi marini 14, in the form of a dialogue. In De domo, the 

painting of Perseus and Andromeda is the first one of eight (plus one statue) to be described by the 

rhetor:

’Ev 5 e £ ia  p e v  o u v  e i o i o v t i  ’A pyoA iK cb pu0cp a v a p sp iK T a i t t o Q o s  A i S i o t t i k o v  o  
TTspaEus t o  KrjTos <|>oveuei Kai t t ) v  ’A v S p o p s S a v  K a 0atp s? , Kai pETa piK pov  
y a p q a E i Kai a T m a iv  au xrjv  a y c o v  n a p E p y o v  t o u t o  t t ) s  e tt 'i  T o p y o v a s  
T T T rjaE co s . e v  P p a x s^  5 e  ttoAAcc o  t e x v ( t t ] s  E p ip qaaT O , a iS c b  TTap0svou Kai 
<j>b(3ov— e t t i o k o t t e ' i  y a p  paxT iv avco0EV ek t t j s  TTETpas— Kai v s a v io u  T oA p av  
EpcoTiKr|v Kai 0r)p iou  ovpiv a T T p o a p a x o v ' Kai t o  p e v  e t t e i o i  t te ^ p ik o s  t c u s  
a K a v 0 a is  Kai 5 e 5 i t t o p e v o v  t c o  x a a p a T i ,  o  T T e p o e u s  S e  t t \  A a ia  p sv  t t p o S e i 'k v u o i  

t t ] v  T o p y o v a ,  r r \  5 s £ ia  5 e  Ka0iKVErrai t c o  £(<}>Er Kai t o  p sv  o a o v  t o u  k t i t o u s  e IS e  

t t ] v  M s S o u a a v , rjSr] A (0 o s  e o t i v ,  t o  5 ’ o a o v  Epv[;uxov p e v e i ,  t t j  a p u r ]  k o t t t e t o i .

On the right as you come in, you have a combination of Argolic myth and Ethiopian 
romance. Perseus is killing the sea-monster and freeing Andromeda; in a little while 
he will marry her and go away with her. It is an incident to his winged quest of the 
Gorgons. The artist has represented much in little -the maid’s modesty and terror (for 
she is looking down on the fight from the cliff overhead), the lad’s fond courage and

227 The addition o f Eros is unique, yet not at all unjustified, for in all likelihood Perseus’s prayer is the one that is 
shown in ff. 136 Nauck ( a u  5’ co 0 e co v  T u p a v v s  K avS pcoT T cov  'Epcos, ...). The presence o f  the god in Philostratus
represents the answer to that prayer.
228 ** \ > Quite interestingly, Andromeda’s charm is mainly attributed to the fact the she is a white Ethiopian ( o t i  Aeukti ev

AiQioTTia), a detail generally much dismissed, but which will become o f crucial importance in Heliodorus’ Aithiopika.
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the beast’s unconquerable mien. As he comes on bristling with spines and inspiring 
terror with his gaping jaws Perseus displays the Gorgon in his left hand, and with his 
right assails him with the sword: the part of the monster which has seen the Medusa is 
already stone, and the part that is still alive is feeling the hanger’s edge.
(De domo 22, trans. Harmon)

The scene takes place during the fight between Perseus and the sea monster, with Andromeda 

chained to the rocks. The characters are only sketched, and the only detailed information we are 

given regards the sea monster (emerging from the water with bristling spines) and Perseus’ 

weapons (the Gorgoneion in the left: hand and the harpe in the right hand). Especially if we 

compare it with Philostratus’, this description falls undoubtedly very close to Achilles Tatius’. 

Some differences, however, must be pointed out. To begin with, Lucian’s account is nowhere near 

as long as Achilles Tatius’. There is no comparison, in terms of words, between the novelist’s 

meticulously detailed description and the brief account given by Lucian. Surely De domo was not 

meant to include long descriptions of all the works of art present in the hall, for the purpose of the 

speech is the description and praise of the hall itself, of which the works of art are but a part.230

Secondly, the scene depicted comes, in terms of the chronological sequence of the events in 

the story, after the scene depicted by Evanthes. In Achilles Tatius Perseus is descending from  the 

sky, but he still has not engaged battle, whereas in Lucian he is clearly depicted in the act of slaying 

the monster (o  TTepaEUs t o  kotos' <j?ovEU£i). The two descriptions belong to different 

iconographical types. If Evanthes’ painting can be placed side by side with the Pompeian wall 

painting from House IX, 7, 16, the painting described by Lucian can be compared with the wall 

painting from a house in Region VI. With regard to the moment in the story depicted in the 

painting, however, one must notice that Lucian’s description often overcomes the boundaries of the 

work of art and overlaps into the telling of the tale.231 His narrative attitude is clear from the 

beginning, when he states that the painting is a combination of myth and romance ( A pyoX iK co  

(ju0cp avajJEpiKTcn T ra0os A i0 iottik6 v); he then anticipates the events that are bound to happen 

right after, the wedding and the departure from the country (Kai (jetcx piKpov y a p r ja s i Kai cctteioiv 

a u T q v  a y c o v ) ;  almost glossing this last sentence, he reminds us that this is just one of the hero’s 

deeds (n a p E p y o v  t o u t o  t t ) s  ETri Vo p y o v a s  ttttjoecos) .232 The result is that Lucian includes in his 

description some events that do not belong to the picture he is describing, and the tenses he uses

229 Nonetheless, Bertrand 1893, 402 praised Lucian’s lack of affectation in contrast with Achilles Tatius’ prolixity.
230

Not to mention the fact that, even when describing one specific painting (see Zeuxis 4-6, Herodotus 5-6, Heracles 1- 
6, Calumniae non temere credendum  5), Lucian always seems to devote more space to judgment and interpretation 
rather than to the description o f  details.
231 Bompaire 1958,714.
232 And, as a matter o f fact, the quest o f  the Gorgons, which in the myth precedes the episode of Andromeda, will soon 
follow (painting o f Perseus and Medusa, De domo 25).
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surely do not help in telling the difference. The present tense is used three times with actions that 

cannot have taken place at the same time ( o  TTepasus t o  kt)TOs  <j)oveuEi; t t )v  ’ A v S p o p e S a v  

K a Q a ip e T ; c xtteio iv  auT T |V  a y c o v ) ,  but we also find, rightly, the future tense ( metcx p i x p o v  

y a p / p E i ) .  However, that the scene depicted is the battle is clear from the final lines: Perseus is 

cutting the monster with the harpe while at the same time turning it into stone with the Gorgoneion 

( o  l lE p a E u s  5 e  t t ) A a i a  p s v  T T p o S s ix v u c n  t t ]v  T o p y o v a ,  t t ] S e £ io c  5 s  x a 0 i x v s r r a i  tco  £ i(f)E i). T h e  

final and most important difference between Achilles Tatius’ Andromeda and Lucian’s is that 

Lucian does not describe, nor even mention, the joint painting of Prometheus. Moreover, 

Prometheus never appears as the subject of a work of art in Lucian’s works.233 If Lucian does not 

describe Andromeda in the same scene as in Achilles Tatius, and if he does not describe a painting 

of Prometheus at all, the reason must be that they were not considering the same work of art.234

On the other hand, there is no denying that this description is as close as it gets to Achilles 

Tatius’ ekphrasis of Evanthes’ Andromeda. The first striking similarity is the general order in 

which the description is constructed. The beginning ( ’ E v  S s ^ i a  p s v  o u v . . . )  is an introduction meant 

to define the setting and tell what the painting is about ( o  TTEpOEUs t o  k?|TO s <J)oveuei). The real 

description only starts with ‘ ev (S p a y s T  S e  ttoA A cx o  t e x v i t t i s  EpiprjaccTo’, following which 

attention is paid very briefly (it could have hardly been more ev (3 p a x e i than this) to the three main 

characters: Andromeda and her feelings (no physical description is given), Perseus and his courage, 

and the monster and its bestiality. The only proper details are in the final lines of the description: 

the monster coming out of the water, all spines and jaws, and Perseus’ weapons, the Gorgoneion 

and the harpe. Let us turn to the construction of Achilles Tatius’ description. If in 3,6 we take away 

the parts regarding the painting with Prometheus, the result will be similar to Lucian’s introduction 

(main characters, setting of the scene); then we find a long section in which Andromeda’s body and 

mind are carefully described; then comes the description of the monster’s body, and finally that of 

Perseus, and in particular of his weapons. As a result, the order chosen by the two authors appears 

to be almost the same. The objection that it could have been the most natural order of description is 

overruled by the comparison with Philostratus, who, just like Lucian, was not describing the same

233 /-v \
Unless we consider a very dim reference in a dialogue that is anyway widely recognised as spurious: t c o v  5 e

TTIKpOTEpCOV e! T IS  E0EXf|aElE KCXTCX |JEpO S TO aX r]0E S  E ^E T a^E IV , OVTCOS KCCTapaOETCU TTpO|iI10ET Tr|V  M E v a v 5 p £ io v

ekeivt"]v ccTToppr|£as <}>covr|V E J t’ ou 5 1 Kai cos TTpoorrenaTTaXeupsuou \ ypacpouai tou  Jlpopqdea rrpos r a is
T T S T p a is;  ‘should one whish to examine in detail the truth about the more offensive o f womankind, he will curse
Prometheus in real life and burst out with these words o f  Menander: Then are not painters right when they depict \
Prometheus nailed to rocks?’ (Amores 43, trans. Macleod).
234 One must therefore disagree with views such as those expressed by Bertrand 1893, 402 ( ‘Le premier de ces deux 
motifs (Andromeda and Prometheus in Leucippe and Clitophon 3,6-8) est, dans toutes les circonstances, le meme que 
celui du tableau de Lucien’), or by Bompaire 1958, 733, n. 3 ( ‘Signalons a epoque tardive la description par A. Tatios 
d’une peinture d’Europe analogue de Lucien’).
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scene as Achilles Tatius. Imagines 1,29 (showing roughly the following order: monster, Eros, 

Andromeda, Gorgoneion, shepherds, Perseus) proves that the possibilities were many.

Second, each character’s description has similar details in both authors. According to 

Lucian, the attitude that defines Andromeda is one of modesty and fear (a i5 c o  uap0EVOU kcx'i 

<t>o(3ov); Achilles Tatius says that upon Andromeda’s face was a combination of beauty and fear 

( e t t 'i 5 e t c o v  TTpoocoTTcov a u f f j s  KaXXos KEKEpaaxai Kai 5 e o s ) . 23 5  When describing the monster’s 

terrifying aspect, Lucian mentions only the spines ( tte<J>p i k o s  x a 7 s  a K a v 0 a is )  and the open jaws 

( 5 e 5 i t t o m e v o v  t c o  in Achilles Tatius the spines (r) Xo<J)ia t c o v  aK av0cov) and its

opened mouth (y £ v u s  t t o X X t i  Kaj p aK pcr avscoKXO 5 e  TTaaa ...) are part of the beast’s features 

(which include back, scales, neck and tail). Most importantly, Lucian and Achilles Tatius are the 

only authors who specifically describe Perseus’ weapons, and both of them, as seen, do it at the end 

of the description. Lucian says that Perseus is carrying the Gorgoneion with the left hand ( t t ) X a ia  

MEV TTpoSEiKVuai t t ) v  T o p y o v a )  and the harpe with the right hand ( f f )  S s^ ia  Se Ka0iKVE?xai t c o  

£ i< |> e i ) ;  in Achilles Tatius’ words, ‘ t t j  X a ia  xr)v x r is  T o p y o u s  KE^aXpv K p a x s?  and ‘cotT X iaxai S e  

Kai xf)v 5 e £ i c x v  5 k J > u e T  aiSrjpcp e i s  SpETTavov Kaj £(<}>os eoxicjmevco’. Moreover, they both spend 

some time describing the weapons’ appearance and their use. Concerning the head of Medusa, 

Lucian tells us about its power of turning into stone ( t o  m e v  o a o v  t o v j  Krjxous e  i 5 e  t t ) V  M s S o u a a v ,  

rjSr) X i0 o s  e o t i v ) ,  whereas Achilles Tatius focuses on the terrifying aspect (f) S e  e o t i  4>o(3Epa Kaj 

e v  t o T s  x p ^ M a o r  x o u s  o(J>0aXMOus E^ETTETaaEV, scjipi^E x a s  x p i y a s  xcov  K p o x a ^ co v , f iy e tp e  

x o u s  S p a K o v x a s ) .  As for Perseus’ sword, Lucian initially calls it a £i<|>os, but then specifies that 

what we are dealing with is also a sickle ( f f )  apnT) KOTTTExai); Achilles Tatius does not spare 

words in order to make sure that the reader understands the manufacture of the weapon:

c o u X ia x a i 5 e Kai xr)v S e ^ ic x v  S k Jh i e T a i6 f)p cp  e i s  SpETTavov Kaj £(<|>os eox iom evco . 
a p ^ E x a i mev y a p  f) k c o t t t ) k c c t c o 0 e v  ap(j)o7v e k  m i« S , Kaj e o t i v  E(j>’ rjp iau  x o u  
a i5 r )p o u  £ k | ) o s , e v t e u 0 s v  5 e a T r o p p a y sv  x o  (j e v  o ^ u v e t o i , t o  5 e ETTiKapTTTExai.

£((|>os, c o s  r )p £ a x o , t o  5 e KapTTTOiJEVov SpET tavov  
y i v s x a i ,  'iva  p ia  TTXrjyr) x o  mev EpEiSr) xf]v a<})ayf)V, x o  5 e Kpaxr) x t)V  x o m t)v .

In his right hand he was armed with a double weapon, split between a sickle and a 
sword; thereupon it diverged into two, the one part sharpening in a line, the other 
curving. The part that sharpened remained a sword as before, while the part that 
curved became a sickle, so that with a single blow the one blade could drive home the 
lethal stab and the other could complete the decapitation.
(3,7,8-9)

235 See Schwartz 1967, 537.

K a i x o  m ev  a trco fuM M E V O V  m e v e i
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The novelist pays more attention to the definition of the weapon. It is a double iron weapon (5k|>us7 

ai5f]pco), half a pointed sword (£(<|>os), half a sickle (SpETravov). Although Lucian and Achilles 

Tatius use different words for sickle, apnT) and SpETravov are synonyms, and it is evident that they 

had the same weapon in mind.

Concerning Perseus’ weaponry, no other author who either treated Andromeda’s story or its 

artistic representation agrees on these particulars. What is left of Euripides’ Andromeda does not 

mention the sword; that Perseus was in possession of the head of Medusa was known from other 

lost plays by Euripides, and is mentioned in fr. 124 Nauck of the Andromeda (though we cannot be 

entirely sure about these lines), but there is no way to tell whether Perseus used it against the sea 

monster. Nevertheless, although art cannot be expected to give an exact representation of a play, 

painted vases of the fifth century BC representing Euripides’ Andromeda never show Perseus with 

the Gorgoneion.236 Also, we do not know whether the messenger’s report of the fight revealed in 

which hand the sword was held. Ovid talks about the sword in Met. 4,720 (Inachides ferrum curvo 

tenus abdidit hamo), 4,727 (falcato vulnerat ense), 5,69 (harpen spectatam caede Medusae), 5,176 

(harpe). From 4,720 it appears that the weapon is the same described by Lucian and Achilles Tatius 

(half sword and half sickle). We can infer that Perseus is holding it with the right hand from 733- 

734, where, unable to fly anymore, he is holding on to a rock with the left hand while still hitting 

the monster. He has the Gorgoneion, the effects of which are described at 744 ff. (petrification of 

the leaves where the hero places the head) and at 5,180 ff. (petrification of the deluded suitors of 

Andromeda), but he does not use it against the monster. The description of the fight made by 

Apollodorus is quite laconic: t o  k ^ t o s  e k t e i v e  (Bibliotheca 2,4,3). Mention is made of the weapon, 

a S a p a v T i v q v  a p T r r j v  (2,4,2), but apparently it is just the sickle, not the double sword. As for the 

head of Medusa, once again it is not specified whether Perseus uses it in the fight. Philostratus does 

not consider the sword, and, as to the Gorgoneion, only says that Perseus, after the fight, keeps it 

hidden lest people see it (1,29,3). In Heliodorus a painting of Andromeda and Perseus occupies a 

role of the utmost importance, but the author does not provide the readers with a real description, 

and restricts himself to say that it portrayed Perseus helping a naked Andromeda down the rocks. 

There is no trace of the monster, let alone of the hero’s equipment. Two facts emerge from this brief 

survey. Lucian and Achilles Tatius are the only two authors according to whom Perseus fights the 

monster with the double sword and the Gorgoneion. Moreover, they are the only two who felt the 

need to explain which hand was holding which weapon. The resemblance of De domo 22 and 

Leucippe and Clitophon 3,7 is enhanced when they are compared with other accounts.

If the fact that Lucian and Achilles Tatius were looking at different paintings accounts for

236 Not to mention the fact that carrying out the petrification on stage would have been difficult, to say the least.
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the differences in their descriptions, what explains the similarities? It is either one of two options: 

one of them knew the other’s work, or they both had a common source. Schwartz, who believed 

that Lucian preceded Achilles Tatius,237 opts for the common source, and although he never really 

expresses what the common source is, a footnote indicates that he believed it to be Euripides.238 

Though not provable, it is probably true that Euripides provided for the story a set of standard 

elements that were repeated, innovated on, or ignored in later versions. However, to Lucian and 

Achilles Tatius Euripides is a source inasmuch as his tragedy had influenced Andromeda’s early 

iconography, but the paintings they witnessed were the result of the evolution of that iconography. 

Proof can be found in the fact that In Euripides Perseus did not use the Gorgoneion in fighting the 

monster, something which Lucian and Achilles Tatius, and they alone, clearly state. The scenario 

that can best explain the similarities is that the one of the two authors drew inspiration from the 

other’s work in describing a painting that represented the same subject in a slightly different scene.

We know that Achilles Tatius used an existing joint iconography, and there is no reason to 

doubt that Lucian described a real painting as well: in De domo the whole point of describing the 

hall and what it contained was to amuse the audience by telling them what they were able to see 

right there and then. However, for Achilles Tatius the painting of Andromeda (together with that of 

Prometheus) was the centre of attention, whereas for Lucian it was one of several works of art, 

which were but a part of the several elements that made the hall worth praising. That is to say that 

Achilles Tatius’ purpose justifies the greater effort he puts into the description just as much as 

Lucian’s justifies his quick observations on the painting. Having said this, we can speculate on the 

fact that a more difficult reading calls for anteriority (one might call it ‘descriptio difficilior’), and 

that we can see why someone would use a more refined and sophisticated work as a source and, not 

wanting to be too specific about the subject and dedicate too much space to it, summarise it in a 

shorter version.240

Take for instance the description of Andromeda. Achilles Tatius describes how she is 

chained to the rock, how one could detect beauty and fear by the look on her face, how her hands 

and fingers hang from the rock, and how she is dressed. Add to all of this the abundance of details 

of the composition (e.g. Andromeda inside the grotto, or how her hands are chained), colours

Schwartz 1967 and Schwartz 1976.
9*20

Schwartz 1967, 538 n. 10.
239 Apart from the general plot: the image o f Andromeda as a statue (ff. 125 Nauck) is recalled in Ovid {Met. 4, 673- 
675) and Achilles Tatius; the Atlantic origin o f the monster reappears only in Philostratus (fr. 145 Nauck and Imagines 
1,29,1), as well as Perseus’ invocation to Eros (ff. 136 Nauck and Imagines 1,29,2), and the presence o f  Ethiopians
bringing gifts (fr. 146 Nauck and Imagines 1,29,3).
240 Bowie 2002, 60-1, strengthens the possibility o f a pre-160 AD date for Achilles Tatius’ work, also based on papyrus 
evidence. As we said before, Lucian’s works cannot be dated with certainty, but Schwartz 1965, 61, dates De domo to 
the 160s.
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(white/reddish cheeks, violet eyes, white fingers), and even material (dress). Lucian says that her 

attitude was of modesty and fear ( a i S c b  T r a p 0 s v o u  Ka'i 4> o (3 o v ), for she was seeing the fight from 

above. When Achilles Tatius underlines the mixture of beauty and fear on Andromeda’s face ( ett'i 

5 e t £>v T TpoocoT T cov  aufris kccAAo s  K E K E p a a T a i  K a'i S e o s ), he is compressing into a binomial 

what he thinks are the elements that best describe Andromeda, that is beauty and fear. This is one of 

the novelist’s descriptive trademarks, used several times in the novel and, more importantly, every 

time a painting is described. In 1,1 Europa’s maidens show a mixture of joy and fear ( t o  oxripcx 

x a T s  TTapQEVOis K a'i x a P^S K a'i <j>6(3ou), recalled in 2,23,3 when Clitophon is entering Leucippe’s 

chamber ( T p s p c o v  T p o p o v  S r n A o u v ,  x a P®S' a p a  K a i  < |)6 (3 o u ); in 3,8 Prometheus is feeling hope 

and fear at the same time (o 5 e TTpopqOEUS Pe o t o s  eo tiv  eAttiS os- a p e x  K a'i <t>6(3ou), recalled in 

6,14 when an imprisoned Clitophon is in distress about Leucippe ( T q v  v |a jx t iv  £tXov T p u T a v q s  

eAttiSo s  K a'i 4>6(3o u , K a'i e^ o P eTt o  p o u  to  eAtti^ov K a'i rjAm^E t o  < t> o (3 o u p £ v o v ); in 5,3,7 the 

vengeful act of Procne and Philomela causes in them a mixture of laughter and fear ( y s A c o o i  5 e 

a p a  K a 'i < J> o (3 o u v T a i) ; in 6,6 an imprisoned Leucippe meets her guards Sosthenes and Thersander 

with a mixture of pain and fear (E p < t> c n v o u o a v  to7s  TTpoacoTTOis Autttjv o p o u  K a 'i S e o s). On this 

view, it seems that Lucian, when mentioning of Andromeda only her modesty and fear, is following 

Achilles Tatius’ trend. When Lucian has to describe Andromeda in a few words, he chooses the 

binomial formula used by Achilles Tatius in every description of paintings in order to summarise 

the most important qualities of a character in a specific moment.

What then did Lucian do with the joint painting of Prometheus? As said, Lucian never 

mentions a work of art with Prometheus, nor, when displaying Prometheus as a character, does he 

put him anywhere near Andromeda. Nevertheless, in Lucian’s works there are clues that he 

maintained the association of the two figures, possibly echoing Achilles Tatius.

Lucian’s other account of Andromeda’s story is in Dialogi marini 14. Triton relates to the 

Nereids how Andromeda, the victim chosen to avenge her mother Cassiopeia’s arrogance towards 

them, just escaped at the hands of Perseus sacrifice by sea monster. He retraces Perseus’ deeds 

since his early childhood with his mother Danae and the episode of the wooden chest (14,1). He 

then moves on to the fight against Medusa (14,2), and the liberation of Andromeda (14,3). This is 

the passage that concerns the fight against the sea-monster:

ette'i 5e k o tc c  t t )v  TTapaAiov TauTrjv A iS io m a v  EysvETO, rj5q T rpoayE ios  
TTETOPEVOS, O pa TT)V ’A vS p O p lS aV  TTpOKEipEVqV ETTl TIVOS TTETpas TTpo(3Ar]TOS 
TTpoaTTETTaTTaAEupEvriv, KaAA(cnT)v, go 0 eo (, Ka0Eipsvr)v T a s  K o p a s , q p iy u p v o v  
TToAu EVEp0E TCOV paOTCOV KOI TO PEV TTpCOTOV OlKTEipOS TqV TUXT]V aUTf)S 
a v q p c o T a  Tqv a m a v  r v \ s  K aT aS iK q s, k o tcx  piK pov 5e a A o u s  EpcoTi— E xppv y a p  
a s a c b a 0 a i  Tqv T ta75a— (3or|0E7v S isyvco*  Kaj etteiS t) t o  k ? ito s  ettt]ei p a A a  (f>opEpov
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cos  KaTaTTio(j£VOV xfjv  ’A v S p o p s S a v , { jT T E p a ic o p r)0 8 is  o  v sa v ia K o s  TTpoKeoTiov 
e'xcov t t )v  ap7TT]v t ? j pev K aSiK vsT jai, i t \  S e t t p o S e i k v u s  t t ] v  T o p y o v a  A i0ov e t t o i e i  
a u x o ,  t o  S e TE0ur)KEv o p o u  Kai TTETTTiyEv a u x o u  x a  TToAAa, b a a  eI S e  x i j v  
M s S o u a a v  o  S e A u o a s  x a  S s o p a  t t )s  TTap0svou, u t t o o x c o v  xr)v x Ê Pa  uTrsSE^axo 

aKpoTTobriTi K a x io u a a v  e k  t t )s  TTSTpas o A ia 0 r ) p a s  o u a r is .

When he was at the Ethiopian shore here, and now flying low, he saw Andromeda 
lying fastened to a projecting rock -ye gods, what a beautiful sight she was!- with her 
hair let down, but largely uncovered from the breast onwards. At first he pitied her fate 
and asked the reason for her punishment, but little by little he succumbed to love, and 
decided to help, since she had to be saved. So when the monster came -a  fearsome 
sight it was too!- to gulp her down, the young man hovered above it with his scimitar 
unsheathed, and, striking with one hand, showed it the Gorgon with the other, and 
turned it into stone. At one and the same time was the monster killed, and most of it, 
all of it that faced Medusa, petrified. Then Perseus undid the maiden’s chains, and 
supported her with his hand as she tip-toed down from the slippery rock.
{Dialogi marini 14,3, trans. Macleod)

The account of these deeds parallels closely their pictorial descriptions in De domo 22 and 25 (the 

painting of Perseus aided by Athena in killing Medusa), not only in the general plot, but also in 

detail. Compare for instance Perseus’ weapons in the fight against the monster in Dialogi marini 

1 4 ,3  ( o  V E a V lO K O S  TTpOOKCOTTOV EXCOV TT"|V apTTT]V XT) K a 0 1 K V £ 7 x a if XT] Se T T poS siK V IK  x p v  

T o p y o v a  A ( 0 o v  e t t o i e i  a u x o ,  ‘the young man hovered above it (the monster) with his scimitar 

unsheathed, and, striking with one hand, showed it the Gorgon with the other, and turned it into 

stone’ trans. Macleod) and in De Domo 22 (x r )  A a i a  p s v  T T p o S s iK v u a i xf]V  f o p y o v a ,  x f |  S s ^ i a  S e  

K a 0 iK V E T x a i t c o  ‘Perseus displays the Gorgon in his left hand, and with his right assails him

with the sword’). This supports something which scholars have been noticing for a long time, 

without, however, going beyond the mere observation, that is, the likelihood that in composing the 

minor dialogues, or at least some of them, Lucian had pictorial representations in mind, judging by 

the stillness and the vivid effect of the images described.241 It might be useful here to spend a few 

words on the chronological relationship between De domo and Dialogi Marini, in order to 

determine which one was written first. The connection between Lucian and Achilles Tatius is much 

more pronounced if the novelist’s ekphrasis is first reproduced in another ekphrasis, and then 

transposed into a dialogue. Although caution must be paid in dating Lucian’s works,242 it is

241 Croiset 1882, 277 dismisses his own suggestion, judging it ‘une conjecture trop incertaine pour qu’il soit utile d’y 
insister’. Bertrand 1893, 386 distinctly suggests the presence o f works o f art behind the dialogues, with special 
reference to Dialogi marini 15. Bompaire 1958, 579 f f ,  730 f f ,  sees in the minor dialogues mainly the influence o f  
satyr play, but admits that at least the last two o f the Dialogi marini show a strong pictorial imprint. Hall 1981, 32 lists 
pictorial representations among the several sources; so does Hopkinson 2008, 199 and 219. The greatest attention is
paid by Bartley 2005, who repeatedly stresses the influence o f images that must have been popular in Lucian’s times.
242 Hall 1981, 1-63 provides a useful survey o f the many scholarly revisions the dating o f Lucian’s works has 
undergone, constantly highlighting the limits o f the preconceptions that often guided the different views.
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commonly accepted that De domo belongs to the purely sophistic works of his earlier career (about 

145 to 160 AD), whereas the Dialogi show a certain mockery of the gods that has been ascribed to 

the influence of the Menippean satire on Lucian’s later works (approximately after 165 AD). That is 

to say that we can establish that De domo preceded Dialogi Marini, and therefore that Lucian wrote 

the dialogue while having the painting in mind.

H a v in g  c la r if ie d  th e  re la tion  o f  d ep en d e n c e  o f  Dialogi Marini 14 from  De domo 22, w e  can  

m o v e  on  to  v e r ify  h o w  th e d ia lo g u e  te s t if ie s  to  the fact that L u cia n  read A c h il le s  T a tiu s’ ekphrasis. 

In v ie w  o f  th is , tw o  d eta ils  o f  T r ito n ’s a cco u n t are in tr igu in g . In 14,3 A n d ro m ed a  is  d esc r ib ed  as  

b e in g  n a iled  to  a rock  ( ‘ e t t i  x i v o s  TTEXpas TTpo(3Afjxos TTpoaTTETraxxaAEupEvriv’), and  to w a rd s  

th e en d , w h e n  P erseu s h e lp s  her d o w n  th e s lip p ery  rock , sh e is d e sc e n d in g  o n  tip to e  ( ‘ccKpoTToSpxi 

K c m o u a a v  ek  x f js  TTEXpas o A ia 0 r )p a s  o u a r is ’). T h e w o rd s to  b e  tak en  in to  co n sid er a tio n  are th e  

verb  TTpooTraaoaAEUco and the ad verb  aKpoTTo5r)xi. B o th  are u sed  fou r  t im e s  b y L u cia n  in  h is  

w o rk s, but th e y  c o -  o cc u r  o n ly  in tw o  in sta n ces , h ere and in  Prometheus, w h ic h  is  a scr ib ed  to  

rou gh ly  th e sa m e  p eriod  o f  th e Dialogi, 2 4 3  T h e p ro la lia  Prometheus tran sform s th e  fa m o u s o p e n in g  

o f  the Prometheus vinctus in to a  s e lf -d e fe n s iv e  sp ee ch  b y  the T itan  w h o  tr ies to  ju s t ify  h is  a c tio n s . 

R ig h t at th e b eg in n in g  o f  the d ia lo g u e , H erm es d esc r ib es  th e rock  w ere  P rom eth eu s is  ab ou t to  b e  

ch a in ed  as b e in g  so  in a c c e ss ib le  that it can  o n ly  be reach ed  b y  w a lk in g  o n  tip toe:

ccT T O ^upoi xe y a p  a i  T T E x p ai K a i  a n p o a j i a x o i  T T a v x a x o 0 E V , r } p E p a  E m v E V E U K u ia i,

K a i  x c p  ttoS'i o x E v p v  x a u x p v  o  K p r jp v o s  s x £l E T T i |3 a a iv ,  c o s  a K p o T T o S p x i  p o A i s  
s a x a v a i .

the c l if f s  are sh eer and  in a c c e ss ib le  on  ev e ry  s id e , and o v erh a n g  s lig h tly , and th e  rock  
h as o n ly  th is  n arrow  fo o th o ld , so  that o n e  can  b arely  stand  on  tip -to e .
{Prometheus 1, trans. Harmon)

Shortly after, Hermes denies mercy to Prometheus, for fear of having to share his punishment:

TTP ’AA Aa Kav umeI s  y e ,  cb "H(J)aiaxE Kai 'E p p f), K axEAsfjaaxE ps TTapa x p v  
a £ i a v  S u a x u x o u v x a .
EP Touxo <j)T)s, cb TTpo|jr)0EU, avxi aou avaaKoAoTTia0?)vai auxiKa paAa 
TTapaKouaavxas xou ETTixaypaxos' rj oux 'iKavos slvai aoi 5 o k e ?  o KauKaaos 
Kai aAAous xcopf)aai 5uo TrpoaTTaxxaAsu0Evxa<;:

pr: Come Hephaestus and Hermes, at any rate you might pity me in my undeserved 
misfortune.

243 / i /TTpooTTaaaaXeuco appears again twice in Cataplus 13. AKpoTToSrjTi is a hapax by Lucian, who uses it again in
Pro imaginibus 13 and Dialogi mortuorum 22.
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h e r : Y ou  mean, be crucified in your stead the instant we disobey the order! Don’t you 
suppose the Caucasus has room enough to hold two more pegged up?’244 
{Prometheus 1-2, trans. Harmon)

Lucian’s choice of the same two words cannot be conincidental, especially if one considers the fact 

that, in their rarity, they appear together twice, and refer to Andromeda and Prometheus. That the 

use of these words is designed to bring Andromeda and Prometheus together is highlighted also by 

the context, for in the case of Dialogi Marini 14 and Prometheus the words are used exactly in the 

same meaning and situation, which do not fit with the other occurrences.245 It is therefore evident 

that Lucian perceived the figures of Andromeda and Prometheus as associated, and since he had 

Achilles Tatius’ ekphrasis in mind already when writing De domo, we can conjecture that he 

derived this perception from the novelist’s description of the diptych.246

With this in mind, it might not be a coincidence, at this point, that the dialogue that 

immediately follows Dialogi marini 14 reports the account of the rape of Europa, the painting of 

which, in Achilles Tatius, precedes the painting of Andromeda. We have already noticed how, from 

a survey of treatments (telling of the myth or of its artistic representations) of the rape of Europa in 

Latin and Greek literature, Lucian and Achilles stand out by their similarities. We have especially 

pointed out how the exact description of the position of Europa’s hands on the bull, specified in the 

same way only by Lucian and Achilles Tatius, can be a clue that the authors were looking at real 

paintings and not just telling the tale (the left hand holding the horn, the right hand being towards 

the tail, and Europa being shown frontally, imply the visualisation of the bull going from left to 

right). However, having observed the influence of Achilles Tatius in Lucian’s works (both De domo 

22 and Dialogi marini 14), the account of the rape of Europa (very similar to Achilles Tatius’) 

coming immediately after the account of Perseus and Andromeda seems to reinforce the idea that 

Lucian wrote these works under the influence of Achilles Tatius’ descriptions. In finding sources 

for these subjects (Andromeda, Europa), he went for the most detailed, and possibly most recent, 

accounts, that is, those written by Achilles Tatius. This would testify to the pictorial origins of the 

Dialogi, and account for the many similarities (description of Perseus’ weapons, association of

244 Undoubtedly an echo o f Prometheus vinctus 20 (TrpooTTaoaaXEuaco t c o i S ’ aTTavSpcoTTCot TTaycoi). Although the 
attribution to Lucian o f Amores is not certain, it is worth mentioning that in that dialogue, too, recurs the use o f  
TrpoaTraoaaXeuco associated with Prometheus. Moreover, its derivation from theatre is evident, as the author quotes 
Menander when using it: o v t c o s  KaTCcpocoETai TTpopr|0E'i Tqv MEvavSpsiov e k e iv t iv  aTroppq^as <j)covf)V EIt’ ou 
SiKafco$ irpoottettccttcxAeupsuou | ypatpouot tou JTpofjqdea trpbs tct/s* Trerpaif; ‘should one whish to examine in 
detail the truth about the more offensive o f womankind, he will curse Prometheus in real life and burst out with these 
words o f  Menander: Then are not painters right when they depict \ Prometheus nailed to rocks?’ {Amores 43, trans.
Macleod)
245 In Cataplus 13 Megapenthes and the Cynic are exchanging threats o f crucifying each other; in Pro imaginibus 13 
the tiptoe image belongs to a parallelism between a giant walking with a dwarf and the comparison between Panthea
and the goddesses, and in Dialogi mortuorum 22 it refers to Crates’ mockery o f the Medes’ inability to walk.
246 And the primary reason for an association is, as in Achilles Tatius, the fact that they are both chained to a rock.
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Andromeda and Prometheus, position of Europa on the bull, to name the most important ones) that
247unite Lucian and Achilles Tatius against accounts made by other authors.

247 Although the internal order o f Lucian’s works is not entirely certain, and although even the order o f the single 
dialogues in Dialogi marini changes depending on the different families o f manuscripts, all manuscripts agree on the 
sequence 12-15, so we know for sure that dialogue 14 preceded dialogue 15. See Macleod 1987, xiv {praefatio to 
Oxford edition, tomus IV).
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4

Ekphrasis o f  paintings in Longus and the birth o f  ekphrasis as a genre

The nature and structure of Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe hardly allow an analysis of one of its 

aspects without stirring up all the others. Elements of both content and form are so carefully chosen 

and intertwined in the telling of the tale of the two shepherds, that every part becomes equally 

essential to the whole and inseparable from the others. For instance, one can isolate the 

protagonists’ interactions with music neither from the embedded narratives nor from the role of 

XEyvq in the novel, its relationship with (J>uais, the poetics of imitation, how the combination of 

these factors contributes to the protagonists’ education, and thus practically the entire novel. Since 

it introduces the novel but at the same time contains it, together with all its elements, the prologue is 

easily one of the most compelling features in this sense, one that is necessarily mentioned in almost 

every study on Longus, and consequently one that has received constant attention from scholars. 

We shall attempt nonetheless to examine its most distinctive peculiarity, the presence of a painting, 

from as narrow a perspective as possible, that is the stimuli that possibly influenced Longus in his 

use of the ekphrasis of a work of art.

’ Ev A eo P co  0qpc2>v ev aXoEi N u p ^ cov  0 s a p a  eIS ov  K aX X iaxov cov e15ov , e ik o v o s  
ypa<j>qv, i a x o p ia v  s p c o x o s .  K aX ov psv Kai x o  a X a o s ,  tto X u 5 ev 5 p o v , a v 0 q p d v ,  
K a x a p p u x o v *  p ia  TTqyq TTavxa EXpE<|>£, Kai x a  a v 0 q  Kai x a  S E v S p a - aX X ’ q  
ypa(|>q XEpTTvdxspa, Kai x s y v q v  s 'x o u a a  TTEpixxqv Kai x u x q v  sp coxiK qv, co o x e  
ttoXXoi Kai xcov  £evcov  K a x a  <f>qpqv q s a a v ,  xcov  p sv  Nup(j)cov ik e x o i ,  x q s  5e  
e ik o v o s  0 E a x a i . TuvaTKEs e tt’ a u x q s  x iK x o u a a i Kai a'XXai O T r a p y a v o is  
K o a p o u a a i, T ra iS ia  EKKEipsva, T roipvia xpE<|>ovxa, t to ip e v e s  a v a ip o u p s v o i ,  v eo i  
ouvxiO e'pevoi, X q axcov  K a x a S p o p q , ttoX ep icov  EppoXrj, ttoXXcx a'XXa Kai TTavxa  
E p cox iK a .’ IS o v x a  pE Kai 0 a u p a a a v x a  t to 0 o s  e o x e i a v x iy p a v jy a i xfj ypacf>fj, Kai 
ava^ q xriaap E V O s E ^qyqxriv x q s  e’ik o v o s  X E X xap as p ip X o u s  E^ETrovqoapqv, 
a v a 0 q p a  p sv  "E pcoxi Kai N u p (j)a is  Kai TTavi, K xq pa 5e XEpTtvov T raaiv  
d v0pcdiT O is, o  Kai v o a o u v x a  ia o E x a i Kai X u ttou p evov  T T ap ap u 0q oE xai, x o v  
E p a a 0 sv x a  a v a p v q a s i ,  x o v  ouk E p aa0E vxa TTpoTTaiSsuaEi. T T avxcos y a p  o u S s is  

’ E p co x a  E(j>uyEV q <j)EU^Exai p s x p iS  d'v kccXXos q Kai 6 (|)0aX p oi P X ettcoo iv . 'H p iv  5e  
o  0 e o s  T T ap aaxo i a c o ^ p o v o u a i x a  xcov  aXXcov ypd(j)Eiv.

On Lesbos, while hunting, in a grove of the Nymphs, I saw the most beautiful sight I 
have ever seen, a depiction of an image, a history of love. The grove was beautiful too, 
thick with trees, brilliant with flowers, irrigated by running water; a single spring 
sustained everything, flowers and trees alike. But the picture was more delightful still, 
combining outstanding technique with amorous adventure, so that many people, 
including visitors, drawn by its renown, came to pray to the Nymphs and look at the 
image. It showed women giving birth and others dressing the babies in swaddling- 
clothes, babes abandoned and beasts of the flock feeding them, shepherds taking them 
up and young people making pledges, a pirate raid and an enemy invasion, and much
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else, all of it amorous. I looked and I wondered, and a desire seized me to respond to 
the painting in writing. I found someone to interpret the picture, and have laboured 
hard to create four books, an offering to Love, the Nymphs and Pan, a possession to 
delight all mankind, which will heal the sick and comfort the distressed, stir the 
memory of those who have been in love, and give preparatory instruction to those who 
have not. For certainly no one has ever escaped Love, nor ever shall, so long as beauty 
exists and eyes can see. For ourselves, may the god grant us to remain chaste in 
writing the story of others.1

Before becoming the subject of a novel, the story of Daphnis and Chloe constituted the subject of a 

painting the narrator says he came across in a grove in Lesbos. As he observes the painting, he is 

filled with the desire to write about it, and indeed attempts to describe it, but seems to give up after 

the first glance at the represented figures, as if realising that he cannot do justice to it without 

knowing its contents more deeply. He promptly remedies this by looking for someone who can 

explain what the picture is about, and is then finally able to share with the readers the pleasure that 

comes from it. Thus the entire novel springs from an aesthetic experience and from the desire to 

understand the source of its pleasure and possess it (Kxrjpa XEpTTVOv).2

In order to understand the vision of art that Longus had and manifested in his novel, one 

needs to focus on the prologue, its form, vocabulary, and contents. The genesis of Daphnis and 

Chloe from a painting is a clever and well conceived device that works on several levels. Since the 

function of a prologue is to introduce but also contain the narration that follows, the prologue finds 

in the painting an image of itself, because the painting frames its contents just like the prologue 

does. Moreover, the painting shows the events that constitute the story that follows (not all of them, 

e.g. the final wedding): the eight subjects listed become almost an index of the episodes of the 

story.4 To this, Kestner adds that the pictorial frame of the verbal narrative is reflected in the fact 

that the first three books are in turn a frame for the inserted mythical tales (Phatta in 1,27, Syrinx in 

2,34, and Echo in 3,23).5 As a result, the painting parallels the book (and vice versa) in both form 

and contents. The close connection between painting and story is intentionally suggested by Longus 

in the words ‘ccvxiypa^/ai xrj ypa(j)fj’, which play on the fact that graphe can mean drawing and 

writing, but it can also be seen in the very first words that are said about the painting: e i k o v o s  

ypa<t)Tiv, iaxopiav epcoxos. Hunter has explained well the effects of this combination of words,

1 Both Greek text and translation are taken from Morgan 2004.
2 ~Kttihcx echoes the beginning o f Thucydides’s work. See Morgan 2004, 147, Luginbill 2002 for a close comparison 
and Philippides 1983 on the opposition o f  opsis and akoe.
3 On the prologue see Chalk 1960, Hunter 1983, 38 ff., MacQueen 1990, Zeitlin 1990, Wouters 1994, 15 ff., Morgan 
2004, 145-50.
4

Cf. Mittelstadt 1967, 756, Wouters 1994, and Zimmermann 1997, 10, who underlines also how some part o f  this 
index would have signaled to the well-read reader the literary models used in the episodes.
5 Kestner 1973, 167 ff.
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where almost every word carries more than one meaning: e i k o v o s  ypa^rjv can be the painting of 

an image and the description of an image (which anticipates the novel as a whole), ioTopicxv 

spcoxos can indicate a love story but also the painting of love.6 The chiasmus highlights the 

connection of graphe and historia, and also that of eikan and erds. Mittelstadt has attempted to give 

archaeological grounds to Longus’ eikonos graphen, and established a parallel between the painting 

in the prologue and a specific kind of mural narrative painting, using this also to date the novel to 

the second century.7 It would not be surprising if Longus had seen paintings in his life, but to him 

reflecting on the narrative aspect of painting seems to be far more important than giving the 

impression of a realistic narrative painting.

The bucolic setting, the description of a work of art at the beginning, and the fact that the 

work of art prompts a narration, are elements that Daphnis and Chloe shares with the first Idyll of 

Theocritus. There, a goatherd entices Thyrsis, a shepherd, to sing The Affliction o f Daphnis by 

promising him an engraved wooden cup (kissybion) as a reward. The cup is decorated with ivy and 

vines, and presents three scenes: a woman being wooed by men, an old fisherman pulling the net, 

and a young boy weaving a cricket-cage. Even though the cup will only be produced at the end of 

the poem, its description is enough to convince Thyrsis. Thus, we have a poem which contains the 

goatherd’s description of a decorated artifact (the description itself being a piece of artistry), which 

leads to Thyrsis’ display of his art, the song, all of which is obviously a manifestation of 

Theocritus’ own art. As a result, it does not surprise that the description of the cup has been 

interpreted as the manifesto of Theocritus’ poetry.8 Knowing the importance of pastoral poetry, and 

especially of Theocritus, in Longus, all these elements encourage to see in Longus’ prologue and in 

its programmatic character an imitation of Theocritus.9 Moreover, Longus knew Idyll 1 because he 

employed the cricket-cage in 1,10,2 and the kissybion in 1,15,3.10 There are, however, some 

noticeable differences between Longus’ prologue and Idyll 1, mainly the fact that in the latter there 

is very little display of connections between contents of the work of art and contents of the poem, 

which are instead crucial to Longus.11 The description of the cup and its contents is highly symbolic 

of Theocritus’ poetry for a number of reasons, but the figures carved on the cup are relatively

6 Hunter 1983, 43-4. See also Wouters 1994, 140.
7 Mittelstadt 1967 and, contra, Hunter 1983, 4-5, Zeitlin 1990, 441, Morgan 2004, 147.
g

For the analysis and function o f the description o f the cup see Hunter 1999, 60-8 and 76-7, Zimmerman 2004, 75-90, 
and Payne 2007, 24-48.
9

Bowie 1985, Cresci 1999, Morgan 2004, 2-7. That Longus, by starting a pastoral work with the description o f  a work 
o f art, might be doing something a la Theocritus is suggested by McCulloh 1970, 53-5, but not examined.
10 On the two passages see Morgan 2004, 158 and 164. See also Cresci 1999, 226-30.
11 Cf. Hunter 1999, 77: ‘The cup is not a simple representation o f the bucolic world -there are, e.g., no flocks- because 
the ecphrastic relation here constructed between a described object and the poem in which it occurs is not that o f  
‘original’ and ‘copy’.’
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unrelated to both the primary narrative of the poem (the dialogue between Thyrsis and the goather) 

and the sub-narrative of Thyrsis’ song (the affliction of Daphnis). From this point of view, the 

relationship between art and text in Longus is of a different quality, closer to the use of the feature 

which is found in Achilles Tatius, with whom Longus should also be paired in light of the fact that 

the object of art at stake is a painting. For the main part, this chapter will deal with Longus’ use of 

ekphrasis of paintings. Much as the vision of one painting generates the narration of an entire novel, 

analysing the very few words (three, to be precise) used by Longus to define what he does opens a 

web of references that goes far beyond the novels and the times when Longus wrote. As we will 

see, Longus’ use of ekphrasis shows the influence of previous authors and will in turn influence 

later ones, making him a crucial step in the development of both ekphrasis and novels.

4.1. Longus and Achilles Tatius on ekphrasis of paintings

The presence of a painting at the beginning of a novel suggests an association between Longus and 

Achilles Tatius, although several substantial differences are operating as well. Let us not take here 

into account the differences in the setting and in how the main story is introduced, but only what 

concerns the painting and its description. Leucippe and Clitophon’s narrator immediately 

recognises the painting he is looking at as the representation of the rape of Europa. He is able to do 

so thanks to his knowledge of the myth, a knowledge that only needed to be very basic in order to 

be triggered by the visualisation of at least one unmissable detail, namely the maiden riding a bull 

swimming across the sea. His ability to produce the well rounded ekphrasis depends on such 

knowledge, which, it is reasonable to assume, would have been possessed, at least at a superficial 

level, by nearly everyone. The narrator of Daphnis and Chloe, on the other hand, is faced with a 

subject matter of which he has no previous knowledge: he can tell what he sees, and in fact he does, 

but he cannot provide a coherent description because he is lacking the background story that makes 

it complete. From this point of view, everything that follows is the result of a search for the missing
1 9ekphrasis.

Another significant difference lies in the fact that Achilles Tatius’ narrator never states what 

he is doing when he describes. The ekphrasis starts unannounced and finishes by flowing directly 

into the rest of the narration. The novel is then filled with details that implicitly recall the first 

ekphrasis (as well as the others), but the fact that a painting was described is never mentioned 

explicitly: we see the result, but we never see the describer at work; the act itself of describing is

12 Scarcella indicates a first aprosdoketon when the presence o f  the painting interrupts what was shaping up to be a 
description o f landscape, and a second one when the painting is not properly described. Cfr. Scarcella 1993, 217.
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not considered. On the contrary, Longus’ narrator clearly defines what he is going to do: 

avT iypa^ai xfj ypa<()fj. In these words, whose simplicity and depth no translation can preserve, it 

is possible to find Longus’ manifesto on ekphrasis of paintings. Instead of diving into the expected 

detailed description, Longus chooses to explain his understanding of ekphrasis of paintings, which 

consists of writing in response, but also in substitution and rivalry with the work of art.13 

Differently from Achilles Tatius, we are not even given a real ekphrasis, but a perspective on what 

writing the ekphrasis of a painting entails.

Such a perspective puts painting in a position of particular relevance among all the possible 

subjects of ekphrasis, since it is the only one where form and content can converge on an equal 

ground. Traces of this reasoning cannot possibly lie behind any other category of description. The 

ekphrasis of a battle, for instance, will aim at making the battle be seen, and perhaps its style will 

try to convey the chaotic melee, and the choice of words the sound of weapons clashing, but there 

will be no attempt to rival or surpass the real battle, since what makes description, that is writing, 

and what makes the battle, that is fighting, belong to different worlds. But when the subject 

becomes a work of art, and especially a painting, then what makes ekphrasis, that is writing 

(ypacj)£iv), perfectly coincides with its content, that is painting (ypdc(J>siv).

This thinking can only be applied to ekphrasis when it concerns this particular subject. The 

early Progymnasmata, not interested in descriptions of works of art, do not attribute this value (the 

power to compete with the subject) to ekphrasis. Not even Achilles Tatius, who makes the widest 

use of ekphrasis of paintings among the novelists, manifests interest for this idea. The reader of 

Leucippe and Clitophon is free to think that the descriptions of the paintings rival the real things, 

but the author produces no claim in this sense, and this aspect of ekphrasis does not seem to play an 

essential role in his novel: to Achilles Tatius, the detailed contents and their use are more important 

than the ontology of the form. Longus, on the other hand, pays only brief attention to what is in the 

painting, and instead focuses on the essence of its description, making it the starting point of the 

story. Whereas Achilles Tatius proves to be a skilled artisan in the presentation of this literary 

creation, Longus chooses to reflect on its nature, not re-writing a painting (at least not in the 

expected, straight-forward way) but first examining the relationship itself between painting and 

writing. The fact that Longus consciously declares what he is doing with the picture provides us 

with a definition of ekphrasis (avTiypav|;ai xfj ypa^q) that differs from the canonical one given 

by the rhetorical handbooks, due to the peculiarity of the subject and to the consequent 

understanding that it isolates ekphrasis of paintings from the other possible subjects of ekphrasis

13 Rosand 1990, 61, Billault 1979, 203-4, Zeitlin 1990, 418.
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and inserts it in a different and much older line of thought, one that, for the sake of labelling, we 

shall call ‘utpictura poesis’.

4.2. Ut pictura poesis

Horace’s famous words have come to define the theme of the association of painting and poetry, as 

it is found scattered in numerous passages of classical literature.14 In his lines the poet considers the 

similarities between painting and poetry only from the point of view of the interaction with the 

audience, in that people’s appreciation of poetry varies according to the circumstances, just like 

their appreciation of painting,15 but his words are the motto of a tradition that explores the nature of 

this comparison much further. Notoriously, the poet Simonides was the first to formulate the idea 

that poetry is painting that speaks, and, vice versa, painting is silent poetry. This is reported by 

Plutarch in De gloria Atheniensium (Moralia 346 f). In this work Plutarch celebrates the glory of 

Athens, praising, among other things, the deeds of famous Athenian generals, as well as the words 

of the historians that delivered those events to posterity. He also mentions painting as another field 

in which the city excelled, both for having invented the art and for having produced the finest 

painters. Plutarch then links the two themes by giving the example of painters who represented 

historical facts, namely Euphranor’s painting of the battle of Mantinea. He then gives an account of 

the battle (not of the painting), concluding that no matter how remarkable the painting is, the skill 

of the painter is nowhere near as praiseworthy as the skill of the general who won the battle.16 At 

this point he quotes Simonides in order to make the connection between painting and 

historiography:

TTAqv o IipcoviSqs Trjv pev ^coypatjuav Troiqaiv aicoTTcoaav T T p o a a y o p E u s i ,  xqv 
5e TTOiqaiv £coypa<|Mav AaAouaav. a s  yap  oi £coypa<j>oi TTpa^Eis cos yivopevas 
Seikvuoucm, xauxas oi Aoyoi yEyEvppsuas Siqyouvxat Kai auyypa<J>ouaiv. si 5’ 
oi (jev xpcopaai Kai axqpaaiv oi 5’ ovopaai Kai Aê ecm xauxa SrjAoucnv, uAq Kai 
xpoTTOts Mipqascos §ia4>Epouai, xeAos 5’ apcjxmpois ev unoKEixai, Kai xcov

14 For an overview see Lee 1967, and Benediktson 2000.
15 Ut pictura poesis: erit quae si propius stes \ te capiat magis, et quaedam si longius abstes. \ haec amat obscurum, 
volet haec sub luce videri,\ iudicis argutum quae non form idat acumen;\ haec placuit semel, haec decies repetita 
placebit. ‘A poem is like a picture: one strikes your fancy more, the nearer you stand; another, the farther away. This 
courts the shade, that will wish to be seen in the light, and dreads not the critic insight o f the judge. This pleased but 
once; that, though ten times called for, will always please’ (Ars poetica , 361-365, trans. Rushton Fairclough).
16 t o u t o  t o  E p y o v  E u 4 > p a v c o p  e y p a v p s ,  K a i n a p s a T i v  o p a v  ev  e ik o v i  t t ) ?  potXOS T°  a u p p O Y P 01 K ai t t | v  a v T s 'p e i a i v  

a A K ijs  K a i 0 u p o u  K a i T T v e u p a x o s  y E p o u o a v .  a A A ’ o u k  a v  o l p a i  t c o  £coypa<}>cp K p io iv  T rpo0E iriT £  T rp o s  t o v  

c r r p a T T iy b v  o u 5 ’ a v a a x o i a 0 E  t c o v  T T pO T ipcbvT cov  t o v  m v a K a  t o u  T p o T r a io u  K a i t o  p i p r ) p a  t t |S  a X r i0 E i a s .  ‘This 
was the action which Euphranor depicted, and in his portrayal o f the battle one may see the clash o f  conflict and the 
stout resistance abounding in boldness and courage and spirit. But I do not think you would award judgement to the 
painter in comparison with the general, nor would you bear with those who prefer the picture to the trophy o f victory, or 
the imitation to the actuality.’ (346 e-f, trans. Babbitt).
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iQ T O p iK c o v  K p d m c r r o s  o  T r jv  S i q y q c n v  c o o t t e p  y p a < J ) q v  T T a S e a i  K a i  T TpoacoT T O is  

E i5 c o X o T T O ir ) a a s ’. o  y o u v  G o u K u S i S r j s  a s i  t c o  A o y c o  T T p o s  T a u x q v  a p i A A a x a i  x q v  

s v a p y s i a v ,  o l o v  0 s a x r ] v  T T O iq a a i  t o v  a K p o a T q v  K a i  x a  y i v o p s v a  TTEp'i x o u s  

o p c b v x a s  e k t t X t i k t i k c x  K a i  x a p a K x i K a  TTa0r) x o i s  a v a y i v c b o K o u c n v  E v s p y a a a a 0 a i  

Xixveuomevos.

Simonides, however, calls painting inarticulate poetry and poetry articulate painting: 
for the actions which painters portray as taking place at the moment literature narrates 
and records after they have taken place. Even though artists with colour and design, 
and writers with words and phrases, represent the same subjects, they differ in the 
material and manner of their imitation; and yet the underlying end aim of both is one 
and the same; the most effective historian is he who, by a vivid representation of 
emotions and characters, makes his narration like a painting. Assuredly Thucydides is 
always striving for this vividness (enargeia) in his writing, since it is his desire to 
make the reader a spectator, as it were, and to produce vividly in the minds of those 
who peruse his narrative the emotions of amazement and the consternation which were 
experienced by those who beheld them.
(346 f  - 347 a, trans. Babbitt)

Painting and poetry are equivalent imitative arts because they both aim at the representation of 

events, and they only differ in two aspects. First of all, they use different materials and operate in a 

different manner (painting uses colours and shapes, poetry nouns and phrases). In other words, they 

share the contents but not the form. Secondly, they represent things from different temporal 

perspectives, painting as they are taking place ( c o s  y i v o p e v a s ) ,  poetry after their conclusion 

( y e y e v q i J E v a s ) .  Coming very close to a distinction between spatial and temporal arts, Plutarch 

understands that a painting can only capture one single moment in time, while a narration can 

provide the continuity of the sequence of moments that constitute the entire event from beginning to 

end. The best historian, says Plutarch, is the one who can unite the best of the two worlds and 

‘model his narration like a painting, with emotions and characters’. In T r a 0 e a i  and T T p o a c o T T O is  it is 

possible to read the ideal complementarity of literature and figurative art, for painting can recreate 

the subject’s aspect in a way that is inaccessible to writing, but writing is more adept at reproducing 

the psychological depth that makes the subject significant.17

When formulating this, Plutarch seems to be considering the ability to write ekphraseis as 

the touchstone of a good historian. To begin with, his example of the good historian is Thucydides, 

the model for ekphrasis most preferred by the authors of Progymnasmata. He then praises him for 

the vividness that turns the hearers into spectators (xf|V svapysiav, oiov 0saxf|v TTOirjaai t o v  

aKpoaxqv), with words that quote the rhetorical definition of ekphrasis. Finally, when giving 

examples of Thucydides’ art, he gives the same examples given by the authors of Progymnasmata 

when they talk about Thucydides’ ekphraseis (infantry battle, naval battle). Plutarch is considering

17 Kestner 1973,170, Lee 1967, 61.
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the similarities between painting and historiography, and the aspect of the latter he finds more 

fitting for the purpose is ekphrasis. It is clear that he is reflecting on ekphrasis ’ ability to paint with 

words, and on the fact that ekphrasis is writing’s equivalent of painting, but it is also clear that he is 

not considering the instance (perfectly tailored for the case he is making) when painting itself 

becomes the subject of ekphrasis, not least because at the time when he was writing such a feature 

was still undeveloped.

The most suggestive part of this passage for our purpose, however, is the idea that narrative 

should be modelled like a painting (o Trjv Siqyqoiv c o o tte p  ypa<J>f]v TraGeai Ka'i TTpoacoTrois 

EiScoXoTTOiqaas), for Longus in his prologue proposes to do something analogous. The view on the 

novelist’s intention in the prologue is furthermore enriched by another passage where Plutarch 

recurs to Simonides’ saying:

vE t i  5e p aX X ov ETTiafqaopEV c c u to v  a p a  t c o  T T p oaaysiv  to T s  TTOiqpaaiv 
UTToypacfiovTEs x q v  TTOiqTiKqv o t i  p ip q T ix q  x s x v q  xou S u v a p is  e o t i v  

av n aT p o< t> os f f )  £cpypa<|M a. xa'i pq p o v o v  eke7vo t o  0p u X ou p svov  a x q x o c b s  
e o tc o ,  £coypa<j>iav pe v  e Ivcx i 4>0EyyopEvqv x f |v  T roiqaiv , T roiqaiv  5e a iy c b a a v  Tqv  
£cpypa<J>iav, aX X a Trpos t o u t c o  SiSaaxcopE U  a u x o v  o t i  y sy p a p p E v q v  a a u p a v  q  
Tri0qKov q G sp a iT o u  TTpbocouov iS o v te s  q 6op E 0a  xa'i 0au pa£op E V  o u x  c o s  x a X o v  
aXX’ c o s  o p o io v .

We shall steady the young man still more if, at his first entrance into poetry, we give a 
general description of the poetic art as an imitative art and faculty analogous to 
painting. And let him not merely be acquainted with the oft-repeated saying that 
“poetry is articulate painting, and painting is inarticulate poetry,” but let us teach him 
in addition that when we see a lizard or an ape or the face of Thersites in a picture, we 
are pleased with it and admire it, not as a beautiful thing, but as a likeness.
(Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat, Moralia 17f, trans. Babbitt)

Plutarch’s intention is to underline the imitative nature of poetry, praising it for its faithful 

representations and not for the quality of its subjects. From this point of view it is similar to 

painting, because even portraits of ugly beings deserve admiration, provided they are thorough 

representations of their models (oux xaXov aXX’ cos opoiov). If poetry achieves resemblance, 

then it becomes ‘avTicrrpo^os Tq ^coypa<J)ia’. Longus’ words ‘avTiypavpai Tq y p a^ q ’ spring to 

mind, and indeed ‘avTiOTpo^os’ presents the same nuances as ‘avTiypd^cu’, for it can indicate 

correspondence and correlation, but at the same time opposition. lTps<j)co describes the movement 

of turning back, and the preposition cxvTi adds to this the connotation of two elements facing each 

other, hence the first meaning of ‘dvTiOTpoc^os’ as we find it in LSJ: ‘turned so as to face one
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another’.18 Plutarch’s words are particularly intriguing if one thinks about the relation between 

painting and story in Daphnis and Chloe. To begin with, the novel starts with the presentation of a 

painting and moves on as the written version of the story told in the painting, but by the end the 

reader realises that the painting had been dedicated by none other than the two protagonists of the 

story.19 It is the painting that stimulates the book, but it is the book that tells the story of the 

painting (the story of how it came into existence as well as the story contained in it). Not only is the 

relationship between the two arts turned around, but the reader himself, after having gained the last 

piece of information at the end of the book, is led to turn it back to the beginning in order to fully 

grasp the sequence of events, before getting lost in the contemplation of their short circuit.20 Thus 

the action indicated by OTp£(|>co describes well a major mechanism of Longus’ novel, and the same 

can be said about the preposition dvxi. In the prologue the narrator states that his work is intended 

as an offering (ava0qpa) to Eros, the Nymphs, and Pan. We know that he has come across the 

painting in a sacred grove, but at the end we discover that the painting itself was intended as an 

offering (eixovas avsSeaav). Since both works are dedicated to the same divinities, it is likely that 

they will occupy, at least in Longus’ fiction, the same space, that is the sacred grove, with the 

consequence that they will literally be facing one another.

Regardless of a few valuable cues ( t t )v  Siqyqaiv c o o t t e p  ypa<J)f)v; avTiaTpo<t>os tt) 

£cpypa<j>(a), saying that Longus drew inspiration for his novel from Plutarch’s ideas on ut pictura 

poesis would be simplistic. Rather, one can see in the novelist the recipient of ideas on visual and 

literary art that had been circulating for a long time, and that were developing at a particularly fast 

pace in the course of the second century AD. Plutarch explains the Simonidean aphorism having in 

mind painting on the one hand, and, though not explicitly, ekphrasis on the other hand, but he 

seems to be unaware of the possibility of the confluence of the two. Achilles Tatius, one of the 

pioneers of the application of ekphrasis to paintings (the pioneer, if one considers Greek novels 

alone), uses it methodically in his work, but in his very practical interest in the descriptions of 

paintings he pays little or no attention to the themes of ut pictura poesis. Longus’ intuition unites 

threads that were eventually bound to recognise their common nature, enriching the presence of art 

in the genre novel, as it had been established by Achilles Tatius’ ekphraseis, with the possibilities 

offered by the previous tradition.

18 LS9 ad  ‘avTiaTpo(j)os’.
19 Hunter 1983, 42-3, Wouters 1994, 138.
20 Cf. Kestner 1973, 169: ‘The transformation o f a spatial to a temporal art form in the prologue is now reversed as the 
temporal art form assumes spatiality.’
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Thematically in between Achilles Tatius and Longus seems to be Lucian’s De domo?1 This 

is an introductory speech that at the same time shows ekphrasis of paintings of the same kind as 

Achilles Tatius’, and theoretical reasoning of the same kind as Longus’. De domo is the speech of a 

rhetor who has been given the task to speak in a beautiful hall full of paintings. The beauty of the 

environment prompts him not only to speak, but to speak precisely about the hall, and to do so by 

describing it. The prolalia is divided into two main positions: the first is that a place so beautiful is 

ideal for speaking, and the second, opposite, is that such a place is detrimental to the speech, 

because the hall will attract the audience’s attention more than the speaker. The similarities with 

Achilles Tatius are mainly the paintings described in ekphraseis of varying length from paragraph 

22 onwards. The first of these is the painting of Perseus and Andromeda discussed at the end of the 

previous chapter. Without repeating that analysis, let us here only recall that the many 

correspondences between certain subjects (either in works on painting, like De domo, or works that 

look like paintings, like Dialogi marini 14-15) lead to the conclusion that one of the two authors 

knew the work of the other.22 Unlike Achilles Tatius, however, Lucian’s declaration that what he is 

doing and talking about is ekphrasis is quite clear:

’Ecb y ap  Aeyeiv o t i  Kai oi TiapovxEs auTo'i Kai Trpos xr)v aKpoaaiv 
TTapeiAqm-iEvoi s t t e i S o v  e i s  xoiouxov o I k o v  TTapeXScoaiv, avxi aKpoaxcbv Qsaxa'i 
KaSiaxavxai.

I forbear to say that even those who are present and have been invited to the lecture 
become spectators instead of hearers when they enter such a hall as this.23 
(18, trans. Harmon)

The strongest similarities with Longus, especially with the prologue of Daphnis and Chloe, occur in 

paragraph 21, right before the series of ekphraseis of paintings:

xf|s yap T E X v q s  t o  a K p i ^ E s  K a )  t t j s  iaxopias M E T a  t o u  apxaiou t o  c o < |> e A i | j o v  
ETTaycoyov cos aAr|0cos K a i  TrsTTaiSEupsvcov Bsaxcbv 5 e o ( j e v o v .  K a i  *(va |JH  TTavxa 
ekekje aTTo(3AETiT|TE qpas aTToAiTTOVTEs, b£P£ oiov T£ ypav|yco|jai auxa utiiv 
xco Aoycp- qa8riOEa0E yap , o lpai, a K o u o v x E s  a K a !  opcbvxEs 0aupa£eTE.

The exactness of their technique and the combination of antiquarian interest and 
instructiveness in their subjects are truly seductive and call for a cultivated spectator.
That you may not look exclusively in that direction and leave us in the lurch, I will do

21 Newby 2 0 0 2  is a useful study o f De domo from the point o f view o f ekphrasis.
22 There is also a Phaedran setting {Imagines 4), and the description o f a peacock {Imagines 11).
23 v » i w

Cf. th e  p o in t  m a d e  by th e  a u th o r s  of Progymnasmata th a t ekphrasis tu rn s  th e  h e a r e r s  in to  s p e c ta to r s :  K ai utt ovpiv

fipT u a y o v T a  T a u x a ,  rrsp 'i c o v  e i o i v  o i  X o y o i ,  K a i p o v o v o u  O e a T a s  e l v a i  t r a p a o K S u a ^ o v T a  (Nicolaus, 7 0  Felten).
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my best to paint you a word-picture of them, for I think you will be glad to hear about 
things which you look at with admiration.

The fact that the first things about the paintings that is worthy of praise are the good technique and 

the value of the stories depicted ( x q s  y a p  TEXvqs t °  aK pi(3es xa'i t t j s  l a x o p i a s  p s x a  t o u  

a p x a io u  t o  co<|>£Aipov) is echoed quite closely by what the narrator in Daphnis and Chloe says 

about the painting in the prologue (xEXvrjv e 'x o u o c x  TTEpixxr]v xa'i TUXHV Epcoxixrjv). Moreover, the 

contents of the painting in the grove of the Nymphs is significantly called historia ( ic r r o p ia v  

I p c o x o s ) ,  which is the same word used by Lucian. The viewers of the paintings in De domo are 

called theatai (Q sa x co v ), as are those who go to see the painting in Longus (x fjs  5 e e i k o v o s  

0 E a x a i) .  Lucian’s speech is meant for educated spectators, pepaideumenoi (TTETraibEupEVcov 

0EaTcov), and education, paideuein ( t o v  o u k  Epao0EV xa TrpoTraiSEUOEt) is one of Longus’ aims 

for the novel. The paintings’ effect wished upon Lucian’s spectators is wonder (Kai op covxE s  

0 a u p a £ sx E ), which is precisely what happens to the narrator in Longus ( iS o v x a  me Kai 

0 a u p a a a v x a ) .24 More importantly, Lucian’s intention to paint a picture with words (yp a v |;co p a i  

a u x a  up?v xcp A o y co ) is paralleled closely, though not identically, by Longus desire to respond to 

the painting in writing ( a v x iy p a t |; a i  x p  ypa<t>rj).25 Finally, the poetics of ut pictura poesis (of how 

writing, or, in this case, composing a speech, gives voice to an otherwise silent form of art) that 

emerge in Longus’ prologue are hinted at also in Lucian: aA A a nspioKOTTqaas- axpipcos- xa'i 

b a u p a a a s  p o v o v  a n n a t  xcotfibv a u x o v  Kai a A o y o v  K axaA urcbv; ‘or (instead of composing 

speeches in the hall) after looking it over carefully and admiring it, would he rather go away and 

leave it mute and voiceless?’ (1 ); o u 5 ’ a v  UTropEivai a ^ c o v o s - 0 E a x q s  t o u  xaA A ou s y£VEO0ai, ‘he 

(a man of culture) will not endure to be a silent spectator of their beauty’ (2). As a result, Longus 

and Lucian are similar not only in that both of them set out to describe paintings, but also, and more 

importantly, in that they add the same explanation of the principles behind ekphrasis of paintings,

its poetics. It is likely that Longus had read Lucian. Alpers shows that echoes of another one of
• 26 • •Lucian’s prolaliai, Dionysus, can be seen in Philetas’ garden in 2,3,3 (the uncommon reference to

the presence three springs in a garden is common to both), and in the paintings in Dionysus’ temple

24 Notice as well how Lucian’s words (cckouovtes a  Kai bpcovTE? Qaupa^ETE) manifest the Thucydidean contrast
between ops is and akoe highlighted in Longus’ prologue by Philippides 1983.
25 / \  / \ /

Cf. also Lucian’s Aoyco apEivpaoSai ttiv 0Eav (De domo 2). There are differences o f context (oral performance for
Lucian, written text for Longus), and Lucian’s formulation lacks the rivalry o f the two forms o f graphe (drawing and 
writing) that is crucial in Longus’ dvnypavjm i rfj ypa^f). However, the rivalry between art and logos is underlined 
more than once in De domo: o u k  alpopaxov Aoycov iaxus ovpEi avTaycovtoaoSai, ‘the power o f the tongue is no 
match for the eyes’ (19); ttco?  o u v  o u  x o A e t t o s  t o o  A eV o v t i  avxaycovicnfis o I k o s  o u t g o  k o A o s  Kai t t e p iP A e t t t o ?

gov; ‘is not then a hall so beautiful and admirable a dangerous adversary to a speaker?’ (21).
26 Incidentally, another one that shows strong influence o f pictorial representations, just like Dialogi marini: paragraphs 
1 and 2 are the ekphrasis, in the form o f a scout’s speech, o f  Dionysus’ march into India.
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in Lamon’s garden in 4,2,1.27 If, to this, we add the fact, discussed in the previous chapter, that 

Lucian was probably aware of Achilles Tatius’ descriptions of paintings, then we can see a 

progression, which took place quite rapidly in the second half of the second century, from the 

almost purely practical application of ekphrasis of paintings in Achilles Tatius to the almost purely 

theoretical one in Longus, with Lucian, in between, displaying both.

What Longus, unlike Lucian, does is to make the equivalence between the painting and its 

ekphrasis explicit, and in doing so he formulates the principle that constituted the theoretical basis 

for the development of ekphrasis of paintings as a self-standing genre. Those who had learnt how to 

compose ekphrasis in the schools of rhetoric were certainly aware of the recommendation that 

ekphrasis should always be part of a bigger speech and never a speech on its own. However, once 

the idea arose that seeing a painting is on par with reading its ekphrasis, then it was a short step to 

the realisation that just as a painting hanging on a wall is self-sufficient in providing an experience 

of contemplation that is fulfilled in itself without the need for additional context, so too is the 

ekphrasis of a painting able to constitute an autonomous speech without being part of a surrounding
98narrative. The later handbooks of rhetoric accept this, but they forget to mention that this is only 

possible in the case of ekphrasis of works of art. Indeed, aside from ekphraseis like those by 

Libanius, which described the entire range of possible subjects (people, events, places, etc., 

including works of art) but were gathered without any real editorial project except for being set 

examples for his students, we know of no work of literature purely intended to be a collection of 

ekphraseis of any of the other canonical subjects. There is no collection of descriptions of storms 

called XsipejUES', no collection of descriptions of siege engines called MrixcxvrjpcxTa, no book 

called Aeipcoves, and so on, even though these subjects of ekphrasis were very popular and 

frequantly practiced. We do, however, have more than one book called Eikoves. The ekphraseis of 

none of those other subjects became a literary genre, because in none of those cases was it possible 

to find the same kind of equivalence between content and container, the same kind of 

interchangeability between the object and its ekphrasis, that could be found in the ekphrasis of a 

painting.29 The titles themselves of these collections of ekphraseis of paintings testify to this 

interchangeability: a book that contains ekphrasis of paintings is not called ‘Ekphraseis’ but 

‘Images', the former medium having let its very label be swapped with the latter’s.

27 See Alpers 2001. Bemsdorff 1993 highlights similarities between Daphnis and Chloe and Lucian’s Verae Historiae.
28 Nicolaus, 70 Felten, discussed above in 1.3.2.
29 The subordination o f all other subjects o f ekphrasis to paintings is already clear in Achilles Tatius.
30 With one known important antecedent, Lucian’s Imagines. This is an over-the-top ekphrasis o f  a person that exploits 
to an extreme degree the topos o f  the comparison between a beautiful woman and a work o f art. Many works o f art are 
mentioned, but none made the object o f a proper ekphrasis. The theme is an old one, but it might well be its use in the 
novels that constituted Lucian’s inspiration. More on Lucian’s Imagines will be said in the next chapter.
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If we consider the second substitution employed by Longus, that is the innovative 

substitution of the ekphrasis with the novel, with a book (TETTapas (3i(3Aous sl;E7TOvriad|jr]v), we 

see how completely Daphnis and Chloe constituted the mutation that triggered the genesis of the 

genre of ekphrasis of paintings. For the literary experience of a book that is a painting anticipates 

and evolves almost naturally into the literary experience of a book directly entitled ‘Paintings' 

which contains nothing but images. And accordingly to the fact that Longus’ reflection on 

ekphrasis had as a starting point the idea that ekphrasis of paintings is a case of ut pictura poesis, in 

the prologues of the Imagines of both the Elder and the Younger Philostratus we find references to 

the same thematics, in recognition of the principle that justified the very existence of the genre they 

were practising.31

4.3. Painting and mimesis

In talking about ekphrasis of paintings, we have given much attention to the theoretical aspects of 

the container and none to those of the content. This is generally due to the fact that art theory in 

antiquity never constituted a unified branch of studies, but is found scattered in various places. 

Among the authors met so far even the ones most interested in art provide very little information in 

the building of a theory able to answer the question ‘what does art do?’. But as ekphrasis of 

paintings started to mushroom in the course of the second century, so too artistic theories began to 

take a more concrete and organised form. Examining this form becomes extremely important when 

observing the development of ekphrasis into a literary genre, for it has consequences for the 

development of the novels as well.

The ancient perspective on art was that it operated on the principle of imitation. To put it 

very simply, art was the craft that copied things. The likeness of the work of art to the model was 

the main parameter on which judgement on the artist was based. Famous anecdotes about Athenian 

painters testify to this idea that realism, and hyper-realism, were the criteria used to evaluate a 

painter’s excellence. It is said that the painter Zeuxis, having entered a competition with Parrhasius, 

painted some grapes so perfectly that birds flew on the painting to pick them. On the other hand, 

Parrhasius produced the picture of a curtain, so well painted that Zeuxis asked for him to open it 

and reveal the painting. Having realised his mistake, Zeuxis himself gave the victory to

31 V \ y r \ / y *  \ i / y ~ \ / < /
Philostratus the Elder: O o t i s  HP ccottcx^ e t c u  t tiv  £ c o y p c c (j> ia v , cxS ik ei t t iv  a A r i0 E ia v ,  cc5 ik ei K a i a c x j n a v ,  o T to a r )  

e?  TT O iTixas rjKEi, k t A, ‘Whosoever scorns painting is unjust to truth; and he is also unjust to all the wisdom that has 
been bestowed upon poets’ (.Imagines, prooem. 1, trans. Fairbanks); Philostratus the Younger: o k o t t o u v t i  6 e K a i 

^ u y y E V E ia v  T i v a  n p o s  TTOir|T iKr|v e'xeiv *1 texvti E u p ia K E T a i ,  ‘if  one reflects upon the matter, however, one finds that 
the art o f  painting has a certain kinship with poetry’ (Imagines, prooem. 6, trans. Fairbanks).
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Parrhasius.32 Likewise, a number of epigrams concerning works of art in the Anthologia palatina 

show as their main purpose the celebration of the perfect likeness to the model, the most evident 

and frequent example being Myron’s cow, which features in a number of epigrams and is said to be 

not just like the original, but indeed a real cow, except for the lack of voice.33

Good art is imitation so detailed that its main purpose is the recreation of reality, or, as 

Zeuxis’ confusion seems to show, the illusion of reality. Zeuxis’ episode shows precisely the kind 

of deception that was famously condemned in the Republic by Plato, who was much concerned to 

show that the reality that we believe surrounds us is nothing but the appearance of the true form of 

things. Plato gives the example of a painted couch, an imitation of the couch produced by the 

craftsman, which is in its turn the imitation of the true nature of the couch. Leaving aside the 

problem of art’s truthfulness, what is relevant here is the example chosen by Plato, because it 

highlights one important common trait with the previous examples, the grapes, the curtain, the cow, 

the couch. The works of art that represent these subjects are works of art where the artists are able 

to have the models in front of them. It is considering this circumstance that an artist can truly be 

categorised as an imitator, a M t p q n r j s ,  and his art as imitation.34

What if, on the other hand, the object represented is something that cannot stand before the 

eyes? Can the art of someone representing something that does not have a visible model, say gods 

and heroes, still be called imitation? It is said that when commissioned the painting of Helen, 

Zeuxis chose the five most beautiful girls of the city and captured the characteristic at which each of 

them excelled, blending them in the portrait of the perfect beauty of the heroine.35 Each individual 

component of the final product was therefore the faithful imitation of a directly observed model, but 

their combination represented something that technically was never there to be witnessed by the 

eyes.

The second half of Dio Chrysostom’s Twelfth Discourse offers a rich treatment of these 

matters, for it contains the ethopoeia of Phidias being asked about the creation of his statue of Zeus 

in Olympia. The technical impossibility of imitating a divine model is stressed more than once,36

32 The story is told by Pliny the Elder, Historia naturalis 35,36.
33 AP, 9, 713 ff. On the ekphrastic aspect o f these epigrams see Goldhill 2007, 15 ff., and more generally Goldhill
1994.
34 It is worth underlining at this point that the space o f this chapter is insufficient for a discussion, even cursory, o f  
Platonic mimesis. This extremely loaded term receives a fluctuating treatment by Plato himself, and stands for a 
representation which goes beyond simple simulation. Halliwell 2002 is the standard reference, to which we will point 
again in this chapter. Concerning mimesis, our interest here is narrow, prompted by the fact that the word is used in 
connection to the theme o f ut pictura poesis, which is behind Longus, and aimed at clarifying its use in the works o f
Philostratus the Elder and its absence in Philostratus the Younger, as we will shortly see.
35 There are a few versions o f this story, which will be analysed more into detail in the next chapter.

54: rj pcxXXov <t>o(3q0EVTas ( j f i t t o t e  ou Suvaivxo ik o v c o s  aTTO|jipr|aaa0ai Sia 0vr)Trjs TEXvqs T q v  axpav Kai 
t e X e io t c c t t iv  <puaiv; ‘did they fear that they would never be able adequately to portray by human art the Supreme and 
most Perfect Being?’; 74: cos S u v o t o v  qv 0vqTcp 5iavoq0EVTi pipqaaa0ai t t i v  0Eiav Kai apqxavov 4>uaiv, ‘in so far
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but the problem is solved thanks to the assumption that what the artist imitates is not, obviously, the 

form of the god in the skies, but his appearance as it is described in poetry, and most eminently in 

Homer, the first and greatest creator of divine images.37 Again, a very peculiar kind of imitation, 

and certainly not an activity of mere copying. In Dio’s speech even Phidias seems to distance 

himself and his art from the vocabulary of mimesis, to the point that when referred to him it is used 

to highlight its own limits.38 Rather, the activity of the sculptor, as well as that of the poet, is 

preferably defined with the vocabulary of creation (5r|(Jioupyia, and derived words: in 49, 50, 52, 

57, 60, 62, 71, 82; EiSooXoTTOua: 46).

Reflections on the nature of art were arising from works where art was associated with 

literary productions, as shown by Dio’s speech, which, with the parallel between Homer and 

Phidias, can be included in the periphery of the theme of ut pictura poesis. As it appears, these 

reflections were following a path bound to lead figurative arts away from the label of purely 

imitative arts that had characterised them in the Classical period. One only needs to compare the use 

of Mipr]TT]s and Sppioupyos as they are found in Plato to their use in Dio in order to notice this.

No change of this kind, however, could be too clear-cut.39 As we have seen, roughly at the 

same time as Dio, Plutarch’s understanding of the comparison between painting and poetry is based 

on solid mimetic principles.40 And approximatively one century later, in the prologue of the Elder 

Philostratus’ Imagines, the nature of painting still does not depart from the idea of mimesis,41 

though the immediate initial connection between painting and truth (‘o a n s  00 aoTTC^STai ttiv 

£coypa<j>(av, ocSikeT rpv dAr]0eiav’) makes it clear that the author’s view of painting was well 

removed from Plato’s. Indeed, in the course of the Imagines the reader realises that the excellence 

of painting lies in the fact that its imitation is not just adherent to reality, but becomes reality itself,

as it was possible for a mortal man to frame in his mind and to represent the divine and inimitable nature’ (trans. 
Cohoon).
37 \ ~  v /

59: o x e S o v  o u t o ?  tto A u  KpcmaTOs Sppioupyo? t c o v  TTEpi tcx  0sia ayaXpaTcov, ‘he, we may say, has been by far 
the greatest creator o f the images of the divine beings’ (trans. Cohoon).
38 < \ ^  f t  \ /  \  1 t

For instance: the already seen 74 (cos S u v o t o v  pv 0 v t i t c o  5 ic c v o t i0 e v t i  uipr|aaa0ai Tpv 0Eiav k c u  ap pxavov
<})uaiv); 78: TauTa pev ouv c o s  olov t e  ify  spiprioapsv. ‘a s  fo r  th e  a ttr ib u te s , th e n , I h a v e  r e p r e s e n te d  t h e m  in  s o  fa r  a s  

it w a s  p o s s i b le  to  d o  s o ’ ; 78: o u k  pv Sid Trj? t e x v t i ?  piuETa0a>. ‘th a t  g o d ,  I s a y ,  it w a s  n o t  p o s s ib le  to  r e p r e s e n t  b y  m y

art’ (trans. Cohoon).
39 In many ways, it shares similarities with how in the ancient conception o f poetry the attention moved from the view  
of the poet as the deliverer o f a divinely-inspired message to the poet as one who creates with his own techne (on which 
see Brillante 2003). The main figure behind this change is Simonides, who, as we have already seen, was also the first 
one to draw parallels between different arts and to develop a theory o f mnemotechnic {ibid. 100 ff.). As Brillante points
out, this was the prelude to the origin o f phantasia.
40 Cf. above Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat 17 f, and De gloria Atheniensium 346 f.
41 Kai (BouXopEvco p e v  ckxJm^eoOcxi 0£cov t o  Euprjpa 5ia  t e  tc x  ev  y?) eV 5t|, OTtoaa t o u ?  XEipcova? a i Tflp a i  
ypd(|)ouai, 5id  t e  t o  ev  oupcxvco <J>aivop£va, (3aaavi£ovTi Se ~ it|v  y e v e o i v  t ? | ?  t e y v t t ?  pfppoK p e v  Eupppa 
TrpEo(3uTCXTOv Kai ^uyyEVEOTaTOV t t )  4> uoei, ‘for one who wishes a clever theory, the invention o f  painting belongs to 
the gods -witness on earth all the designs with which the Seasons paint the meadows, and the manifestations we see in 
the heavens- but for one who is merely seeking the origin o f the art, imitation is an invention most ancient and most 
akin to nature’ {Imagines, prooem. 1, trans. Fairbanks).
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to the point that Philostratus too, like Dio, prefers to call the painter 5r||Jioupy6s rather than 

HUJTynfe. It would seem that the authors that were for various reasons expressing interest in art 

necessarily started to think about its nature, and, in doing so, gradually realised that the few things 

that had been said about it in earlier times were either insufficient or unsatisfactory, and that at any 

rate a reassessment of the ancient model of mimesis was needed.

What is Longus’ point of view in all of this? As the promoter of one of the most famous 

reflections on painting and writing, and as one of the main forerunners of the Philostrati, one would 

expect to find in his work an indication of his stance in the debate. Unfortunately, he gives none, 

which is surprising for two reasons. The first one is that painting is indispensable to his work. The 

second one is that other, less relevant, forms of art that occur in the novel are on the other hand 

given some sort of treatment, making painting the exception.

Mimetic arts in Longus

A good example of this can be seen towards the end of Book Two, during the celebration for the 

happy ending of the Methymnaean affair. The first form of art addressed here is music, brought 

about by Daphnis and Chloe’s request that Philetas play his syrinx (2,33). First the myth of Syrinx 

is told, to account for the origin of the instrument, then the pipe and its mechanisms are described, 

and then the quality of its music (2,35). Then another form of art takes place: dance. Dryas, 

following a Dionysiac tune played by Philetas, dances a dance of vintage, which is performed 

through the imitation of the figures involved in it (2,36). Finally it is the turn of Daphnis and Chloe, 

inspired by the myth, the music, and the dance combined, to dance the story of Syrinx told by 

Lamon, playing the roles of Pan and Syrinx (2,37). Similarly, in Book Three, an account of singing 

is given, caused by the witnessing of an echo. The myth of Echo is told, the Nymph who excelled in 

playing and singing to the sound of every instrument, and whose dismemberment originated the 

natural phenomenon of echo, earth’s ability to reproduce every sound (3,22-23).

Music, dance, and singing are all taken into a certain degree of technical consideration 

which may vary but is nevertheless always greater than the attention paid to painting. One reason 

for this disproportion can be the fact that the former are arts that belong to the story as an important 

part of the protagonists’ education, whereas the latter pertains more to the prologue, thus to the 

narrator’s experience. This, however, is true only to some extent, since Daphnis and Chloe are the 

ones who commission the painting found by the narrator, and also given the fact that elsewhere the 

interaction with other works of art plays a certain role (for instance, the statues of the Nymphs in
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2,23), thus making the protagonists’ connection with figurative art in the story not a completely 

marginal one.

Before we try to answer this question, it is essential, given the development of art theory that 

we set out to observe, that we take into consideration another aspect that the treatments of music, 

dance, and singing, have in common, namely the fact that they are all described as mimetic arts. 

The speciality of Philetas’ syrinx is that it can imitate all the sounds of pastoral music (oAcos 

T T aoas a u p i y y a s  Mia a u p iy £  E pipqaaT O , ‘in short, a single set of pipes mimicked all pipes’ 

2,35); in his dance Dryas portrays figures working during the vintage, and the dance of Daphnis and 

Chloe originates specifically as an imitation of Lamon’s story:

c o p x q a a v T O  t o v  p u 0ov  t o u  A a p c o v o s .  o  A a ^ v i s  TTava e p i p e T t o , T q v  l u p i y y a  
XAorp o  p e v  i k e t e u e  TTEi0cov, q S e d p sA o u a a  E(JEi5ia* o  p sv  e S ic g k e  Kai ETT OtKpGOV 
TCOV OVUXCOV ETpEXE TOS pipOUpEVOS, T\ 5e EVE(|)aiVE TqV K a p v o u a a v  EV TT)
(J)uyr).

They danced out Lamon’s tale. Daphnis took the part of Pan, Chloe of Syrinx. He 
pleaded imploringly, while she smiled disdainfully. He pursued and ran on tiptoe to 
mimic hooves, while she enacted the girl tiring in the chase.
(2,37)

Moreover, everything involving the echo is described in terms of mimesis:

KoTAos y a p  t c o  t t e S i c o  auAcdv u t t o k e i m e v o s  K a i  t o v  rjxov  s i s  a u T o v  c o s  o p y a v o v  
5 e x 6 | j e v o s  t t c c v t c o v  t c o v  AsyopEVcov p ip q T q v  <f>covf|v dtTESiSou.

Above the plain lay a high-sided valley which took the sound into itself like a musical 
instrument and then returned a voice that mimicked everything that was said.
(3,21)

K a i t c x  psAq T f j  x ap i£oM £vq  Nup<t>ais EKpuv|;E u a v T a  Kai ETppqas T p v  p ouaiK qv  
Kai y v cd p q  M ou acd v  acj)iqoi (jjcovqv Kai p i p s ^ T a i  TravTa, Ka0aTTEp t o t e  f )  KOpq, 
0 e o u s ,  av0pcoTTOus, o p y a v a ,  0 q p (a ' p ipsT T ai Kai a u T o v  aupiTTOVTa t o v  F T ava.

For love of the Nymphs, Earth hid all her limbs and kept her music, and now, by will 
of the Muses, she (Echo) emits a voice and mimics everything, just as the girl once 
did: gods, men, musical instruments, animals. She even mimics Pan playing his pipes.
(3,23)

As a result, art is qualified as an imitation of nature, and is part of the more general and 

multifaceted theme of imitation that pervades the novel both in its form and in the story it
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contains.42 Let us recall here just a few macroscopic aspects of this. In view of their abandonment at 

birth Daphnis and Chloe share a special bond with the natural world that has nurtured them in place 

of the human one; as a newborn Daphnis is welcomed back into the human community thanks to an 

act of imitation of nature: in a wittily oxymoronic scene Lamon, after having hesitated, picks up the 

baby out of a feeling of shame for not being able to imitate the humanity of a goat (aiSeoSe'ts si 

(jr)5e a iyos <(>iAav0pcoTnav p i p q a E T a i ,  ‘feeling ashamed at the thought that he would not even be 

following a goat’s example in human kindness’ 1,3). The protagonists’ growth follows 

harmoniously the rythms of nature, and they absorb with uncorrupted mind what nature can teach 

them by imitating whatever they are able to detect with their senses:

TooauTris 5r) ttocvtcx KaTEXouarjs s u c o p ia s  oV aTTaXoi Kai v e o i pipr]T aj tcov  

cckouoijevcov E yivovTO  Kai P X etto m evc o v  c c k o u o v t e s  mev tc o v  b p v iS cov  a S o v T co v  
f]5 o v , P X e t t o v t e s  Se O K ipTcbvTas t o u s  a p v a s  rjXAovTo Kou(|>a, Kai T a s  meX i t t o s  

5 e (J ip ou p svo i tcx av0r) au vE X syov.

Everything was so full of the joy of spring that they, being young and innocent, copied 
what they heard and saw. Hearing the birds singing, they sang; seeing the lambs 
skipping, they leaped lightly, and copying the bees they gathered the flowers.
(1,9)

We have seen that their experience of art too, as part of their education, follows the same principle. 

The only aspect of their lives where imitation of nature alone is insufficient is love. When spring 

arrives with its erotic drive, Daphnis, in accord with the animal world as he has always been, 

attempts to fulfill his desire by imitating the he-goats with Chloe, only to obtain more frustration:

a v i o T T i a i v  a u T p v  K a i  k o t o t t i v  t t e p i e ^ u e t o  p i p o u p E V O s  t o u s  T p a y o u s .  t to A u  5 e  

paXXov a T T o p r | 0 £ i s ,  K a 0 i a a s  b k A o e v  e i K a 'i  K p i c b v  a p a O E O T E p o s  s i s  T a  I p c o T O s  

s p y a .

He made her stand up and embraced her from behind, mimicking the goats. Much 
more frustrated than ever, he sat and wept to think that, when it came to the deeds of 
love, he was stupider than even the rams.
(3,14)

In time he will learn that an education that is based on the sheer imitation of nature and avoids the 

teachings of human TEyvr] is inadequate 43

Further on these aspects see Blanchard 1975, Zeitlin 1990, Teske 1991, Herrmann 2007.
43 How nature and techne work together in the construction o f an erotic garden is exemplified by Lamon’s garden in 
4,2,5: eS ttkei (je'v t o i  K ai r] t o u t c o v  <j)uais s l v a i  t e x v t is , ‘even their (the trees’ branches) natural growth seemed the 
product o f art.’ On this garden see Di Virgilio 1991, Morgan 2004, 224-6; on physis and techne in Longus see Teske
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What, then, can be said about painting? The importance of mimesis for the novel and the 

fact that other forms of art follow a theory of imitation of nature would suggest that there is no 

reason to think that Longus did not understand painting in the same way. In addition to this, during 

Longus’ time the parallel between painting and writing was, as far as we know, still based on the 

idea of mimesis.44 Still, it is said by Longus neither that the painting ‘imitates’ the story of Daphnis 

and Chloe, nor that the novel ‘imitates’ the painting. When it comes to it, the aesthetic theory that 

governs the genesis of Longus’ novel as it is expressed in the prologue is entirely lacking the 

vocabulary of mimesis.

Let us speculate briefly on the scant elements that we are given in order to see how imitation 

might have worked in the fictional genesis of Daphnis and Chloe. To begin with we need to take 

into consideration two different moments, two passages in the origin of the story: the artist painting 

the work of art found by the narrator and the interpreter explaining it to him. Concerning the first 

moment, the painter presumably produced the work of art based on the account given to him by 

Daphnis and Chloe themselves. Longus is extremely vague on the subject, saying nothing more 

than ‘ s i k o v c x s  avsSsaav’, but the only way to ‘offer paintings’ was to tell their story to a painter in 

order to have it represented. Surely the painter was able to use visible models while reproducing 

certain subjects (the protagonists’ appearance when grown up, the landscapes, the animals, etc.), but 

not with others (the protagonists as babies, the pirates, the war, etc.), for which he must have relied 

on the protagonists’ account. In this sense the painter’s work was not, strictly speaking, an act of 

simulation of reality, but rather a creation based on tangible models as well as narrated ones, not 

altogether dissimilar from the Sppioupyia or siScoAououa of Phidias modelling Zeus from 

Homer’s account.

Concerning the second moment, the telling of the story by the interpreter, Longus is even 

more vague. He skips directly from the search for an interpreter to the composition of the novel, 

leaving us completely in the dark ( k c u  a v a £ r ] T T i a a | J E V O s  i £ Tl Y T l ' n i v  xf|s e i k o v o s  TETxapas 

pfpAous E^ETTOvpaapriv, prooem. 1,3). Again, we can only assume that the interpreter’s 

explanation was a combination of references to the work of art, the directly visible model, and to 

the story as he knew it either by having witnessed it or by having heard it from someone else (we 

cannot know how much time has elapsed between the events of the story and the narrator’s hunt). In 

this case as well pure mimesis would be insufficient in describing the genesis of the narration. We 

shall stop here, but not before adding en passant that another moment should also be considered,

1991, Zeitlin 1990, 430 ff.
44 If dating Longus from in between the second half o f  the first and the first half o f the second century is correct, then 
his ‘dvTiypdv|;cxi tt] ypa^rj’ belongs in between Plutarch and the Elder Philostratus’ not dissimilar statements that 
painting is like poetry in that it imitates.
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that is the passage from the interpreter’s explanation to the actual composition of the four books.

Two elements emerge from the observation of these moments: the limits of the concept of 

pure mimesis (the same thing experienced by Daphnis in lovemaking), and Longus’ reticence on the 

topic. Regarding this last aspect, Longus seems to be willingly increasing the uncertainty by never 

clearly stating that the work of art dedicated by the protagonists is the same as that found by the 

narrator. As it is known, he uses the singular in the prologue (e iK o v o s , ypa<J>q) and the plural at the 

end of the novel (eiK O vas avE0eaav), thus never making the identification certain.45

This transition of the same matter through different forms of art (the story of Daphnis and 

Chloe passed on from storytelling to painting, from painting to storytelling, and finally from 

storytelling to the novel) has a parallel within the story in the events at the end of Book Two. There 

too we witness the transition from myth to music (first we have the myth of the maiden Syrinx and 

then we hear Philetas’ syrinx play, with the suggestion that it could have been the proto

instrument), and from myth to dance (Daphnis and Chloe’s enacting of the story of Pan and Syrinx), 

and these changes, as we have seen, occur explicitly under the banner of mimesis. Again, this could 

work as a precedent for the transition from painting to novel, telling us that mimesis might be 

behind it as well, but the only effect that this parallel produces is to enhance the feeling that Longus 

purposely excluded painting, and painting alone, from the world of mimesis.

Could this be seen as a signal of anxiety on Longus’ side when it comes to defining what 

painting is? Could this testify to the growing awareness that mimesis alone was no longer enough to 

explain everything that painting does? From our perspective, Longus’ silence, or, to put it better, his 

suspension of judgement, fits in well with the attitude of doubt towards the Classical view, and 

consequent research of new parameters for art, that characterised the second century and that would 

find an answer only in the following century in the works of the Philostrati. Thus, although Longus 

himself did not make any statements concerning the theory of figurative art, he greatly contributed 

to the birth of the genre of ekphrasis of paintings from which such statements would later emerge.

4.4. Mimesis and phantasia

The ground on which artistic theory matured was that of ekphrasis of paintings, a genre whose 

limited proliferation does little justice to the fame it enjoyed. What we have left are the works of 

two authors from the third century, Philostratus the Elder and his grandson Philostratus the 

Younger, and another one from the following century, Callistratus, who described statues instead of

45 > 'Herrmann 2007, 210-20, draws a parallel between Longus’ use o f e i k c o v  in the prologue and Plato’s use o f the same
word in the sense not o f ‘physical object’ but o f ‘simile’, ‘allegory’.
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paintings.46 Later references to the genre are scant, and the author they are mostly concerned with is 

the first of our list, Philostratus the Elder.47 It is possible that more books entirely constituted by 

ekphrasis of works of art were written,48 but what we have, which by natural selection should be 

considered the finest achievements of the genre, in all likelihood falls short of being the totality of 

it. As a matter of fact, if one considers paintings alone the phenomenon appears to be even more 

restricted in time and space, the household of one single family of rhetoricians in the third century, 

the Philostrati. This should not be seen as a lack of success of the genre. Rather, considering that 

ekphrasis as a genre constituted a literary niche that did not allow too many replicas lest it 

completely lose its flavour, it indicates that it had reached its climax already with its first major 

exponent, who earned prestige and set the standard for the centuries to come. Philostratus the 

Younger introduced himself as an emulator of his grandfather, and Callistratus applied his 

predecessors’ modus operandi to statues. After him the experience could be regarded as both 

fulfilled and exhausted, at least until its revival in the late fifth and sixth century in the school of 

Gaza (Johannes and Procopius) and in Byzantium (Paulus Silentiarius).

The Elder Philostratus’ Imagines

In the prologue of the Imagines, Philostratus the Elder expresses a view that has elements of both 

continuity and innovation with the Classical view:

"Ocms Mfi a o r r a ^ E x a i  t t i v  ( J c o y p a c j u a v ,  cxS iks?  x f j v  a A r ) 0 E i a v ,  a S i r n  K a i  a o < t> (a v ,  

OTToar) e s  T T O i q x a s  r j x E i —  <J>opa y a p  Tar) a(j<f)oTv e s  x a  x c a v  q p c o c o v  E p y a  K a i  

E i 5 r | — ^ u p p E x p i a v  x e  o u k  e t t o i v e T ,  5 i ’ q v  K a i  A o y o u  f] x s x v r )  a T t x E x a i .  K a i  

P o u A o m e v c o  | j e v  a o ( j ) i ^ £ a 0 a i  0 e c o v  x o  s u p q p a  S i a  x e  x a  e v  y f j  eT'St), O T T o a a  x o u s  

A E i p c o v a s  a i T f l p a i  y p a 4 > o u a i ,  5 i a  x e  x a  e v  o u p a v c p  4 > a i v 6 p E v a ,  ( 3 a a a v ( £ o v x i  5 e  

x f ) v  y E v s a i v  x q s  T E X v r j s  p i p r i a i s  p s v  s u p r j p a  n p E a ( 3 u x a x o v  K a i  ^ u y y s v s a x a x o v  x f j  

4 ) u a E r  E u p o v  5 e  a u x T ] v  a o ( j> o i  a v d p E S  t o  p s v  ^ c o y p a ( | ) i a v ,  x o  6 e  T T X a a x i K r i v  

(f)T]aavxEs.

Whosoever scorns painting is unjust to truth; and he is also unjust to all the wisdom 
that has been bestowed upon poets -for poets and painters make equal contribution to 
our knowledge of the deeds and the looks of heroes- and he withholds his praise from 
symmetry of proportion, whereby art pertakes of reason. For one who wishes a clever 
theory, the invention of painting belongs to the gods -witness on earth all the designs

46 For an overview on Philostratus see Anderson 1986 and Bowie and Eisner 2009.
47 Cf. Philostratus the Younger (Imagines, prooem. 2), Menander (Peri epideiktikon, 390,2), John o f Sardis (215,15
Rabe).
48 We have already discussed the references in Suda to Pamphilus and Nicostratus (see above p. 12). In addition to 
them it is worth remembering here the Coptic poet Christodorus (between fifth and sixth century AD) who wrote an 
ekphrasis in verses o f the statues collected by Constantine the Great in the gymnasium of Zeuxippus (Anthologia 
Palatina, 2).
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with which the Seasons paint the meadows, and the manifestations we see in the 
heavens- but for one who is merely seeking the origin of the art, imitation is an . 
invention most ancient and most akin to nature; and wise men invented it, calling it 
now painting, now plastic art.49 
(prooem. 1)

Ancient is the invention of painting, as emerges from the stress on the past in Philostratus’ words 

(EUprjpa TTpEa(3uxaxov; EUpov 5 e auxf)v ao<f>oi avSpss), and ancient is the theory of painting 

expressed by the author ( xt)V ysvsaiv xrjs xexvt]s  Middens). Philostratus does not depart from the 

Classical definition of painting as mimesis, but his interpretation of the nature of painting’s 

imitation will enrich it with a power milch greater than just the ability to thoroughly copy things.

Already in the following paragraph, where Philostratus is drawing a comparison between 

sculpture and painting, it is possible to recognise the sophisticated character of painting:

£ co y p a (j)(a  8e £up(3E(3Xr)xai p sv  ek x p ^ M a x c o v , T rpaxxsi 5e o u  x o u x o  p o v o v , aX X a  
Kai ttX eico aocju^Exai octto x o u x o u  x o u  e v o s  o v t o s  r) o t t o  xcbv ttoXXcov t) E xsp a  
XEXvrj. a K iav  xe y a p  aTro<J)aivEi Kai pXEppa yivcoaK Ei a'XXo p sv  x o u  \ i z  p r ]v 6 x o s ,  
a'XXo 5e x o u  a X y o u v x o s  rj x a i POVTOS- Kai a u y a s  b p p a x c o v  OTtoTai e ’io iv  o  
TTXaaxiKos pev x i s  f]K iaxa  s p y a ^ E x a i,  x^pO Trov 8e o p p a  Kai yX auK ov Kai p sX a v  
ypa(j)iKri o !6 e , Kai Kopr]v o15e Kai Trupariv Kai r]X icoaav Kai E a0r)xos
X p cop a  Kai ottXcov S a X a p o u s  xe Kai o iK ia s  Kai aXaT] Kai o p p  Kai tr r iy a s  Kai x o v  
a i0 E p a , ev cp x a u x a .»

Painting is imitation by the use of colours; and not only does it employ colour, but this 
second form of art cleverly accomplishes more with this one means than the other 
form (sculpture) with its many means. For it both reproduces light and shade and also 
permits the observer to recognize the look, now of the man who is mad, now of the 
man who is sorrowing or rejoicing. The varying nature of bright eyes the plastic artist 
does not bring out at all in his work; but the “grey eye,” the “blue eye,” the “black 
eye” are known to painting; and it knows chestnut and red and yellow hair, and the 
colour of garments and of armour, chambers too and houses and groves and mountains 
and springs and the air that envelops them all.
(prooem. 2)

When considering pictorial creation, not even once does Philostratus use the verbs ‘to make’ or ‘to 

produce’ (the only time he uses Epya^EO0ai is in reference to sculpture). Instead, the verbs that he 

refers to painting are ao<J>(£Ea0ai, aTTO<j)a(vEiv, yiyvcbaKEiv, and siSEvai. To Philostratus, painting 

conceives with wisdom, makes manifest, and knows.

In the Republic Plato used Epya^EO0ai when showing that imitators believe they can 

produce everything:

49 On Philostratus’ Imagines see Bryson 1994, Webb 2006, Newby 2009; on different levels o f  relationship between 
style o f writing and art subject see Beall 1993, Kostopoulou 2009, Dubel 2009 (on colour); a philosophical reading o f  
the Imagines is Thein 2002.
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T T o p p c o  a p a  t t o u  t o u  a A r | 0 o u s  q  p i p r i T i K r )  e o t i v  K a i ,  c o s  e o i k e v , 5 i a  t o u t o  T T a v T a  

a T T E p y a ^ E T a i , o t i  a p i K p o v  t i  e k c x o t o u  E ^ a n r E T a i ,  K a i  t o u t o  e ’i' S c o A o v .

Then the mimetic art is far removed from truth, and this, it seems, is the reason why it 
can produce (apergazetai) everything, because it touches or lays hold of only a small 
part of the object, and that a phantom.50 
(598b, trans. Shorey)

This is evident in a passage where Socrates stresses the imitators’ claim to be able to create all 

objects, everything in nature, and the heavens too:

o  a u T O s  y a p  o u t o s  x £ l P O T £ X v r l S  o u  p o v o v  n a v T a  o l o s  t e  a K su r )  T r o i r p a i , a X X a  

K a i  T a  e k  i f ) s  y r j s  <J>u6pEva a i r a v T a  t t o i e T  K a i  £ c p a  T T a v T a  s p y a C s T a i . T a  t e  
a A A a  K a i  e o u t o v ,  K a i  r r p o s  t o u t o i s  y q v  K a i  o u p a v o v  K a i  0 e o u s  K a i  n a v T a  T a  e v  
o u p a v c p  K a i  T a  e v " A i b o u  u t t o  y f | s  a i r a v T a  E p y a ^ E T a i .

This same handicraftsman is not only able to make (poiesai) all implements, but he 
makes (poiei) all plants and produces (ergazetai) all animals, including himself, and 
thereto he produces (<ergazetai) earth and heaven and the gods and all things in heaven 
and in Hades under the earth.
(596c, trans. Shorey)

Our passage in Philostratus could be read not just as an overview of the accomplishments of 

painting, but as a reaction to the philosopher’s vision. In fact Philostratus moves almost 

imperceptibly from a list of colours to the same sequence objects-nature-skies that appears in Plato:

K a i  E a 0 f ) T o s  x P & b p a  K a i  o t t A c o v  0 a A a p o u s  t e  K a i  o i K i a s  K a i  a A a r ]  K a i  o p q  K a i  
T rq yas K a i  t o v  a i 0 s p a ,  e v  co t o u t o .

And (painting knows) the colour of garments and of armour, chambers too and houses 
and groves and mountains and springs and the air that envelops them all.
(Imagines, prooem. 2).

In view of this analogy, Philostratus’ change of the semantic sphere of the verbs from ‘making’ to 

‘knowing’ has the nuance of an answer to the problems of artistic mimesis as they had been 

formulated by Plato. What defines the relation between the act of painting and what is portrayed is 

not the mechanical dependence of the product on the maker, but an abstract dialogue between a 

source capable of wisdom ( a o < j > i £ E a 0 a i )  and the object of its knowledge. Painting is thus removed

50 On Plato’s view o f  mimetic arts see further Keuls 1974, Janaway 1995, and especially Halliwell 2002, 118 ff. on 
Book Ten o f the Republic.
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from the world of human techniques and belongs to the world of wisdom, knowledge, and truth.

It is precisely the connection with truth, clear from the very first words of the Imagines 

( o o t i s  MT") aaTTa^ETai t t \v  ^coypa^iav, a 5 im  Tpv aAr]0siav), that qualifies Philostratus’ 

understanding of painting and distances it from the Classical, and especially Platonic, view of art. 

Let us therefore take into consideration a few passages of the Imagines where the author pursues 

and elaborates the bond between painting and truth. What is meant here is not a mere reference to 

the realism of a painting, examples of which can be found in 1,6,2, where the baskets used by the 

Cupids to collect apples are adorned with precious stones, among which we find aAr)0r)s 

papyqAis, ‘real pearl’, or in 1.27.2, where the dust sticking on the sweating bodies of the horses 

makes them less beautiful but aAqQeoTEpous, ‘truer’. These expressions have the flavour of a 

skilled repertoire rather than of a metaphysical reflection. This is not the case, for instance, with the 

description of the Bosphoros. In the middle of an ekphrasis where the boundaries between 

describing and narrating are, more often than not, crossed, Philostratus presents the audience with 

what seems to be a prolepsis:

kcc'i TTOipvais e v t e u ^ t] Trpoxcopcov kcx'i |_i u k c o |j e v c o v  aKouar] |3ocov Kai a u p ty y c o v  
(3or) TTEpipxH ^1 a£ Kai K u v r iy sx a is  ev teu ^ t] Kai y sc o p y o T s  Kai TTOxapois Kai 
A ip v a is  Kai n q y a T s — EKpEpaKxai y a p  f) ypacjjq  Kai T a  o v x a  Kai T a  y iv o p E v a  Kai 
c o s  a v  yEVOiTO s v ia ,  o u  5 ia  ttA ? |0 o s  a u x c o v  p a S io u p y o u a a  xrjv aA r)0E iav, aAA’ 
ETTiTsAouaa t o  e k c c o t o u  o i k e T o v , c o s  Kav si e v  t i  Eypa<j>EV.

As you go on to the other parts of the painting, you will meet with flocks, and hear 
herds of cattle lowing, and the music of the shepherds’ pipes will echo in your ears; 
and you will meet with hunters and farmers and rivers and pools and springs -for the 
painting gives the very image of things that are, of things that are taking place, and in 
some cases of the way in which they take place, not slighting the truth by reason of the 
number of objects shown, but defining the real nature of each thing just as if the 
painter were representing some one thing alone.
(1,12,5)

This passage (among others by Philostratus) manifests the difficult position where ekphrasis stands, 

caught between the immobility of art and the flow of narration. Philostratus’ words show the 

attempt to exceed the boundaries of figurative art. The engagement with the work of art is not 

defined by the relation between the viewer and the object, but has the feature of a face-to-face 

meeting on the same plane of existence, which cannot happen without consequences in terms of 

temporality. From a stylistic point of view, this is reflected in the shift from the present tense of the 

description to the future ( e v t e u ^T }, a K O u a q ) .  From the point of view of the contents, we are told that 

the painting shows tc x  o v x a  K a i  x a  y i v o p s v a  K a i  cos a v  y s v o i T O  I v i a .  Not only the stillness of 

being ( x a  o v x a )  that belongs to the representation of reality, but also the mutability of becoming
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( x a  y iv o p E v a )  and the way in which this happens (cos a v  y s v o ix o ) ,  both of which belong to 

reality itself. In doing so, the painting ‘does not slight the truth by reason of the number of objects 

shown, but defines the real nature of each thing (ETriTsAouaa) just as if the painter were 

representing some one thing alone’. The result is not a simplification of truth (ou... p a S io u p y o u a a  

tt)V aX r)0E iav), or its deterioration, but quite the opposite, its fulfillment and perfection 

( ettiteAouocx). ’ E ttiteAeTv here seems to respond to the idea of imitation’s natural lack of 

completion expressed by Plato in the Republic:

tsAeco<t 5e eIvcxi o v  t o  t o u  KAivoupyou Ipyov rj a'AAou t i v o s  x E,P°TEXvou E> T,s 
<4>cxir|, k ivSu veu ei ouk  av aAq0?| Asysiv.

If anyone should say that being in the complete sense (teleds einai) belongs to the 
work of the cabinet-maker or to that of any other handicraftsman, it seems that he 
would say what is not true {ouk ale the).
(597a, trans. Shorey)

In Philostratus the painting is real not because it shows reality and the objects that are in it, but 

because it completes the real nature of each thing ( t o  e k o k x t o u  o i k e T o v ) ,  forming a wider truth 

through the addition of every single truth.51

From what we have seen so far, in the Imagines Philostratus does not address directly the 

matter of what constitutes the process of creation of a work of art. Rather, he starts by mentioning 

mimesis as the origin of the art, and now and again goes back to polish and refinish the concept. In 

this intermittent definition his main point seems to be that painting does not simply make a copy of 

reality, but is instead reality in its own right. Philostratus accentuates this idea by repeatedly 

strengthening the connection between painting and truth, and in doing so he necessarily engages, as 

we have seen, with the most renowned promoter of the antithesis between painting and truth, that is, 

Plato. It is known that the latter’s primary concern with painting was the risk of deception due to 

painting’s distance from the true nature of things, and the Republic offers a good example of this. In 

a tone which is intentionally exaggerated and satyrical, Plato expresses his fear that people could be 

confused by the mimetic power of painting, and think to be real what in fact is not:

o1ov o (Jcoypacjjos, <J)apEV, ^coypa^riaEi f]|jlv o k u t o t o m o v ,  t e k t o v o ,  t o u s  a'AAous 
5r)pioupyous, TTspi o u S e v o s  t o u t c o v  ETTatcov t c o v  t e x v g o v  aAA’ opcos t t q T S c c s  y e

51 A similar concept is resumed in Imagines 2,1,3: tcx  yap aupfiaivovTa oi pr) ypa<j)0VTEs ouk aXTiSeuouaiv e v  r a T s

ypa<j)aTs, ‘painters who fail to make the details consistent with one another do not depict the truth in their paintings.’
52 Plato’s treatment o f painting in Book Ten o f the Republic is here looked at merely from the point o f  view o f  
Philostratus, and is not itself the object o f discussion. Chapter Four o f Halliwell 2002 demonstrates that Plato’s is not a 
condemnation as much as a challenge to mimesis and its potential.
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Kai a'4>povas avBpcbuous, si aya0os eVrj £coypa(|)os, ypavpas av tektovo Kai 
TToppco0EV ettiSeikvus s^aTTaTco av tco 5oke7v cos aAr)0cbs TSKTova slvai.

As, for example, a painter, we say, will paint us a cobbler, a carpenter, and other 
craftsmen, though he himself has no expertness in any of these arts, but nevertheless if 
he were a good painter, by exhibiting at a distance his picture of a carpenter he would 
deceive (exapatoi) children and foolish men, and make them believe it to be a real 
(hos alethds) carpenter.
(598b-c, trans. Shorey)

His provocative idea is confirmed by the fact that only fools, unable to distinguish between truth 

and its imitation, would be deceived by the imitator, unable to distinguish between truth and its 

imitation:

o t i  E u r i 0 r ) s  t i s  a v 0 p c o T r o s ,  K a i ,  c o s  e o i k e v , s v t u x c o v  y o r ) T i  t i v i  K a i  p i M p f ? )  

£ ^ T ] T T a T q 0 r ) . c o o t e  e 5 o £ e v  o u t g o  7 T a a a o ( | > o s  e l v a i ,  5 i a  t o  o u t o s  o l o s  x ’ s l v a i  

E 7 T i a T r ) | j r | v  K a i  a v E n i a T T ] ( J o a u v r ) v  K a i  p i p f i o i v  e ^ E T a a a i .

A guileless man who apparently has met some magician or sleight-of-hand man and 
imitator (mimetei) and has been deceived (exepatethe) by him into the belief that he is 
all-wise, because of his own inability to put to the proof and distinguish (<exetasai) 
knowledge, ignorance, and imitation.
(598 d, trans. Shorey)53

Provocation aside, deception (apate) is one of Plato’s main concerns. Philostratus approaches the 

problem of deception in the description of the painting of Narcissus, the extreme paradigm for the 

victims of mimesis who cannot distinguish between the original and the copy. This ekphrasis is 

divided into two parts: the description of the natural setting where the scene takes place and the 

description of the young boy. In the first part, Philostratus lingers over a particular detail, namely a 

bee:

T ip c b o a  5 e t )  y p a c | ) T j  x p v  a X r ] 0 E i a v  K a i  S p o a o u  x i  Aei'(3ei cctto tcov a v 0 s c o v ,  o T\ s  Kai 
MeA i t t o  E(j>i£avEi t i s , ouk  o l5 a  e’iV  £^anq T T ]0s7oa  utto tt\s  y p a ^ f i s ,  e’ite  q p a s  

E ^ r i T T a x f i a O a i  x p f i  £ w a i  a u x q v .  a A X ’ eo tco .

The painting has such regard for realism that it even shows drops of dew dripping 
from the flowers and a bee settling on the flowers -whether a real bee has been 
deceived by the painting or whether we are to be deceived (exapatetheisa) into 
thinking that the bee is real, I do not know. But let that pass.
(1,23,2)

53 On these passages and on Plato’s provocative tone see Halliwell 2002, 133 ff.
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As Narcissus is the symbol of self-reflection, the riddle of the bee is the place where the story of 

Narcissus reflects itself. The readers are presented with a problem that mirrors Narcissus’ own 

problem, since in Philostratus’ hesitation we read the questions that Narcissus should be asking 

himself: is this real, or is it an image? If the bee is real, then it is the bee that has been deceived by 

the flowers’ likeness to truth. If the bee is painted, then it is we who have been deceived by the 

bee’s likeness to truth. Still, even if the former is the case, the existence of a doubt implies that our 

deception has somehow already occurred: we might find out that the bee is real, but the idea that it 

was painted has crossed our minds anyway. The risk of not being able to tell the difference and 

getting lost like Narcissus is plain to see. However, what distinguishes us from Narcissus is that, 

even though we might not be able to tell the difference, at least we ask ourselves the question, and 

we owe this to the fact that we have in Philostratus a wise guide to the interpretation of the 

paintings. Nevertheless, his answer to the question, if ever an answer there is, is far from being 

final. As a matter of fact, it is the non-answer par excellence: I do not know ( o u k  oi5a). But there is 

more: let it be (aXX’ e o t c o ) .  It does not matter whether the bee is real or not, because what triggers 

the possibility of a deception is the adherence of painting to truth ( T i p c o a a  5 e  t) y p a ^ q  ttiv 

aXr)0Eiav), and this is something to be praised, not condemned.54 Philostratus does not deny that 

painting can bring deception, he simply denies that deception is that much of a problem.55

In the Imagines, it appears, we do not find any groundbreaking theory of painting. What we 

find is an extreme exploitation of the concept of mimesis, with the consequent investigation of its 

principles and refinement of some of its rules. More specifically, we have seen how Philostratus 

establishes a connection with Plato, engaging in an almost word-by-word reversal of the theory of 

art, or, to be more precise, the criticism of art, expressed by the philosopher. In view of this it would 

seem that Philostratus’ strategy for praising painting does not consist of just a direct encomium but 

takes on at times the appearance of a defence of the art. Indeed he chooses not to begin his work by 

enumerating painting’s qualities and merits, but by defending it from its detractors, from those who 

do not appreciate it ( o c m s  p f ] a a T T a ^ E T a t  T q v  £coypa<}>iav, c x S ik e T  t t ) v  aXq0Eiav), and as any 

defence presupposes an accusation it is plausible to think that one of these opponents was Plato, 

who made of the incompatibility of imitative arts and truth the main crux of his argument against 

painting.

There may be several reasons behind Philostratus’ operation of linking the Imagines with

54 On this passage see Thein 2002, 140.
55 Philostratus the Younger will follow his lead: t iS e T c x  S e  Kai t]  e v  o u t g o  aTTaxr) Kai o u S e v  o v e i S o s  (J)Epouaa, t o  y a p  
t o T s  o u k  ouaiv cos ouai TrpoaEcrravai Kai aysaO ai u t t ’ o u t g o v ,  cos elvai v o ( j i £ e i v ,  a<j>’ ou (3Xa(3os o u S e v ,  t t c o s  o u  

vpuxaycoyrioai ixavov Kai a m a s  s k t o s ;  ‘and the deception (apate) inherent in his (the painter’s) work is pleasurable 
and involves no reproach; for to confront objects which do not exist as though they existed and to be influenced by 
them, to believe that they do exist, is not this, since no harm can come o f  it, a suitable and irreproachable means o f  
providing entertainment?’ (Imagines, proem. 4).
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the Republic. On the one hand, typically for his time, Philostratus perfectly falls into the category of 

intellectuals who wanted to evoke the past they admired by engaging in literary dialogues with the 

glories of Greek culture. On the other hand, one can consider the fact that this first attempt to 

reproduce an entire museum of paintings is meant to bring the readers to a deep reflection on art, 

literature, their relation, and the connection of both of them with reality. In his attempt to explain 

the nature of painting through some sort of metaphysical insight, in order to exalt and ennoble it as 

a means of knowledge, Philostratus may have chosen the Republic as the most suitable source of an 

enriching philosophical background, and Plato as a hidden interlocutor. Of course, neither case 

excludes the other. All these reasons could, and should, coexist, and any univocal reading would in 

all likelihood be a limitation. However, Philostratus’ apologetical attitude in the prologue, and the 

precise answers that he gives to specific problems set by Plato, seem to suggest a particular nuance 

in the rhetor’s strategy. Plato’s condemnation, just like the perfect state that he conceives in the 

Republic, was purely theoretical, inapplicable to the real world, and existing only in the abstract and 

speculative space of a dialogue.56 Yet, a condemnation it was, and a famous one, to the point of 

being, though unfulfilled, indissolubly attached to painting. In writing about painting no praise 

would be more effective than confuting painting’s most eminent detractor. Philostratus decided to 

glorify painting by taking it out of Plato’s cave and placing it where the truth lies, in the sunlight. 

As a result, the first skill attibuted to painting in the prologue of the Imagines is that it shows the 

shadow (axidv t s  yap  c x T T O c f j a i V E i . . . ,  prooem. 2), a prerogative of light only.57

Philostratus’ Vita Apollonii

A similar view of art based on mimesis can be found in another work by Philostratus, the Vita 

Apollonii ( VA from now on).58 The protagonists of this unique and complex work experience 

several encounters with art, much like the protagonists of the Greek novels, of which VA, in very 

general terms, can be considered a philosophising parallel. During their journey to India, 

Apollonius and Damis reach Taxila, where the king has his palace. Newly arrived in the city, the

56 Unsurprisingly, such an opinion preceded Philostratus, as can be read in Lucian's ironic account o f the Elysian Fields 
in Verae historiae: ‘TTAcctcov 5 e p o v o ?  o u  T T aprjv , aAA’ s ^ e y e r o  K a i a u T O s  e v  tt) a v a T r X a a S e i a r ]  utt’ o u t o u  ttoAei 

o ’ikeTv x P “ Me v o s  t t ] TToX iTEia K a i t o T?  v o p o i s  o l s  a u v s y p a ^ E V ,  ‘Plato alone was not there: it was said that he was
living in his imaginary city under the constitution and the laws that he himself wrote’ (2.17, trans. Harmon).
57 What is left to the reader to infer is that, if  painting is truth, then those who have access to it are those who were able
to come out o f the cave as well, that is the painter and, indirectly, the rhetor.
58 Notoriously, it is questionable whether the Philostratus who wrote the first Imagines is the same Philostratus who 
wrote the VA. What is said by Suda on the Philostrati does not coincide with the evidence that we have, generating 
changeable attributions. Without entering the vexata quaestio, let us point, for an overview o f the problem, to Appendix 
1 in Anderson 1986. Whereas Anderson suspends his final judgement, the most recent collection o f works on 
Philostratus (Bowie and Eisner 2009) opts for the inclusion o f the Imagines in the same corpus as VA and VS. See 
Eisner 2009 and Bowie 2009 in their volume. On art in the VA see Platt 2009, Abbondanza 2001.
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two, waiting to be received by the king, spend some time in the temple, where they can admire the 

bronze panels on the walls, representing the deeds of Alexander and Porus. Unlike the heroes of the 

novels, who rarely engage with the works of art they come across, Apollonius takes this opportunity 

to discuss with Damis not only the panels in front of him, but art in general, and especially painting:

“co Accmi” s^rj o  ’ A t t o A X c o v i o s ,  “ e o x i  t i  ypacjnxr];” “ e i  y e ” e I t t e  “x a j a X f|0 E ia .” 
“ TTpaTTEi 5 e  t i  q t e x v t i  a u x q ;” “ x a  x p c d p a x a ” E<t>r) “^ u y x E p a v v u a iv , oT roaa e o t i ,  
x a  x u a v a  xoT s P a x p a x E io is  x a j x a  A e u x c x  x o T s  pEAacn x a j  x a  TTupaa x o i s  
c d x p o ? s .” “xau x'i 5 s ” f j  5 ’ o s  “ u t t e p  x i v o s  p iyvu cn v; o u  y a p  u t t e p  p o v o u  x o u  

a v 0 o u s ,  coaTTEp a i  x q p iv a i .” “ u t t e p  (JipqaEcos” “Kai t ° u  Ku v a  T£ E ^ E ixaaai 
xa'i ' i t t t t o v  x a j  av0pcoTTOV x a j v a u v  x a j  OTToaa o p a  o  rjAios* ( . . . ) “5 ix x i]  a p a  rj 
m(jrjxiKr), co A a p i ,  xa'i xrjv y sv  f |y c o p s0 a  o 'la v  xf] x £lp'1 ocTTopiiJETaOai xa'i xcp  vcp, 
yp a^ iK rjv  5 e  E lva i x a u x r jv , x t ] v  5 ’ a u  povcp  xcp vcp EiK a^siv.” “ou  5 ix x r )v ,” E<t>r) o  

A a p i s  “ aA A a xi^v mev XEXscoxspav T]yETa0ai TTpoar)KEi y p a ^ ix p v  y s  o u o a v ,  r\ 
5 u v a x a i  xa'i xcp vcp xa'i xr) x £,Pl E££,K®a a , > x f |v  6 e  s x s p a v  e x e i v t i s  p o p io v , e t t e i S t i  
^uvirjai mev Kai pi|JETxai xcp vcp xa'i pr) ypa<J)ixos x i s  cov, x f| x £ 1P 1 ^£ o^k £S 
t o  ypa<|)£ iv  a u x a  x p ^ a a i x o .”

“Damis,” he said, “is there such a thing as painting?” “Yes,” said Damis,“if there is 
such a thing as truth.” “What does this art do?” “It blends all the colors there are,” said 
Damis, “blue with green, white with black, red with yellow.” “What does it blend 
them for?” asked Apollonius, “since it is not simply for superficial color, like made-up 
women.” “For imitation,” Damis replied, “in order to reproduce dogs, horses, humans, 
ships, everything under the sun.” (...) “Well then, imitation is of two kinds, Damis. 
Let us hold that one kind is imitation of both the hand and the mind, and this is 
painting, and the other is imagination of the mind alone.” “It is not of two kinds,” said 
Damis. “The one kind we should consider more perfect, since it is painting, which can 
depict both with the mind and the hand, whereas the other is a part of the first, since 
one can comprehend and copy things in the mind without being a painter, but he 
cannot use his hand to represent them.”
(VA 2,22, trans. Jones)

Asked whether such a thing as painting exists, Damis replies adflrmatively that painting exists just 

like truth exists (“laxi xi ypa<|)ixr);” “ e i  y£” e i t t e  “xa'i aXr]0Eia.”), recalling the very beginning of 

the Imagines. Through a series of questions aimed at clarifying what painting is, Apollonius leads 

Damis to a definition of painting that follows a purely mimetic principle (“pinqais ouv f] ypa<(>ixr], 

co Aapi;” “xi 5 e aAAo;”): the objective of mixing colours is to imitate things, to reproduce, for 

instance, the likeness of animals, men, objects. That Damis’ definition is lacking is shown by 

Apollonius with a series of observations that bring his disciple to an aporia. If painting were just 

mimesis, then we should assume that the fact that we see figures in the clouds (eg. animals), being 

itself imitation, is due to a god-painter (£coypd<t)os ouv o 0 e o s )  who entertains himself painting 

these pictures. Embarassed by his own reasoning, Damis is then led to agree with Apollonius that,
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rather, the clouds take those shapes by chance, and that it is the innate sense of imitation within us 

that identifies familiar figures in those shapes (qpas 5s (jjuasi t o  (ji(jr)TiKOV Exovxas 

avappuSpi^eiv x e  auxa Ka'i t t o i e T v ) .  The conclusion is that there are two kinds of mimesis, one 

that imitates with the hand and the mind (painting), and one that imitates with the mind alone.59 

This second mimesis is, according to Damis, a part of the first one, inferior to it.

Apollonius will add a few more points to the discussion. First of all that we possess mimesis 

within us by nature, but painting is an acquired technique (nipqTiKqv i j e v  e k  ((j u o e c o s  t o 7 s  

a v 0 p c o T T O i s  t i k e i v ,  T q v  y p a ( |> iK r ) v  Se e k  t e x v t ] s ,  ‘the mimetic faculty comes to men from nature, 

but the ability to paint from art’), and secondly that the imitation within us is necessary to 

appreciate painting, because we cannot admire any given picture without having in mind an idea of 

the object painted to compare it with (s’lTroip’ av K a i  to u s  opcovxas xa xfjs ypa^iKrjs £pYa 

p i p r ] T i K ? ) s  SsTaSar ou y a p  av e t t o i v e o e i e  x i s  t o v  ysypaiJMEVov ' i t t t t o v  t] xaupov p q  t o  £ c o o v  

E V 0 u p q 0 E i s ,  co E i K a a T a i ,  ‘I would say that those who look at the products of painting need the 

mimetic faculty; for no one could admire a painted horse or bull unless they had formed an idea of 

the animal to use as term of comparison’). The mimesis of the mind alone, the one that we possess 

by nature, belongs to everyone and not only to painters. It provides us with a model idea of objects 

that enables us to recognise them when we see them painted. What Philostratus is doing here is 

testing the mimetic theory of art and redefining the role of mimesis in painting. Painting requires, 

both in the artist and in the viewer, mental processes that would be highly limited by adhering to the 

simple definition that ‘painting copies things’. For this reason Philostratus highlights the 

deficiencies of the old view that painting is mimesis and shows that imitation is not the beginning 

and the end of everything that can be said about painting. Philostratus highlights that mimesis has a 

role inasmuch as it is a mechanism that belongs to our mind by nature. Thus, its function does not 

correspond to the concept of likeness of the copy to the model, but to the mind’s ability to recognise 

similarities. In a way, in discussing a theory of painting Philostratus has moved the attention from 

the canvas to the mind.

In Book Six Apollonius and Damis are in Ethiopia, where Apollonius is repeatedly engaged 

in a dialogue with the gymnosophist Thespesion. Apollonius is particularly displeased with the 

zoomorphic representation of the gods in that country, especially if compared to the decency and 

solemnity of the Greek representations of the gods. Thespesion rightly presumes that Apollonius is 

talking about the famous statues of Zeus in Olympia, of Athena, the Cnidian Aphrodite, and the 

Argive Hera. The aim of the gymnosophist is to show the absurdity of Apollonius’ opinion by

59 Abbondanza 2001, 114, draws an equivalence between the second, mental mimesis and what later will be called by 
Philostratus phantasia, but the two, as we will see, are not exactly one and the same thing.
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pointing out provokingly that the Greek artists like Phidias and Praxiteles must have gone up to the 

sky to see the gods in order to make a copy of them:

“oi Q s iS ia i  5 s ” eI tte “xa'i 01 TTpa^ixEAsis pcbv c x v e A S o v t e s  e s  o u p a v o v  xa'i 
aTTopa^aiJEVoi x a  xcbv 0 ec2>v  si'Sq x e x v f j v  a u x a  e t t o i o u v x o , q EXEpov x i q v , o 
E(j>iaxq auxous xcp TrAaxxEiv;” “EXEpov” £<})q “xa'i p s o x o v  yE ao<t>ias T T p ayp a .” 
“ t to T o v ;”  eI t t e v  “ o u  y a p  a v  x i TTapa x q v  p ip q a iv  e ’i' t t o i s . ”  “( |> a v x a a ia ” E<(>q 
“ x a u x a  E ip y a a a x o  aobcoxEpa pipqaEcos 'S q p io u p y o s *  p sv  y a p
S q p io u p y q a E i, o  e! 5 e v , ^ a v x a o i a  5 e xa'i o  p r j  eI S e v , UTTO0qoExai y a p  a u x o  Trpos 
x q v  a v a< j)op av  x o u  ovxos, x a i Mipqcnv p sv  TToXXaxis Exxpousi ex ttA ti^ is, 
( t )a v x a a ia v  5 e o u 5 e v , Y ^P  avEXTTArixxos rrp os o  a u x ^  u t t e 0 e x o . ”

“Your Phidias,” said Thespesion, “your Praxiteles, they did not go up to heaven and 
make a cast of the gods’ forms before turning them into art, did they? Was it not 
something else that set them to work as sculptors?” “It was,” said Apollonius, “and 
something supremely philosophical.” “What is that?” asked Thespesion; “for you 
cannot mean anything but Imitation.” “Imagination created these objects,” replied 
Apollonius, “a more skilful artist than Imitation. Imitation will create what it sees, but 
Imagination will also create what it does not see, conceiving it with reference to the 
real. Shock often frustrates Imitation, but nothing will frustrate Imagination, as it goes 
imperturbably towards what it has conceived.”
(6,19, trans. Jones)

A literal interpretation of art as an imitative technique, which is the theory Thespesion is counting 

on Apollonius to hold (and, in fact, the point reached by the previous discussion in 2,22), would 

automatically lead to the untenability of the superiority of Greek representations. Which is why 

Apollonius replies by advancing another theory of art, one that reverses the terms of the previous 

discussion: “Phantasia created these objects, a wiser creator than mimesis. Mimesis will create 

what it has seen, but phantasia will also create what it has not seen, hypothesizing it with reference 

to the real.”60 Phantasia is wiser than mimesis (oo(J>coxEpa (JipqaEcos) because it does not require a 

visual sensation in order to produce a representation.61 It operates on its own ao<|>ia, which covers 

not only all that is visible, but also the invisible. Since art is a product of phantasia rather than one 

of mimesis, the imaginative and creative power of the mind substitutes the copying skills of the 

eyes and the hand (o'lav xr) XElPl a7TO(Ji|JE7a0ai xa'i xbp vco, 2,22), enabling it to escape its 

dependence on a model (mainly nature), and, ultimately, the value of craft that had been attached to 

it since antiquity.62

60 Jones’ translation o f ‘eT5ev’ with ‘knows’ is evidently wrong.
61 Further discussion on this in Pugliara 2004, 14 and Manieri 1998, 65 ff.
62 See Pollitt 1974, 53: ‘The contrast o f  phantasia (...) with mimesis emphasizes the radical departure that this theory 
makes from Classical Greek thought. Mimesis is clearly used here to sum up the Classical philosophers’ view o f  techne, 
in which all artists are craftsmen and the visual arts are crafts that copy external nature.’
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It is no surprise that a discussion that starts with the inadequacy of mimesis and ends with 

the formulation of a new artistic theory should be triggered by the issue of divine representations, 

which constituted the major obstacle on which the theory of art as pure imitation stumbled. Dio 

Chrysostom, as we have seen, bypassed the problem by saying that what statues imitate is not 

divine models directly witnessed but their descriptions in poetry (12,59 ff). Philostratus proceeds 

from the same question but gives an altogether different answer, as if an argument such as Dio’s 

was no longer exhaustive. First of all, keeping his focus on the mind instead of on the work of art 

itself, he attributes to it the ability to produce images. Secondly, he indicates this ability as the 

origin of every work of art. It is evident that by doing this he has provided a formula that can 

account for the representations not only of things seen, but also of things unseen (like the gods: as 

the artist imagines the divinity, so he represents it), and, in short, of every one of the infinite images 

that the mind can conceive. This, according to Philostratus, makes phantasia an all-comprehensive 

theory of art that overcomes the limitations of mimesis.63

These passages in the VA have been held as the indicators of a switch in ancient artistic 

theory from imitation to creative imagination, but it is probably wise to resist the impulse to draw a 

firm line between mimesis and phantasia, as if the latter completely substituted and obscured the 

former.64 It is true that the fact that the mimesis theory is held by the disciple, Damis, whereas the 

phantasia theory is formulated by the master, Apollonius, might put the second one on a more

63 On the collocation o f VA 6,19 between mimesis and phantasia see Schweitzer 1934 and Halliwell 2002, 302 ff. For 
the development o f ancient art criticism see Pollitt 1974. We have here, in an artistic context, encountered phantasia for 
the first time, but it is important to know that before its application in art theory the word was philosophical by birth 
and, later, rhetorical by trade. Phantasia is relevant to our discussion for a number o f reasons: it appears in connection 
to painting in a work, the VA, which has much in common with novels, and which is probably by the same author who 
wrote the most famous collection o f ekphraseis o f paintings; it will reappear in the work o f  the Younger Philostratus, 
which is again about ekphraseis o f  paintings; as we will shortly see, it belonged, before these authors, to rhetorical 
theory, connected to the orator’s ability to visualise things in his mind and reproduce them in words, in the form of 
description; finally, and most importantly, it will reappear in Heliodorus, who probably knew Philostratus the Elder (see 
infra p. 252, and Morgan 2009), in a slightly different connotation but connected to a painting which is crucial to the 
novel’s heroine. It is only in order to connect and understand these instances that phantasia will become part o f the 
discussion o f this chapter and o f the next one. Phantasia is otherwise, much like mimesis, an exceptionally charged 
word, whose sense is enlightened only by a diachronic view o f  its development. Useful for this are Rispoli 1985, 
Watson 1988, Manieri 1998, and recently Sheppard 2014. No direct philosophical discussion o f phantasia will be 
attempted here, but passages from philosophical texts will be used when functional to the analysis o f passages from 
rhetorical theory in this chapter, and from Heliodorus in the next one. Phantasia will therefore be looked at from the 
narrow perspective o f these texts, because o f the special relationship that these texts, ekphrasis o f paintings and Greek
novels, enjoyed.
64 On this see Halliwell 2002, 308-10, who sees this passage as ‘the endlessly repeated textbook example of a supposed 
reaction against mimeticism in the name o f imaginative creativity’, observing the fact that it is one o f only two ancient 
passages to make such claim (308). Still, Philostratus’ use o f  phantasia here needs to be taken into consideration if  one 
is paying attention not to the history o f aesthetics but to ekphrasis o f  paintings and Greek novels, for it probably came 
from the same hand that wrote the Imagines, which would make its influence on the Younger Philostratus, who uses the 
same word in his Imagines, more than likely. Earlier examples o f  ekphrasis o f paintings (e.g. Achilles Tatius, Lucian, 
Longus) influenced the Elder Philostratus in composing the Imagines, as certainly did the extended narratives of  
journeys and adventures in the composition o f the VA. Thus, it is reasonable to choose him as a reference point for 
Heliodorus, a later novelist who probably knew his work and used phantasia in connection to a painting.
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authoritative footing, but thinking that Philostratus abandons mimesis for phantasia would be an 

oversimplification that can be easily refuted. In fact, if mimesis is the representation of something 

that exists in reality, phantasia allows the representation of something that exists only in the mind, 

but the main principle, that behind the lines drawn by the hand there is an image (be it real or 

imagined) that is being represented, does not seem to change. What has changed is the notion that 

the image present in the mind ( \ J T T O 0 f ] a £ x a i  y a p  a u x o  T T p o < :  x q v  a v a f o o p a v  x o u  o v x o c .  6,19) is 

just as real as the image present in reality, and consequently that both kinds of representations hold 

an equally justified truth and can, in that respect, stand on the same ground. One can see then in the 

stress on painting and truth in the Imagines, regardless of whether it was written by the same 

Philostratus who wrote the VA, a preparatory and necessary stage for the development of this 

theory. Thus it is true that by ascribing painting to phantasia Philostratus is making a new 

connection in the world of art theory, but the two visions, the old and the new, should not be seen as 

opposite and mutually exclusive. The Classical view was not to be done away with; it needed to be 

integrated in order to answer the more complex questions that had been putting it in a tight comer, 

such as what were the mechanisms behind the representations of the gods, and this is exactly what 

happens in the VA. Focalised through Damis and Apollonius, the two ideas complement each other 

in the search for a more thorough explanation of painting.

Moreover, the phantasia theory was not as unprecedented as it is sometimes thought. Far 

from depriving it of its modem and perhaps even revolutionary aspect, we need to observe that the 

idea of phantasia as connected to painting did not occur to Philostratus out of thin air, but as the 

result of older lines of thought. The notion that the mind naturally produces images, and that this 

ability is called phantasia, was not developed by Philostratus. Already Aristotle had studied it in De 

anima, where he recognised that no act of thinking can take place without some level of creation of 

mental images (431a). It would appear that, as it undoubtedly involves a mental activity, painting 

too could be part of the processes of phantasia. But Aristotle was concerning himself with the 

nature of the mind, not the nature of painting, about which he is silent. What is interesting though is 

that the creation of mental images is explained through a comparison with painting, as if art were 

the most obvious example for it:

K a r a  5s x q v  ( J ) a v x a a i a v  c b a a u x c o s  sxopsv c b a T T S p  a v  o i  0 e c o | j e v o i  e v  y p a < j ) f j  x a
S s iv a  rj 0 a p p a X E a .

In imagination we are like spectators looking at something dreadful or encouraging in
a picture.
{De anima 427b, trans. Hett)
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The images of the mind and the images of figurative art share a common nature, and Aristotle’s 

plan to clarify an abstract concept with one that is available to everybody’s knowledge is plain to 

see. However, the consequence for us is that although Philostratus was perhaps the first one to 

ascribe painting to phantasia, phantasia, on the other hand, had been described through painting 

since its first systematic study. And in an apparently out-of-context passage of Quintilian’s 

Institutio oratoria, where we are provided all of a sudden with a brief summary of the history of 

painting, the author attributes to the painter Theon of Samos the excellence in conceiving mental 

images (concipiendis visionibus quas (pavraoias vocant Theon Samius... est praesentissimus, 

‘Theon of Samos excelled in the vivid imaginative concepts called phantasiai\ 12,10,6, trans. 

Russell), which we can read as a signal that phantasia was already part of the vocabulary of art.

It was therefore a metaphorical association based on their common nature that brought 

phantasia and painting together at a time when the latter was still considered mainly as an imitative 

craft. Before Philostratus phantasia had not been included in the formulation of a theory of art, but 

their connection in other contexts had been established for long enough that when the time was ripe 

for a more in-depth study of art most of the elements needed for reflection were already in place. As 

transpires from the examples of Aristotle and Quintilian given above, and as we shall examine 

further, these contexts were primarily philosophy and rhetoric.

The Younger Philostratus’ Imagines

Similarly to the genre of ekphrasis of paintings, the phantasia theory did not count many epigones. 

Not that other doctrines arose. Simply, the few authors that practiced ekphrasis of works of art for 

its own sake (e.g. Callistratus and the school of Gaza) felt no need to express the principles on 

which they based their works. An important exception is Philostratus the Younger, who inherited, 

continued, and was the last to represent his family’s tradition of dabbling in rhetoric and art.

In his Imagines Philostratus the Younger seems to attach to the outline of the Elder’s 

Imagines the theory found in the VA. In the prooemion of the Imagines, he states that he is 

following the lines of his grandfather’s work, as he too intends to write a book entirely based on 

ekphraseis of works of art.65 As the Elder did in the prologue of his work, the Younger chose the 

beginning as the place to express his theory of art, and, just like him and others, he too considers at 

one point, towards the end of the prologue, the relationship between painting and poetry:

65 On the prologue see Pugliara 2004.
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I k o t t o u v t i  S e  K a i  ^ u y y e v e i a v  x i v a  T r p b s  TTOir)XiKr)V e 'x e i v  r\ x e x v t ]  s u p i a K s x a i  K a i  

K o iv r i  x i s  ap<t>o7v E l v a i  < t > a v x a a i a .  Q e c o v  y a p  T r a p o u a i a v  o\ T T O ip x a j  e s  x r ] v  

E a u x c b v  GKr]vr)v E a a y o v x a i  K a i  T T a v x a ,  b a a  o y K o u  K a i  O E p v o x r i x o s  K a i  

v j n j x a y c o y i a s  IxETCCl> ypoc({)iKri x e  o p o i c o s ,  a  A s y s i v  o i  TTOir]xa'i  e ' x o u o i ,  x a u x ’ e v  
x c p  y p a p n a x i  a T i p a i v o u a a .

If one reflects upon the matter, one finds that the art of painting has a certain kinship 
with poetry, and that an element of imagination {phantasia) is common to both. For 
instance, the poets introduce the gods upon their stage as actually present, and with 
them all the accessories that make for dignity and grandeur and power to charm the 
mind; and so in like manner does the art of painting, indicating in the lines of the 
figures what the poets are able to describe in words.
(prooem. 6)

Painting and poetry represent the same things, but according to the Younger they do so due not to 

their imitative faculty (mimesis is absent from the prologue as well as from the rest of the book), 

but to the ability that they both possess to create images, phantasia (K O ivr) x i s  ap<t>o7v s lv a i  

< j> avxaa(a). By this we have to understand the meaning described in the VA, that is the ability of 

the mind to create images that the eyes are not seeing.

The effects of the phantasia theory are all the more evident in that in the comparison 

between painting and poetry phantasia takes the place that had previously belonged to mimesis. If 

we consider what had been said some two centuries before by Plutarch on the same subject, the 

difference is clear.66 To Plutarch poetry and painting are alike in virtue of their imitative nature. 

They share the same subjects and differ only in the way in which they represent them.67 To 

Philostratus poetry and painting are joined not at the level of their product, where they imitate the 

same reality in different ways, but at the level of their creation, where they are identical because the 

visualisation that takes place in the mind of the artist, be he painter or poet, is the same for both.68

The theoretical programme of the Imagines summarises the contributions that had been 

made to the theme in the course of over one century. First of all we have the confirmation that 

ekphrasis o f paintings had become the place where the potential of ut pictura poesis could be 

expressed at its best, an idea that started with Longus and was strengthened by the Elder 

Philostratus in the Imagines. Secondly, the phantasia theory found in the VA is used by the Younger 

Philostratus to illustrate the affinity of poetry and painting, something which had been left 

unanswered by Longus and explained with mimesis in Plutarch and in the Elder Philostratus’ 

Imagines. Given the development of these ideas, it is worth speculating a little bit more on the 

suspension of judgement that we previously attributed to Longus concerning these matters.

66 Cf. above Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat 17f.
67 Cf. above De gloria Atheniensium 346f.
68 Pugliara 2004, 13.
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We have seen how Longus makes the connection between painting and writing one of the 

main mechanisms of Daphnis and Chloe. This connection, however, is only sketched in the 

prologue and is not given much explanation. We could supply this information by inferring it from 

the treatment of other forms of art in the same novel, or by comparison with other uses of the theme 

of ut pictura poesis up to Longus’ time, and the answer would beyond doubt be mimesis. The 

vocabulary of mimesis, however, which is otherwise extensively exploited in the novel in 

connection with everything related to art, is strangely absent when it comes to the painting and the 

operation of turning it into a book. We have interpreted Longus’ silence as a signal of uncertainty 

towards the nature of painting, at a time when the Classical view of art as mimesis had already 

started to be questioned but before the phantasia theory was found as the answer. Could, however, 

there be traces of it already in Longus? Did Longus understand painting, and its comparison with 

poetry, as two related expressions of phantasia?

According to the chronology that is generally followed, Longus wrote before the 

formulation of artistic phantasia that we find in the VA, but one cannot safely put chronological 

tags to ancient theories, especially when the dating of authors is not certain. Moreover, before being 

applied to art, phantasia was a concept that had belonged to philosophy and then rhetoric since 

Classical times, and it is certain that its means were accessible to Longus. In imperial times 

phantasia had become especially popular among the Stoics, who developed it into a general theory 

of knowledge.69 In Stoic terms phantasia is the standard according to which the truth of things is 

known, thus it constitutes the first step of the knowing process.70 What is absorbed by the subject 

from phantasia (presentation) is then elaborated by thought, which is capable of XaXia (5iavoia 

EKXaXqTiKT]), and then reproduced in speech (Xoyos). This theory would mark the passage of 

phantasia from something which is outside the mind and that the mind receives (the presentation), 

to a faculty which belongs to the mind, close to the idea of creative imagination. Interestingly, as 

noticed by Manieri, the sequence of moments of the evolution of phantasia resembles the creative 

process behind a work of art (or literature): from an external reality to the artists’ subjective
71perception of it, and finally to their modelling of it into a work of art (or literature). With this in 

mind it is easy to see why there is an argument that what Longus is doing with the painting is an 

exemplification of the Stoic theory of phantasia . 7 2  In this view the painting found by the narrator in

69 See Watson 1988, 44 ff., Manieri 1998, 43 ff.
70 ^ ~ * « ' ■> \Cf. Diogenes Laertius, Vitae philosophorum 7,49: TTporiyeiTcxi y a p  r| < j> a v T a a ia , e ’i 0  r| S i a v o i a  EKAaAiyriKij
u T T a p x o u a a ,  o  t t o c o x e i  u t t o  t t | s  4>avTacnas, t o u t o  e k ( J > e p e i  Aoyco, ‘For presentation comes first; then thought,
which is capable o f expressing itself, puts into the form of a proposition that which the subject receives from a
presentation’ (trans. Hicks).
71 Manieri 1998, 25.
72 See Imbert 1980.
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the grove of the Nymphs is the presentation, the narrator’s appreciation and the desire that seizes 

him represents the mind’s elaboration and assent, and finally the composition of the book 

corresponds to the extemalisation of the phantasia through logos.73

Since all the criteria seem to have been met, one can see the reason why what Longus does 

might look like the representation of the process of Stoic phantasia. Nevertheless, we should keep 

in mind that saying that Stoic phantasia describes Longus’ work and that Longus applies Stoic 

phantasia in his work are two rather different statements, of which only the first one can be 

affirmed with a certain degree of safety. In the end, in Stoic logic phantasia explains the cognitive 

process of the mind, and this can well include the peculiar composition of Daphnis and Chloe, but 

not just it. In the words of the anonymous author of De sublimitate, phantasia is any idea capable of 

generating speech (K aXeTxai p e v  y a p  k o i v c o s  < f > a v T a a i a  t t c c v  t o  o t t c o o o u v  s w o p p a  yEvvrjTiKov 

A o y o u  T r a p i O T a p e v o v ,  ‘phantasia is applied in general to an idea which enters the mind from any 

source and engenders speech’, 15,1, trans. Fyfe-Russell), and this is big enough an umbrella to 

cover the genesis of any work of literature of any time. Apart from this, and from the fact that 

Longus cannot be said to be someone who manifests particular interest in Stoic doctrine in the 

course of his novel, Daphnis and Chloe is entirely void of the vocabulary of phantasia.74 Unlike 

mimesis, which is everywhere but in the prologue, and is clearly the object of the author’s attention, 

phantasia is altogether absent, thus not providing us with even one clue that Longus was concerned 

with it.

At all events, an author, and especially an author of fiction, is not supposed to open the 

curtains on the mechanisms behind his narration, which makes the lack of explicit vocabulary of 

phantasia no real evidence that Longus did not apply phantasia at all. Having said this, a form of 

phantasia such as the one that we find in the VA, which advances an artistic principle of creative 

imagination, would indeed account for Longus’ dvx iypa^ai t t } ypa<j>rj. The painting and the 

novel then would not be the product of an act of pure imitation, which, as seen before, is 

insufficient in fully explaining their origin, but the result of the phantasia that belongs to both the 

painter and the writer and allows them to represent even what they cannot see. Longus’ phantasia 

should not be sought in Stoic philosophy, but rather in the environment closer to Longus and to 

those who practised ekphrasis and formulated the theory of artistic phantasia, that is, rhetoric.

73 It has also been argued that what Petronius is doing in the Satyrica with Encolpius and Eumolpus in the gallery plays
with the same Stoic notion. See Eisner 1993.
74

Contra Imbert see Hunter 1983, 113, n. 90, and Morgan 1997, 2238. Lucian’s De domo, as we have seen, displays 
principles very close to Longus’ (e.g. the stress in paragraph 4 on external stimuli o f beauty, internal reaction, and 
desire to repropose the experience o f vision), and, just like Longus, does not mention phantasia.
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4.5. Rhetorical phantasia

Given the environment in which they were generated, these ideas must be coupled with the concept 

of rhetorical phantasia, which we are to understand in the broadest sense as the imaginative 

faculties of an orator. These include the ability to produce images in the mind, to visualise them and 

then to describe them in speech. However, since it is clear that these activities pertain to the human 

mind as a whole long before they find an application in oratory, it is useful to start from some 

general remarks before taking into consideration the treatment of phantasia provided by rhetorical 

theory.

It does not require deep knowledge of psychology to realise that the notion of mental images 

cannot be restricted to a single field, be it art or oratory, but is on the whole a part of the answer to 

the much more general question: ‘how do we think?’. For thinking involves for a great part seeing 

in the mind, and when seeing is involved then images are too. Indeed Aristotle deals with phantasia 

when talking about how the mind works, and reaches the conclusion that intellect uses mental 

images as a substitute for sensations, thus there is no thinking without the involvement of mental 

images:

Trj Se S i a v o q x i K r j  vjnjxq tc x  4 > a v x d a p a x a  olov a i a 0 q p a x a  uTTapxei. o x a v  6 e 
a y a 0 o v  q  k o k o v  d n o ^ q o q ,  (fjEuysi q  S i c o k e i . A i o  o u S e t t o t e  v o e ?  avsu
( j j a v x a a p a x o s - q  v|a j x t f

For the thinking soul images take the place of direct perceptions; and when it asserts 
or denies that they are good or bad, it avoids or pursues them. Hence the soul never 
thinks without a mental image.
{De anima 431a, trans. Hett)

Phantasia and memory

In addition to this, mental images have an important role in another crucial mechanism of the mind, 

memory. Already from the first definition of phantasia Aristotle uses the mnemonic process as an 

example of an instance when mental images are used:

t o u t o  p s v  y a p  t o  T T a 0 o s  £<J>’ q p i v  e o t i v , o x a v  (3 o u A c d p E 0 a  ( u p o  o p p a x c o v  y a p  

e o t i  T T O iq a a a 0 a i ,  c o o u s p  oi ev  t o Ts  p v q p o v i K O i s  t i 0 e p e v o i  K a i  

E lScoX oTTO lO U V TES).
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The former (imagination) is an affection which lies in our power whenever we choose 
(for it is possible to call up mental pictures, as those do who employ images in 
arranging their ideas under a mnemonic system).
{De anima 427b, trans. Hett)

It is true that we can have memories that pertain to all the other senses (memories of a voice, of the 

taste of food, and so on), but the memories of things seen have a prominent place (sight being the 

most prominent sense),75 and memory is nothing but calling up mental images that we have stored 

in our mind in the past. In his treatise on memory, Aristotle states that, just like thinking, memory 

too cannot take place without mental images,76 and concludes that memory and phantasia occupy 

regions of our mind that are akin:

T IV O S M£V OUV TCOV TT)S vjAJX^IS EOTI p u p p t ) ,  <j>CXVEp6v, O T l OUTTEp KCU T] ^ a V T a O lC T  

K a i  e o t i  MvripovEuxa K a0’ a u r a  p sv  cbv e o t i  ( J ) a v T a c n a ,  K a r a  a u p P E (3 r )K b s  5 e b a a  

pp avEU 4>avTaa(as.

It is obvious that memory belongs to that part of the soul to which imagination 
belongs; all things which are imaginable are essentially objects of memory, and those 
which necessarily involve imagination are objects of memory only incidentally.
{De memoria 450a, trans. Hett)

It is not surprising, then, that the same metaphorical language is used to describe both of them. As 

the image of a spectator viewing a painting is employed to explain the use of phantasia,77 so is 

memory likened to a picture, a mental impression of an object in accordance with the perception of 

the object, in the same way in which rings leave their seal on hot wax.78 The idea of memory as wax 

impressed by perception goes back to Plato {Theaetetus 191c ff.), but the acknowledgement of the 

affinity between this and the sphere of phantasia is Aristotle’s innovation.

Philosophy engaged with these topics while trying to explain how the human mind works, 

but other branches of knowledge can benefit from these considerations.79 Being concerned with the 

ability to deliver long speeches, rhetoric had an obvious interest in the art of memory, for even the 

most embellished and persuasive words are pointless if an orator forgets them when it is time to

75 Cf. Cicero, De oratore 2,357.
76  f \  /  V f / - .  r* 7 7t f  f  7

De memoria 450a: p Se pvpiJTi Kai p tcov vopTcov ouk avEu (JjavTccapaTos- eotiv, ‘memory, even o f the objects o f  
thought, implies a mental picture.’
77  \ \ \  /  f /  7t t f  7\ t  /  7 A   ̂ \  V

De anima 427b: KOTa 5 e ttiv (J)avTaaiav cooauTcos Exopsv c o o t t e p  av oi 0 e c o [j e v o i  e v  ypa<}>T] t o  5 e i v o  p 
0appaX£a, ‘in imagination we are like spectators looking at something dreadful or encouraging in a picture.’
78 ~ r t  \ ~  \ rt / ~ r \ / t

De memoria 450a: oiov ^coypa^ppa t i  t o  tto0os ou 4>apEV ttiv e£iv pvrmpv Eivar p y a p  yiyvopEVT] Kivpois 
EvarjpatvETai oiov tuttov Tiva tou aiaOfipaTOs, Ka0aTtEp oi a4>payi£opEvoi toT? SoktuXiois-, ‘(one must 
consider) the affection, the lasting state o f which we call memory, as a kind o f  picture; for the stimulus produced
impresses a sort o f likeness o f the percept, just as when men seal with signet rings.’
79 On the relationship between philosophy and rhetoric concerning phantasia see Dross 2004 and Webb 2009, 115-19.
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talk. If we consider the fact that oratory could often result in something very similar to a live

performance,80 then the orator was not too dissimilar from an actor who could not afford to be

forgetful of his lines, lest the entire play be a failure. Among other things, the immediate and

tangible success of a speech depended greatly on the orator’s memory, but the functions that an

orator could find in memory went beyond the mere recollection of words at the moment of the

speech, to which notes surely could contribute as well. For instance, in the case of lawsuits, it

helped in containing the information retrieved when preparing the cause, or fully understanding the
81client’s instructions, as well as keeping in mind the opponent’s speech. It is plain to see that those 

with better mnemonical skills would be in a position of advantage. However, those who were not 

blessed with great memory could always rely on rhetorical treatises that provided readers with 

studies on memory as well as techniques to train it. The major ones are Book Three o f the 

Rhetorica ad Herennium (28 ff.), Book Two of Cicero’s De oratore (350 ff.), and Book Eleven of 

Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria (2,11 ff.). When it comes to the discussion of memory Aristotle 

(with De memoria, rather than Ars rhetorica) is constantly in the background of these treatises.

The main idea is that memory is helped by a meticulous organisation of the mind. One can 

achieve that by the use of loci (loca in Quintilian) and imagines}2 With loci we are to understand 

that we should visualise our mind as divided in spaces, as a house with rooms or a colonnade with 

intercolumnar spaces, in short anything that, according to our preference, can be used as a storage 

facility.83 Imagines are the portraits of the things we wish to remember, and each image must be 

located in one space. The rhetoricians explain the location of one image in its space by using the 

metaphor of the impression on wax, though given the rhetorical context they develop it in an 

appropriate way. The spaces are like wax tablets and the images are like letters imprinted on them, 

so that memorising becomes similar to writing, and remembering to reading.84 It is advised to have 

as many loci as possible, and to arrange them following a logical criterion. Similar or connected 

memories are to be placed in adjacent loci, so that the mind that ‘goes there’ to retrieve one memory 

will easily find all the useful data connected with it.

These treatises, with one exception, do not speak directly of phantasia, though it is evident 

that the concept of phantasia is implied every time visualisation and mental images are involved. In

80 A parallel drawn by Aristotle, Ars rhetorica 1404a 12 ff.o 1
Cf. Cicero, De oratore 2,355. On this see Webb 2009, 110-14.

82 Her. 3,29; De or. 2,354; Quint. 11,2,17.
83 The idea o f creating spaces in the mind in order to facilitate recollection is already in Aristotle, De memoria 452a: 
5eT 6 e  Xa(3ea0ai apxfjs- 5io o t t o  t o t t c o v  S o k o u o i v  avapipvpoKEaOai e v i o t e ,  ‘one must secure a starting point. This
is why some people seem, in recollecting, to proceed from loci').
84 Cf. Her. 3,30: Nam loci cerae aut chartae simillimi sunt, imagines litteris, dispositio et conlocatio imaginum 
scripturae, pronuntiatio lectioni, ‘for the backgrounds are very much like wax tablets or papyrus, the images like the 
letters, the arrangement and disposition o f the images like the script, and the delivery is like the reading’ (trans. 
Caplan).
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the end what Aristotle said about memory, that it cannot, just like thinking, take place without 

mental images, and thus phantasia, remains true. If memorising is compared to building a house in 

our minds and associating images with every room, recollecting to taking a walk in that house,85 

and, one would add, speaking to describing those images, then imagination clearly plays an 

important role, since all of this depends on an activity of vision. In fact, a comparison with a Greek 

work that, unlike Aristotle’s De memoria, analyses memory from a rhetorical point of view shows 

that the Latin word imagines, used by the author of the Rhetorica ad Herennium, Cicero, and 

Quintilian, indicates the same objects indicated by the Greek (J)avTacnas.

Longinus’ Peri mnemes describes the method of spaces and images by using tottoi and 

EiScoXa.86 However, in the explanation of the theory of impression on wax we find the vocabulary 

of phantasia:

avaX appavsi KaQaTTEp SKMayeTov xa'i SiaxuTTOuxai paSicos utto tcov <J>avxaaicov 
TOpvEuopevos- te Kai ypa(j>OMEvos, Evapysaiv coaiTEp Kai koiXois y p a p p a a i Kai 
vEOxapocKTOis arjMEiois Trjs STTiaxr]pr)s.

(A soul with a balanced constitution) receives like an impress and is easily imprinted 
by mental images (phantasiai), being lathed and drawn as if with vivid and hollow 
lines and signs of knowledge newly imprinted.
(35 Patillon-Brisson, my translation)

In addition to this, memory is ultimately defined as the preservation of (|)avxaa(as: MVfiMf) yap 

eoti acoxrpia <t>avxaaicov, ‘memory is saving mental images.’ Memory is more immediately 

crucial to rhetoric, but the consideration of the mental images seen by the orator through memory 

(the imagines, imprints of previous sensations, that are placed in the loci), naturally paves the way 

for the consideration of mental images that only need phantasia in order to be seen, bypassing 

direct sensation and memory. Quintilian, in a section of his work distinct from the study on 

memory, explores the possible uses that an orator can make of the art of creating and visualising 

mental images, which this time he labels with the Greek <t)avxaaias.

oc
Quint. 11,2,20.

8 6  v ' '  t  v /  ~  / t  r \ » t  i  /  /
H 5 rj 5 e  Kai I i p c o v i 5 r | S  Kai t t X e io u s  m e t  ekeT vov  M EMOS' [ y v c o p t i s -] o 5 o u s  T T p o u S iS a ^ a v ,  e iS c o X c o v  T r a p a 6 E a iv  

Kai t o t t c o v  E ia r iy o u M E V o i T rp o ?  t o  mvtiM OVEueiv £XElv o v o p a T c o v  t e  Kai pripoiTcov, ‘already Simonides and many 
after him taught the system of memory, introducing the storing o f images and places in order to be able to remember 
names and things said’ (105 Patillon-Brisson, my translation).
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The orator’s phantasia

Quas (pavraoias Graeci vocant, nos sane visiones appellemus, per quas imagines 
rerum absentium ita repraesentantur animo, ut eas cernere oculis ac praesentes 
habere videamur. Has quisquis bene conceperit, is erit in adfectibus potentissimus.
Hunc quidam dicunt EUtpavTaoicoTOV, qui sibi res, voces, actus secundum verum 
optime finget.

The person who will show the greatest power in the expression of emotions will be the 
person who has properly formed what the Greeks call phantasiai (let us call them 
“visions”), by which the images of absent things are presented to the mind in such a 
way that we seem actually to see them with our eyes and have them physically present 
to us. Some use the word euphantasiotos of one who is exceptionally good at 
realistically imagining to himself things, words, and actions.
(Institutio oratoria 6,2,29, trans. Russell)

Good arguments will win the trial, but the most successful orator is the one who can control the 

emotions of the public, and especially of the judge. The most effective way to achieve this is to 

provide the visual experience of the topic at stake, which will put the orator in a position of control 

of the listeners’ perception, and therefore of their emotions. In order to do this, one should master 

the art of what the Greeks call (J)avTaaias, the images that the orator paints in his mind and that 

consequently seem to be present.87 Quintilian then describes how an eu^avTaaicoTOs orator, an 

orator particularly good at (})avTaoias, is the one who can represent anything to himself and 

believe in the reality of it.88 This is something that can be trained and used at will:

Nisi vero inter otia animorum et spes inanes et velut somnia quaedam vigilantium ita 
nos hae de quibus loquor imagines prosequuntur, ut peregrinari, navigare, proeliari, 
populos alloqui, divitiarum, quas nos habemus, usum videamur disponere, nec 
cogitare sedfacere: hoc animi vitium ad utilitatem non transferemus?

When the mind is idle and occupied with wishful thinking or a sort of daydreaming, 
the images of which I am speaking haunt us, and we think we are travelling or sailing 
or fighting a battle or addressing a crowd or disposing of wealth which we do not 
possess, and not just imagining, but actually doing these things! Can we not turn this 
mental vice to a useful purpose?
CIbid. 6,2,30)

The mental vice of daydreaming, of picturing in our minds all sorts of things (travelling, sailing 

fighting, being rich), and not just imagining them but almost doing them, can be turned into a useful

07

On Quintilian’s phantasia see Rispoli 1985, 91-5, Watson 1988, 68-70, Dross 2004, 78 ff., Webb 2009, 119 ff.
88  5 'Though who are those who call such persons su^avTaaicoTos is unknown. The adjective is rare and used only in
astrology, with a meaning o f ‘fantastical’ rather than ‘skilled in phantasia’.
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tool when the object represented is not just any thing but the case at stake, for instance the crime 

scene that we want the audience to witness.89 The outcome of this, says Quintilian, is Evcxpyeia, 

which will win the orator the expected emotions from the crowd (adfectus non aliter quam si rebus 

ipsis intersimus sequentur, ‘emotions will ensue just as if we were present at the event itself 

6 ,2 ,3 2 ) .

Although a specific treatment o f phantasia is not part of it, Aristotle’s Ars rhetorica too 

contains at an embryonic stage the idea that phantasia has a role in the rhetorical performance when 

it comes to arousing the audience’s emotions. Starting from Book Two the philosopher sets out to 

study emotions, with the general idea that knowing how emotions work (causes and circumstances) 

is useful in speeches in order to control the state of mind of the audience (the same reason as 

attested by Quintilian). However, this purpose, which pertains to rhetoric and its power of 

persuasion, is only expressed briefly and en passant,90 whilst the main interest of Aristotle’s 

considerations on emotions seems to be purely philosophical and psychological. Phantasia comes 

into play when explaining how we are affected by pleasurable or painful emotions. Thus, for 

instance, we enjoy contemplating a mental image o f retaliation against someone who has wronged 

us,91 or we are afraid when we imagine a future evil,92 or we feel ashamed because we imagine the 

loss o f reputation.93 Joy, fear, shame, are the reactions to the visualisation of the image of possible 

future scenarios. When it comes to oratory, the philosopher believes that justice should deal with 

facts and not with inspiring pain or pleasure, but reluctantly concedes that taking care of that aspect 

of delivery is important in controlling the audience’s opinion, though giving in to this means 

transforming the speech into nothing more than a performance for the audience (aTTavxa 

(jjavTacna to u t ’ eoti, Kai TTpos tov  aKpoaxr]V, ‘all these things are forms of outward show and 

intended to affect the audience’, 1404a, trans. Kennedy). Here (^avxaaia has been translated with 

‘outward show’, but one wonders whether Aristotle meant that the adorned delivery concerns 

playing with the audience’s imagination. Be that as it may, it would seem that phantasia in 

Aristotle’s treatise does not have any specifically rhetorical connotation and is referred to the

89 See Dross 2006 on how Quintilian’s phantasia borders on illusion.
90 f/ / H » \ / ~ t / ~ V  5 /

Ars rhetorica 1380a: SpXov 6 ’ o t i  S e o i  av auTov KaTaaKEua^Eiv xco Xoycp t o i o u t o u s  o i o i  o v t e s  opyiXco? 
e 'x o u o iv ,  ‘it is clear that it might be needful in speech to put [the audience] in the state o f  mind o f those who are 
inclined to anger’ (trans. Kennedy).
91 y ^  \ \ x / r ~ \ / t  , ^ ^ ^

Ibid. 1378b: o k o X o u 0 e i  yap  Kai r)5ovr| x is  5 ia  t e  t o u t o  Kai S i o t i  5iaTpi(3ouaiv ev  t c o  TipocopEiaSai t t )  

Siavoicr f) ouv t o t e  yiyvopEvr] <J)avTaaia f|5ovf|v e ij t to ie T ,  c o o t t e p  r| t c o v  e v u t tv ic o v ,  ‘a kind o f pleasure follows 
from this and also because people dwell in their minds on retaliating; then the image [phantasia] that occurs creates 
pleasure, as in the case o f dreams’ (trans. Kennedy).
92 w \ / / \ \  y f t  ~ ~ y\ ~

Ibid. 1382a: e o t c o  5p <j>o(3os X u tt t i  t i s  k o i  Tapaxh ek (j>avTaaias p e X X o v t o s  k o k o u  (J>0apTiKou p Xunripou, ‘let
fear be [defined as] a sort o f pain or agitation derived from the imagination o f  a future destructive or painful evil’ (trans.
Kennedy).
93 y \ v \ y f t y \ < y /

Ibid. 1384a: e t te i  5 e  TTEpi a 6 o £ ia s <}>avTaaia e o t i v  r| aiaxuvri, ‘shame is imagination [phantasia] about a loss o f  
reputation’ (trans. Kennedy).
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audience; it is not even taken into consideration as a skill for the orator, let alone regarded in its 

conscious and active use in order to produce a database of helpful mental images, as Quintilian 

intends it.

On the other hand Quintilian understands that phantasia is used by everyone whenever they 

picture things, scenes, and stories, in their minds, and that rhetorical phantasia is a restricted 

application of this that occurs when the orator decides to visualise mental images of facts related to 

the trial. But an agile imagination is incomplete if the orator is unable to match it with oral skills 

capable of reproducing those mental images faithfully and persuasively in order to show things to 

the audience as they appear in his mind. Ultimately, then, it will all come down to his ability to 

describe what he has seen in his imagination. This, and the fact that Quintilian’s final reference is to 

evapyeia, suggests that the most advisable kind of speech the orator would use to show his 

(fjavxaaias is ekphrasis, the speech that brings before the eyes.

Phantasia and ekphrasis

It must be noted that Quintilian does not provide any specific treatment of ekphrasis (= descriptio) 

either in this or in any other part of the Institutio oratoria, to the point that it is not even included 

among the progymnasmata discussed in Book Two. However, detailed description is always 

mentioned when he talks about vividness (= evidentia, = enargeia). At the beginning of Book Nine 

Quintilian quotes at length a passage from De oratore where Cicero, discussing styles, shows useful 

ways of producing an impression in the audience, one of which is clear explanation and visual 

presentation in order to bring the subject at stake almost before the eyes.94 Cicero remains his main 

reference when it comes to both the definition of vividness and examples of effective vivid 

descriptions. In Book Eight of the Institutio oratoria vividness is one of the aspects of ornament, 

which is in its turn one of the virtues of good Latin. It is again explained as the quality that almost 

makes you see what is being told,95 which happens when an entire scene is depicted in words,96 or

94 De or. 2,302 ff. (= Quint. Inst. 9,1,27 ff.): nam et commoratio una in re permultum movet et illustris explanatio 
rerumque quasi gerantur sub aspectum paene subiectio, quae et in exponenda re plurimum valent et ad  illustrandum id  
quod exponitur et ad  amplificandum, ut eis qui audient illud quod augebimus quantum efficere oratio poterit tantum 
esse videatur, ‘thus dwelling on a single point is very effective. So is vivid description and the process o f virtually 
setting events before our eyes, which is both a powerful tool o f exposition and a way o f throwing light upon a topic and 
amplifying it, so that the audience comes to think that the point which we amplify really is as important as speech can
make it.’
95 Inst. 8,3,61: magna virtus res de quibus loquimur clare atque ut cerni videantur enuntiare, ‘it is a great virtue to
express our subject clearly and in such a way that it seems to be actually seen.’
96 Ibid. 8,3,63: est igitur unum genus, quo tota rerum imago quodam modo verbis depingitur, ‘one kind (o f enargeia) is 
that in which a whole scene is somehow painted in words.’
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in a description that captures all the details.97 In Book Nine he includes evidentia among the figures 

of speech, starting again from Cicero’s words.98 Evidentia is not concerned with stating the facts, 

but with saying how they took place, thus creating a picture of them. The picture formed by the 

orator trying to achieve evidentia does not even need to conform to facts, for it can also represent 

events that have taken place only in the orator’s mind (his ^avT aaias, following what is said in 

6,2,29)," and detailed description is again one of the modes of this representation.100 By 

juxtaposing Quintilian’s treatment of phantasia and enargeia, one can conclude that vivid 

description is the kind of speech that best conveys the orator’s mental images in order to bring them 

before the audience’s eyes.

Similar concepts can be inferred from a famous passage from De sublimitate.m  In chapter 

fifteen the Anonymous explains how images can enhance the elevation of style:

’OyKOU k cu  MeyaXriyoptas Ka) aycovos e t t )  t o u t o i s ,  co  vsavia, Ka) ai 
<j)avTacnai TTapaaKEuacmKcoTaTar o u t c o  yoGv e iS c o A o t to i I c x s  auTas e v io i  

Asyouar kccA eT tcu  [jev  yap  k o i v c o s  <J>avTacna ttccv  t o  o t t c o o o G v  swo^pa  
yEvvrjTiKov Aoyou TrapiaxcxMEVOv rj5r) 5’ ett'i t o u t c o v  K£KpaTT]KEv xouvopa, o t o v  

a Asysis utt’ EvSouaiaapou Ka) rraQous (3 A e tte iv  5 o k t ] s  Ka) u t t ’6 v |; iv  Ti0rjs t o i s  

aK ououaiv/fls 5’ EXEpov t i  t \ pr]TopiKr| (jjavxaaia (3ouAETai Ka) ETEpov t \ Trapa 
TTOir]TaTs o u k  av Aa0oi as, ou5’ cm xfjs psv e v  t t o i t i o e i  t e A o s  e c j t i v  e k t t A t i^ i s ,  

t t ) s  S’ e v  Aoyois Evapysia, ap^OTEpai 5’ opcos t o  t e  <TTa0r]TiK6v> e t t i ^ t i t o u o i  
Ka) t o  auyKEKivripsvov.

Weight, grandeur, and urgency in writing are very largely produced, dear young 
friend, by the use of “visualizations” (phantasiai). That at least is what I call them; 
others call them “image productions”. For the term phantasia is applied in general to 
an idea which enters the mind from any source and engenders speech, but the word 
has now come to be used predominantly of passages where, inspired by strong 
emotion, you seem to see what you describe and bring it vividly before the eyes of

97 Ibid. 8,3,66: interim ex pluribus efficitur ilia quam conamur exprimere facies ,ut est apud eundem (namque ad  
omnium ornandi virtutum exemplum vel unum sufficit) in descriptione convivii luxuriosi, ‘sometimes the picture we 
wish to present is made up o f a number o f details, as again by him [Cicero] (who suffices on his own to exemplify all
the virtues o f Ornament) in his description o f a luxurious banquet.’
98 Ibid. 9,2,40: Ilia vero, ut ait Cicero, sub oculos subiectio turn fieri solet cum res non gesta indicatur sed  ut sit gesta  
ostenditur, nec universa sed  per partis, ‘as for what Cicero calls “putting something before our eyes,” this happens
when, instead o f stating that an event took place, we show how it took place, and not as a whole but in detail.’
99 Ibid. 9,2,41: Nec solum quae facta  sint aut fiant sed  etiam quae futura sint aut futura fuerint imaginamur, ‘we can 
form a picture not only o f the past and the present, but also o f the future or o f what might have happened.’ Thus 
phantasia is more comprehensive than memory alone, for the mental images that constitute memory can only refer to 
the past and to something that has actually happened (cf. Aristotle, De memoria 449b: q 5e p v r jp q  t o u  yevopsvou), 
whereas pure 4 > a v T a c n a i are free from constrictions o f time and factuality.
100 Ibid. 9,2,44: ‘‘Locorum atque dilucida et significans descriptio eidem virtuti adsignatur a quibusdam, ‘clear and 
vivid descriptions o f  places are by some assigned to this excellence {evidentia).’
101 De sublimitate 15 is a much debated chapter. For its role in the development o f  mimesis and phantasia  and in art 
and literary criticism see Rispoli 1985, 88-91 and Manieri 1998, 51-60; for its connection with Stoic logic see Imbert 
1980 and Watson 1988, 66-68; from the point o f view o f ekphrasis see Aygon 2004, Goldhill 2007, 6-8, and Webb 
2009, 115-8. See also Russell’s notes in Russell 1964.
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your audience. That phantasia wants one thing in oratory and another in poetry you 
will yourself detect, and also that the object of the poetical form of it is to enthral, and 
that of the prose form to present things vividly, though both indeed aim at the 
emotional and the excited.
(15,1, trans. Fyfe-Russell)102

The Anonymous explains phantasia encompassing different layers of meanings.103 We have a 

general, abstract definition that betrays philosophical, and especially Stoic, influences: K a A s T x a i  

p s v  y a p  K o i v c D s  < t> a v x a a i 'a  n a v  t o  o t t c o o o u v  E v v o r m a  y s v v r i x i K o v  A o y o u  T T a p ia T a p E v o v .  The 

term phantasia indicates any concept that generates expression. To better understand this notion it 

is worth recalling the Stoic theory discussed above: phantasia is the standard according to which 

the truth of things is known, thus it constitutes the first step of the knowing process.104 What is 

absorbed by the subject from phantasia (presentation) is then elaborated by thought, which is 

capable of A a A i a  ( S i a v o i a  E K A aA r)T iK r)), and then reproduced in speech ( A o y o s ) .  Leaving 

philosophy aside, the Anonymous continues by saying that there is a more concrete and practical 

meaning of the word, one that takes us to the sphere of communication, of speaking and writing, 

that is when one visualises what he is saying and brings it before the eyes of the listeners. This has 

two main derivations, one poetical, the aim of which is creating astonishment and passion, the other 

rhetorical, which aims at creating vividness, enargeia. The Anonymous’ treatment of phantasia is 

not identical with Quintilian’s. The former remains more theoretical and abstract, with the result 

that he does not specify what rhetorical phantasia actually consists of, unlike the latter, who 

describes how mental images work for the orator. Nonetheless, the same parameters can be found: 

visualisation of objects and their delivery before the eyes with enargeia as outcome. Moreover, as 

Quintilian introduces phantasia when talking about how to affect emotions, so does the 

Anonymous, when he states that emotions are the target of phantasia.

Finally, the view that once again ekphrasis is the most congenial way to express rhetorical 

phantasia, is strengthened by the words used by the Anonymous when giving the common 

definition of phantasia:

o x a v  a  Asysis u tt’ 8 v 0 o u a i a a ( j o u  K a !  ttcxSo u s  |3A etteiv  S o K r js  K a'i utt’o ^ iv  x i 0 r j s  

x o 7 s  a x o u o u a i v .

102 '
< T T a0 riT iK o v >  is a conjecture by Kayser, but, as Russell 1964 explains, ‘there can be non doubt o f the sense which

has to be supplied, though naturally the precise word cannot be certain.’
103 See Beil 1993 on De sublimitate and in particular on how phantasia contributes to the sublime.
104 Cf. Diogenes Laertius, Vitae philosophorum  7 , 4 9 :  T r p o T i y s T x a i  y a p  n  ( | ) a v T a c n a ,  e l 9 ’ ij  S i a v o i a  EKAaAr|TiKrj 
U T T a p x o u a a ,  o n a a x s i  u t t o  t ? | S  ( j ) a v T a a i a s ,  t o u t o  e k ( } > e p e i  A o y c p ,  ‘For presentation comes first; then thought, 
which is capable o f expressing itself, puts into the form of a proposition that which the subject receives from a 
presentation’ (trans. Hicks).
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Where, under inspiration and passion, you seem to see what you describe and bring it 
before the eyes of your audience.

If we compare this to the canonical definition of ekphrasis as we find it in the Progymnasmata 

(‘Aoyos TTEpiriyripaTiKos svapycos u t t ’ ctyiv aycov t o  5 t]A o u i j e v o v ’ , Theon 118,7-8 Spengel), 

the connection between phantasia and ekphrasis becomes evident.105 This connection can be 

delineated by saying that at the level of the preliminary exercises the art of visualisation was trained 

through the practice of ekphrasis. This does not mean that the other exercises did not require any 

amount of imagination,106 but that its intrinsic characteristics and its language, as emerges from its 

definition, make the exercise of ekphrasis the most capable of reproducing phantasiai, because in 

order to be made present the absent cannot just be told, but needs to be described. The fact that 

phantasia is not mentioned in the Progymnasmata should not hinder this idea, since, it is worth 

remembering, the Progymnasmata constituted but the first stage of rhetorical training. Their 

purpose is to provide exercises in order to inculcate techniques in the students through constant 

repetition. They are interested in what needs to be done rather than in why it needs to be done. 

There was little point, at that fairly simple stage, in explaining description with the concept of 

visualisation, inscribing it in a theory of knowledge, defining its source (external reality or pure 

imagination), its process (impression on the soul, mental images), and its outcome (speech), with 

overlaps between rhetoric and philosophy. What really counted was that through the continuous 

practice of the art of vivid description the orator would have had in the long term the appropriate 

tools to give voice to his phantasia.

4.6. Rhetorical phantasia and artistic phantasia

Having outlined the concept of phantasia in rhetorical as well as artistic theory, it is time for some 

final considerations. First of all we shall notice that rhetorical and artistic phantasia are not 

altogether different from one another. According to Quintilian, the orator’s phantasia is the ability 

to visualise all sorts of situations in one’s mind and then express them through speech, and 

Philostratus says that art is the product of the artist’s phantasia, which enables him to see even the 

invisible. As a result, oratory and figurative arts seem to share a common principle of drawing from 

mental images, phantasias. What is the connection, then, between the development of the two

105 Bartsch 2007 makes a connection between Stoic phantasia and Stoic ekphrasis in Seneca. More to our point, Aygon 
2004 connects the occurrences o f phantasia in Quintilian and Pseudo-Longinus and ekphrasis.
106 Phantasia, as we have seen, can never be excluded from any process o f thinking. Besides, a form o f imagination 
was certainly needed for exercises o f personification such as ethopoeia or prosopopoeia, for they too imply seeing 
something or someone that is not there.
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theories? Since rhetorical phantasia receives a treatment in Institutio oratoria and in De sublimitate 

whereas the first complete formulation of artistic phantasia appears in Philostratus’ VA, it seems 

that the former anticipated the latter. Rhetorical theory talked about artistic phantasia before theory 

of art did. Already in Orator Cicero talks about how artists proceed from the formation of mental 

images and then transpose what they see in their minds into the work of art:

sed ego sic statuo, nihil esse in ullo genere tam pulchrum, quo non pulchrius id sit 
unde illud ut ex ore aliquo quasi imago exprimatur; quod neque oculis neque auribus 
neque ullo sensu percipi potest, cogitatione tantum et mente complectimur. Itaque et 
Phidias simulacris, quibus nihil in illo genere perfectius videmus, et eis picturis quas 
nominavi cogitare tamen possumus pulchriora; nec vero ille artifex cum faceret Iovis 
formam aut Minervae contemplabatur aliquem e quo similitudinem duceret, sed ipsius 
in mente insidebat species pulchritudinis eximia quaedam, quam intuens in eaque 
defixus ad illius similitudinem artem et manum dirigebat. Ut igitur in formis et figuris 
est aliquid perfectum et excellens, cuius ad cogitatam speciem imitando referuntur 
eaque sub oculos ipsa non cadit, sic perfectae eloquentiae speciem animo videmus, 
effigiem auribus quaerimus. Has rerum formas appellat iSeas' ille non intellegendi 
solum sed etiam dicendi gravissimus auctor et magister Plato, easque gigni negat et 
ait semper esse ac ratione et intelligentia contineri.

But I am firmly of the opinion that nothing of any kind is so beautiful as not to be 
excelled in beauty by that of which it is a copy, as a mask is a copy of a face. This 
ideal cannot be perceived by the eye or ear, nor by any of the senses, but we can 
nevertheless grasp it by the mind and the imagination {cogitatione). For example, in 
the case of the statue of Phidias, the most perfect of their kind that we have ever seen, 
and in the case of the paintings I have mentioned, we can, in spite of their beauty, 
imagine something more beautiful. Surely that great sculptor, while making the image 
of Jupiter or Minerva, did not look at any person whom he was using as a model, but 
in his own mind there dwelt a surpassing vision of beauty; at this he gazed and all 
intent on this he guided his artist’s hand to produce the likeness of the god. 
Accordingly, as there is something perfect and surpassing in the case of sculpture and 
painting -an  intellectual ideal by reference to which the artists represent those objects 
which do not themselves appear to the eye, so with our minds we conceive the ideal of 
perfect eloquence, but with our ears we catch only the copy. These patterns of things 
are called \5ecxi or ideas by Plato, that eminent master and teacher both of style and of 
thought; these, he says, do not “become”; they exist for ever, and depend on intellect 
and reason.
{Orator 2,8-10, trans. Hubbell)

Cicero does not mention the word ( j x x v T a c n a ,  and instead uses cogitatio, animus, or mens, but the 

mental images of the artist or the orator are what Quintilian will ascribe to c j ) a v T c x c n a .  With regard 

to the mention of Plato’s ideas, Rispoli describes Cicero’s words as a betrayal of Plato, whereas 

Watson, perhaps more to the point, recognises in Cicero’s imagination the Stoic theory of 

phantasia, and solves the contradiction by saying that this is a case of syncretism of Platonic and
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Stoic ideas.107 The reference to Plato’s ideas could be explained by the fact that Cicero here is 

trying to describe the ideal, perfect orator. On the other hand, as we have seen, Quintilian talks 

about mental images in terms of <|>avT aaia , and attributes it to both a painter (Theon of Samos in 

Institutio oratoria 12,10,3) and the orator (6,2,29).

In this view another fact should also be taken into account, that is that almost all of those 

who contributed to building art criticism between the late first and the early fourth century AD were 

rhetoricians (Dio Chrysostom, Lucian, the Philostrati), which alone suggests that rhetoric could 

have played an influential role in the growth of art theory. Moreover, the rhetoricians who gave rise 

to the theory of artistic phantasia were those who specialised in ekphrasis in general, and in 

ekphrasis of paintings in particular. Therefore it is not surprising that the subsequent reflection on 

the nature of painting employed a theory of phantasia, for phantasia, in its rhetorical meaning, was 

already part of what they were doing as writers of ekphrasis. Ekphrasis, we have just seen, was the 

most appropriate means for the expression of the orator’s phantasia, whereby the unlimited 

imagination of the orator is given voice. When the insight of the authors who practised ekphrasis of 

paintings led them to work out a new theory of art, they drew inspiration from the more than 

familiar ground of rhetorical theory and modelled after rhetorical phantasia the idea of artistic 

phantasia, whereby art is explained as the representation of the unlimited imagination of the artist.

We have already seen in Longus the emphasis on the fact that when painting becomes the 

subject of ekphrasis, then what makes ekphrasis coincides with what makes painting. We based this 

on a commonality of lexicon (ypd^eiv) able to disclose the exclusive similarities of the worlds of 

writing and of figurative arts and to make the final product stand out among all other possible 

subjects because of the unique short circuit thus created. This can now be deepened by the 

understanding that the origin of these similarities lies in the fact that both arts are concerned with 

the visualisation and representation of mental images. Rhetoric expresses them through ekphrasis, 

figurative arts through painting. When ekphrasis specialises in painting, then the container and the 

content develop a special bond due to the fact that they are both related to phantasia.

This view can be traced, as we have done, in jancient artistic and rhetorical theory separately, 

but there is no theoretical treatment of ekphrasis of works of art that underlines the distinctive and 

unifying role of phantasia, though this might be expected. The Progymnasmata are all we have in 

terms of treatises that include ekphrasis, and they tend to give very practical instructions rather than 

theoretical discussions. Secondly, as seen before, art as a subject for ekphrasis only entered the 

handbooks quite late, around the late fifth century, long after ekphrasis of works of art had become 

a distinct genre. We have to observe that even after Nicolaus’ Progymnasmata rhetorical theory did

107 Rispoli 1985, 78, n. 12., and Watson 1988, 64-66.
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not pay too much attention to this feature, with the result that we need to resort to practice in order 

to draw some conclusions.

Phantasia and ekphrasis in John of Sardis

There is possibly one exception to this. In a Byzantine commentary to Aphthonius’ 

Progymnasmata, attributed to John of Sardis and dated to the ninth century, we find this 

particularly obscure passage on ekphrasis:

©scov 5 e a p e x a s  XsyEi EK<j)pao£cos a a ^ p v E ia v  kcci svapysiav t o u  axsbov 
opaabai xa aTTayysXXbpEva* Evapyss yap  t o  Xiav <j)avEpov Kai t o \ s  o^Q aX poT s 
UTroTfiTrTov' e i  yap  a a ^ p s  K a i E v a p y f i?  e’ir| o Xoyos, o tto  x r is  aKorjs s i s  t o u s  

b(j)0aXpous axebov xa XEyopEva psbiaxTiaiv o yap  Xoyos xa SriXoupsva 
0scopcov t o u t c o v  t o Ts  o^aXpoYs u T T o y p a ^ E i xov t u t t o v  Kai t F| <j>avxaaig 
^coypa(t>s7 xpv aXr]0Eiav
Theon says that the virtues of ekphrasis are clarity and vividness that makes one 
almost see the subject; for that which is very plain to the senses and lies before the 
eyes is vivid; if then the speech is clear and vivid, it almost transfers its subject from 
the sense of hearing into the eyes; for the speech, in contemplating the things shown, 
traces the impression of it for (or with) the eyes and paints the truth for (or with) the 
imagination.
(224-225 Rabe, trans. Webb 2009, 207)

The passage seems to be just another explanation of the concept of E v a p y s i a ,  and even the choice 

of vocabulary recalls ideas already expressed, most noticeably in the following passage:

'Ytt ovjnv a y c o v  s v a p y c b s  t o  SpX oupE vov. ’Avx'i t o u  <J>avEpov ttoicov, ek tcov 
K a x a  p s p o s  s v a p y c b s  s i s  ov|;iv a y c o v  t o  u t t o k e ipe v o v  r) y a p  t o u  X o y o u  
aa<|)fivEia voeTv Ka'i (SXetteiv ttoieT x a  X E yop sva  t o u s  a K o u o v x a s .  rj t o  “ utt’ ov|;iv” 
o io v e 'i a p u S p o x E p o v  t o  p sv  y a p  K a 0 a p o v  0 s a v  5 (5 c o a i,  t o  5 e tuttov vpiXov Kai 
(J > avxaa iav  t o u  T T p ayp axos*  Kav y a p  p u p ia K is  E v a p y p s  eYtj o  X o y o s ,  a S u v a x o v  
a u x o  k o t ’ o\\)\v a y a y s Y v  “ t o  SrjXoupEvov” rjxoi EK<|)pa£bp£Vov. “ s v a p y c b s ” 5 e eI tte 

5 ia  x p v  b if iy p a iv ,  S i o t i  j] p sv  S ip y r ia is  TTaxupspcbs X s y s x a i ,  r] 5 e EK(J>paais 
XsTTTopEpcbs' s v a p y p s  o u v  X o y o s  o  a a ^ r j s  Ka'i K a 0 a p o s  Ka'i o io v  E p u v o u s ' a  
y a p  prj x i s  EcopaKE, x a u x a  p o v o v o u  (3Xetteiv ttoieT p p p a x i  \\nXco x p v  xcbv  
£coyp a(j)cov TEXvrjv p ip o u p s v o s .

Instead of making manifest, bringing the subject vividly before the eyes by detailed 
presentation; for the clarity of the speech makes the listeners imagine and see the 
subject. Alternatively, “ u t t ’ ov|nv” as if less distinctly; for one provides a pure vision, 
while the other a plain impression and mental representation of the thing; for even if 
the speech were ten thousand times vivid, it would be impossible to bring before the 
eyes “the thing shown” or described itself. He said “vividly” on account of narration, 
because narration is composed in a condensed manner while ekphrasis is composed in 
a detailed manner. So a vivid speech is one that is clear and pure and as if alive; for,
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by the word alone, it all but makes one see what one has never seen, imitating the 
painters’art.
(216-7 Rabe, trans. Webb 2009, 206)

Both passages dwell on the vividness of the representation provided by ekphrasis, stressing the idea 

that the listener is turned into a spectator. Interestingly, both passages feature an uncommon word 

in the environment of the Progymnasmata, phantasia, and both end with a reference to painting, 

though the two occurrences seem to have quite different meanings.

The second passage (216-217 Rabe), in trying to clarify the ideas of ‘(bringing) before the 

eyes’ and enargeia, underlines that no matter how precise the description, the object cannot actually 

be reproduced, if not for a plain impression and mental image of the thing ( t o  5 e t u t t o v  v jn X o v  Ka'i 

4 > a v T a a (a v  t o u  T T paypaT O s). The passage ends with a comparison between speech and painting 

( t t i v  t c o v  £coypa(|>cov T s x v q v  MiMOUiiEVOs), the former imitating the latter in almost making the 

listeners see the object described. What is said in the first passage (225 Rabe) has, however, a 

different flavour:

o  y a p  X o y o s  T a  S q X o u p E v a  Sscopcbv t o u t c o v  t o 7 s  obG aX poT s UTToypa<j)Ei t o v  

t u t t o v  Ka'i T fj ( fia v T a a ia  £coypa<|>E7 t t j v  aX qS E iav .

the speech, in contemplating the things shown, traces the impression of it for (or with) 
the eyes and paints the truth for (or with) the imagination.

Here t u t t o s  and ( j ia v T a o ia  are not used interchangeably as in the other case, but t u t t o s  holds its 

meaning of ‘impression’, whereas ( |> a v T a a ia , rather than ‘mental image’, becomes ‘imagination’. 

On the one hand speech makes an impression ( t o v  t u t t o v )  of the object for the eyes, and on the 

other hand it paints the truth by means of ( f ia v T a a ia . As Webb’s translation underlines, the d£tive 

t t ]  <J>avTaaicc can be understood in different ways. Both expressions ( t o T s  6(f)0aX (jbis UTToypa(j)Ei 

t o v  t u t t o v  and T fj (j)a v T a a iq  £coypa(f)E7 t t j v  aX f]0E iav) share the construction Dative + verb + 

Accusative, which could indicate that, in order to maintain this symmetry, the two datives have the 

same function. Therefore, since Dative of advantage seems to be the most suitable option for to is 

O(j>0aXpbis (make an impression fo r  the eyes),108 the same could apply to T fj ( |)a v T a cn a : speech 

paints truth fo r  the imagination, the imagination (as well as the eyes) being that of the listener. 

There is, however, another option, that is to consider T fj <()avTacnq as an instrumental Dative: 

speech paints truth with the imagination, the imagination being that of the speaker. As a result, here

108 f /  \  •> r
Although the affinity with the common collocation o f UTroypa<}>co with the accusative t o u s  o<})0aApous, meaning 

‘to paint under the eyelids’(LSJ), ‘to wear eye makeup’, makes it plausible that the idea expressed is that speech ‘makes 
an impression under the eyes’, in order to strengthen the transformation o f auditive material into visual.
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we find ekphrasis explained through the vocabulary of impression, of painting, and of phantasia, all 

condensed in one sentence, showing an awareness of the evolution undergone by the theory of 

ekphrasis as a consequence of its encounter, in sources outside the Progymnasmata, with figurative 

art. The prologues of the Imagines of both Philostrati, for example, are visible in the association of 

painting with truth ( o  yap  X o y o s . . .  ^coypa^eT ttiv aXqSeiav, cf. Philostratus the Elder’s prooem. 

1), and of ekphrasis with phantasia (Trj 4>avTacna £coypa<t>s1, cf. Philostratus the Younger’s 

prooem. 6).

Final remarks

It is from this point of view, that is the combination of rhetorical and artistic phantasia, rather than 

from the philosophical one, that it would seem appropriate to describe the prologue of Daphnis and 

Chloe as an operation of phantasia. Indeed, Longus proves to be an essential milestone in the 

development of these ideas. When approaching the ekphrasis of a painting he innovatively refused 

to follow the routine steps and proceed with the detailed description, and instead chose to speculate 

on the nature of this feature and displayed his understanding of it. Unlike Achilles Tatius or Lucian, 

from a chronological point of view the exponents of ekphrasis of works of art that were possibly 

closest to him, Longus introduces a conscious reflection on the unique space created by the 

intersection of rhetoric and art, indirectly providing the theoretical bases, rooted in both worlds, for 

the development of ekphrasis of works of art as a genre.

At last let us take into consideration the context from which Longus’ operation arises, that is 

neither rhetorical theory nor practice, but a novel. Not only should this come as no surprise, but it 

should be expected, because the Greek novel had set the stage for an active and not marginal role of 

works of art since its early phases. This was then channeled in the form of rhetorical ekphrasis by 

Achilles Tatius, whose descriptions of paintings constitute one of the very first examples of 

rhetorical ekphrasis of paintings. It is therefore only natural that a reflection on the special 

connection between ekphrasis and painting should originate from a novel, for novels had already 

proved to be a most fertile environment for artistic insertions. But Longus did not restrict himself to 

a use of works of art that had been seen before, since he gave this feature so important a role that 

the novel itself was meant as the ekphrasis of a painting. This testifies to the fact that art was felt as 

a characteristic part of the novels to the point of being essential.

Finally, the results of our research on ekphrasis of paintings bear an intriguing consequence 

for the particular nature of Longus’ novel. For if the ekphrasis of a painting represents the 

quintessence of phantasia, then when the ekphrasis is substituted by the novel the latter becomes
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the embodiment of phantasia as well. The prologue seems to be only one word away from saying 

that phantasia constitutes the engine behind the narrative, but, as we have mentioned before, 

Longus leaves no evidence that phantasia is involved in his perception of the novel. We will 

therefore close our judgement on Longus’ use of ekphrasis of works of art by saying that by 

working on some previously neglected inner mechanisms of the device, he favoured its 

development as an autonomous genre which would bring about relevant changes in ideas about art 

in the century that followed. Whether these changes, that is the presence of phantasia, were already 

there in Daphnis and Chloe we cannot say, and the matter shall remain suspended. What we can say 

is that, possibly over a century after Longus, the last of the Greek novelist brought an end to this 

suspension by resuming the artistic threads left by Longus and bringing to completion, this time 

explicitly under the banner of phantasia, the role of works of art in the novels.
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5

The strange case o f  a girl bom  from  a painting (and a dream)

In reading the Aithiopika one cannot avoid the impression that behind it lies Heliodorus’ attempt to 

write the ultimate novel, a work which would distinguish itself within the genre and surpass all its 

antecedents. This emerges from some concrete factors, like its length, the complexity of the plot 

and of the narration, the affectedness of the style, as well as from a more indefinite feeling that the 

novel is permeated with the author’s will to amplify everything the previous novels had 

accomplished. From this point of view the Aithiopika seems to be governed by an attitude 

diametrically opposite to the one that we find in Daphnis and Chloe. Between the last two Greek 

novels lie not only the evident differences in the plot, which already set Longus apart from all the 

other novelists, but also and especially differences, as it were, of gusto. Generalising, one could say 

that Longus favours meaningful simplicity and eschews boastfulness. The story comprises a 

surprisingly small number of events, but each of them holds a crucial and irreplaceable significance 

for the whole. Accordingly, the narration is linear and the style clear, and the structure of the novel, 

just repetitive enough to parallel the cycles of the seasons, impresses for its compactness and 

symmetry. The result is a novel that is intentionally uncomplicated, void of superfluous accessories, 

private and secluded like the island where the story takes place.

The Aithiopika, on the other hand, is a seemingly inexhaustible source of adventures, shared 

by a numerous cast of characters and so geographically spread as to convey the idea that the scope 

of the novel is as world-wide as its setting. The narration follows a similarly bombastic strategy, 

whereby the chronological sequence of the already broad spectrum of events is fragmented and the 

different segments rearranged in the least predictable way and through the voice of different 

narrators. The result is a blend of real-time episodes and flash-backs, with a maze of bifurcations 

and junctures and a centrifugal tendency to keep the goal at bay for as long as possible. The 

complex and magniloquent style echoes these traits, contributing greatly to the air of grandeur that 

pervades the novel. In a nutshell, one could say that Longus seeks to charm, Heliodorus to impress. 

From these points of view, the two novelists could not be more apart.

The nature of Heliodorus’ heroine partakes in the author’s overall plan.1 Among the virtues 

entailed by the role, unbelievable beauty is probably the main feature that elevates the heroines of

1 This chapter is primarily interested in works o f art in connection with Charicleia and her conception, therefore in the 
painting o f Andromeda. Morgan 1978, 361 ff., offers a commentary on the relevant passage (10,14), and studies on this 
are Dilke 1980, Billault 1981, Reeve 1989, and Whitmarsh 2002. Two more artistic objects are present in the novel and 
described in more detail than the painting o f Andromeda: a belt (3,4, see Morgan 2013) and an engraved amethyst 
(5,14, see Bowie 1995). These two objects will be given considerably less attention, and used only for specific points o f
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the novels among their contemporaries as well as the reason why their lives are worth telling. 

Beauty is what makes them unique, to the point that people will believe that they do not belong to 

this world but instead regard them as wonders (Callirhoe is a Saupacrrov ti XPHM̂  TTapQsvou, 1,1) 

and divine beings. But their human nature, however good their genes might be, is never really 

questioned, and when they come across as goddesses it is always at a level of comparison and 

reflective of how they are perceived by others, not of what they actually are. Not Charicleia, who 

not only meets, like her counterparts, all the required virtues to the utmost degree, but is also made 

to stand out even among them by reason of her own very special nature, like those Iliadic heroes 

who, among many god-like warriors, can actually boast a divine pedigree.

Heliodorus paid particular attention to the making of the ultimate heroine for the ultimate 

novel and bestowed upon his main character an additional feature that makes her extraordinary 

from birth, regardless of how beautiful she will grow up to be: Charicleia is bom with white skin 

from black parents. During intercourse with her husband Hydaspes, the king of Ethiopia, Persinna 

happened to look at a painting representing Perseus helping Andromeda down the rocks. 

Andromeda is naked, and her skin is white, and this has somehow given to Charicleia her peculiar 

skin colour at the moment of her conception. Later, she will grow up to look exactly like 

Andromeda in the painting. Thus beauty, which she obviously possesses like no other, is but a part 

of her congenital exceptionality, which exceeds the laws of nature and borders on the prodigious 

and superhuman.

But Charicleia’s birth also constitutes the beginning of her adventures, for the queen, afraid 

of being accused of adultery, exposes the baby girl, wrapping her in a band in which she has sewn 

the story of the baby’s origins. The origin of the heroine coincides with the origin of the story, 

being the direct cause of her trials, and also with the origin of the telling of the story, for a form of 

narration, the contents of the band, starts as early as her first cries. With the image of baby 

Charicleia wrapped in her own narration, Heliodorus materializes a suggestion that had of old 

belonged to the novels, that is the identification of the novel with its heroine, and vice versa.2 

Intuitively, all considerations on the heroine’s uniqueness are thus extended to the novel as a whole, 

making it even more directly one of the most important components of the novel’s intended 

impressiveness.3

Based on what we said at the beginning of the chapter, it would be strange to find, especially 

in this aspect of the Aithiopika a similarity with Daphnis and Chloe. Yet, if we set our eyes not on

the discussion. An overview on the descriptions o f artistic objects in the Aithiopika can be found in Dubel 1990, 
although Dubel treats them as purely ornamental, which is a completely different interpretation from ours.
2

This can be seen already in the novels’ titles, especially in Chariton. See Whitmarsh 2005, Tilg2010, 214-17, Morgan 
2013,227.
3 Morgan 2013, 229-30.
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the final product but on the mechanisms behind it, we will notice that very similar features are 

vitally important to both novels. First of all, the painting as a starting point. It constitutes in Longus 

the starting point of the narration, whereas in Heliodorus the starting point of the story, but it is fair 

to say that in both cases we would not have a novel were it not for a painting.4 This can be said for 

Achilles Tatius as well, though the connections of the painting of Europa with the story are of a 

completely different kind. Second, the painting is not described. After all the elements seem to have 

been arranged as the overture of an ekphrasis, the latter is strangely missing, replaced by a caption 

(in Book 4,8 in Heliodorus) that merely suggests the contents but is far too brief to be exhaustive 

and thus leaves the readers wanting more. From this point of view Longus and Heliodorus 

differentiate themselves from Achilles Tatius, not for lack of talent at describing paintings but 

because the work of the predecessor had shown them the narrative potential of ekphrasis of 

paintings, on which they innovatively kept on experimenting. Lastly, connected to the previous 

point is the provision of a substitute for the missing ekphrasis. Longus and Heliodorus do not just 

overlook the description of the painting, but they transform it in order to integrate it with the core of 

the novel. Thus Longus substitutes the ekphrasis with the novel itself, Heliodorus with the heroine, 

a ‘walking ekphrasis ’.5 Charicleia becomes the precise copy of Andromeda in the painting, to the 

extent that her identity will be proven only once the painting, the archetype, is placed next to her. 

But as we have seen Charicleia reflects by extension also her story and the novel, with the result 

that the novel too, in a way, can be said to derive from a painting. Thus, some of the principles on 

which the Aithiopika is built mirror Daphnis and Chloe. As a matter of fact, what derives from the 

painting is in both novels, at some point towards the end, placed next to the model: the four books 

of Daphnis and Chloe, as an anathema, will at least figuratively occupy a position next to the 

painting, which is also a votive offering, and in Aithiopika 10,15 the painting of Andromeda is 

placed alongside Charicleia. This cannot be described as exact imitation, but as alternative 

elaboration on the same key points.6

What follows is an analysis of the birth of Charicleia and the creation of her character. It 

focusses on the models used by Heliodorus, taking into consideration first the figure of Andromeda, 

and then a series of anecdotes on unusual conceptions. It determines the agents of Charicleia’s 

appearance in the story, as well as Heliodorus’ sources, how he used them, and why.

4
More precisely: the painting in Longus coincides with the end o f the story but causes the beginning o f  the narration; 

the painting o f Andromeda in Heliodorus only causes the beginning o f the story. However, it does trigger a narration, 
though this is not the main one but Persinna’s sub-narrative on the band.
5 The paradox is suggested by Whitmarsh 2002, 111.
6 If Bowie 1995 is right in seeing in the description o f the pastoral scene engraved on the amethyst in Aithiopika 5,14 an 
allusion to Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe, then it is all the more meaningful that Heliodorus would use the ekphrasis o f  a 
work o f art to evoke his predecessor.
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5.1. The birth of Charicleia

That Heliodorus paid specific attention to Charicleia’s origin emerges from two facts, the 

circumstances of her birth and the way in which they are told. The author is very careful in 

disclosing the details of Charicleia’s birth. We leam about the band in 2,31 from the Ethiopian 

Gymnosophist’s flash-back, which is in part of Charicles’ flash-back (from 2,29 to 2,33), which is 

in the middle of Calasiris’ flash-back (from 2,24 to 5,1). Still, the content of the band stays untold 

until 4,8 (still during Calasiris’ flash-back). Charicleia’s unique trait, that is her origin (and 

consequently the origin of her story and of the novel), is a secret kept until almost the middle of the 

novel. Moreover, it is hidden inside several layers of narration, the smallest of a series of Chinese 

boxes. If an author builds such a powerful and complex narrative structure around the heroine’s 

origin, hiding it and carefully revealing it bit by bit in order to enhance the suspense, the only 

possible explanation is that he considers it to be one of the most precious ideas of the entire work, a 

piece of information that must not be spoiled at the beginning, but saved for as long as possible.7

Even more so, since although in 4,8 we finally leam what happened, we still have no idea of 

how it happened. Persinna says that the child was white because she was looking at Andromeda, 

and Andromeda’s skin colour was transmitted to it. In a way, understanding it by intuition, she does 

describe what happened during Charicleia’s conception, but she does not explain it. How is it 

possible that Charicleia is white because of the painted image of a white girl? How could the 

transmission of resemblance from a distant source technically occur? This is not said in 4,8, and the 

question remains unanswered until 10,14, almost at the end of the novel, when the readers find out 

that the transmission of resemblance from the painting took place because the image of Andromeda 

had been absorbed by Persinna’s eyes during intercourse. Until then, no one seems to be 

particularly surprised by the whole thing. It is indeed impossible to find even a tiny shadow of 

doubt in the characters’ reactions to Charicleia’s origin, with the reasonable exception of her father 

Hydaspes: Asuxqu y a p  t t c o s  a v  A i 0 i o t t e s  a ( J < t > 6 T E p o i  i r a p a  t o  e i k o s  E T E K v e o o a p E v ;  ‘How could 

we, Ethiopians both, produce, contrary to all probability, a white daughter?’ (10,14).8 There are 

reasons behind everyone else’s lack of uncertainty and Hydaspes’ doubts. To begin with, 

Heliodorus’ brilliant idea is slightly less original than it looks. There is in fact a tradition of 

anomalies related to birth that dates back a long time before Heliodorus. Before we take that into

7 On this see Hilton 1998.
In order o f appearance: the Ethiopian Gymnosophist merely states the facts (2,31); Persinna, in her own narration 

sewn on the band, immediately understands what happened (4,8); Calasiris is overwhelmed with happiness (4,9); 
Charicleia becomes more aware o f her nobility (4,12). Hydaspes is the last one to discover the secret and the first one to 
actually tackle the core o f the problem.
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consideration, however, let us analyse a more macroscopic matter, that is the role of Andromeda in 

Heliodorus’ invention.

Charicleia and Andromeda

If it is already strange that only one character asks the reason why Charicleia’s skin could be white, 

it is even stranger that no one seems to notice that history is merely repeating itself, for Andromeda 

experienced the exact same condition. In fact it is easy, even for us, to overlook the fact that 

Andromeda is white although her parents are obviously black, being the king and queen of 

Ethiopia. This is completely absent in the Aithiopika: from Persinna’s words we leam that 

Andromeda is one of the ancestors of the Ethiopians, and that Charicleia is white because she 

resembles Andromeda, but this formulation allows her to avoid stating the fact that Andromeda is 

herself white. As a character and as a narrator, Persinna takes for granted the fact that Andromeda is 

white not just without questioning it, but without even mentioning it* thus leading the readers to 

assume the same a priori. All the stress on Charicleia’s incredible skin colour (oe Aeukpv 

c x t t e t b k o v , a T T p 6 a < | > u A o v  A i O i o t t c o v  x p o i a v  a T T a u y a ^ o u a a v ,  4,8), as opposed to the silence on 

Andromeda’s own colour,9 draws the attention away from the latter, possibly because it would have 

made the former less incredible.

In truth, Andromeda reveals herself as a double archetype for Charicleia. She is the model 

that gives Charicleia her physical appearance, but she is also, being white from black parents, the 

model for her story. In the Aithiopika the first aspect is repeatedly highlighted at the expense of the 

second, which is carefully concealed. Perhaps this omission reflects the fact that Andromeda’s 

whiteness was so rooted in common knowledge that even (fictional) Ethiopians did not find it 

strange. After all, at the centre of everyone’s attention was her story of enchainment and freeing 

much exploited by authors of all periods, not the little oddity of her skin colour, which was never 

part of the myth. Shortly we will examine how this discrepancy came into being. For the moment, 

however, we shall focus on why this matter is neglected especially in the Aithiopika. For, of all 

stories, this one in particular had every reason to point out Andromeda’s example and appeal to it. 

In fact, if Persinna was so worried about being accused of adultery, why not recall the fact that their 

very own ancestor Andromeda had experienced the same thing that happened to their daughter 

Charicleia? Andromeda’s case would have constituted an undeniable precedent that strange births 

did occur in the Ethiopian royal family, and, if anything, Charicleia’s white skin would have been

9 The absence o f the description o f the painting might have had a part in this, for all is said about Andromeda’s body is 
that she is naked.
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the proof of the purity of her lineage, coming as it did from such an illustrious ancestor. Persinna 

had all to gain from telling the truth about the baby’s colour immediately, because, if provided with 

the mythological background, Hydaspes could have been sympathetic, even proud. However, all of 

this is not Persinna’s doing, but Heliodorus’, for Persinna’s alibi would have prevented Charicleia’s 

exposure and thus the reason for a story to be there in the first place. Instead, no one points to 

Andromeda’s own colour, not Persinna, the person most concerned about it, nor the sage 

Gymnosophist Sisimithres, the first one who finds the baby and reads the content of the band. The 

strange nature of Andromeda’s colour is entirely disregarded first of all not to steal Charicleia’s 

show, and secondly, and more importantly, because it would have created a major impediment to 

the logic of the story. Heliodorus seemingly follows a widespread unawareness of the problem, but 

in fact his omission is intentional and part of a well planned strategy. Then again, he also simply 

capitalised on an erratum of Greek mythology.

Why, then, is Andromeda white even though she is Ethiopian?10 As we have said, the myth 

of Andromeda revolves around her love story with Perseus, how he finds her bound in chains, an 

offering for the sea monster as a consequence of her mother’s vanity, how he kills the monster and 

frees her, and how they take off together. The odd colour of her skin is not only irrelevant to this, 

but altogether absent from any version of the myth. The reason why no myth talks about her birth 

and explains the peculiarity of her colour is simply that there is no peculiarity of colour to begin 

with: Andromeda is white because so were her parents.

The confusion derives from the fact that the same name, Ethiopia, indicated two different 

places, a mythical Ethiopia situated in the East, and the African Ethiopia.11 Consequently, myths 

related to Ethiopia, like the story of Andromeda (as well as that of Memnon, also listed by Persinna

among the ancestors of their country), oscillated between Asia and Africa before finding their final
12 • location in the sub-Saharan country. Greek sources told the story of an Andromeda bom in the

Near East, therefore white (as her parents), and this was also the skin colour in which the heroine

was represented by the artists who drew inspiration from literary works.13 Logically, the change of

geographical coordinates should have been followed by a change in the colour of skin, as in

Memnon’s case, who became black permanently. Andromeda’s colour, however, proved to be more

resilient, and in the majority of cases she kept on being described as white. Art probably had a role

10 The question is addressed especially in Snowden 1970, 151-5, Dilke 1980, 266-7, and McGrath 1992.
11 On the whole problem see Schneider 2004.
12 C f Apollodorus, Bibliotheca 2,4, for Andromeda in Ethiopia, Strabo 16,2,28 for the setting o f the myth in Joppa 
(Asia Minor), and again Strabo 1,2,35 for the shift o f  the story from one place to another (although Strabo’s view here 
is that the story moved from Africa to Asia). See Schneider 2004, 116-7. The importance o f the sea in the story also
made it difficult for the myth to be definitively located in sub-Egyptian Africa.
13 There is no indication in the fragments o f the Andromeda by Sophocles and the one by Euripides that skin colour had 
a role in the play. Moreover, fragment 145 Nauck might indicate that Euripides’ Andromeda was set in the far west.
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in this. Since the heroine enjoyed a constant interest from figurative arts, people must have been 

accustomed to seeing Andromeda white, perhaps to the point that a white Andromeda was too 

inveterate an image to be changed even at a time when her story had definitely been set in African 

Ethiopia. Ovid is more philologically coherent when he makes Andromeda dark, realistically 

accounting also for Perseus’ reaction to the unusual skin colour, but he is the only one to do so.14 

The majority stuck to the white Andromeda, perpetuating the paradox either because, out of habit, 

they failed to notice it, or because they concluded that it was too late to do anything about it.

Philostratus the Elder is one such case. In the description of the painting of Perseus, he starts 

by dispelling possible doubts about the location of the myth, showing awareness of the two options 

inherited by the tradition: aXX’ o u k  ’EpuSpa ye a u T r j  OaXaaaa ou5’ ’ IvSo'i t c c u t c c ,  A iS iottes Se 

xaj a v q p  "EAAtiv ev AiQioma, ‘this is not the Red Sea nor are these inhabitants of India, but 

Ethiopians and a Greek man in Ethiopia’ {Imagines, 1,29, trans. Fairbanks). Andromeda is 

described as follows: q  K O p q  5 e ^ S eTcx p s v ,  o t i  XsuKr) ev AiOioma, ‘the maiden is charming in that 

she is fair of skinthough in Ethiopia’. The heroine is pleasant because she is a white Ethiopian, and 

as a reminder that he is not ignorant of the natural colour of Ethiopians, Philostratus later specifies 

that all the other Ethiopians represented in the picture are of dark skin (t̂ SeTs  A ’iQiottes ev t c o  t o u  

X p c o p c x T O s  axoTTcp, ‘charming Ethiopians with their strange colouring’). Andromeda does belong 

to her people (they also have one trait in common, as they are all charming: qSsTcc, qSs'is), but she 

is white and they are black.

Though probably not describing an actual painting, Philostratus is aware that Andromeda’s 

canonical colour is white (just as he is that Memnon’s is black, which he mentions twice in the 

Imagines, 1,2 and 2,7), and he accentuates the contrast by underlining all the contradictory 

elements: the Ethiopian setting, the white skin of Andromeda, the black skin of all the other locals. 

Unlike Ovid, who intervenes in the story in order to fix it, and unlike many who simply gloss over 

the problem either by not mentioning the Ethiopian context (like Achilles Tatius, who mentions the 

white colour of the skin, 3,7,4), or by not mentioning the skin colour at all (like Lucian, who 

mentions the country but not the skin colour, De domo 22) and thus taking it for granted, 

Philostratus makes display of the incongruity, as if to provide his audience with a case that requires 

the exercise of hermeneutics anticipated in the prologue, combining careful reading of paintings 

with knowledge of the stories represented in them.

14 References to Andromeda’s dark skin in Ovid can be found in Ars amatoria 1,53 and 2,643, and Heroides 15,36. In 
Metamorphoses 4,663 ff., however, where Ovid gives a long account o f the story, Andromeda’s colour is not specified. 
Instead she is said to be like a statue o f marble (marmoreum opus, 675), which prima facie  refers without doubt to her 
stance, but might also play on the ambiguity o f her skin colour.
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Heliodorus might have been one of these readers. The creation of the character of Charicleia 

cannot have taken place without the acknowledgement of the fact that Andromeda too was a white 

Ethiopian, and the inspiration for this could well have come from Philostratus, who had previously 

pointed it out (and he seems to be the only one to have done so). The fact that Philostratus had 

underlined it in the description of a painting, and that Charicleia’s singularity derives precisely from 

a painting of Andromeda, encourages this possibility. In the sequence of the events of the myth, the 

scene in Heliodorus’ painting (with Perseus helping her down the rocks) follows the scene 

described by Philostratus (with Perseus taking a rest after the battle, Andromeda still chained), and 

Persinna’s emphasis on Charicleia’s peculiarity (‘os AsuKqv cxttetekov, aTTp6a4>uAov A’iOiottcov 

Xpoiav a n a u y a £ o u a a v ’) follows in turn Philostratus’ emphasis on Andromeda’s (‘oti Aeukf) ev 

AiQiOTTia’).15 And it makes sense that the protagonist and the story of the Aithiopika should derive 

from a painting, if the author’s inspiration derived from one as well.16

Unplanned alterations in the transmission of the myth of Andromeda, coupled with a 

conservative iconography in art, had produced the rare circumstance where a tale-like situation (a 

white Ethiopian girl) had in fact no tale at all to justify it. Heliodorus seems to have noticed the 

anomaly and to have deemed such tale worth inventing. Not with Andromeda as protagonist, of 

course, for her already established story left no room for that, but with a new one, Charicleia, 

descending from her and inheriting her unique trait. As we have seen, he then covered his tracks, 

thoroughly erasing every detail (including the ekphrasis of the painting) that might have led to the 

realisation that Andromeda too was a white Ethiopian girl, lest his invention appear a less fantastic 

expedient.

The Aithiopika and the myth of Perseus and Andromeda

If Charicleia is entirely modelled on Andromeda (her physical appearance and her odd skin colour), 

it is natural to wonder whether Heliodorus borrowed other elements for Charicleia and her story 

from Andromeda and hers.17 Considering the plot, the story of Perseus and Andromeda seems to 

have little in common with the Aithiopika. The first one is but a chapter of the adventures of the 

hero Perseus, and tells of the enchainment of Andromeda as an offering to the sea monster, of the 

hero’s fight against the monster, and of the protagonists’ falling in love. The plot of the Aithiopika 

is not only much broader, but also entirely different. It is true that at some point Charicleia ends up

15 In addition to this we can mention the fact that Philostratus is a precedent also for paintings representing Memnon 
{Imagines 1,7 and 2,7), which also figure in Heliodorus, in the galleries o f the royal palace.
16 See Morgan 2009 in support o f the idea that Heliodorus knew works by Philostratus.
17 Laplace 1992, 214 ff.
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in chains and is meant to be sacrificed by her father (when she becomes a prisoner of war in Book 

Nine), but the circumstances are altogether different from those of Andromeda. And it is true that 

Theagenes will fight a bull in Book Ten, proposing again the theme of the conflict between a man 

and a powerful beast, but this is in no way connected to the safety of the heroine. The main points 

of the story of Perseus and Andromeda are, at best, sources for single episodes which may or may 

not be re-enacting them but are, either way, far from constituting the cornerstones of the 

Aithiopika.18 Furthermore, Andromeda’s role of defenceless maiden, who suffers the consequences 

of the actions of others rather than acting in response to the events in order to produce a solution, 

hardly coincides with the personality of Charicleia, which emerges very strongly, at times at 

Theagenes’ expense.

The only motif that has been kept intact and with the same level of importance is the love 

story.19 This, rather than the trials they have to suffer for it, constitutes the real common 

denominator between the two couples. In fact the story of Andromeda and Perseus was one among 

not too many entirely successful love stories in the Greek mythological panorama, and thanks to its 

rewritings (Euripides especially comes to mind) had become a paradigmatic love story. After all, 

of all the parts of the myth it is the first physical contact of the couple and their falling in love that 

is represented in the painting in Persinna’s room. And perhaps it is no coincidence that a few other 

references to Perseus and Andromeda occur in Book Three, exactly when Theagenes and Charicleia 

meet for the first time.

The first encounter of Theagenes and Charicleia takes place in Delphi, in the course of a 

procession where the young man parades as the head of a delegation of Thessalians, and Charicleia 

as the priestess of Artemis. The procession is the subject of a rich compound ekphrasis by Calasiris, 

with musical as well as visual elements that produce a crescendo of stupefaction in the narratee 

Cnemon, which will culminate in the triumphant epiphany first of Theagenes and then in the even 

more jubilant one of Charicleia.21 Special attention is paid to the garments of the hero and the 

heroine. In particular, Theagenes is wearing a brooch carved with an Athena carrying the 

Gorgoneion (r| T T E p o v r j  5 e ’A0r)vdv q X E K T p i ' v q v  e o t e ^ e  x q v  Topyous K E ^ a X r i v  e i s  Q c d p a x a  

T r p o a a T T i ^ o u a a v ,  ‘a clasp with, at its center, and amber figure of Athene with her Gorgon’s head 

talisman on her breastplate’ 3,3), an image that refers to the slaying of Medusa, Perseus’ famous

18 In Theagenes’ tauromachy, for example, Perseus is not even the main possible model, for in Greek mythology the 
monster-slayer par excellence is Heracles.
19 On this see Billault 1981.
20 Ibid., 68 ff.
21 They are not the only protagonists o f Greek novels to have met at a religious ceremony. The same goes, on a smaller 
scale, for Callirhoe and Chaereas and for Anthia and Habrocomes. On the description o f the procession as Calasiris’ 
successful operation o f visualisation see Nufiez 2006, 82 ff.
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deed prior to the rescue of Andromeda. Concerning Charicleia, the garment that receives most 

attention is a girdle worn around the chest, moulded in the shape of two intertwining snakes that 

seem to lie languidly under her bosom rather than sustain it:

£ c o v t]v  5 e  e t t e ( 3 e P A t] t o  t o T s  c m p v o i s '  k c u  o  X E X V T ja a p s v o s  e i s  e k e iv t jv  t o  t t o v  t ? ) s

EOUXOU TEXVT1S KOTEkA e IOEV, OUTE TTpOTEpOV T l XOIOUXOV X O ^K E V aap E V O S  OUTE

au0is SuvrjaopEvos. Auoiv yap Spakovxoiv t c x  psv oupaTa k o t o  t c o v  
psxa(})p£Vcov e S e o m e u e  t o u s  5e auxsvas u t t o  t o u s  pa£ous TTapap£iv|;as Kai e i s  
Ppoxov o k o A i o v  SiaTTAs^ocs koci t c c s  KE<|)aAds 5ioAia0f)aai t o u  (3poxou 
auyxcoprpas, cos TTEpixxcopa t o u  Ssapou Kaxa nAsupav EKaxspav aTTflcdpr|aEv. 
E i t t e s  av xous o <4>e is ou 5 o k e 7 v  e p t t e i v  aAA’ e p t t e i v , oux u t t o  ^Aoaupcp Kai cktttiveT 
xcp pAs'ppocxi bopEpous aAA’ uypco Kcopaxi SiappsopEvous c o o t t e p  o t t o  t o u  Kaxa 
xa axEpva xfjs KOpr]s ipepou KaxEuva^opsvous. Oi S e r]aav xfjv p e v  uAr|v xPuao  ̂
t t ^v  xpoiau 5 e KuavoT, o yap  xpuaos u t t o  xfjs t e x v t i s  e p e A o i v e t o  'i'ua xo xpaxu 
Kai pExa(3aAAov xfjs TCP  £av0cp t o  p e A o v 0 e s  Kpa0sv ETTiSEi r̂ixai.
Toiauxri psv t\ ^cbvp tt)s Koprjs.

Around her breast she wore a band of gold; the man who had crafted it had locked all 
his art into it -never before had he produced such a masterpiece, and never would he 
be able to repeat the achievement. It was in the shape of two seprents whose tails he 
had intertwined at the back of the garment; then he had brought their necks under her 
breasts and woven them into an intricate knot, finally allowing their heads to slither 
free of the knot and draping them down either side of her body as if they formed no 
part of the clasp. You would have said not that the serpents seemed to be moving but 
that they were actually in motion. There was no cruelty or fellness in their eyes to 
cause one fright, but they were steeped in a sensuous languor as if lulled by the sweet 
joys that dwelt in Charicleia’s bosom. They were made of gold but were dark in color, 
for their maker’s craft had blackened the gold so the mixture of yellow and black 
should express the roughness and shifting hues of their scales. Such was the band 
round the maiden’s breast.22 
( 3 , 4 )

So overwhelming is Charicleia’s beauty that even inanimate beasts cannot avoid ceasing their 

ferociousness to fall prey to her charm. In their first encounter Theagenes and Charicleia have one 

thing in common, that is, that they are both displaying an imagery of snakes about them.23 

Theagenes carries the fierce figure of the Gorgoneion, the head of Medusa used as a shield, which 

had the power to petrify one’s enemies, turning the living into inanimate statues. Charicleia, on the 

other hand, is adorned with two inanimate snakes that are almost brought to life (by the talent of the 

artist as well as by the descriptive ability of the narrator), only to be tamed by her beauty.24

22 The Greek text used is that established by Rattenbury and Lumb. Translations are taken from Morgan 1989 and
sometimes adapted.
23 On the erotic description o f  the protagonists in 3,3-4 and on its intertextuality with the Iliad see Morgan 2013, 232
ff., Whitmarsh 2002, 120-1.
24 The description o f the snakes around Charicleia’s breast has also clear metaliterary suggestions about the narration 
around Charicleia’s character, for they are intertwined in an intricate way just like the Aithiopika, as shown by Morgan
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If Medusa has, in a way, the power to turn the living into works of art, Charicleia can turn 

works of art into living creatures, which fits her character rather well, given her origin and her first 

introduction in the novel, when the bandits, after having observed the aftermath of the massacre on 

the beach, finally lay their eyes on her:

K opr) K a0 f)O TO  e t t i  TTETpas, a p r ix a v o v  t i  K a A A o s  K a i 0 e o s  e lv a i  a v a T T E i'0 o u a a , 

t o i s  p s v  T ra p o u a i T r s p ia X y o u a a  < j> povr)|jaT O s 5 e  E u y E v o u s  e t i  u v E o u o a .

On a rock sat a girl, a creature of such indescribable beauty that one might have taken 
her for a goddess. Despite her great distress at her plight, she had an air of courage and 
nobility.
(1,2)

What they see is a girl sitting on a rock, beautiful as a goddess and in fact similar to a statue of 

Artemis, crowned with laurel, the quiver hanging from her shoulder, the bow in her arm, but most 

of all still like a sculpted work. She is first referred to as K Opq, which can refer both to people or 

sculptural representations of them, and the arrtbiguity is kept until TTVEOuaa. In fact it is not until 

she speaks, some lines below, that they can definitely tell that she is a living creature, and a few 

doubts still remain, since shortly after it will be questioned whether she is a breathing statue 

(empnoun agalma, 1,7).25 Perhaps there is an image of Andromeda behind her first appearance, if 

one considers that it shows a girl on a rock near the sea. And the indecision between statue or girl 

would match Perseus’ first thought at the sight of Andromeda in Euripides’ play:

s a ,  t i v ’ o x 0 o v  t o v 5 ’ o p c o  T T E p ip p u x o v  

a<f)pcp 0 a A a a a q s ;  T T ap0E vou t  s ik c o  T i v a  

e£  a u x o p o p ^ c o v  A a lv c o v  T U K ia p a T c o v  

ao<j)f)s a y a X p a  X E ip b s ;

Hold -what promontory do I see here, lapped by sea-foam, and what maiden’s 
likeness, a statue carved by an expert hand to her very form in stone?
(fr. 125 Nauck, trans. Collard-Cropp)

This image is preserved in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, even closer to Heliodorus in that it is a 

movement of air (levis aura) that first indicates that Andromeda is not a statue:

2013, 234: ‘Here then we have an image o f the heroine enfolded by the serpentine beauty o f the text (as she is also 
wound in the narrative o f her birth), stressing her nature as literary artefact and inviting an erotic reading’. As Morgan 
noticed, when Michael Psellus describes the Aithiopika as the body o f a snake (Dyck 1986, 93), he is employing the
very same image used by Heliodorus himself.
25 Though the idea that she is a living work o f art seems to be discouraged by the author, who notices, focalising 
through the bandits, that it would be a sign o f rusticity to think so: o u t o  e' i j t t v o u v  p E T T ) X 0 a i  t o  ayaX pa 5 ia  Trjs 
K o p r i s  u t t ’ aypoiK ias e ’ik cx ^ o v , ‘was this girl the statue o f the goddess, a living statue? Poor fools!’ 1,7.
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Quam simul ad duras religatam bracchia cautes 
vidit Abantiades (nisi quod levis aura capillos 
moverat et tepido manabant lumina fletu, 
marmoreum ratus esset opus), trahit inscius ignes 
et stupet et visae correptus imagine formae 
paene suas quatere est oblitus in aere pennas.

As soon as Perseus saw her there bound by the arms to a rough cliff -save that her hair 
gently stirred in the breeze, and the warm tears were trickling down her cheeks, he 
would have thought her a marble statue- he took fire unwitting, and stood dumb. 
Smitten by the sight of her exquisite beauty, he almost forgot to move his wings in the 
air.
(4,672-6, trans. Miller)

There are references to the story of Perseus and Andromeda here and there in the Aithiopika, though 

altogether they do not seem to be combinable in a way that could indicate the author’s intention to 

rewrite the myth. Judging by their occurrences, however, they seem to be concentrated at relevant 

moments of the story, such as the first appearance of Charicleia, and the occasion when she and 

Theagenes fall in love at first sight (which is also the main description of their physical 

appearance). What connects these instances is that they offer indications of how to visualise 

Charicleia, with the result that when she makes important appearances there is an ongoing imagery 

of Andromeda connected to her, and this happens before the discovery that she derives her 

appearance from the painting of Andromeda. These are not to be seen as strong clues meant to lead 

clever readers to an early unveiling of Charicleia’s origin, for this is truly unpredictable. Rather, 

readers are meant to appreciate these hints after finding out about Charicleia’s birth, realising that 

there was indeed something about her that reminded them vaguely of Andromeda when they first 

encountered her in Book One, and that she and Theagenes, an Ethiopian and a Greek, are really 

destined to follow the happy steps of Andromeda and Perseus, if their appearance, when they fall in 

love at first sight in Book Three, is modelled through references to the myth of the Argive.

Bom from a painting

Let us return to the origin of all of Charicleia’s troubles, her exceptional skin colour. As we have 

seen, Andromeda provided, unawares, the model for the existence of a white girl bom from 

Ethiopian parents. None of the authors who told the story of Andromeda had to explain this 

problem, simply because the problem did not exist in Andromeda’s story. Heliodorus, however, 

who created a heroine precisely around this conundrum, could not get away without providing some
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•elucidation, for which he could rely on a long tradition of anecdotes about unconventional 

conceptions. What follows looks at a series of stories about weird conceptions that have been used 

as lociparalleli for Charicleia’s case since Rohde.26 The purpose here is to look at the contents and 

organise the stories into categories in order to see which one in particular was followed by 

Heliodorus. The same anecdotes will be later analysed in terms of context.

Children can be bom with a skin colour different from their parents’, as is told for example 

by Aristotle:

cxTToSiSoaai yap  5ia t to A A c o v  ysvEcov ai o m o i o t t i t e s ,  olov K a i e v  ’HAi5 i q  t c o  

AiSioTTi auyyEvopEVTy o \j  yap  q 0uyaTT)p syEvsxo aAA’ o ek  xauxqs Ai0io\|/.

Resemblances return after many generations, as is the case of the woman in Elis who 
slept with a black man: her daughter was not black, but her daughter’s daughter was.
(De generatione animalium 722a)

A white woman had intercourse with a black man, but the black skin did not show up until the 

second generation (a similar version also in Aristotle’s Historia animalium 586a). Not much 

different is the story told by Pliny the Elder:

Quasdam sibi similes semper parere, quasdam viro, quasdam nulli, quasdam feminam  
patri, marem sibi. Indubitatum exemplum est Nicaei nobilis pyctae Byzantii geniti, qui 
adulterio Aethiopis nata matre, nil a ceteris colore differente, ipse avum regeneravit 
Aethiopem. Similitudinum quidem in mente reputatio est, et in qua credantur multa 
fortuita pollere, visus, auditus, memoria, haustaeque imagines sub ipso conceptu. 
Cogitatio etiam, utriuslibet animum subito transvolans, effingere similitudinem aut 
miscere existimatur.

In some cases children resemble their mother, in some the father, in some neither of 
them; in some cases the female child resembles the father, and the male the mother. 
Indubitable is the example of Nicaeus, the celebrated wrestler of Byzantium. His 
mother was bom from an adultery committed with an Ethiopian man, and although her 
colour was not different from that of the others, Nicaeus had the skin colour of his 
Ethiopian grandfather. It is in the mind that the process of resemblances takes place, in 
which many casual circumstances are believed to have influence, sight, hearing, 
memory, and the images received at the moment of conception. Even a thought, 
instantly passing through the mind of either of the parents, is supposed to model or 
combine the resemblance.
(.Naturalis historia 7,10)

Nicaeus’ grandmother committed adultery with a black man and gave birth to a white daughter, but

the daughter’s son, Nicaeus, was black like his grandfather. So far, Charicleia’s case is close but not

26 See Rohde 18763, 476 n. 4, Morgan 1978, 361 ff., Dilke 1980, Billault 1981, Reeve 1989.
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at all similar. Pliny goes on with an explanation of how it is possible to transmit a similarity which 

is unrelated to the parents: it comes from the mind, influenced by things seen or heard. Such an 

explanation does not fit too well with the story told, for Pliny’s story, as well as Aristotle’s, is one 

of recessive genes, not of influence of the mind. Pliny’s words, however, recall a theory ascribed to 

Empedocles:

’ E p t t e S o k A t i s  T r j  K a x a  x q v  ouAAqvpiv < |)a v x a a ia  x fjs  y u v a iK o s  popc()o\ja0ai x a  
(3p£<j>ry t t o A A c x k i s  ycxp a v S p ia v x c o v  K a i  e i k o v c o v  f |p a a 0 q o a v  yuva^K Es, K a i  o p o ia
X O U X O I S  CXTTSXSKOV.

According to Empedocles, children are shaped by the mother’s phantasia during 
conception; women often fell in love with statues and images, and gave birth to 
children similar to them.
(Pseudo-Plutarch, Placitaphilosophorum 5,12 = Moralia 906e)

It is the mother’s phantasia that gives shape to the children. Women can in fact fall in love with 

statues and images and give birth to children that are similar to them. The attention is not on skin 

colour and recessive genes, but uniquely on the influence of the mind. In view of this, an important 

word occurs, to which the process of transmitting a different similarity is attributed: phantasia. 

Another example, taken from Elias’ commentary on Aristotle’s Categoriae, stresses the power of 

this faculty, focussing on how a pure act of phantasia, in the moment of conception, can transmit a 

different skin colour:

Tis y u v f | A iQ ioT ta e x s k e  p q x s  A i 0 i o t t i  a u y y sv o p E v q  pfjxE A i0iov|; o u a a ,  aAA’ e v  
xcp K aipcp xrjs a u v o u a ia s  A i O i o t t o  <t>avxaa0E faa. TTpoqyEfxai o u v  q 4 > avxacn a  

Kai xco v  e k  yEVExfjs.

A woman gave birth to a black child without sleeping with a black man and without 
being herself black, but by fantasizing about a black man during intercourse. 
Phantasia precedes even what comes from the begetter.
(9a28 = 231,17)

The phenomena shown so far happen accidentally, but once the process is understood, it can be 

bridled and used for the purpose of eugenics. Such are the stories told by Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus and Galen. The latter goes as follows:

Epoi 5 e Kai A o y o s  x i's a p x a i o s  EpqvuaEV o x i  x c d v  a p o p ^ c o v  t \ s  S u v a x o s  
Eupop4>ov 0 e A c o v  yE vvrjaa i m x iS a , ETroiqas y p a v |;a i e v  TTAaxET ^uAcp e u e i S e s  aA A o  
T ta iS io v , Kai lAsyE xfj y u v a iK i o u p t t A e k o p e v o s  e k e i v c o  xcp x u t t c o  x fjs  ypou^fjs  
e p P A e t t e i v . f| 5 e c x x e v e s  pAETTOuaa Kai c o s  l a x iv  e i t t e T v  o A o v  x o v  v o u v  E y o u a a  
oux'i xcp y s v v r ja a v x i,  aA A a xcp y s y p a p p s v c p  o p o ic o s  c x t t e x e k e  t o  T ta iS io v , x q s
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cargos, oi|jai, 5iaTT£|jTTouaris Trj <J)uaEi, aAA’ oux oyxois t io i  to u  yEypapiJEvou 
TOUS TUTTOUS.

An ancient story was revealed to me, that an ugly, rich man, wanting to have a 
beautiful boy, had another beautiful child painted on a large wooden image, and told 
his wife to look at that image while he was making love to her. She fixed her eyes and, 
so to say, her whole mind not on the begetter, but on the painted image, and gave birth 
to a child who resembled it. The vision, I believe, transmitted the impression of the 
painted child by nature, and not by some particles.
(De theriaca ad Pisonem 11)

An ugly man, not wanting his offspring to look like him, had his wife look at a picture of a 

beautiful child during intercourse, trusting the fact that the picture would transmit beautiful features 

to the embryo.27 The mechanism behind the conception would be close to the Empedoclean theory 

reported in Placita philosophorum (notice also the presence of a work of art), but the word 

(j>avTaaia is not mentioned. Still, the process described leaves no doubt as to the fact that what 

makes the miracle possible takes place in the mother’s mind (oAov to v  vouv Ixouaa).

Let us sum up the main points of the tradition, before comparing it with the Aithiopika. It is 

possible for children not to resemble their parents. This can either be accidental or voluntary. In the 

first case what is meant is that the mother does not know what her child is going to be like, and does 

not want it to look any different from her and the father (Aristotle, Pliny, Empedocles, Elias). An 

act of adultery is implied, either real or imagined. When it is real (Aristotle, Pliny), it involves two 

parents with different skin colour, and the appearance of the recessive gene not in the first 

generation, but the second one (the unusual and unexpected colour being black). When it is 

imagined (Empedocles, Elias), the adultery is committed with works of art (statues and images) or 

men of a different colour, and phantasia is responsible for the transformation. In Elias’ case, the 

imagined adultery happens during intercourse with the real father. When the change in similarity is

voluntary, no adultery is committed (Dionysius, Galen). It involves the use of images as models,
* • • • 28and it happens during intercourse with the real father.

27 The similar version by Dionysius o f Halicarnassus will be taken into consideration later on.
28 This brief survey allows us to resume some previous considerations about the nature o f  Charicleia and Andromeda. 
Reeve 1989 has labelled these phenomenal conceptions with the title o f ‘Andromeda Effect’. He does not explain his 
reason for this choice o f  words, but presumably, since he starts his observations from Charicleia’s birth, we are to 
assume that he meant to include all cases o f similarly unorthodox conceptions, and Charicleia owes hers to Andromeda, 
hence the Andromeda Effect. Witty as this formula is, it shows precisely the contradiction that we have recently 
examined. For it is clear that, while providing the name for the Andromeda effect, Andromeda herself was by no means 
affected by it. Were it otherwise, would she not have been mentioned as a study case by Aristotle, Pliny, Galen, and the 
other authors who approached the theme o f unexpected resemblances at birth? They did not, o f course, because 
Andromeda had none o f these problems at her conception, as we have shown above. Just like the original Oedipus had 
no complex, so too the original Andromeda suffered no Andromeda Effect. Andromeda can enter the picture o f  
unexpected resemblances only because Heliodorus recognised her situation and exploited it to create Charicleia’s 
character.
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If we go back to the Aithiopika, we can see that the lack of surprise at Charicleia’s condition 

can well result from the fact that similar things had happened before, and could happen again;29 

Similar, but not identical things. Heliodorus has picked bits from every source, but has never 

adopted the whole version. Basically, he merged the different stories into a new one, resembling 

and at the same time differing from the previous tradition. For this is what happened to Charicleia, 

as we finally leam in 10,14:

T f |s  y e  M0V k g tc c  t T)V xpoiav aTTopias <|>pa£Ei (jev aoi Kai p xaivia xf)v Auaiv, 
opoAoyouaris ev auxr] xauxr|a'i TTEpaivvps EarraKEvai xiva si'ScoAa Kai 
(jiavTaaias opoioTrjxcov otto xfjs ’Av5po[JE5as Kaxa xrjv TTpos oe opiAiav 
opcopEvris. Ei 5’ ouv Kai aAAcos TTiaxcoaaaSai pouAsi, TTpoKEixai xo apxexuTTov' 
ETTiaKoiTEi xrjv ’AvSpopESav aTTapaAAaKxov ev xrj ypa<j)r] Kai ev xt) Kopr] 
SsiKvuMEvpv.

In any case, the solution to the problem about the colour of her skin is contained in the 
band, where Persinna here admits to having absorbed certain images and visual forms 
of resemblance from the picture of Andromeda that she saw while having intercourse 
with you. If you desire further confirmation, the exemplar is to hand. Take a close 
look at Andromeda, and you will find that she is reproduced in this girl exactly as she 
appears in the painting.31

The strange birth depends on the vision of a work of art during intercourse, as in Dionysius and 

Galen. Unlike these cases, however, the act is completely unintentional. At the same time, the result 

is a baby bom with a different colour of skin from her parents, as in Aristotle, Pliny and Elias, but 

unlike these cases no adultery is committed. Her parents share the same colour of skin, and the 

unusual and unexpected colour is white instead of black. It looks as if Heliodorus, in merging the 

different traditions, has also changed their internal rules. It is not difficult to see which principle 

guided the author’s choices. He carefully and systematically removed from every story what 

seemed to be inappropriate to the calibre of his heroine. First of all, every suspicion of adultery is 

removed, both real or imagined. It is made clear that Persinna did not commit adultery, did not 

think of another man, and did not look at a picture of another man. Charicleia could never have 

been bom from an illegal union, even an imaginary one. Second, as well as adultery, eugenics 

cannot be admitted to Charicleia’s conception: she has to be a natural miracle, not the result of an

29 A distinction should be made. The readers were familiar with this kind o f story (Rohde 1876, 476, n. 4), to the point 
that this could be taken as an example o f realism in Heliodorus (Morgan 1982, 239), but are the characters familiar with 
this kind o f story as well, and can this account for their lack o f  surprise previously observed? On closer inspection, the 
reactions to the revelation o f Charicleia’s origins that do not show surprise are all verisimilar. Sisimithres and Calasiris 
are philosophers, therefore allowed access to that sort o f knowledge. Persinna and Charicleia do not need to be 
acquainted with stories o f weird conceptions in order not to be surprised: Persinna’s criterion is her maternal instinct,
and Charicleia is the person concerned and can see the reality o f  the facts right there and then.
30 As Charicleia both resembles and differs from her ancestors. The point is made by Whitmarsh 1998.
31 The Greek text here presents considerable problem which will be the object o f discussion shortly.
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experiment. Hence, we have a case of involuntary phantasia from a work of art during legitimate 

intercourse. Heliodorus has successfully mixed and purified all the elements in order to give 

Charicleia all the wondrous aspects of an unnatural conception, and none of the downsides.32

Bom from a dream

This is not all, for something else did not escape Heliodorus’ attention. As a matter of fact, none of 

the fathers mentioned in the stories ends up making a good impression. Whether they are cheated on 

(actually or mentally) or not, they are at best mere perpetrators of a mechanical act. This happens to 

the fathers whose wives have fallen in love with statues (Empedocles), and to those whose wives 

think of other men during intercourse (Elias), but the same goes for those whose wives are 

completely faithful, as in the stories by Dionysius and Galen. For, on top of being ugly, they give 

up their own chance to pass their resemblance on to their children. This point is crucial. The lack of 

resemblance in the child will always haunt the father, and this is made clear in the novel by the fact 

that Hjdaspes is the only character who demands an explanation for Charicleia’s nature. No matter 

how safely one can explain it with a story of innocent phantasia, it is very difficult to shake the 

feeling that Charicleia’s father has only a mechanical role in his daughter’s nature, just like the 

fathers in the previous stories. How did Heliodorus, in developing the figure of the king, solve this 

problem, in order to preserve the royals (and therefore their daughter) from any possible stain?

There is a passage in Book Nine that tends to pass unnoticed, given the position in between 

bigger and more dramatic events, that is the war in Book Nine and the final recognition of Book 

Ten. Charicleia and Theagenes are brought as prisoners before Hydaspes, who intends to sacrifice 

them as thanksgivings for the success in war. To Theagenes’ reasonable claim that it might be the 

right time to tell the truth and escape the sacrifice, Charicleia answers that the moment is not right, 

and that they will have to wait for a better conclusion of their adventures and, more importantly, for 

Persinra’s presence, for maternal instinct is the best token of recognition:

A v a v T i p p r j T o v  y v c o p i a p a ,  © E a y s v E s ,  h  M f i T p c p a  < f ) u a i s ,  u<f>’ f ) s  t o  y e v v c o v  u s p i  
t o  y e v v c o p s v o v  sk  TTpcoxris evteu^ecos 4 > i X 6 a x o p y o v  avaSexExai T r a 0 o s ,  

a r r o p p r ] T c p  a u p T T a S e i a  K i v o u p e v o v .  T o u x o  ouv p r j  T T p o c o p E 0 a  5 i ’ o ti  kcc'i x a  a ' A A a  
y v c o p i o p a T a  a v  T T i a x a  4 > a v s i r ) .

32 Olser 2012, 310-8, contends that the triangle behind Charicleia’s conception (Hydaspes, Persinna, Andromeda) 
disrupts the love ideology (heterosexual and chaste) o f the good characters o f the novel. However, she does not take 
into due consideration the stories that served as a model for Charicleia’s conception, and therefore overlooks the fact 
that Helodorus has modified them precisely in order to make them chaster. She also points out Hydaspes’ minimised 
and meciatiical role (ibid., 312), but we will see now that this too is not entirely correct.
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The only incontrovertible token of recognition, Theagenes, is maternal instinct, which, 
by the workings of an unspoken affinity, disposes the parent to feel affection for her 
child the instant she sets eyes on it. Let us not deprive ourselves of the one thing that 
would make all the other tokens convincing.
(9,24,8)

Once again the father, who cannot really be trusted when it comes to the acknowledgment of his 

child, is relegated to a secondary role. Nonetheless, as soon as Hydaspes sees his daughter for the 

first time, something interesting happens:

“ T o i c c u t t i v ”  e'4>r| “ t e t e x O c x i  p o i  0 u y a x s p a  T q p s p o v  x a 'i  e i s  a x p r j v  T o a a u x r ] v  q K S iv  

a 0 p o o v  c p p q v  x a i  t o  o v a p  e v  o u S s p i a  4 > p o v x (5 i  0 e p e v o s  v u v i  T T pos t t |V o p o i a v  

T r js  o p c o p s v r i s  o v |n v  a n r j v E y K a . ”

“I dreamed that a daughter just like this girl had been bom to me this very day,” he 
replied, “and had matured instantly to just such a youthful beauty. I paid no attention 
to the dream, but now I am reminded of it by the similar appearance of the person I see 
before me.”
(9.25.1)

The passage’s only purpose seems to be to create suspense while ironically making fun of the 

king’s lack of understanding: Charicleia, Theagenes and the reader know the truth, but he is still 

unaware that the girl before him is his real daughter. This passage has been connected to the dream 

of the queen in Book Ten.34 There, Persinna remembers a dream she had the previous night, in 

which she got pregnant and gave birth to a baby girl, who, all of a sudden, was already an adult:

Touxcov kopicjOe'vtcov xcov ypappaxcov, f| psv TTspoivva “ T o u t ’ qv apa” E<J)r] “ t o  
EVUTTVIOV O  Kaxa TT)V VUKTa TaUTT]V E 0 E C O ( j q V ,  KUEIV T£ o i o j J E V q  Ka'l X I K X E I V  apa 
xai to  yEWT|0EV slvai 0uyaxEpa yapou Trapaxpppa cbpaiav, 5ia psv xcov 
cbSivcov, cos eo ik e , tcxs Kaxa xov ttoXe p o v  aycovias 5ia 5 e xps 0uyaxpos Tpv 
vikqv aiviTxopEvou xou ovEipaxos. AAAa xr|V ttoA iv ettio vtes xcov suayysAicov 
E p T T A q a a x E . ”

When these letters were delivered, Persinna exclaimed: “This explains the dream I saw 
in my sleep last night. I dreamed I was with child and that I gave birth at the same 
instant: the child was a daughter, who grew in a thrice to womanhood. The dream 
must have been using the pains of birth to symbolize the anguish of the war, and the 
daughter to represent victory. Now go to the city and make it resound with your glad 
tidings.”
(10.3.1)

33 On this passage and on the central role o f maternity in the Aithiopika see Whitmarsh 2013, 288. What follows, 
however, aims to show that the participation of Charicleia’s parents is less unbalanced than it seems.
34 See Morgan 1978, 228, Bartsch 1989, 106, and MacAlister 1996, 81 ff.
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The dreams are very similar, and they both anticipate the final recognition and the fact that the 

royals will soon discover their child, an adult already (though it is not specified when the king had 

his dream). However, the tone of the king’s dream is different from that of the queen. After 

Hydaspes has told the dream, the men from his entourage provide him with an explanation that 

appears as true (to the reader) as soon as it is said:

Tcov Sq TTepi auTOV e i t t o v t c o v  cos (^avTaaia tis  s’l'q v|;uXftf TOi P e A A o v tc x  

TToXXaKis eis EiScoXa TTpOTUTroupEvqs, e v  TTapEpycp t o t e  t o  6<})0ev TTOiqaapEvos,
T1VES Ka'l O7TO0EV eI eV qpCOTCC.

His courtiers replied that there is an imagination {phantasia) of the soul, which 
frequently prefigures the future and gives it form in dreams. So he pushed his vision to 
the back of his mind for the moment and inquired who they were and where they were 
from.
(9,25,2)

There is an imagination of the soul, that models in images the events to come. Phantasia is what 

triggered Hydaspes’ dream. The king seem not to trust this explanation, for he notices that he had 

not dreamt of Theagenes, who claims to be the girl’s brother. Why did the son not appear in the 

same dream as the daughter? But Hydaspes’ doubt only confirms the reliability of his phantasia. 

Charicleia, Theagenes, and the readers know the answer, that it is because the boy is not the girl’s 

brother, and Hydaspes’ intelligent question only serves to increase the irony of the unfulfilled 

recognition.

What is interesting is that this explanation falls very close to the passage of Charicleia’s 

final recognition ( eo ttcx k ev g i T i v a  s ’lS c o A a  K a'l ^ a v T a a i a s - o p o i O T q T c o v ,  1 0 ,1 4 ) .  Only in these 

two passages out of the whole novel are the words phantasia and eidola connected. Both situations 

take place close to the parents’ first encounter with the adult Charicleia. Both passages come as 

explanation of a phenomenon that has affected the parents (the dream for Hydaspes, the painting for 

Persinna) in relation to the birth of Charicleia. Accordingly, some lines below the king says these 

words:

‘•’OvEipcoTTEi tco o v ti” (j)qcnv “q ovEipoyEvqs auTq pou 0uyaTqp, a n o  Tqs 
'EAAaSos KcxTa psaqv Mspoqv to u s  fyvvTcus a v a T T E | _ i < | > 0 q a E a 0 a t  < J ) a v T a £ o | j E v q . ”

‘'My dream child (oneirogenes) really is a creature of dreams,” he said, “if she 
imagines that her mother and father will be transported from Greece to the heart of 
Meroe!”
(9,25,4)
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Hydaspes calls Charicleia o v s i p o y E v q s ,  bom from a dream. He means the dream he has just 

mentioned, but, to the readers, this recalls also the fact that the king was told by a dream to have 

intercourse with his wife (4,8). This dream, however, is different from the first one. To begin with, 

Hydaspes, a unique case among the fathers of children dissimilar from them, obtains the same 

faculty that so far had only been the privilege of the mothers, phantasia, only applied to dreams 

rather than works of art.35 Second, thanks to his phantasia, he is in a way able to give birth to his 

daughter (hence the ovEipoysvrjs), so that he can show a personal connection with her and get rid 

of the lack of influence in conception which afflicts all his predecessors. Even in regard to this was 

Heliodorus able to purify the previous tradition, in his successful attempt to create the perfect 

heroine.

5.2. Phantasia in Heliodorus

Phantasia is not altogether absent in the Greek novels that preceded the Aithiopika. For instance, it 

is not unusual to see characters in the act of imagining the beloved one, and since this is an activity 

of seeing in the mind, it can be more or less classified as an act of phantasia.36 Compared with the 

other novelists, Heliodorus makes the widest and most varied use of phantasia. In the majority of 

the cases the word indicates the appearance of something or the presentation of an image, be it real, 

metaphorical, or existing in the realm of dreams.37 With these meanings the word had been used by 

Chariton as well, more than once. However, in the two cases where it is connected to the birth of 

Charicleia, and associated with the word eidola, phantasia ceases to be the object of vision and 

becomes the mental faculty in charge of processing images.

35 The Greek makes no distinction between the world o f dreams and the world o f art, for they are both peopled by
images, eidola.
36 Plutarch distinguishes these ‘phantasiai o f  the lovers’ from other kinds of phantasia (Amatorius =Moralia 759b-c). 
A few notable examples in the novels: Chariton 6,4,6, the king imagining Callirhoe while hunting (it is not described 
with the vocabulary o f phantasia, but quite similarly with ‘ a v a £ c o y p a < } > c o v  x a i  d v a T r A a T T c o v ’ ) ;  Xenophon 1,5,1, 
Anthia and Habrocomes imagining one another after their first encounter (slxov T t p o  6 ( j ) 0 a A p c o v  tocs o^eis tccs 
eoutcov, tocs E i x o v a s  x f j s  a A A q A c o v  a v a n ’A c c T T O V T E S , ‘they had the appearance o f each other before their
eyes, as they impressed the images o f each other’s soul’); Achilles Tatius 2,13, Callisthenes picturing Leucippe, 
although he has never seen her ( ‘ d v a T r A a T T c o v  y a p  eoutco Tqs n a i S o s  t o  kccAAos x a i  < |> a v T a £ 6 (J E V o s  t o  a o p a T a ,  

‘picturing the girl’s beauty to himself and envisaging the invisible’). Slightly different from imagining the person who 
is absent is the theme o f the impression in the soul o f the image o f the beloved, exploited, with an echo o f Plato’s
Phaedrus, especially by Achilles Tatius (1,9; 1,19; 5,13).
37 Including the two instances related to the birth o f Charicleia the word occurs nine times in total: 1,20,2 (Charicleia 
presenting herself); 2,16,7 (images in dreams); 3,13,1 (apparitions o f gods); 3,16,3 (deceptive appearances); 7,7,5 
(misleading recognition o f  the beloved); 7,12,3 (display o f guardsmen); 9,18,5 (thick volley of arrows resembling a 
cloud); 9,25,2 (premonitory faculty connected to dreams); 10,14,7 (imagination at conception).
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Outside the novels, phantasia first belonged to the technical vocabulary of philosophy. The 

development of its meaning started with different schools attempting to differentiate between 

sensation, sight in particular, and imagination, and to define the latter and how it is involved in the 

process of thinking. As we have seen, rhetorical theory, naturally interested in the mental processes 

involved in the art of speaking, used philosophical studies of phantasia as a background for 

explaining the use that the orator makes of mental images in activities such as memory and 

imagination, and chose ekphrasis as the mode of speech that most aptly presents the contents of the 

orator’s imagination, in order for the audience to visualise them. One can easily see how, if we 

substitute rhetoric with art, the same procedure can be applied to the creation of a work of art, 

which brings into existence the contents of the artist’s mind, his mental images. In fact, rhetoricians 

who intensively applied ekphrasis to paintings employed, once again, the word phantasia to define 

the starting point of the creative process of the artist.

By pioneering the application of ekphrasis to paintings, and by reflecting on the result, the 

novels played a role in this development, especially in the shift from rhetoric to art criticism. This 

role was mainly practical, and even if at times we can detect a growing awareness of higher themes 

connected to ekphrasis of paintings, as for example in Longus, the novels never address phantasia 

from a technical point of view. After all, their main intention was the telling of stories of love and 

adventure, not the theoretical discussion of philosophical issues. From this point of view, even the 

instances of visualisation of the object of love that we mentioned earlier are perhaps to be seen 

more as commonplaces that must be expected in every love story (and not just the ones in prose), 

than as intentional exemplifications of theories of vision.

Heliodorus deserves nonetheless special consideration, because his use of phantasia stands 

out not only quantitatively, but also, as we have seen, qualitatively. The question is whether this is 

just a by-product of Heliodorus’ verbosity, perhaps combined with the fact that the word had by 

then become more popular or that he simply happened to like to use it, or that it indicates a clear 

intention to engage with the specialised meanings of phantasia. As a matter of fact, Heliodorus’ use 

of phantasia appears removed from the main applications that we have outlined. For instance, it is 

true that there is phantasia in connection with a painting, but this phantasia by no means denotes 

the creative imagination of the artist. Rather, it is applied to a field that does not strictly pertain to 

philosophy, rhetoric, or art, but instead to one slightly detached from the mainstream, that is, 

conceptions, and, moreover, to one bordering more on the bizarre than on the serious, that is, 

freakish conceptions. As we have seen, there was a tradition of tales of unusual births behind 

Heliodorus’ idea, and it is to this tradition that we shall again turn in order to understand which
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phantasia lay behind conceptions, and how it managed to infiltrate such an apparently unrelated 

subject.

Aristotle

To begin with, conceptions should not be regarded as entirely removed from philosophy, and this 

should not come as a surprise when we think that the umbrella of ‘natural philosophy’ was big 

enough to include attempted explanations for all sorts of phenomena, from meteorological problems 

to questions over the nature of the soul. Life, and the origin of life, was one of these phenomena. 

Aristotle’s De generatione animalium is a perfect example of this. Investigating the generation of 

animals, Aristotle summarises the state of the topic as it had been addressed by previous thinkers. 

Apparently, many big names of Greek philosophy had studied the issue of generation and 

conception, in a manner that comes across as much more scientific than philosophical. Attempts 

were made to solve all sorts of questions, such as how some children are bom male and some 

female, or who contributes most to the generation of children, the man or the woman, or who 

decides the sex of the child, and so on. Of course, answers of all sorts were given. That, for 

example, the semen for a male child comes from the right testicle, whereas that for a female child 

comes from the left one. Or that it depends on the temperature of the uterus, whether hot or cold. Or 

that it depends on which semen is stronger, the man’s or the woman’s, and the like.

One of the very few pieces of evidence that could be relied on in investigating such matters 

was, for lack of anything more accurate, the resemblance carried by the child. A strong similarity to 

the father or the mother, for example, would be proof of the preponderance of their semen at 

conception. Also, the similarity to specific parts of the body would be proof of the provenance of 

the semen from those parts, and the like. It is in this kind of context that Aristotle reports the story 

of the white woman from Elis who has intercourse with a black man, and whose white daughter in 

time gives birth to a black child.38 The example is meant to show how the semen does not 

necessarily come from the whole body of the parent, as people can resemble their ancestors from 

whom they clearly have received no semen. An example based on skin colour is most suited for 

Aristotle’s point, since a distinctively different skin colour (like being black when everyone else is 

white, as in Aristotle’s story), as well as special marks on the skin, is fairly unquestionable and 

immediately recognisable evidence of a derived resemblance, whereas most traits, say the shape o f 

nose or mouth, are, for lack of real measurable parameters, subject to the observer’s opinion.

38 De generatione animalium 722a, see above.
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Pliny

It is in the same spirit of scientific investigation that we find the same story, only with different 

characters, told by Pliny. After books dedicated to the geographical description of the world, Pliny 

turns his attention to mankind and everything about it, including how women and men are bom. 

The kind of facts Pliny provides must have looked wondrous to the readers: exotic tribes with 

uncanny features, births of quintuplets, people changing sex. He then focuses on conception and 

generation, again with a taste for the unusual: exceptional durations of pregnancy, signs of the sex 

of the child in the womb, breech deliveries, caesareans. Cases of strange resemblances are, as can 

be expected, soon to make the list. Pliny reports a story very similar to the one we found in
TOAristotle, only with different location and characters. The main difference, however, lies not in the 

events of the story, but in the explanation that is provided for them. Whereas Aristotle makes it a 

case of recessive genes, Pliny decidedly attributes this and similar changes to the imagination of the 

parents, as any external influence at the time of conception can affect the resemblance of the child 

(visus, auditus, memoria haustaeque imagines sub ipso conceptu).40 A thought travelling through 

the mind of the parents can imprint the corresponding image on the embryo. Proof is the fact that, 

among all animals, the greatest variety in appearances is seen in men, the species with the most 

developed mind. However, as none of this is said to have happened in Nicaeus’ conception, it 

would seem that Pliny’s explanation does not match the case at hand. Rather, he introduces 

elements of sense-perception, memory, and mental images, that refer more to the philosophical 

treatment of phantasia than to the research on human reproduction as we read it, for example, in De 

generatione animalium. When did phantasia start to be applied to the explanation of births?

Placita philosophorum

As we have seen, Empedocles is reported to have said that an act of phantasia taking place in the 

mother’s mind during conception can model the child.41 He adds the interesting detail that, in view 

of this, mothers often transmit to the child the resemblance to images they have fallen in love with. 

We cannot be sure whether this was actually part of Empedocles’ doctrine, but he certainly paid 

some attention to the subject of procreation, as his opinions are among the most quoted in 

Aristotle’s De generatione animalium. In order to understand the mechanism implied in

39 Naturalis historia 7,20, see above.
40 Haustae imagines in particular is very close to Heliodorus’ ‘eottcckevcu Tiva EiScoXa’ (10,14).
41 It is important to point out that phantasia would not have been the word used by Empedocles, but is rather the result 
o f the reception o f his doctrine by the author o f Placita.
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Empedocles’ words it is worth examining the context in which his opinion is reported, rather than 

considering it in isolation.

The Pseudo-Plutarchean Placita philosophorum (an abridged version of a doxographical 

work presumably composed by Aetius in the second century BC) is a collection of statements of 

philosophers on various matters of natural philosophy. It ranges from the study of earth, the skies, 

and the weather, to the physical and spiritual analysis of men. In Book Four the discussion turns to 

reason, imagination, and sensation. The treatment of the rational soul is trusted mostly to the hands 

of the Stoics, with reference to their theory of phantasia, the vision that falling upon the logical 

mind (therefore not the mind of animals) produces thought (900a ff.). This is followed by a 

paragraph entirely dedicated to the terminology of phantasia, which again reports solely Stoic 

material (900d ff.). Immediately after, the subject moves to the senses, and primarily to sight, 

reflecting the common view that that is the most dominant of the senses.42 The opinions of Epicurus 

are reported, according to whom vision is due to small eidola penetrating the eye:

A rilJO K plT O S ’ ETTlKOUpOS KCCT ElScoXcOV ElOK plO ElS COOVTO TO OpCCTlKOV 

a u p P a i v s i v ,  K a i K a x a  t iv c o v  ccktivcov f  s ’lO K p ia iv  f  metcx x r )v  T T pos t o  

UTTOKEipEVOV EVOTaOlV TTCxAlV UTTOaTpE(|>OUaCOV TTpOS TT"|V CHplV.

Democritus and Epicurus suppose that sight is caused by the insinuation of little 
images into the visive organ, and by the entrance of certain rays which return to the 
eye after striking upon the object.
(901b)

In line with atomistic theory, the Epicureans believed that imperceptible as well as irreducible 

eidola constantly move from an object to our organs and to our minds, creating the representation 

of it (a phantasia) through the constant accumulation of all the eidola.43 Empedocles’ own opinion 

on the topic is not too dissimilar, only with the mixture of eidola and rays. A quicker treatment of 

the other senses follows, bringing Book Four to an end.

Book Five starts with opinions on divination and dreams, but then moves abruptly to the 

study of human generation and conception. What seed is, whether females have it, how conceptions 

take place, how a male or a female is generated, and what causes monstrous births, are some of the

42 Different philosophical currents recognised and agreed on the link between sight and thought, due to a similarity o f  
mechanisms. See for example Aristotle’s statement that there is no thought without visualisation (De anima 431a); cf. 
also Lucretius, De rerum natura 4,745 ff. (especially 750-51): Quatenus hoc simile est illi, quod mente videmus \ ante 
oculis, simili fieri ratione necesse est. ‘So far as what we see with the mind is similar to what we see with the eyes, the
two must have been created in a similar fashion.’
43 On this theory cf. Epicurus, Epistulam ad Herodotum 49 ff.. There was a work by him entirely on phantasia, now 
lost (cf. Diogenes Laertius 10,28). More can be found in Lucretius, De rerum natura 4,30 ff. See Bartsch 2006, 58-67, 
for an overview o f  ancient optics.
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topics addressed. When it comes to resemblances, the author reports the same theory of Empedocles 

as quoted in De generatione animalium, that they depend on the predominance of the generative 

seed. As in Aristotle’s work, other theories are reported as well, with the addition of a Stoic opinion 

according to which the sperm comes from the entire body and soul, and the resemblance is 

modelled in a way that parallels that of a painter imitating the colours of the object of his vision.44 

Immediately after, the author addresses the question of resemblance to strangers, admitting, at the 

beginning, that most specialists think this happened randomly and without a particular reason. He 

then proceeds to report different points of view on the topic, and it is here that Empedocles’ opinion 

on phantasia at conception, and on women falling in love with works of art, is reported (906e).

Having set this theory in its broader context, we can now guess how phantasia, usually 

connected with sense perception and imagination, came to be used in the field of human generation. 

First of all, the same philosophers were responsible for studies on both the human body and the 

human mind, or, to put it better, the two topics were not treated separately. Second, if one of the 

ways in which the phenomenon of sight was explained was with the movement of eidola from an 

object-source to a receiver, that is, a flow of imperceptible particles, each identical to the object, 

that lodge in the receiver’s mind, thus providing the vision {phantasia) of the object-source, then it 

is clear enough how the same process can be seen as the mechanism behind conception and the 

transmission of resemblance, the sperm behaving like the eidola, carrying an image and fixing it in 

the uterus. Bartsch introduces her discussion on the penetration of sight by saying that ‘it might 

seem a far stretch to move from the tactility of ancient vision, and from theories of intromission or 

extramission in particular, to an eroticized version of how sight works’.45 Not only is it not a far 

stretch, it can be even pushed farther to say that sight, with its microscopic components, resembles 

the very purpose of penetration, that is, ejaculation.46 As a result, as phantasia governs the first

44 Placita philosophorum  906d. This opinion will be analysed further.
45 Bartsch 2006, 67.
46 Although this is not explicitly stated, the language used to describe the two processes brings them rather close. Thus 
in Placita philosophorum  the atomistic definition o f semen as a detached part o f the soul and the body ( ’Ettikoupos 
^uxijs Kai acopaTos ccTTOOTraapa, ‘Epicurus believes that it is a fragment tom from the body and soul’ 905a; notice 
that the Stoic definition differs only in a technicality: Asukittttos Kai Zpvcov acopa’ 4/uxfis yap  elvai aTToaiTaapa, 
‘Leucippus and Zeno believe it is a body: for it is a fragment of the soul’ 905b) finds its counterpart in the definition o f  
sight as penetration o f  eidola  (AppoKpiTOs Ettikoupos k o t  eiScoAcov sioKpioeis coovto t o  opaTiKov aup(3aiveiv, 
‘Democritus and Epicurus suppose that sight is caused by the insinuation o f little images into the visive organ’ 901a). 
Lucretius provides an even better case. In Book Four o f  De rerum natura the description o f the movements o f  the small 
particles that bring about and constitute our sensations (simulacra, whose thinness is often defined as tenuis', ‘tenuisque 
figuras’ 43, ‘tenuis ... imago’ 63, ‘effigias ... tenuis’ 85, etc., see especially 110-115) exploits the vocabulary o f  
emission in a flux and o f  penetration to a large extent, all o f  which is recalled in the analysis o f  sex and semen. See for 
instance the treatment o f  the sense o f smell (Primum res multas esse necessest \ unde fluens volvat varius se fluctus 
odorum,\ et fluere et mitti vulgo spargique putandumst. ‘First o f all, many things necessarily exist, whence a flowing 
stream o f varied odours rolls along’ 674-6) or o f the particles, similar to the simulacra but even thinner, that enter our 
minds and produce thought (Quippe etenim multo magis haec sunt tenvia textu \ quam quae percipiunt oculos visumque 
lacessunt, \ corporis haec quoniam penetrant per rara cientque \ tenvem animi naturam intus sensumque lacessunt,
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process, it is entitled to participate in the second one as well. Moreover, it enables us to extend the 

parallelism to other spheres of phantasia, and to equate the embryo to other products of phantasia.

Galen

A confirmation that a connection was perceived between the atomistic theory and unusual 

resemblances at birth comes from the passage from De theriaca ad Pisonem where Galen tells the 

story of the ugly farmer. De theriaca is a treatise on antidotes against poisonous bites, thus not 

exactly the place where we would expect to find notions on peculiar conceptions. Galen focuses on 

the transmission of resemblances in more suitable treatises, such as the two books of De semine and 

De foetuum formatione libellus. The character of his analysis in these two works is mostly 

anatomical, which can only take him as far as a certain point when it comes to resemblances. Thus 

in De semine, after having revised and criticised some views of his predecessors, he is able to 

explain the appearance of offspring who resemble their parents,47 but seems to be at a loss when it 

comes to children who do not.48 The same uncertainty is manifest in De foetuum formatione 

libellus, where he addresses the topic only at the end, and only to admit his lack of understanding of 

i t49 The explanations he cannot reach with medicine, he reaches with philosophy, showing an 

inclination for the Stoic doctrine of a providential nature rather than the Epicurean atomistic theory.

‘Indeed these are much thinner in texture than those which occupy the eyes and stimulate vision, because they penetrate 
through the thin parts o f the body and inside put in motion the fine nature o f the mind and stimulate sensation’ 728-31), 
and compare it with the description o f the adolescent’s wet dream (qui ciet irritans I oca turgida semine multo, \ ut quasi 
transactis saepe omnibu’ rebu ’profundant I fluminis insentis fluctus vestemque cruentent, ‘which (a beautiful face seen 
in a dream) excites and stimulates the organs swollen with much semen, so that they pour out a great flow o f  liquid, as 
if  they had fulfilled their acts, and stain their clothes’ 1034-6); moreover, the semen as well is described as tenuis 
(1242); finally, and more importantly, when Lucretius talks about resemblances (1208 ff.), and o f unexpected 
resemblances, he says: Fit quoque ut interdum similes exsistere avorum \ possint et referant proavorum saepe figuras \ 
propterea quia multa modis primordia multis \ mixta suo celant in corpore saepe parentes, \ quae patribus patres 
tradunt a stirpe profecta, ‘Sometimes it happens that children are bom that are similar to ancestors, and often reproduce 
even the aspect o f great-grandfathers, because the parents often hide in their bodies, in many ways, many primordial 
particles mixed, which fathers transmit to fathers from the beginning o f the lineage’ (1218-1222). Resemblances can be 
carried by the particles (primordia) o f the ancestors that are still present in the parents’ bodies, and primordia are 
precisely the indistructible atoms used by nature to build everything, as they have been described since Book One (cf. 
1,55-7 and especially 483-502). Notice also that primordia and simulacra work more or less in the same way (cf. 4,110
ff) . On the adolescent’s wet dream in Lucretius see Bartsch 2006, 72-6.
47 Book One o f De semine is devoted to the study o f male semen, Book Two to the study o f female semen. The 
discussion on resemblances occupies a good part o f Book Two.
4 8  rs t  t rs f  \  \  \  /  > t  \

Despite the statement that ‘ t o i ?  Trpoyovois opoiouTai Tiva KaTa t o u s  oTTEppaxiKous A oyous, ou povov t o u s  

t o u  TTCCTpos, aAAa Kai t o v j s  1%  pr)Tpos, EuSqAov ek t c o v  EipqpEvcov ecm ’ ( ‘the fact that some become similar to 
ancestors in accordance with the formula o f the semen not only on the father’s side but also on the mother’s is evident 
from what has been said’ 4,642, trans. De Lacy), there seems to be no explanation o f resemblance to ancestors in the
preceding text.
49 De foetuum formatione libellum is devoted mainly to the anatomy and development o f the foetus. Resemblances are 
addressed in 4,699-700, where Galen states that there seems to be a part o f the souls o f the parents in the seed, but 
ultimately confesses his ignorance: Eyco p e v  ouv ckttopeTv opoAoyco TTEpi t o u  SiattX aaavTos  a m o u  t o  sp(3puovS, 
‘I confess that I do not know the cause o f the construction o f the foetus’ (4,700, trans. Singer).
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Too many phenomena can be observed that show mechanisms so harmonious and completely 

perfect in themselves that they reveal the work of a wise being, be it god or nature, to think that 

they do not happen purposely but by accident.50

This attitude explains our passage in De theriaca. At the end of chapter 10 (14,249-50) 

Galen is describing the nature of the antidotes, stressing the fact that when we bring all the 

ingredients together they are mixed in a way that the resulting compound does not preserve any of 

the individual qualities of each ingredient unchanged, but instead possesses a unique and altogether 

different nature on its own. This is the reason why in the following chapter he confutes the atomists 

(Democritus, Epicurus, and another physician, Asclepiades), who, by believing in the immutability 

of the minuscule particles constantly falling, necessarily exclude the alteration that is at the basis of 

the new nature of the compound. In Galen’s view, if the ingredients are made of immutable 

particles, then their qualities, carried by each particle, would remain unaltered as well, thus 

preventing the blending that produces a medicine with its own qualities, otherwise unattainable by 

the individual ingredients. Galen says he is puzzled by those who do not recognise the power of 

nature and the wondrous alterations produced by it,51 such as the formation of the foetus in the 

uterus, how it is bound to the mother and fed until it is ready, and the ‘divine art and resemblance 

with which nature produces impressions on the offspring’,52 which is precisely evidence against the 

theory of particles, as the story of the ugly farmer shows. The case is slightly different from the 

other stories, as the protagonist turns something that usually happens unintentionally into a 

technique that can be used at will. Thus, the ugly farmer has his wife look at a picture of a pretty 

child during intercourse, and in time the child she gives birth to resembles the child in the picture 

and not the father. In Galen’s explanation the miracle happens ‘because sight sent off the
53impressions of the painted figure through nature and not through some particles’. Again, we see 

the belief in the mysteries ( tcov t o io u t c o v  x r js  (}hjcj8cos p u c n T ) p ( c o v ,  shortly after) of a nature that 

wisely provides for itself, chosen over the belief in invisible particles.54

50 It is in fact to this kind o f  unverifiable and vague explanation that he resorts at the end o f De foetuum formatione 
libellum: ocicpav y a p  opco ev t t ) SiaTTAaoei oo<J)iav t e  apa Kai Suvapiv, ‘I observe in this construction the utmost 
intelligence and power’(4,700, trans. Singer).
51 One can already begin to see that another praise o f the wisdom o f nature is about to take place.
52 t t  \  t  /  /  i ~ / i /

1 4 ,2 5 3 :  t i v i  0 E ia  t e x v t ) K a i o p o i o T q T i  tu tt o v  ev t o i s  y e v v c o p e v o is  s p y a ^ E T a i .
53 ^ V 1 ~ ~ / > 9 v  \ ~ / v r

Ibid.: xr|s ovpEcos-, o i p a i ,  S iaT T E pT touaT ]?  t t )  <j)uaEi, aXk’ o u k  o y K o i?  t i o i  t o u  y E y p a p p E v o u  t o u ?  t u t t o u s .  The 
atomistic view in matters o f  conceptions is criticised also in De foetuum formatione libellus 4,687-8. Concerning 
resemblances to strangers, in Placita philosophorum  906e we are told that the Stoics believed they come from 
sympathy o f minds conveyed through effluvias and rays, and not through eidola.
54 Galen insists on the caring aspect o f nature with one last example: the she-bear gives birth to a cub without shape, 
and then provides it with one by the use o f a natural technique ( t t ! <j)ucnKrj T E y v ri) , that is by modelling it with the 
tongue (14,255).
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As transpires from the few sources that we have examined, births, conceptions, and 

resemblances, were case studies of different philosophical currents. The subject being so open to 

interpretation, mostly due to the fact that it was hardly verifiable, it is difficult to define what each 

school identified as the rules of the game, also because these rules were subject to much 

overlapping. If, however, Galen chooses, out of all examples to criticise the atomists and their 

theory of moving particles, a story about exceptional resemblances at birth (and he does so while 

talking about something completely different from conceptions, that is, antidotes), that must mean 

that atomistic philosophy was associated with such stories to begin with. In view of what we have 

seen in Placita philosophorum and De rerum natura, we can say that this association was based 

precisely on the theory of moving particles, which explained the phenomenon of sight as well as the 

transmission of resemblance at conception.55

Sisimithres

We can now return to the Aithiopika with a richer background to appreciate the explanation given 

for Charicleia’s peculiar conception:

Tf)s ys KaTa t t ] v  xP0 ,av anopias <j>pa?ei psv aoi xa'i f] xaivia t t ] v  Auaiv, 
opoAoyouaris ev a u T r j  xauxr)a'i TTspaivvris E O T r a x E v a i  xiva e ’i S c o A c x  k c u  

<t>avxacnas opoioxrjxcov faTTO xris xaxa xrjv ’AvSpopsSav npos as opiAias 
opcopEvrjvt.

55 Once again it is worth specifying that the atomists do not explicitly make this connection. Undoubtedly, Epicurus 
addressed human generation, sight, movement o f eidola, and phantasia, as TTepi (puoecos, lie  p i t o u  opav, Jlepi 
elScoAcov, and TTepi (pavraotas, according to Diogenes Laertius (10,27-28), can be counted among his works. 
However, given that all o f them are lost, there is no way o f  knowing the terms in which semen was described, and 
whether they were similar to those applied to eidola. What can be inferred on this topic from the extant works o f  
Epicurus, however little, seems to go in the same direction seen in Lucretius. Although the Epistula ad Herodotum, a 
summary o f his doctrine concerning physics, makes no mention o f human generation, Diogenes Laertius, in reporting 
the letter (10,35-83), adds to section 66 (where Epicurus is talking about the soul) a reference to the philosopher’s 
theory on semen explained in his other works: X e y e i ev a A A o i s . . .  t o  t e  o n E p p a  a<f)’ o A co v  t c o v  a c o p a T c o v  (j^peaOai, 
‘elsewhere he says that semen is carried from the entire body’. The idea o f the semen ‘deriving from the entire body’ 
( q ^ ’ oA co v  t c o v  o c o p a T c o v  ^ s 'p e o S a i ) ,  coupled with the idea o f it ‘detaching itself from the body’ (as we found in 
Placita philosophorum  905a: ‘’EtTiKOupos vjAJXOS K ai c rc d p a T O ?  d T T o a T T a a p a ’l .  brings it close to the description o f  
the eidola given by Epicurus himself in the Epistula, as particles constantly streaming o ff from the bodies ( ‘ p s u a K  d uo  
t c o v  o c o p d T c o v  t o u  ETTiTToXfjs auvExqs, ‘a continuous flow from the surface o f the bodies’ 10,48). Moreover, the only 
times Epicurus uses the word OTTEppa he means it as an equivalent for ‘atom’, when talking about the composition o f  
any object {Ad Herodotum 38: TT pcoTov p i v  o t i  o u 5 e v  y ( v e t c h  ek t o u  p q  o v t o ? ’ ttccv  y a p  ek t t o v t o s  E y fv E T ’ av 
O T T E ppaT cov y E  o u 0 e v  t t p o o 5 e o p e v o v ,  ‘first o f all, nothing is bom from what does not exist; for anything would 
generate from anything, without any need o f  germs’), and in particular o f living beings {Ad Herodotum 74: tc x  T o i a u T a  

O T T sp p a T a  e£  c o v  £ c p a  t e  x a 'i  <J>UTa x a 'i  t o  X o u r d  T r a v T a  tc x  0 E c o p o u p E v a  a u v i o T a T a i ,  ‘The seeds from which 
animals and plants and all the rest o f the things we see come into existence’), and about the generation o f worlds 
{Epistula ad Pythoclem  89: e t t i t t i 5 e i c o v  t i v c o v  O T T sp u aT co v  p u e v t c o v  a<j>’ e v o s  x o a p o u  fj p E T a x o o p i o u  q  d u b  

t tX e io v c o v ,  ‘(any world arises) when some suitable seeds flow from one world or the intermundium, or from several’).
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In any case, the solution to the problem about the colour of her skin is contained in the 
band, where Persinna here admits to having absorbed certain images and visual forms 
of resemblance from the picture of Andromeda that she saw while having intercourse 
with you.
(10,14)

After ten books of Aithiopika, the technical explanation of how Charicleia obtained her physical 

aspect is confined to six w ord s: EOTTaKsvai T iv a  sj'ScoAa Kai ^ a v x a a i a s  opoiO T qT cov. Although 

the idea that the image of Andromeda somehow entered Persinna’s mind comes across clearly 

enough, the precise dynamics of the process are hardly unambiguous. To begin with, how are we to 

understand ‘T iv a  s’lS coA a’? One interpretation of these words could be that the eidola are the 

images in the painting. The plural could be explained by recalling that in 4,8 it had been said that 

the bedchamber of the king was adorned with ‘the loves of Andromeda and Perseus’ ( t o u s  5 e  

SaA cxpous t o i s  ’A v S p o p s S a s  t e  Kai TTspoEcos sp c o a iv  e t t o i k iA A o v ) ,  which could have been 

referred to a series of paintings with the couple as the subject. In the same way, during the 

preparations for the festival in Meroe in Book Ten, the images of the heroes are displayed (fjpcocov  

e i k o v e s ,  10,6). However, it is made clear that Charicleia derived her looks from only one image of 

Andromeda, and it is only that one painting that is brought and placed next to Charicleia in the final 

recognition (EKopi^ov a p d p s v o i  t t ) v  e i k o v o ,  10,15). Rather, the plural T iv a  si'ScoAa should point 

us in the direction of the Epicurean theory of sight observed above. These eidola are not the images 

that belong to the painting, but rather the tiny films that detach themselves from them (each particle 

carrying the image of its source) and enter the eyes so as to cause vision.56 The source of the eidola, 

however, is imprecise, for, as has been noticed, the Greek is rather odd. The manuscripts’ reading 

‘ c x tto  Trjs k o t o c  t t |V  ’A v S p o p s S a v  TTpos a s  o p iA ia s  op cop E vq v’ is difficult to understand, for it 

means that Persinna absorbed images from the act of love ( c x tto  T f j s . . .o p iA ia s ) ,  whereas it is quite 

clear from the context that the images derive from the picture of Andromeda. A little change in the 

endings from Genitive to Accusative and vice versa, as well as a change in word order, reported by 

a smaller number of manuscripts and adopted by some editors, gives way to a more immediately 

understandable explanation: ‘ c x tto  T r j s  ’A v S p o p s S a s  KaTcx t t | v  TTpos oe o p iA ia v  op cop E vrjs’, 

which indicates that the eidola are derived from the picture ( c x tto  T r j s ’ A v 5 p o p s 5 a s . . .  o p co p E v q s),  

as we would expect.57

Leaving the possible solution aside for a moment, let us use this uncertainty as an 

opportunity for some considerations. For although it is plain to see that only one thing, that is, the

56 Cf. Placita philosophorum 901a: A t i i j o k p i t o s  ’ E t t i k o u p o s  k o c t ’ e i S c o A c o v  e i o K p i o E i s  c o o v t o  t o  o p a x i K o v  

aup(3aiVEiv, ‘Democritus and Epicurus suppose that sight is caused by the insinuation o f little images into the visive
organ.’. Cf. also Epicurus, Epistula ad Herodotum 46-49.
57 The emendation was proposed by Toup. Discussion in Morgan 1978, 363 f f
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king’s semen, could have come from the intercourse, whilst the other, that is, the eidola, from the 

picture, is it so unthinkable that the two could be confounded in explaining Charicleia’s conception? 

First of all let us recall the fact that, from the point of view of the vocabulary, technical literature, as 

we have seen, offered many connections between the sphere of sight and that of conception, due to 

similarities between their respective natures. On closer inspection, these connections are well 

reflected in Heliodorus’ words. The verb used for the extraction of eidola is aTTOCCo (eottcxkevcxi 

Tiva s’iScoAa), whose derivative aTToaTTaaiJa recurs in the Epicurean definition of semen {Placita 

philosophorum, 905a: ’Ettikoupos v|AJxfis kcxi acdpaxos aTToa7Taa|ja). Already at the beginning 

of Sisimithres’ explanation there might be a hint that images and semen can be subject to the same 

action, which is functional to what follows, since it is by understanding both sight and conception 

as the result of the travel of minuscule particles that we can provide the closest thing to a scientific 

explanation of how the former can affect the latter, the eidola circulating in the same body as the 

sperm and interfering with it. Saying that the eidola came from intercourse, therefore, would not be 

technically correct, but it would well mirror the interference of eidola with semen that produced 

Charicleia’s resemblance.

How are we to understand ‘<})avTacnas opoiOTTjTcov’? The meanings of the Greek 

<J>avTaaia are diverse, but if we were to classify them we could divide them in two main 

categories: that which concerns the object of vision (be it image, appearance, apparition, or 

presentation) on the one hand, and the mental faculty that processes vision on the other hand.58 It 

should be noticed that while both meanings have a use for the singular, only the former has one for 

the plural. Heliodorus’ use of the word in the rest of the novel confirms this.59 Thus ‘to have 

absorbed images of resemblances’ seems to be the meaning implied by ‘EOTTaKEvat... (J>avTaaias 

opoiOTpTcov’. This, however, looks odd. First of all it simply repeats the idea of ‘images, objects of 

visions’ already expressed, immediately before, by s’lScoAa, making it redundant. Second, if 

Sisimithres is going for an Epicurean explanation, as suggested by his reference to the extraction of 

eidola, then we would expect to find phantasia as well in an Epicurean meaning, that is as the 

presentation (in the singular, one for each object of vision) formed in our minds by the re

58 'For a diachronic analysis o f the meanings o f < })a v T a a ia  see Manieri 1998, 17-26.
59 ~ > > / \ f ~

Compare the use o f  the singular with the meaning o f  object o f  vision (1,20 ttcos ou tf|V (3eAtiovcc rrepi outt)s  
eikotcos TrapiaTTiai (j)avTaoiav;; 3,13 tco bpoico ttAeov p p a s eis ttiv <j)avTaaiav UTrayopEvoi; 7,7 ek vcotcov t?)S 
bpoioTr|Tos tt)v <j)avTacnav nap£cnT)a£v; 7,12 <t>avTaaias te 5opu<J)6pcov Kai komttou t?|S a'AXris 0EpaTTEias 
EpTTETrXiiaiJEVois; 9,18 coote eis venous (J)avTaoiav Tpv TnjKvoTrjTa TTapaaTfjvai to?s  TTspaais) but also o f  
imagination (9,25 Tcov 5rj TTEp'i outov eittovtcov cos c^avTaaia tls sir) T°  peM ovTa TToAAaKis e is  EiScoXa
TrpoTUTTOU(JEvr]s), with the use o f  the plural, always meaning objects o f  vision alone (2,16 EvuiTvia psv Kai 
<})avTaaias e£etc(£ovtes’; 3,16 ‘<}>avTaaias tcov pp ovtcov cos ovtcov Kai aTTOTUxias T“ v eAtti£opevcov).
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agglomeration of the detached eidola.60 Finally, there seems to be little reason for a plural for

o m o io t t is .

The anomaly o f ‘ E O T ra K E v a i... 4 > a v T a c n a s ’ continues. The nexus ottccco with < J > a v T a a (a  as 

its direct object is not a very common one. Before Heliodorus we find it only in Sextus Empiricus, 

in several occurrences where the author is commenting on Epicurean theory. Again, it looks like 

Sisimithres’ thoughts here are running according to that specific school of philosophy. O a v x a o i a  

is used in the singular in all of these occurrences, reflecting the fact that the plurality of images was 

indicated by E iS c o X a ,  but the uniqueness of the presentation by < |) a v T a a i a .61 Epicurus did not speak 

of (^ccvTacnas detaching themselves and flowing towards the eyes, an action performed instead by 

E fS c o X a , and if Sisimithres is following his doctrine, as he seems to be doing, then he is misusing, 

one of its important terms. The singular < J ) a v T a a ( a v  instead of < |) a v T a a i a s  would bring 

Sisimithres’ words much closer to an actual Epicurean formula, avoiding the redundancy with 

e’iScoXcx and restoring the distinction between the images and the presentation (thus ‘to have 

absorbed some images and the presentation of resemblances’). An even more linear formulation 

would be obtained with the omission of Ka'i and the subsequent understanding of < J ) a v T a c n a s  as a 

genitive singular, thus indicating the assimilation of ‘certain images of the presentation of the 

resemblances’, which conveys properly the relationship between eidola and phantasia. In view of 

this, moving up the first crux in order to include at least three more words and hypothesising a few 

minor changes would seem to be the quickest way to restore the correct formulation of the theory at 

which the technical vocabulary of the sentence is hinting.

Having said this, and considering the abundance of corrections (including also those needed 

in the section ‘ fa T T O ... o p c o p s v p v t ’)  that would be required in a space of little more than a dozen 

words, perhaps it is worth asking ourselves if it is a coincidence that the copyist’s imprecision 

manifested itself so consistently in this sentence. An alternative option could be that Heliodorus 

himself is not too prepared on the subject, that he has a neophyte’s access to technical vocabulary 

but not much more than that. Besides, he is writing a love novel and not a philosophical treatise, so 

an in-depth knowledge of that kind would be unnecessary. However, a passage in Book Seven

60 However, given the context o f transmission o f strange resemblances at conception, the idea that we would expect to 
find here is the power o f the mother’s mind ((j)avTaaia, again singular, in Empedocles, cogitatio in Pliny, vou s in 
Galen) as the engine for the transformation, thus the second aspect o f phantasia, imagination, rather than the first one, 
image.

Cf. Adversus logicos 1,254, where he uses the end o f Euripides’ Alcestis as an example (tote o ”A5|jtitos EOTTaaE 
|jev KaTaAr|TTTiKr|V (ftavTagiav otto t?|s  ’AXkpotiSo s , ‘then Admetus drew the apprehensive presentation from 
Alcestis’), and 1,180, where he does the same with Euripides’ Helena (ETti^as tt)$ O apou vrpou op a  tt]V aXr]0fi 
EXevtiv, qttcov te cctt’ auT?)s aXr)0?) (fravTacnav. ‘having set foot on the isle o f Pharos he sees the true Helen, drawing 

the true presentation from her’). Cf. also 1,176, 1,186, 1,258. Notice how the presentation drawn from a person is 
formulated in the first two examples (cctto tt|s  ’AXkpotiSo s; air’ auTrjs), which would encourage the emendation 
‘a lto  Tps’AvSpopESas’ in our passage.
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testifies against this. The scene is in Memphis, where, after a separation, Charicleia and Theagenes 

find each other again. Since she looks like a mendicant, her face dirty and clothes tom, he does not 

recognise her until she speaks and says the code word, but she, on the other hand, immediately 

recognises him. The eye of the lover, the narrator tells us, is very prone to recognising the object of 

love even from the tiniest details: Kivppa ttoXXoxis xa'i axfiMCX povov xav noppcoQev rj xav ex 

vcoxcov TT\s opoioiTiTOs xf)V <j>avxaa(av TTapEaxrjOEV, ‘often the merest movement or gesture, 

even if seen from a great distance or from behind, is enough to offer a presentation’ (7,7). 

‘O av x aa iav  T rapiaxavai’ (‘to offer a presentation’) is the opposite end of the action ‘(jxxvxacuav

ottcxv’ (‘to extract a presentation’). It belongs to the same technical vocabulary and, accordingly, is
62found in the same technical literature. Heliodorus is aware of this collocation, for he uses it on 

another occasion, in Book 1,20: ttcos ou xp v  P sX x io v a  Trep'i a u x fjs  e ix o x c o s  TTap(axr|ai 

( fa v x a c n a v ;  ‘is it not inevitable that she should offer the best presentation about herself?’.63 

However, it is especially the connection ‘xrjs d p o io x r ix o s  xf)v ^ a v x a o i a v ’ that catches our 

attention. Not only does it employ the same words used in 10 ,14 , but it also offers a combination 

that would fit Sisimithres’ sentence much better than ‘s a u a x e v a i . . .  ( f a v x a a i a s  o p o io x r jx c o v ’, 

where the use of the plural seems superfluous for both words.64

Excluding for the sake of argument a textual corruption, and excluding by means of cross 

reference Heliodorus’ lack of knowledge, how do we explain these inaccuracies? The third option is 

to not think about emending Heliodorus with Heliodorus or with external texts, but to accept the 

unclear phrasing and the possible mistakes as they are and try to understand the reason why they are 

there. We may start by noticing, for example, that unlike the gnome in 7,7, which we receive 

directly from the narrator, in 10,14 we depend on the words of Sisimithres, whose phrasing might 

be unclear simply because, behind appearances, his knowledge is wanting. If for a moment we think 

of Sisimithres as someone with only an approximate understanding of the matter at stake, the 

mistakes of the text begin to have a coherent shape. He starts with the reference to the absorption of 

x i v a  EiScoXa, where the indefinite T i v a  suggests little insight into the nature of the eidola (some

62 f  '  fCf. for example Chrysippus’ words reported by Plutarch in De Stoicorum repugnantiis, 1055f: TToXXaKi? yap  oi 
ao<J)oi vpeCi5ei xpcovTai rrpos tous <j>auAous Kai <t>avTaaiav TTapiaTaai m0avf]v, ‘wise men often use lies with the 
simple-minded and offer a plausible presentation.’
63 Both cases bring into question the truthfulness o f the presentation (in 1,20 Thyamis is speculating on Charicleia’s 
identity), which is precisely the context in which we find the same collocation in De Stoicorum repugnantiis, 1055f. 
There is a third case, Aithiopika 9,18, where the arrows shot at the Persians from the turrets on top o f the elephants give 
the impression o f a cloud: ‘coots si? venous (jiavTaoiav Tqv TruKvoTrjTa TrapaoT?|vai toTs TTspaai?’, ‘so that the
denseness (o f the arrows) offered to the Persians the presentation o f a cloud’ (here sis is out o f place).
64 < / / r /

Heliodorus uses the word opoiOTrjs only three times: here, in 10,14 (fyavTaaias o m o i o t t i t c o v ) ,  and a few lines
below (10,15 ‘Trpos t o  dnT|Kpi(i}copEVOv t%  opoioTqTOs... EKTrXayEVTcov’). The comparison with 10,15 highlights 
that there is no reason for the plural o p o i o t t i t c o v  in 10,14, as it is one resemblance that was transmitted from 
Andromeda to Charicleia.
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images, certain images), continues with the misuse of phantasia and with the use of a plural, 

opoiOTrjxcov, which makes little sense and is shortly after changed into singular by the narrator, 

and finishes with the confusion concerning the origin of Charicleia’s resemblance from intercourse 

rather than from the painting. Individually, each of these inconsistencies calls for emendation, 

together they form a sequence of mistakes consistent with the point of view of someone who has 

dabbled in this branch of philosophy enough to grasp its vocabulary but not enough to master it. Far 

from delivering a clear explanation, Sisimithres reveals some uncertainties.

This would account also for the fact that the theory that Sisimithres is employing is not 

coherent in following one particular philosophical current. Generally speaking, among the theories 

seen above, the one that best fits Charicleia’s case would be Empedocles’: children are shaped by 

the mother’s phantasia during conception {Placita philosophorum 906e). The fact that Empedocles 

goes on to exemplify this with cases of children that resemble works of art would confirm this. The 

difference, small but crucial, is in the number: Empedocles’ <f>avxaaia refers to the mother’s 

imagination, whilst Heliodorus’ (fjavxaoias, unless corrections are made, means ‘images’. 

Moreover, Tiva s’lScoAa seems to derive from the atomistic theory of vision best represented by 

Epicurus (although Empedocles’ own theory of vision was not too dissimilar, cf. Placita 

philosophorum 901b). Adopting the atomistic theory of sight on this occasion would make sense, 

because, as seen above, the atomists could provide a coherent explanation for the influence of 

vision on conceptions, and a coherent explanation is exactly what is needed during a trial such as 

the one taking place in Meroe. It is impossible to say which theory would more likely have 

convinced Hydaspes, whether that of particles or that of the wisdom of nature (as had been put by 

Galen). Moreover, adding to this imprecision, the Stoics as well held an opinion which seems 

tailored for Charicleia’s case:

Oi I t c o i k o i  c m o  t o u  o c b p a T o s  oA ou  Kai x p s  <|>EpEa0ai T a aT T sp p axa , Kai
XT)s  b poiO T T ixos a v a ir A a x x E a S a i ek t c o v  a u x c o v  y sv c b v  x o u s  x u tto u s  Kai x o u s  
X a p a K x f]p a s , goottep  a v  ei £cpypa<J)ov cctto t c o v  o p o ic o v  x p ^ M a x c o v  EiKova t o u  
PAettom evou.

The Stoics believe that the sperm derives from the whole body and soul, and that the 
impressions and characters of resemblance are modelled from the family, as if a 
painter modelled from similar colours the image of what is seen.
{Placita philosophorum 906d)

One thing that can be inferred from this is that different schools of philosophy were not entirely in 

disagreement concerning these matters, and that syncretism was therefore to be expected. Secondly, 

the amalgamation of fragments from different theories suggests that the knowledge of the topic at
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stake was obtained perhaps not from the study of one individual doctrine as much as from a reading 

of all of them. With this in mind, it is tempting to consider a doxographical work like Placita 

philosophorum as Heliodorus’ source of information. Doxographical works were collections of 

statements which constituted a vade mecum for those who wanted an overview of the most eminent 

doctrines. Accordingly, Placita philosophorum has provided us with many of the references so far 

considered. What is more, all of these statements could be found one next to the other in a relatively 

short space. In Book Four the reader can find the treatment of sensations, vision, and phantasia 

(899f ff.), and Book Five, which starts with the study of divination and dreams, jumps immediately 

from the mention of wet dreams to the study of semen and conceptions (904f-905a):65 thus human 

generation was introduced by dreams, which once again befits Charicleia’s case quite well. Shortly 

after, one can find all the theories on conceptions and resemblances in rapid succession: the 

Empedoclean, the Epicurean, the Stoic, and more. The concomitance in Sisimithres’ explanation of 

ideas coming from different theories would reflect the fact that Heliodorus based himself on this 

kind of source in looking for the technical explanation for Charicleia’s resemblance.

As Heliodorus proves, elsewhere, to be able to use the technical vocabulary of phantasia, the 

imprecision of the statement should be attributed to his characterisation of Sisimithres. There is, 

perhaps, rather than lack of knowledge, disbelief, on Sisimithres’ side, that any of these 

explanations could really convince anyone for good, the father of the unresembling child least of 

all. The matter is of a delicate nature and could lead to unhappy consequences, were the king to 

doubt the queen’s version of the facts. On top of that, there is Sisimithres’ own involvement in the 

circumstances around the exposure of the baby Charicleia, which can be very easily misinterpreted, 

especially from the king’s viewpoint. When Sisimithres’ name is first mentioned at the end of 

10,10, the omniscient narrator provides the readers with the information that he is the one who 

collected the exposed Charicleia, kept her for some time, and then handed her to Charicles (cf. 

2,31). Shortly after, Sisimithres reads the contents of the band together with Hydaspes:

ttoAAcx (jev auxbs 0aupa£cov ttoAAcx 5s xaj tov IiaipiSpqv EKTTETTAqypEvov xai 
pupias TpOTTas Tqs 5iavo(as ek tcov ov|;ecov Ep^aivovTa opcov ouvexes te eis 
Tqv xaiviav xa'i eis tt]v XapixAsiav axEvi^ovTa.

As the king read, he was filled with wonderment and could see that Sisimithres was 
equally astounded, for his expression testified to an infinity of shifting emotions and 
his gaze was fixed on the band and on Charicleia.
(10,13)

65 Interestingly, exactly the same transition can be found in Lucretius’ De rerum natura 4,1026 ff.
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Whilst the reaction of the king, who for the first time in seventeen years has received information 

about his daughter, whom he thought dead, is one of wonder ( 0 a u p a £ c o v ) ,  Sisimithres’ is one of 

shock (EKTTETTXriy|j£VOv), which may well be due to the fact that he is the only one, apart from the 

queen, for whom the reappearance of Charicleia could mean bad news. Seventeen years before he 

found an abandoned baby and, reading the contents of the band, realised who she was. In spite of 

this, he decided not to return the baby to her family, but instead kept her hidden in a country estate 

for seven years. We are not given an insight into the reasons behind his choice, so all we can do is 

speculate. Returning the baby would have probably led to the king’s twofold anger, due at that point 

not just to the baby’s skin colour but also to her exposure at the hands of the queen. It may be that 

at that time Sisimithres, a philosopher still in training, could not provide any explanation for the 

baby’s skin colour, and even the comparison with the painting of Andromeda would not have 

helped, for Charicleia is identical to Andromeda only when she grows up to approximately the same 

age. Thus, his choice of keeping Charicleia aims at protecting her and her mother, who could have 

been accused of both adultery and of the baby’s abandonment.66 Regardless of how well-intended 

Sisimithres is, this makes him an accomplice, with the consequence that at some stage he might 

have to protect himself as well. The problem re-surfaces seven years later, when Charicleia has 

grown and starts manifesting the unbelievable beauty that will always accompany her. In order to 

keep her away from Ethiopian eyes, Sisimithres manages to have himself sent as an ambassador to 

Egypt on a diplomatic mission concerning the emerald mines. The mission is a failure, for 

Sisimithres is expelled from the country: Ethiopia and Egypt will contest the emerald mines until 

Hydaspes wins the war ten years later (events of Books Eight and Nine). However, the young 

Gymnosophist has managed to give custody of Charicleia to a trustworthy Greek, solving for the 

time being, if not the country’s, at least the queen’s problem.

The end justifies every one of Sisimithres’ means, but one can see why the philosopher is 

taken aback when the past re-presents itself ten years later, for some of the questions the king is 

likely to ask might concern him directly. The first question, to be precise:

T'\S 6e o avsAopEVOs kcu Siaacbaas kcu
A j'yuTTTO v ou Kai aixpocAcoTOs s’lAqTTxai;

Who was it who took her up, saved her, and fed her? Who was it who took her to
Egypt where she has now become my captive?
(10,13)

66 The ultimate reason is, o f course, that the story needed Charicleia to be separated from her family. Earlier we saw 
how Persinna falls in a similar predicament: Charicleia’s resemblance to Andromeda was a sign o f belonging to the 
royal Ethiopian family, not o f adultery.

QpEvbas, t i s  5 e o  SiaK opiaas e i s
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The king’s first question is not about his daughter or about the contents of the band, but about the
67person who took up the baby and later brought her to Egypt. From now on, Sisimithres must 

accomplish a difficult task: see to Charicleia’s indisputable recognition, while at the same time 

clearing the queen’s name (and his own) from possible accusations. In order to do so, he starts by 

taking control of the flow of the conversation and directing it towards safer waters. He admits his 

actions (stressing the saving and feeding more than the keeping), avoids providing an explanation 

for them, and instead bursts into the declaration of the Gymnosophists’ incorruptible honesty: cos 

ou QepiTov f][iiv t o  tpEuSos olo0a, ‘you know that lies are forbidden to us’ (10,14). Having 

established this rule as well as re-established the authority that moments before he could have lost, 

he then directs the attention towards the tokens of recognition.

The just and imperturbable sage of the beginning of Book Ten, who until only a few lines
♦ • » • iObefore was philosophising on justice and on the search for truth and not appearances, has turned 

rather quickly into a lawyer who does not disdain rhetorical tricks worthy of a sophist, little 

omissions, and a fair amount of misdirection. This does not pass unnoticed, as Hydaspes’ remark 

underlines:

“T a u x i  p ev a p i a x a ,  co l ia ip ( 0 p r )»  n p o s  auTOv o  'Y SaaT T qs «kcu co s  a v  x i s  
EK 0upbxaT a a u v q y o p c b v  paA A ov rj 5iK a£cov. ’AAA’ o p a  pr) p s p o s  t i Aucov s x e p o v  
a v a x iv sT s  aTT opqpa S e iv o v  t e  Kai o u S a p c o s  a ir o A u a a a 0 a i tt)V Epoi a u p |3 io u a a v  
E uiT opov Aeuktiv y a p  rrcos a v  AiOiorres ap ^ oT E p oi n a p a  t o  e ik o s  
ETEKvebaapEv;” 'YTrofSAE^as o u v  o  l i o i p ( 0 p q s  Kai t i  Kai EipcoviK ov  
U T T op sib iaaas k tA .

“This is all very well, Sisimithres,” retorted Hydaspes, “the kind of thing one might 
expect from an impassioned advocate rather than from a judge. But beware, lest, in 
answering one point, you raise another question, a serious one that is far from easy for 
my consort to answer: how could we, Ethiopians both, produce, contrary to all 
probability, a white daughter?” Sisimithres shot him a wry glance and said with a 
slightly condescending smile (...)
(10,14)

Sisimithres has obtained the effect he wanted, for the king is now caught up in the skin problem, 

and the Gymnosophist’s mocking smile crowns the fulfillment of his strategy. His past actions are 

disregarded and will not be brought up again, and what is left is to clear Persinna’s name and

67 Whether his daughter died at birth or was exposed does not change the fact that, from his point o f  view, she is not 
there. As he still does not believe that Charicleia is his daughter, the new information does not make much difference in 
his life.
68 ' * ' ’ ' 'Cf. the series o f  maxims on justice in 10,10 (e.g. t c c s  uTrepoxccs ou 5 u a c o T T e 7 T a i  t o  S i k o i o v ,  ‘justice does not stand
in awe o f station’; o u  t o T s  TrpoocoTtois pbvov tcx  Sikccicx y iv E T a i l a y u p a  T ra p a  t o T s  a c o ^ p o o iv ,  a XKa K ai t o T s  

T p o r r o i s ,  ‘for a wise man a person’s character is as important as the color of his face in reaching a judgement’).
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guarantee the recognition of Charicleia as the daughter of the royal family. In order to do this, 

Sisimithres backs up the words on the band with his specialised knowledge on the topic. He must be 

aware that the matter is rather complicated and can easily be doubted, so he feeds Hydaspes just 

about the amount of technical words necessary for him to believe that there is an explanation, but 

does not give him enough time to realise that this explanation is obscure and not particularly 

exhaustive. No one, however, is able to contradict Sisimithres, the people of Meroe because he is 

speaking Greek, which most of them do not understand, and the king presumably for lack of 

knowledge but mostly because he is not given a chance to reply. As if to prevent any further 

questions from Hydaspes, who may well protest that this explanation has made him none the wiser, 

Sisimithres wisely refers to the painting, the incontrovertible evidence: Ei 6’ o u v  k o u  aAAcos 

T T iO T c b a a a 0 a i  ( 3 o u A e i ,  t t p o k e i t c c i  t o  a p x e x u T r o v ,  ‘If you desire further confirmation, the 

exemplar is to hand’. The doubts running in the king’s mind should indeed be many (e.g. what the 

eidola are and how they move, or what phantasia is), but no one can question the soundness of the 

theory once they have seen the truth of the practice.

Like Calasiris, the other philosopher in the novel, Sisimithres possesses a level of 

knowledge of the events higher than that of the people around him. Like him, the Gymnosophist 

clearly has Charicleia’s interest in mind and the emergence of the truth as the ultimate goal, and, 

again like him, he does not mind controlling the learning of others in the way that is most 

advantageous to this goal.69 He is also able to combine all of this with a hidden agenda of his own, 

that is, the abolishment of human sacrifices, which came across as his main concern in 10,9 and is 

finally ratified in 10,39. Sisimithres’ strategies are different from Calasiris’, for the Gymnosophist, 

who is also one of Charicleia’s adoptive fathers, again like Calasiris (and Charicles, who makes an 

appearance, and lies, in 10,36), is less of a blatant liar. Rather than manipulating the facts (the 

imminent ending of the novel requires that no more lies be told), he is concerned with his 

audience’s belief in the difficult truth, because they (the king as well as the people of Meroe) are 

not like the many passers-by encountered in the course of the novel, who could be fooled and left 

with only partial knowledge without too much remorse, but those among whom the protagonists 

will establish themselves for good. Obscure-talking and bilingualism are two of the means used by 

Sisimithres in orchestrating the solution of the story. Knowing that no theory can fully convince 

Hydaspes that he is the father of a white girl, he provides the opinion that is expected of him, but 

does so abstrusely and in a way as to puzzle rather than clarify. Moreover, he does it in Greek,

69 See Winkler 1982 for Calasiris’ at times mendacious control o f  the story. Calasiris and Sisimithres provide the two 
hyperintelligent perspectives to the novel (157). Just like Sisimithres’, Calasiris’ past too is not immaculate (cf. 2,25).
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which greatly restricts the number of people who can understand, and consequently doubt. Finally, 

to prevent questions, he produces the evidence of the painting:

’ E k o p i^o v  a p a p e v o i  x q v  EiKova T T poaxax0evxE s o i UTTqpExai Kai TTXqcnov xtjs 
X a p iK X e ia s  a v x s y s f p a v x E s  x o a o u x o v  EKivrjaav TTapa T tavxcov K poxov Kai 
0op u(3ov, aXXcov TTpos aXXous, o a o i  Kai K a r a  piK pov a u v is a a v  x a  XsyoiJEva Kai 
T T paxxopEva, S ia S q X o u v x c o v  Kai TTpos t o  aTTqKpifkoiJEvov x fjs  b p o io x q x o s  a u v  
TTEpixocpeia EKTrXayEuxcov, cooxe Kai x o v  'Y5aaTTT)v o uk exi p sv  aTTiaxsTv e'x e i v , 
E(|)Eaxavai 5e ttoX uv x p o v o v  f]5ov f)s  a p a  Kai 0 a u p a x o s  exom evov.

At a word of command from the king, the attendants went to take down the picture, 
which they brought and set up next to Charicleia. This occasioned universal cheering 
and acclaim: those members of the crowd with the slightest understanding of what was 
being said and done explained it to their neighbors, and the exactitude of the likeness 
struck them with delighted astonishment. Even Hydaspes could hold out no longer in 
his disbelief but stood motionless awhile, possessed by a mixture of joy and 
amazement.
(10,15)

Very few have understood Sisimithres’ words (their language, let alone the message), but they do 

not need to, since the exactness of what they see is the most convincing proof. When, however, it is 

in his interest that they understand his words, as when, for example, he wants to say the final word 

on Charicleia’s case as well as to ratify his point on human sacrifices, he wisely switches from 

Greek to Ethiopian, in order to increase the number of his witnesses (o Z i a i p i 0 p q s ,  o u x  

eXXtjvi^ gov aXX’ c o o x e  K a i  T r a v x a s  I ttoI e iv  a i 0 i O T T i £ c o v ,  ‘Sisimithres, speaking in Ethiopian and 

not in Greek so that everyone could understand’).

Tracing back the story of Charicleia’s unusual conception has shown that the reason behind 

Heliodorus’ choice goes far beyond the telling of a curious and entertaining fact. Previous accounts 

of weird conceptions all belong to a consistent block of philosophical/scientific texts that, some 

more directly than others, pertain to the wider discourse of perception and thought, whose roots go 

back a long way in Greek literature. Previous novels had manifested interest in the same areas, and 

especially, given their focus on love, in the field of sight. The understanding of sight as a process of 

penetration, drawing on ancient philosophical theories, had been amply employed by Achilles 

Tatius in building erotic undertones.70 Heliodorus operates in a similar field, not, however, drawing 

on sight as an image of sexual penetration, but, taking it one step further, as a contributor to 

conception. The philosophical sources for the explanation of Charicleia’s skin colour are, 

appropriately, conveyed through a philosopher. As we have seen, Heliodorus shows ample

70
Cf. for instance Clinia’s speech in 1,9,4 or Clitophon’s in 5,13. On this see Bartsch 2006, 68-9.
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awareness not just of previous stories of unusual conceptions, but also of the context whence the 

stories came, and where they were used by way of example.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ De imitatione

There is, however, an instance where one of these stories, that of the ugly farmer, appears in a 

rather different context, that of a rhetorical treatise. The author in question is Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus, and the work is what is left of his De imitatione. At the beginning of the epitome, the 

author wants to convey the idea that constant familiarity with good models of literature will imprint 

in the reader not only proper subject matter but also proper style. The story of the ugly farmer 

comes in handy, because the farmer’s wife, by constantly looking at beautiful images, is able to 

transmit the resemblance of the images, overcoming the natural resemblance transmitted by the 

father. Dionysius’ reason for telling the story is not to demonstrate one or another theory of sight 

against the evidence of resemblances at birth, but, from a completely different perspective, to 

provide an example for the practice of literary imitation:

" O t i  5 e7  t o ? s  t c o v  a p x c u c o v  s v r u y x a v E iv  a u y y p a p p a c n v ,  V  e v t e u 0 e v  pq p o v o v  
t t \ s  u t t o Q e o e c o s  Tqv uXqv aX X a Kai t o v  t c o v  iS ico p a T co v  £qX ov x o p q y q 0 c b p sv . q 
y a p  v| a j x t i  t o u  avayivcoaK O V T O s urro T q s  o u v e ^ o u s  T rapaT qpqaE cos Tqv  
o p o io T q T a  t o u  x a p a K T q p o s  £ < j > E X K E T a i ,  o t t o T o v  t i  Kai yu va?K a  a y p o iK o u  TTaSslv 
o  |ju 0 o s  XEyEr a v S p i,  (j>acn, y ec o p y c p  Tqv ovpiv a ia x p c o  TTapEOTq 5 e o s , pq  
t e k v c o v  o p o ic o v  yE vq T ai TTaTqp* o  (j)bpos 5 e  auTO v o u t o s  E U T T a i S i a s  sS iSa^E  
TEXvqv. Kai e i k o v o s  TT apabEi^as e u t t p e t t e T s  e ’i s  a u T a s  P X e t t e i v  e ’i 0 i o e  Tqv  
yuva'iK a* Kai p e t c x  T a u T a  a u y y E v o p E v o s  ocuTrj t o  KaXXos e u t u x ^ o e  t c o v  e i k o v c o v . 

o u t c o  Kai X o ycov  p i M q o E O i v  b p o ib n r is  t i k t e t o i ,  e t t c c v  ^qXcbaq t i s  t o  tr a p ’ 
EKaoTco t c o v  TraXaicbv P e X t i o v  E lvai S o k o u v  Kai Ka0aTTEp e k  t t o X X c o v  v a p a T c o v  
e v  t i  a u y K o p ia a s  p su p a  t o u t ’ e i s  T q v  v j A ^ x q v  p E T O X E T E u a q .

It is necessary to meet with the scripts of the ancients, in order to be supplied not only 
with the subject matter but also with emulation of expressions. For the soul of the 
reader absorbs the similarity of style through constant frequentation, similarly to what 
happened in the story of the farmer’s wife. An ugly farmer was afraid of becoming 
father of children that resembled him; this fear taught him an eugenic technique. 
Having exhibited beautiful images, he got his wife used to look at them; and having 
afterwards slept with her, he fortunately obtained the beauty of the images. Similarly, 
resemblance is generated by imitation of words, when one emulates what seems to be 
best in each of the ancient authors and channels this flow towards the soul as if 
bringing many streams into one.
(De imitatione, epitome 1,1-3)
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This is an appropriate introduction for what follows, since Dionysius will go on to list which 

authors should be imitated (according to genre: poetry, drama, historiography, philosophy, oratory), 

and which of their characteristics should be imitated. Though not enough, in itself, to define an 

entire era, De imitatione is a good touchstone for the understanding of literature of the Imperial age, 

as it reflects the tendency to look at the past rather than the present, under the general assumption 

that the best had already come and gone. Naturally, imitation was a significant topic in this sort of 

environment. Equally naturally, previous theories of imitation, especially the negative ones
71inherited from Plato, were being questioned. We have already observed this change when talking 

about the development of art criticism, underlining how around this period a purely imitative theory 

of art started to be felt as lacking, an issue whose complexity is well outlined in Phidias’ response 

to the question of the origin of his statue of Zeus in Dio Chrysostom’ Twelfth Discourse. In the 

sculptor’s explanation the statue was not, for obvious reasons, the copy of a model, but instead the 

elaboration in art of what previous poets, Homer first, had said about the god. Imitation is involved 

in the process, but crucial to it is also the creative component, which, a century later, the Philostrati 

would call phantasia. If we place Dionysius and Dio side by side, it appears that art criticism 

represents only a part, and a later one, of a much greater debate over imitation that interested the 

early centuries of the Imperial age and overcame the boundaries of different artistic media, as the 

answer given by Phidias for sculpture has many points in common with the principle advocated by 

Dionysius for literary composition. Moreover, Dionysius’ introduction implicitly suggests which 

kind of judgement should be bestowed upon literature in a way that anticipates the later reflections 

of art theory, for the allegory of the ugly farmer allows us to equate the literary product to a 

newborn baby, bringing about an image of life which carries a message of novelty that prevails over 

the imitation of external, older models.

The story of the ugly farmer, however, is not concerned with art. Though not unimportant, 

there is only a small artistic element in the story reported by Dionysius, the beautiful e i k o v o s  

displayed for the farmer’s wife. However, what follows the story of the ugly farmer is another 

story, which not only talks solely about art, but also sketches out some ideas that will be central to 

the discourse on art of the early centuries of the Imperial age. Immediately after the passage that we 

have just seen, Dionysius reports a famous anecdote regarding the painter Zeuxis:

Kai p o i T T ap iaT axa i T T iaT cooaa0ai t o v  A o y o v  t o u t o v  sp y c o ' Zeuxis q v  
£ c o y p a c |)o s , Kai TTapa K pO T coviaT cov EOaupa^ETO* Kai o u t g o  Tqv 'E A svqv  
ypa<j>ovTi y u p v q v  y u p v a ?  iSsTv t c x ?  TTap’ o u t o T ?  sTTETpEvpav TTap0svou?' o u k  

ETTEiSq TTEp q a a v  a tT a a a i  K aA ai, aAA’ o u k  e ’i k o s  q v  co? T ra v T a ira a iv  q a a v

71 Further on these themes see Whitmarsh 2001, 26-9 and 47-57.
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a io x p o c r  o 5 ’ q v  a^iov TTap’ EKaaxr] ypa4>?)s, es Miav q 0 p o ia 0 q  acopaxos eikovcc, 
kcxk ttoXXgov pepcov auXXoyf)s ev t i  auvs0r]KEv T) TEXvrj te X e io v  [xaX ov] e ! 5 o s .

One fact suggests to me the idea that this (i.e. his theory on imitation) is to be trusted. 
Zeuxis was a painter feted among the people of Croton. Now, when he was painting 
Helen naked, the people sent him the local maidens for him to scrutinise naked -not 
because they were all beautiful, but because it was unlikely that they were all totally 
ugly. The aspects that were worthy of painting in each of them united them into a 
single representation of a body. Out of the collage of many parts, artistry composed 
one complete form.
{De imitatione, epitome 1,4, trans. Whitmarsh 2013, 284)

The same story is reported with slight variations by other authors. Pliny (NH 35,29) sets the story in 

the temple of Juno in Agrigentum, and counts five girls used as models. Cicero (De inventione 2,1) 

complicates the plot by telling that the Crotonians first showed to Zeuxis the beautiful bodies of the 

boys of the city, then told him that the girls were the boys’ sisters (presumably in order to let his 

imagination run wild in trying to visualise how beautiful the girls must be), and finally led him to 

the girls, among whom he selected five.72 Whereas Pliny inscribes this episode in the history of 

painting and of famous painters of antiquity, Dionysius and Cicero are making a statement on the 

art of eloquence: the orator should read the best examples of literature from the past, select the best 

parts of them, and those which are most apt for what he is writing, and combine them in his work.73

In short, Dionysius introduces his treatise on literary imitation with two examples that 

combine themes of human generation, artistic creation, and the interaction of the two. It is 

interesting to observe the relationship between the ‘final product’ and its models. The child of the 

ugly farmer resembles his models, but is at the same time something entirely new. Similarly, the 

story of Zeuxis, as we have already seen in the previous chapter, shows that imitation alone is 

insufficient in defining the final product of art. In the painting of Helen single parts can be traced 

back to single models, but the ensemble finds no parallel, no one model that can be said to be 

imitated by the painting. ‘Creative imitation’ is what best defines Zeuxis’ work, and, given the 

context in which we find his story in Dionysius and Cicero, we are meant to extend this principle to 

rhetoric, and more generally to literary productions. If anything, the stories chosen by Dionysius 

call into question the limits of imitation, or at least show that, by his time, the meaning of the word 

had extended far beyond the idea of mere reproduction.

72 Whitmarsh 2013, 285 ff. highlights the androcentric aspect o f  this story.
73 Notice also Dionysius’ previous use o f the water metaphor for literary compositions, for which see above p. 126, n. 
92: KaOccTTEp ek ttoAAcov vapaTcov ev t i a u y K o p i a a s  p E u p a  t o u t ’ e i s  t f |V v p u x o v  j j e t o x e t e u o p , ‘channels this flow  
towards the soul as if bringing many streams into one’ (1,3). Further on the aspects o f literary criticism o f De imitatione 
see the illuminating analysis in Hunter 2009, 107-27.
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There is one more aspect to these stories, one that neither Dionysius nor Cicero (for Zeuxis’ 

story alone) particularly stress, and yet one that constitutes the main reason for the stories to exist in 

the first place, and that is the search for beauty. The farmer’s stratagem originates from the fear that 

he might have offspring as ugly as himself (o <j)6(3os 5e c x u to v  o v j t o s  EUTraiSias sSiSa^E 

TEXvrjv), and Zeuxis’ ability is triggered by the will to portray perfect beauty (4ouvE0r)KEV f) TEXvr) 

t e A e io v  [k o A o v ]  e i S o s ’ in Dionysius, 4excellentem muliebris formae pulchritudinem* in Cicero). 

By analogy, then, literary efforts too should ultimately aim for, and talk about, beauty.

Lucian’s Imagines

About two centuries later, a famous work by Lucian dwells on the exact same themes. The work is 

the fictional dialogue Imagines, in which Lycinus, in the attempt to describe to his friend 

Polystratus a breathtakingly beautiful woman he has come across, borrows the most notable parts 

from the best-known works of art of antiquity and combines them into the unique portrait of the 

equally unique woman. For example, she has the head of the Cnidian Aphrodite by Praxiteles, the 

cheeks and face of Alcamenes’ Aphrodite o f the Gardens, the nose of Phidias’ Athena, the neck of 

his Amazon, and so on. The colours of the most famous paintings partake as well in this spectacular 

collage. Polystratus recognises the person Lycinus is describing as Panthea, the mistress of the 

emperor Lucius Verus, and proceeds, in turn, to describe her soul and character by using Lycinus’ 

same strategy, but drawing from works of literature rather than works of art. Unlike Zeuxis, who 

used living models to produce a work of art, Lycinus and Polystratus use works of art to recreate a 

living woman.74 However, although Lucian reverses and complicates the terms of Zeuxis’ story, his 

dialogue revolves around the same themes of imitation and recreation of models from the past. 

What Lycinus sets out to do for the unknown beauty he saw walking on the street follows precisely 

the idea that Dionysius conveys in the introduction of De imitatione. First of all, one needs 

knowledge and familiarity with the excellent works of the past, which emerges in paragraph four of 

Imagines, where Lycinus investigates Poly stratus’ knowledge of art:

A '’ E T T E 5 q |jr ]a a s  t t o t e ,  co TToAucnpaTE, t t )  K v iS ic o v ;
TT* Kai paAa.
A* O u k o u v  Kai xqv ’A(j)po5iTqv e IS e s  t t c c v tc o s  auTcov;
TT' Nr) Aia, t c o v  TTpa îTsAous T T O iq p a T c o v  t o  KaAAicrrov.
A* ( . . . )  a u  5 e— T a u T T j v  y a p ,  c o s  <i>qs, — V9t po'i Ka'i t o S e  a t T O K p i v a i ,  ei Ka'i

TT")V EV KT)TTOIS ’ A0r)VqOl TT)V ’ AAkapsvous E C O p a K aS .

74 There is a continuous self-generative process operating here, as the works o f art would have had living models as 
sources o f inspiration.
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TT* ? H  ttccvtcov  y ’ av, cb Aukivs, o  p a S u p o T a T o s  rjv, si t o  kccX X iotov tc o v  
’AXKapEvous TrXaapaTcov Traps75ov.
A ^ ’ EkeTvo |jev  y s ,  co TToXucrrpaTE, ouk E ^E pqaopai o e , ei ttoXXcckis e i s  t t )v  
aKpoTToXiv avsX Scbv Kai Tqv K a X a p ib o s  I c o a a v S p a v  T E 0E aaai.
FT' Elbov KaKEivr|v T ro X X a K is.
A* ’AXXa Kai TauTa psv iKavcbs. t c o v  5 e O e i S i o u  Ipycov t i  paXicrra ETrrjvEaas;
TT* Ti 5’ aXXo fj t t ) v  Aqpviav, f] Kai ETTiypav|;ai Touvopa o O siS ias t ^ i c o o e ;  K a i  

v t i  Aia ”t t ) v  5 A patova Triv ETTEpsiSoiJEvriv t c o  SopaTico.

L: Were you ever in Cnidus, Poly stratus?
P: Yes indeed!
L: Then you certainly saw the Aphrodite there?
P: Yes, by Zeus! The fairiest of the creations of Praxiteles
L: (...) Since you have seen her, as you say, tell me whether you have also seen the 
Aphrodite in the Gardens, at Athens, by Alcamenes?
P: Surely I should be the laziest man in all the world if I had neglected the most 
beautiful of the sculptures of Alcamene.
L: One question, at all events, I shall not ask you, Poly stratus -whether you have often 
gone up to the Acropolis to look at the Sosandra of Calamis?
P: I have often seen that, too.
L: So far, so good. But among the works of Phidias what did you praise most highly?
P: What could it be but the Lemnian Athena, on which Phidias deigned actually to 
inscribe his name? Oh, yes! and the Amazon who leans upon her spear.
{Imagines 4, trans. Harmon)

Lucian wants to establish the two interlocutors as two connoisseurs of art who have travelled (not 

unlike Lucian himself) not to miss any of the famous masterpieces (they are in Asia Minor, possibly 

in Antioch, as they speak, but they have been to Cnidus and Athens).75 This slightly redundant 

passage does not only show them making sure they have ticked all the sightseeing off the tourist 

guide, but also underlines the frequent attendance one needs to have with works of art (ElSov 

K aKEivqv ttoXXockis, ‘I have seen her often’), which resembles what Dionysius says about readers 

and about the wife of the ugly farmer:

f] y a p  ^ u x h  tou  avayivcbaK O V T O s utto ttjs o u v s y o u s  TTapaTrjpqaEcos tt)v 
o p o io T q T a  tou  x a p a K T q p o s  ecJjeXk e t o i, ottoTov ti Kai yu va?K a  aypoiK O U  ttoBeTv 
o puQos Xsysi.

The soul of the reader absorbs the similarity of style through constant frequentation, 
similarly to what happened in the story of the farmer’s wife.
{De imitatione, epitome 1,1)

Second, reflecting the process of selection adopted by the ugly farmer (ettcxv ^qXcooq t i s  t o  Trap’ 

EKaoTco t c o v  TTaXaicov (3eX tiov  Eivai S ok ou v , ‘when one emulates what seems to be best in each

75 Cf. Hall 1981,20, n. 31.
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of the ancient authors’), comes the selection of the parts deemed the best and the most appropriate 

for the subject matter:

A* ( .. .)  4>Epe S q , e £  aTTaacbv q'5q toutcov cos cftov te auvappoaas piav aoi E iK o v a  

ettiS ei^co, t o  E^aipETOv rrap ’ EKaaTqs £Xo u a a v -

L: Come now, out of them all I shall make a combination as best I can, and shall 
display to you a single portrait-statue that comprises whatever is most exquisite in 
each.
{Imagines 4, trans. Harmon)

Already the fact that Lycinus operates on works of art in the same way in which Dionysius and 

Cicero suggest that the orator should operate on works of literature could indicate a rhetorical 

background to his procedure, but when Polystratus offers to do a similar kind of composition 

precisely with works of literature, the rhetorical path that is being followed by Lucian becomes 

even clearer.76 In order to describe a beautiful woman, Lycinus and Polystratus use the tools of 

imitation that rhetorical theory prescribed for literary creations. Panthea, therefore, is not the only 

one who is the result of composition of imitated models from the past, for so is the dialogue itself, 

as a literary creation.

Works of art, a beautiful woman, and the text that contains and describes them, are all 

equated, and talking about one of them means talking about the others as well. Consequently, 

parallel to every flattering praise elaborated by Lucian for Panthea is an indirect praise of his own 

work, as transpires everywhere in Imagines, and particularly in the final paragraph:

TT* ’A X q0q (|>f]s, cb A ukTve* coote ei 5 oke7, av a p i'^ a v T E s q'5q T a s  E iK ovas, q v  te 
au  avE T rX aaas Tqv tou  a c b p a T o s  Kai a s  sy cb  t t ) s  'I'u xq s E yp avpap q v, p ia v  e£ 
aT ia a cb v  ouv0 evtes s is  ^ ifSX iov K aT a0spE voi TTapsxcopsv aTTaoi 0au p a^ E iv  toTs  
te vuv o u a i Kai toTs  ev uaTEpcp E o o p sv o is . p ovipcoT E pa y o u v  Tcbv ’A tteXXou Kai 
fT a p p a a io u  Kai TToXuyvcoTou y s v o iT  a v ,  Kai au T q  ekeivq rra p a  ttoXu tc o v  

toioutcov  K E xap iap svq , oacp  pq ^bXou Kai Kqpou Kai xpc°M aT cov TTETTOiqTai, 
aX X a T a ? s TTapa M ou acb v ETTiTTVoiais E iK aaT ai, qTTEp aKpiPEOTCCTq eikcov 

y s v o iT  a v  a c b p a T o s  K aXXos Kai v|;uxqs apETqv a p a  Ep(j>avi^ouaa.

P: You are right, Lycinus. So, if you are willing, let us put our portraits together, the 
statue that you modelled of her body and the pictures that I painted of her soul; let us 
blend them all into one, put it down in a book and give it to all mankind to admire, not 
only to those now alive, but to those who shall live hereafter. It would at least prove 
more enduring than the works of Apelles and Parrhasius and Polygnotus, and far more 
pleasing to the lady herself than anything of that kind, inasmuch as it is not made of 
wood and wax and colours but portrayed with inspirations from the Muses; and this

76 On the different approaches to portrait o f Lycinus and Poly stratus see Romm 1990.
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will be found the most accurate kind of portrait, since it simultaneously discloses 
beauty of body and nobility of soul.
{Imagines 23, trans. Harmon)

Concerning imitation, the resulting description of Panthea leads us to the same questions addressed 

to Zeuxis’ Helen: can she be said to be the product of pure imitation? Just like Helen, Panthea is the 

result of the combination of imitations, but Lucian seems to have exaggerated the number of 

models. Helen’s features came from five different girls, whereas Panthea’s come from a dozen 

works of art and no fewer works of literature. The increased number of individual imitations, 

however, dismisses all the more the idea that the final product as a whole is an imitation, a mere 

copy, for not just the quality, but also the quantity of the models only testifies to the uniqueness of 

the ensemble. This is exemplified by the use of one word, a p X E T U T to v . It appears first in 3 ,1 1 :

TT* O u k o u v  e t te i A i0ou  t o u t o  y s  c o s  aA qQ cos ETTOiqaas o u te  T T apaK oA ou0qoas  
OUTE TOV IjJUpVaToV EKeTvOV EpO|JEVOS, OOTIS qV, Kav t o  e !5 o s  co s  o lo v  TE 
u t to S e i^ o v  t c o  A oycp ' T a y a  y a p  a v  o u tc o s  y v c o p ia a ip i .
A* ' O p a s  q A ix o v  t o u t o  q T q a a s ;  ou  k o tc x  A o y co v  S u v a p iv , Kai p a A ia T a  yE t c o v  

Epcov, E pcjiaviaai 0 a u p a a ( a v  o u tc o s  e ix o v a ,  TTpos q v  p o A is  a v  q ’A tteAA?)s  q  
Z e u ^ s  q T T a p p a a io s  iKavo'i E 5 o £ a v , q  eT t i s  O E ib ia s  q ’A A K apE vqs' sy c o  6 s  
A upavouM ai t o  apyETUTrov a a 0 E v s ia  T q s T s x v q s .

P: Well, inasmuch as you really and truly behaved like a stone in one way, at least, 
since you neither followed her nor questioned that Smymiote, whoever he was, at least 
sketch her appearance in words as best you can. Perhaps in that way I might recognise 
her.
L: Are you aware of what you have demanded? It is not in the power of words, not 
mine, certainly, to call into being a portrait so marvellous, to which hardly Apelles or 
Zeuxis or Parrhasius would have seemed equal, or even perhaps a Phidias or an 
Alcamenes. As for me, I shall but dim the lustre of the original {to archetypon) by the 
feebleness of my skill.
{Imagines 3, trans. Harmon)

Asked by Polystratus to describe the woman, Lycinus is at first worried that he might be incapable 

of performing a task that would have proven arduous even for the best artists, and is afraid that his 

lack of skill will spoil Panthea. On this occasion the original ( t o  apXETUTTO v) seems to be Panthea, 

as she is the starting point of the discussion and the marvellous image ( 0 a u |ja c n a v  E iK o v a )  which 

the interlocutors intend to reproduce. At the same time, however, the original will be each 

individual masterpiece by famous artists from the past which serve as a model for the description. 

Later, when it is his turn to describe her virtues, Polystratus proposes to paint one image for every 

individual virtue:
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o k o tte i 5e 5 f i  Ka'i tc c s  a A A a s  [ s i K o v a s ] '  o u  y a p  p ia v  coottep  a u  ek ttoAAcov 
a u v 0 E i s  e t t iS e ^ c u  S iE yvcoK a— rjTTOv y a p  t o u t o  Ka'i ypacjuKOv, ou vteA eoS ev  
KaAAr| T o a a u T a  Kai ttoA u eiS es t i  ek ttoAAcov ottoteA eT v auT O  au T c p  
av0ap iA A cb |jE vov— aAA’ a i  TTaaai t t i s  ap E T ai Ka0’ ekcxottiv eikcov p ia
ysyp avp E T ai TTpos t o  apYSTUTTov pEpipriMEvr).

And now look at the others (pictures of Panthea’s virtues) -for I have decided not to 
exhibit a single picture made up, like yours, out of many. That is really less artistic, to 
combine beauties so numerous and create, out of many, a thing of many different 
aspects, completely at odds with itself. No, all the several virtues of her soul shall be 
portrayed each by itself in a single picture that is a true copy of the model {to 
archetypori).
{Imagines 15, trans. Harmon)

There is, again, ambiguity as to what to archetypon refers to. Each virtue will have a separate 

image, and the image will imitate the original, but is this original the virtue, or each example used 

to describe it? Imitation presupposes an original and a copy drawn from it, but when both these 

elements can be called archetypon, then model and reproduction become indistinct and rival one 

another (auTO auTcp av0a|_nAAcb|j£Vov). Romm makes a point that Polystratus’ intentions differ 

from Lycinus’ in that the latter forms one hybrid out of different models whilst the former creates 

one individual copy from each model, but in the end both of them end up displaying the same short 

circuit of model and copy.77 We have already observed this with reference to the relationship 

between painting and novel in Longus, and it is therefore not surprising to find in Lucian almost 

exactly the same solution, that is, that this constitutes a pleasurable conundrum that deserves being 

written and given to mankind in order for them to admire it forever:

s i 5oke7 , a u a p i^ a v T E s  f j5 r )  tc x s  EiKOvas, riv TE avETTAaaas ttiv t o u  a c b p a T o s  
Ka'i a s  sy c o  t t ) s  E y p a ^ a p tiv , picxv 1% aTTaacbv o u v 0 e v te s  e is  ^ifiA iov
KaTa0EpEvoi TrapEXcopsv aTTaai 0 a u p a ^ £ iv  t o i s  t e  v u v  o u a i Kai to ? s  ev uaTEpcp 

EOOPEVOIS-

If you are willing, let us put our portraits together, the statue that you modelled of her 
body and the pictures that I painted of her soul; let us blend them all into one, put it 
down in a book and give it to all mankind to admire, not only to those now alive, but 
to those who shall live hereafter.
{Imagines 23, trans. Harmon)

77 See Romm 1990, who identifies in Polystratus the old view of art and in Lycinus the new one (87-90). Archetypon 
occurs again shortly after in Imagines 16, when Polystratus sets out to describe the first o f Panthea’s virtues, her 
paideia, only to admit that there is no archetype for that, for no one before has ever made an image o f paideia. Romm 
sees in this Polystratus’ failure to uphold what he promised, but it rather seems the conscious compliment o f a 
pepaideumenos (Polystratus, Lucian) to himself.
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Two more aspects ensue from this discussion. The first one is that, in Lucian, the type of speech 

that best problematises these dynamics is ekphrasis The aim of the entire dialogue is a description 

as complete as possible, and a few lines recall the technical vocabulary of ekphrasis (3: t o  e ! 5 o s  

cos olov t e  u t t o S e i ^ o v  t c d  Xoycp; 12: t c x  d5r,Xa sp^aviaai t o o  Xoycp). Being itself about the 

recreation of reality, description is by nature the most entitled to talk about imitation. The second 

aspect is one that we have already seen in the storbs of the ugly farmer and of Zeuxis, and that is 

beauty. The dialogue is brought about by Panthea’s perfect beauty, its purpose is the description of 

that beauty, and as a result the text itself becomes a:hing of beauty.

Final renarks

The analysis of these passages provides an additional interpretation for Heliodorus’ choice of a 

story of unusual conception for the origin of his heroine, as the story of the girl bom from a painting 

maintains the allegorical significance of the story of the ugly farmer. The observations made on 

Dionysius’ use of the story, and the subsequent observations on the story of Zeuxis and on Lucian’s 

Imagines, can well be extended to Charicleia’s case.78 Charicleia carries in herself a number of 

model-stories from the past, such as the myth of Aniromeda, the first white Ethiopian, the stories of 

weird conceptions, but also the characteristics of the heroines of previous novels. The method used 

by Heliodorus to combine these models follovs the principle explained by Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus and exemplified by Lucian, based on knowledge of, and familiarity with, past 

models, selection of their best and most suitable paits for the subject at stake,79 and combination of 

these in an original creation. Thus, literary mocels from the past play an important role in 

Charicleia’s conception, but so does art, as is the case of Lucian’s Panthea. Concerning imitation, 

the answer is one that we have already seem Although all of Charicleia’s features can be traced 

back to a previous model, their combination prodices something unprecedented and unparalleled. 

Regardless of her perfect resemblance to Andromech, Charicleia is not a simple reproduction of the 

mythical heroine. The painting of Andromeda is sad to be the archetype (10: e i  5’ o u v  Ka'i aXXcos1 

m a T c o a a a S a i  (3o uXe i, TTpoKEiTai t o  ap ysru T rof). but the same word is used long before for 

Charicleia herself (2,33: K aO au sp  apXETUTtov ayxXpa TTaaav ot|;iv Kai S i a v o i a v  £(}>’ EauTqv  

ETTiaTpE<j)Ei). Charicleia is no mere copy, she is effectively a new original.

78
A parallel between Dionysius’ story o f the ugly farmer and Charicleia is noticed by Whitmarsh 2013, 287-9.

79 We have observed, for instance, how carefully Heliodoru; polished the tradition o f unusual conceptions, deleting 
every negative aspect and combining all the positive ones ii order to provide his excellent heroine with a purified 
pedigree.
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Finally, let us consider the fact that also the particular attention that Heliodorus paid to the 

connection between heroine and text follows in the steps outlined by previous authors. Zeuxis’ 

Helen in Dionysius is an image for the literary product, and Panthea is an image for Lucian’s own 

work. In a similar way, Charicleia speaks for the entire novel, and the two are connected even more 

deeply because she was wrapped in her own story immediately after birth. The equation between 

work of art, beautiful girl, and the text that contains and describes her, is entirely maintained.80 We 

are therefore entitled to read in the nature of Charicleia a statement made by Heliodorus on the 

nature of the novel, a product that imitates the best elements of innumerable previous models, but 

that at the same time offers an innovative and unequalled result. This also came as the result of a 

process that started when early novelists compared their heroines to works of art and thus 

introduced art as an agent in the story, and continued with the deepening of the relationship of 

works of art with both the protagonists and the story, to the point that entire narratives were written 

starting from the idea that ‘the girl is like a painting’ or that ‘the story is like a painting’, which 

Heliodorus skilfully managed to combine. Increasingly, it became a way to define what the novels 

were and what the novelists were doing.

80 This is promoted also by the unveiling o f Charicleia’s last token o f  recognition, a black birthmark on her arm, in 
10,15. This is a case of intertextuality with the Iliad, but also a symbol o f the Ethiopian presence in Charicleia, and, as 
Morgan suggests, an image o f ink on papyrus (Morgan 2013, 231-2). See also Laplace 1992, 224-5.



CONCLUSIONS

The connection between the heroine and a work of art that resembles her characterises the first 

novel that survived in its entirety and constitutes the nucleus of the last one. In between stood about 

three centuries during which the novels evolved, as did the way in which novelists used works of 

art.

As we learnt in Chapter Two, already Chariton had devised an important role for works of 

art in his novel, to the point that tracing the presence of works of art in Chaereas and Callirhoe 

leads inevitably to the encompassment of the entire novel. The portraits of the protagonists are 

important for the development of the characters, but they are also strategic elements that contribute 

to changes in the story and thus produce plot. This is a trend that might have started as early as the 

Ninus romance. Xenophon of Ephesus seems to be playing with the reversal of some of the patterns 

set by Chariton with regard to works of art, but is particularly relevant because he introduced the 

description of a work of art that, unlike those seen before, carries a story and not just the likeness of 

a person, and this story is connected to the events of the novel. Incidentally, this work of art, the 

nuptial canopy, was something he borrowed from Chariton. This is the start of a coherent pattern 

whereby novelists picked up on the artistic aspects they found in the work of their predecessors, and 

elaborated on them.

Achilles Tatius built an important part of his novel on the relation between the stories 

narrated in the paintings and the main narrative, and, to do so, he worked extensively on the 

detailed descriptions of the paintings. In order to better understand his work, a look was taken into 

the extant rhetorical material containing theoretical discussion on ekphrasis, determining the 

rhetorical tools which were in the author’s possession, as well as the fact that in his ekphraseis of 

paintings one should rather see an innovative feature than the replication of school exercises. Other 

than from other factors discussed in Chapter One, this seems to be confirmed by the analysis of the 

novelist’s work. Achilles Tatius tried different combinations in the sources he used for the paintings 

described, which possibly included actual artworks, in the connections he established between the 

contents of the paintings and the contents of the story, and in the blending of description and 

narration. Overall, the novelists demonstrates a keen eye not only for art, but also for its making, 

which he uses, at least in one case, as a parallel for his own activity as a writer.

Although in a very different way, this last aspect is explored by Longus as well. Rather than 

practising the detailed description of a painting, Longus manifests a deeper reflection on the nature 

of ekphrasis of paintings. The fact that he transformed the ekphrasis of a painting into his novel 

shows awareness of the fact that the parallel with art could become a way to define the nature of the
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novels. Moreover, the fact that he recognised ekphrasis of paintings as an instance of ut pictura 

poesis contributed to its development into an autonomous genre, which flourished in the third 

century at the hands of the Philostrati.

Heliodorus paid unequalled attention to the peculiar nature of his heroine. Moreover, the 

metaliterary aspect of Charicleia emerges throughout the novel, and this suggests that the 

circumstances of the conception of Charicleia, which could be seen as the crucial point of the whole 

story, should be read as hinting at the circumstances of the composition of the novel. Charicleia is 

bom from a painting, which shows how Heliodorus resumed and amplified a pattern that had been 

laid down by the early novelists, that is, the connection between the heroine and a work of art. By 

using art as a referent, Heliodorus drew a fortunate parallel between literary and human creation.

Art in the novels is not only about descriptions of paintings or wonderful objects to admire 

here and there in the workd travelled by the protagonists, and it does not occur in each novelist in 

isolation from the others. This thesis has provided close textual analysis of the relevant passages 

concerned with works of art in all the five extant Greek novels, and, through this, has brought to 

light the idea that the presence of works of art was felt by the novelists as a feature of the genre, 

which evolved, following the evolution of the novels. The novelists recognised the use of works of 

art in the predecessors and constantly innovated it. More and more, and especially after ekphrasis 

became the preferred way to display works of art, it became a metaliterary way to talk about the 

novels themselves.
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